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Zbe Society of (Slass tlecbnoloov?.

The Society of Glass Technology was inaugurated at a meeting

in the University of Sheffield, on Thursday, November 9th, 1916.

Its object was defined as the general advancement of the various

branches of Glass Technology by the association of persons inte-

rested in glass and glassware ; the reading and discussion of papers

;

the publication of scientific information on glass technology; the

formation of a library and museum.

All persons or associations of persons interested in glass, whether

from the point of view of the manufacturer, the distributor, the

scientist, the user or collector, are eligible for membership.

Membership is of three classes : Collective Membership, open to

Firms, Associations, and Committees; Ordinary Members, and

Student Members, the annual subscription in each class being

£3 35., £1 10^., and 2s. 6d. respectively. Copies of the Con-

stitution and Rules may be had on application to the Secretary,

The University, Sheffield. The total number of members whose

election has been confirmed exceeds 650.

Meetings of the Society are arranged monthly, except during the

summer. One half of the meetings take place at Sheffield, the

headquarters of the Society, the other meetings being held in

different centres of the glass industry, as the Council decides. In

this way local interest is stimulated.

The Society publishes a Quarterly Journal, containing the papers

read to the Society and the discussions on the papers, together

with abstracts of other papers of interest to members published in

British and foreign journals. Each collective member may receive

two copies and each ordinary member one copy.

Scientific communications on glass technology are invited for

publication in the Journal.

A library of technical literature has been formed, and a list of

the books available for reference or for loan may be obtained from

the Secretary.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

SOCIETY OF GLASS TECHNOLOGY

PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRTY-NINTH MEETING.

Held in the Hall of the Royal Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi,

London, W.C.2, on Wednesday, December 15th, 1920, at 2.30 p.m.

Mr. S. N. Jenkinson, President, in the Chair.

Mr. Verney Stott, B.A., exhibited " A Device for Measuring the

Internal Diameter of Glass Tubing." Members had an opportunity

of examining the device, which was described in this Journal,

Trans. 1920, 4, 261.

Mr. W. A. Whatmough, B.Sc, A.I.C., read a paper entitled
" The Re-annealing of Glass." The paper was illustrated by lantern

slides, diagrams, and specimens of glassware. A discussion followed

in which there took part, the President, Mr. W. B. Clarke, Mr.

Th. Teisen, Dr. M. W. Travers, and Prof. W. E. S. Turner. Mr.

Whatmough replied.

Dr. C. J. Peddle, communicated the following papers :
" The

Development of Various Types of Glass " (Parts vi, vii, viii, ix,

and x), " Silicate Glasses containing Sodium Oxide, Potassium

Oxide, and Lead Oxide."

Dr. Peddle' s remarks were illustrated by a number of lantern

slides. In the discussion that followed there took part, the President

Dr. M. W. Travers, Messrs. W. B. Clarke, E. A. Coad-Pryor, and
V. H. Stott.

The following members were elected :

—

Ordinary Members.

Herbert Cecil Clough England Assistant Manager, Pentowan Glass Works,
Hayle, Cornwall.

Col. Stanley Clarence Halse, Manager, Messrs. John Lumb & Co., Ltd.,

C.M.G. Castleford.



Frank R. Miller

William Craven Snowdon

Kiyoshi Kamita

Aizo Misuini

Kiyoshi Ide

Masakichi Ono

Frederick John Marshall

Mechanical Engineer, Messrs. Graham Glasi

Co., Evansville, Ind., U.S.A.

Student, Department of Glass Technology^,

The University, Sheffield, and 24, Beacons -

field Street, Acomb, York.

Chemical Engineer, Messrs. Asahi Glass Co.',

Ltd., Japan, and Student, Department
of Glass Technology, The University^

Sheffield.

Chemical Engineer, Messrs. Asahi Glass Co.,

Ltd., Japan.

Chemical Engineer, Messrs* Asahi Glass Co.,

Ltd., Japan.

Chemical Engineer, Messrs. Asahi Glass Co.,

Ltd., Japan.

Chemist, Messrs. Medway Glass Works,
Queensborough, Kent.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE FORTIETH MEETING.

Held in the Mappin Hall, Applied Science Department, The Uni-

versity, St. George's Square, Sheffield, on Wednesday, January 19th,

1921, at 2.30 p.m., Dr. M. W. Travers, F.R.S., Vice-President, in

the Chair.

Mr. J. Connolly, seconded by Mr. F. G. Clark, gave notice of

his intention to move at the following meeting that the constitution

of the Society be amended so as to permit the election of " Honorary

Members."

The first paper on the agenda was " The Rate of Change of Glass

Composition in a Tank Furnace following a Change in the Batch

Composition," by John Currie, M.A. In the absence of Mr. Currie,

this paper was presented by Prof. W. E. S. Turner, and was illustrated

by lantern slides.

A lively discussion followed to which the following contributed :

Dr. Travers, Messrs. R. L. Frink, W. J. Rees, Guy Simpson, J. H.

Davidson, A. E. Hill, J. ConnoUy, and Th. Teisen. Prof. W. E. S.

Turner replied.

Two other papers were presented, namely :

—

fl)
" Problems arising in Tank Furnace Practice through Shortage

of Salt-cake." By Prof. W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

(b) " The Relative Advantages and Disadvantages of Limestone,

Burnt Lime, and Slaked Lime as Batch Materials." By
F. W. Hodkin, B.Sc, A.I.C., and Prof. W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

These two papers were taken together and presented by Prof.

Turner. They were illustrated by lantern slides. A discussion

followed in which there took part, Dr. Travers, Messrs. W. J. Rees,

R. L. Frink, Guy Simpson, and J. Connolly. Mr. F. W. Hodkin

and Prof. Turner replied.

Votes of thanks were accorded to Mr. J. Currie, Mr. F. W. Hodkin,

and Prof. Turner for then papers.
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The following members were elected :

—

Collective Members.

Messrs. Arthur H. Thomas Wholesale, Retail and Export Merchants,

Company Laboratory Apparatus and Reagents,

West Washington Square, Philadelphia,

U.S.A.

Ordinary Members.

Frederick Francis Smith Bry- Physicist, Glass Research Association, Lon-

son, M.B.E., M.A., B.Sc, don, and 12, Oppidans Road, London,
F.Inst.P. N.W.3.

Lionel Milner Butterworth Messrs. Butterworth Bros., Ltd., Newton
Heath Flint Glassworks, Manchester.

Donald Turner, B.Sc.Tech. 41, Coverdale Road, Sheffield.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE FORTY-FIRST MEETING.

Held in the University, Edmund Street, Birmingham, on Wednes-

day, February 16th, 1921, at 2.30 p.m., Mr. S .N. Jenkinson,

President, in the Chair.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Philip J. Walker

of Messrs. J. Walsh Walsh, for kindly granting permission to

members of the Society to visit the Soho and Vesta Glassworks,

Lodge Road, Birmingham, during the morning.

A vote of thanks was also accorded to the authorities of the

University of Birmingham,, for kindly providing free accommodation

for the Society's meetings.

The President intimated that the Annual Dinner of the Pottery

and Glass Trades' Benevolent Institution would be held in London,

on February 22nd, 1921. The President remarked that that was the

only Benevolent Institution connected with the Glass and Ceramic

Industries in this country, and the Annual Dinner afforded an

opportunity of making its work better known.

It was announced that the next meeting of the Society would be

held in Newcastle-on-Tyne, and that members had been kindly

invited to lunch by the directors of Messrs. Lemington Glassworks,

Ltd.

The President also intimated that the Annual Dinner of the

Society would be held, in 1921, in London, on Wednesday, April 20th.

A paper, illustrated by lantern slides, was given by Dr. M. W.
Travers, F.R.S., entitled " The Heat Balance of a Tank Furnace."

The President, Mr. Th. Teisen, Dr. C. J. Peddle, Prof. W. E. S.

Turner, and Mr. W. C. Snowdon contributed to the discussion that

followed.

Dr. C. J. Peddle, F.I.C., gave an abstract of a paper entitled
" The Nomenclature of Glasses." A discussion followed in which

there took part, the President, Dr. M. W. Travers, Mr. E. A. Coad-

Pryor, and Prof. W. E. S. Turner.

It should be observed that this paper was originally presented,

for Dr. Peddle, by Prof. W. E. S. Turner in Pittsburg, U.S.A., on
7



September 2nd, 1920, on the occasion of a joint session of the

American Ceramic Society and the Society of Glass Technology.

Votes of thanks were accorded to Dr. M. W. Travers and Dr.

C. J. Peddle for their papers.

The following members were elected :

—

Messrs.

Ltd.

Collective Members.

John G. Stein & Co. Silica and Firebrick Manufacturers, Bonny -

bridge, Scotland.

Ordinary Members.

Herbert A. Clark, B.S., A.M.,

Ph.D.

Adrian Eliot Hodgkin, M.C.,

B.A., A.I.C.

William A. McLaughlin, Ph.B.

Masamichi So, D.Sc.

Fred Taylor

Tbomas Barwick Wray

Henry Vincent Aird Briscoe,

D.Sc, A.R.C.Sc, D.I.C.

C. <T. van Nieuwenburj

Tech. Science.

Dr.

Physicist, Messrs. Taylor Instrument Com-

panies, 93, Ames Street, Rochester, N.Y.,

U.S.A.

Research Chemist, Messrs. British Glass

Industries, Ltd., Charlton, London, S.E.7,

Works Manager, Messrs. Forth Glass Works.

Ltd., Firhill, Glasgow.

Engineer, Messrs. Tokyo Electric Company,
Kawasaki, Japan.

Glass Bottle Manufacturer, Messrs. English

Glass Bottle Co., Bradfield Road, Shef-

field.

Iron and Brass Founder, Albion Foundry,

Castleford.

Consulting and Chemical Engineer, and Fuel

Economy Specialist, Messrs. Stevenson &
Briscoe, 34, West George Street, Glasgow.

Professor of Analytical Chemistry, Delft

University, and 21a Rotterdamsche Weg,
Delft, Holland.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE FORTY-SECOND MEETING.

Held in the North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical

Engineers, Neville Hall, Westgate Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne, on
Wednesday, March 16th, 1921, at 3.30 p.m., Dr. M. W. Travers,
F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the Directors of Messrs.

Lemington Glassworks, Ltd., for granting permission to members
to visit their works during the forenoon, and for their kindness in

entertaining members to luncheon.

Dr. Travers paid a tribute to the late Lord Moulton, who, only

a few days before his death, had agreed to preside at the Annual
Dinner of the Society in London on April 20th.

A vote of condolence was passed to the members of Lord Moulton 's

family, the meeting uprising to express its sympathy in silence, and
it was resolved that the Society record on its Minutes its appreciation

of the great services which Lord Moulton had rendered to science.

It was announced that the Annual Dinner of the Society would be

held this year in London at the Hotel Cecil, on Wednesday, April

20th, at 7.15 p.m.

Members were reminded that nominations for the Council should

be in the hands of the Secretary within one week.

A summary of a paper entitled " Note on the Corrosion of Fireclay

Refractory Materials by Glass-making Materials," by Donald
Turner, B.Sc.Tech., and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc, was given by Prof.

W. E. S. Turner.

Mr. W. W. Warren having taken the Chair, Dr. M. W. Travers,

F.R.S., read a paper entitled :
" The Clouding of Glass." A number

of specimens were exhibited.

These papers were followed by a discussion, in which there took

part Prof. W. E. S. Turner, Dr. Travers, Messrs. W. W. Warren,
A. L. Marden, E. A. Coad-Pryor, and F. F. S. Bryson. Mr. Bryson
exhibited a number of lantern slides showing the clouding effect.

Owing to lack of time, the reading of the third paper on the

agenda was postponed to a later meeting, viz. :
" The Shrinkage,

Porosity, and Density of British Fireclays after Firing at 1500°."

By Edith M. Firth, B.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.
9
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The following members were elected :-

Collective Members.

Messrs. Universal Grinding Wheel Co., Ltd., Stafford.

Ordinary Members.

Walter Gordon Clark

John Newton Friend, D.Sc,
Ph.D., F.I.C.

Robert Kosh

Baron Taro Tsuji, M.S., B.S.

Consulting Electrical Engineer, 149, Broad-

way, New York, U.S.A.

Head of Chemistry Department, Municipal

Technical School, Birmingham.
Works Manager, Messrs. City Glass Bottle

Co., Ltd., Ford's Park, Canning Town,
London, E.16.

543, Sendagaya, Tokyo, Japan.



VISIT TO THE WORKS OF MESSRS. LEMINGTON GLASS-
WORKS, LTD.

During the forenoon, by the courtesy of the Directors, a visit

was paid to the works of Messrs. Lemington Glassworks, Ltd.,

Lemington-on-Tyne. The party was conveyed to and from New-

castle by charabanc, also kindly provided by the Directors. At

Lemington, members were met by Mr. C. Wilson (Managing Director)

and Mr. W. W. Warren, A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E. (General Manager).

A most instructive time was spent observing the processes in the

manufacture of electric lamp bulbs, and of glass tubing. The

bulbs were made, not only by hand processes, but also by means

of the Westlake machine, nicknamed the " Iron Man," an American

automatic bulb-blowing machine capable of turning out 1,000 bulbs

an hour. The bulbs were sent to London to be completed at the

works of Messrs. The General Electric Co., Ltd.

Prior to the general meeting in the afternoon, members of the

Society were the guests at luncheon in Newcastle-on-Tyne of the

Directors of Messrs. Lemington Glassworks, Ltd. Mr. C. Wilson

presided, supported by Prof. W. E. S. Turner, Dr. M. W. Travers,

Mr. W. W. Warren, and a number of local glass manufacturers.

Replying to a vote of thanks proposed by Dr. Travers, Mr. C.

Wilson observed that, apart from Lemington, the British glass-

maker had scarcely produced a bulb worth the name. He believed

that there was a fine future before the trade, if only glass-makers

would realise they could not continue to work by rule of thumb, but

must adopt the most scientific methods. The trade was bound up

in science, yet glass-making was becoming more and more an

engineering problem. It was also necessary the workmen should

realise that the success of the trade depended upon them as much as

upon the employer.

Mr. W. W. Warren also spoke, eulogising the Westlake machine.

He and his staff were out to make their works as efficient as any on

the Continent or in America. He claimed that they had already

gone a long way towards attaining that object.

11
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE FORTY-THIRD MEETING,
BEING THE FOURTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

Held in the Chemistry Lecture Theatre, University College, Gower
Street, London, W.C., on Wednesday, April 20th, 1921, at 2.30

p.m., the President in the Chair.

The Secretary read a letter he had received from the late Lord
Moulton's Secretary. It was dated April 9th, 1921, and ran :

—

" Dear Dr. Turner,
" Forgive the dela}' in acknowledging your letter and

accept my grateful thanks for the sympathy and appreciation of

Lord Moulton's work which you have expressed.
" He was looking forward to the dinner of your Society, but we

can only regret that we all missed the inspiration which he would
have given to your work in the future. He died, as he would wish
to have died, in harness, but we can't help realising how necessary

he was just now by reason of his great appreciation of England's
scientific needs.

*' Yours very faithfully,

" ACHILLE BAZIRE."

It was Resolved that this letter be recorded on the Society's

Minutes.

The deaths of two members were reported :

—

1. J. Griffin, London.
2. C. M. Brooke, Australia.

It was Resolved that these be recorded with regret.

The final arrangements in connection with the visit to the works
of Messrs. Rockware Glass Syndicate, Ltd., Greenford, on the
following day, were announced.

The following Resolutions effecting alterations and amend-
ments in the *" Constitution and Rules " of the Society were
carried :

—

h 13
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1. That Rule 3 " Constitution " be extended to include the

following section :

—

(d) Honorary Members, i. e. persons who have made
noteworthy contributions to the advancement of glass

technology."

2. That a new Rule 8 be made as follows :

—

Proposal of Candidates as Honorary Members.

" Every candidate for Honorary Membership shall be

proposed by the Council at any ordinary meeting of the

Society, accompanied by a statement of the services

which the candidate has rendered. Such proposal shall

not be made unless favoured by a three-fourths majority

of the Council assembled at its meeting, and a three-

fourths majority at the ordinary meeting shall be necessary

for election."

3. That in Rule 8, as existing, there be added after the

word " and " in line 3, the words " except hi the case of an

Honorary Member."

4. That there be added to Rule 9, as existing, the words,
" an Honorary Member is entitled to his privileges under

Rule 14, from the date of his election."

5. That Rules 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12, as existing, be

re-numbered 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13, respectively.

6. That a new Rule 14 be made as follows :

—

" Honorary Members."

" Every Honorary Member shall have the right to be

present at the ordinary meetings of the Society, and to

use the Society's library, but shall have no voting power."

7. That Rule 13, as existing, be numbered Rule 15, and
be amended so as to read as follows :

—

" Any member may resign his membership by giving to

the Secretary notice in writing to that effect. Such
resignation shall only be accepted provided that all

annual subscriptions or other payments due from the

member shall have been duly discharged. The date

on which such resignation shall be deemed to take effect

shall be the last day of the Society's financial year, unless

desired earlier by the member."
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8. That Rules 14, 15, 10, 17, 18, and 19, as existing, be

re-numbered 10, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21 respectively.

9. That Rule 20, as existing, be re-numbered Rule 22,

and read as follows :

—

" The entire management of the Society (except as other-

wise provided by these Rules) shall be .deputed to the

Council. Five members of the Council shall form a

quorum. The Council shall consist of the President,

Past Presidents, six Vice-Presidents, the Treasurers,

Secretary and Assistant Secretary, and fifteen members
who shall be elected at the Annual General Meeting. Pro-

vided that in the years 1921-22 and 1922-23 the number
of Vice-Presidents shall be respectively ten and eight."

10. That Rule 21, as existing, be re-numbered Rule 23,

and read as follows :

—

" The President shall be elected annually for one year,

but may hold office if re-elected for a further period.

Four Vice-Presidents and five members of Council, in

order of seniority of office, shall retire annually, and shall

not be eligible for re-election until after an interval of

twelve calendar months. Provided that after April, 1921,

only two Vice-Presidents shall be annually elected, and

after April, 1923, only two Vice-Presidents shall retire

annually."

11. That Rules 22, 23, 24, 25, 20, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,

34, and 35, as existing, be re-numbered Rules 24, 25, 26, 27,

28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, and 37 respectively.

The Fourth Annual Report of the Council (together with Balance

Sheet) for the year 1920 having been circulated, was taken as read,

approved, and adopted.

The Report ran as follows :

—



FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

The year 1020 might almost be considered the first full year in

which war influences were greatly reduced in effect. During the

war, many persons became connected with the industry whose

future and permanent connection with it was at least doubtful

;

and as some of these eagerly sought membership of the Society it

might have been expected that there should be some subsequent

lapses of membership and resignations. It must indeed be con-

sidered as evidence of the continued value of the Society's work

when the Council is able to record, as it can, a further period of

strong growth. Thus, whereas the total number of members on

the roll on December 31st, 1019, was 516, at the end of 1020, allowing

for deaths, lapses of membership, and resignations, the total had

risen to 620.

During 1020, 128 members were elected as against 144 during

1010. Of the total number, 23 were Collective, 101 Ordinary, and

4 Student Members. The following table summarises the position

and gives a survey of the country of residence of the members :

—

Total Members elected up to the end of 1020.

Collective 144
Ordinary 511
Student 24

679

Members on the Boll, 31st December, 1020.

Location. Collective. Ordinary. Student. Total.

British Isles 128 338 8 474
Australia 2 3 — 5

Canada — 4 — 4

China — 2 —
France 3 6 — 9

Holland 1 — — 1

India 2 9 — 11

Japan 2 9 — 11

South Africa 1 2 — 3

South America —

•

1 —
Spain — 1 —
Sweden — 7 — 7

United States of America 4 87 91

143 469 8 1520

16
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It will be noted that there was again a large number of applica-

tions from abroad, and the 146 members resident abroad constitute

about one-fourth of the total membership.

There are still in the United Kingdom a number of firms and

persons not members of the Society, and the Council desires the

co-operation of every member in order that such a position shall

be reached when every firm shall be represented in the Society.

To the regret of the Council, the following deaths were recorded

in 1920 :—
Alexander Barron.
Richard Burtles.

H. H. Dickenson.
G. A. Squires (died 6/12/1919).
A. Wilzin.

The thirteen members recorded below have resigned :

—

I. E. Adams. W. Crawford. F. Shelford.

W. M. Anderson. E. C. France. A. Simpson.

J. E. Barker. E. Hall. G. W. W. Way.
R. H. Campbell. M. Offer. H. G. Welch.
S. Clark.

The dimensions of the Journal have, the Council believes, kept

pace satisfactorily with the growth in membership. It is on the

papers communicated to the Society that the interest in the meetings

largely depends, since these give rise to discussion. Some notable

papers have been communicated during the year which deal with

the fundamentals of glass technology. Vol. IV of the Journal

contained 46 pages of Proceedings, 34 papers comprising 400 pages

of Transactions, and 373 Abstracts occupying 268 pages, all in

addition to indexes. The figures for 1919 were : Proceedings 57

pages, Transactions 32 papers or 285 pages, and Abstracts in

number 362 and pages 282.

The Society's Library now comprises 175 volumes as against

145 at the end of 1919.

Following the Annual General Meeting in April, the second

Annual Dinner was held and was largely attended.

Probably the most important event of the year in the work of

the Society was the visit paid by a party of members to America

to attend in August and September a Conference with the Glass

Division of the American Ceramic Society and to make a tour of

representative works. The party, which reached a total in Pitts-

burgh of 35, was royally entertained everywhere and many friend-

ships were cemented. A formal invitation was sent by the Council

inviting members of the American Ceramic Society to pay a visit

to this country in 1922.

The Secretary was nominated by the Council to represent the

Society on two Committees of the Imperial Mineral Resources
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Bureau, namely the Publications Committee and the Refractory

Materials Committee, and on the latter the President was also

invited to serve.

The Council desires to tender its hearty thanks to those firms

who have so kindly invited members, on the occasion of meetings,

to pajr a visit to their Works. These privileges are very much
appreciated.

During 1920, the income of the Society was £1,875, representing

an increase approaching 50 per cent, on that for 1919. The
Income and Expenditure Account, however, shows a deficit at

the end of the year of £10 05. 5d. Bearing in mind that the

cost of printing the Journal during 1920 was £1,295 4s. 9d. as

against £910 17<s. Id. in 1919, and in view of the unhappy financial

position of most other scientific societies at the present time, this

result must be regarded as exceedingly satisfactory, especially in

view of the fact that the Society has maintained its Ordinary

Membership subscription at the now comparatively low sum of

30s. This comparatively satisfactory position could not have been

obtained were it not for the fact that there are practically no office

expenses to be paid and that the total amount paid in salaries,

mainly clerical, and the abstractors' remuneration, is less than

one-sixth of the Society's income. The cost of printing the Journal

is increasing with its size, but, on the other hand, it will be seen

that so valuable is the Journal regarded that the receipts accruing

from sales outside membership and from back numbers amount
to £415 2s. 2d. Of Vols. I and II the stock has now fallen very low,

and as soon as the cost of printing becomes less heavy it will be

necessary for the Council to consider having them reprinted.
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The meeting then proceeded to the election of officers for the

year 1921-22.

The following lists contain the names (1) of Officers whose term

of office expired, and (2) of Members who were elected in accord-

ance with the Rules of the Society to fill the vacancies.

(1) (2)

President.

S. N. Jenkinson, M.B.E. Morris W. Travers, D.Sc, F.I.C.,

F.Inst.P., F.R.S.

Vicc-PresidciUs.

S. B. Baglkv. W. J. Rees, F.I.C.

Prof. P. G. H. Boswell, O.B.E., F. Sweeting.
D.Sc. Major W. L. Foster, C.B.E., D.S.O.*

F. W. Branson, F.I.C.

M. W. Travers, D.Sc, F.R.S.
E. F. Chance (Resignation).

* To fill vacancy caused by resignation of Mr. E. F. Chance.

Ordinary Members of Council.

W. Butler. Thomas Edward Barron.
F. G. Clark. G. Wilson Clarke.
T. Davidson. F. E. Lamplough, M.A.
J. H. Davidson, M.Sc., F.I.C. Frederick Lax.
W. J. Rees, F.I.C. C. C. Paterson, O.B.E., M.I.C.E.,

M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P.

Treasurers.

F. Sweeting (General). Fred. Graves Clark (General).
Wm. M. Clark, Ph.B. (American). Wm. M. Clark, Ph.B. (American)

Secretary.

W. E. S. Turner, O.B.E., D.Sc, W. E. S. Turner, O.B.E., D.Sc,
M.Sc, F.Inst.P. M.Sc, F.Inst. P.

Assistant Secretary.

C. J. Peddle, M.B.E., D.Sc, F.I.C. C. J. Peddle, M.B.E., D.Sc, F.I.C.

Auditors.

G. Wilson Clarke. F. P. Wainwright.
Frederick Lax. Dennis Wood, F.S.A.A.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the retiring Officers

for the services they had rendered to the Society during the past

year. Mr. S. N. Jenkinson replied.

Dr. M. W. Travers, F.R.S. , then delivered his Presidential

Address, " On the Importance of Quantitative Investigation in

dealing with Technical Problems in the Glass Industry.''"
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A paper by G. Dowse, and Edward Meigh, M.B.E., M.Sc, en-

titled, " Automatic Glass Feeding Devices," was given by Mr.

Meigh. It was illustrated by lantern slides and by a kinemato-

graph film, showing the Hartford-Fairmont Feeder at work pro-

ducing " gobs " and delivering them to Lynch forming machines

at the rate of 48 per minute. A discussion followed in which

there took part the President (Dr. Travers), Messrs. J. Connolly,

R. L. Frink, E. A. Coad-Pryor, and F. Redfern, jun. Mr. Meigh

replied.

The following members were elected :—

Ordinary Members.

Charles Stafford Stafford, Chief Engineer, Construction Department,
M.I.E.E. Messrs. United Glass Bottle Manufacturers

(Charlton), Ltd., London.
Joseph Amasa Welton, B.S. Chemist, Glass Technology Department,

National Lamp Works, Cleveland, Ohio,
U.S.A.

Bernard Wilson, M.A. Education Secretary, County Education
Office, Stafford.



VISIT TO THE WORKS OF MESSRS. ROCKWARE GLASS
SYNDICATE, LTD., GREENFORD, MIDDLESEX.

On Thursday, April 21st, 1921, a party of some fifty members of

the Society travelled to Greenford to inspect the newly-erected

works of the Rockware Glass Syndicate, Ltd. At Greenford the

party was met by Mr. J. H. 0. Bunge and Mr. Edward Meigh.

Mr. Bunge explained the general lay-out of the works, stating that

they lay between the Grand Junction Canal and the Great Western

Railway, and covered twenty acres of land.

The one furnace unit in operation consisted of a 25 ton daily

capacity furnace, melting high quality white flint glass to be made
into packing glassware, such as milk bottles, paste pots, and pickle

jars.

The glassware was being made by three Lynch machines and one

Hartford-Fairmont-Duplex Milk Bottle machine, which was making

round and square pickles at the rate of 32 per minute. It was

thought that the Lynch machines had not before been used for

making bottles with such an accurate finish as the phoenix top.

Visitors were able to appreciate the " gob " formation which had

been described in the lecture on the previous day, and to confirm

the remarkable efficiency with which the feeders were working.

Probably the colour of the glass was the next and most interesting

feature to the majority of the visitors, who were allowed to take

sample milk bottles away as souvenirs, showing what could be

accomplished in the way of making colourless glass in a tank.

To some of the members the mechanical mixing of the batch by
a " Smith " mixer and its transportation by mechanical means to

the dog-house seemed to be of special interest. Others, again,

directed considerable attention to the mechanism of the Chapman
agitator.

It should be emphasised that the works were specially laid out for

one jjarticular line of glass manufacture, and it was claimed that in

that respect it was unique. It was specially laid out for the pro-

duction of high quality milk bottles and similar types of ware.

At the conclusion of the visit, a hearty vote of thanks (proposed

by Dr. Travers, seconded by Mr. J. H. Steele) was accorded to the

Directors of the Rockware Glass Syndicate, Ltd., for the courtesy

they had extended to members of the Society in allowing them to

inspect so freely the works at Greenford. Mr. J, H. 0. Bunge
replied.

24



THIRD ANNUAL DINNER.

The Third Annual Dinner of the Society was held in the Hotel

Cecil, Strand, London, on Wednesday, April 20th, 1921, at 7.15 p.m.

The President, Dr. Morris W. Travers, F.R.S., occupied the

Chair, the company, nearly one hundred strong, including

Messrs. A. Chaston Chapman, F.R.S. (President of the Institute

3f Chemistry), Prof. F. J. Cheshire, C.B.E. (Imperial College of

Science and Technology), Dennis Herbert, M.P., Wm. Ide (Master

of the Glass Sellers' Company), R. S. Whipple, M.I.E.E. (President

of the Optical Society), and others.

The loyal toast having been honoured, Mr. Dennis Herbert,
M.P., rose to propose " The Glass Industry." He said the glass

industry of Great Britain had nothing to be ashamed of in its

history. He believed he was right in saying that some of the

greatest of the early discoveries in the history of the glass industry

were made by Englishmen, and it was only in consequence of the

development of their ideas that such famous glass-producing

centres as Jena, under subsidies from the Prussian Government,

came into existence. He could not call to mind the names of the

whole of these illustrious pioneers of the British glass trade, but

he could at least remember two of them, still prominent in the

glass industry, Powell and Chance—names which long ago won a

great place in the history of the industry. Within recent times

the glass industry had been one of several which had saved this

country from the greatest danger which had ever faced it. It

must be known to all present—better, perhaps, than to the general

public—that within a few weeks of the war breaking out the

Government was faced with the probability of the stoppage of all

the great steel industries, and consequently all the shipbuilding

industries of the country, for want of certain kinds of glass which

had never been made in the country before. The industry rose to

the occasion. Men who had never before attempted anything of

the kind gave the best of their work and endeavours to this new
job. They surmounted the difficulties, and it was not too much
to say that they saved the country from one great danger which

threatened to end the war in favour of our enemies.

25
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The glass industry was a very comprehensive one. He supposed

there was no industry in the country which had developed along

so many different specialised lines, many being of the very greatest

importance to the everyday life of a civilised community. Roughly,

perhaps, one might divide the industry into two sections—that

which made what one might call the commoner utility glasswares,

and the other the more specialised forms of scientific and laboratory

glass. The two were in a rather different position at the present

time, from the point of view, at any rate, of the politician. What
he might call the more ordinary glass-making industry was suffer-

ing, like a great many others, from the grossly unfair competition

which resulted from the present difficulty of the exchanges. He
was afraid that the glass industry at the present time was not in

a particularly cheerful frame of mind, and he was inclined to think

that the members of the industry, as a rule, were disposed to abuse

members of Parliament and politicians for the present state of

affairs. At the same time, he noticed that they did not shun

them, for some of their representatives had been most persistent

in seeking the society of members of Parliament. He would like

to say a word or two on that subject. As he had already remarked,

the industry was one of many branches, and it had developed on a

number of specialised lines. Some of the gentlemen in Parliament

had learned, during the last few years, the danger of departing

too far from sound economic laws, harshly as these might some-

times work out. The rate of exchange was one of those conditions

which must right themselves in the end. Germany, in her present

very unhappy condition—and he thought Germany was un-

doubtedly a less comfortable country to live in at the present time

than England—derived certain benefits from a depreciated ex-

change. That would remedy itself to some extent as Germany
had the opjjortunity of getting back into a condition where she

could be—as we required her to be—a good customer of ours. In

the meantime, there was no doubt that the conditions ruling were

creating a time of great hardship for industries in this country

which had to compete with German productions. He hoped that,

insufficient as some of those concerned in the glass industry might

consider it to be, whatever assistance or protection—he scarcely

liked to use the word protection, because it was a term which had

been so much abused—the Government proposed to try to give

to meet the dej)reciated exchanges would be of some slight use

in alleviating the troubles which the British glass industry was

experiencing.

He would pass on from this to what he thought to be a far more

important question in the contemplated legislation, and that was
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the protection of what was known as our key industries. Key-

industries had been variously defined according to the wishes of

those who had coined the definition. But he preferred to describe

such industries as those which we must take care of in order to

ensure our national safety. Our experience in the war was suf-

ficient, at any rate, to show that the production of scientific and
laboratory glassware was essentially an industry which it was
necessary for us to preserve for the purposes of our national safety.

That fact, as they knew, was recognised during the war in a inost

extraordinary way in the report of a Committee presided over by
one of the most prominent and enthusiastic Free Traders in the

country—Lord Balfour of Burleigh—which rejiorted in favour of

the most absolute protection which could possibly be given to

some of these particular national insurance industries. The Com-
mittee in question recommended that the protection, in order to

be effective, must be nothing short of absolute prohibition of im-

ports, except under licence where the imported article was abso-

lutely required. That particular form of assistance had been

given to the dye industry. It was hoped—he himself still hoped

—

to see that particular form of assistance given to the more highly

developed forms of the glass industry.

So far as could be ascertained, the Government was not pro-

posing to protect the industry in the way he had mentioned. He
was not proposing to make out a case against the Government
if it was proceeding along lines contrary to the wishes of this par-

ticular industry ; but he did say this : that any industry, any
association of people in this country, that was asking for particular

help from the Government, snould try to bear in mind that, whilst

they represented one particular point of view, and one particular

industry, the Government was bound to be faced with requests,

demands, and protests from a number of groups holding entirely

different interests and whose interest the Government was bound
to take into consideration concurrently.

The Government was undoubtedly faced with very great

difficulties in the way of successfully bringing forward proposals

for that form of protection and assistance which he, for one, would
like to see given to the glass industry. He could only ask that

those engaged in the industry who believed in this particular

assistance being necessary should exercise patience and persever-

ance, and continue to do their best to get their views understood

by those in authority in the Government, and if and in so far as

they might be disappointed, he hoped they would at least try

their best to see that they did not lose what assistance it was possible

to get, even if they could not get the whole of what they wanted
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Having said that, he was afraid he was rather like a spectre at

what ought to be a cheerful meeting, but he could not disguise

from them the fact that at present, at any rate, it did not seem

very likely that the industry would get all the protection for which

it asked. He would still say, however, that he was such an absolute

believer in the necessity of the most extraordinary form of assist-

ance for the glass industry that he hoped they would continue to

persevere as much as possible in their propaganda.

It had to be remembered that the scientific and laboratory glass-

ware industry was one which, compared with the other great and

important industries of the country, was a very small one. The
amount of capita] entailed was so small that if Germany were to

choose to set out in the way in which she had done in the past,

and prepare for another war by commercial means, then, no matter

how big a duty they might impose in this country upon goods of

that kind, a comparatively small subsidy provided by the German
Government would enable German manufacturers to ruin the

industry in this country. That being so, if Germany took up that

position, there was only one possible way of meeting it, and that

was to recognise the industry as one which is essential to the national

safety, one which must be protected at all costs, and one which

could only be protected effectually by absolutely forbidding the

entry into this country of goods calculated to destroy the main-

tenance of the progress of the industry in our country.

Concluding, Mr. Herbert said he knew from experience, and

from twelve months he had spent at the Ministry of Munitions, the

great sacrifice which was made by the glass-makers during the

war. He knew also the great inducements held out to them by

the Government, and he thought he was not going too far in saying

that if the glass industry had only got down in black and white

in a concrete agreement the promises which were made to it by the

Government during the war, it would be absolutely impossible for

the Government to do otherwise than to assist the industry to the

fullest possible extent they could at the present time. There was

no denying that the glass industry had given of its best. There

were certainly no profiteers in the scientific glass industry during

the war. Many men gave not only a vast amount of work for very

little return, but they also gave an amount of work such as, in

some cases, positively ruined their health. The loss resulting from

the war had not all been on the field of battle. There were many
men, to his own knowledge, who lost their fives through their de-

votion to the cause of industry during the war years, and the

glassware industry contained several of these names.

With all sincerity he offered the toast of '* The Glass Industry,"
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coupling with it the name of Mr. W. F. J. Wood, of Messrs. Wood
Bros., Glass Co., Barnslcy, and the Derby Crown Glass Works.

He sincerely hoped that the industry might continue to flourish.

Mk. W. F. J. Wood, C.B.E., J.P., responded. He said there

was no doubt whatever that the glass industry was passing through

a very critical time. They appreciated the kind way in which

Mr. Herbert had stated his case, and they knew that he would do

all possible in his political capacity to help. The position, so far

as the glass manufacturers were concerned, was this : the Key
Industries Bill as at present proposed was of no use whatever to

the key industries section of the glass trade. It was not what

was promised, and not what had been given to the dye industry.

Mr. Herbert knew that the glass manufacturers really did feel that

they had been " let in," and that they had wasted their substance

in trying to carry on month after month and year after year. There

seemed an absolute fatality about this Key Industries Bill. It

was always going to be " the first Bill next session," or " the first

Bill next month," but it was always deferred owing to a coal strike

or some other crisis. The glass manufacturers were now at the

last gasp, and if the Bill was again going to be the first Bill next

session, so far as the glass industry was concerned the Govern-

ment might as well leave the Bill alone altogether, for there would

be nothing left to protect. It must be admitted that the Ministry

of Munitions, while it was in existence, rendered all possible help.

The Board of Trade also had given them much assistance. It

seemed to him that the fault was with the Cabinet, and that there

was some dark horse somewhere of whom the Cabinet was afraid-

" The Society of Glass Technology " was proposed by Mr. A.

Chaston Chapman, F.R.8., who referred, first of all, to the irre-

parable loss that the country had sustained in the death of Lord

Moulton, whom they were expecting to have had present with

them that evening, and into whose hands that toast would un-

doubtedly have fallen in the ordinary course of events. They
had all seen at some time or other, in the daily Press or elsewhere,

the names of a number of distinguished persons who were credited

with having won the war. But rarely had one seen—except perhaps

during the past few weeks—any reference at all to the work of one

who had certainly as great a claim as any man, and perhaps a

better claim than most, to be regarded as one of the saviours of

his country. Looking at the present state of affairs, he thought

they might truly say that never was this country so sorely in need

of every assistance that its technical men and its technologists

could render, and certainly never was that need so clearly expressed

and so forcibly driven home as by Lord Moulton. Having paid this
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humble tribute to the memory of one for whom he entertained

feelings of intense admiration—he might almost say of affection

—

he would like to say how happy he was to be present as one of

their guests, and how much he appreciated the honour of having

been asked to propose that important toast.

No better illustration could be given of the immense develop-

ments which had been made in connection with pure and applied

science during comparatively recent years than the formation of

so many societies and associations devoted to the study and the

development of highly specialised branches of knowledge, and
amongst these the Society of Glass Technology, youthful as it was,

already occupied a high and important position. A product of the

war, and not yet four years old, he was told that it numbered no
fewer than 620 members, some of whom were resident in our

Dominions, some in America, and others in countries as widely

separated as Holland and Japan. It was true that the American
Ceramic Society had a glass section, but he believed he was correct

in saying that the Society of Glass Technology was the only society

in existence which devoted itself specificpdly to the glass industry,

and to the study of the scientific problems which lay at the root

of that industry. For several hundred years after the foundation

of the glass industry in this country, about the middle of the

sixteenth century, its history, like that of many other ancient

industries, was a record of what he might perhaps call successful

empiricism. He would not be far wrong if he said that the re-

searches of Faraday, about 1830, represented one of the first

attempts to apply to the glass industry scientific method. Since

Faraday's time what enormous developments had been made in

the industry ! Especially was this the case in connection with

the manufacture of glassAvare for all kinds of special purposes.

The very existence of the Society of Glass Technology, vigorous

and flourishing as it was, was evidence, if evidence were needed,

that there was still a great deal to be learned, and that the subject

was one still susceptible to vast development. Indeed, it would

be strange if this were not the case, for the glass industry, after all,

was only a special branch of chemical industry, and it would be a

strange thing if the glass industry should differ from all other

branches of the chemical industry, in which scientific research was
the watchword and technical progress the constant aim and en-

deavour. The day of industrial isolation had passed away, and it

was becoming more and more realised that mutual help and co-

operation in the building up of knowledge was essential to the

healthy development of any industry. It was also being realised,

he thought, that the fears at one time felt of such co-operation
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tending to destroy individual enterprise were not really well-

founded. From this point of view, then, the activities of the

Society of Glass Technology must contribute, and that very largely,

to the development and progress of the important industry which

it represented.

Although he could not lay claim to any special knowledge of

glass technology, he had been for many years a user of special kinds

of glass for a considerable number of scientific purposes, and he

thought he might claim to represent the views of one of the most

important users of scientific glassware in the country—the Institute

of Chemistry. He need not, perhaps, remind them of the important

work which the Institute of Chemistry carried out in connection

with the supply of scientific laboratory glassware after the out-

break of the war, but he would just like to be permitted to take

that opportunity of reminding them of the very keen interest which

the Institute of Chemistry had always taken in the welfare of the

Society, and how very heartily it wished the members continued

and increasing success.

He was sure they would not expect him to refer, even incident-

ally, to any of the political considerations which he knew must be

occupying their minds at the present time, but this he might, at

any rate, say : that British chemists were exceedingly anxious that

that section of the glass industry which dealt with the manu-

facture of chemical and general scientific glassware should be

firmly established and developed in our own country, for the

growth of scientific knowledge that was necessary for our industrial

progress in times of peace, and our very existence as a nation in

times of war, depended upon this growth and development of the

glass trade. He sincerely hoped, without touching upon any

question of politics, that whatever assistance the Government

might give to the glass industry it would be such as to enable the

industry to become firmly rooted in Great Britain, and such as

would enable it to face, later on, any competition with which it

might be confronted.

Many had good cause to remember the condition of affairs on

the outbreak of the war. They remembered how they found them-

selves almost entirely dependent upon Germany for the supply of

their laboratory glassware, as well as, of course, for many other

vital necessities. They remembered, further, the important research

work which was done in that emergency by many British chemists,

amongst whom he might, perhaps, be permitted to refer to his

predecessor, Sir Herbert Jackson, and to the new President of

the Society of Glass Technology, Dr. M. W. Travcrs. They re-

membered, further, that in those critical days an earnest appeal
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was made to the glass manufacturers of this country to emhark
upon what must have appeared to them, from a commercial point

of view, an exceedingly unattractive enterprise. They knew,

further, as Mr. Dennis Herbert had already said, that the glass

manufacturers responded to that appeal without hesitation, and

that those who were, perhaps, chiefly concerned—he referred to

the users of that glassware—were found a reasonable supply, an

adequate if not an entirely satisfactory supply, of the articles they

needed. He could only hope that the patriotism which was then

shown by the glass manufacturers of the country would, in due

time, meet with its proper reward. He thought it would be a very

disgraceful thing if it did not. For the extension of knowledge, for

the everyday work of the chemist in his laboratory, for the use of

chemists employed in the manufacture of things required for war
purposes, an adequate supply of laboratory glassware of the right

kind was absolutely essential. He felt that every person who
knew, and certainly every person who had passed through the last

five or six years in the capacity in which many of them had, would

view with fear—and he used that expression advisedly, for it was

not a bit too strong—the possibility of this country finding itself

once again in the position into which it was plunged in 1914, when
we were almost absolutely dependent upon an enemy country for

the supply of those very materials which were indispensable to our

existence as a nation.

There was just one other aspect of the matter to which he would

like to refer, and it was this : the claims of science were, after all,

paramount. Scientific research must be provided for at all costs,

and if an adequate supply of those instruments upon which the

progress of scientific work was dependent was not forthcoming in

Great Britain within a reasonable time, then he would say, emphatic-

ally, that they would be compelled to obtain them elsewhere, and
they must be permitted to obtain them elsewhere, without let and
without hindrance.

Concluding, Mr. Chapman said, if he might venture, without

impertinence, to say so, he felt that Dr. Travers possessed the

qualifications of a President of the Society of Glass Technology
in a very high degree, for he combined theoretical knowledge of

the very highest possible order with considerable experience. The
Society was to be congratulated most heartily upon the choice

of its new President, whose health he would like to couple with

the toast of " The Society."

Dr. M. W. Travers, in responding, said that the glass industry

had often been charged with being the most backward and con-

servative of all the national industries, but he thought the criticism
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was somewhat laboured, because it must be remembered that in

certain branches the British glass trade held a position which

had not been excelled by any other country, and a position which

was not likely to be excelled. The British workman had always

held the field for his craftsmanship, and he thought he would still

hold the field. In the flint glass industry, and many allied branches,

the products that were being turned out in this country had found

their market in Germany, Bohemia, and other countries in which

they were told the glass-blowers were better than ours. For cheap

stuff they might have been, but for the finer stuff the British work-

man still held the field. That very excellence had, to some extent,

been a handicap, for pride of craftsmanship had caused the British

workman to discount the use of machinery, which produced certainly

a cheaper, but questionably a better, article. It was not a fair

criticism to say that British manufacturers were backward in de-

velopments. The discovery of flint glass, the invention of the

first bottle-blowing machine, as well as of the first tank furnace,

and the first attempt to produce sheet glass by a continuous process

were the products of British brains. A very important modern

development in the glass industry had been the foundation in

November, 1916, of the Society of Glass Technology. The work

of the Society did not deal with one branch of the glass industry

alone ; it was performed for the benefit of every branch, and would

link up the whole of the various sections of the trade, each of which

had its own important problems, many of which were in common.
Six hundred members—glass manufacturers, technologists, and men
of science—were now doing their collective best, and this, he

thought, furnished an effective answer to any suggestion that

those who were interested in the industry were not exerting them-

selves in its interests. He felt sure that the glass industry and the

Society of Glass Technology would, in the future, be indivisible.

So far as prospective legislation for the industry was concerned,

he hoped that the Government would try to realise what the lack

of glassware would mean in the event of another war, and that this

realisation would lead our politicians to take substantial steps to

safeguard the whole industry, so that unfair competition, which

aimed at their destruction, could be combated.

Other toasts were " The Guests," submitted by Mr. C. C.

Paterson, O.B.E., and responded to by Prof. F. Cheshire, C.B.E.,
" The Retiring President and Officers of the Society," proposed by
Mr. J. Connolly, and responded to by Mr. S. N. Jenkinson, M. B. E.,

and a toast not printed on the list, namely, " Our Secretary,"

proposed by Mr. S. N. Jenkinson and responded to by Prof.

W. E. S. Turner.
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The following members and guests were present :

—

.Warns, F. W.
-A damson, R.
Anger, E. F.

Asquith, M.
Biram, R. S.

Boam, F. J.

Brooks, C. G.
Brown, N. A.
Brown, Mis. N. A.
Bryson, F. F. S.

Bnllimorc, W. R., and finest.

Bunge, J. H. O., and Guest.
Bunniss, H.
Cameron, H. Gordon
Campbell, C.

Cargo, A. F., and Guest.
Cauwood, J. D.
Chapman, A. Chaston.
Cheshire, F. J.

Clark, F. G.
Coad-Pryor, E. A.
Coad-Pryor, Mrs.
Connolly, J.

Connolly, Mrs.
Davey, T. G.
Dowse, G.
Dudding, B. P.

Farrow,^ F. W.
Fox, J. C.

Frink, R. L.
Gardner, W. J.

Gloag, V. F.

Gregson, W.
Harvey, Alfred.
Herbert, Dennis.
Ide, Wm.
Illingworth, C. H.. and Guest.
James, J. G. W.
Jenkinson, S. N., and Guests.
Jenkinson, Mrs.
Johnsen and Jorgensen. Messrs.,

Three Directors of.

Kitson, T. B.
Lax, Thos., and Gu^st.

Meigh, Ed.
Meroer, C. A.
Morton, Ed.
Norton. E. .1.

O'Neill. F.

O'Neill, W. M.
Parkinson, C.

Paterson, C. C.

Pattison, J.

Peddle, C. J.

Quine, Ed.
Searle, A. A., and two Guests.

Sharp, E.
Sharp, R.
Short, Frank.
Simpson, T. W.
Sinkinson, E.
Southerst, J.

Stott, V.
Swain, T. Lester.

Sweeting, F.
Teisen, Th.
Toogood, W. T.

Towers, A. C.
Towers, C. E.
Townson. T. B.

Tranter, G. T. S.

Tranter, Mrs.
Travers, M. W.
Travers, Mrs.
Trewartha-James, W. H.
Turner, W. E. S.

Wardley, Thos.
Whipple, R. S.

Willmer, E. A. B.
Wood, Dennis.
Wood, T. Eugene.
Wood, W. F. J.

Youldon, F.

Zambra, M. W.
Total 98.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE FORTY-FOURTH MEETING.

Held in the Metallurgical Lecture Theatre, the Applied Science

Department, the University, St. George's Square, Sheffield,

on Wednesday, May 18th, 1921, at 2.30 p.m., the President, Dr.

M. W. Travers, F.R.S., in the Chair.

A vote of thanks was accorded to the Directors of Messrs. Rock-

ware Glass Syndicate, Ltd., for their courtesy in allowing members

of the Society to visit their works at Greenford, on Thursday,

April 21st.

The President intimated that the Council had unanimously

resolved to recommend the election of Prof. P. G. H. Boswell as

Honorary Member of the Society in accordance with the revised

Rules. A formal proposal to this effect would be made at the next

meeting.

A paper by Miss E. M. Firth, B.Sc, and Prof. W. E. S. Turner,

D.Sc, entitled, "The Shrinkage, Porosity, and Density of British

Fireclays after Firing at 1500°," was given by Prof. W. E. S.

Turner. It was illustrated by specimens and by lantern slides.

Dr. M. W. Travers and Mr. J. R. Clarke took part in the

discussion that followed.

Mr. J. R. Clarke, M.Sc, F.Inst. P., read a paper entitled, " The
Effect of the Rays from Radium, X-Rays, and Ultra-violet Rays
on Glass."

A discussion followed, in which there took part Dr. M. W. Travers,

Prof. W. E. S. Turner, and Mr. W. C. Snowdon. Mr. J. R. Clarke

replied.

Votes of thanks were accorded to Miss E. M. Firth, Prof. W. E. S.

Turner, and Mr. J. R. Clarke for their papers.

The following were elected members :

—

(a) Collective Members.

Messrs. The Hartford-Fair- Manufacturers of Automatic Glassmaking
mont Company. Machinery, Hartford, Connecticut, U.S.A.
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(b) Ordinary Members.

Philibert Chaumeton, B.Sc
A. I.C.

Raymond James Lawrence
Fish.

Arthur Henry Jackson.

Arthur Lockyer Marden.

Wilson M. O'Neill.

Hirotaro Ota, B.A.

William Francis Pearson.

John Daniel Rex.

Kakuichiro Takahashi.

John Tipping.

Robin Wilson.

Sales Manager, Messrs. Duroglass, Ltd.,
92, Fore Street, London, E.C.2.

Chemical Engineer, Messrs. United Glass
Bottle Manufacturers, Ltd., London-

Limestone Quarry Proprietor. Messrs. Dow-
low Lime & Stone Co., Ltd., Buxton.

Chemist, Messrs. Lemington Glassworks,
Ltd., Lemington-on-Tyne.

Gla88working Machine Manufacturer, Messrs.
O'Neill Machine Co., Albany Works,
Willesden Junction, London, N.W.10.

Engineer, Research Laboratory, Messrs.
Asahi Glass Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan.

Student in Glass Technology, The Uni-
versity, Sheffield, and Charles Street,

West Bromwich.
Mechanical Engineer, Messrs. Lemington

Glassworks, Ltd., Lemington-on-Tyne.
Manager of Bottle Department, Messrs. Dai
Nippon Brewery Co., Hodogaya, nr.

Yokohama, Japan.
Engineer, 40, Norfolk Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Engineer, Messrs. British Glass Industries,
Ltd., 40-43, Norfolk Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE FORTY-FIFTH MEETING.

Held in the Metallurgical Lecture Room, Applied Science Depart-

ment, The University, Sheffield, on Wednesday, June 15th, 1921,

at 2.30 p.m., the President, Dr. Morris W. Travers, F.R.S., in

the Chair.

On the motion of Mr. J. Connolly, seconded by Mr. E. A.

Coad-Pryor, it was unanimously Resolved that Prof. P. G. H.

Boswell, O.B.E., D.Sc, D.I.C., F.G.S., Professor of Geology, The
University, Liverpool, be elected the first Honorary Member of

the Society under the new Rules recently adopted.

A vote of thanks was accorded to the Applied Science Depart-

ment, The University, Sheffield, for its courtesy in providing

accommodation for the meetings of the Society.

A series of papers was read as contributions to a general dis-

cussion on the subject of " Oil Firing in the Glass Industry."

The following contributed :

—

Dr. M. W. Travers, Messrs. H. A. Bateson, A. Bayliss, W. H.
Casmey, F. G. Clark, J. Connolly, V. F. Gloag, G. Lawton, W. J.

Rees, G. Simpson, J. H. Steele, J. Venn Stevens, F. B. Towers,

and Prof. W. E. S. Turner.

Communications were also read by Prof. W. E. S. Turner from

Messrs. Stein & Atkinson, Ltd., and Mr. A. F. Baillie.

Oil burners were exhibited by :

—

Messrs. Alldays & Onions, Ltd., Birmingham.

Messrs. Anglo-American Oil Co., Ltd., London.

Messrs. Kermode's, Ltd., Liverpool.

Messrs. Lawton Machine Tool Co., Sheffield.

Messrs. The White Patent Oil Burning Co., Ltd., South Shields.

Drawings of Plant were exhibited by :

—

Messrs. Holdsworth & Sons, Ltd., Bradford.

Messrs. Simon Carves, Ltd., Manchester.

Messrs. Stein & Atkinson, Ltd., London.
Messrs. J. Samuel White & Co., Ltd., East Cowes.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to those who had con-

tributed to the discussion.
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The following members were elected

Ordinary Members.

Carl A. Brown

Clement Ridgway Coodbody

Donald Dean Gordon,

Kenneth M. Henry, A.B.

Harold Sherratt

Frank A. Hurlbut

Manager, Glass Machine Department, Na-
tional Lamp Works of the General Elec-

tric Company, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

Glass Bottle Manufacturer, Messrs. R. H.
Barrett, Ltd., The Oval, Cambridge
Heath, London, E.2.

Superintendent, Messrs. Dominion Glass Co.,

Ltd., Wallaceburg, Ontario, Canada.

Chemist, Messrs. Illinois Pacific Glass Co.,

San Francisco, U.S.A.

Student, Department of Glass Technology,

The University, Sheffield, and 3, Marshall

Place, Cheetham, Manchester.

Factory Superintendent, Messrs. United
Glass Bottle Manufacturers (Charlton),

Ltd., London, S.E.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE FORTY-SIXTH MEETING.

Held in the Mappin Hall, Applied Science Department, The

University, Sheffield, on Wednesday, October 19th, 1921, at

2.45 p.m., the President, Dr. M. W. Travers, F.R.S., in the Chair.

The President reported that a letter had been received from

Prof. P. G. H. Boswell, expressing his deep appreciation of the

distinction conferred upon him in his election as Honorary Member
of the Society.

It was Resolved that Prof. Boswell' s letter be recorded in the

Minutes of the Society's Meetings.

The President announced that the next meeting would be

held in Leeds on November 16th, and that instead of receiving

papers the meeting would be devoted to a general discussion on
" The Melting of Glass." Members were invited to submit questions

for discussion at the meeting.

A paper was given by Mr. G. V. Evers, entitled " Note on the

Composition, or the Comparative Compositions, of Glass House

Pots in Olden Times."

A discussion followed in which there took part the President,

Messrs. W. J. Rees, E. A. Coad-Pryor, Dr. C. J. Peddle, and

Prof. W. E. S. Turner. Mr. G. V. Evers replied.

A paper by Miss V. Dimbleby, B.Sc, Messrs. S. English, M.Sc,

and F. W. Hodkin, B.Sc, and Prof. W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc, en-

titled, " The Properties of the Lime-Magnesia (Dolomitic Lime)

Glasses and their Commercial Application," was given by Prof.

Turner, and illustrated by lantern slides.

In the discussion that followed there took part the President,

Messrs. W. J. Rees, V. H. Stott, and E. A. Coad-Pryor. Prof.

Turner and Mr. F. W. Hodkin replied.

Votes of thanks were accorded to the authors of the two papers

presented to the meeting.

The following members were elected :

—

Ordinary 31embers.

George Aurien Superintendent, Messrs. Mississippi Glass

Co., 4070, N. Main Street, St. Louis,

Mo., U.S.A.
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K. P. Bhargava

Edmund Brown

Henry L. Carspecken

Harvey G. Elledge B.S., M.S.,

Ph.D.

Nick Franzen

William Aaron Gordon

John Farrar Macgregor

Norman Caldbeck Macgregor

Kenneth Lear Mallett

John Mann

David Knight Miller, B.S.

Otto Mueck

Anant Vishwanath Pandit,

B.Sc.

Sir Charles Algernon Parsons,

F.R.S., K.C.B., LL.D.

Felice George Pasotti

Humphrey Harvey Henry Stone

Proprietor of Glass Works, Messrs. Naini

Glass Works, Naini, E.I.R., India.

Manager, Messrs. Mississippi Glass Co
Floreffe, Pa., U.S.A.

Building Glass Manufacturer, Messrs. Mis-

sissippi Wire Glass Co., Morgantown,
W.Va., U.S.A.

Technical Service Division, Messrs. Dia-

mond Alkali Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Manager, Messrs. Mississippi Glass Co.,

Port Allegany, Pa., U.S.A.

Glass Works Engineer, Messrs. Kilner Bros.
s

Ltd., Conisboro'.

Merchant, 4, Foochow Road, Shanghai,

China, and 1, Rangoon St., Crutched

Friars, London, E.C. 3.

Merchant, Messrs. Caldbeck, Macgregor &
Co., Ltd., 4, Foochow Road, Shanghai.

China.

Glass Bottle Manufacturer, Ivydene, Bawtry,

Yorkshire, and Messrs. T. Barron, Ltd..

Mexboro'.

Glassworks Engineer, Messrs. Derby Crown
Glass Co., Ltd., Derby.

Chemist, Messrs. General Optical Co., Mount
Vernon, N.Y., U.S.A.

Glass Engineer and Designer of Automatic

Glass Machinery, 38, Glazbury Road,

Kensington, London, W. 14.

Glass Manufacturer, Messrs. Shree Onama
Glass Works, Gondia, C.P., India.

Engineer, Heaton Works, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne. Chairman, Messrs. Derby Crown
Glass Co., Ltd.

Engineer, Messrs. United Glass Bottle

Manufacturers (Charlton), Ltd., Charl-

ton, Kent.

Office Manager, Messrs. United Glass Bottle

Manufacturers (Charlton), Ltd., Charl-

ton, Kent.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE FORTY-SEVENTH MEETING.

Held in the Lecture Theatre, The Fuel Department, The University,

Leeds, on Wednesday, November 16th, 1921, at 2.30 p.m., the

President, Dr. Morris W. Travers, F.R.S., in the Chair.

A cordial vote of thanks was accorded to the Council of the

University of Leeds for their courtesy in providing accommodation

for the meetings of the Society.

Mr. F. W. Knowles demonstrated and explained an " Im-

proved Gas Reversing Valve for Regenerative Furnaces." A vote

of thanks was accorded to Mr. Knowles for bringing the matter to

the notice of the Society.

A general discussion on " The Melting of Glass " followed.

Members had been invited to submit questions relating to problems

or difficulties connected with the melting of glass. A list of the

questions proposed for discussion was circulated at the beginning

of the meeting ; but the time available permitted of the discussion

of seven questions only out of nineteen. The questions discussed

were :

—

1. What effect has the weight and volume of batch filled on and
the period of time elapsing between fillings upon the rate and
efficiency of melting ?

2. Which is the better practice to adopt in filling on batch in a

glass tank, to fill on a large quantity at considerable intervals or

small quantities more frequently ?

3. What is the effect on selenium decoloriser of having salt-cake

present in the batch ?

4. We are often troubled with dark specks in our actinic green

glass. We use chromium oxide. What can we do to get this

colour and avoid the dark specks ?

5. We have sometimes noticed that the metal in a tank has

appeared to be quite plain, yet a few hours later a boil has de-

veloped. Can any one say why this should be caused, and what
we can do to prevent it ?

6. We are interested in the casing of opal on flint glass. We
believe that trouble is at times found in the cracking of the glass

after manufacture. What are the special points to be observed

so as to cany out the process successfully ?
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7. If a seger cone be made from a glass by grinding and mould-

ing, is there any relation between the squatting point of the cone

and the founding and plaining temperatures of the glass ?

The questions elicited lively discussions, in which there took

part the President, Prof. J. W. Cobb, Prof. W. E. S. Turner, Messrs.

J. Adamson, R. Adamson, Milton Asquith, F. F. S. Bryson. W.
Butler, F. G. Clark, E. A. Coad-Pryor, J. Connolly, J. H. Davidson,

F. W. Knowles, Guy Simpson, V. H. Stott, and Th. Teisen. Prof.

Turner also read to the meeting contributions received from Mr. R.

L. Frink towards the discussion of three of the questions.

The following were elected members :

—

(a) Collective Members.

Messrs. The North British Bottle 513, Old Shettleston Road, Shettleston,

Manufacturing Co., Ltd. nr. Glasgow.

(b) Ordinary M embers.

Preston M. Bruner Civil Engineer, 524, Frisco Building, St.

Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

Edgard Wauty Glass Manufacturer, Messrs. Societe Ano-

nyme des Verreries and Gobeleteries

Nouvelles, Manage, Belgium.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE FORTY-EIGHTH MEETING.

Held in the Chemical Lecture Theatre, University College, Gower
Street, London, W.C.I, on Wednesday, December 14th, 1921, at

2.45 p.m., the President, Dr. Morris W. Travers, F.R.S., in the

Chair.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. G. E. Alexander,

O.B.E., and his co-directors on the Board of Messrs. United Glass

Bottle Manufacturers, Ltd., for their courtesy in granting facilities

to members of the Society to visit their Charlton works during the

forenoon, and in providing lunch. The Secretary was instructed

to convey to Mr. Alexander and his colleagues this expression of

the cordial appreciation and thanks of the Society.

A hearty vote of thanks was also accorded to the authorities of

University College, London, for their courtesy in providing accom-

modation for the meeting.

The President intimated that Dr. C. J. Peddle would give a

paper on " The Manufacture of Optical Glass " at a meeting of

the Optical Society to be held in the Imperial College of Science

and Technology, South Kensington, London, on January 12th,

1922, at 7.30 p.m., when members of the Society of Glass Technology

would be welcome.

A paper entitled " A Suggested Method for the Determination

of the Absolute Viscosity of Glass," by Dr. I. Masson, and Messrs.

L. F. Gilbert, B.Sc, and H. Buckley, B.Sc, was given by Mr. Gilbert

and illustrated by experiment and lantern slides. Dr. Masson
supplemented Mr. Gilbert's remarks. The President and Messrs.

F. Twyman and V. H. Stott took part in the discussion that

followed.

Mr. Verney Stott, B.A., gave a paper entitled " Note on Pipettes,"

illustrated by lantern slides. A discussion followed in which there

took part the President and Messrs. J. W. Towers and A. Stevenson.

The remainder of the meeting was devoted to a consideration

of a paper by Mr. F. Twyman entitled " On the Annealing of Glass-

ware, and on Annealing without Pyrometers." The paper was
illustrated by lantern slides, experiments, and demonstrations.

In the discussion that followed there took part the President,
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Prof. E. G. Coker, Messrs. E. A. Coad-Pryor, V. H. Stott, and

R. L. Frink.

Hearty votes of thanks were accorded to the authors of the

papers presented to the meeting.

A paper by A. J. Dalladay and F. Twyman entitled " The

Measurement of Small Variation of Refractive Index throughout

Meltings of Optical Glass " was presented, but not read.

On the motion of Mr. J. H. Steele, it was resolved that the

President convey to Prof. W. E. S. Turner the members' regret

at his absence, and their good wishes for a speedy recovery.

The following were elected Ordinary Members :

—

1. Wm. Evans Chairman, Messrs. Western Glass Bottle

Co., Ltd., Crindau Works, Newport, Mon.

2. George Thomas Manager, Messrs. Western Glass Bottle Co.,

Ltd., Crindau Works, Newport, Mon.

3. Zm. R. Veazey, Ph.D. Chemist, Case School of Applied Science,

Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

4. Jack Holmes Waggoner, B.S. Chemical Engineer, Messrs. Canadian Libbey
Owens Sheet Glass Co., Ltd., Hamilton,

Ontario, Canada.
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I.—The Nomenclature of Glasses.

By C. J. Peddle, D.Sc, F.I.G.

{Read at the Birmingham Meeting,* February \Wi, 1921.)

Anyone entering upon the study of glass technology for the first
time is at once struck and often confused by the loose terminology
employed. When referring to his materials, the glass-maker speaks
ot manganese " for manganese dioxide, " lead " for red lead oxide
arsenic ''for arsenious oxide, « alkali " for sodium carbonate, and

so on. Glass which is colourless he calls "white" glass, whilst
that which is actually white in colour he terms " opal " Many of
these terms are well established in the industry, a precise "

glass "
meaning, so to speak, haying been attributed to each, and they
are soon assimilated by the student and become part and parcel
of his 'glass " vocabulary. When he comes to the actual desig-nation of different glasses, however, the student is often in deep
water, for in hterature and in discussion he may have the same
g ass referred to under a variety of names.f or, vice versa, different
glasses may be known by the same name. JNow that the scientific study of glass is being taken up on all
sides, it seems necessary that some attempt should be made to
define terms, as applied to the description of glasses, as precisely
as possible, and to set up standard classifications of glasses The
University of Sheffield has so far recognised the importance of
glass technology as to make a course of study in it the qualification
or a degree and this, coupled with the fact that text-books arebeing compiled and will be multiplied as time goes on, makes this
* Read also before the British Scientific Instrument Makers' ResearchAssociation in 1919, and at the joint meeting of the Glass dIv sion of he

&Z*SSE.^ with the Society of GIass ******S££
t The writer has known one particular glass termed Flint Ordinary Flint

White L H
^"^^ LiSht Flint

'
***** Flint

>
S,li«SWhite, Lead Glass, and Alkali Lead -silicate

}

writers^Si"
m** J **"* §Iass specifically containing lead, or by somenters may mean any dear glass with or without lead. (See later

)

b2
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matter of standardisation of terms all the more urgent. Glass

technology should have its correct terminology, as befits so

important a branch of science, and the present slipshod, ambiguous

use of terms should be abolished. The writer hopes that the

following paper may serve as a basis of discussion, and that in the

near future a committee representative of all branches of the

industry may be formed to place the whole question of nomen-

clature of glass upon a proper basis.

There are many ways of classifying glasses, each of which may
be useful in the particular circumstances of its application.

In the first place, all glasses may be divided into three classes,

namely, (a) transparent, (6) translucent, (c) opaque. Such a

classification conveys no information as to the actual constituents

of the glass, and so is of small scientific value. Similarly, any

division of glasses into (a) colourless, (6) coloured (including opal),

is of little value, as is also any division under the head of usage.

A classification of time-honoured use is that which divides glasses

into (a) crowns and (6) flints. Originally the term " crown glass
"

denoted only sheet glass made by the old " bull's-eye " method.

This glass was almost invariably composed of silica, lime, and

alkali, and so in process of time the designation " crown glass
"

came to mean any glass containing lime, as opposed to lead oxide.

The derivation of the term "flint glass" is of interest. In

mediaeval times the Venetians were paramount as manufacturers

of glass, their ware being chiefly distinguished by its beauty of

contour and its superimposed ornament, the " light blown " nature

of the glass lending itself to this style of decoration. A big blow

was struck at the Venetian industry by the development, early in

the seventeenth century, in this country of the production of thick

glass vessels, using lead oxide instead of lime. The thickness of

these vessels allowed decoration to be made on them by cutting,

the angle and depth of cut, coupled with the intrinsic brilliance

of " cut " lead glass, yielding an article of scintillating beauty by

reflected light. Thus there were two types of glass competing in

beauty for the notice of the connoisseur, one light blown, relying

upon its shapeliness, fragility, and superimposed decoration, the

other heavy blown, decorated by incised pattern and brilliant in

the extreme. The manufacturers of the English "' cut " glass used

as the source of their silica, pebbles and flints obtained from the

river beds and ground into powder. Thus the glass, in order to

distinguish it, was known as " flint glass." Later, when sand was

substituted for flints as the source of silica, the name persisted,

but now meant a glass containing " lead oxide," as opposed to

" lime."
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In the opinion of the writer, these two terms, " crown " to

indicate a glass without lead and " flint " to indicate a glass con-

taining lead, should be adopted without reservation, as they make

for simplicity in nomenclature. In his paper on " The Manufac-

ture of Table Ware in Tank Furnaces," * R. L. Frink states that

in the United States flint glass means " anything which is clear and

crystal-like," and goes on to speak of " lead flints " and " lime

flints." This is to be deprecated, the word " flint" as used here

being to all intents and purposes redundant. It may be argued

that all glasses contain silica, and are therefore " flint " glasses, but

it may be said with equal justice that none or very few glasses are

"flint" glasses, since flints are not used in glass manufacture to

any extent. Thus the time-honoured use of the term " flint glass
"

to mean one containing lead is to be advocated.

Specifying a glass as either crown or flint gives but slight inform-

ation as to its constitution, and so a more comprehensive method

of classification has to be sought. This is to be found in the

method of " qualifying constituents." Thus ordinary bottle glass

is often spoken of as soda-lime-silicate glass, and " cut " glass as

potash-lead-silicate, whilst glasses into the composition of which

boric oxide in conjunction with silica enters are known as boro-

silicates. It must not be assumed that in such a classification any

attempt is made to specify the actual composition of the glass as

a whole, but rather to indicate the materials that went to make
up the batch and to give the final oxide composition of the

glass. For example, a soda-lime-silicate glass is one the analysis

of which can be expressed in terms of silica, lime, and sodium

oxide. Whether such a glass is actually a double silicate of

sodium and calcium, whether it is a mixed solution of sodium

silicate and calcium silicate, or whether it contains free silica is

impossible to determine in the present state of our knowledge of

glass.

The use of qualifying constituents to specify a glass has much
to commend it, and it is finding a wide and increasing use. One

criticism has to be offered as to the mode of expressing the con-

stituents. In literature it will be found that the basic con-

stituents are sometimes expressed in the oxide form (for example,

soda-Zme-silicate) and sometimes in the metal form (potash-/eac?-

silicate). In order to standardise the mode of expression, the

basic constituents should always be expressed in the same way,

preferably by the metal, for example, sodium-calcium-silicate and

sodium-potassium-zinc-borosilicate.

* This Journal, Trans., 1919, 3, 242.
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The writer would suggest the following rules for specifying glasses

by this method of constituents :—
(1) The basic constituents should be written before the acid

constituents, for example, sodium-calcium-silicate.

(2) The presence of silica should be denoted by the term
" silicate."

(3) In the presence of silica, boric oxide should be denoted by
the term " boro," phosphoric oxide by the term " phospho," and
fluorine by the term " fluo," for example,

(a) Sodium-barium-borosilicate.

(b) Sodium-calcium-phosphosilicate.

(c) Sodium-calcium-fluosilicate.

(4) The order of the acid constituents when accompanying one

another in glass should be (i) fluorine, (ii) phosphoric oxide,

(iii) boric oxide, (iv) silica, for example, potassium-fluo-boro-

silicate.

(5) In the absence of silica, boric oxide should be denoted by
" borate," and in the absence of both silica and boric oxide, phos-

phoric oxide should be denoted by " phosphate," for ex-

ample, (a) sodium-aluminium-borate, (6) potassium-magnesium-
aluminium-phosphate.

(6) In the case of the basic radicles, the alkali metals should

come first and in the order of their atomic weights (Li-Na-K).

The other basic constituents should follow the alkali metals in

their atomic weight order. Examples : (a) sodium-calcium-

silicate
; (b) sodium-potassium-lead-silicate

;
(c) sodium-potass-

ium-zinc-aluminium-silicate.

(7) Antimony and arsenic should be counted as if basic con-

stituents, but should come last in basic constituent order and
immediately preceding the acidic constituents, antimony pre-

ceding arsenic, for example, (a) sodium-jDotassium-antimony-

silieate.

(8) Where a constituent as set out in oxide form is less than

1 per cent., it need not be included in naming the glass.

Abbreviated Designations.

Using the rules as set out above, it will be seen that the specifi-

cation of a complex glass becomes a very long one. Thus an

optical glass of the light, barium flint type would have to be

written :

Sodium-potassium-zinc-aluminium-barium-lead-borosihcate.

Three suggestions may be made as to the shortening of the

specification of a glass :

—
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(1) Where silica is the only acidic constituent it may be omitted.
Thus a sodium-calcium-silicate glass would be termed a sodium-
calcium glass.

(2) When both sodium and potassium are present in a glass, the
term ' alkali " could be used to denote their joint presence. Thus
sodium-potassium-calcium-borosilicate would become alkali-

calcium-borosilicate.

(3) The basic constituents might be indicated by their chemical
symbol. Thus sodiurn-barium-borosilicate would become Na-Ba-
borosilicate.

Confusion in Trade Terms.

The fact must not be lost sight of that for several years a most
complete and comprehensive classification of glasses has been used
by the optician and the optical glass manufacturer, and is to be
found in catalogues issued by the latter. This classification to

some extent specifies the composition of glasses, but depends rather

upon their optical properties, and it has expanded with the growth
of the optical glass industry. In the early times of the industry

only two types of glass are available, those which had a low
refractive index coupled with a low dispersion, and those with a
high refractive index and a high dispersion. The first type, being

alkali-calcium-silicates, were termed " crowns," and the second
type, being alkali-lead-silicates, were termed "flints." All these

glasses, known to-day as " hard crowns " and " straight flints,"

could be arranged with scarcely an exception in a single series, in

which the dispersion increased continuously with the refractive

index. The classical work of Abbe and Schott from 1882 onwards
placed new glasses at the service of the optician of such types

that in a series increase in refractive index could be accompanied
by a decrease in dispersion. In addition, glasses of varying

refractive index could be obtained with constant dispersion, and,

vice versa, constant refractive index of the D line could be accom-

panied by varying dispersion. Thus the classification had to be

widened, and new terms were employed to indicate these glasses,

as, for example, borosilicate crowns, barium crowns, barium flints.

The term " crown " always specified a glass of low dispersion com-
pared with its refractive index, and in almost every case the

"crown" glass was free from "lead."* The term "flint"

indicated a glass of high dispersion relative to its refractive index,

and almost without exception the "flint" glass contained lead.j

* Certain of the " soft crown " glasses contain small amounts of " lead."

t The so-called " Telescope Flints " made at Jena by the firm of Schott and
Genossen contained antimony and not lead.
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Speaking generally, there were now four classes of glasses, namely,

crowns, barium crowns, barium flints, and flints. The crowns

embraced the " hard crowns " and the " borosilicate croAvns," the
" barium crowns " contained barium in distinction to calcium,

the '* barium flints " contained barium as well as lead, and the
" flints " only contained lead, besides the alkali metals, as the basic

constituent. Each optical glass manufacturer, in order to make
his list of glasses more useful, subdivided each of the above four

classes.

The list of Messrs. Parramantois, of Paris, contained more than

ten types of crowns, subdivided more or less according to density

into " very light," " light," " ordinary," " heavy," and so on.

The other three classes were divided according to density as

under :

—

Barium Crowns.

(1) " Very light
"

(density below 3"0)

(2) " Light "
( „ 3-0 to 3-3)

(3) " Heavy "
( „ 33 to 3-6)

(4) " Very heavy "
( „ 3'6 to 3-9)

(5) " Extra heavy "
( „ above 3-9)

Barium Flints.

(1) " Very light
"

(density below 3-0)

(2) " Light

"

( „ 3-0 to 3-5)

(3) " Heavy "
( „ 3'5 to 4-0)

Flints.

(1) ' Extra light
"

(density below 3-0)

(2) ' Light "
( „ 3-0 to 3-5)

(3) ' Dense "
( „ 3-5 to 3-8)

(4)
' Very dense "

( ,.
3-8 to 4-0)

(o) ' Extra dense "
( » above 4*0)

Messrs. Chance Bros., of Birmingham, subdivided their
" crowns " into six classes, the two main classes being " hard
crown " and " borosilicate crown." The other main types were
subdivided as under :

—

Barium Crowns.

(1) " Light " (density below 3'0)

(2) "Medium "( „ 3-0 to 35)
(3) "Dense "

( „ over 3'5)

(5) " Very dense "
( „ = 4*0)

Barium Flints.

(1) ' Extra light " (density below 2-6)

(2) 'Light" ( „ 2-6 to 3-5)

(3)
' Medium "

( „ = 3"3)

(4) ' Barium flint "
( „ 35 to 4'0)
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Flints.

(1)
" Extra light

"
(density below 2-9)

(2)
" Light

"

( „ 2-9 to 3-5)

(3) " Dense "
( „ 35 to 3*8)

(4)
" Very dense "

( „ 3'8 to 4*8)

Messrs. Schott & Genossen, of Jena, listed more than ten

types of " crown " glasses, such as " silicate crown," " soft silicate

crown," " borosilicate crown of high dispersion." One barium

crown of density less than 3-0 was termed " barium silicate

crown," and another with density 3-2 was called " densest barium

silicate crown," whilst the rest, whatever their density, were

designated " densest baryta crown." The barium flints and flints

were subdivided as follows :

—

Barium Flints.

(1)
' Baryta light flint

"
(density below 3*5)

(2) " Baryta flint
"

( ,
3-5 to 3-9)

(3)
' Dense baryta flint

"

Flints.

( ,
above 3-9)

(1)
' Extra light

"
(density below 3*0)

(2)
' Ordinary light

"
( >,

3-0 to 3-6)

(3)
' Ordinary "

( „ 3*6 to 3-8)

(4)
' Dense "

( „ 3-8 to 4-8)

(5) ' Densest
"

( „ = 5)

-i.,, „£ 11 1_A study of the above summaries of lists of well-known optical

glass manufacturers shows that in the case of barium crowns,

barium flints, and flints, an attempt is made to subdivide each

main division according to density. Messrs. Parramantois even

subdivide the crowns according to density. No two makers, how-

ever, are alike in their subdivisions, and, in addition, in any one

maker's list a certain amount of overlapping is always present.

Both these facts lead to confusion, and it is a matter for com-

ment that there is no standard specification for the same type of

glass in all the lists. Thus a well-known optical glass is termed
" light barium crown " in the Parramantois list, " medium barium

crown " in the Chance list, and " densest barium silicate crown "

in the Schott list.

Regarding overlapping of subdivisions, one or two instances

may be quoted. In the Parramantois list a borosilicate crown

with density 2-38 is termed " light," and one with density 2-44

is termed " very light." In the Chance list a glass of density

3-28 is known as " medium barium flint," and one slightly higher

in density, but almost identical refractive index for the D line, is
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termed " light barium flint." In the Schott list, a glass of density

3-58 is called " ordinary flint," and one of density 3-60 " ordinary

light flint."

Many of the anomalies in optical glass lists are due to the fact

that in the earlier days glasses of a particular type were named
in such a way that they did not fit into later modern classifica-

tion. Owing to the fact that such glasses found a wide usage and
were always known to the optician by a well-established name, the

earlier name was retained.

Suggested Nomenclature for Optical Glasses.

In view of the foregoing remarks, the time seems ripe to

standardise the system of nomenclature of optical glasses, and the

folloAving suggestions may be put forward, an endeavour being

made to preserve as far as possible present nomenclature.

(1) Divide oj)tical glasses into the following main classes :

—

(1) Ordinary crowns.

(2) Zinc crown.

(3) Fluor crown.

(4) Phosphate crown.

(5) Barium crown.

(6) Barium flints.

(7) Flints.

(To include all glasses at present known as

hard crown, soft crown, light crown, heavy
crown, silicate crown, borosilicate crown,

crown of high wd, crown of high dispersion.)

(Crowns containing zinc in place of calcium.)

(Crowns containing fluorine.)

(Crowns containing phosphoric oxide as

opposed to silica.)

(As at present.)

( „ )

( )

(2) Instead of subdividing the main classes according to density,

subdivide according to the refractive index for the D fine.

(3) Since the number of zinc crowns, fluor crowns, and phos-

phate crowns are so few, do not subdivide these main types.

(4) Subdivide the other four main types as follows :

—

(1)

(2)

(3)

Light
"

Medium
Dense "

Ordinary Crowns.

Refractive index for

D line.

(O.L.C.) below 1-50

(O.M.C.) 1-50 to 1-52

(O.D.C.) above F52

Barium Crowns.

(1) "Light" (L.B.C.) below 1-50

(2) "Medium" (M.B.C.) 1*56 to 1 '59

(3) "Dense" (D.B.C.) 1-59 to 1 '03

(4) " Extra dense " (E.D.B.C.) above 1-63
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Barium Flints.

(1) "Light"
(2) " Medium "

(3) " Dense "

(L.B.F.)

(M.B.F.)

(D.B.F.)

(4) " Extra dense " (E.D.B.F.)

Refractive index for

D line,

below 1*56

1-56 to 1-59

1-59 to 1-63

above 1*63

Flints.

(1) " Extra light
"

(2) " Light "

(3) " Dense "

(4) " Extra dense
"

(E.L.F.)

(L.F.)

(D.F.)

(E.D.F.)

(5) " Double extra dense " (D.E.D.F.)

below 1-57

1-57 to 1*60

1-60 to 1-64

1-64 to 1-70

above 1'70

This matter of nomenclature of optical glasses cannot be dis-

missed without a reference to a new method employed by the

Sendliger Optical Glass Company (Berlin), and described in their

catalogue of 1919.* They divide optical glasses into four main

types, namely :

—

(1) Crown.

(2) Barion (that is, Barium crown).

(3) Barint (that is, Barium flint).

(4) Flint.

Instead of subdividing these main types, each glass is designated

by a number, formed by taking the first three figures of the decimal

in the refractive index of the D line and the three figures in the v

value.

Thus barint 548/532 means a barium flint with n u T548 and

v value 53-2.

Research Department,
Derby Crown Glass Co., Ltd.,

Derby.

Discussion.

Me. S. N. Jenkinson thought that a distinction should be drawn
between terms adopted for the purposes of technical literature

and those used in ordinary everyday commerce. Dr. Peddle, he
assumed, did not mean to suggest that the manufacturer of glass

beer bottles should specify his glass by a long string of hyphenated
names of materials. In the glass trade, three terms had been in

common use for some time, namely, full crystal, demi-crystal, and

See also this Journal, 1918, Abstr., 154.
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crystal. Full crystal was usually understood to mean what was
known in the glasshouse as a lead-potash glass containing about

thirty per cent, of lead oxide. Dr. Peddle would designate this a

potassium-lead glass. The term full crystal was, however, recog-

nised in one of the schedules of the Customs regulations.

Demi-crystal was understood to mean any one of the entire

range of so-called soda-lead glasses, although in point of fact there

might be no lead in it.

Crystal was a type of glass in between the two, a lead-potash

glass usually having a lower percentage of lead oxide than the

full crystal, with some soda added.

These commercial terms, although rather loose, at least denoted

quite distinct types of glasses, and for commercial purposes they

would perhaps still be considered more or less satisfactory. Be-

tween the works manager and the chemist, however, a standardised

nomenclature would doubtless be very useful. It would also tend

to prevent a lot of misunderstanding in technical contributions and
amongst students of glass technology. The sooner they arrived

at some sort of convention the better it would be, and he thought

the Society was taking a step in the right direction.

Mr. E. A. Coad-Pryor remarked that it was necessary to have
some suitable classification, and the present time was as good as

any other in which to consider the matter. He suggested that a

committee be appointed to draw up a schedule of proposed terms,

or that the matter be referred to the Glass Research Association.

It would be well if the terms of reference could be enlarged to

include raw materials. For example, the term potash was used

for carbonate, sometimes also included the nitrate, as well as for

the amount of potassium oxide in a glass. The use of the term

flint for a colourless, transparent glass was more common than the

one suggested by Dr. Peddle. With respect to optical glass, he

urged that the refractive index be the basis of classification instead

of the terms
»

" light," "heavy," "medium," "dense," and so on.

He thought Dr. Peddle's suggestion was more rational, and on the

whole simpler.

Professor W. E. S. Turner said that they were indebted to

Dr. Peddle for his paper. He himself, as one comparatively new to

the industry, had not failed to note the loose and often scientifically

incorrect use of terms both for raw materials and in the description

of glasses. As one, however, who was considered to be concerned

with the academic and not with the practical side of glass technology,

he had felt some hesitancy in attempting to introduce new terms

or to displace old ones, however obsolete. Now that someone, in

the person of Dr. Peddle, who was closely associated with the com-
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mercial production of glass, had taken up the matter, he felt that

a definite attempt at reform should be begun.

The paper itself was divisible somewhat naturally into two
sections, the one dealing with terms used in the industry as a

whole, the other with those in use in the special case of optical

glass.

In describing any glass scientifically, it had to be remembered
that three types of substance might be involved in the making of a

glass, namely, the basic, the neutral, and the acidic. The neutral

substances were certain bodies, present possibly in very small

amount only, for the purpose of producing colour ; such elementary

substances as gold, carbon, or selenium. As these substances

profoundly altered at least one property of the glass, it would be

desirable that any scientific description should include reference

to such neutral bodies. With Dr. Peddle, he thought that the

description of a glass should be based on the metallic elements

present rather than, as at present, on the oxide. Thus, the ordinary

soda-lime glass should be described precisely as a sodium-calcium-

silicate glass. Next, in regard to the order in which the names of

the elements appeared, he thought the Periodic classification should

be followed, and not merely the atomic weight ; that is to say, the

name of the Group I element (if any present) should always appear

first, then that of Group II, and so on, except where the elements

formed acidic oxides.

In the case of aluminium, the oxide A12 3 almost certainly could

not be described definitely as basic, and he would prefer to place

it with boric oxide, silica, and phosphoric oxide. In between the

names of the elements derived from the bases and the title of their

salts (borate, silicate, etc.) he would insert in brackets the names,

or, preferably, perhaps, the symbols, of any neutral substances

present. As an example, a gold ruby glass made from potash,

potassium nitrate, red lead, and sand only would on the above
basis be a potassium-lead (Au) silicate. A glass employed for

making chemical ware might be a sodium-potassium-magnesium-
calcium-zinc aluminoborosilicate. Such a description appeared

to the lay mind as rather terrifying, and such terms approached
in length the scientific descriptions of organic compounds. Never-

theless, it conveyed to the glass technologist something very

definite, and whilst the complete analysis might be preferable and
perhaps take up little more space, the description would, in the

absence of such analytical data, indicate the main characteristics of

the glass. •

So far as the description of optical glass was concerned, Dr.

Peddle also pointed the way to a much needed reform. It seemed
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to him (Professor Turner) that as density and refractive index

varied directly with one another, there was no need to bring in

the question of density at all. The three most important of the

optical constants from the point of view of the optical instrument-

maker were the refractive index //.n , the total dispersion (F — C),

and the value of v ; and as the third of these constants was derived

from the other two, only two constants were needed by which an

optical glass should be described. Dr. Peddle chose the refractive

index only as the basis of classification ; Dr. G. W. Morey * selected

/xD and i', basing his trade subdivisions on the v value. He himself

had a leaning towards the Sendliger works system of quoting always

the important figures of the /ap and v values, but he preferred the

four names as used by Dr. Peddle, namely, ordinary crown, barium

crown, flint, and barium flint rather than the German hybrids

barion and barint for the second and fourth class.

Mr. F. W. Branson (communicated) : Opinions on the nomen-
clature of glass technology frequently differed. There was often

something to be said for both sides, and he thought with regard to

flints, when lead was present " lead-flint " was a permissible term.

In commerce we at present dealt with prefixes such as green, white,

flints, etc., and it was important there should be no lead in bottles

used as containers for strong alkalies. There was something to be

said in favour of the designations " barion " and " barint."

Dr. Peddle's paper was a contribution which he thought should

lead up to the consideration of, and decision by, a Committee whose
function it should be to recommend what terms should be adopted

by manufacturers and users of optical and other glasses.

Mr. W. J. PvEES (communicated) agreed with Dr. Peddle that

there was need for definite international understanding as to the

nomenclature of glasses
;

particularly since the use of such terms

as linie-flint—descriptive of a good quality alkali-lime glass—was
becoming common. Dr. Peddle had made out a good case for his

suggestion of specifying a glass by definite reference to its com-
ponents, but in the case of many of the complex glasses used for

scientific and illuminating purposes, the description became rather

cumbrous. This might only be a trifling deterrent, as such a

nomenclature would practically be confined to technical literature

;

it was, as the author suggested, the increasing quantity of this

literature which rendered the question an urgent one. Looseness

of description was as much to be deplored (and as easily avoided)

in silicate or glass chemistry as in other branches of chemistry.

For general usage in defining types of glass, the same nomenclature

as for optical glass might be used with advantage, and there should

* J. Amer. Opt. Soc, 1920, 4, 205.
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be little difficulty in getting the various associations of glass manu-

facturers to agree to a simple form of nomenclature such as tnat

suggested by the Sendliger Optical Glass Company, to which

reference was made by Dr. Peddle.

For optical glass there was much to be said in favour of this

simple nomenclature, with its corollary, designation of the main

optical constants. The preservation, so far as possible, of present

nomenclature for optical glasses was possibly of some importance,

but the advantages to be derived from a really simple and yet fairly

comprehensive one, so far as optical constants are concerned,

probably outweighed any temporary inconvenience which the

change would cause.

Dr. M. W. Travers : The advantage of presenting facts in an

orderly manner often received insufficient recognition, although,

actually, the classification of the facts of the case was the first step

in any scientific investigation. Dr. Peddle had had exceptional

experience in a branch of our industry in which such a classification

was particularly necessary, and he had done us a valuable service

in putting forward a scheme which would, at least, form the basis

for a full discussion of the subject. In general terms, he was quite

prepared to accept Dr. Peddle's proposals ; but as the subject was

also being considered by the American Ceramic Society, and as

there were points of detail to be settled, he would suggest that the

final decision as to the system to be adopted should be dealt with

by the two Societies in conference.

Dr. Peddle (in a communicated reply) said he was very gratified

by the discussion upon his paper, and there seemed little doubt

that glass technologists as a whole were in favour of an immediate

standardisation in nomenclature. As he pointed out in the begin-

ning, the paper was only put forward as a basis of discussion, in

the hope that it might serve as the first step towards the formation

of a Committee representative of all branches of the industry,

which would place the whole question of nomenclature upon a

proper basis.

Mr. Coad-Pryor, he noted, suggested the formation of such a

Committee, or, as an alternative, that the matter be referred to

the Glass Research Association. He thought the formation

of a Committee was the sounder suggestion, as the Glass

Research Association only represented a portion of the industry,

and that only in this country. In his opinion, the power
behind such a Committee ought to be the Society of Glass Tech-

nology, and other societies and associations both at home and
abroad should be asked to collaborate with our Society on the

matter.
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Most of the contributors to the discussion dealt with matters of

detail, and he did not think any useful purpose would be served by
entering further into these questions at the present juncture. The
whole field of glass technology would be the richer for a Committee
to deal with the many important points brought forward, and he

trusted the formation of such a Committee would not be long

delayed.

II.

—

The Reversible Thermal Expansion of Fireclay

and other Refractory Materials.

By H. S. Houldsworth, M.Sc, and John W. Cobb, C.B.E.,

B.Sc, F.I.C.

{Read at the Leeds Meeting, November \lth, 1920.)

Some earlier experiments on this subject have been described in

a previous communication.* Most of the expansions considered

in that paper had been obtained from materials burned in a works

kiln to cone 9.f The intention was there expressed of extending

the investigation to materials which had been fired to a higher

temperature in order to take into account changes in chemical

and physical structure resulting from the higher temperature, par-

ticularly when any vitrification had set in. This paper describes

the examination of test pieces, previously burned at cone 9 in a

works kiln, which had been subsequently heated for two hours

in a gas-fired laboratory furnace at cone 14 (1410°), and then for

a further two hours at a temperature of 1520-1555° (about cone 20),

as recorded by a Holborn Kurlbaum optical pyrometer. Some
further specimens which had been burned to a lower temperature,

cone 06 (980°), in a works kiln have also been examined. A
description of the apparatus and an account of the experimental

details will be found in the paper already mentioned. Porosity

determinations have a" so been made and the numerical values are

collected in Table II. (p. 35). The temperature-expansion curves of

the test pieces (relative to fused silica) are plotted in Figs. 1-12 for

test pieces 20 cm. long. One division along the expansion axis

* Hodsman and Cobb, this Journal, Trans., 1919, 3, 201—222.

f The corresponding temperature in degrees Centigrade as tabulated is

1280°, but it was actually 1170° as recorded by a thermocouple; the slow

heating was presumably responsible for the discrepancy (Cobb, J. Soc. Chem.

Ind., 1010, 29, 801.)
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equals 0-1114 mm. Determinations were limited by the construc-

tion of the apparatus to the temperature range 15° to 1000°.

The Tests and their Results.

Kaolin.—The material was ground and sieved through a standard
16-mesh (I.M.M.) sieve, made stiffly plastic with water, moulded,
dried, and burned to cone 06 in forty-eight hours or cone 9 in

seventy-two hours, the tabulated corresponding temperatures being
980° and 1280°.

Expansion (1 div. = 0*1 114 mm.).
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The expansion of the specimen fired to cone 06 was less than
that of the test piece burned to cone 9, the expansion-temperature

relationship being practically linear (Fig. 1). The cone 9 (1280°)

sample showed a larger rate of expansion between 100° and 200°

than was observed over any other temperature range between 15°

and 1000°, but otherwise the linear relationship was maintained

there also. After maintaining the cone 9 * sample for two hours

* In order to avoid repetition, cone 9 is to be assumed as equivalent to

1280°, cone 14 to 1410°, cone 06 to 980°, whilst the temperature 1520—1555°
is approximately equivalent to cone 20.

VOL. V. C
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at cone 14 in a laboratory furnace, Avhen the test piece was further

hardened and its porosity reduced without apparent vitrifaction,

it was found that it expanded uniformly with rise of temperature

from 200° to 1000°, the actual expansion from 15° to 1000° being

intermediate between the values obtained for the cone 06 and

cone 9 test pieces. The larger expansion between 100° and 200°

was still evident, but was not so pronounced as was noticed when
the specimen had been fired only to cone 9. The sample was then

heated in a laboratory furnace for two hours at 1520—1555°, which

resulted in an almost complete elimination of pores and a close,

smooth fracture. On testing, it was found that the more rapid

expansion between 100° and 200° had been removed, and from
15° to 750° the expansion was almost the same as that of the test

,-
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piece which had been burned to cone 06, but about 750° its rate

of expansion was increased. In each case the heating and cooling

curves were practically identical, the cooling curve lagging slightly

behind the heating curve. On the whole it may be said that the

expansion of kaolin was always regular and not very different

whatever the temperature to which it had been burned previously,

although the corresponding physical changes noticeable in the test

pieces were considerable.

Alumina (Fig. 2).—Fine calcined alumina as prepared commer-

cially from bauxite for the manufacture of aluminium was made
up with the addition of ball-clay (10 per cent.) to allow of binding,

mixed with water to a well-damped state, and rammed into the

mould. Whether previously burned to cone 9 or subsequently

heated for two hours in the laboratory at cone 14, it was found

to have a nearly steady coefficient of expansion, which increased

slightly with rise of temperature. The expansion of the cone 14

test piece was a little greater than that fired at cone 9.
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Ball-clay (Fig. 3).—In the previous communication on this

subject it was shown that a sample prepared from a tough and

plastic fine-grained Dorsetshire ball-clay previously burnt to cone 06

showed a flattening of the curve between 500° and 600° both on

heating and cooling, indicating the presence of free quartz in the

clay, whereas in the case of a specimen burned to cone this

irregularity had disappeared and a straight fine was obtained for

Z 3 f S t> 10

the temperature-expansion graph. The effect of heating from
cone 06 to cone had only changed the porosity of the test piece

from 5-6 per cent, to 3-2 per cent., but the piece showed decided

signs of vitrifaction and the free quartz must presumably have
undergone some change, probably from being taken into solution

or combination. The sample previously burned to cone was
next heated for two hours in a laboratory furnace at cone 14,

inducing further vitrifaction. After this treatment the test piece

again expanded regularly with rise of temperature, but the total

expansion on heating to 1000° was less than before, being about
seven-ninths of that shown by the sample fired to cone 0. The

c2
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cooling curves of the cone 9 and cone 14 samples coincided with
the heating curves, but with the cone 06 sample this was not
the case.

Farnley Fireclay (Fig. 4).—This was mixed by hand to a fairly

soft, plastic condition, moulded, dried, and burned to cone 06 in
forty-eight hours and to cone 9 in seventy-two hours. The speci-

men burnt to cone 06 showed the same rapid expansion between
500° and 600° which had been noted with the test piece burned to
cone 9, this sudden expansion being only slightly greater than

Expansion.

Fig. 4.

was the case with the specimen fired to the higher temperature.

The expansion to 900° was about seven-ninths of that observed
on the cone 9 test piece, the difference between the two occurring

mainly in the earlier part of the heating. The cone 06 specimen
expanded regularly to 500°, but the cone 9 test piece showed a
larger expansion between 100° and 250°. The expansion of the

cone 06 sample from 100° to 250° was only about one-half that

of the cone 9 test piece. A similar result had been noticed with
other fireclays and will be mentioned when these are discussed.

After the cone 9 sample had been maintained for two hours in
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a laboratory furnace at cone 14, resulting in very slight vitrifaction

and fall of porosity, it was found on examination that the expansion

was a little less than before this treatment. The total expansion

to 900° was again greater than that found for the test piece fired

to cone 06, the difference still occurring mainly between 100° and
250°. The rate of expansion in this range was less for the cone 14

specimen than for the cone 9 test piece.

In each case the contraction on cooling from 600° to 500° was
greater than the expansion on heating from 500° to 600°, as will

be seen from Table IV. (p. 37). This difference between the

heating and cooling curves was typical of all test pieces showing

the presence of free quartz ; it is shown in Fig. 12 for the Scottish

fireclay.

The sample was next fired in a laboratory furnace for two hours

at a temperature varying from 1520° to 1555°. On examining the

test piece, which had vitrified to a sugary fracture with a great

fall in porosity, a marked change in the temperature-expansion

curve was found. The rapid expansions associated with the ranges

100—250° and 500—600° had disappeared, and the expansion was
found to be regular.

The small coefficient of expansion which the material then showed
is worthy of notice. No free quartz could be detected, and the

difference between the curves obtained for the sample after firing

to cone 14 and to 1520—1555° respectively was similar to that

noted in the case of the ball-clay specimens which had been burned

to the lower temperatures of cone 06 and cone 9 respectively.

This suggests that the changes are in some way associated with

the process of vitrifaction, for the ball-clay vitrifies at a tempera-

ture considerably lower than that required by the Farnley fireclay.

They mark, presumably, the disappearance of the quartz by inter-

action with the clay substance. A similar phenomenon is noted

later as occurring when amorphous precipitated silica mixed with

kaolin is heated, but in this case, probably because the silica is so

finely divided, vitrifaction is unnecessary.

The lowering of the coefficient of expansion noted with fireclay

(and glass pot mixtures of which the basis was fireclay) when
vitrifaction had commenced and the quartz effect had been destroyed

has its parallel in glazes and glasses. The presence of unvitrified
quartzose silica induces considerable and irregular increases in

expansion, but as soon as the silica is brought into complete solu-

tion or combination, as, for example, in a clear glass or glaze, the

result is a reduction in the coefficient of expansion.

Ayrshire Bauxitic Clay (Fig. 5).—This is a highly aluminous

clay containing more than 40 per cent, of alumina. The clay was
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ground, sieved through a standard 20-mesh (I.M.M.) sieve, moulded
into shape after the addition of a little water, and burned in a
works kiln.

A specimen which had been fired to cone 06 showed a regular

expansion with rise of temperature, while the test piece burned
to cone 9 showed a larger and regular expansion above 200°.

The rate of expansion from 15° to 200° was greater than in any
other part of the temperature range. The cone 9 specimen was
heated for two hours in a laboratory furnace at cone 14 and its

expansion was then slightly less than before this treatment, but
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was still uniform above 200°. The rate of expansion from 15° to

200° was not so large as with the cone 9 specimen, but was still

more rapid than the rate above 200°.

After firing for two hours in a laboratory furnace at a tempera-
ture of 1520—^1555°, resulting in a very close-grained fracture and
great reduction in porosity, it was found that the expansion was
smaller than before. The greater rate of expansion from 15° to

200° had been removed, but the coefficient of expansion was
greater from 920° to 1000° than in the range from 15° to 920°.

The heating and cooling curves were identical. Free quartz was
not detected in the expansion of any of the test pieces (see Fig. 5)
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from this material. Like pure alumina, its expansion was not

marked by any great changes.

A Scottish Fireclay (Glasgow District) which was richer in alumina

than the Farnley fireclay had been examined after being burnt

to cone 9. It had given the usual sudden expansion between
500° and 600° due to free quartz, but in a much less degree than

with the Farnley specimens. The large rate of expansion between
100° and 250° was also noted. A test piece fired at cone 06

behaved similarly to the Farnley specimen burned to cone 06.

The cone 9 sample was again tested after being maintained for

two hours at cone 14 in a laboratory furnace. The rapid expan-

sion previously noted between 500° and C00° was found to have

been reduced by about 30 per cent., the total expansion to 1000°

being also smaller. Although the contraction on cooling from 600°

to 500° was still somewhat larger than the expansion on heating

through this range, there was now very little difference between

the heating and cooling curves, although there had been a marked
difference between the heating and cooling curves in the case of

the cone 9 test piece. The specimen was further heated for two
hours in a laboratory furnace at 1510-—1560°. It had vitrified to

a sugary fracture with a marked fall in porosity and, on testing,

no sudden expansion was detected between 500° and 600° or

between 100° and 250°. The test piece expanded regularly with

rise of temperature up to 900°, after which the expansion was
much more rapid for the next 100°. The cooling and heating curves

were practically identical.

It thus appears that partial vitrifaction had removed the effect

of the free quartz, a similar result to that noticed in the sample
of ball clay which had been fired to cone 9.

It is of interest to note that the silica and alumina contents of

the ball clay and the Scottish fireclay are practically identical.

The latter vitrifies at a much higher temperature than does the

former, owing to the difference in the fluxes present. This again
suggests that the removal of the effect of the free quartz on the

expansion curve is associated with the vitrifaction of the clay.

Glass Pot Mixtures.—Various glass pot mixtures with a fireclay

basis were studied.

Sample A (Fig. 6).—The first was supplied from the Stourbridge
district in the " leathery " condition, mixed with grog. The
expansion-temperature curve obtained for a test piece burned to
cone 06 was of the same type as those described for fireclays burned
at the corresponding temperature. A specimen burned to cone 10
showed a bigger expansion from 15° to 1000° than was obtained
for the cone 06 sample, the difference occurring largely in the first
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300° of the range. The rapid expansion between 500° and C00°

had been decreased by about 16 per cent, as a result of burning

at the higher temperature. The test piece was then fired in a

laboratory furnace for two hours at cone 14, and its expansion

again determined. The expansion from 15° to 1000° had been

decreased by this treatment. The decrease in the expansion from

500° to 600° was very marked, the increase in length in that range

being only about one-half of that shown by the same test piece

burned at cone 10 (1300°). The specimen was then heated in the

laboratory for two hours at 1500— 1550°. It had vitrified to a
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sugary fracture with a great reduction in porosity, and, on examina-

tion, its expansion was found to be smaller than before and quite

regular, the rapid expansions in the first 300° of the range and

between 500° and 600° having been removed.

Sample B (Fig. 7).—This glass pot mixture was from the Halifax

district and contained three parts of clay to one of grog. The

expansion curve obtained for the test piece fired to cone 06 was

similar to that described for sample A. The expansion shown by

a specimen burned to cone 9 was a typical cone 9 fireclay curve,

indicating rapid expansion between 100° and 250° and a subse-

quent large increase of length between 500° and 600°. The expan-

sion was decreased slightly by firing for two hours at cone 13i
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(1400°) in a laboratoiy furnace, the expansion between 500° and
600° being reduced by about 20 per cent. The test piece was
then heated for two hours at a temperature of 1520—1555°, result-

ing in vitrifaction to a sugary fracture with a large decrease in

porosity. Its expansion-temperature relationship was found to be

linear, as with the Farnley and Scottish fireclays after such

treatment.

Fireclay after Experimental Treatment by the Electro-osmose

Process.—The clay from the Halifax district which formed the

Expansion.

Joe-

Fig. 7.

basis of the glass pot mixture B was treated experimentally by
the electro-osmose process, and samples of the clay after treat-

ment, and the residues, were supplied to us for examination. The
behaviour of the treated clay after being fired to cone 06, cone 9,
or cone 14 was very similar to that of the glass pot mixture B
when burned to the corresponding temperatures, except that the
expansion of the osmosed clay between 100° and 250° after being
burnt at cone 14 was a little greater than after being fired to cone 9,
while the glass pot mixture B burned at cone 9 had a greater expan-
sion in the range 100° to 250° than it had after being fired at cone
131 (1400°).
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The chemical analyses of the untreated clay and the electro-

osmosed clay did not differ greatly, so that the similarity in the

expansion curves was not unexpected.

Test pieces were prepared from the residues obtained from the

clay by electro-osmosis. These were ground and passed through

a standard 20-mesh (I.M.M.) sieve, made plastic with water, moulded,

dried, and fired to cone 06 and cone 9 in a kiln. Both test pieces

showed a very large expansion between 500° and 600°, indicating

the presence of much free quartz. The total expansion from 15°

to 1000° of the sample fired to cone 9 was considerably greater

than that of the cone 06 test piece, the difference in the expansions

from 15° to 500° being very marked.

Expansion.
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The cone 9 test piece was fired for two hours at cone 14 in the

laboratory and its expansion again determined. A very great

change in its expansion curve was noted. An extremely rapid

increase in length occurred about 200°, while the expansion between
500° and 600° associated with free quartz was considerably reduced

(see Fig. 8).

Apparently much of the quartz had been transformed into

cristobalite, the larger expansion at 200° being due to the volume
change associated with the inversion of a-cristobalite into /?-eristo-

balite at about that temperature. The ease with which the quartz

has been converted into cristobalite is remarkable; it may be an
effect of the accompanjdng fluxes.*

* Of. Fenner, Amer. J. Sci., 1913, 36, 331.
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Clay-Gamster Mixture (Fig. 9).—These samples were prepared

from a mixture of equal parts by weight of Meanwood ganister

sieved through a standard 25-mesh (I.M.M.) sieve and Farnley

fireclay. They would represent in composition the so-called

siliceous firebricks containing about 80 per cent, of silica, now
widely used in coke ovens, retort settings, and furnaces generally.

A test piece which had been burned in a kiln to cone 10 (1300°)

was examined after being fired for two hours at cone 14. No great

change in the temperature-expansion curve had been effected

thereby, but the expansion between 15° and 1000° had been reduced

to nine-elevenths of its former value, as shown in Fig. 9.
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Magnesia Brick (Farnley) (Fig. 2).—The test pieces were pre-

pared from briquetted material ready for pressing into commercial

magnesia bricks. The expansion-temperature curves were linear

whether the magnesia was burnt to cone 06, cone 9, or cone 14

and were substantially the same. The cone 14 test piece exhibited

a slightly larger expansion than the others.

Carborundum (Fig. 9).—This was the commercial material bonded

with a little clay. Its expansion after being burnt to cone 9 had

been found to be continuous and very nearly the same as that of

kaolin. No change in its rate of expansion was found as a result

of firing for two hours at cone 15 in the laboratory. The car-

borundum was again examined after firing in the laboratory for

two hours at 1550—1580°. Its expansion was somewhat less than

before this treatment, but was still quite regular. It is to be
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remembered,, of course, that the carborundum had been previously

raised during the process of its manufacture to much higher tem-

peratures than those employed in our tests.

The Effect of Porosity on Expansion.

Since the expansion of a test piece must be determined by the

degree of effective continuity resulting from the juxtaposition

of its constituent particles, it may be expected to be influenced

by breaches of that continuity brought about by pores in the

material. The size and shape of the pores are no doubt of import-

ance, and to give definiteness to the tests we produced differences

in porosity by the introduction of combustible grains of one known

size.

Farnley fireclay was ground and sieved through a standard

20-mesh (I.M.M.) sieve, and test pieces were prepared from the

clay after mixing with rape seed as uniformly as possible. The

specimens were fired in a works kiln, so as to burn out the seed

and leave pores. The average volume of the rape seeds used was

0-00287 c.c, corresponding with a diameter of 0-176 cm.

Porosity and Expansion after Firing to Cone 9.—The porosity *

of the test piece made from the clay without the addition of rape

seed was 28-7 per cent, and its coefficients of expansion were as

follows :

—

15-500° 769 X 10~8 600-1000° 183 X 10~8

500-600° 1275 X 10"8 15-1000° 583 X 10"8

A test piece prepared as described above, and having a porosity

of 44-6 per cent., showed, as was anticipated, a smaller expansion,

its coefficient of expansion for the various ranges being :

—

15-500° 602 x 10"s 600-1000° 281 X 10"8

500-600° 1053 x 10" 8 15-1000° 517 X 10~8

A specimen with a porosity of 50-2 per cent, had a still smaller

expansion, giving values of :

—

15-500° 550 X 10"8 600-1000° 295 X 10~8

500-600° 997 X 10~8 15-1000° 491 X 10~8

A further increase in porosity did not produce any measurable

change in expansion, a test piece of porosity 58-0 per cent, giving

results practically identical with those obtained for the specimen

* That is, percentage volume occupied by open pores.
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with a porosity of 50-2 per cent. The results are shown graphically

in Fig. 10.

It thus appears that up to a certain point (namely, a porosity

of 50 per cent.) increased porosity resulted in decreased expansion,

although in one range (600-1000°) there was actually a slight

increase in expansion with increasing porosity.
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Porosity and Expansion after Firing to Cone 06.—The porosity of

the sample prepared without the addition of rape seed was 31-7

per cent, and its coefficients of expansion were :—
15-500° 481 x 10" 8 600-1000° 204 x 10" 8

500-600° 1331 X 10 8 15-1000° 455 x 10 s

A specimen with a porosity of 47-7 per cent, gave smaller values

than the above, namely :

—

15-500° 441 x 10 8 600-1000° 211 x 10 8

500-600° 1220 X 10 8 15-1000° 426 X 10~8

The increase of porosity of 16 per cent, had, however, produced

a much smaller difference in expansion than was the case with an

increase of porosity of 15-9 per cent, in the case of the cone 9 samples.

Another test piece with a porosity of 62-7 per cent, gave a slightly

smaller expansion, the values being :

—

15-500°

500-600°

406 X 10" 8

1203 X 10- 8

600-1000°

15-1000°

195 x 10"

401 X 10"
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As with the cone 9 samples, increase of porosity resulted in a

decrease in expansion, although after the porosity had become about

50 per cent, the change in expansion as a result of increase of porosity

was small. The temperature-expansion curves for these experiments

are shown in Fig. 11.

4- i" t>
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Fig. 11.
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The Behaviour of Kaolin when Heated and the Influence
of Added Silica.

Reasons have been given * for supposing that the kaolin molecule

(Al 2 3,2Si0 2,2H20) decomposes at temperatures just above 500°

into alumina, silica, and water, and that at temperatures above
1200° the alumina recombines with half of the resulting silica

molecules to form sillimanite. This would involve the presence of

free silica at all temperatures above 500°, and its persistence on

cooling so far as the changes producing it were not reversible.

The heating and cooling curves obtained by us (Fig. 1) for kaolin

burned at cone 06, cone 9, cone 14, or 1520—1555° showed no

pronounced discontinuities in expansion.

On the other hand, quartz always has given us a sharp discon-

tinuity both on heating and cooling at 500—600°. Moreover,

* J. W. Mellor and A. D. Holdcroft, " The Chemical Constitution of the

Kaolinite Molecule," "Clay and Pottery Industries," Vol. I, 272—296.
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precipitated silica which contained about 4 per cent, of soda bound
with gelatin and burned at 700°, 1150°, or cone 10 (1300°) showed

a marked discontinuity at 200—250°, probably due to the formation

of cristobalite.

These results give no positive support to the theory that kaolin

dissociates on heating with the separation of silica, and in any

case they seem to demonstrate that free crystalline silica is not

there on cooling. We made further experiments by heating test

pieces prepared from kaolin and precipitated silica (which"contained

Ifloo'r
7 to li n

%00'

S Id 7

EH-PANSl ON

Fig. 12.

PC

about 4 per cent, of soda) intimately mixed, the ratio between the

weight of kaolin and the weight of precipitated silica present being

the ratio of their molecular weights. The expansion of these

specimens (see Fig. 12), whether fired to cone 06 or to cone 9 in

a works kiln, showed no sudden increase such as would be expected

from tridymite, cristobalite, or quartz, and such as were obtained

from the precipitated silica heated alone.

This would suggest that the amorphous silica passes into solid

solution or combination in kaolin on heating, and does not exercise,

even on cooling, the specific expansion effects of free quartz, tridymite,

or crisiobalite. It seems that either the silica taken up does not
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separate on cooling, or that the expansion effects can only be
exercised by crystals of silica of larger dimensions (further removed
from molecular) than can be separated from solid solution in

ordinary cooling. There is also the possibility that the presence

of kaolin determines the persistence of silica in the amorphous
condition.

The same may apply to any silica formed by the decomposition

of kaolin on heating. Quartz glass is, of course, an example of

silica with a very small thermal expansion, and Le Chatelier *

has claimed the formation of an amorphous silica of regular expan-

sion by heating quartz to steel furnace temperatures with lime or

other fluxes.

Attention may also be directed to the behaviour of quartz in

fireclay at the temperature of incipient vitrifaction which has

been discussed in this paper. We incline to the view that on heating

together kaolin and precipitated silica the latter goes into solid

solution and is retained in super-cooled solid solution on cooling,

but chemical combination cannot be regarded as impossible.

f

Summary.

(1) The reversible thermal expansions up to 1000° have been

determined for a number of fireclays, fireclay mixtures, ganister,

alumina, magnesia, and carborundum after being fired at various

temperatures.

(2) Pure clay (kaolin) and bauxitic fireclay after calcination

have a regular reversible expansion which does not vary much
with the temperature of calcination.

(3) Fireclays, and glass pot mixtures with a fireclay basis, after

calcination to cone 06 (980°) or cone 9 (1280°) display irregularities

(departures from uniformity) in their expansion. Between 500°

and 600° they show a large expansion due to contained quartz,

and on cooling the contraction in that region is larger than the

corresponding expansion. Moreover, the expansion between 100°

and 250°, after being fired to cone 9 (1280°) exceeds the average.

(4) After being calcined to higher temperatures, cone 14 (1410°)

or 1530° (cone 20), these materials gradually lose the peculiarities

noted above until on incipient vitrification a linear expansion

similar to that of kaolin is attained. This change is due to the

* " De Taction de la chaleur sur le quartz," " Contribution a l'etude des

argiles et de la ceramique," p. 228 (publics par la Societe d'Encouragement

pour Findustrie nationale).

t See Cobb, " Synthesis of a Silicate," J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1910, 29, G9 et seq.
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destruction of quartz by its interaction with the clay material and

fluxes ; it takes place most easily in a fine-grained rather fusible

clay such as ball-clay.

(5) If coarse quartz is present in quantity, as in a siliceous brick,

the irregularity of expansion persists, interaction with the fireclay

being retarded.

(6) A mixture of kaolin and amorphous precipitated silica con-

taining about 4 per cent, of soda, in which both clay and silica are

in a state of fine division and intimate contact, shows regular

expansion after calcination at cone 06 (980°) or cone 9 (1280°),

although the amorphous silica alone under the same treatment

displays irregularities, particularly a large expansion between
100° and 250°, owing to the formation of cristobalite.

(7) The previous thermal treatment necessary for a particular

clay in order to obtain regular expansion in use can only be deter-

mined by trial. It can be stated with confidence that in such a

piece of apparatus as a glass pot or crucible a distinct gain will

result from maintenance at a high temperature for some time before

use, but that the red heat of an ordinary pot arch is useless for

the purpose.

(8) The expansion curve of a fireclay purified experimentally by
electro-osmosis was almost the same as that of the glass pot mixture

prepared from this fireclay. The residues from the electro-osmose

process after calcination to cone 06 (980°) or cone 9 (1280°) gave

expansion curves similar to those obtained for ganister. After

heating at cone 14 (1400°) a rapid expansion occurred between
100° and 250°, while the irregularity between 500° and 600° had
almost disappeared. The free quartz had been converted into

cristobalite, the accompanying fluxes probably facilitating this

change.

(9) An increase in the porosity of a fireclay was accompanied
by a corresponding decrease in expansion between 15° and 1000°

until a porosity of 50 per cent, was attained. Further increase in

porosity produced very little change in the expansion.

(10) No irregularities in expansion were shown by magnesia

brick, carborundum, or alumina bound with 10 per cent, of ball-

clay.

vol. v. i>
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Table II.

Porosities of the Specimens.

The porosity was determined by immersing a dried specimen

of known weight in paraffin under reduced pressure in a vacuum
desiccator for forty-eight hours, then finding its weight when
suspended in the paraffin, and subsequently weighing the saturated

test piece.

T, . _ wt. of paraffin absorbed x 100

^ 5

Loss in wt. of satd. test piece on weighing in paraffin

It is therefore the percentage of the total volume of a test piece

occupied by open pores to which paraffin could penetrate.

Percentage porosity after being fired to

Cone 06 Cone 9 Cone 14 1510—1555
Substance. (980°). (1280°). (1410°). (Cone 20).

Alumina — 72-1 — —
Kaolin ... 47-4 34-6 23-0 04
Farnley fireclay 31-7 28-7 25-8 1-4

Scottish fireclay 32-1 28-8 12-0 35
Ayrshire bauxitic clay 30-7 28-4 26-9 42
Ball-clay 5-6 32 * 8-2 —
Magnesia brick 33-9 339 27-8 —
Carborundum (with clay bond) — — — 31-9*
Glass pot mixture A . 27-9 25-8 26-7 1-5

Glass pot mixture B . 29-7 28-4 26-7 0-8

Clay after osmosis 28-9 248 15-8 —
Residues from osmose process 34-7 335 330 —
Clay + ganister — t333 351 —
Kaolin -f- ppted. silica 559 47-4 •

* Slight blistering in evidence.

t Cone 10.

i Blistered.

D2
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Table III.

Coefficients of Expansion x 10"8
.

Temperature of prior firing.

Temp. <2one 06 Cone 9 Cone 14 1520-1555°
Substance. range. (980°). (1280°). (1410°). (Cone 20).

Kaolin 100- 250° — 764 578 —
15-1000° * 402 531 477 441

Alumina + 10%
ball-clay 15-1000° — 624 729 —

Farnley fireclay 100- 250° — 1023 875 —
15- 500° 481 769 676 —

500- 600° 1331 1275 1075 —
600-1000° * 217 183 250 —

.

15-1000° * 491 583 540 305

Ball-clay 15- 500° 542 — — —
500- 600° 980 — — —
600- 900° 431 — — —
15-1000° * 554 575 436 —

Scottish fireclay 100- 250° — 986 801 —
(Glasgow district) 15- 500° 401 745 542 —

500- 600° 1276 1220 886 .—
600-1000° * 279 294 364 —
15-1000° * 457 611 554 395

Ayrshire bauxitic 100- 250° — 726 652 —
clay 15-1000°* 480 605

(Cone 10)

561 418

Glass pot mixture A 100- 250° — 1061 1172 —
15- 500° 642 929 768 —

500- 600° 1387 1220 663 —
600-1000° * 236 343 337 -—

•

15-1000° * 589 718 582 328

Glass pot mixture B 100- 250° — 1395 1358 —
15- 500° 584 998 871 —

500- 600° 1387 1053 886 —
600-1000° * 217 225 281 —
15-1000° * 551 689 633 285

Clay of mixture B 100- 250° — 1395 1692 —
after osmosis 15- 500° 481 889 940 —

500- 600° 1248 1108 969 —
600-1000° * 264 350 323 —
15-1000° * 495 692 692 —

Residues from 100- 250° 615 1469 2969 —
osmose process 15- 500° 745 1296 1836 —

500- 600° 2334 2389 1025 —
600-1000° * 50 58 278 —
15-1000° * 683 904

(Cone 10)

1122

Clay + ganister 15- 500° —

•

883 642 —
500- 600° — 2278 1944 —
600-1000° —

.

16 100 —
15-1000° — 655 498 —

Carborundum 15-1000° — 471 478 f386

Magnesia brick 15-1000° 1274 1274 1351 —
* 600-900° and 15-900° for the cone 06 specimens,

f Sample burned at 1530-1580°.
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Table IV.

Coefficients of Expansion and Contraction for the Range 500-600° for

Specimens showing the a-Quartz to fi-Quartz Inversion.

Famley fireclay

Ball-clay
Scotch fireclay

(Glasgow district.)

Glass pot mixture A

Glass pot mixture B

Clay of mixture B, after osmosis

Residues from osmose process

After pre- Coeff . of ex- Coeff. of

viously pansion contraction
burning to X 10-8 x io- 8

Cone 06 1331 1610
Cone 9 1275 1443
Cone 14 1075 1387
Cone 06 980 997
Cone 06 1276 1777
Cone 9 1220 1554
Cone 14 886 997
Cone 06 1387 1832
Cone 10 1220 1498
Cone 14 663 830
Cone 06 1387 1777
Cone 9 1053 1721
Cone 14 886 1053
Cone 06 1248 1944
Cone 9 1108 1610
Cone 14 969 1108
Cone 06 2334 2724
Cone 9 2389 2779
Cone 14 1025 1114
Cone 10 2278 2724
Cone 14 1944 —Clay + ganister

This table brings out the fact emphasised also in the text that contraction

in this range is always greater than expansion when the quartz inversion is in

evidence.

Table V.

Percentage Expansion from 15° to 1000°.

After previous burning to

Kaolin ...

Alumina
Famley fireclay

Ball-clay
Scottish fireclay (Glasgow

district)

Ayrshire bauxitic clay
Glass pot mixture A ...

Glass pot mixture B ...

Clay of mixture B after osmosis
Residues from osmose process
Clay -f- ganister
Carborundum ...

Magnesia brick

Cone 06 Cone 9

(980°).* (1280°).

0-36

0-44
0-50

0-41

0-43
0-53
0-50
0-45
0-61

1-27

0-53
0-62
0-58
0-58

0-61
0-61

0-72
0-70
0-69
0-90
0-66
0-47
1-27

Cone 14 1520-1555°
(1410°).

0-48
0-73
0-54
0-44

0-55
0-56
0-58
0-63
0-69
1-12

0-50
0-48
1-35

(Cone 20).

0-44

031

0-40
0-42
0-33
0-29

0-39

* To exclude further permanent contraction or expansion the range for

cone 06 specimens is 15-900°.
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In conclusion, we should like to acknowledge our indebtedness

to Mr. C. A. King, of the Farnley Iron Co., for valuable help in

some of the experimental work, and also to thank Mr. G. V. Wilson

(of the Scottish Geological Survey), Messrs. Wood Bros. Glass Co.,

Ltd., Messrs. Corbett & Co., Ltd., Messrs. Duroglass, Ltd., and

Messrs. The Edinburgh and Leith Flint Glass Co., Ltd., for the

provision of samples. We are also indebted to Miss A. M. Jackson,

B.Sc, of Messrs. Wood Bros., for the analyses of the glass pot

clay B and of the same clay after experimental electro-osmosis.

Department op Fuel,
The University, Leeds.

Discussion.

Mr. S. N. Jenkinson thanked Prof. Cobb for the very lucid

manner in which he had put forward his results. He looked forward

to seeing the results in print and studying them. He agreed that

bauxitic clay did occur in pockets of very variable composition.

Prof. W. E. S. Turner associated himself with the President in

thanking Prof. Cobb for the clearness with which the experiments

had been presented. The form of the curves shown was of con-

siderable interest. He was at once reminded of the work of Peters

and Cragoe, who had shown that, over the softening range, glasses

undergo a rapid expansion, and he wondered if a glassy material

was produced on firing the clay which, over the temperature range

indicated on the curves, was the cause of the exceptional expan-

sion. The fact that high-temperature firing straightened out the

curve scarcely confirmed such a suggestion. Prof. Cobb had given

useful information as to the effect of porosity and the need for

the high-temperature burning of refractory materials for use in

the glass industry, such as tank blocks and glass pots. It had

been shown that high-temperature firing tended to straighten out

the rate of expansion, thereby avoiding those sudden changes

which were encountered in the case of materials that were not

initially burnt to a high temperature. He was afraid that a tem-

perature of 1520° to 1550° could never be achieved in a pot arch,

and that temperature would not usually be reached in the glass

furnace itself. The question was, What was the minimum tem-

perature of firing at which this uniformity of expansion might be

obtained ? It appeared to him from the results shown that there

was no very great advantage in osmose clay. He wondered if

clay which had been plunged, the impurities allowed to settle,

and the clay drawn off, would behave like osmosed clay.
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Mr. P. Marson {communicated) : This paper was a very creditable

addition to the Transactions of the Society and would be much

appreciated by all interested in the use of refractory materials.

Discussing it from a practical point of view, he could correlate

many observations of his own on the behaviour of glasshouse

pots and other fireclay goods with those made by the authors.

Some time ago it was his experience to note, with some surprise,

that pots annealed in a pot arch which seldom reached 1000° were

set in an ordinary furnace with success and as long as the annealing

was below 1000° little damage seemed to result to the pots. He
had also observed that the cheeks for fireplaces when burnt soft

stood better than those burnt at 1200° and that the most porous

fireclay stoppers for pot mouths and many other porous goods

stood best under heat changes. At that time he was at a loss

to understand this, especially when, in other directions, he had

obtained the best resistance to fracture when the goods had been

burnt as hard as possible. He could now see that the lowest

thermal coefficients of expansion and contraction existed at the

two extremes, the lower extreme at temperatures near 980° and

the upper one at temperatures nearer 1500° and that the inter-

mediate temperatures gave somewhat higher coefficients. He
could also confirm from practice the authors' result, that siliceous

clay goods give a more erratic expansion than the aluminous clay

goods, and he thought this fact added another reason for specifying

aluminous clays in a pot clay specification. As a further endorse-

ment of the authors' results, he had always obtained better resistance

to heat changes by using extremely hard burnt aluminous grog

and burning to 1450°. He was also inclined to favour fine grinding

of the raw clay used as a means of inducing an earlier interaction

and a more regular expansion in our fired pot clay bodies in the

light of the modified result obtained by the interaction of added

fine precipitated silica compared with added coarse ganister. It

was with interest he noted that the coefficients of most clays when
burnt to cone 20 were as low as, or even lower than, carborundum,

which hitherto had been looked upon as a refractory material

giving one of the lowest coefficients of expansion. This proved

how essential it was to use the hardest burnt grog possible for pot

clay mixtures, and if such a course were followed he believed pot

failures would be fewer. Combining the information given in

Prof. Turner's recent paper upon the fire shrinkage of clays with

the facts given in the paper now discussed, it appeared to be the

best policy to anneal pots up to 1450° and then to lower the tem-

peratures of the pot arch to suit pot setting. By this means we
should exclude the effects of after-shrinkage in the furnace and
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minimise the strains imbibed during the transit of the pot from

the pot arch to the furnace and at such times as filling pots. One
thing he would like to ask the authors of this paper was whether

they could confirm that a test piece cooled quickly gave a lower

thermal expansion than the same test piece cooled gradually, as

he had noticed in practice that rings and stoppers stood better

when cooled rather quickly than when cooled gradually.

Dr. M. W. Travers (communicated) : Thanks to Prof. Cobb,

and those associated with him, we were gradually acquiring a

knowledge of the fundamental properties of refractory materials.

The results which they had obtained and published in a series

of papers in this Journal threw light on the procedure which should

be adopted in such everyday processes as the firing of glass pots.

But they went much further than this. They were leading us to

a position from which we should be able, not only to visualise the

main problem which was before us, namely, the design of a refractory

material which would withstand moderately heavy stresses at high

temperature, but also to see how that end was to be attained.

Fireclay material fired to a temperature, after heating to which

it exhibited only regular expansion, must, he thought, be considered

to be a glass, classified under Dr. Peddle's system as an alkali-

calcium-aluminium-glass, where the alkali and calcium contents

were small. Of the chemical nature of the glass we knew little,

and the product from pure kaolin might be a homogeneous glass,

or one of a jelly-like nature, a suggestion which, he was afraid,

carried us but little further. The glass would contain crystal

nuclei of sillimanite, and, from these, sillimanite crystals would

form. However, as this change took place, the alkali content of

the residual glass increased, and its viscosity decreased, so that

sillimanite formation might not increase the abihty of the material

to withstand stresses. Where the material came into contact

with glass, dual changes took place. The mineralising action of

the alkali increased the rate of formation of sillimanite : its solvent

action resulted in the removal of silica from the vitrified or glassy

refractory material, and enabled the sillimanite crystals to grow.

The result was the protective layer of sillimanite which was formed

on the surface of tank blocks and glass pots.

Microscopic examination of refractory materials taken from

glass furnaces showed that they contained sillimanite crystals

scattered through them, mostly at the surface of pores and cavities.

Our problem seemed to be to make some hundreds, or even thou-

sands, of crystals grow where one grew before, and so obtain a

material consisting of a mass of crystalline material with a compara-

tively small amount of intercrystalline glass. This was how silica
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bricks were built up, and when we could arrive at a similar structure

in refractory materials of high, or moderately high, alumina content,

which would not be attacked by glass, we should have achieved

our end. It was in this direction that such researches as these

might lead us. The glass industry owes a deep debt to the

investigators.

Mr. W. J. Rees (communicated) : The results presented by the

authors in this extension of their previous work on reversible

thermal expansions would be of considerable interest to all users

of refractories. Irregularities in expansion were the cause of

much difficulty in the use of refractories containing free crystalline

silica, and precise information as to the thermal range and extent

of these volume changes after controlled heat treatment of samples

of known composition pointed the way to the avoidance of these

difficulties. Th a experiments with kaolin decidedly indicated that

free crystalline silica was not a product of its decomposition on
heating, but they did not contradict the suggestion of Mellor and
Holdcroft as to this decomposition if the view of the authors was
accepted that amorphous silica passed into solid solution on heating

kaolin to temperatures higher than that at which the supposed

recombination of the freed alumina and silica occurred. The
indications of the presence of cristobalite after the heating to cones

9—14 of specimens originally containing free quartz was interesting.

It was possible that on continued heating of the specimens above
this range of temperature the cristobalite would invert the tridymite,

which was the stable form of crystalline silica in that range.

Possibly the irregularity in the expansion of these specimens below
200° might be ascribed to the presence of some tridymite. That
cristobalite was the form of silica resulting first from the interaction

of quartz with the melt formed in a fireclay on heating to cones
9—14 was possible, but it is unlikely that it would persist on con-

tinued heating above that temperature range. A test of a specimen
cut from a fireclay which had been for some weeks at a temperature

between 1300° and 1400° would be of interest in this connection,

although it was possible that the volume changes would have
been subdued by the progress of vitrification if the clay were high

in fluxes. The suggestion that cristobalite was formed when
amorphous silica was heated hi the presence of a flux (4 per cent,

of soda) to 1300° was not quite compatible with the experimental
evidence put forward by C. N. Fenner (see this Journal, Trans., 1919,

3, 116) and the desirability of a microscopic examination of the

product obtained by the authors was indicated. If cristobalite were
not formed, then the discontinuity in the expansion curve at 200

—

250° must be due to some other phenomenon than the a— (3 change
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in that mineral. The authors again directed attention to the

difference in the heating and cooling curves of specimens containing

quartz. Was it possible that the greater contraction on cooling

was due to a change in orientation when the ^-quartz reverted to

^.-quartz resulting in some interlacing of the crystals ? On repeated

reheating and cooling of specimens showing this apparently abnormal
contraction, did the variation remain approximately constant, or

was it in any way progressive ? In discussing the earlier results

presented by the authors, Mr. W. J. Gardner and also the writer

directed attention to the possible influence of the porosity of the

specimens on the volume changes explored. Thanks were due to

the authors for their investigation of this point, and the evidence

they produced that in the temperature range 15—1000° an increase

in porosity was accompanied by a decrease in expansion; that

was in conformity with practical experience in the use of refrac-

tories of open and close texture. From the experiments conducted

on the Halifax clay and on the products of its electro-osmosis, it

would appear that the actual proportion of quartz present in a clay

was not a determined factor in the extent of the irregularity of

expansion between 500° and 600°, but the results obtained with

the siliceous residue from the osmosis and with mixtures of fireclay

and ganister indicated that it was. It would be expected that the

osmosed clay from which free quartz had been removed would
show a smaller expansion between 500° and 600° than the untreated

clay.

Prof. Cobb, replying, said it would be nice to be able to give a

minimum temperature which could be taken as a standard for the

firing of glass pots in order to secure a uniform expansion and
contraction. What treatment, however drastic or otherwise, was
needed in order to eliminate irregularities and defects in expansion

and contraction depended largely upon the fluxes present in the

clay, the silica content, and the fineness of its division. It would,

therefore, always be necessary to make tests in the expansion

apparatus before knowing precisely how a glass pot or other clay

mixture would behave. He believed that in all probability the

average glass pot would be very much benefited if it could be given

a preliminary fire for a considerable period in a high temperature

furnace before use, or, as an alternative, fired in the pot arch to

a corresponding extent. He knew, of course, that occasionally

this was done. He knew also that very often nothing of the kind

was even attempted. It was not at all uncommon for the manu-
facturer to be satisfied with raising the pots in the pot arch to

something like what they would call a " reasonable red heat."

This certainly enabled the pot to escape successfully for the time
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being from that admitted danger zone between 500° and 600°,

and if the pot were transferred quickly from the pot arch to the

furnace, without any real drop in the temperature of any portion

of the pot to that danger zone, any risk of immediate fracture

would be obviated. But that was all. If, on the other hand,

the pot could be fired to the full temperature of a glass furnace,

say 1350°, for a considerable period before use, he had no doubt

that in the case of the average glass pot mixture much of the

irregularity due to the expansion of free silica would be eliminated.

Mr. S. N. Jenkinson inquired as to what Prof. Cobb intended

to convey when speaking of a " considerable period."

Prof. Cobb replied that he was not referring to laboratory but

to commercial practice. He would suggest overnight as a minimum.

In the laboratory they could get up to the desired temperature

within two or three hours.

In reply to Mr. Rees, it was possible that in test pieces in which

the free quartz had inverted to cristobalite on heating in the tem-

perature range of 1200—1400° the cristobalite would be changed

to tridymite on prolonged heating at these temperatures. The
authors had been engaged for some time on the examination of

silica refractories after various heat treatments, but as the work
was not yet complete they preferred to avoid committing them-

selves to definite opinions at present. The fact that C. N. Tenner

did not succeed in obtaining cristobalite at 1300° from precipitated

silica had already struck the authors as remarkable in view of the

extreme ease with which in their experiments precipitated silica

had been converted into cristobalite. This point would be discussed

more fully in a further communication, when the results of micro-

scopic examination and density determinations would be given.

Possibly some redistribution of the quartz crystals on inverting

from a- to ^-quartz accounted for the contraction on cooling being

greater than the corresponding expansion on heating. The differ-

ence between the heating and cooling curves was approximately

constant for successive heatings of the specimen in the apparatus,

although in one or two cases the contraction from 600—500° after

the first heating in the apparatus was greater than after subsequent
heatings. The differences between the Halifax clay before and
after experimental electro-osmosis would suggest that the actual

extent of the expansion between 500° and 600° was modified

slightly by factors other than the actual free quartz content. Such
factors would possibly include the porosity of the specimen and
the size of the quartz crystals.

The authors wrote in further reply :

—

It was pleasing to know that Mr. Marson's practical experience
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and observations confirmed their results for the thermal expansion

of soft-fired and hard-fired clays, and also the differences observed

in the behaviour of siliceous and aluminous fireclays. With regard

to the interaction of kaolin and fine precipitated silica, it was the

intention of the authors to investigate this point further and to

consider the effect of adding silica as flint flour and quartzite flour

to kaolin. Test-pieces had been prepared already for this purpose,

but had not yet been examined. The use of hard burnt grog

combined with the annealing of pots up to 1450° certainly

promised to be of great benefit in minimising strains in the pot.

With regard to Mr. Marson's question no specific tests had yet

been made as to the difference in thermal expansion between a

test piece cooled slowly and one cooled quickly.

Dr. Travers's conclusion that fireclay material burned to such a

temperature that its subsequent expansion was regular should be

regarded as a glass had been confirmed by microscopic examination.

Mr. G. R. Thompson had prepared a section from the Farnley

fireclay fired at cone 20 and had found it to be a glass with small

bunches of radial crystals probably sillimanite distributed through it.

III.

—

The Re-annealing of Glass.

By W. A. Whatmough, B.Sc.

(Read at the London Meeting, December I5ih, 1920.)

It is thought that the members of the Society of Glass Technology

would be interested in the results of three years' experience of

re-annealing small glass articles on a commercial scale in a coal

gas-fired lehr of peculiar construction. Hence this paper.

Although scarcely necessary, it is perhaps advisable, in the first

place, to emphasise the distinction between annealing, as ordinarily

understood, and re-annealing.

Annealing by the slow cooling of glass is in common practice

in the glass-house. Usually the worked article is passed through

a coke-fired or producer gas-fired lehr more to prevent development

of strain through rapidly cooling than to re-heat sufficiently to

release stresses already present.

The re-heating of glass to its softening point is characteristic of

re-annealing, and calls for an exactitude of temperature and regu-

lation of rate of heating and cooling not attainable in ordinary
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lehr practice. The novelty in the communication now made is

that a method of re-annealing has been evolved in which the

temperature curve, time of exposure, and cooling rate are definitely

controlled, so that commercial annealing takes on a new and more

scientific phase. Accordingly, in this paper, reference to an article

as being annealed must be understood to mean that it is completely

free from strain.

It should be borne in mind that strain in glass is not an inevitable

cause of fracture. Indeed, the article may be all the stronger in

consequence of being under stress. The real trouble is that strained

glass is capricious as regards fracture, especially when stressed

unevenly. Change in the state of strain due to causes such as the

alteration of temperature or of pressure increases the tendency to

fracture. Local strains may become so intense that breakage

must ensue. Cracking off because of ring strain is an example of

this. Breaking at joints and the splitting of canes of glass longi-

tudinally are other strain effects.

The type of glass has also an important bearing on the effect of

strain. Boro-silicate glass, which is difficult to anneal, nevertheless

withstands temperature changes well, owing to its low coefficient of

expansion. Lead glass is easily annealed ; hence one of the reasons

for its popularity in lampworks. Stressed glass is undoubtedly

the greatest cause of loss in the manufacture of glassware, and

cases in which it is advantageous not to anneal are rare.

Articles of thick glass retain enough heat to prevent strain

forming during working, but they must be cooled slowly or fracture

is inevitable. Small and relatively thin-walled glass articles with-

stand chilhng in the mould or during air cooling without breaking,

but are badly strained and liable to fly, especially if re-worked.

Glass tubing, after being drawn in the glass factory, is air-cooled

and almost invariably shows marked longitudinal strain, since no

attempt is made to anneal it. When the strain is patchy it is

practically impossible to cut evenly with a diamond the ordinary

chemical sodium-calcium glass tubing, but lead glass is much more

amenable.

Being interested in the manufacture of small articles from glass

tubing, the author soon found that production was largely governed

by the time taken in warming up the glass and in some attempt at

bench annealing (carbonising, etc.) after the lampworking operation

was complete. If tubes are rotated quickly on machines, the

liability to fracture is lessened considerably on warming up, but

some breakage may arise on cooling due to localisation of the

heating and cooling effects leading to ring strain.

This ring strain is the prime cause of fracture in flat bottom
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specimen tubes. In hand-made tubes the " ring " strain is usually

about a quarter of an inch from the flattened bottom, but may be

more or less diffused according to the spread of the flame up the

tube in working and also according as the tube was or was not

slowly cooled.

The introduction of machines for slicing an open tube into two
flat bottom tubes by means of high velocity burners was found to

result in intense " ring " strain one-eighth of an inch from the end

of the flat bottom tube. A large proportion invariably cracked

off neatly, and this nuisance was only partly mitigated by warming
the tube and the rollers on account of the great speed of working.

It appeared, necessary, therefore, either to reduce production or to

remove the strain by re-annealing.

By the use of various expedients it was found that speed of

working could be maintained with little breakage as long as the

tubes were re-annealed within a few hours. Subsequently it was
found possible to increase the speed of production and lengthen the

period before annealing to days or weeks, but by this time the

advantages of re-annealing had become so self-evident that it had
become routine practice at the works.

A second factor in making the author's firm decide on the instal-

lation of a small re-annealing lehr was the need of a Government
Department for a certain glass article perfectly free from strain.

The authorities were advised of our willingness to supply the strain-

free article, and the firm offered to place the re-annealing lehr

when erected at the Department's disposal free of cost; but the

offer was turned down. However, the lehr was got together some-

how without war permits and was in full use for Government

purposes only six months later. When active warfare ceased the

powers-that-be decided that ours was the only way of dealing with

this special type of glass article—a decision made in time pre-

sumably for the next war.

The Design of the Re-annealing Lehr.

Fig. 1 shows this experimental re-annealing lehr which was the

joint design of Mr. George Keith and the author. At the outset

it was realised tha^ draughts or any bodily movement of air inside

the lehr would be fatal to success, and this led to the adoption of

a tunnel lehr in the form of an inverted siphon (Fig. 2), with the

entrance, at the short leg, lower in level than the exit at the end of

the long member. This form of lehr is protected by a patent.

The tray track consists of two shaped lengths of angle iron

25 feet long joined with iron strips set down to carry a central chain
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Fig. 1.

[To face Trans., p. 46.
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track. The top and sides of the

tunnel were formed of sheet iron

fastened to angle iron tracks with

the exception of the firebox at

the apex of the hump. Two walls,

each a single brick thick, shaped

to the track and covered with

fireclay slabs, made the stand and

the bottom of the tunnel, as well

as the return tunnel for the con-

veyor chain. The lehr tunnel was
completed (except the firebox) by
walls of brick and a top of fireclay

slabs with a lagging of slag wool

between the sheet metal of the

tunnel and the brickwork.

Provision was made for the

insertion of pyrometers and for

letting off products of combustion

at several points in the long leg

of the lehr.

The firebox consisted of inner

and outer walls of fireclay. The
inner muffle of tiles completed

the tunnel, the bottom edge of

the tiles being cut away in order

to allow spent gases to enter the

tunnel. The outer portion of the

firebox was built of firebrick with

stout fireclay slabs on the top.

The latter were bored to take

nozzles of four high-pressure gas

burners based on the Bunsen
injector principle, each burner

making a self-burning mixture of

coal gas and air and capable of

consuming 60 cubic feet of coal

gas per hour. Chain wheels and
reducing gears were arranged to

allow the lehr to be cleared in a
half hour, one hour, or two hours.

The actual lehr tunnel is 22 feet

long, 7 inches wide, and 5£ inches

high, the short leg being 4 feet
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long, and the long limb 18 feet long. The firebox portion is 3 feet

G inches.

The feeding of hot combustible products under pressure to a

lehr tunnel on the inverted syphon principle with a lowered short

limb (to entrap gases at the entrance end) results in a steady flow

of heat outward along the long leg of the syphon. The entrance end

was screened to avoid bodily transference of the lehr atmosphere.

Furthermore, the reheated trays of articles conveyed heat from

the firebox along the long leg. The heat gradient was governed

by the gradual loss by radiation (controllable by suitable lagging)

or the temperature was reduced at any desired point by letting
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off a portion of the hot gases. Radiation losses at high temperature

are very excessive if brickwork only is used as insulation, and this

has a vital bearing both on the annealing and on the gas consump-

tion, as will be very evident later.

At the time this experimental lehr was built the results of the

researches of English and Turner * were not published, although

the author knew of their trend in a general way. The Department

of Glass Technology at Sheffield University was good enough to

test the two types of glass in use by my firm in 1917, these being

a boro-silicate resistance glass in which strain was rapidly removed
at 630° and soft soda chemical glass softening at 530°.

The Curve X (Fig. 3) gives the re-annealing curve of the latter

* This Journal, Tbans., 1918, 2, 90.
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glass with the experimental lehr as first set up, the lehr being cleared

in one hour. The actual results obtained were perfectly satis-

factory, with tubing of 1 mm. wall, but 1^ walled tubing required

two hours to re-anneal. In the original experimental lehr it was
soon evident that much heat was lost through the outer wall of

the firebox, and also from the brickwork at the hot end of the

cooling leg. Accordingly, the firebox was lagged with several

inches of slag wool, and 3 feet 6 inches of brickwork next to the

firebox was removed and slag wool substituted, the new lagging

being held in place by sheet metal (see Fig. 1). The result of this

extra lagging is shown in Fig. 3, Curve Y, for the same sodium-

calcium glass (under like conditions except extra lagging). The
rate of cooling is considerably slowed at higher temperatures. In

consequence, tubing 1| mm. wall is re-annealed perfectly in one

hour, as the effective annealing length of lehr is increased by about

33 per cent, solely by the conservation of heat. Undoubtedly
many annealing lehrs have a useful length much less than their

actual length.

A lehr with a tunnel 9 inches square was designed as the result

of two years' experience. In this, all the lagging is of slag wool

between metal plates. The track is made up of cast-iron sections

of correct curvature bolted together and supported on an iron

stand. This track forms the bottom of the tunnel, the chain channel,

the tray track, and the foundation for the firebox and the tunnel

proper. The firebox has an inner muffle and an outer wall of

fireclay slabs. The burners are in two rows of four on opposite

sides, each set of burners being set in a special iron trough and
staggered relatively one to the other. The height of the nozzle is

such that the flame shoots across the top of the inner muffle down
the side, and the products pass from both sides into the tumiel

through the apertures in the cast-iron track. View holes are

provided so that the burner nozzle is visible when adjusting the

quality of the combustible mixture, an important factor in economy.
This arrangement of burners shooting long flames from opposite

sides affords an ideal heat distribution. Lateral placing of the

burners also results in less self-heating of the burner nozzle, whilst

the iron troughs assist in cooling by radiation and so prevent lighting

back.

In the new lehr the length of the short leg is increased considerably

and draw-off valves for hot gas are provided in this member also.

This allows a somewhat prolonged preliminary warming so as to

obviate " steaming " inside the article. In the original lehr long

tubes of larger diameter closed at the ends were found very liable to

break in the middle from this cause, and the trouble was mitigated

vol. v. e
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by making an oven over the hot end of the long leg in which

a preliminary warming was given (visible in Fig. 1). Pyrometers

are provided in the new re-annealing lehr at nine points, all reading

on the same indicator by means of a special switchboard. The
thermo-couples are housed in an extension of the inner casing, or

in the inner muffle, so as to give true temperature readings. The
gearing ratios allow clearance in one, two, three, or four hours.

Fig. 2 illustrates the essentials of the new lehr.

Fig. 4 shows three temperature curves for this lehr as set to the

users' specification. This type of lehr has been in use for some
months past to anneal the glass portions of electric light meters.

This glass part consists of a bulb containing a grid of glass attached

to a tube enclosing a siphon, and has several delicate internal joints.

The unannealed article shows intense local strains, and, prior to

re-annealing, breakages in different stages of working resulted in
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more than 50 per cent, loss on production. The thickness of the

stoutest part is 1^ mm., whilst the most delicate portions are very
thin. The article is iioav re-annealed in various stages of manu-
facture, and finally re-annealed with the end closed. The loss by
breakage during making has been completely eliminated, the

manufacturers stating, to the author's astonishment, that no
breakage occurred in re-working. No doubt this result was obtained

by a combination of perfectly annealed glass and of low coefficient

of expansion.

The lehr is capable of taking many times the day's production

of meter tubes, so that each day's work (partly or wholly com-
pleted) is put through in a morning of four hours.

Attention may be directed to the gradual period of initial warming,
and the rapid rise of temperature after the moisture has been
converted into steam. Further, the tray is practically cold on
emerging from the lehr. As the tubes are surrounded with asbestos

fibre, the heating up and cooling down of the articles lag consider-
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ably, as explained later. It is also curious that perfect annealing

is effected more than 80° below the softening point (630°).

It is, perhaps, scarcely realised what high temperature glass will

withstand without collapsing. At 530° a naked iron tray of speci-

men tubes travelling through the firebox begins to show colour,

and finally both tray and glass attain a dull red glow, being hottest

just after passing beyond the region of the burners.

In re-annealing resistance glass at 625°, the bright red colour of

the box and contents is a pretty sight, and the changes of colour

as the temperature falls to a black heat testify to the remarkable

uniformity in the heat gradient. One would also expect the

angle iron of the track and sheet metal to burn away at such

high temperatures. The original lehr was, however, continuously

at work twelve hours a day for six months at 630°, with no visible

effect beyond slight " Barffing " of the metal work (coating with

red oxide of iron). The inert atmosphere no doubt accounts for

this passive non-rusting condition. The conveyor chain (malleable

iron) withstands the temperature of 650° without undue stretching.

The effect of the burner position is best seen in the gas consump-

tion. The 9-inch lehr can be heated to 550° in half an hour with

four burners consuming in that period 140 cubic feet of town gas.

The original lehr was found to take two hours to heat up and con-

sumed 480 feet of gas in the process. The effectiveness of the

lagging is shown by the fact that after twenty hours' standing the

temperature in the firebox had fallen to 160°. Once the desired

temperature is attained and the burners are adjusted, there is little

or no variation in temperature, rise or fall being very slow and

readily checked or increased. Running the lehr empty or full has

very little effect on the gas consumption.

The Conditions Required for Annealing.

The author considers that the critical annealing curve of glass

as worked out by English and Turner (loc. cit.) is of the utmost

value as regards carrying out rapid re-annealing. Such a curve

shows the maximum cooling rate (as temperature falls) without

strain reappearing. If the lehr temperature follows such a curve,

the minimum period of transit is only a question of thickness of

the glass.

Cooling curve Y in Fig. 3 gives the quickest possible rate of

re-annealing soft soda glass l£ mm. thick as found by actual

practice without a knowledge of the correct cooling curve for this

particular glass ; but from a comparison with other known curves

the best lehr temperature for rapid re-annealing is identical with

e2
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the critical cooling curve of glass. In other words, the remarkable

success following our venture at re-annealing is due to the fact

that it happened to put into practice the conditions laid down
by the Sheffield researches.

Minutes.

Fig. 5.

The effect of temperature gradient and the cooling rate are shown

in Fig. 5, the results below being obtained on soft soda tubing

with lj mm. wall :

—

Curve Xj (one hour in original lehr). Longitudinal strain

present ; cooling therefore too rapid. On packing in

asbestos fibre, re-annealing perfect.

Curve X2 (two hours in original lehr). No strain.

Curve Y-l (one hour in original lehr with extra lagging). No
strain.

Curve Y2 (two hours in original lehr with extra lagging). No
strain.

Packing the glass in asbestos reduced the loss by radiation, and

thus lengthened the effective cooling curves. This is evident from

the results. The temperature gradient of Curve X
x is raised at

least to that of Curve Y x for the glass in question solely by

insulation. Hence the use of asbestos mats in lehr trays as a

corrective to too rapid fall of temperature is to be recommended.

In practical re-annealing the author finds that the usual accept-

ance of the factors governing annealing must not be interpreted

too rigidly. Thus, the annealing temperature of glass is understood

to be that at which strain is released rapidly without deformation.
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Actually, when glass is sufficiently soft for strain to be released in

a few minutes deformation takes place, but so slowly as to be

negligible. When, however, a thin portion of glass has to carry

the relatively greater weight of a thicker portion, re-annealing

must be carried out for a longer period at a lower temperature.

The effect of gravity is noticeable in flat-bottomed tubes heated

up to the annealing temperature. If placed upright, the bottoms

become slightly concave, but are not affected when the tubes lie

on their sides. Collapse follows if heating is too prolonged at

re-annealing temperature, and this latter temperature is dependent

upon the type of glass, its thickness, and the period of heating,

not necessarily at the annealing temperature. It may be 20°

below this for very thin glass, or even more if thin glass has to

carry weight. In the latter, advantage must be taken of the

well-known fact that annealing can be carried out many degrees

below annealing temperature, if sufficient time is taken. Frac-

tional re-annealing is also possible ; thus, an article passed through

the lehr twice is annealed perfectly at a temperature 20° or 30° below

that necessary for annealing in a single transit.

The maximum rate of cooling glassware in order to obtain perfect

annealing is dependent upon the conductivity and the viscosity of

the glass.

Conductivity regulates the temperature gradient ; no strain

can be developed if the temperature through the mass is the same.

Glass being a relatively bad conductor of heat, the effect of thickness

is very evident both in reheating and cooling. The time for strain

release is controlled by the rate of penetration of the heat as well

as by the actual temperature. Thus, it is possible to heat a thick

article well over the annealing temperature for a short period, as

the inner portion of the mass does not get sufficiently soft to allow

collapse.

Interpreted into everyday practice, the quickest possible rate

of re-annealing an article is controlled by three conditions, namely

—

(1) The thinnest portion of the glass governs the highest

temperature to which it can be taken with safety (usually

5° to 10° below the annealing temperature unless it carries

undue weight, when it must be still lower).

(2) The thickest portion governs the time required for the

release of strain (varies according to proximity to the

annealing temperature).

(3) The thickest portion controls the maximum cooling rate

(that is, most rapid annealing is only possible if the lehr

temperature follows the critical cooling curve).
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Thus the characteristics to be decided in re-annealing any glass

article are the maximum temperature and the temperature gradient

of the lehr. With these known, the minimum clearance time is

quickly found by trial. The minimum clearance time for the

experimental lehr with the temperature gradient as Curve Y,

Fig. 3, for glass of fairly uniform thickness, and temperature 5°

to 15° below annealing temperature, is as follows :

—

Thickness of wall. Time.

Up to J mm. 1 hour

A mm. to 1 mm. i
• 2 "

1 to 2 mm. . • 1 „

The author has had very little experience with thicker articles,

but knows that bottle glass (for example, a Winchester quart bottle

with a bottom 4 to 5 mm. thick) is annealed perfectly in four hours

at 540°. On this basis the time for ordinary bottles would be

from three to four hours.

The ultimate capacity of a re-annealing lehr is dependent upon

its cross section, track length, and the time taken in clearance.

If such a lehr, by closely following the critical annealing curve,

allows an article to be annealed in half the usual time, its capacity

is relatively doubled. Hence the importance of determining this

annealing curve of glass and setting the lehr according to it.

Attempts to shorten the time of cooling beyond this rate, as in

much so-called " commercial " annealing, are bound to be disas-

trous. Annealing is brought about by sufficiently slow cooling,

and if strain begins to reappear it is a sign of undue haste. If

it takes sixty minutes to produce an article perfectly annealed, it

is a waste of time and good material to take forty-five minutes in

spoiling it. Blooming is exceedingly slight in articles of resistance,

soft soda, or bottle glass re-annealed naked. Lead glass begins to

blacken badly at the annealing temperature, but is readily annealed

10° below this with a greyish bloom. Enclosing the articles in

boxes keeps lead glass practically clear. The position of the burners

in the experimental lehr did not allow excess air to be used owing

to " blow back."

457, Caledonian Road,
London, N.

Discussion.

Mr. S. N. Jenkinson thought Mr. Whatmough's paper was not

only of great interest, but also of great use to the glass industry.

An annealing lehr should be something more than a mere railway.
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If a lehr could be done away with, or if, by the application of

scientific principles, it could be shortened to a few feet, the space

thus rendered available could be well employed for warehousing.

Although Mr. Whatmough had experimented on lamp-blown articles,

the same principles applied in the case of the annealing of bottles

and heavier glassware in general. They had to consider the strains

set up in glass, and had to realise that the temperatures and times

of annealing varied according to the chemical composition of the

glass. The work outlined in the paper was only part of many
problems solved during the last few years. They were supposed

to be behind the Germans in the application of scientific principles

to the glass industry. They should bear in mind, however, that

the Germans had been engaged in work on scientific glassware for

more than thirty years, whereas it was only during the last five

years that serious attention had been directed to the question in

this country. Although in some fines British glass manufacturers

might be behind the Germans, in others they were considerably

ahead of them. It was not easy to convince the general public

how British glass manufacturers had been stimulated to greater

effort as a result of the war. There were a good many people who
thought that the German manufacturers still held the lead, and who
adopted the attitude that, although the Allies had won the war,

the Germans had won the peace. Thanks, however, to the efforts

of men like Mr. Whatmough—many of whom had reaped no personal

reward from their researches—the British glass trade was on quite

a different footing from that on which it stood in pre-war days.

Excellent results had been attained by means of the new lehr

described by Mr. Whatmough, and it had definitely marked a very

big step forward for the glass industry in Great Britain.

Mr. W. B. Clarke directed attention to the fact that in the

manufacture of incandescent lamps, in the annealing of which many
of the present arrangements were very crude, an electrically-heated

lehr had recently been put into commission. This had proved

much more economical and was capable of much better regulation

than the ordinary gas- or coal-fired lehr. In the London area,

electrical power could be obtained very cheaply. As there were no

products of combustion to consider (usually a very serious factor)

when dealing with an electrically-heated lehr, and the wire could

be protected by fire-bricks, there was little waste heat, and the

economy that resulted was very real. In addition, there were no
flames to contend with, and no questions of variation of gas pressure.

After referring to the annealing of copper, Mr. Clarke dealt with the

question of temperature gradients. These, he said, were bound to

vary with the different types of glass that were involved. In the
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case of a lead glass, the difficulty could be overcome by providing

for slower cooling.

Dr. M. W. Travers : Mr. Whatmough and Messrs. James Keith

and Blackman Co., Ltd., have done the industry a great service

in developing this simple apparatus for the annealing of lamp-blown

glassware. From his own experience in the industry he recognised

the advantage of annealing all lamp-blown goods before issuing

them from the factory. This procedure not only reduced the cost

of production, but the fact that articles never cracked after issue

to the distributor and consumer increased confidence, and led to

the repetition of orders. He believed that if even test-tubes were

annealed before issue, and the public were informed of the fact

that this had been done, much of the criticism which was now being

aimed at the industry would disappear.

Prof. W. E. S. Turner said he was very pleased to know that

both the lehr to which Mr. Whatmough had directed attention and

that described by Mr. Clarke were based upon a certain amount of

scientific study. He knew the electric lehr mentioned by Mr.

Clarke, and it was interesting to be able to state that the man who
designed it was at one time a student of the Department of Glass

Technology at Sheffield University. The erection of a glass factory

was sometimes an example of putting the cart before the horse.

The furnaces and the lehr were erected first before considering in

sufficient detail the properties of the glass to be made. The building

of the lehr should be based on a study of the annealing conditions

for the glass. The lehr designed by Mr. Whatmough seemed to be

one step on the road towards annealing with practically no fuel

consumption whatever. If only it were possible to introduce

bottles or other glass articles into the lehr straight away after

being made, the articles would themselves supply practically all the

heat necessary to maintain a temperature gradient sufficient to

prevent recurrence of strain if suitable lagging of the lehr was

provided. The amount of external heat to be applied would in that

event be extremely small. He was interested in a patent specifica-

tion which had recently appeared in America. In this the patentee

did actually claim that he could anneal bottles without the applica-

tion of any external heat whatever, simply by keeping the lehr

practically closed and lagging it efficiently.

Mr. Whatmough, in reply, thanked those who had spoken for

their kind remarks about his lehr. That was all he would get out

of it. He assured Mr. Clarke that the type of lehr to which he had

directed attention in his paper lent itself in a special way to the

needs of the manufacturer interested in the production of a lamp-

making glass. As a matter of fact, a lehr was actually in course of
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construction for that identical class of work. If the point had been

raised a month later he would no doubt have been in a position to

quote actual results. He hoped to be able to prove that by the new
lehr a quarter of an hour would be sufficient to do the whole job.

He had already satisfied himself that vacuum flasks with double

walls, all joined up, had been satisfactorily annealed and re-annealed

on this principle, without any signs of collapse. With regard to the

cost of heating, that was purely a question of whether gas or

electricity could be purchased the more cheaply. The secret of the

successful lehr lay in insulation, and still more insulation.

IV.

—

Examination of Glass by Polarised Light,

By Seiji Nakamura.

In order to detect the presence of strain in a specimen of glass, it

is customary to examine for its accidental double refraction by
means of polarised light. Arrangements * are described by several

authors, either for replacing a Nicol prism by a plate of black glass,

or for using circularly polarised light instead of plane polarised

light, or for measuring the amount of double refraction. The
present communication relates to an arrangement consisting of a

plate of black glass for a polariser and a small Nicol as an analyser,

and although it presents no very remarkable innovation compared
to hitherto known methods, still, as the author found it very

practical from his long actual usage, it seemed to him of interest

to submit the paper for publication.

Specimens of optical glasses from the market are usually square

slabs two or three centimetres thick, with two side faces polished,

so as to allow them to be examined by transmitted light. Now
the strain produced by the imperfect annealing is such that the

locus of equal strain follows the general contour of the slab; for

during its cooling in an annealing oven the steepest temperature

gradient must run perpendicular to its external boundaries. The
consequence is that the planes of polarisation of the resulting

doubly refracted waves at a point at some depth from the surface

of the slab are almost parallel and perpendicular to the surface.

Suppose, now, that such a slab is placed between a polariser and
an analyser with crossed planes of polarisation and examined for

* G. V. Wilson, this Journal, Trans., 1919, 3, 256. S. English, ibid., 258.
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its double refraction. Here we must have the specimen placed as

usual in a so-called " diagonal position " with respect to the polaris-

ing system, in which the planes of polarisation of the two waves

are inclined 45° to the planes of polarisation of the polariser. In

the usual arrangement, using a plate of black glass as a polariser,

placed horizontally, the light reflected from the plate has its plane

of polarisation vertical, so that the slab to be used in a diagonal

position must be kept inclined 45° on its two sides. If the black

glass be kept in such a position that the light is reflected horizontally

and, moreover, its plane of polarisation is inclined 45° to the

horizon, then we shall have the great advantage of being able to

place the slab horizontally on

a suitable stand between the

polarising system.

In the accompanying figure

(Fig. 1), let ON be the normal

to the plate and OA the

horizontally reflected ray. We
must have the plane of polar-

isation of the reflected ray,

that is, the plane of incidence,

AN, inclined at 45° to the

horizon, and the angle AN
equal to the polarising angle

£2 = tan-1
/*, p being the index

of refraction of the plate. It

can easily be shown that the azimuth AB = a and the altitude

BN = 6 of the normal are given by

sin a = tan 0,

6 = 0/2,

so that if the index of refraction fx of the plate be To,

q = 56°17'6, 6 = 28°8'8, and a = 32°20'6.

Fig. 1.

The Apparatus Employed.

A wooden block with a rectangular base 6 X 14 cm. is made

with an inclined top surface (Fig. 2) so as to keep a black glass

plate, P, at the proper inclination, and is placed on a table in the

proper azimuth, so that the normal of the plate takes the direction

given by a and 6 previously calculated with respect to the line of

sight. A 24-c.p. lamp furnished with a diffusing screen is placed

in a proper position to send a polarised reflected ray to the observer.

It is advisable to use a lens, L, before the Nicol, N, and to focus
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on the surface of the slab, G, under test. The Nicol has an aperture

of only 1 cm.

The degree of double refraction is different at different depths

from the surface, for the obvious reason that the temperature

Fig. 2.

gradient is not uniform over the whole thickness of the slab.

Usually at some depths, one in each side of the slab, there is a layer

of no strain, shown by the presence of rather broad dark bands

(Fig. 3), when the slab is examined by polarised light. If the

specimen has not very excessive

strain, two sides of a band are
fa

white or gray of varying inten-

sity, while if the specimen is

much strained we may have

coloured bands of various hues

depending on the degree of

strain at several layers. It can

be shown * that the plane of

polarisation of the quicker wave
in glass is parallel to the

external boundary of the slab

at layers lying on the internal

side of the dark band, and
perpendicular on the other ex-

ternal layers. In other words,

when the slab is placed flat on a horizontal stand, the plane of

polarisation of the quicker wave is vertical in surface layers and
horizontal in internal layers, as is shown by <—> in Fig. 3, PP, AA

By using a quarter wave plate.
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being the planes of polarisation of the polariser and the analyser

respectively.

Analogous phenomena happen in the case of double refraction

caused by mechanical strain. If a well annealed rectangular rod

be supported on two knife edges and loaded in the middle so as to

bend it concave on its upper side, and if this arrangement be placed

between the above-mentioned polarising system, then the resulting

strain is at once revealed by the appearance of a dark band in the

middle of the rod to show the position of the neutral line, or the

layer of no strain, and the two sides of the band are white or coloured.

Of course, in this case, the strain in the upper half is of compression

and the lower half is of tension along the length of the rod. This

difference in the character of the strain may be shown optically

by the fact that the plane of polarisation of the quicker wave is

parallel to the length of the rod in the lower half, and perpendicular

in the upper half. This indicates that in the case of strain due

to rapid cooling in an optical glass, the surface layer is in a state

of compression and the inner layer in a state of tension parallel to

the external boundary. The maxima of the strain are just on

the surface and the centre of the slab.

To express the degree of strain in a given specimen of glass

quantitatively, the author measures the double refraction at the

centre of the slab. For that purpose, he has a stock of thin mica

films of different thickness, each cemented with Canada balsam

between two glass plates used for microscopic slides. The plane

of polarisation of the quicker wave in mica is made parallel to the

longer side of the plate, and the value of its retardation R = d

((jl
2
— /xx ) is engraved on it. Here d is the thickness of the film

and /xj, /x2 are the indices of refraction of the quicker and of the

slower wave in mica. Furnished with a number of such films, one

can easily select a film the retardation, R, of which is equal to that

at the centre of the slab in question. This is done by keeping the

film just in front of the slab with its plane of polarisation vertical,

so that the slab and the film are in a " position of subtraction."

If the retardation, R\ of the slab is equal to the retardation, R, of

the film, then the superposition of the slab and the film causes the

darkness of the field at the centre of the slab. This retardation,

R', divided by the thickness or the length, d', of the optical path

in glass, gives the amount of the. double refraction A/a = /a2
— fxx

of the slab. For a slightly strained glass with d' = 10 cm., in

which the centre of the field appears white, the value of R' is of

the order of 10~4 mm., and hence the double refraction is A/a =10~6
.

If the slab is so much strained as to show the red of the first

order, R' is 5 X 10~4 mm., and if d' is 10 cm. as before, then A/a
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is 5 X 10-6
. Badly annealed glass sometimes shows this colour for

a value of d' equal to one or two centimetres.

Suppose that a simple double convex lens with radii of curvature

r and s is made out of a piece of glass with double refraction A/x,

then as the focal length, /, is given by

the change A/ in the focal length due to A/* is

A/ = _ A/x

/
~

/t - 1*

It will be seen that for /a = 1*5 and Ayu. — 10 X 10~6
, A/// is only

0'00002, so that such glass may be used for the manufacture of

a lens of short focus without harm. But it is quite otherwise to

use such glass for reflecting or refracting prisms.

Imperial University, Tokyo.

V.

—

On the Clouding of Table-working Glass Tubing

in the Blowpipe Flame.

By Morris W. Travers, D.Sc, F.R.S.

(Read at the Newcastle Meeting, March lQth, 1921.)

During the latter part of the time when I was in charge of the

glassworks of Messrs. Duroglass, Ltd., at Walthamstow, my atten-

tion was directed to a defect in articles which had been blown in

the blowpipe flame from glass tubing. When the goods were

finished and cleaned, a faint opalescent ring, not very well-defined

at its edges, appeared in the glass in the region immediately adjacent

to that in which the glass had been actually melted in the flame.

The effect was only observed occasionally, and I had no opportunity

of investigating it.

My attention was again directed to the matter quite recently,

and although I was informed by the Secretary of the Glass Research

Association that the matter was being studied, I thought that I

might still be permitted to carry out a few experiments on my
own account, particularly as the phenomenon had been attributed

to the inferiority of British glass. The experiments were carried

out for my own information, but, at the request of the President
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of the Society, I have gone a little further into the matter than I

had originally intended, and am publishing my results, together

with some observations on the theory of the phenomenon. I have
only been able to devote three or four days to the experimental

work, and to carry it further would involve a more elaborate

investigation than it is possible for me to undertake.

Going back to my experience at Walthamstow, I was inclined to

think that the clouding was more likely to be due to a defect in

the quality of the gas, which was very variable, or to the method
of working the glass, than to the nature of the glass itself, to which

reference has already been made in this Journal,* and which was
of fairly constant composition. I therefore carried out my experi-

ments with samples of tubing, made by two different firms, from the

formula I have referred to,f and with samples of German pre-war

glass, which, I may say, in anticipation of what follows, behaved
in the same way as the British glass. Any further investigation

must include the study of the clouding in different glasses, par-

ticularly with the view of determining the influence of the ratio

of the alkali oxides to the silica on the appearance of the phenomenon.

The Effect of Gas Composition.

In studying the influence of the composition of the gas in con-

nection with clouding, pieces of tube 1 inch in diameter were drawn
out and blown up in test-tube form four or six times. An ordinary

cannon-flame blowpipe was used. The following is a summary of

the first experiments :

—

Coal-gas and Air.—The clouding was observed whenever the air

was in excess, but not otherwise. If the air pressure was reduced

until the flame became fairly luminous, no clouding was observed.

Coal-gas and Oxygen.-—The same result was obtained. When the

pressure of the oxygen was reduced so as to obtain a strongly

luminous flame, no clouding was observed.

Hydrogen with Air or Oxygen.—No clouding was observed under

any condition.

Since the coal-gas flame alone caused clouding, and then only

under oxidising conditions, it seemed obvious that the clouding

must be due to some of the oxidised product of combustion, for

since it is only observed in the region where the glass is at a tempera-

ture below its softening point, dissociation of the more permanent

constituents of the waste gases can be ignored. I therefore first

heated the glass in a hydrogen flame into which carbon dioxide was

introduced in varying quantity with the gas, but, as I had expected,

* Trans., 1919, 3, 254. t £°c - cit -
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without result. This experiment shows, however, that the effect

is not due to the intense local heating caused by the high temperature

of the hydrogen flame, since the temperature of the flame containing

excess of carbon dioxide was comparatively low.

In the next experiment the hydrogen was passed through a wash-

bottle containing benzene with a little carbon disulphide. Clouding

was immediately observed, the effect being identical with that

observed in the case of the coal-gas flame. It would have been

possible to investigate the influence of the sulphur content of the

gas on the first appearance of the phenomenon, for, as I shall show

presently, there is possibly a minimum partial pressure of sulphur

compounds in the flame below which clouding does not appear

just outside the limits of the zone where the glass is plastic. This

is a research which will take a little time, and anyone who cares

to do so may take it up.

I may now observe that the clouding effect increases in intensity

in proportion to the time taken in working the glass, and also refer

to another fact. If a piece of glass which has been worked in a

flame containing sulphur is set aside for some time, it is observed

that the clouding, often faint when the glass has been freshly worked,

increases in intensity, but that it can now be partly removed with

a damp cloth. This fact will be referred to again later.

I also carried out one additional experiment which I will now
describe. A piece of glass tubing was drawn out at one end to

fit a rubber tube, and at the other end to a fine jet. Sulphur dioxide

from a syphon was passed through the tube until all the air was
expelled, and it was then heated on the outside with a hydrogen

flame, so as to avoid external clouding. While still hot, the glass

tube did not seem to be clouded internally around the hot area,

but, on cooling, it clouded internally, particularly over the circular

area which had been at the highest temperature. It would appear

from this experiment that sulphur dioxide alone produces clouding,

but only under conditions involving a lower temperature than that

which exists at the edge of the flame, where it is observed in lamp-

working experiments, and at a higher partial pressure of this gas.

This matter will also be dealt with later.

In every case where the clouding has appeared in the region

adjacent to that in which it has been strongly heated in the flame

from a gas containing sulphur, the clouding can be completely and
permanently removed by heating the glass to its softening point,

and subsequently cooling either in air, or in the smoky (reducing)

flame.

Before dealing with the theory which I am putting forward to

explain the clouding of glass in the flame containing sulphur in an
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oxidised condition, I must point out that there are at least four

phenomena which might be referred to under the term " clouding."

Glass which has passed through an open lehr is always covered by a

deposit, usually described as " sulphur," which is easily removed

by means of a damp cloth, unless the goods have been overheated.

This deposit probably contains traces of all the volatile constituents

of the fuel, and its composition is not of any particular interest.

In the paper on table-working glass, to which I have already referred,

I have directed attention to a defect often observed in cheap

German table-working glasses which had been in stock for some

time, particularly in a warm and damp climate. This defect

was generally referred to as " devitrification " in the blowpipe

flame. It is to the credit of British glass-makers that I cannot

obtain a piece of glass which shows this defect, although I should

like to have studied it. The glass, when heated, becomes rough

on the surface, which seems to be covered with an infusible and

translucent crust, separating in scales as the glass is drawn out.

I think this is due to surface attack by moisture and carbon dioxide,

and that on heating in the flame, silica separates, the temperature

being insufficient to reverse the reaction completely and to allow

the components to mix again by diffusion. Then, as is well known,

some soda-lime glasses, which are eminently suitable for work-

ing from the pot or tank, cannot be worked in the flame, particu-

larly after they have been annealed. The physics of this phenomenon
is well understood. Finally, there is the phenomenon with which I

am now dealing.

I am afraid that even those who control our gas-works will

admit that coal-gas, so-called, like every other commodity, has

deteriorated since the war. Up to about fifteen years ago, the

sulphur content of illuminating gas was limited by Act of Parlia-

ment to about 20 grains of combined sulphur per 100 cubic feet of

gas, and, even after that Act was repealed, most gas-works main-

tained a high standard of purity in their gas. The use of high-

temperature retorts, the steaming of the coke, and the deliberate

introduction of water-gas into the coal-gas has tended to increase

the sulphur content of town's gas, and published figures show

quantities of more than 60 grains of sulphur in combination with

carbon per 100 cubic feet. Dr. Charles Carpenter, of the South

Metropolitan Gas Company, has shown how, by a method based

upon the results of the researches carried out by his company, the

sulphur content can be reduced to less than 8 grains per 100 cubic

feet.
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Theoretical Consideration of the Problem.

Suppose that we are working with a gas of the percentage

composition :

—

CO, 23-5; H
2 , 52-0; CH

4 , 150; C0
2 , 40; N2 , 35; 2 , 05.

The gas, when completely freed from sulphuretted hydrogen, will

contain at least 7 "5 grains of combined sulphur, and sometimes

more than 60 grains per 100 cubic feet. The original gas will then

contain from 0-006 per cent, to upwards of 0*05 per cent, by volume

of sulphur compounds, reckoned as CS2
. If the gas is burned in

the blowpipe flame with 25 per cent, excess of air, the volum° of

the waste gas will be six times that of the original gas, and the

content will be as below :

—

2 in waste gases.

Per- Partial
centage. pressure.

3 0'03 atmosphere

The conversion of S02
into S03

takes place in accordance with

the equations,

S02 + |02
= S03 ,

S03/(S02V02 ) = Kt .

In the mass of the gas the change does not take place with

measurable velocity, but in contact with certain solid materials it

takes place with great rapidity, and at the temperatures which we
are considering the establishment of complete equilibrium would
involve the conversion of a considerable proportion (40 per cent.)

of the S02
into S03 . Exactly what would happen in the case of

S0
2
and oxygen in contact with glass is difficult to predict. In

contact with the surface of a porcelain tube, the rate of transforma-

tion of S02
into S03

is very low, and it is likely that the more mobile

glass would be inferior as a catalyst even to glazed porcelain. The
material of the surface does, however, react chemically with the

S02 and S03 , but as to what happens in such cases, some of which

have been investigated by Wohler,* does not seem to be very clear.

In the reducing flame there will be little sulphur dioxide, or none

at all, so that the fact that the reducing flame does not produce

clouding does not assist us to a conclusion as to the cause of the

phenomenon.

We will now attempt to follow the course of the reaction between

a gas which we will represent by the symbol G, which may be

* Zeilsch. physikal. Chem., 1908, 62, 6 J 2.

VOL. V. F
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C02 , S02 , or S03 , and a simple glass containing only sodium

silicate with excess of silica. The reaction between the gas and the

glass may be represented by the equation,

Na
2
0,G + Si02

We have three components in the system, and only two phases, a

liquid and a gaseous phase, so that we cannot represent the

equilibrium relationships on a plane diagram.

Na2Si03 + G.

e

o 100

Solid separated.

T = Const.

Fig. 1.

When the pressure of the gas G in the gaseous phase attains a

certain pressure, P, and the liquid phase contains a certain pro-

portion of the compounds Na2Si03 , Na2
0,G, and Si0

2 , a solid phase

will separate, either the compound Na
2
0,G, which may be the car-

bonate, sulphite or sulphate, or free silica ; and as to which of these

alternative changes would actually take place in a glass would

probably depend upon whether it had a high alkali content or a

low alkali content. This is in accordance with experience, for it

seems probable that the opalescence of high silica glasses containing

traces of sulphate is due to silica, while the efflorescence which

forms on the surface of table-working glasses which have clouded

in the flame indicates the presence of free sulphate. The ordinates

in the diagram represent the pressures of G in the gaseous phase,,

and the abscissse the proportion of the glass which separates as solid.
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We have now a Invariant system, and at constant temperature

we can represent the relationship of the concentrations of the com-

pound G in the gaseous and the amount of solid which separates

by the curve P P'

.

When the pressure of G in the gaseous phase rises to P' a further

change will take place, and a second solid phase, which will be either

silica or the compound Na
20,G, according as one or the other of

these compounds formed the first solid phase. We shall have now
a gaseous phase in equilibrium with two solid phases, Si02

and

Na
20,G, and a liquid phase, the system being univariant, and the

reaction proceeding at constant temperature without further increase

in pressure in the gaseous phase until the whole of the liquid has

disappeared.

There is, however, an alternative course which the reaction may
follow. Glass is itself unstable, and, at any stage in the process

which we have been considering, the whole liquid phase might

crystallise. We should then have a second, and stable, univariant

system, the gaseous phase being the gas G, and the three solid

phases the compounds Na
2
0,G, Na2

Si03 , and Si02 . It is possible

that a study of the equilibrium in this system may throw light on

the order of magnitude of the pressures in the gaseous phase, at

which the separation of a solid phase first appears.

Brill * and Johnston f have applied the simplified form of Nernst's

equation to the study of the dissociation of the carbonates, in which

a gaseous phase is in equilibrium with two solid phases, and the

results which they obtained justify the application of the Nernst

heat theorem to the elucidation of the present problem. The
equation may be written

l°gi«A = l^irp + X 1-75 log
10 T + X C,

where PT is the dissociation pressure in atmospheres, Q is the heat

of the reaction, which is negative, 2„ is -f- 1, since one gaseous

molecule appears on the right-hand side in the equations represent-

ing the reactions, and the value of C, the chemical constant, is 3*2

for C02 ,
3-3 for S02 , and 3 for S03 .

The values of Q are not obtainable directly, for it will be observed

that one constant is lacking in the following equations :

—

Na
2
Si03

(glass) = Si0
2
(solid) + Na2 (solid) - 45,200 cals.

Na
2C03 (solid) = C02

(gas) + Na
2

(solid) - 75,600 cals.

Na
2S03 (solid) = S02

(gas) + Na
2 (solid) — 81,000 cals.

Na2S04 (solid) = S03
(gas) -f Na2

(solid) - 122,500 oals.

Na2Si03
(solid) = Na

2
Si03 glass. — q.

* Zeitsch. physikal. Chem., 1907, 57, 721. f Ibid., 1908, 62, 330.

f2
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From these equations we obtain the following :—

Na
2C03 + Si02

= Na2Si03 (solid) + C0
2

-- 30,400 + q cals.

Na2S03 + Si0
2
= Na2Si03

(solid) + S02
-- 35,800 + q cals.

Na2S04 + Si02
= Na

2Si03 (solid) + S03
-- 77,300 + q cals.

To test the application of this theorem to the glass problem, a

mixture of fine quartz powder and sodium carbonate was heated in

a silica tube in an electric furnace. At 450°, the pressure, which

was measured by a mercury manometer connected with the tube,

and also with a mercury pump, rose at once to 173 mm. and then

fell slowly, ultimately reaching 23 mm. This was due either to

the reaction between the vitreous silica of the tube and the sodium

carbonate, the silica ultimately crystallising on the surface, or to

the formation of a liquid phase consisting of sodium silicate,

probably dissolving both silica and sodium silicate, which ultimately

devitrified. The results of the experiment indicate, in the first

place, that the dissociation pressure, when the glassy phase is

present, is, as was predicted, higher than when only solid phases

are present. In general, they can only be taken as indicating that

the Nernst equation can be used to determine the order of magni-

tude of the dissociation pressures in the system containing three

solid phases, which gives the minimum value of the pressure of the

reacting gas in the gaseous phase which would cause clouding.

The complete investigation of these systems would be most interest-

ing. The results obtained at the three temperatures, 450°, 475°,

and 500°, are stated in the following table :

—

*.° T.° P mm. P atm. Q (calc). P from Q = — 30,400.

450 723 23 0"030 — 32,150 76 mm.
475 748 41 0"054 - 32,440 129 „
500 773 75 0"097 - 32,720 205 „

That the calculated value of Q is not constant and differs slightly

from the value given in the equation above was to be expected.

The result does, however, justify the calculation of the values of P
at 600° and 700° for the three gases, C02 , S02 , and S03 , in contact

with the three solid phases, in order to determine the order of their

magnitudes. The results are as follows, the pressures being expressed

in atmospheres :

—

Poo?- Pso 2 . Pso 3 .

600° s" 0-35
_

10"11

700 40 3-00 10-9

The actual dissociation pressures when a liquid phase, that is

to say glass, is present will be higher than these values, but they

explain why it is that pure S02
when present at a pressure of 1 atmo-

sphere attacks the glass only as it cools some way below its softening
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point and why C02
does not attack the glass at all. They also throw

light on the whole problem.

The S0
2
content of the burned gases in the atmosphere at the.

edge of the flame may vary from 2 x 10~5 atmospheres upwards.

If at 700° in contact with the glass only 0*01 per cent, of the SO,
were converted into S03 , the pressure of the S03 in the gas would

be 2 x 10-9 . We know that the rate of combination of S02

and
2 in contact with porcelain at 700° is of a very low order, and

the rate of association in contact with glass is not likely to be of a

higher order. It therefore appears more than probable that within

the limits of the. variation in the sulphur content of town gas there

is a certain quantity which, if it is exceeded, will give rise to a pressure

of S03 in the atmosphere near the edge of the flame at which the glass

ivill absorb the S03
to an extent sufficient to cause clouding due to the

separation of solid Na2S04
or Si0

2 ,
probably the former.

The clouding will, of course, disappear if the glass is heated in an
SOg-free atmosphere at any temperature at which it is sufficiently

mobile to allow the change to take place in measurable time. As
the value of the mobility of glass is halved for each 8° fall in tem-

perature, there must be a lower limit of temperature below which

the clouding effect will seem to be permanent. On heating the glass

in the blowpipe flame, the effect disappears, because the dissociation

pressure increases with rise of temperature, as does the dissociation

of the S03 .

The Elimination of Sulphur from Coal-gas.

I do not think that any insuperable difficulties stand in the way
of eliminating what is undoubtedly a cause of serious trouble to

the glass industry, and indeed, since taking up the study of the

subject, I have found that in one connection the practical man
has solved the problem for himself. A few days ago I was watching

the process of fire-polishing pressed goods made from soda-lime

glass, and I noticed that the workmen from time to time threw small

pieces of coal into the gas-fired glory holes. Why they did this was
obvious, and on inquiry they told me that it was to prevent the
' sulphuring " of the glass. The practical man had, by intuition

based upon experience, solved the problem in a manner which was
quite unimpeachable on theoretical grounds.

The removal of the sulphur from town's gas, or the rendering of

it innocuous for use in glory holes for working flint (lead) glass or

for lamp-working, is not quite so simple, as it seems to be necessary

to reduce the sulphur, present in combination with carbon in the

gas, to below a limit probably of about 20 grains per 100 cubic feet.
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Dr. Charles Carpenter has, however, shown that this can be done
by passing the gas over clay balls, upon which nickel has been
deposited, at a temperature of 450°, the sulphuretted hydrogen
formed by the reaction of the sulphur-carbon compounds with

hydrogen being subsequently absorbed in the usual way.* The
process has been carried out on a large scale by the South Metro-

politan Gas Co., and it would not be difficult to design a small and
compact plant for installation in the factory or workshop. The
matter is worthy of careful attention, particularly as the use of gas-

fired glory holes in our flint glass industry would considerably

increase the efficiency and economy of the manufacturing processes.

In conclusion, I have to thank Professor Donnan, F.R.S., and
Mr. W. E. Garner, M.Sc, of the Chemical Department of University

College, London, where these experiments were carried out, and
Mr. A. E. Maxwell, B.Sc, who was good enough to allow me to use

his apparatus for the measurements of the dissociation pressures.

University College, London.

Discussion.

Mr. F. E. S. Bryson (communicated) : Dr. Travers's conclusions

with regard to the cause of dimming have confirmed those arrived

at as a result of experiments conducted in the laboratories of the

Glass Research Association by Mr. A. J. Dalladay and other members
of the staff.

The experiments above referred to did not suggest the necessity

for the conversion of S02 into S03
in the process of producing a

dimming or bloom, which could be obtained by a coal-gas flame in

which there was no excess of -air or oxygen, and also by S02
at

atmospheric pressure and at substantially the same temperature
as that necessary for the formation of a dimming or bloom in the

ordinary blow-pipe flame. Dr. Travers's assumption that it was
only under oxidising conditions that coal-gas flame produces a
clouding, bloom, or dimming, might, therefore, be reasonably

questioned if the phraseology used was to be construed as meaning
that all the gas and the products of combustion were completely

oxidised.

It might be reasonably submitted, as previously pointed out to

Dr. Travers, that there were conditions still existing in the gas

during combustion which affected the mechanism of the process,

and were not accounted for in his theory.

* Trans. Inst. Gas Eng., 1914, 177.
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With regard to the removal of sulphur from the gas, it was
questionable whether purification in the manner suggested would
render the gas sufficiently sulphur-free to prevent the formation

of dimming under a stringent test. Experiments made with coal-

gas in which the sulphur content had been reduced by passing over

heated platinised asbestos and afterwards by washing to get rid

of sulphuretted hydrogen showed a diminution in the effect on the

glass, but did not entirely eliminate it.

It might be added that experiments had already been conducted

with the end in view of developing more simple and economical

methods of breaking up the sulphur-carbon compounds than by
the use of the Carpenter process, and it was hoped at an early date

that this process would be developed to such an extent that it

would be available for commercial use.

Dr. M. W. Travers's reply (communicated) : Mr. Bryson had
given no indication of the nature of the experiments carried out

by the staff of the Glass Research Association, so it was quite

impossible to reply to his criticisms. With regard to the definition

of oxidising and reducing conditions, he could merely say that he

was only considering the comparatively cool region at the edge of

the flame. As the amount of oxygen present fell to zero the

tendency to form S03
would also fall to zero. When this point

was passed, the S02 in a flame containing excess of hydrogen or

carbon monoxide would also be decomposed, and under equilibrium

conditions the waste gas would contain sulphur and H2S. How-
ever, his own qualitative experiments pointed to the fact that the

clouding was most marked under strongly oxidising conditions,

and that on reducing the free oxygen in the flame it tended to

disappear. This supported the view that it was the S03 formed

at the surface of the glass which gave rise to the effect. Unless he

had estimated the temperature at which clouding took place very

inaccurately, it was difficult to see why C02 should not produce the

same effect as S02 , considering its high partial pressure in the flame.

The practical problem was to reduce the clouding to a limit

below which it became immaterial, as was the case in table-working

operations before the war. There was a good deal of information

to be gained from the study of the literature relating to gas manu-
facture as to the removal of combined sulphur from coal-gas, but

it remained an open question as to which of the various methods

that had been suggested could be most easily applied to small-

scale plants.
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VI.

—

The Development of Various Types of Glass.

Part X. A Comparison of the Alkali-Lime-

Silica and the Alkali-Lead Oxide-Silica Glasses.

By C. J. Peddle, D.Sc, F.I.C.

Following the study already made and recorded in previous papers

of the glasses containing calcium and lead oxides respectively, it

appeared of interest at this stage to compare the parts played by
these two oxides. It is the custom to assume that the oxide of

lead endows glass with high density, high refractive index, high

dispersion, high brilliancy, and low melting point, whilst the

glasses containing calcium oxide have low density, low refractive

index, low dispersion, and high melting point, relative to the lead

glasses. How far custom is correct may be judged from the results

set out in the present paper, the various properties being discussed

in order. In the case of each property dealt with below, the

comparative effects both of equimolecular quantities of these two
oxides and of equal quantities by weight are considered.

1. Density.

A.—Comparison by Molecular Composition.

Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically the densities of the glasses of the

molecular series 100SiO
2 , 40R2'O,zCaO, and 100SiO2,40R2'O,xPbO,

where x varies between 5 and 40 molecules. A study of the

diagram reveals the following facts :

(1) The substitution of lead oxide for calcium oxide in a glass

of this series, molecule for molecule, results in a large increase of

density, whether the alkali in the glass is Na
20, K20, or Na

2
0,K

20.

Thus the glass 100SiO2.40Na 2O,15CaO has a density of 2-559,

whilst the corresponding lead oxide glass, 100SiO2,40Na2O,15PbO,
has a density 31 12, that is, a rise per molecule substituted of

0037.

(2) The rate of increase of density due to the molecular addition

of lead oxide is greater than that due to the molecular addition of

lime. Thus if one molecule of lead oxide is added to the glass

100SiO
2
,40Na

2O,5PbO the rise in density is 0'04. The addition of

•a molecule of CaO to the glass 100SiO2,40Na2
O,5CaO only raises

the density 0'006.

(3) Whatever the value of x when R2
'0 is represented by Na

20,

the glass has a higher density than the corresponding K
2 glass,

whether it contains PbO or CaO.
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(4) The glasses containing both Na2 and K
2

are intermediate

in density between the corresponding Na2
and K

2
glasses in

both the CaO and PbO series. Thus, molecularly, Na2
has a.

greater effect upon density than K
2

in both lead- and lime-

glasses.

5 10 15 20 25 30

x = Molecules R"0.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 shows diagrammatically the densities of the molecular

series 100SiO2,20R2'O,;zCaO and 100SiO
2
,20R

2'O,»;PbO, and the

following points deserve notice :

—

(1) The substitution of PbO for CaO in glasses of this type,

molecule for molecule, results in a large increase in density, whether

the alkali is Na20, or K20, or Na2
0,K

20.

Thus the glass 100SiO2,20Na2O,15CaO has a density value 2-499,

whilst the corresponding lead glass, 100SiO
2
,20Na

2O,15PbO, has a

density of 3*152, a rise per molecule substituted of 043. It will

be seen that the rise per molecule substituted decreases as the

alkali content of the glass increases; as in the 40Na
2O series, this

rise is 0-037.

(2) The rate of increase of density due to the molecular addition

of lead oxide is greater than that due to lime. Thus, if a molecule

of PbO is added to the glass 100SiO
2
,20Na

2O,5PbO the rise in

density is 0'057, whilst the addition of one molecule of CaO to the

glass 100SiO
2
,20Na2O,5CaO only raises the density 0*009.

(3) In the CaO series, the addition of alkali to the glasses
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increases the density. In the PbO series, the addition of alkali only

increases the density when the PbO content is less than 11 molecules.

15 20 25

Molecules R"0.

Fig. 2.

B.—Comparison by Percentage Weight.

Table I gives the densities of glasses of the aSi0
2
,6R

2
'0,cR"0

type, where (a + b -\- c) — 100 per cent., R
2
'0 being either Na

2

or K20, and R"0 being either lime or lead oxide.

Table I.

Percentage of oxides. Na2 glasses. K
2 glasses.

Si0 2 . R 2
'0. R"0. Lime. Lead oxide. Lime. Lead oxide

70 25 5 2-495 2-531 2-430 2-471
20 10 2-525 2-610 2-467 2-546
15 15 2-542 2-701 2-503 2644
10 20 2-572 — 2-542 —

65 20 15 2-588 2-742 2-524 2-679
15 20 2-616 2-836 2-564 2-774
10 25 — — — 2-872

60 25 15 2-605 2-783 2-544 2-712
20 20 2-637 2-887 2-584 2819
15 25 — 2-981 — 2-917
10 30 — 3-075 — 3-010
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The blanks in the above table are due to the fact that these

glasses devitrified on melting. The lead glasses deposited silica

and the lime glasses calcium silicate.

The following points are of interest in the comparison of the

densities of lead glasses and lime glass from the point of view of

percentage composition.

(1) The substitution of PbO for CaO per cent, for per cent, in

a glass causes the density to rise whether the alkali present is

Na
2 or K2

0.* This is the case whatever the silica or alkali

percentage may be. Thus the glass 70SiO
2
,15Na

2
O,15CaO has a

density of 2542. Replacing the 15 per cent, of CaO by 15 per

cent, of PbO gives a density of 2 701 for the glass

70SiO2,15Na2O,15PbO,
that is, a rise of O'Ol for every 1 per cent, of CaO replaced.

(2) The rise in density due to the substitution of PbO for CaO
is the same, whether the glass contains Na2 or K2

and has a

mean value 001 for every 1 per cent, substituted.

f

(3) The amount of rise in density per 1 per cent, of CaO sub-

stituted by PbO varies with (a) the percentage of silica present,

(6) the percentage of R
2
'0 present. Thus the less the percentage

of silica in the glass, the greater will be the effect of introducing

PbO for CaO. For example, the glass 60SiO2,25Na2
O,15CaO differs

in density from the glass 60SiO2,25Na2O,15PbO by 0*178, a rise of

0-0118 per 1 per cent, substituted. The glass 70SiO
2
,15Na

2O,15CaO
differs from 70SiO

2
,15Na

2O,15PbO in density by 0159, a rise of

0*0106 per 1 per cent, substitution. Again, the greater the alkali

in a glass the less will be the effect of the substitution of PbO for

CaO. Thus the two glasses, 70SiO
2
,25Na2O,5CaO and

70SiO
2
,25Na2O,5PbO,

differ in density by 0*0072 per 1 per cent, substitution, whilst the

two glasses 70SiO2,15Na2O,15CaO and 70SiO
2,15Na2O,15PbO differ

by 0-0106.

(4) In two glasses containing the same percentage of silica or

R"0, the Na2
glass will have a higher density than the K

2

glass, whether R"0 is CaO or PbO.

(5) In a series of glasses where the percentage of silica is kept

constant, there is a rise in density when either CaO or PbO is

substituted for R
2
'0. This rise is additive in its nature, is greater

* The densities of the (NaaO,K 20) glasses are not given in Table I. In
every case they are intermediate between the corresponding Na 2 and K

2

glasses, whether the R"0 oxide is PbO or CaO.

f This is worked out from the value obtained when the whole CaO is

substituted by PbO. Whether it holds good when only part of the CaO
is substituted by PbO is a matter for further investigation.
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when PbO is substituted for R2
'0 than CaO, and is greater when

K2 is replaced than when the replaced alkali oxide is Na
2
0.

Fig. 3 shows that the rise due to the substitution of R"0 for

R2
'0 is additive in nature for both CaO and PbO glasses, whether

the alkali is Na2
or K20. It also shows that the substitution of

2-8

^ 2-6

2-5

Percentage R 2
'0.

25 20 15

Percentage Si0 2 .

70 65 60

Ocnktj Demfa ojtk

FW and CaO 2-8

2-6

2-5

5 10 15

Percentage R"0.

Fig. 3.

10 15 20

Percentage R"0.

Fig. 4.

CaO for R2
'0 affects the density much less than the substitution

of PbO.
The following constants are of note.* In a series of glasses of

the oSi02
,6R

2
'0,cR"0 type, where {a -f b + c) = 100 per cent, when

the silica remains constant :

—

(1% CaO — 1% Na20) increases density 0'0056

(l%PbO - l%Na20) „ „ 0-0200

(1% CaO — 1% K20) increases density 0-0077

(l%PbO - 1%K,0) „ „ 0-0200

This Journal, Tbans., 1920, 4, pp. 77 and 336.
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(6) Where R
2
'0 is kept constant, there is a rise in density when

CaO is substituted for Si02 . This rise is additive in its nature

and is greater than when R
2
'0 is substituted by CaO.

Similarly, there is a rise in density when PbO is substituted for

Si0
2 , the R2

'0 remaining constant.

Fig. 4 shows that the rise due to the substitution of R"0 for

Si0
2

is additive in nature in both CaO and PbO glasses, and that

it is greater in the PbO glasses than in those containing CaO.

The following constants should be observed :— *

In a series of glasses of the type aSi0
2
,6R

2'0,cR"0 where

(a -f- b -f- c) = 100 per cent, if the R
2
'0 is constant :

—

(1% of CaO - 1% of Si0 2 ) raises density 0-0142 (Na2 glass)

(1% of PbO - l%of Si0 2 ) „ „ 0-0284

(1% of CaO - 1% of Si0 2 ) raises density 0-0119 (K 2 glass)

(1% of PbO - 1% of Si0 2 ) „ „ 0-0276

(7) It should be noted that when 1 per cent, of PbO is intro-

duced into a glass of the above type and the corresponding fall

in percentage spread equally over the Si02 and R
2
'0, the rise in

density is greater than if 1 per cent, of CaO were introduced.

Thus

(+ 1% of PbO - i% of Si0 2
- |% of R 2

'0) increases density 0*024

(+ 1% of CaO - |% of SiO a
- |% of R

2
'0) „ „ 0-009

R 2
'0 may be either Na20, or K

20, or Na2
0,K

2
0.

2. Refractive Index.

A.—Comparison by Molecular Composition.

Fig. 5 shows the refractive indices of the D lines of the series

100SiO2
,40R

2
'O,a;CaO and 100SiO2,40R2'O,a;PbO, where x lies

between 5 molecules and 40 molecules.

Fig. 6 gives the total dispersions of the two series.

Fig. 7 gives the refractive indices of the D lines of the series

100SiO2,20R2'O,a-CaO and 100SiO2,20R2'O,a;PbO, x again lying

between 5 molecules and 40 molecules.

Fig. 8 shows the total dispersions of these two series.

The following comments have to be made :

—

(1) The substitution of CaO by PbO molecule for molecule causes

a large rise in both the refractive index of the D line and in the

total dispersion. This rise takes place whether the alkali present

in the glass is Na2 or K20, or both oxides are in equimolecular

proportions, and whatever the amount of R
2
'0 present.

Thus the glass 100SiO2,20Na2O,15CaO has a Vd value of P5192,

* This Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, pp. 78 and 336.
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whilst the corresponding glass 100SiO2
,20Na2O,15PbO has

t)d — 1*5691, a rise per molecule of PbO substituted of 00033.

Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5.

For the same two glasses, the rise in total dispersion per molecule

PbO substituted for CaO is 0-00032.

(2) In the case of the CaO glasses of the 100SiO
2
,?/R

2
'O,a-R"O
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series the Na2
glass has the higher Vd and higher total dispersion

than the corresponding K2
glass when the CaO content is greater

Fig. 8.

10 15 20

Molecules PbO.

Fig. 7.

than 9 molecules. In the corresponding PbO glasses, the K2

glass has slightly the higher 7,D value and total dispersion, although

the difference between the Na2
and K2

glasses is not very
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marked. The difference is much less marked than in the case of

the lime glasses, and it is evident that, molecularly, PbO has a

much greater effect upon refractive index than has CaO.

(3) The rate of increase of refractive index and total dispersion

due to the addition of PbO molecularly is much greater than that

due to CaO. Thus if one molecule of PbO is added to the glass

100SiO
2
,20Na

2O,5PbO, the r)D value increases by 0*00524 and the

total dispersion by 0*00040. If a molecule of CaO is added to

the glass 100SiO2
,20Na

2O,5CaO, the Vd only increases 0*00236 and

the total dispersion 0*00005.

B.—Comparison by Percentage Weight.

Unfortunately, the phenomenon of devitrification interferes with

a complete comparison of the lead glasses and lime glasses when
studied from the point of view of percentage composition. In

certain of the lead glasses where the percentage of silica is greater

than 65 and the alkali is less than 10 per cent., separation of silica

from the small melt on cooling prevents a homogeneous glass

being made. In certain of the lime glasses, when the CaO was

greater than 20 per cent., separation of calcium silicate takes

place on cooling small melts. The following melting results were

obtained with lime glasses containing more than 20 per cent,

of lime.

Table II.

Scheme of Melts.

Percentage. Percentage.

Melt No. Si0 2 . Na2 CaO. Melt No. Si0 2 . K 20. CaO
199.4 65 10 25 199&' 65 10 25
B 60 15 25 H 60 15 25
C 60 10 30 J 60 10 30

D 50 25 25 K 50 25 25
E 50 20 30 L 50 20 30
F 50 15 35 M 50 15 35

In every case the Na
2

melts gave homogeneous glasses at

1350°. These glasses did not devitrify on rapid cooling. On slow

cooling, as ordinarily practised, a white, porcelain-like mass was

obtained, which was full of crystals, some like minute hairs in

appearance, others larger and embedded in a glassy matrix.

The K2
glasses were much more difficult to melt and could

scarcely be stirred. On cooling, they solidified to a white, porcelain-

like material, which did not show crystals when examined by the

naked eye.

It was possible to obtain samples of some of the glasses by

pouring as in the case of the Na
2

glasses, even that containing
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35 per cent. CaO did not devitrify when quickly chilled. The

pieces so obtained were very unsatisfactory for finding optical

constants with any degree of accuracy.

Table III shows the % values for corresponding alkali-lime and

alkali-lead glasses as far as the values are available. The blanks

in the table are for glasses which devitrify.

Table III.

Refractive Indices for D line.

Percentag
Si0 2 . R.,'0.

es.

Pv"0.

R 2
'0 =

CaO.
Na20.

PbO.
R 2

'0

CaO.
= K 20.

PbO.
70
70
70
70

25
20
15
10

5

10

15
20

1-5128
1-5231
1-5330
1-5423

1-5092
1-5154
1-5197

1-5072
1-5175
1-5280
1-5385

1-5023
1-5087
1-5151

65
65
65

20
15
10

15
20
25

1-5367
1-5473

1-5298
1-5349

1-5296
1-5410

1-5248
1-5319
1-5390

60
60
60
60

25
20
15
10

15
20
25
30

1-5402
1-5508

1-5419
1-5475
1-5517
1-5568

1-5230
1-5432

1-5350
1-5415
1-5487
1-5558

The following facts are evident from a study of the above

table :

—

(1) In glasses of the aSi02,6R2
'0,cR"0 type where a + 6 -f- c =

100 per cent, if the silica is kept constant and R"0 is substituted

for R2
'0 the refractive index rises in both the lime and lead

glasses.

In two glasses of like Si02
and R

2
'0 constant, where Si02 is

greater than 60 per cent, and R
2
'0 is less than 25 per cent., the

one containing lime will have a higher t/d value than the one

containing lead oxide. Fig. 9 shows this admirably, for the glasses

containing 70 per cent, of Si0
2 . Thus weight for weight in these

glasses CaO has a greater effect upon refractive index of the D line

than PbO. This is the reverse of what happens in density, and
is remarkable in view of the fact that a flint glass (that is, a lead

glass) is usually defined as having a high refractive index com-

pared with a crown glass (that is, a lime glass). It must be borne

in mind that the flint glasses in optical use and having a high

refractive index contain considerably more PbO by weight than

the crown glasses in optical use contain CaO.

In the series of glasses studied up to the present in these papers,

the refractive index of the D line has risen in parallel with the

density. In comparing the -q^ values of the CaO and PbO glasses

with their densities, the fact that the CaO glass has in many
VOL. V. G
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cases a higher -n^ value and a lower density value than the

corresponding PbO glass is very noteworthy.

(2) In the case of the corresponding alkali-lead and alkali-lime

glasses containing 60 per cent, of silica and 25 per cent, of alkali,

the lead glass has slightly the higher rjD value. As the alkali falls

and the PbO or CaO increases, the lime glass once more has the

higher Vd .

Percentage R 3
'0. Percentage R 2

'0.

25 20 15 25 20 15

1000

5 10 15

Percentage R"0.

Fig. 9.

- 950 g

e
900 5

X

850

5 10 15

Percentage R"0.

Fig. 10.

(3) In both PbO and CaO glasses, those containing equal per-

centage amounts of both Na
2

and K2
are intermediate in their

t/d values between the corresponding Na2
and K2

glasses.

(4) Where silica remains constant in a series, if the R2
'0 is

replaced by R/'O the difference in index between the CaO glasses

and their corresponding PbO glasses increases as the amount of

alkali becomes less. Fig. 9 shows this very well, and proves that

the rate of increase of ->/D due to the substitution of CaO for alkali

is greater than that due to the same percentage weight of PbO.
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(5) In the case of both CaO and PbO glasses, the soda glass

has always a higher r]D value than its corresponding K2 glass.

Fig. 9 again illustrates this point.

(6) In glasses of the Si0
2
,R2'0,R"0 type, where the alkali per-

centage is kept constant and PbO or CaO is substituted for silica,

there is a rise in the refractive index of the D line. This can be

seen from Fig. 11. In every case the lime glass has a higher

Percentage Si0 2 .

70 65 60

Percentage Si0 2 .

10 65 60

dead amd^imc $Hom&s

Total "Dlspmum/

MOand CaO $(&)<)&

10 15 20

Percentage R"0.

Fig. 11.

10 15

Percentage R"0.

Fig. 12.

refractive index for the D line than its corresponding lead glass

when the silica content is higher than 60 per cent. The rate of

increase of ^D with the substitution of R"0 for Si02
is greater,

however, with the PbO glasses than with the CaO glasses, and

from Fig. 11 there is evidence that with K2
constant at 20 per

cent, the lead glasses will have a higher ^ than the lime glasses

when the Si02
falls below 55 per cent, for the potash glasses and

50 per cent, for the soda glasses. As previously stated, owing to

devitrification tendencies of glasses containing more than 20 per

g2
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cent, of CaO it is difficult to test this experimentally. However,

the glass 199 E was melted and poured to prevent devitrification.

The glass so obtained was annealed, and gave a somewhat hazy

D line on the refractometer, owing to the heterogeneous nature of

the glass, cords being very abundant. The C and F lines could

not be read. The refractive index of the D line was 1*578, lying

practically upon the CaO-Na2
graph in Fig. 11, when the line

is produced. The corresponding lead glass has a t]d value 1*5822.

Thus in a series of Si02
-Na20-R"0 glasses, where Na

2
is 20 per

cent., the lime glass has a higher ?;D until the R"0 content is greater

than 25 per cent, (that is, the Si0
2

is less than 55 per cent.). The

two glasses 55SiO2
,20Na2

O,25CaO and 55SiO
2
,20Na2

O,25PbO have

the same -qD value. The total dispersion of the PbO glass is much
higher than that of the CaO glass.

In general, it can be said that as the Si02
percentage in these

glasses decreases and the R"0 increases in unison, the difference

between the rjD values of corresponding PbO and CaO glasses also

decreases.

(7) If the percentage of R/'O is kept constant in glasses of the

»Si0
2
-R

2
'0-R"0 type, and alkali is substituted for silica, the value

of 77D increases. The rate of increase is much greater in PbO glasses

than in CaO glasses, as is shown in Fig. 13 (p. 97). From this figure

it will be seen that as the alkali increases and the Si02
decreases,

the difference in ?;D between corresponding PbO and CaO glasses

gradually decreases until finally the PbO glass has the higher rj .

The substitution of K
2

for Si02
has slightly less effect in both

PbO and CaO glasses than the substitution of Na2
for silica.

Total Dispersion.

Table IV.

Values given arc Total Dispersions multiplied by 10 5

Pcrcentag BS. Na20. K2

Si02. 1VO. R"0. CaO. PbO. CaO. PbO.

70 25 5 896 898 839 818
70 20 10 905 950 852 878

70 15 15 914 1005 865 940
70 10 20 923 — 878 —
65 20 15 948 1072 900 998
G5 15 20 957 1126 913 1063
65 10 25 — — — 1131

60 25 15 982 1140 935 1071
(ill 20 20 990 1195 948 1128
60 J 5 25 — 1253 — 1203

60 10 30 — 1319 — 1263

From Table IV the following conclusions are to be drawn :

—
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(1) In every case except the 70SiO2
,25K2O,5R"O type the total

dispersion is greater in the lead glass than in the lime glass, that

is, PbO has a greater effect weight for weight upon total dispersion

than CaO.

(2) In both the PbO and CaO glasses, where the silica remains

constant, substituting R"0 for R2
'0 raises the total dispersion.

Fig. 10 shows this, and also the fact that the rate of increase with

addition of R"0 is greater in the PbO glasses than in the CaO glasses.

(3) Fig. 12 shows that where the alkali remains constant the

substitution of R"0 for Si0
2
raises the total dispersion. It will be

seen that again the rate of increase in total dispersion is greater

in the lead glasses than it is in those containing lime.

(4) Where the R"0 remains constant in a glass the substitution

of alkali for silica raises the total dispersion, the rate of increase

being greater in the PbO glasses.

(5) In both the PbO and CaO glasses, the Na2
glass has a

higher total dispersion than the corresponding K
2

glass.

(6) The total dispersion increases as the i]D value increases in

any series aSi02,&R2

/

0,aPl
// whether R"0 is lead oxide or lime.

The following constants are worthy of note regarding the com-

parison of lead- and lime-glasses from the point of view of percentage

composition.

In glasses of the aSi0
2
,&R2'0,cR"0 type, where a -f b -f c = 100

per cent, and R
2
'0 is either Na

2
or K20, R'O either CaO or PbO.

(a) Where R
2
'0 is constant :

—

(1) (+ 1% of CaO - 1% of SiO,) raises vD 0-0028 in Na,0 series

(2) (+ 1% of PbO - 1% of Si0 2 ) „ „ 0-0034

(3) (+ 1% of CaO - 1% of Si0 2 ) raises r)n 0-0026 in K,0 series

(4) (+ 1% of PbO - 1% of SiO a ) „ „ 0-0034

From the four results it will be seen that when silica is replaced

by CaO or PbO the effect upon r]D is greater in the case of the

lead glass than in that of the lime glass.

(b) Where Si02 is constant :

—

(5) (+ 1% of CaO - 1% of Na.,0) raises tjd 0-0020

(6) (+ 1% of PbO - 1% of Na 20) „ „ 0-0010

(7) (+ 1% of CaO - 1% of K 20) raises v» 0-0021

(8) (+ 1% of PbO - 1% of K20) „ „ 0-0014

These results show that the replacement of alkali by CaO has a

greater effect in raising r?D than when PbO replaces it.

(c) Where R"0 remains constant :

—

(9) (+ 1% of Na,0 - 1% of Si0 2 ) raises rjD 0-0008 in CaO series

(10) (+ 1% of Na2
- 1% of Si0

2 ) „ „ 0-0024 in PbO series

(11) (+ 1% of K aO - 1% of SiO„) raises 77d 0-0004 in CaO series

(12) (+ 1% of K 2
- 1% of Si0 2 ) „ ,. 0-0019 in PbO series
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From these results it is evident that the replacement of silica by

alkali raises the index of the D line more in the lead glasses than

in those containing lime.

(d) :-

(13) (+ 1% of CaO - |% of Na2
- \% of Si0 2 ) raises vv 0-0024

(14) (+ 1% of PbO - \% of Na2
- \% of Si0 2 ) „ „ 0-0022

(15) (+ 1% of CaO - \% of K2
- \% of Si0 2 ) raises y„ 0-0024

(16) (+1% of PbO - i% of K2
- £% of Si0 2 ) „ „ 0-0024

This last statement would make it appear that if 1 per cent, of

either CaO or PbO be added to a glass of the aSi02
,6R

2

,0,cR"0

type, and the 1 per cent, fall spread equally over the alkali and

silica, the refractive index of the D line increases about 0-0024 for

both CaO or PbO, whether the alkali is Na2
or K20.

The following constants have been worked out for total dispersion.

(e) Where Pv2
'0 is constant :

—

(17) (+ 1% of CaO — 1% of Si0 2 ) raises %- — jje 0-00009 in Na2 glasses

(18) (+ 1% of PbO - 1% of Si0 2 ) „ „ 0-00026

(19) (+ 1% of CaO - 1% of Si0 2 ) raises m — r,,- 0-00009 in K,0 glasses

(20) (+ 1% of PbO - 1% of Si0 2 ) „ „ 0-00026

Thus in these glasses when R"0 replaces Si02
the rise in total

dispersion is three times as great for PbO glasses as it is for CaO
glasses, whether the alkali is Na2

or K2
0.

(/) Where Si02
is constant :

—

(21) (+ 1% of CaO - 1% of Na 20) raises w - »j 0-00002

(22) (+ 1% of PbO - 1% of Na20) „ „ 0-00012

(23) (+ 1% of CaO - 1% of K 20) raises jjp - He 0-000026

(24) (+ 1% of PbO - 1% of K 20) „ „ 0-00012

These results show that the substitution of R
2
'0 by R"0 causes a

rise of total dispersion some five times as great in lead glasses as

in lime glasses.

(g) Where R"0 is constant :

—

(25) (+ 1% of Na2
— 1% of Si0 2 ) raises r?„- — yL- 0-00007 in CaO series

(26) (+ 1% of Na 2
— 1% of Si0 2 ) „ „ 0-00013 in PbO series

(27) (+ 1% of K.,0 - 1% of SiO a ) raises tjk - tjc 0-00007 in CaO series

(28) (+ 1% of K 2
- 1% of Si0 2 ) „ „ 0-00012 in PbO series

The four results above show that the replacement of silica by

alkali raises the total dispersion almost twice as much in the lead

glasses as it is raised in those containing lime.

(29) (+ 1% of CaO - 1% of Na2
— J% of Si0 2 ) raises ijF - r?c 0-00005

(30) (+ 1% of PbO - |% of Na2
- \% of Si0 2 ) „ „ 0-00019

(31) (+ 1% of CaO - h% of K 2
- J% of SiO a ) raises y r - no 0-00006

(32) (+ 1% of PbO - J% of K 2
- |% of Si0 2 ) „ „ 0-00019
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From the last statement it is evident that if 1 per cent, of PbO
is added to a glass and the resultant 1 per cent, fall is spread

over the R
2
'0 and Si02

equally, then the total dispersion is raised

more than three times as much as if 1 per cent, of CaO had been

added.

Partial Dispersion.

Before leaving the discussion of lead- and lime-glasses from the

point of view of their relative refractive indices, some mention
should be made of their partial dispersion, that is, how each oxide

affects the spread of the spectrum in its various portions. As
small meltings, as a rule, only yield glass good enough to give the

C, D, and F lines on a refractometer, the portions capable of

study are those between the C and D lines and between the D
and F lines.

A,—Partial Dispersion and Molecular Composition.

Optical glass and instrument catalogues, when specifying a glass,

sometimes give instead of the partial dispersions D to F the ratio

between this dispersion and the total dispersion. This ratio is

known as the (3-value of the glass, that is, /3 = ——

^

D
.

Vf — Vc

(1) In the molecular series 100SiO2
,40R

2'O,a;CaO, the /3-value

rises from 0*701 to 0*708 as x rises from 5 molecules to 40 molecules.

The /3-values of the corresponding lead oxide series

100SiO2
,40R

2'O,aT>bO

rise from 0*710 to 0*717.

(2) In the molecular series 100SiO2,20R2'O,a:CaO the /3-value

rises from 0*700 to 0*707 as the molecular CaO content increases

from 5 molecules to 40 molecules.

In the corresponding lead oxide series 100SiO2
,20R

2'O,a;PbO the

/8-value rises from 0*709 to 0*716.

(3) The above values show that the PbO glasses spread the

blue end of the spectrum relative to the red end more than do

the CaO glasses. In the glasses below the ratio between the

dispersion t]F
— t?d and the dispersion r/D — t/c is given.

100SiO 2,40K„O,5CaO 5-^5 = 2"33
2, 2 D — C

100SiO,,40K,O,40CaO j* ~ ** = 2-42
2> 2 D — C

100SiO„40K 2O,5PbO J™"5 = 2*44
1 D — C

100SiO 2
,40K2O,40PbO ^—^ = 2*53
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Thus as the CaO or PbO increases molecularly the ratio of the

length of the blue end (as represented by rjv — %>) to the length

of the red end (as represented by t?d — rjc ) becomes greater. It

will also be seen that in corresponding PbO and CaO glasses this

ratio of blue to red is greater in the PbO glasses.

(4) It will be seen, also, that where the molecular Si02
and R"0

contents are the same, the greater the molecular alkali content

the higher is the /3-value. Thus alkali spreads the total dispersion,

and also the blue end of the spectrum relative to the red end.

B.—Partial Dispersion and Percentage Composition.

Table V.

Percentages. Na ,0. K»0.
SiO,. Pv/O. R"0. CaO PbO. CaO. PbO.

70 25 5 o- 701 0-704 0-701 0-703

70 20 10 o- 703 0-705 0-703 0-705

70 15 15 o- 704 0-705 0-704 0-705

70 10 20 o-705 0-707 0-705 0-706

65 20 15 o- 704 0-708 0-704 0-707

05 15 20 o- 705 0-709 0-705 0-708

65 10 25 — — 0-709

60 25 15 706 0-709 0-706 0-709

60 20 20 707 0-710 0-707 0-709

60 15 25 0-711 — 0-710

60 10 30 0-712 — 0-712

The above Table shows the Rvalues for the PbO and CaO glasses.

It will be seen that in every case the PbO glass has a higher

/3-value than its corresponding CaO glass, showing that PbO
spreads the blue end of the spectrum more than does CaO. The

following points need comment :

—

(1) As CaO or PbO is substituted for alkali, the silica remaining

constant, the /3-value increases, that is, the blue end is spread

more than the red end.

(2) When CaO or PbO is substituted for Si02 , the R2
'0 remaining

constant, the /3-value increases. This increase is greater than in

the case of substitution of alkali by R"0 for 1 per cent, substitution.

(3) When alkali replaces silica, there is a rise in /3-value, showing

that an increase in alkali increases the length of the blue end of

the spectrum. This is true whether the glass contains lime or

lead oxide.

v- Value.

The comparison of the -q^ values and total dispersions of the

lime- and lead-glasses has been treated upon at length, and so

there is no necessity to go into much detail regarding the v-values,
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since v = (yD — 1) divided by total dispersion. The following

points, however, are of sufficient interest to bear emphasis :

—

A.—v- Value and Molecular Composition.

(1) In both the molecular series 100SiO2
,40R

2
'O,zR"O and

100SiO2,20R2'O,a;R"O the v-value continually falls as the r/D values

rise, whether R"0 is CaO or PbO.

(2) In the 40R2'O series, the v-values are less than the v-values

of corresponding glasses of the 20R
2'O series, although the ^-values

may have risen. Compare the following glasses :

—

100SiO„40K„O,40CaO Vd = P5475 v = 56-0

100SiO 2,20K 2O,40CaO i,„ = 1-5491 v = 57-3

100SiO„40K 2O,30PbO r;D = 1-6226 v = 344
100SiO 2,20K 2O,30PbO tjd = 1-6280 v = 35-3

In both pairs of glasses the v-value rises as the r]D rises. Thus
it is possible in certain circumstances to increase v-value at the

same time as the tjd
-value in both CaO and PbO glasses.

(3) In a series, the fall in v-value with increase in R"0 is much
greater in the lead- than in the lime-glasses.

B.—v-Value and Percentage Composition.

Table VI.

Percentage. Na,0. K„0.
Si0 2 . H,'0. R"0. CaO. PbO. CaO. PbO
70 25 5 57-2 56-7 60-5 61-4

70 20 10 57-8 54-3 60-7 57-9

70 15 15 58-3 51-7 61-0 54-8

65 20 15 56-6 49-4 58-8 52-6
65 15 20 57-2 47-5 59-3 50-0

60 25 15 55-0 47-5 56-9 50-0
60 20 20 55-6 45-8 57-3 48-1

Table VI shows that there are distinct differences between the

influence of lime and lead oxide, introduced weight for weight into

a glass, from the point of view of v-value.

(1) In a series of glasses where the silica is kept constant, the

replacement of alkali by lime results in a rise in the v-value. If

alkali is replaced by lead oxide the v-value falls. In both cases

the r]D-value rises.

(2) Where the alkali is kept constant and R"0 is substituted for

silica, the v-value falls, whether R"0 is lime or lead oxide, but the

fall is greater for lead oxide substitution than for lime.

(3) When alkali replaces silica, the R"0 being constant, there is

a fall in v-value.

(4) In both PbO and CaO glasses, the K
2 glass has a higher

v-value than its corresponding Na
2

glass.
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3. Devitrification.

A.—Comparison by Molecular Composition.

The following tables show the behaviour of the alkali-lime-silica

glasses and their corresponding alkali-lead oxide-silica glasses from

the point of view of molecular composition, under the devitrification

tests outlined previously.

Table VII.

Series 100SiO 2,40Na2O,xR"O.

Mols.
R"0. R"0 = Calcium oxide.

5 No devitrification.

10
15
20 Devitrification (Ca silicate).

30
40

R"0 = Lead oxide.

No devitrification. Crystalline film.

No film.

Mols.
R"0.

5
10
15
20
30
40

Table VIII.

Series 100SiO 2,20Na2O,20K2O,xR"O.

R"0 = Calcium oxide.

No devitrification.

Very slight devitrification.

Devitrification (Ca silicate).

R"0 = Lead oxide.

No devitrification. Skin and crystal film.

Table IX.

Series 100SiO 2,40K 2O,xR"O.

Mols.
R"0. R"0 = Calcium oxide.

5 Separation of potassium silicate ( ?).

10

15
20 Partial devitrification.

30 No devitrification.

40

R"0 = Lead oxide.

No devitrification. Bad skin.

Mols.
R'O.

5

10
15
20
30
40

Table X.

Series 100SiO
2,20Na3O,xR"O.

R"0 = Calcium oxide.

Devitrification (Silica).

Very slight Si0 2 devitrification.

No devitrification.

Devitrification (Ca silicate).

R"0 = Lead oxide.

Devitrification (Silica).

Slight devitrification (Silica).

No devitrification.
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Table XI.

Series 100SiO 2,10Na2O,10K 2O,xR"O.
Mols.
R/'O. R"0 = Calcium oxide. R"0 = Lead oxide.

5 No devitrification. Devitrification (Silica).

10 „ Partial devitrification (Silica).

15 „ No devitrification.

20
30 Devitrification (Ca silicate). ,,

40

Table XII.

Series 100SiO 2,20K 2O,a:R"O.

Mols.
R"0. R"0 = Calcium oxide. R"0 = Lead oxide.

5 No devitrification. No devitrification. Surface skin.

10
15
20
30
40 Devitrifies (Ca silicate). ,,

(1) It will be seen that there are considerable differences in the

behaviour of lead- and lime-glasses under the devitrification test.

Thus in the three series containing 40 molecules of alkali, none of

the lead glasses devitrify, although those containing potash become

covered with a thick, crinkled skin. The corresponding soda-lime

and soda-potash-lime glasses deposit calcium silicate when the

CaO content is greater than 20 molecules. The lime-potash glasses

do not deposit calcium silicate in this series.

(2) In the series of glasses containing 20 molecules of alkali,

the soda-lime glasses separate silica when the CaO content is less

than 15 molecules, and calcium silicate when it is greater than

30 molecules. The potash-lime and the potash-soda-lime glasses

do not deposit silica, but they separate calcium silicate when the

lime content is greater than 30 molecules.

(3) None of the lead glasses tended to deposit lead silicate in

any circumstances. The potash-lead glasses did not devitrify at

all, whilst the scda-lead and soda-potash-lead deposited silica

when the PbO content was less than 10 molecules.

(4) In both lead- and lime-glasses, the potash glasses showed far

less tendency to devitrification than did the glasses containing

soda.

(5) It will be seen that the glasses containing both alkali oxide

are intermediate in their devitrification tendency between the

Na2
and K2

glasses, but they approach the Na2
glasses more

nearly.
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B.—Devitrification and Percentage Composition.

Table XIII.

Si0 2

70
70
70
70

65
G5
65

Percentage.
Na20. R"0.

25 5
20 10
15 15
10 20

20
15
10

15
20
25

60 25 15
00 20 20
60 15 25
60 10 :w

Alkaline oxide = Na20.
CaO. PbO.

Slight silica devitrification. No devitrification.

No devitrification. ,,

,, Silica devitrification.

Silica devitrification. Silica separates on melting.*

Devitrification (Ca silicate). No devitrification.

„ ,, Slight silica devitrification.

Devitrifies on melting.* Silica devitrification.

Devitrification (Ca silicate). No devitrification.

Devitrifies on melting.
Silica devitrification.

Table XIV.

Percentage.
SiO,. K20. R"0.
70 25 5

70 20 10

70 15 15
70 10 20

65
65
65

20
15
10

60 25
60 20
60 15
60 10

15
20
25

15
20
25
30

Alkaline, oxide = K„0.
CaO.

No devitrification.

No devitrification.

No devitrification.

Devitrifies on melting.*

PbO.
No devitrification.

Silica devitrification.

Silica separates on melting.

*

No devitrification.

Very slight devitrification.

Silica devitrification.

No devitrification.

Slight silica devitrification.

In the above two tables the glasses starred (*) were not sub-

jected to the devitrification tests, as they devitrified after the first

melting when cooled in the furnace. The calcium glasses starred

all deposit calcium silicate on cooling after melting. The lead

glasses starred separate silica.

A study of the two tables XIII and XIV emphasises the following

points :

—

(1) In both lime- and lead-glasses those containing Na
2 as

alkali are more liable to devitrify than those containing K2 as

alkali.

(2) Lime-soda glasses tend to deposit silica when the silica

percentage is greater than 70 per cent, and the Na2 content

less than 15 per cent. Lead-soda glasses deposit silica under the

devitrification test when the Si02 content is greater than 65 per

cent. (Na
2

less than 15 per cent.) and when the silica content

is greater than 60 per cent. (Na2 less than 10 per cent.). Thus

lead glasses high in silica tend to devitrify earlier than the corre-

sponding lime glasses. The glass 70SiO2
,15Na

2O,15CaO could be
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made, and on cooling during four or five days (as in optical glass-

making) would yield good glass. The glass 70SiO
2
,15Na

2O,15PbO
could be melted, but on optical cooling as above would totally

devitrify and yield, not glass, but a white, opaque mass.

(3) Lime-potash glasses do not tend to deposit silica under the

devitrification tests with a silica content up to 70 per cent.

Probably higher percentages of silica in lime-potash glasses would

result in devitrification, but glasses containing much more than

70 per cent, are difficult to melt.

Lead-potash glasses deposit silica when the percentage of Si02

is greater than 65 per cent, with a K
2

content of 15 per cent.,

and when silica is 60 per cent, with a K2 content of 10 per cent.

Thus lead-potash and lead-soda glasses are more nearly alike from

a 'devitrification point of view than are the lime^soda and lime-

potash glasses.

(4) When the silica percentage falls below 65 per cent, and the

lime content rises above 15 per cent., there is a tendency for

calcium silicate to separate out from the soda glasses, but not

from the potash glasses.

If the lime content becomes 25 per cent, or more there is a

tendency for calcium silicate to separate out even on the first

cooling after melting. This separation takes place in both soda

and potash glasses.

No proportion of lead oxide up to 50 per cent, caused any
separation of lead silicate. Thus, whereas in lime glasses a pro-

portion of more than 20 per cent, cannot be used for optical-glass

melting, owing to devitrification on cooling, lead glasses can be

made containing 50 per cent, of lead oxide or more without any
separation of lead silicate. This is one of the most striking

differences between lead- and lime-glasses.

Photomicrographs in a previous paper * show the deposition of

silica, both in crystalline and in opaque, amorphous forms, from

glass. A photograph of lead silicate separated from glass is also

shown. It may be of interest at this stage to discuss the appearance

of calcium silicate on separation from lime glasses.

As reported previously,f the glass 100SiO2,20Na2O,40CaO, when
melted on a small scale and cooled down in the furnace, devitrifies,

white, spherical lumps nearly the size of a pea being formed at the

bottom of the melt. Micro-slides of sections through these lumps

were made, and photomicrograph 1 shows the appearance of a

section of such a lump, magnified 5 diameters. It will be seen

that these lumps are composed of bunches of needle-like crystals.

The interstices between the crystals seem to be filled with unaltered

* This Journal, Teaks., 1920, 4, 346. f T"is Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, 21

.
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glass. These crystals appear to be wollastonite, that is, CaSi03 .

In order to obtain chemical as well as microscopical evidence of

this, the most perfect spherulite was taken, any adherent glass

was ground away, and the crystal analysed. This analysis gave

SiOo = 60'3 per cent., CaO 27*3 per cent., Na2 114 per cent.,

A1
2 3

1*1 per cent., whilst CaSi03 requires Si0
2
= 5185 per cent.,

and CaO = 48" 15 per cent. It is thus evident that the analysis

of the spherulite and the original glass are not far different, the

latter being Si0
2
63*2 per cent., CaO 24*0 per cent., Na

2
11 "8 per

cent., A1
2 3

1*1 per cent. Thus it seems certain that these spheru-

lites of calcium silicate are not pure substances, but they always

separate with occluded glass. When a large spherulite, as big as

a cricket ball, and apparently one solid mass of radiating CaSi03

needles, is taken from a bottle tank and anjr of the interior portion

analysed, it does not conform to the simple formula CaSi03 , but

always shows evidence of occluded glass. For example, one such

spherulite contained Si0
2
68'8 per cent., CaO 16*8 per cent., Na2

9'6 per cent., A1
2 3 T3 per cent.,* showing the presence of occluded

glass in addition to calcium silicate.

Attempts were made to try to separate the wollastonite from the

occluded glass, by powdering and placing in liquids of varying

density, but they were not successful.

Photomicrograph 2 shows some of the needles in photomicro-

graph 1 more highly magnified (15 diameters).

Where the proportion of CaO in a glass is very high, on cooling

the whole mass appears opaque and to the naked eye seems to be

a mass of fine needle-like crystals. Melt 1995 behaved in this

way. A section was cut through the melt and photomicrograph 3

shows its appearance under the microscope (magnification 5

diameters). It will be seen that the melt on cooling deposits

innumerable needle-like crystals of wollastonite (CaSi03 ) distributed

in all directions through the glass. Photomicrograph 4 shows the

appearance of some of the crystals more highly magnified (15

diameters), the white portions in the photograph being unaltered

glass.

Photomicrograph 5 (magnification 5 diameters) shows the devitri-

fication in a lime glass containing 76 per cent, of Si02 , 3 per cent,

of CaO, 15 per cent, of Na
20, and 6 per cent, of B

2 3 . This

glass, when melted on a small scale (^ lb.), showed no signs of

separation on cooling. Melted on a larger scale (28 lb.), it deposited

opaque silica " blobs " with the characteristic " fracture " (see

Paper IX, this Journal, 1920, 4, photomicrograph 5, p. 546).

When melted on a large scale and slowly cooled over several days

* See W. F. J. Wood, this Journal, Trans., 1918, 2, 79.
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No. 1. X 5 diameters. No. 2. X 15 diameters.

No. 3. X 5 diameters. No. 4. X 15 diameters.

No. 5. X 5 diameters. No. 6. X 15 diameters.

[To face Trans., p. 94.
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a white, opaque mass resulted, full of crystals, as shown in the

photomicrograph. Some of these crystals enlarged (15 diameters)

are shown in photomicrograph 6. In all probability, since silica

" blobs " separated out in the 28-lb. melt, the crystals from the

larger melt are silica. They are not tridymite, and seem to be

cristobalite, judged by the appearance. The photomicrographs

show regular lines of crystallisation, the crystals apparently form-

ing along these lines or at right angles to them. It should be

noted that G. V. Wilson,* in a paper on " Notes on the Formation

of certain Rock-forming Minerals, etc.," shows a photomicrograph

with somewhat similar characteristics (Plate II, No. 4, ibid., 214),

but does not identify the material, stating it to be " skeleton

crystalline growths."

4. Solubility.

A.—Comparison by Molecular Composition.

Table XV.

Series 100SiO 2,40R 2'O,xR"O.

Solubility in milligrams of alkali per 100 grams of powdered glass.

Mols. Series 40Na2O. Series 20Na2
O,K

2O. Series 40K2O.
R"0. CaO. PbO. CaO. PbO. CaO. PbO.
5 11,670 19,974 25,140 25,976 27,260 > 50,000

10 5664 5886 12,720 15,792 26,560 >40,000
15 2694 2632 3675 15,104 19,590 > 30,000
20 2361 2167 2707 5476 8312 21,180
30 1444 1062 1735 2685 4948 18,263
40 672 660 875

Table

1243

XVI.

2111 8598

Series 100SiO 2 ,
20R 2'O,a;R"O.

Solubility in milligrams of alkali per 100 grams of powdered glass.

Mols. Series 20Na2O. Series 10Na2O,10K 2O. Series 20K2O.
R"0. CaO. PbO. CaO. PbO. CaO. PbO.

5 1915 — 1658 2763 5145 9255
10 845 437 784 955 1384 3574
15 419 325 547 563 927 1547
20 253 233 330 306 581 578
30 217 89 210 140 342 249
40 157 58 196 99 291 148

Tables XV and XVI show the solubilities of the lead- and
lime-glasses in the molecular series 100SiO

2
,40R

2
'O,a;R"O and

100SiO2,20R2
'O,a;R"O. The following points have to be empha-

sised :

—

(1) In a series of glasses where the molecular alkali-silica content

* This Journal, Trans., 1918, 2, 177.
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remains constant, the addition of CaO and PbO decreases solubility

in a very marked degree.

(2) In both lime- and lead-glasses, the glass containing Na
2

has a less solubility than the corresponding glass containing an
equivalent molecular proportion of K

2
0. The glasses containing

equimolecular amounts of Na
2 and K

2
are intermediate in

solubility between the corresponding Na2 and K
2 glasses.

(3) In the 100SiO
2,40Na2O,a;R"O series, the corresponding CaO

and PbO glasses have very much the same solubility when R"0
is greater than 10 molecules. Below 10 molecules of R"0, the lead

glass is the more soluble.

(4) In the 100SiO
2,20Na2O,a-R"O series the lead glasses are less

soluble than the corresponding lime glasses.

(5) In both the K
2 series the lead glasses are less soluble than

the lime glasses when R"0 is greater than 15 molecules.

(6) It will be observed that where the alkali content is greater

than 15 per cent., the lime glasses are less soluble than the corre-

sponding lead glasses, whether the alkali is Na
2

or K
2 or both

Na
20,K20. When the alkali content falls below 15 per cent., then

the lead glass is the less soluble.

B.—Comparison by Percentage Composition.

Table XVII shows the solubility values for the PbO and CaO
glasses, studied from the point of view of the percentage com-
position. The blanks in the table indicate that these glasses

devitrify on melting, and so no solubility data are available. In
certain cases no melts were carried out. To indicate these, " not
melted " has been printed.

Table XVII.

Solubility in milligrams of alkali per 100 grams of powdered glass.

Percentages. Series Na aO. Series Na<>0,K 20. Series K aO.
Si0

2 . R 2
'0. R"0. CaO. PbO. CaO. " PbO. CaO. PbO.

70 25 5 3364 21,670 not melted not melted 4333 16,790
70 20 10 1036 5801 538 9177 721 10,950
70 15 15 276 1839 178 1125 231 1670
70 10 20 185 — 124 167

65 20 15 710 6205 392 3128 575 6395
65 15 20 360 1610 not melted 728 267 1169
65 10 • 25 — — — 257

60 25 15 1255 14,620 not melted 16,390 961 16,980

60 20 20 530 4992 317 2800 489 7482
60 15 25 — 1343 566 816

60 10 30 283 179 204

The results in Table XVII lead to the following conclusions :—
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(1) If silica is kept constant and CaO or PbO substituted weight

for weight for alkali, the solubility falls considerably, the rate of

decrease being much greater in the PbO glasses. Fig. 15 shows

this very well.

(2) When the R"0 is kept constant in a glass, and silica is

substituted for alkali, there is a fall in solubility, and again the

rate of decrease is greater in the PbO glasses (see Fig. 16).

Percentage SiO a .

ro 65 60

Percentage Si0 2 .

70 65 60

1-55

P 1-54

b 1-53

1-52

Refractive Index DXont

Jxad and Sumc £6uu4

15 20

Percentage R 2
'0.

Fig. 13.

15 20

Percentage R./O.

Fig. 14.

(3) The substitution of PbO or CaO for silica, the alkali being

kept constant, results in a fall in solubility. The rate of decrease

is approximately the same for both the lime- and lead-glasses.

(4) In the lime glasses, the potash glass has a less solubility

than the soda glass, whatever the percentage of Si0
2 or CaO

present. In the lead glasses, the potash glass has the lower

solubility when the percentage of alkali is less than 15 per cent.

(5) In every case the lime glass has a smaller solubility than

its corresponding lead glass, proving that, weight for weight, CaO
is superior to PbO in reducing the solubility of the glass containing it.

(6) The effect of alkali in increasing solubility is very marked,

vol. v. H
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and it has a far greater influence in the lead glasses than in those

containing lime.

(7) In both lead- and lime-glasses, the striking fact is apparent

that glasses containing equal percentage weights of both alkaline

oxides are less soluble than the corresponding glasses containing

only one of the alkali oxides. Figs. 15 and 16 show this very well.

In these figures the broken line curve indicates the solubility of

Percentage R"0.

15 20 25 60

Percentage Si0 2

65 70

e
"Sj 6

« 5

§ 2

Qj

jJlutdif/y^ ffj
' Ibid cmdlunw

fylaMte. R0 coixtamt^ /5'7

5 P

2 §

20 15 10

Percentage R 2
'0.

Fig. 15.

25 20

Percentage R 2

'

Fig. 16.

O.

the " mixed " alkaline oxides, and it will be seen that in both

the lead- and lime-glasses it is the lowest of the three curves

showing solubility.

5. Durability.

A.—Comparison by Molecular Composition.

(1) Using the solubility of the glasses as a criterion of durability,

it will be seen from a study of tables XV and XVI that in the

molecular series 100SiO2,40R2'O,a;R"O, the lime glasses are superior

to the lead glasses from a weathering point of view, and in the

series 100SiO2
,20R2

'O,:rR"O, the lead glasses are superior to the
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lime glasses when R"0 is greater than 20 molecules (in the Na2

series greater than 15 molecules).

(2) The actual weathering tests carried out in the usual manner
bore out in general the solubility results. Thus tables XVIII,
XIX, and XX show the weathering results for glasses of the CaO
and PbO series containing 40 molecules of alkali on exposure to

moist air at 18° for one hundred hours.

Mols.
R"0. Calcium oxide = R"0.

5 Covered with greasy film.

Slightly greasy film.

Very slight film.

Faint signs of filming.

No effect.

Table XVIII.

Series 100SiO 2,40Na2O,a;R"O.

10
15
20
30
40

Lead oxide = R"0.
Thick greasy layer of liquid.

Covered with large spots of liquid.

Spots of liquid here and there.
Dry spots all over surface.
Slightly dulled.

Mols.
R"0. Calcium oxide = R"0.
5 Patches of greasy liquid.

10 Large spots of liquid.

15
20 Small spots of liquid.

30 Greasy surface.

40 No effect.

Table XIX.

Series 100SiO 2,20Na2O,20K 2O,*R"O.

Lead oxide = R"0.
Large patches of liquid.

Fairly large patches of liquid.

A few patches of liquid.

Table XX.
Series 100SiO 2

,40K 2O,.-cR"O.

Mols.
R"0. Calcium oxide = R"0.

5 Pool of liquid and crinkled skin.

Thick oily film.

Thin oily film.

Spots of liquid.

Faintly dimmed.
No effect.

10

15
20
30
40

Lead oxide = R"0.
Thick milky slime. Glass opaque.

Thick liquid film.

Thin liquid film.

Dry iridescent spots.

Tables XXI, XXII, and XXIII give the weathering results for

the CaO and PbO series containing 20 molecules of alkali, on
exposure to moist air at 18° for one hundred hours.

x = Mols.
R"0. Calcium oxide = R"0.

5 No alteration of surface.

10

15
20
30

40 !i. „

Table XXI.

Series 100SiO 2,20Na2O,iePbO.

Lead oxide — R"0.

A few spots of liquid.

No alteration of surface.

H3
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Table XXII.
Series 100SiO2,10Na2O,10K„O,xR"O.

x — Mols.
R"0. Calcium oxide = R"0. Lead oxide = R"0.

5 Surface quite greasy. Surface slightly dulled.

10 No alteration of surface. Surface very slightly dulled.

15 „ ,, No alteration of surface.

20
30
40

99

99

JJ 99 99

99 »> 9»

Table XXIII.

== Mols.
R"0. Calcium

Series 100SiO 2
,20K

2
O,a;R"O.

oxide = R"0. Lead oxide = R"0
5 Surface quite greasy. Surface spotted all over.

10 No alteration of surface. „ „
15
20
30
40

>9

,, Surface slightly spotted.

,, Surface unaltered.

Tables XXIV, XXV, and XXVI, which follow, show the weather-

ing results for the lime- and lead-glasses of the 100SiO2,40R2'O,:rR"O

series on exposure to ordinary atmospheric conditions in a closed

room for a year.

Table XXIV.
Series 100SiO 2,40Na2

O,a;R"O.

x = Mols.
R"0. Calcium oxide = R"0. Lead oxide = R"0.

5 Dull. Covered with white crystal Dull. Covered with fine white
powder. crystals.

10 Dull. Signs of crystals. Surface quite dull.

15
20 ,, Surface spotted. „ ,,

30 ,, ,, Surface dull and iridescent.

40 Dull in patches. „ ,, „

Table XXV.
Series 100SiO 2,20Na2

O,20K 2O,a:R"O.

x — Mols.
R"0. Calcium oxide = R"0. Lead oxide = R"0.

5 White, crystalline powder on surface. Surface very hadly dulled.

10 Dull surface. Signs of crystals. ,, ,,

15 Semi-opaque film. Surface badly dulled.

20 Film.
30 Slight film.

40 „ Dulled and iridescent.

Table XXVI.
Series 100SiO 2

,40K 2O,rR"O.
x = Mols.
R"0. Calcium oxide = R"0. Lead oxide = R"0.

5 Thick, white, opaque skin. Thick, white, opaque skin.

10 Almost opaque skin. ,, „
15 Very bad skin. „ ,,

20 Bad film.

30 Filmed over. Thin, white, opaque skin.

40 Faintly filmed. „ ,.
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The results for the 100SiO2
,20R

2
'O,:zR"O series, after exposure to

atmospheric conditions for one year, are shown in tables XXVII,

XXVIII, and XXIX.

Table XXVII.

Series 100SiO 2,20Na2O,xR"O.
x = Mols.
R"0. Calcium oxide = R"0. Lead oxide = R"0.

5 Dull in patches. —
10 Slight signs of filming. Surface faintly dulled.

15 No alteration of surface.. „ ,,

20 „ „ Very faintly dulled.

30 „ ., No alteration of surface.

40 „ ,, Surface bright but iridescent.

Table XXVIII.

Series 100SiO 2,10Na2O,l0K 2
O,.rR"O.

Mols.
R"0. Calcium oxide = R"0. Lead oxide = R"0.

5 Faintly dulled all over. —
10 Very faintly dulled. Very faintly dulled all over.

15 Surface unaltered. „ ,.

20
30 ,, Surface unaltered.

40 ,,
Surface bright but slight iridescence.

Table XXIX.

Series 100SiO 2
,20K 2O,.rR"O.

Mols.
R"0. Calcium oxide = R"0. Lead oxide = R"0.

5 Faintly dulled all over. Surface badly dulled all over.

10

15 Very slightly dulled. ,, ,,

20 Surface unaltered. ,, ,,

\ 30 „ Badly dulled and ridescent.

40

(1) When compared according to their molecular composition, it

will be seen that the lime glasses as a whole are superior from a

weathering point of view to the corresponding lead glasses.

(2) In both lead- and lime-glasses, the soda glass is superior to

the potash glass corresponding in molecular composition from a

weathering point of view. The glasses containing equimolecular

proportions of Na
2

and K2
are intermediate in their durability

between the Na2 and K2
glasses.

(3) The lead glass containing upwards of 30 molecules of PbO
tends to become iridescent. The lime glasses do not exhibit this

tendency.

(4) The dulling of the surfaces and any crystalline or opaque
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skin formation on the surfaces of the glasses seem to be due to

a separation of a soda or potash compound in both the lead- and

hme-glasses. Probably sodium carbonate (in the case of soda

glasses) and potassium carbonate (in the case of the potash glasses)

are formed.

B.—Durability and Percentage Composition.

The behaviour of the lime- and lead-glasses, under the test of

exposure to moist air at 18° for one hundred hours, is given in

tables XXX and XXXI, the first-named table showing the soda

glasses, the second the potash glasses.

Table XXX.

Glasses containing Sodium Oxide.

Percentage. Exposure to moist air

Si0 2 . Na 20. B/'O . Calcium oxide = R"0.
70 25 5 Covered with wet spots.

70 20 10 Surface very greasy.

70 15 15 Surface slightly greasy.

70 10 20 Surface unaltered.

65 20 15 Surface slightly greasy.

65 15 20 SJ ?>

65 10 25 —
60 25 15 Surface slightly spotted

(wet).

60 20 20 Slightly greasy.

60 15 25 —
60 10 30 —

at 18° for one hundred hours.

Lead oxide = R"0.
Covered with moisture in spots.

Surface unaltered.

Covered with moisture in spots.

Surface unaltered.

Covered with spots of liquid.

Several spots of liquid.

Surface unaltered.

Percentage.

Table XXXI.

Glasses containing Potassium Oxide.

Exposure to moist air at 18° for one hundred hours.

Si0 2

70
70
70
70

65
65
65

60
60
60
60

K20.

25
20
15
10

20
15
10

25
20
15
10

R/'O. Calcium oxide. Lead oxide.

5 Covered with wet spots. Covered with layer of liquid.

10 Surface greasy. Covered with moisture in spots.

15
20

15
20
25

15
20
25
30

Surface unaltered.

Surface unaltered.

Surface unaltered.

A few wet spots.

Covered with moisture in spots.
A few wet spots.

Surface faintly dim.

Covered with blotches of liquid.

Spots of liquid.

Slight signs of attack.
Surface unaltered.

The results under the exposure test to ordinary atmospheric

conditions for one year are given in tables XXXII and XXXIII.
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Table XXXII.

Glasses containing Sodium Oxide.

Percentag;e.

'

Exposure to or<iinary air (closed room) for one year.

Si0 2 . Na20. R"0. Calcium oxide == R"0. Lead oxide = R"0.

70

70
70
70

25

20
15
10

5

10
15
20

Very pronounced film.

Filmed all over.

Extremely slight film.

Badly dulled. A few white
crystals.

Fairly bad dry spotted film.

Very faint signs of attack.

65
65
65

20
15
10

15
20
25

Faint film. Badly dulled over.

Very faintly dulled.

60
60
60
60

25
20
15
10

15
20
25
30

Faint film. Badly dulled.

Fairly badly dulled.

Faintly dulled.

Surface unaltered.

Table XXXIII.

Glasses containing Potassium Oxide.

Percentages. Exposure to oreIinary air (closed room) for one 3

Si0 2 . K 20. R"0. Calcium oxide = R"0. Lead oxide = R"0.

70 25 5 Very bad film. White, hard, opaque film,

70 20 10 Slight film. Badly dulled over.

70 15 15 Very slight film. Dulled over. .

70 10 20 Slight signs of attack. —
65 20 15 Very faint film. Faintly dulled.

65 15 20 ,, ,,

65 10 25 — „

60 25 15 Very faint film. Very badly dulled.

60 20 20 ,, Badly dulled.

60 .15 25 — Faintly dulled.

60 10 30 — Surface unaltered.

(1) None of the glasses shown (either lime or lead) can be

regarded as first-class weathering glasses. Thus a glass must con-

tain at least 30 per cent, of either lime or lead oxide before it

preserves its surface unaltered under durability tests. No CaO
glass can be made of the alkali-lime-silica type with more than

20 per cent, of CaO without fear of devitrification. Thus all lime

glasses of this type have a low durability value. Similarly, all

lead glasses have a poor durability until a lead oxide content of

more than 30 per cent, is reached, coupled with a low alkali

content.

(2) In the soda glasses, where the alkali content is less than

15 per cent., the lead glasses are better than the corresponding

lime glasses from a weathering point of view.

In the potash glasses, the lime glasses are superior to the lead

glasses for all percentages of K20.

(3) In both lead- and hme-glasses containing equa proportions

H*2
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by weight of Na2
and K20, the weathering properties are superior

to either the corresponding Na
2

glass or the corresponding K
2

glass. This is particularly marked in the lead glasses.

(4) Increasing either the percentage of silica or the percentage

of R"0 in either the CaO or PbO glasses improves the weathering

properties, just as the increase of alkali causes the durability to

fall.

(5) Speaking generally, therefore, some lead glasses of the alkali-

lead-silica type can be made which can be used for first-class

optical work. They must contain 30 per cent, of PbO or more,

and the alkali content must be 10 per cent, or less. No alkali-

lime-silica glasses can be made of first-class optical durability, as

those containing high CaO content are subject to devitrification.

6. Pot Attack.

(1) In both lead- and lime-glass, the amount of attack of the

molten glass upon fireclay at a given temperature increases (a) with

the amount of CaO or PbO in the batch, (b) with the amount of

alkali in the batch.

(2) The colour of the potash glasses is better than that of the

corresponding soda glasses in both lime- and lead-glasses. This

difference in colour is not due to any less pot attack in the case

of potash glasses, but is probably due to the fact that iron com-

pounds colour a potash glass less than one containing soda.

(3) There seems little difference in the amount of pot attack

due to high lime as distinguished from high lead oxide. Evidence

all points to the fact that any basic oxide in excess in a glass

causes vigorous action upon pot clay, due, of course, to the search

for silica by the basic oxide, which cannot sufficiently satisfy itself

from the silica contained in the batch.

(4) Lead glasses are always more brilliant than the correspond-

ing lime glasses, when freshly made or freshly broken, and potash-

lead glasses are more brilliant than soda-lead glasses. It should

be noted that this extra brilliancy of lead glasses applies to those

the refractive index of which is less than that of corresponding

lime glasses. Thus the brilliance of lead glasses seems to be a

property due to the presence of lead oxide as such and not

necessarily to the high refractive power of the glass containing it.

(5) Glasses containing a considerable amount of lead oxide are

very corrosive, and at temperatures much above 1200° very soon

eat through fireclay. The attack is most marked on the bottom

of the pot, and in several cases the molten glass has drilled a small

hole in the centre of the pot bottom. Thus with lead glasses the
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maximum point of attack appears to be the central portion of

the bottom of a pot.

General Summary and Conclusions.

(1) A comparison has been made of lime glasses and lead glasses

from the point of view of density, refractive index, devitrification,

solubility, durability, and corrosive action on fireclay.

(2) The melting properties of lime- and lead-glasses show that

up to 20 per cent. CaO or PbO (as far as comparison can go owing

to devitrification tendencies of lime glasses) the soda glasses of

both types have melting properties very much the same, whilst

the lead-potash glasses are easier to melt than the lead-soda

glasses. Above 20 per cent. CaO and PbO there is evidence that

the lead glasses are easier to melt than the corresponding lime

glasses.

(3) Density.—From the point of view of molecular constitution

and percentage, lead glasses are higher in density than the

corresponding lime glasses.

(4) Refractive Index.—When compared by molecular constitution,

lead glasses have a higher refractive index for the D line than

the corresponding lime glasses.

From the point of view of percentage composition, lime glasses

have a higher rjD value than the corresponding lead glasses except

where the silica content is less than 60 per cent, and the alkali

content at the same time greater than 20 per cent.

(5) The total disjjcrsion of lead glasses is higher than the total

dispersion of corresponding lime glasses, whether studied from the

point of view of molecular constitution or of percentage composition.

(6) The v -values of lead glasses are lower than the v-values of

corresponding lime glasses.

(7) The /3-values of lead glasses are higher than the /3-values of

corresponding lime glasses, showing that lead oxide causes a spread

of dispersion towards the blue end of the spectrum in a higher

degree than does lime.

(8) Lime glasses are more prone to devitrification than lead

glasses, particularly if they contain soda. Lead glasses when they

devitrify deposit silica and may do so when the Si0
2
content is as

low as 60 per cent. Lime glasses containing more than 70 per

cent, of silica tend to deposit this constituent under certain con-

ditions. Lime glasses containing more than 20 per cent, of CaO
tend to deposit calcium silicate, the soda-lime being more apt to

do so than the potash-lime glasses. Lead glasses do not deposit

lead silicate except in very exceptional circumstances, never likely
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to be met with in ordinary commercial glass practice, and then

only when the PbO content is above 70 per cent.

(9) When compared molecularly, lime glasses are less soluble

than the corresponding lead glasses, unless the alkali content is

less than 15 per cent. Weight for weight, lime glasses are less

soluble than the corresponding lead glasses, proving that, weight

for weight, lime is better than lead oxide for lowering the solubility

of glass.

In both lime- and lead-glasses, where the alkali content is less

than 20 per cent., a glass containing equal percentage weights

of Na2
and K

2
is less in solubility than the corresponding

glasses containing Na
2

alone or K
2

alone. This is very marked

in the lead glasses.

(10) Compared molecularly, lead glasses weather better than

lime glasses when the alkali content is less than 15 per cent.

Weight for weight, lime glasses are better than lead up to a

CaO or PbO content of 20 per cent. It is not possible to report

further owing to the devitrification of lime glasses.

Glasses containing both alkaline oxides in equal percentage

amounts are better for weathering than those containing only

Na2 or K20, whether they are lead- or lime-glasses.

(11) Lead glasses are more brilliant than corresponding lime

glasses, and particularly is this the case with lead glasses containing

potash.
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VII.

—

The Influence of Aluminium * on the Properties

of Glass.

By Violet Dimbleby, B.Sc, F. W. Hodkin, B.Sc, and

W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

{Read at the Leeds Meeting, November Yltli, 1920.)

The value of alumina as a constituent of glass has been the subject

of much discussion over a very long period, and although opinion

in recent years has been hardening in its favour, there are many
glass manufacturers who do not make use of it, there are some who
question its value, and most certainly there exist but few scientific

data, systematically obtained, by which the precise value of alumina

can be tested.

How far back the use of alumina as a normal glass-making con-

stituent was condemned is unknown. Nesbitt f states that an

attempt was made by the Venetian glass-makers to use alum as a

source of alkali and resulted in bad glass being produced. Certainly

alumina appears to have been regarded with disfavour in the first

half of the nineteenth century. Dumas J says that " bottle glass

too rich in alumina is one of those which acids attack with the

greatest facility." He believed that both the colour and taste of

wine were liable to be injured by aluminium salts derived from

glass. Not only was alumina containing glass readily attacked

by acids, according to Dumas, but he also stated that it was also

a most frequent cause of devitrification.

T. J. Pelouze § expressed doubt, however, on the accepted con-

clusions that alumina was the cause of devitrification, and stated

that proof of this had not actually been produced. As the result

of his own experiments he believed that the devitrification was

with much better reason to be ascribed to silica. Experiments made
with a batch containing 250 parts by weight of sand, 100 of sodium

* Although the general introduction of a new nomenclature has not been

attempted in this number, changes of terminology have been made in the

papers on aluminium-containing glasses. In the paper above, the term

alumina has been retained in the introductory portion, which is largely

historical. Elsewhere, the name of the element, aluminium, is used instead of

the oxide. In similar manner, sodium is used instead of soda, calcium

instead of lime, and magnesium instead of magnesia.

—

Editor.

t
" Glass," 1878, p. 94. •

% Traite de Chimie appliquce aux Arts, 1830, 2, 568.

§ Ann. Chim. Phys., 1867, (4), 10, 184; Compt. rend., 1869, 64, 53.
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carbonate, and 50 of calcium carbonate, to which were added
amounts of alumina varying from 30 to 100 parts, showed that the

glasses containing 30, 40, and 50 parts of alumina only gave definite

indication of devitrification after being maintained at the softening

temperature for forty-eight hours, whilst when 80 parts of alumina

were present, two hundred and forty hours were required. Under
the same conditions, a piece of mirror glass readily underwent
devitrification. Pelouze noted that alumina could be more readily

melted in a batch containing lime than in one with alkali. Even
small quantities of alumina, in his view, made glass more difficult

to melt.*

That alumina makes glass more difficult to melt is still a prevalent

opinion. Pelouze thought so. It does not necessarily follow,

however, that because alumina itself has a high melting point, it

always raises the softening point of glass. Much depends on the

composition of the glass apart from the alumina. Purdy f found

a number of glazes which were both more fusible and less viscous

when alumina was present than when it was absent. L. Appert i

had previously drawn the conclusion that when alumina substituted

silica to the extent of about 7—8 per cent, of the latter, the fusibility

of the glass was somewhat augmented. The experiments of Singer §

likewise proved that, in certain cases, the addition of small amounts

of alumina might make melting easier.

Other supposed harmful effects of alumina have been cited.

Thus, Henrivaux|| considered that alumina had a tendency to

convert ferric into ferrous oxide, thereby augmenting the green

colour, and because of this, he recommended that, for white glass,

alumina should be removed as far as possible from the raw materials.

A similar view was advanced by Takahashi,1[ and opposed by Orton

and Bleininger.

Not only did alumina tend to produce a green colour in glass,

but Henrivaux also alleged that alumina made glass brittle,

difficult to anneal, less workable, and likely to cause want of

homogeneity.

On the other hand, both Appert ** and Frinkfi' have expressed

views wholly favourable to the use of alumina. The former, as

the result of analyses of satisfactory and unsatisfactory glasses,

* Compt. rend., 1865, 60, 985; Ann. Chim. Phys., 1865, 5, 265.

f Trans. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1903, 5, 136.

% Compt. rend., 1896, 122, 672.

§ Ker. Rundschau, 1915, 23, 65; 1917, 25, 142. F. Springer, ibid., 1915,

23, 272.

|| J. Pharm. Chim., 1889, (5), 19, 446.

II
Trans. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1911, 13, 256. ** Loc. cit.

ft Trans. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1909, 11, 99.
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stated that alumina (1) reduces the tendency to devitrification,

(2) permits the replacement, without inconvenience, and indeed
;

with advantage, of a portion of the soda or potash, by an equivalent

quantity of lime. The glass thus obtained is harder, more durable,

and more elastic, (3) is capable of substituting, without incon-

venience, silica to the extent of 7—8 parts per 100. The fusibility

of the glass is slightly augmented; its malleability is not sensibly

diminished, (4) may cause inconvenience through the colour pro-

duced, due, not to the alumina itself, but to the oxide of iron almost

always accompanying it.

In some fairly pure form, such as felspar, Appert recommended

the use of alumina, not only in bottles, but in other glasses also.

Frink considered that the presence of about 3 per cent, of

alumina promoted, rather than reduced, the homogeneity of glass

produced in tank furnaces; whilst in machine-made glassware the

presence of alumina rendered the glass less likely to acquire imper-

fections due to imperfectly surfaced moulds. The readiness with

which annealing could be effected was also said to be facilitated

and the rate of expansion reduced.

The Object of the Present Investigation

.

The only property of aluminium which may be said to have

been conclusively tested is that of preventing devitrification.*

The evidence cited may also be taken as proof that when added as

alumina, in moderate amounts (not exceeding 5 per cent, in the

glass), it does not necessarily make melting more difficult; the

other constituents must be taken into account. The various

investigations which have been made of the properties of chemical

glassware also afford valuable evidence that aluminium bestows

durability on glass and resistance to corrosion by water, acids,

and alkalis.

t

In regard to other properties, the various expressions of opinion

made have not been supported by data, and in the absence of these

unfruitful discussion must still continue. It is far more profitable

to spend a few months in experimental investigation than years in

controversy in which no more than opinion is advanced.

Accordingly, these papers set out the results of experiments on

certain properties of glass containing aluminium. The present

paper concerns mainly the preparation of working of such glasses.

* See also Hovestadt :
" Jena Glass," 1902, p. 21. W. F. J. Wood, this

Journal, Trans., 1918, 2, 79.

t Cauwood, English, and Turner, this Journal, Trans., 1917, 1, 153.

Cauwood and Turner, ibid., Tkans., 1918, 2, 219.
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One set were the simple sodium-aluminium trisilicates, based on the

trisilicate formula, 6Si02,.TNa20,#Al2 3 where x + y = 2 ; the

other, sodium-calcium aluminium silicates of similar type, but in

which calcium was partly substituted by aluminium.

I.

—

The Sodium-Aluminium Trisilicate Glasses.

The molecular proportions of the constituent oxides and the

batch compositions from which the glasses were prepared are given

in Table I.

Table I.

Batch composition.
Per 1000 parts sand.

Approx. Molecular Ratios. Alumina Alumina
Glass No. Si0 2 . Na20. A1 2 3 . Soda-ash. (hydrated). (calcined).

441a 6 1-9 o-i 589 435
442 6 1-8 0-2 558 87
443d 6 1-7 0-3 528 130
444b 6 1-6 0-4 497 173
445a 6 1-5 0-5 466 217
445d 6 1-5 0-5 466 142
446 6 1-4 o jq 435 260
446c 6 1-4 0-6 435 170

The sand used was Fontainebleau, and the batch quantities

stated are for quite dry materials (actually, soda-ash with 5 per

cent, moisture was used).

The melting was carried out in 28 lb. or 56 lb. covered pots and
three charges of batch at intervals of one and a half hours were

made.

Glasses 441, 442, and 443d all melted readily and became fine

easily. No. 441a, it was found, could be melted satisfactorily at

1300—1325°, but the temperature actually used was 1375°, as also

for 442. No. 443d was melted at 1400°.

A marked change in melting rate occurred between 443d and

444b. Not only was the required melting temperature higher,

namely, 1400—1425°, but a boil was present in the glass for the

first eight hours and remained on the surface for a further six,

although on skimming the surface the glass below was found to be

quite plain.

Glass No. 445a developed more boil than 444b. A foam-hke

mass, about 3 inches thick, after eight hours, was found on the

surface and became solid, although the temperature of melting was
1400—1425°. Similar phenomena attended the melting of No. 446.

For this reason it was decided to try the introduction of calcined

instead of hydrated alumina. Small scale experiments at once

showed that practically plain glasses containing 0'5 and 0*6 molecule
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of A12 3 were obtainable with the calcined alumina after three hours

at 1400°. It was not possible ' satisfactorily to melt a glass con-

taining 07 molecule of A1 2 3 , and this is the reason why the list

of glasses in Table I ends at glass 446.

On the large scale, Nos. 445d and 446c gave no difficulty when
calcined alumina was used, although boil persisted for twelve hours

in the former, whilst No. 446c was not obtainable quite bubble free.

Table II.

Percentage Composition of the Finished Glasses.

Percentage loss

Glass No. SiO,. A1 2 3 . Na20. CaO. MgO. Fe2 3 . Total. on ignition.

441a 74-30 2-72 22-68 0'08 trace 0-07 99-85 2-56

442 73-30 4-25 22-20 0-02 0-10 99-87 2-61

443d 72-05 6-85 20-62 0'12
tt

0-08 99-72 1-80

444b 72-19 8-96 18-79 0-08 0-08 100-10 —
445d 72-27 10-71 16-61 0-21 0-07 99-87 0-72

446c 71-56 12-69 15-28 021 ,,
0-10 99-84 0-39

The analyses were carried out on samples of the glasses dried at

105°. The figures under the heading of loss on ignition mainly

represent the amount of moisture absorbed by the finely divided

powder during grinding and they indicate the relative hygroscopic

values and therefore also the approximate order of durability. The
conditions of grinding were roughly, not precisely, the same.

Working Properties of the Sodium-Aluminium Trisilicate Glasses.

I.-

—

In the Mass.

Glass 441a was worked easily when gathered from the pot between

1300° and 1250° and was drawn with ease into rod and tubing.

The rate of increase of viscosity was very slow. On the other hand,

the surface of the glass appeared to become rapidly chilled on the

iron marver, so that, in the contraction markings, bubbles were

readily trapped if a second gathering of glass was made. Indeed,

it was found desirable not to employ the marver when a further

gathering was to be made. This applied also to glass 442.

The viscosity of glass 442, when gathered from the pot at 1300

—

1250°, was slightly greater than that of 441a, and as it also increased

rather faster, tube drawing was easier than with 441a.

The best gathering temperature for glass 443d was 1300°, and the

glass then was worked easily. Unlike the two preceding glasses, it

cooled off much less rapidly, and in this respect resembled the

behaviour of the magnesium glasses.* The increase of viscosity

above 442 was much greater than that observed between 441a and

* Davidson, Hodkin, and Turner, this Journal, Trans., 1919, 3, 275.
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442. Between 1250° and 1200° the glass appeared comparatively

hard. No difficulty was observed in marvering the glass, but quick

drawing was necessary in making tubing.

At 1325°, glass 444b could be worked very satisfactorily. Cooling

off was slow, as with glass 443d and the similar magnesium glasses,

but the viscosity rapidly increased. Whilst still red hot, the glass

was quite hard, but still elastic and capable of being drawn out to

a limited extent.

Glass 445d, gathered at 1275°, was too viscous to be shaped on

the marver, but could be drawn into rod. The best working

temperature lay between 1375° and 1325°. Even when gathered

at 1400°, slabs could not be made by pouring owing to rapid

hardening.

At 1400°, it was almost impossible to gather glass 446c properly,

and it remained in distinct bands round the end of the gathering

iron. Immediately it was removed from the pot the glass appeared

to lose its mobility, although in spite of this, rod, and with great

care, a little tubing, could still be draAvn at 1375°. At 1325° the

metal was unworkable in any fashion.

2.

—

Lampworking Properties. Devitrification.

There were two objects in view in testing the sodium-aluminium

silicate glasses in the lamp, namely, to ascertain the general effect

of the aluminium, first on the ease of working, and secondly on the

tendency to devitrification.

It has already been shown that the sodium-calcium and the

sodium-magnesium glasses in themselves are unsuitable for lamp-

working purposes. In the case of the sodium trisilicate glasses

and the calcium glasses, varying from a molecular composition

6Si02,2Na2 to 6Si02,Na20,CaO, devitrification readily occurs,

although much less readily as the calcium content increases.

Similar results were found with the corresponding magnesium

glasses.

With aluminium replacing calcium, magnesium, or sodium, the

difference was striking. Glass 441a, although containing but 2 -72

per cent, of A1 2 3 (p. Ill), resembled a lead glass in its general

working properties, could readily be blown into large bulbs, and

showed no sign of devitrification. Glasses 442 and 443d were less

soft, although 443d was still slightly softer than most commercial

non-lead glasses. They devitrified only under excessive working.

Glass 444b, with 9*66 per cent, of alumina, was somewhat similar

in working properties to ordinary commercial lampworking tubing.

Long and excessive working was necessary to induce devitrification.
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Glass 445d was distinctly harder, whilst 446c was very hard and
the ordinary gas blowpipe flame scarcely hot enough for its

working.

In general, the bloom so frequently met with in lampworking
glass became less and less noticeable as the aluminium content

increased, and devitrification was increasingly difficult to bring

about.

Obviously, these tests furnish proof of the value of alumina as

a constituent in glass for lampworking and, in particular, of its

power of preventing devitrification.

. II.

—

The Sodium-Calciiim-Aluminiiwn Silicate Glasses.

As glasses containing sodium and aluminium silicates only are

unknown as yet to commerce, it was considered desirable to make
some test of the effect of alumina when added to an ordinary

commercial glass. As the commonest commercial glasses con-

tain calcium, one of this type, having the molecular formula

GSiO^l'lNaoC^OOCaO, was selected for experiment. In this glass,

the CaO was substituted 0*1 molecule by 01 molecule of Al
2b3 .

Three such glasses were prepared, as stated in Table II.

Table III.

Batch composition
Molecular ratios. per 1000 parts of sand.

Glass No. SiO,. Na20. CaO. Al 2O a . Soda-ash. Limespar. Hyd. alumina.

458 G 1-1 0-6 0-3 341 107 131
459 (i 1-1 0-7 0-2 341 197 87
460 N 6 1-1 0-8 0-1 341 222 435

Of the three glasses, No. 460 melted and became plain most
easily at the temperature of 1375—1400°. At this temperature it

could be gathered easily, and although the viscosity increased

rapidly it could be marvered and drawn into tubing without
difficulty.

No. 459 required twenty hours at 1375—1400° in order to obtain
it plain. At 1375° it was almost hard in the pot and was not easy
to gather or marver. Nevertheless, it could be drawn into lengths
with great ease.

A temperature of 1375—1400°, although sufficient for melting,

was insufficient for fining glass 458. After twelve hours it was
still full of bubbles ; there was little improvement after a further

two hours at 1400°, but an additional four hours at 1425° brought
the glass to the nearly plain condition. This glass was also very
viscous at 1375—1400°, and gave very great difficulty in forming
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the parison, but even when apparently hard could be drawn out

quite readily.

Table IV.

Percentage Composition of the Glasses.

Glass No. Si0 2 . A1 2 3 . CaO. MgO. Na 20. Fe 2 3 .

460 74-13 2-67 9-74 0-09 13-54 0-09

459 7425 5-23 7-91 0-0G 12-72 0-07

458 73-98 7-10 7-10 trace 11-66 o-io

Lampworking Properties and Devitrification.

For lampworking purposes, glass No. 458, containing 7*1 per cent,

of alumina and 7*1 per cent, of lime, was, although a little hard,

very similar in working properties to several types of commercial

tubing. Glasses 459 and 460 were harder, showed bloom more

readily than 458, but became devitrified after bulbs blown on them

had been twice reheated and blown. With 458 a bulb was blown

and re-blown thirty times without devitrification, even on strong

heating. A crinkly appearance was, however, developed, but in

this respect also 459 and 460 were much worse.

Summary and General Conclusions.

1. Two series of glasses have been prepared for the purpose of

testing the effect of aluminium on the properties of glass, the first

series being the sodium-aluminium trisilicates lying between the

compositions 6Si02,2Na2
and eSiOgjl^NaaOjO^A^Og, the second

being the sodium-calcium-aluminium trisilicates.

2. At temperatures up to 1400—1425° it is not possible in the

first series to melt and plain a glass containing more than about

12-7 per cent, of alumina. Under the same conditions of tempera-

ture, a glass containing 73*98 per cent, silica, 11*6 sodium oxide,

7'1 calcium oxide, and 7'1 alumina can only just be obtained clear

and bubble free.

3. In the sodium-alumimum trisilicate series, viscosity under-

goes rapid increase with increase of alumina, especially after the

introduction of about 7 per cent, of alumina. Such glasses increase

notably in toughness with aluminium content. A curious pheno-

menon is noticeable in the working of the glasses, especially with

increase in the aluminium percentage. The parison, especially if

marvered, acquired a hard skin, and a distinct effort was necessary

to break it during the process of drawing tube. When this was
done, the glass as a whole could readily be drawn.

4. The conductivity for heat, as indicated by the rate of cooling
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of masses of gathered glass, appears to diminish as the content of

aluminium increases. '

5. Aluminium in glass is very favourable to easy manipulation

in lampworking.

6. Further abundant proof is given of the value of aluminium

in preventing devitrification occurring in glass. This is evident

in both series of glasses tested. The ready devitrification of the

glass 6SiO2
,l

-lNa2O,0-9CaO is easily prevented by partly replacing

calcium by a small percentage of aluminium.

7. A moderately hard glass of the type eSiO^riNagC^O^CaO is

made more readily fusible by small amounts of alumina. Glass

460 was found to melt and to fine much easier than the corre-

sponding glass without alumina.

In order that the account given here may be more complete, it

may be stated that the evidence produced in succeeding papers will

demonstrate that aluminium, over the range of composition tested,

reduces the annealing temperature of glass as compared with

calcium and magnesium, and notably diminishes the rate of thermal

expansion and the density.

Department of Glass Technology,
The University, Sheffield.

VIII.

—

The Effect of Aluminium on the Annealing

Temperature of Glass.

By S. English, M.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

(Read at the Leeds Meeting, November 11th, 1920.)

As indicated in another communication,* the only two references

known to us concerning the effect of aluminium on annealing tem-

perature are contradictory in character. Henrivaux's opinion

was that glasses containing this element were difficult to anneal.

Frink, on the other hand, expressed the opinion, doubtless based

on observations in practice, that annealing was rendered easier

when alumina was a significant constituent of the batch mixture.

The two sets of glasses, namely, the sodium-aluminium tri-

silicates and the sodium-calcium-aluminium trisilicates described

in the preceding paper, make it possible to carry out definite tests

so as to afford some proof of the influence of aluminium.

* This vol., Trans., 107.
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Determinations of the annealing temperature were carried out,

as in previous investigations, by the optical method. The results

are set out in the two following tables, I and II, and, in the case

of the sodium-aluminium-sihcate glasses, also in diagrammatic

form so as to admit of comparison with other trisilicate glasses

previously studied.

Table I.

Sodium—A luminium Trisilicate Glasses.

Annealing
Glass No. A1

2 3 per cent. t smperature.

1 — 490°

441 2-72 491
442 4-25 492
443 0-85 501
444b 8-9(1 510
44 5r/ 1071 522
446r 12-68

Table II

535

Sodium--Calcium. Trisilicate Glasses.

CaO (and MgO) Annealing
Glass No. A1

2 ,
per cent. per cent. temperature

10 044 10-91 581°

460 2-67 9-83 562
459 5-23 7-97 560
458 7-10 7-10 561

Glass No. 1 in Table I was intended to correspond in composition

with 2Na2O,0SiO2
. The small amount of alumina present is that

taken up during its preparation in fireclay vessels. The alumina

also in Glass No. 10 (Table II) is derived in a similar manner, its

intended composition being approximately riNa
2
O,0'9CaO,GSiO2 .

Considering first the results stated in Table I, it will be noted

that substitution of sodium by aluminium has scarcely any effect

in the early stages, that is, up to a substitution to the extent of

0*2 molecule of the base. After that stage the annealing tem-

perature rises more rapidly.

If we compare the effect of calcium, magnesium, and aluminium

in glasses in which the oxides of these elements replace one another

molecularly, then, as will be seen from the diagram (Fig. 1), the

annealing temperature of aluminium glasses is below that of calcium

or magnesium glasses up to nearly 7 molecules per cent., and is

still below that of the calcium glasses at 8 molecules per cent.

From the slope of the curves, it is quite likely that below 9 mole-

cules per cent, the annealing temperature of the aluminium-con-

taining glass would exceed that of the calcium also ; but as it

would be very difficult to melt a glass with such a high proportion
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of aluminium, it is reasonable to conclude that, for all practicable

working purposes, the sodium-aluminium trisilicate glasses are

more readily annealed than the corresponding calcium or magnesium
glasses.

If now, instead of the molecular comparison, we compare the

effect of each 1 per cent, addition by weight of the oxide, CaO,
MgO, or A1

2 3 , it will readily be seen that the effect of aluminium
in raising the annealing temperature is least of all. This readily

follows from a study of the curves given above and a recollection

Fig. 1.

620°

GOO

580

560

540

520

500

490

_-^ j*=

^-~-^X-^>^\ I I I I I I I

142 4 6 8 10 12

Molecules per cent, of CaO (A), MgO (J3), or A1 2 3 (C).

of the respective molecular weights of the three oxides. The
actual curves are given in Fig. 2.

The comparison of the calcium and aluminium glasses is carried
a stage further in the glasses described in Table II. It is seen
there that the first substitution of 01 molecule of CaO by 0-lAl

2O3
brings about a diminution of the annealing temperature by nearly
19°. Indeed, the annealing temperature of the glass 460 (approxi-
mately l-lNa

2O,0-8CaO,0-lAl2O3,6SiO2 ) is the same as glass 9*
(approximately l-2Na2O,0'8CaO,6SiO2 ). In the two other glasses,

in which 0'2 and 0'3 molecule of A1
2 3 are respectively substituted,

the annealing temperature is practically identical with glass 460;
in other words, over this particular portion of the range of com-
position, calcium and aluminium have practically the same effect
on the annealing temperature.

It has previously been pointed out by us that the variation of

* This Journal, Trans., 19 J 9, 3, 125.
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annealing temperature with composition appears to follow no
simple law, and the two sets of results recorded above afford further

illustration of this fact. If, however, we bear in mind that the

annealing temperature is really the temperature at which softening

occurs to a definite extent, we shall not be surprised at the lack

of distinct regularity. The softening temperature, like the melting

point of the batch mixture, does not necessarily increase or diminish

regularly with the regular variation of some specific constituent.

We found, actually, that in melting rate and viscosity of the glasses

Fig. 2.
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there was a somewhat bigger difference between glasses 442 and
443 than between glasses 441 and 442, whilst a still more marked
change occurred between glasses 443 and 444.

Our conclusion, therefore, after a study of the effect on the

annealing temperature, is that, as compared with calcium and

magnesium, aluminium generally brings about a reduction; in

other words, annealing is rendered easier by the presence of alu-

minium. This is not without exception, however. In two glasses

examined, containing both calcium and aluminium, the substitu-

tion of the former by the latter element was without effect on

the annealing temperature. So far, we have found no case where

the substitution of calcium by aluminium raises the annealing

temperature.

Department of Glass Technology,

The University, Sheffield.
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IX.

—

Note on some Optical Properties of the Sodium-
Aluminium Trisilicate Glasses.

By J. R. Clarke, M.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

Investigation in this laboratory has already shown that as

aluminium substitutes sodium in a sodium-aluminium trisilicate

glass, the density decreases in a marked manner.

This fact rendered all the more interesting a study of the refractive

index of these glasses, especially in view of the results obtained by
Pelouze in 1867.

As already stated (p. 107), this investigator prepared a number
of glasses from a batch containing 250 parts by weight of sand,

100 of sodium carbonate, and 50 of calcium carbonate, together with

quantities of alumina varying from 30—100.

For glasses prepared in this way, the following values of the

refractive index were obtained :

—

Parts of Alumina in batch

Source of light. 4(h 50. 60. 80.

C'line 1-5115 1-5120 15143 1-5153
D „ 1-5133 1-5137 1-5159 1-5167
F „ 1-5210 1-5211 1-5224 1-5232
Mean 1-5172 1-5174 1-5192 1-5200

Although Pelouze remarked that the specimens of glass were not

good or bubble free, the quite definite and unbroken rise of refractive

index with increase of aluminium is evident.

It would be remarkable if any series of glasses were found in which
the refractive index increased as the density diminished, and one

would like to know the precise composition of the finished glasses

in order to ascertain whether or not there might be some explanation

for the increase of refractive index other than the increasing amount
of aluminium.

It may be mentioned in passing that an article in the National

Glass Budget for November 6th, 1920, obviously written in order to

increase the sale of lepidolite, contains the statement that the mineral

in question gives greater refractive power to glass whilst the density

is reduced. No data are, however, given.

A careful investigation of the influence of aluminium on the

refractive index of glass seemed of the greatest interest. Experiments
have therefore been made with four of the glasses previously de-

scribed of the sodium-aluminium series, namely, 441, 442, 443, and
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444. These were the only glasses of the series of sufficiently low

viscosity to permit of discs being cast of a satisfactory character.

Several discs were prepared and were given an optical polish for

the purpose of the determination. The glasses from which the

specimens were made had been thoroughly stirred during the

melting and fining stages, and the homogeneity of the glasses was

assured by the results. With each glass, three discs were tested

and each was broken into three or four pieces and readings were

obtained with both sides of each piece. One slab of glass 442 gave

results between one and two units in the fourth place of decimals

different from the others, and was rejected. In all other cases the

agreement was very close, variation not being more than 5—6 units

in the fifth place, except with the very hazy G line.

The results are as follows :

—

Total

Glass

Density.

Refractive index. dispersion.

(F-C).No. Mr. M>. MF. MG. V

.

441 2-4294 1-49406 1-49731 1-50271 1-50700 0-00865 57-4

442 2-4247 1-49350 1-49666 1-50204 1-50604 0-00854 58-2

443 2-4181 1-49284 1-49523 1-50109 1-50584 0-00825 59-9

444 2-4103 1-49232 1-49443 1-50052 1-50517 0-00820 60-2

It will be seen that with the aluminium glasses examined, density

and refractive index vary in the same direction. There is a slight but

continuous diminution of refractive index for each line of light used,

whilst the total dispersion also slightly diminishes and the value of

v slowly increases as the aluminium content rises. The alteration

of refractive index, however, is not so great as that of the density.

On plotting the values of /*D against the percentage amount of

A1
2 3

present, three out of the four points lay very nearly on a

straight line. The value for glass 443 does not fall so well into line,

although the divergence is not great. Very probably the divergence

is due to the fact that the analytical compositions of the glasses

(this vol., p. Ill) vary slightly from the strict trisilicate composition,

making precise comparison impossible.

Department op Glass Technology, Physics Department,

The University, Sheffield. The University, Sheffield.

Appendix.

Since the above was written, one of us has learned from Dr. C. J.

Peddle that in some experiments made by him in which alumina

was added to the batch instead of serving as a svbstituent, the

refractive index increased with increasing aluminium content. At

the same time, however, the density also increased.—W. E. S. T.
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X.

—

The Effect of Silica and Sodium Oxide on the

Thermal Expansion of Glasses.

By S. English, M.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

Silica after fusion is noteworthy hy reason of its very low thermal

coefficient of expansion, which makes it extremely valuable for

conversion into articles which have to resist sudden changes of

temperature. This property of low thermal expansion it also

bestows on silicate glasses, although whether to the same extent

as in the free state is not yet clear. In previous attempts to

calculate the thermal coefficient of expansion of glasses,* we have
assumed that silica takes with it into the glasses this same low

expansion rate. This certainly is an assumption, although the

agreement between the calculated and the experimental results

does at any rate not contradict it.

The known low expansion glasses do not clearly help us to decide

on the effect of the silica. Such glasses as Pyrex and the glass

used for miners' lamps contain considerable proportions of boric

oxide. Concerning the relative effect of these two oxides, namety,

silica and boric oxide, Schott gives the factors f 0-8 and 0-1 respec-

tively, as those by which each 1 per cent, of the oxide increases

the coefficient of cubical expansion. In other words, Schott states

that boric oxide has eight times the value of silica in reducing

the cubical coefficient of expansion, and our assumption, referred

to above, is not in keeping with these values.

We are attacking in more than one way the problem of the

actual effect of silica in glass, and now state the results of the

study of the sodium silicates referred to in a previous paper.;

Samples of the sodium silicate glasses were drawn into tubing

suitable for the dilatation method previously employed.§ It was

not found possible to obtain a sample of glass No. 482 (approxi-

mately 2Na
2
0,llSi02 )

quite free from devitrification, so that its

inclusion in the tests was impracticable.

Using the available seven glasses, the mean thermal linear

coefficients of expansion (a) are given in the following table :

—

* This Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, 115.

f The factors all through the paper must be multiplied by 10 -7 in order to

give expansion factors.

+ This Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, 115.

§ This Journal, Trans., 1919, 3, 238.

VOL. V. I
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Table I.

Linear Thermal Coefficients of Expansion of Sodium Silicate Glasses.

SiO» per cent.

00-91
70-38
74-05
70-27

135

120

X 10 8
.

1340
1240
1138
1035

Si0 2 per cent.

79-13
81-34
82-83

a X 10 8
.

917
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755
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Both the numbers given and the accompanying diagram give

evidence on the one hand of the reduction in thermal expansion due

to silica, and, on the other, of the very great influence of sodium

oxide in increasing it. It will be seen that, for a rise of approxi-

mately 16 per cent, in the Si02
content, the thermal expansion

falls to not very much more than one-half.
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That sodium oxide greatly raised and silica greatly reduced the

expansion is already well known. The question remains to obtain

some measure, at least approximate, of their relative effects.

Schott gave as the factor for sodium oxide 10-0 as representing

the increase of cubical expansion per 1 per cent, of oxide, and

0-8 as the corresponding factor for silica. If, however, we calculate

the value for silica in the above seven glasses, using Schott's factor

for sodium oxide, these values fall from approximately 0-55 to

0-25. Obviously Schott's silica factor is completely wrong, at any

rate for the sodium silicate glasses.

As a first assumption in previous papers, we have employed a

factor for silica of 0-05 x 3, that is, three times the linear coefficient

of fused silica experimentally determined. It will be seen from

our results that the curve showing the relation between expansion

and composition actually cuts when produced the ordinate at an

expansion value (linear) of 0-05. Now it is certainly not possible

to insist on the accuracy of this extrapolated value. Very precise

determinations might result in a slight deflection of the curve,

or, actually, for glasses with nearly 100 per cent, of silica, the

graph might depart from the straight fine. It seems highly

probable, however, that Schott's factor of 0-8 is wrong, whilst our

evidence is of such a character as to show that there is a probability

of the true value not greatly differing from 0-15 (that is, 0*05 x 3).

One further point is brought out; for, if we again assume that

silica takes with it into glass its own rate of expansion—that is,

if we again employ the factor 0-15 for cubical expansion—then

the mean value deduced for sodium oxide (omitting the first glass,

which is very hygroscopic) is 4-30 x 3 as against 4-32 x 3 deduced

from the sodium calcium glasses. If we include the first glass

in the above list, the value is scarcely altered, namely, 4-27.

It would appear, therefore, that the expansion factor due to

sodium oxide in a silicate glass is, within the limits of experimental

error, not materially affected by the presence of a second basic

oxide, namely, calcium oxide.

Department of Glass Technology,
The University, Sheffield.

12
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XI.

—

On the Quantitative Study of Technical Problems

in the Glass Industry.

Presidential Address.

By Dr. Morris W. Travers, F.R.S.

(Delivered at the Annual General Meeting, April 20lh, 1921.)

I have to thank you for the honour which you have done me in

electing me to the office of President of this Society, and I can assure

you that I will do my best to further its interests, and the interests

of the industry which it represents. It is a position having no light

responsibilities attached to it, particularly at a time like the present,

when the industry is passing through a critical period. However,

I know that I am working on terms of mutual confidence with

Officers and with a Council who have a wider knowledge of my
industry than I have been able to gain during my brief connection

with it. It is the privilege of the President to lead ; but in matters

of policy his actions must accord with the views of his Council,

which should reflect those of the Society and of the industry in

general.

I propose to-day to address you from the Chair on a subject which

is entirely non-controversial in character, and to deal with the

importance of quantitative investigation in connection with

technical problems in the glass industry. I propose to show how
important it is to obtain, whenever it is possible to do so, numerical

estimates of the quantities of materials or of energy taking part in

technical processes.

Before proceeding to the subject of my address, I will, however,

with your permission, refer to the work of two great men, whose

names the place and occasion call to mind.

I was trained as a chemist in this department * under the late Sir

William Ramsay, K.C.B., and for the following nine years I served

under him as a member of the staff. I cannot dwell upon the work

of that great chemist, and greater scientific leader, but I will take

from his life one single instance which illustrates the subject of my
address.

In 1904, Lord Rayleigh found that the density of atmospheric

nitrogen, then supposed to be the one inactive constituent of the

atmosphere, was about 5 per cent, heavier than nitrogen prepared

from chemical sources. He communicated his result to several

* Department of Chemistry, University College, London.
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chemists, including Ramsay, and all of them, with the exception

of Ramsay, told him that his experimental work was at fault.

Ramsay saw that another explanation was possible ; and as the

results of experiments which he carried out in the laboratories

of this College, he found that the so-called atmospheric nitrogen

contained a heavier, and still more inactive gas (argon). The
experiments, contiuued in collaboration with Lord Rayleigh, led

to the discovery not only of argon, but of the other rare gases also.

This discovery, of which industry has long since made use, was the

outcome of accurate quantitative investigation.

The Society has already paid tribute to the memory of Lord

Moulton, who was to have honoured us by taking the chair at our

dinner this evening, but I should still like to refer in a few words to

the lesson to be learned from his great work in connection with the

Department of Explosives Supply, which practically involved the

reorganisation of a great part of our chemical industry. I had
hoped that Lord Moulton would himself have been able to tell you
something of the policy on which the success of that Department
was based. However, although he is not with us, the principles

which he established remain; and it is for us to reap the benefit

if we follow the line he indicated.

The policy laid down by Lord Moulton and his chief assistant,

Mr. Quinan, was this—technical investigations, and the conduct of

technical processes, must be carried out on a quantitative basis.

And this brings me to the subject of my address.

Like the prophets of old, Lord Moulton has probably received

small credit in this country for preaching the simple truth. Yet
on the Continent, and particularly in Germany, this simple truth

has for long been accepted in industry, and on the acceptance of

it is based the success in industry which Germany attained before

the war. We now boast that we can produce glassware of as high

a quality, or of a higher quality, than was ever produced in Germany
or in Bohemia. Can we produce our goods as economically ? That
is a question which it is difficult to answer, but I can direct your

attention to this fact. Economy consists in the efficient use of

money or credit, labour, materials, and energy. Your financial

statements tell you all about monetary transactions ; many of you
probably make careful analyses of your expenditure on labour and
stores ; I doubt, however, if in any glass works in this country the

expenditure of energy has been carefully analysed. Economy is

only possible when we know where our losses occur, and as fuel

economy is of the first importance in our industry, the energy should

be accounted for accurately. It is said that when the Department
of Explosives Supply took over the control of a works, Mr. Quinan's
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first demand was for the energy balance sheet of the processes in

operation. Generally he did not get it ; but before the works were
returned to private ownership, the whole of the operations had been
fully analysed, generally to the advantage of all concerned.

In a paper which I communicated to the Society at the February
meeting I dealt with the thermal balance sheet of a plant consisting

of a steam-air blown gas producer and a tank furnace, and I

endeavoured to show you how much of the total energy of the fuel

could be utilised in melting glass under different conditions of

regeneration, and where the losses occurred. I had been led to

study the problem for the following reasons. I required a gas pro-

ducer for a certain plant, and it was necessary for me to know
how much gas would be produced from a certain quantity of a

certain coal, and also something about the quality of the gas. I

took the data issued by the makers of a well-known gas producer
for the output of gas, and on examining them found it was guaranteed

that the gas would actually contain one-third more carbon than was
present in the fuel.

When the supply of coal was short many people were taken in

by an advertisement for a material which, when sprinkled on the

coal, was supposed to increase its heating power enormously, and
manufacturers may be unconsciously taken in by those who have

no intention of deceiving them, but who base their estimates on

incorrect data.

If the general statement is accepted that a ton of coal will give

150,000 cubic feet of gas without qualification as to the nature of

the coal or the conditions of gasification serious errors may be

involved. A properly-drawn up balance sheet, showing on one side

the contents of the gas and on the other the contents of the coal,

steam and primary air, will give an approximation to the truth.

An approximation, arrived at by calculation and based upon
experimental data, always represents an advance beyond a guess.

I then turned to one of the best pieces of technical investigation

of modern times, namely, Bone and Wheeler's research on the gasifi-

cation of coal, and made a series of detailed calculations of the

chemical and thermal changes taking place in the process, based

upon their data. The chemical and thermal balance sheets worked

very well in this case, although it was rather difficult to account

for all the water consumed in the process of gasification ; for when
one had allowed for the quantity of hydrogen in the gas, there

remained more than could be properly assigned to the tar.

It seemed to me that the investigations somewhat over-estimated

the amount of steam injected with the primary air. However,

this brings me to the important question : What do we know about
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producer gas tar \ The answer is : Nothing that we want to know.

We want to know its gross composition, and not merely the fact

that with an ordinary English bituminous coal about 7 per cent,

of the total carbon appears as tar fog in the gas. We also want to

know its heat of combustion, for it appears it must contain a con-

siderable proportion of endothermic substances, and that its heat

of combustion is greater than the sum of the heats of combustion

of its constituents. Experimental work on this subject should

place us beyond the need of guessing.

Tar undoubtedly plays an important part in furnace economy.

We know that the radiating power of solids is much greater than that

of gases, and that the radiating power of gases increases in the

direction,

Hydrogen —> Carbon monoxide —> Hydrocarbons,

the second step being much greater than the first. Textbooks on

furnaces never fail to lay stress on the importance of a high carbon

monoxide content in producer gas, but those of us who have had
practical experience on the subject know that a coke producer gas

has very poor heating qualities. Equally, those who have tried

" purifying " their producer gas from tar and hyrdocarbons know
that the loss in furnace efficiency is represented by something more
than the reduction of the calorific value of the gas. What influence

have tar and hydrocarbons in promoting rapid heat interchange

between flame and its surroundings ? Here is a fruitful field for

quantitative investigation.

But if this problem of the nature and properties of tar were solved,

there are still other problems to be dealt with intimately concerning

furnace operation. One would like to know, for example, more
about the temperature conditions in furnaces. The study of the

working of our furnaces must be based upon a knowledge of the

actual temperatures of the gases flowing through them, and not

merely on the temperatures of the glass or of the surrounding brick-

work. An optical pyrometer sighted on the glass, or on the walls

or crown of a tank furnace, or a stem pyrometer placed in the

furnace, gives us the temperature of those surfaces, and not of the

gas by which they are heated, which must be at an unknown higher

temperature. Similarly, whilst it is quite interesting to know how
hot the brick-work of a regenerator becomes, what we want to know
is, How hot is the gas flowing through it ? It is certainly at a higher

or lower temperature, according as the gas is flowing out of or into

the furnace ; but how much higher or lower ? Here we are obliged

to guess at our fundamental data.

There are two ways in which one can proceed to design a furnace.
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One is to guess at the dimensions, and the other is to calculate the

head of pressure and the velocity with which the air or gas should

move through the different parts of it. The relationship between

the head of pressure (h) and the velocity (v) with which the gas will

flow through an opening is given by the equation,

v* = 2 gh,

and by differentiating this expression we obtain

dhjdv = v/g,

which means that when the velocity is low, a small change in head

will produce a relatively large change in the rate of flow of the gas,

and when the head of pressure is large, a small change in head will

produce only a relatively small change in the velocity of the gas.

The flues from a pot furnace are not made small so as to keep the heat

in the furnace, but in order that the maximum pressure may be

maintained in the furnace, so that small fluctuations in pressure have

comparatively little influence on the rate of outflow of the waste

gases, and the even working of the furnace is maintained.

Such calculations must, of course, be based upon a knowledge of

the temperatures and volumes of the gases in the different parts

of the furnace, and these are often known only approximately, but

at the same time with sufficient accuracy for our purpose.

It would be interesting to know how far heat interchange in a

furnace is due to radiation, and how far to conduction. I have

already directed attention to the well-known fact that the presence

of hydrocarbons and tar in the gas, and a high carbon monoxide

content, conduce to efficiency. In his " Essai d'une Theorie des

Fours a Flamme," Groume Grjimailo insists upon the principle that

no furnace is efficient unless the flame actually fills the furnace and,

to use his own expression, " licks the hearth." We know, from

Callendar's experiments, carried out on behalf of the British Associa-

tion, that the radiation from a flame increases almost linearly with

its thickness, but the fact that efficiency depends upon the actual

contact between the flame and the material to be heated makes it

probable that conduction plays an important part in heat inter-

change. The conditions under which the flame will fill the furnace

have been fairly thoroughly worked out, but in designing a furnace

we have still to fall back entirely on experience in fixing the volume

of the space above the hearth, which determines the time during

which the gases remain in the furnace.

Neither chemist nor practical man can pass through a glass

factory without being struck by the fact that a vast amount of

energy is going to waste through the walls and crowns of the furnaces.
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In raising the question, Can we save this loss ?—one is naturally

led to inquire as to how the heat escapes from the furnace, and the

amount of the loss involved. The obvious thing to do seems to be

to thicken the crown and Avails of the furnace, but before taking

any steps in that direction it will be as well to arrive at an estimate

of the initial loss, the saving effected by thickening the brickwork,

and the probable cost involved. We will compare the rate of loss

of heat through the crown of a tank furnace with brickwork 12

inches and 18 inches thick.

We know that the temperature of the inner surface of the crown

is 1400°, and from the results of Cobb and his colleagues, that the

conductivity of silica brickwork, heated on one side to that tempera-

ture, is about 144 kilogram-calories per square metre per hour per

centimetre of thickness. If the outside surface temperature is

i°, the rate of transference of heat through the crown will be

144 (1400 — /
) £ Q per SqUare metre per hour,

x

where x is the thickness of the crown. We can then calculate

the rate of heat transference for temperatures corresponding to

100° and 400°.

Table I.

Thickness of Crown Heat Loss in Kilogram-calories

:

of Furnace. At 100°. At 400°.

30 cm. or 12 inches. G240 4800
45 cm. or 18 inches 41(50 3200

The heat js carried away from the outside of the furnace partly

by radiation, partly by conduction through a thin layer of air on

the surface, and we can obtain an estimate of the rate of loss of

heat at different temperatures by the aid of Langmuir's experimental

results.

Table II.

Temperature of Surface. Rate of Heat Loss from Surface
In Kilogram Calories.

100° 690
200 2460
300 4980
400 8850

If the figures in the second columns of tables I and II are plotted

against the temperatures in the first column in each case, we obtain

two slightly sloping lines and a steeply ascending curve, and the

two points of intersection give us the rate of heat loss per hour from
a square metre of the surface for the two thicknesses of the crown.
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Thickness of Crown.

30 cm. or 12 inches.

45 cm. or 18 inches

Table III.

Rate of Loss of Heat per Square Metre.
(K.C. per hour.)

4-ffW- *2.<M>
§200- i^oo

8000

6000

4000

2000

100° 200° 300° 400°

Temperature.

The saving effected by increasing the thickness of the crown to

18 inches would be 1500 K.C. per hour per square metre.

A 40-ton tank furnace would have a crown area of at least 880

square feet, or about 80 square metres, so that the difference in the

rate of loss of heat with a thickness of 12 inches or 18 inches would

be 1500 x 80 K.C. per hour. If the net calorific value of the fuel

was 7400 K.C. per kilo, and 50 per cent, of the energy of the fuel was

available in the furnace, the saving in fuel would be represented by

(1500 X 80 X 100)/(7400X 50) kilos, per hour,
or 32 kilos, per hour,
or 280 tons per year.

The money value of this fuel, including the cost of gasification, would

be at least £500.

On the other side of the balance sheet we have to set down the

extra capital cost of about 8 tons of silica brickwork, or whatever

material was used to increase the thickness of the crown, the extra

steelwork required in the construction of the furnace, and the cost

of labour. However, as the crown of a tank furnace of modern

construction need not be rebuilt very frequently, it is worth con-

sidering whether it is not generally advisable to provide better

insulation over the crowns of our furnaces, even if the estimate of

the rate of loss of heat is considerably too high.

In the paper to which I referred previously I made an attempt

to estimate the amount of energy required to melt and plain soda-
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lime glass from different batches. I pointed out that I was obliged

to make several assumptions as to the numerical values of some of

the factors involved, such as the specific heat of the glass over the

range 0° to 1400°, and the latent heat of silica. The accurate

quantitative investigation of the thermal changes which take place

during the founding of glass is a matter of great importance, and

should be undertaken at once.

The complete investigation of the whole process of founding glass

also demands attention, and could well be carried out on about a

one-hundredweight scale, which, from my own experience, gives

results which are closely comparable with full-scale operations.

The experiments should be carried out by careful observers with

their eyes fully open for the unexpected. I think that it was

Guertler who first observed that glasses do not necessarily form a

complete series of mixtures, and that the borates, other than the

alkali borates, were only partly miscible in the liquid state. I

should be quite prepared to find that at some stage in the course

of the process of founding even such simple glasses as the soda-lime

glasses, two-phase systems appeared which tended to separate. It

is well known that from a salt-cake batch a separate phase, consisting

largely of sulphate, and known as glass-gall, separates on the surface.

My friend Mr. J. D. Cauwood has recently shown me how, from a

soda-ash-chalk batch a second phase appears to form as a scum

on the surface, but that this scum does not form if 1 per cent, of

salt-cake is added to the batch. I have to suggest that the ionised

sulphate, which is relatively stable compared with the carbonate,

as I showed in a previous paper,* acts as a dispersing agent, forming

an emulsion^, and preventing the separation of the second phase.

This idea has some bearing on the process of melting and plaining

of optical glass. This opens an interesting field for quantitative

physico-chemical investigation.

The interesting and suggestive paper on the " Rupture and Flow

in Solids " by Mr. A. A. Griffith, which was recently published in

the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, is worth con-

sideration by those who are interested in glass. In the course

of his investigations of the properties of a glass, which he merely

used as a convenient material for the study of certain mechanical

phenomena, Mr. Griffith determined the rate of change of surface

tension with temperature. Surface tension phenomena should

interest those who design and use flow-feed mechanisms. They

also interest the chemist; for as Eotvos and Ramsay showed,

although their reasoning is open to criticism, the rate of change

of surface tension with temperature can be used as a means of

determining molecular weight. Using Griffith's results, I have

* This Vol., Trans., p. 61.
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made an approximate calculation of the mean molecular weight of

the constituents of the glass which he used, and find that the order

of the result is about 100. The fluid glass should then consist

mainly of simple molecules of silica and silicates.

The glass industry presents an almost infinite field for scientific

study, so vast indeed that it can only be touched upon in our life-

time. Researches should therefore be planned with the greatest

care and deliberation, and no research undertaken unless the problem

involved can only be solved after additional experimental work

has been carried out. Scientific and technical literature contains

a vast reservoir from which fact and theory can be drawn and applied

to the solution of many of our problems, and in this connection I will

take the opportunity of paying tribute to the Editor of our Journal,
Professor Turner, for his invaluable services to the industry in

placing at our disposal a most remarkable collection of " abstracts,"

recording all important work upon glass and allied subjects. If

Professor Turner had done nothing else for the industry, which is

far from being the case, scientific and technical workers would still

owe him a deep debt of gratitude.

As one who has little time available for experimental work,

I have always to consider how little experimental work will be

necessary for the solution, or partial solution, of an immediate

problem. At the outbreak of war I was called upon to work out

formulae for resistance and table-working glasses, and, as the time

at my disposal was short, I adopted the following procedure.. I

thought that it was essential I should know as much as possible

about the nature and composition of the glasses which we had been

buying from the Continental manufacturers. I therefore devoted

my time to making careful analysis of the important commercial

glasses, and obtaining information as to their qualities. When I

had all the facts before me, time being limited, I took a big step.

I worked out batches for the glasses which promised to combine

the properties of those aimed at, and I melted them on a one-

hundredweight scale in a small furnace we had erected at Waltham-

stow. I will not say that, had I had time for further investigation,

I should not have modified my glasses, but I had produced glasses,

in one case as good, and in the other better than the corresponding

foreign glass, and the immediate problem was solved. I believe

that in devoting my time to accurate analysis I did better than in

making melts in small crucibles.

There is a subject which I have only had the opportunity of study-

ing qualitatively, and which is of vital importance to the industry,

and that is the subject of refractories. I do not feel that it is receiv-

ing adequate attention. When in America a year ago, an American

manufacturer said to me, " If this was the steel industry we should
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have the best brains in the country working at the subject, and we

are just mucking with clays." I do not think that he was quite

fair to his own countrymen, and turning to the volumes of our own
Journal, and reading the papers published there by Cobb, Wilson,

Rees, Turner, and other workers, I should only pass the criticism

that the industry is relying too far upon the spontaneous and dis-

interested work of the private investigator. What could you not

do if you could increase the thickness of the tank blocks so as to

save a large proportion of the heat lost by conduction through them,

or reckon the life of glass pots in years ? As it is, we have not yet got

to the point from which we can clearly define the problem before us.

I have touched upon subjects which may appear to range from

the purely scientific to the grossly technical, although I protest

against any distinction being drawn between them. The process of

investigation in scientific and technical problems is identical. The

facts of the case are studied and collated. These facts, as de Morgan

has told us, " suggest an hypothesis," which we proceed to test

in the light of other facts, acquired in the further study of our problem,

or from scientific literature. The final solution of the problem is

found in the application to it of theory, often based upon facts

gathered in other fields of study. Both the scientific man and the

practical man have a knowledge of facts, generally covering a

different range, so that it is important they should work together

in the solution of technical problems. Many practical men are keen

and accurate observers, and although the views of the works foreman

are sometimes expressed in terms which are a little difficult to under-

stand, they are always worth careful consideration by the scientific

man. I address these remarks to our younger technologists.

That the scientific man and the practical man do not understand

one another is often due to the fact that the scientific man will

not take the trouble to explain his views in the vulgar tongue and

to follow the other's line of argument. I have often found it

worth while taking a good deal of trouble to find out what the

stoker really thought about the furnace.

As this Society is not a political organisation, I may not refer

specifically to the problem of protecting it against deliberate aggres-

sion from abroad. I may say, however, that my own connection

arose, in September, 1914, from the belief that the industry was of

vital importance to the country, and both personally and as Presi-

dent of this Society I still hold that view. Still, whatever measures

may be taken by the Government, the fact remains that its future

success depends largely upon rapid advance in the improvement of

the methods of glass technology, and it behoves us all to work

together with this object in view.

University College, London.
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XII.

—

Automatic Glass Feeding Devices.

By G. Dowse and Edward Meigh, M.B.E., M.Sc.

{Read at the London Meeting, April 20th, 1921.)

I. Introductory.

1. Object and Scope of the Paper.

In many respects this paper differs considerably from the usual

contributions to the learned discussions of the Society of Glass

Technology, and the authors therefore feel some diffidence in

presenting it for the consideration of members. In the first place,

it does not deal with investigations carried out by the authors,

but is merely an account of their observations. It is not in any
sense an original contribution to the science of glass technology,

and the only excuse for venturing to offer such a contribution to

the Transactions of the Society is that it deals with a subject which

the authors have had special occasion to consider in various aspects,

which is of undoubted interest and of increasing importance to

those associated with the glass industry and with the study of glass

technology ; a subject which has not, they believe, previously been

discussed by the Society, and about which little is published and

practically nothing has been written in this country. The authors

deem it desirable at the outset to make it clear that the paper can

only be regarded as a general introduction to a very big subject in

the hope that it will initiate and stimulate discussion.

The present object is to outline the principles involved in the

automatic delivery of molten glass from a tank furnace to forming

machines, to record the manner in which the problem has been

attacked by various investigators and inventors, to trace the

practical development of methods which have attained commercial

success, and to indicate where such development appears to be

leading to-day. It should be added that while the authors have

had the opportunity of seeing a number of different types of feeder

which are successfully working, most of their information has been

obtained by studying the operation of one type of commercial

feeder specially referred to later for purposes of illustration.

2. The Problem.

In the ancient art of fashioning glass articles from the molten

metal one of the most important stages is that of " gathering."
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This process, in spite of its uncongenial and arduous nature, involv-

ing undue fatigue to the worker, when conducted in the usual

primitive manner on the ends of blowing irons or punty rods by

highly skilled and expensive labour, has remained for centuries

(from the time of the ancient Egyptian glass blowers to the twentieth

century) a hand process. Even in the manufacture of glass bottles

and jars which are types of glassware demanded in such quantities

as to render methods of mass production eminently applicable and

readily to repay expenditure upon mechanical labour-saving devices,

it was not until the latter part of the nineteenth century that

effective efforts were made satisfactorily to solve the problem of

" gathering " mechanically. Perhaps this slow development is

not surprising when the fundamental nature of the problem is

considered. Apart from the fact that progress in " glass engineer-

ing " must inevitably remain in the wake of development in general

engineering, the peculiar physical properties of molten glass are

such as to render the problems of its mechanical manipulation, and

more particularly its automatic transfer from the furnace, highly

complicated. Such physical properties as density, thermal con-

ductivity, viscosity, and surface tension and their respective rela-

tions to temperature all enter into the problem. The handworker,

in fabricating glassware from the molten glass, can study these

factors in the case of each individual glass article and suitably

manipulate his material and vary his operations to meet the changes

in physical conditions. The duration of the gathering, marvering

and blowing operations, and the period of contact with moulds are

within his control and discretion. His skill is used to overcome any

disadvantages resulting from changes in the physical state of his

material. The inventors of mechanical substitutes for the skilled

gatherer have had to develop their methods recognising these

underlying factors. The problem has in consequence been worked
out slowly and laboriously.

3. General Methods of Attack.

In attempting to devise machinery to supersede the human
gatherer, the inventor might naturally be expected to attempt the

mechanical reproduction of the worker's movements. Several
" punty feeders " have thus been evolved simulating the art of

gathering by hand, but as far as the authors are aware none of them
has attained continuous commercial use. The authors have not

succeeded in obtaining illustrations of the early types of " punty "

feeders (one of the earliest was that devised by Haley), but Fig. 1

shows a more recent invention of Peiler and will suffice to indicate

the principles involved.
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Another method which from the nature of the problem one might

logically expect to find receiving early attention from investigators

is that of allowing the glass to flow under gravity from a hole in the

glass tank or other receptacle. Many devices using the " flowing

stream " principle were invented and developed, and several

(notably that of Brooke) attained commercial use in the early years

of the present century. About the same time another method of

automatic gathering, involving the principle of suction, was inves-

tigated by several workers. This principle was applied with con-

FlG. 1. PEILER's " PUNTY " FEEDER.

spicuous success, and indeed developed to perfection in the Owens

machine. This particular automatic method of gathering does not,

however, come within the purview of this paper, the term " feeding

device " being chosen to connote practically the antithesis of

" suction device."

Progress towards perfection has been much more slow in the

evolution of feeding devices. The inherent defects of the primitive

" flowing stream " of molten glass caused a long train of workers

to devote their energies to the invention of various methods for

controlling the " flowing stream/' rendering it intermittent and
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separating it into lumps or charges suitable for entering the blank

or parison mould of the forming machine.

Several such inventions will be referred to, all of which were

designed to avoid the defects which were found to occur in causing

a stream of glass to flow into a mould or receptacle. These defects

are mainly the result of the coiling, folding, or lapping upon itself

of the flowing glass whereby disfiguring marks or blemishes appear.

The surfaces of the coils or folds are chilled by contact with the

relatively cooler atmosphere and cooler metal of the mould, the

blemishes usually taking the form of air bells or blisters and vein-

like creases or depressions.

Thus, gradually, the endeavour to transfer glass mechanically in

a hot liquid stream was modified and investigation became re-

directed towards devices for handling the glass in a more viscous

or pasty condition as employed in the hand-gathering methods.

This led, inter alia, to the discovery and development of a new
principle in the automatic feeding of molten glass, namely, the
" propulsion " principle, which involves, instead of allowing the glass

to flow from the tank by gravity, using an agent for impelling,

driving, or forcing the viscous metal from an extension of the tank

from which it cannot otherwise flow or escape. This principle is

used in the Hartford-Fairmont Feeder, a fire-clay " paddle" being

employed for positively propelling or ejecting the glass in timed

surges or waves over a fireclay lip or dam, the ejected glass sub-

sequently being formed into compact and cohesive charges, now
commonly termed " gobs." The latest improvements in automatic

feeding have been directed towards the perfection of the drop or
" gob." In the xearlier and cruder arrangements, although it was a

comparatively simple matter to produce regular charges of pre-

determined weight, there was little or no control over the shape.

The mould charge obtained was best described as a " lump " or
" chunk " of glass. Consequently the feeders producing such mould
charges have only been successful in the manufacture of a limited

range of ware, mainly of the pressed or wide-mouthed varieties.

In order to make the feeding devices of more universal application,

the problem of pre-forming and controlling the shape of the drop

so as to give a perfect "gob," that is, one as nearly as possible

identical in contour with the interior configuration of the parison

mould, has had to be attacked, and successful solutions are now
being found.

Before describing an actual mechanism now employed for " gob

feeding," a brief historical survey of the development of the art will

be provided by referring to a number of typical devices and methods
for which letters patent have been granted.

vol. v. K
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II. Historical Survey.

The development of the art of delivering molten glass automatic-

ally to forming machines falls into three fairly well-defined

chronological periods :

—

(a) Early Period (up to 1900).

Although machines for forming glassware came into effective

use about 1890, the demand for a feeder was dormant, probably

Fig. 2.

—

Sowden's Feeding Device.

because the forming machine suitable for, or requiring, a feeder was
not in existence or was not efficient. Nevertheless, numbers of

people made tentative proposals for feeders, and most of these

earlier feeders fall into two main types.

Type (1). A Simple Siphon or Tap.—In 1885 a patent was granted

to D. Rylands * for a device for siphoning off the metal from a tank,

and again in 1887 a jDatent was granted to Rylands and Stoner f
for another siphon device. In the latter case the outer end of the

siphon was to be closed by a plug which could be manipulated to

* British Patent 14573/1885. f British Patent 354/1887.
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deliver charges of molten glass. The idea of using a siphon to deliver

the metal from a furnace seems to have had an attraction for the

earlier inventors.

Type (2). A Reciprocating Slide to Cut Off and Deliver Measured

Charges.—As an example of this type one may consider the device

illustrated in Fig. 2, patented in 1900 by A. Sowden.*

In this device a slide (4) having a measuring chamber (6) is

reciprocated horizontally below a tank extension (2), and during

its traverse the chamber (6) becomes filled with molten glass, which

Fig. 3.

—

Brooke's Flowing Device.

passes through an opening (3) in the bottom of the tank. The

charge of metal in the chamber (G) is carried forward by the slide,

and, simultaneously, another slide (5) is withdrawn from beneath

the chamber and a plunger (22) descends and forces the charge of

metal into a ladle (27), by which it is carried to a mould.

This method of feeding measured charges of metal furnished the

subject of a number of patents about this time. In some of these

proposed devices the reciprocating slide was replaced by a rotating

disc having a broad edge which closed an outlet to the tank and

* British Patent 14909/1900.
k2
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was formed with pockets. As the disc revolved the pockets became
filled with metal as they passed the opening so that the device

delivers a succession of measured charges. Eunson in 1895 *

patented the device, and it has appeared again recently in an
American patent.

f

(6) Middle Period 1900-1914.

The middle period of development may be considered as extend-

ing from 1900-1914. At the opening of this period a " flow

"

feeder was invented by Homer Brooke t which was successful and

Fig. 4.

—

Morrison and Fischer's Feeding Device.

is still in use commercially. Fig. 3 shows the construction and
operation of this feeder.

The device consists of a series of cup-shaped cutting members (23)

and corresponding shear blades (27) which are rotated in opposite

directions about a central vertical shaft (1). A stream of metal

flows from the tank into one of a series of receptacles or moulds (30)

which are rotated step by step about the central shaft. The
opposite rotation of the cups and the shear blades causes them to

* British Patent 585/1895.
% British Patent 24324/1901.

f U.S.A. Patent 1256979.
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meet and sever the stream, and the cup is raised to support the

stream while the mould is being replaced by another. The cup

then turns over and delivers the metal it contains into the new
mould now in position. The small illustrations on the lower part

of the diagram show how these operations are carried out.

Feeders now began to be patented in large numbers, and if the

devices were not always themselves successful, they showed the

application of ideas which have since been made a success. These

devices fall into a number of distinct types.

In the first type, a plug reciprocating inside the metal in a fore-

hearth or boot periodically opens or closes an outlet, thus alter-

nately permitting the stream to flow and then stopping it.

Numbers of patents have been issued for variations of the device.

It is quite obvious that the increased flow of metal to be observed

on the descent of the plug led inventors to develop the second typo

of apparatus—the " impulse " type already mentioned. An early

example is shown in Fig. 4.

In this device, patented in 1905 by Morrison and Fischer,* a

reciprocating plunger (15) is used to force the metal through an
outlet (7) into a measuring and cutting off receiver (6) rotating below

the outlet. It is an interesting fact that if there is a plunger in the

metal reciprocating above and in fairly close proximity to an outlet,

the downward movement of the plunger forces the metal through

the outlet, while the upward movement of the plunger causes the

flow of the metal to dimmish or even to cease altogether. This

idea has been applied practically and is in use commercially, and
as it has been considerably developed more will be said about it

subsequently.

Another type of feeder in which an altogether different method
of controlling the stream is used was patented in 1906 by Dixon
and Marsh. | This device, shown in Fig. 5, consists of a tank having

an outlet (122) which can be closed or opened by a plug (126).

The plate surrounding the outlet is provided with a number of

perforations or grooves. When the flow is to be interrupted a blast

of high-pressure air is directed through the grooves on to the stream

of metal, and the construction of the grooves is such that after the

stream is severed low-pressure air is emitted from the grooves to

support the metal until the filled mould is removed and another has

taken its place. This idea, of supporting the cut end of the stream

by an air blast, has more recently been applied with success by
William Miller \ and by Tucker and Reeves. § The former uses the

* British Patent 27227/1905.

f British Patent 5040/1906. U.S.A. Patent 814773.

% British Patent 112947. § British Patent 109782.
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air blast to uphold the cut end of the stream, and the latter uses a
blast of hot gas.

Various other feeders have been proposed, such as an automatic
ladle which dipped and scooped a charge from the tank and carried

it to a parison mould, also the automatic gathering " punty " rod,

such as shown in Fig. 1. There were also the feeders patented by
Sevcrin * in 1908 and by Simpson f in 1913, in which the metal is

forced upwards through a tube into a parison mould by means of a
plunger or by compressed air. These feeders were used in the

//4 H7

Fig. 5.

—

Dixon and Marsh Feeder.

Severin and Simpson machines demonstrated in this country before

the war, but were abandoned owing to various difficulties.

(c) Modem Period.

During the modern period of development, that is, from 1914

onwards, there is a perfect deluge of patents granted for feeders.

This sudden outburst of invention was due to several causes.

The semi-automatic machine had come into use in America and

the increasing shortage of boy labour led to the elimination of the

transfer boy and the development of the " No-boy " machine. The
gatherer is now the only human element left between the furnace

and the taker-in, and it is a logical step to replace him by mechan-

ism. It is also a fact that these machines must be worked fast if

they are to be used to advantage, and the gatherer has a rough time

of it, as can be realised by considering the special means that must
* British Patent 9689/1908. U.S.A. Patent 892013.

t British Patent 20863/1913.
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be taken to keep him cool and the method of resting him for twenty

minutes every hour.

The feeders that were now invented fall into fairly well-defined

types.

Type 1. A stream with shearing devices.

Notable examples of this type are the feeders patented in 1914

by Proeger * and in 1915 by Drey.f It had been found that if a

stream is allowed to flow into a mould and then severed, the coiling

£0
Fig. 6.

—

Drey's Feeder.

and winding of the stream which takes place in the mould mars and
weakens the finished ware. Inventors had begun to realise that it

was necessary to gather the metal into a compact charge or " gob "

before delivering it to the mould, and Proeger allowed the stream
to gather on cup-shaped shears which were opened and shut rapidly
to sever the stream in the narrow neck formed behind the gob when
allowed to fall. The idea can be appreciated in Drey's device shown
in Fig. 6.

* British Patent 14734/1914. f British Patent 15793/1915.
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In this feeder the stream gathers into a gob on cupped shears which

form the lower part of a chamber, A , heated by radiation from the

metal. The lower figure in the diagram shows how the stream

forms into a narrow neck behind the falling gob. Several feeds

of this type are in use commercially.

Type 2. The cut end of the stream is upheld by a blast of gas.

Reference has already been made to this type, of which the feeders

of Miller and of Tucker are interesting examples.

Type 3. In this type the stream after being severed is drawn

back into the tank by suction. McCauley's feeder * is of this type.

Type 4. The reciprocating plunger type. This type, in which

a plunger reciprocates in the body of the metal, has been referred

to above.

Type 5. The stream is supported, after severance, by lateral

support. Graham f and also Wadsworth { have produced feeders

of this type in recent years. Time will not permit of an examina-

tion of each of these, but abstracts of the patents have appeared in

recent numbers of the Journal of this Society.

It might here be well to emphasise the fact that the patents

referred to in this paper do not by any means exhaust the list of

inventions. During the periods under review a very large number

of patents have been granted both in Great Britain and America.

Those selected are given as being typical of the fines of development.

Type 6. The " paddle impulse " type of which the Hartford-

Fairmont is the well-known commercial example.

Many of these later types of feeder are believed to be commercially

successful and in everyday use; others are being attempted con-

stantly. Inventors, however, are not satisfied with " something

that will do," but aim at a device that will yield finished ware equal

in every way to the best made by hand. Hence the attempt to

remove all traces of shear mark. The direction of effort, as previ-

ously mentioned, is now towards shaping the " gob " delivered by

the feeder, so that it is not merely uniform in weight, but is approxi-

mately the shape of the parison to be formed, so that the chilling

produced by contact with the mould is uniform and subsequent

distribution of the metal is even. The best example of this effort is

the Hartford-Fairmont " Paddle Needle " Feeder.§

III. " Gob " Feeding.

The perfect " gob " is an embryo bottle or jar having weight and

shape nicely calculated to suit the dimensions of the parison mould.

The art of " gob " feeding is being developed to-day for sound

* British Patent 113665. f British Patent 127996.

X U.S.A. Patent 1311474. § British Patent 142786.
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physical reasons. It is at once apparent that if the mould charges

can be pre-formed accurately to fit the interior contour of the

mould walls the serious defects caused by folding or lapping of

the glass or any trapping of the air might be avoided. Further, the

process at once becomes of much wider application, enabling a

greater variety of glassware to be produced. Experience has

already shown that " gob " feeding possesses, over the cruder " flow

feeds," considerable advantages, the chief of which may be sum-

marised as follows :

—

1. The glass can be worked in a more viscous condition (as in

hand gathering), and consequently the mould charge or " gob "

remains compact and cohesive, is easily controlled, and is sensitive

to adjustment.

2. Since " flowing " properties are not alone relied upon for

locomotion of the glass from furnace to forming machines, the

temperature of the glass need not be regulated to suit the feeder,

but to suit the forming machine and moulds.

3. When for any particular forming machine and for any particular

article being made the highest permissible speed has been determined,

this can be maintained constant, irrespective of temperature

fluctuations.

4. The weight of the individual " gobs " can be predetermined

and maintained constant within remarkably close limits.

5. The temperature and viscous condition of the glass and the

method of pre-forming the charge confer upon the " gob " greater

resistance to the trapping or entanglement of air, and consequently

the ware does not suffer from " blisters " to the same extent as in a

gravity flow process.

6. In " gob " feeding the moulds and other handling or shaping

instruments are less heated than in other automatic methods and a

shorter time is required for the ware to acquire its permanent set

after shaping.

7. On account of the " gob " having approximately the configura-

tion of the parison mould, uniform cooling takes place and regular

distribution is thus possible.

8. The mould charge is in the suitable physical condition for

multiple distribution, and the rate of production per unit feeder can

accordingly be increased by diverting gatherings to two, three, or

four machines.

9. " Gob " feeding is not limited in application to the manufacture

of wide-mouthed ware, but is equally applicable to narrow-neck

production, and compares very favourably in quality of production

with any other method of making narrow-neck ware.
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IV. Feeder Operation.

1. The Formation of the " Gob."

It is not proposed to deal in detail with the various types of

mechanism which are being developed for producing " gobs." No
doubt they will form the theme for future papers before the Society.

But, for the purpose of illustration, a brief description of perhaps the

most successful way in which the problem has been solved up to the

present may be useful. It is known that, other conditions being

equal, definite relations necessarily exist between the cross section

of a gathering and that of the outlet through which it is discharged

and between the weight of the gathering and the rate of discharge

of the glass. Serious difficulties are, however, encountered in

endeavouring to give different diameters to different portions of a

gathering, because a change in the size of the discharge outlet would

influence the entire gathering and not only a particular portion

thereof. Keeping in mind that the aim of present development is

to obtain complete control, of the size and particularly of the shape

or contour of the gatherings, and of their resulting mould charges, we

may proceed to examine the way in which the combined action of

the two impellers in the Hartford-Fairmont paddle-needle feeder

operates to produce the desired result.

The formation of the gathering actually takes place at the orifice

from which the glass is discharged and severed by a pair of co-acting

shears, but in order to understand the action clearly it is necessary

to consider the complete cycle of operations.

As in the operation of other forms of automatic machinery, it is

essential to stabilise the material being handled and the general

working conditions, and in order to accomplish this a channel or

forehearth is built, thereby connecting the furnace with the feeder.

Within this forehearth the glass may be maintained at a uniform

temperature as it is drawn forward by the feeder, irrespective of

varying temperatures in the tank.

From the accompanying diagram (Fig. 7) it will be observed that

a spout (A) is used at the machine end of the forehearth. This

spout forms a lip over which the glass is propelled and also constitutes

a dam or weir to hold back the glass. The normal working level

of the glass is maintained a little below the lip of the spout, and as

this level is common through the tank a slight fluctuation is liable

to occur, and is quite permissible provided the level is not allowed to

rise above the lip of the spout and thus flow through the orifice by
gravity. When the feeder is not operating a closure block is placed

below the orifice to prevent loss of glass due to possible overflow
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above the lip of the spout and to prevent indraught of cold air.

The spout and front end of the forehearth are well insulated to

avoid loss of heat, to ensure maintenance of uniform temperature,

and to prevent Jhe formation of a thick, cold skin, or enamel around

the outside of the gathering.

The primary impeller or " paddle " (B) works in the viscous glass

immediately behind the spout and describes a path (indicated by

dotted lines) which is approximately a parallelogram, with four

strokes to the cycle, downward, forward, upward, backward. At
the downward and forward stroke of each cycle a wave of glass is

caused to " well " over the dam into the bowl of the spout, and as

the feeder operates at a regular speed the paddle propels a succession

of waves over the dam into the bowl of the spout.

Fig. 7.

—

Diagram of Forehearth.

In order that the quantity of glass urged over the dam may be

regulated while the feeder is in operation, the paddle is provided

with three means of adjustment affecting the length of paddle

stroke, depth the paddle dips into the glass, and the distance at

which the paddle works behind the spout dam, respectively. The
third of these adjustments is used more particularly in connection

with the temperature at which the glass is being worked ; the paddle

generally being adjusted to operate near the spout if glass is being

worked hot, and further away if being worked cold (the terms hot

and cold being used relatively). It might here be emphasised that

the permissible variation of working temperature of the glass is not

determined by the feeder, for the latter can be operated to deliver

a required gob at the speed and temperature best suited to the
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type of forming machine, moulds, and particular article being
manufactured.

After the glass is paddled over the lip of the spout it is not allowed
to flow freely by gravity through the orifice ring (C), but is controlled

by the vertical action of the secondary impeller or " needle " (D).

It has already been noted that in order to prevent any folding or
lapping of glass in the mould with the consequent defects, it is

52 fS/
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Fig. 8.

—

Mould Charges.

necessary to pre-form the gathering so as to conform as nearly as

possible to the shape and size of the mould to be fed, and thus

minimise " settling." The types of gathering required for the

manufacture of ordinary bottles or jars will usually fall approxi-

mately under one of the following headings :

—

1. A spheroidal-shaped gathering (for pressed tumblers, etc.).

2. A cylindrical gathering with blunt ends (for wide-mouthed

bottles).
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3. A gathering with straight sides, but tapering down at the lower

end (for most press and blow products).

4. A gathering with cylindrical body, but having distinct shoulder

with reduced diameter at lower end (for narrow-neck

bottles).

By the proper use of the needle, utilising the refined means pro-

vided for its adjustment, and in conjunction with the action of the

shears in severing the gathering, the above varieties of gob

are readily procured. Fig. 8 shows in diagrammatic form several

types of mould charge being made by different adjustments of the

same machine.

The needle is operated by a cam which has removable lobes, one

for the rise and one for the fall of the needle, together with provision

for adjusting the period of " dwell " between the rise and fall.

The length of the needle stroke can be easily adjusted; also the

distance between the shears and the discharge orifice. Data for

making each of these " fixed " adjustments together with the shape

of needle point and size of orifice to be used for any required weight

and shape of gathering are usually provided in the form of fairly

elaborate tables, which have been compiled from the results of

previous investigation and experience. This fact in itself indicates

the pitch of refinement to which the art has already been developed.

In order to obtain the final shape of the point and the body of the

gathering and to make minor corrections for variations in tempera-

ture, two means are provided for making refined adjustment while

the machine is in operation.

1. The height of the needle stroke in relation to the orifice ring,

by sliding the connecting-rod pin in the stroke cam.

2. The commencement of the needle up-stroke relative to the

time of the cutting action of the shears, by means of a differ-

ential gear.

The accompanying diagram (Fig. 9) shows the arrangement

for giving effect to these adjustments while the feeder is in

operation.

The action of the needle in pre-forming the gob is achieved partly

by adhesion of the glass and partly by displacement. The down-
ward stroke of the needle gives an " extrusion impulse " to the glass

issuing from the outlet and increases the rate of discharge. This

downward impulse of the needle is used to control the shape of the

body and the upper end of the gathering. Retarding this impulse

tends to enlarge (that is, increase the diameter of) the upper end of

the gathering. Increasing the length of the needle stroke tends to

give a stronger impulse, as does also the use of a larger, more bluntly
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pointed, needle. A faster downward stroke also increases the

strength of the impulse, but applies it over a shorter portion of the

gathering. As each of these factors can be varied by adjustment it

will be appreciated that the decrease in diameter at any part of the

gathering due to its elongation by gravity can be compensated for,

and the body and upper end can be made to conform to any recpuired

shape.

The lower end or point of the gathering can be controlled by the

dwell between the rise and fall of the needle, the commencement of

the upward stroke, and the severing action of the shears.

There is a short dwell between the down and up strokes of the

9? 98

Fig. 9.—" Paddle-needle " Diagram.

needle which tends to retard the motion of the glass through the

orifice and constrict the issue of glass while the severing process

takes place. At the commencement of the up stroke the movement

of the glass below the orifice discharge is changed by the upward

impulse which withdraws the suspended stub of glass away from the

shears and thus forms the point of the succeeding gathering. The

elongation—due to its weight—of the stub end and the portion of

the gathering immediately above may be varied by changing the

character of that portion of the needle stroke taking place after

severing. For example, by retarding the discharge of glass, the

lower part of the gathering would be elongated before the remainder
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of the gathering was formed, and this elongation would decrease

the diameter of the point. By diminishing the retardation and

allowing a greater discharge of glass, the lower part of the gather

may be increased in diameter.

One effect of raising the glass suspended below the outlet during

and immediately after the operation of cutting is to keep it out of

contact with all parts of shear blades except the cutting edges.

This minimises the chilling of the glass by the colder shear blades

and helps to keep the blades cooler.

The foregoing description of the action of the needle has been given

in some detail with the object of showing how accurately and readily

the diameter of the " gob " can be controlled at each point of its

length and thereby illustrating the practicability of obtaining by

this means a wide range of shapes of gathering and consequently

" gobs " to suit bottles the shapes of which hitherto have been

unsuitable for feeder production. Narrow-neck bottles of the

most difficult description can now be successfully made by this

feeder.

2. Distribution of Mould Charges.

The subsequent history of the " gob " depends upon whether the

feeder is for high production or for low production. In the latter

case the " gob " drops directlyJnto the mould positioned vertically

beneath it ; this is the slow-speed single-unit feeder, which is most

useful where a large variety of ware in comparatively small quantities

is to be produced, and where, therefore, elasticity and adaptability

to changing type of ware are the prime considerations. For high

production a distributing system is usually adopted. This method

is usually employed in the Hartford-Fairmont process. Fig. 10

gives the view of the feeder from the furnace, showing the

paddle and needle in position. At first sight it may be thought

that the use of troughs (see Fig. 11) would tend to spoil the ware

by unevenly cooling the " gob." This is prevented by the use

of a film of vapour created by spraying water upon the trough.

The hot " gob " causes the water drops to assume the spheroidal

state and thus creates for itself a cushion of steam which conveys

it along the trough, at the same time acting as a practically perfect

insulator. The shapes of the troughs and the deflector which guides

the " gob " into the parison mould are carefully designed to counter-

act the tendency of the " gob " to become distorted.

The unit may consist of two, three, or four troughs according to

the type of forming machine and the class of ware being produced.

With a distributing system of this kind and the forming machines
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available to-day the greatest advantage can be taken of the

capabilities of the feeder as regards speed.

3. Future Line of Development.

Although methods of " gob " pre-formation have developed
rapidly during the past few years, further improvements may be
expected, particularly in connection with slow-speed feeders. What
is needed, however, to render this automatic method of glass manu-
facture more efficient is improvement in the forming machines,
which must be used in conjunction with the feeder. It is true that
the forming machines now on the market represent a vast improve-
ment upon those in use in the initial stages of feeder development.
In those days the glass manufacturer sought a feeder for his forming
machines. Now, however, he seeks forming machines for his feeder,

the latter having developed at a greater rate than the former.

Probably the greatest disadvantage common to all types of formers

at present available for use in conjunction with feeders is the inter-

mittent character of their movement due to the need for stopping

each time a mould is to be filled. The continual starting and
stopping, involving severe wear and tear upon machine bearings

and moulds, on account of the constant jolts and vibrations, is the

source of many troubles in the automatic feeder process of manu-
facture. The method of " gob " feeding has undoubtedly come
to stay, but in the future it will probably be pursued in conjunction

with either a stationary machine or a continuously moving
machine capable of working at such speed as to take fullest

advantage of the possible rate of feeder operation for particular

ware.

V. Conclusion.

In concluding this paper, the authors feel constrained to point

out that hi their opinion the present stage of development of auto-

matic glass-feeding devices calls for special attention from all those

who are anxious to advance the interests of glass manufacture in

this country, and is of special significance to students of glass

technology.

The reason for this is, that the slowness with which these develop-

ments have been utilised in this country is largely a question of

personnel, or rather lack of personnel, in the industry.

The adoption of automatic processes converts glass manufacture

from a small scale, many-unit, skilled craftsman's constant personal

triumph over miserably poor and inefficient equipment into an

engineering enterprise of first magnitude. Experience in the use of
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Fig. 11.—Hartford-Fairmont Feeder
showing trough delivery.
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Owens machines and automatic feeders in the U.S.A. has directed

attention to the necessity for improving glasshouse equipment and

glassworks management and has revealed the fact that care regard-

ing every detail of organisation is of the utmost importance if the

automatic machinery is to be used to its full advantage.

In this country glass engineering problems have been so neglected,

and the dearth of glass engineers is so acutely serious, that the

industry cannot rise to its opportunities. During, and since the

war, giant strides have been made in the application of science and

scientific methods to the glass industry. Chemists and physicists

have been absorbed into the industry in goodly numbers. The
volume of pure scientific work which has been accomplished is very

gratifying ; indeed, it is already such as to leave the industry with

a large balance of information which it is totally unable to digest,

assimilate, and utilise commercially, simply because the industry

is deficient in the knowledge of the technique of glass manufacture

and lacks adequate engineering personnel. Here is an opportunity

for the Society of Glass Technology, and for the Department of

Glass Technology of Sheffield University. These valuable institu-

tions have given us chemists and physicists. Let them now give

us glass engineers !

The authors believe that in this- paper they have amply shown
that the operation of automatic feeding devices, with their sensitive

adjustments, is work requiring the supervision of the highly trained

and skilful engineer. He is also needed for the building and

development of new machines, for ensuring that the lay-out and
auxiliary equipment of the glassworks is in tune with the automatic

glass-making machinery, and, by no means least, for improving

the design and manufacture of the moulds used with glass-making

machinery. Surely there is here a wide field of work, sufficient to

attract a number of first-class University trained British engineers

and also to offer congenial employment for highly skilled mechanics.

Let the Society help to bring personnel of this character into the

industry, just as it has helped to introduce the pure men of science,

and the industry will make correspondingly great progress.

Unless trained glass engineers are forthcoming the introduction

of automatic glass-making machinery into our glassworks will be

quite abortive. If it is permissible to use a very crude mixed meta-

phor, the putting of such " new wine into old bottles " will produce
nothing but " white elephants."

143 Audrey House, 22 Portman Avenue,
Ely Place, E.C.I. East Sheen.

VOL. V. L
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Discussion.

Dr. M. W. Travers observed that the Hartford-Fairmont was
a wonderful machine to see, though not easy to discuss.

Mr. J. Connolly expressed his appreciation of the paper, which
had been given in a masterly fashion. When they went out to

Greenford on the following day they would see the automatic

feeding device in successful commercial operation.

Mr. R. L. Frink emphasised the need for factory organisation.

Whilst the glass feeding might be automatic and the machine
operations all that could be desired, manufacturers must not

expect success without factory organisation. It did not matter
what machines were used if there were faulty batch mixing, bad
founding, lehr inefficiency, and unorganised 'personnel. In his

experience, at least fifty per cent, of successful operating depended
upon organisation rather than upon the efficiency of the machine.

He further emphasised the need for trained engineers as well as

trained chemists. With regard to the quality of the ware, the

efforts of the chemist could be nullified by bad machine operation.

For example, the speed with which the " gob " was formed and the

operation of the needle were determining factors in the quality of

the ware, the rapid speed minimising the chilling effect.

In addition, the suppliers of the accessory parts of the machine
should be completely familiar with the functions which those parts

had to perform. Thus, in the case of mould-making, very great

exactness was necessary over some portions of the mould for success-

ful operation, whilst in other portions this was not essential, and it

would be well if those who made the moulds could see the actual

conditions which the moulds had to meet.

Mr. E. A. Coad Pryor associated himself with the appreciation

of the }3aper, which covered a very large ground very concisely.

Precise information was sometimes singularly lacking and they

often found that certain fundamental constants were not available.

There must be much more scientific information to apply.

Mr. F. Redfern, jun., asked whether the automatic feeding

device was better adapted for making wide-mouth bottles than

narrow-mouth ware.

Mr. Meigh, in reply to Mr. Redfern, said it was quite true that,

generally speaking, automatic glass feeding devices were better

adapted to the production of wide-mouth than narrow-neck ware.

Indeed, until comparatively recently such devices had only attained

real success in making wide-mouth ware. The development of

" gob " feeding, however, had been directed towards making the

process equally applicable to narrow-neck ware. With this in
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view, workers had concentrated on improving methods for pre-

forming the gob and especially for maintaining control of its shape

at every point. He was afraid that the authors had failed in one

of their main objects if this fact had not been clearly brought out

in the paper. In the Hartford-Fairmont Paddle Needle Feeder

control of the size of the gob at every portion of its length was
secured by the special action of the " needle." Consequently the

gob was capable of being pre-formed in such a manner that the

most difficult narrow-neck ware could be made as readily as

wide-mouth ware of the same weight.

With regard to Mr. Frink's remarks, he cordially agreed that the

Feeder device alone was powerless to give efficient and economical

production. The necessity for the right personnel and proper

organisation in a glass factory could not be over-emphasised, and
when an automatic glass-making process was instituted in a works

it was imperative to have all the auxiliary plant and services at the

highest possible pitch of excellence.

He also agreed with Mr. Coad-Pryor that much more funda-

mental scientific information was required for application to glass-

making processes, but in his opinion the great need of the moment,
at least in the case of mass production by automatic means, was
for increased knowledge of the technique of glass manufacture and
for glass works personnel with such training as to enable it to

utilise fully the fundamental information already available.

XIII.

—

The Effect of the Rays from Radium, X-Rays,
and Ultra-violet Rays on Glass.

By J. R. Clarke, M.Sc, F.Inst.P.

(Read at the Sheffield Meeting, May 18th, 1921.)

The coloration of glass by the action of rays of short wave-length,

such as ultra-violet light, and by corpuscular rays, such as the

cathode rays, has been observed by many scientific workers.

Hitherto, however, no attempt has been made to ascertain the

action of various types of radiation on glasses of known composi-

tion. It is the purpose of this paper to describe experiments of

this nature and to indicate possible explanations of the coloration.
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Before proceeding to the description of the experiments, it is pro-

posed to summarise the results obtained by other investigators

who have radiated glass and analogous substances.

Shortly after the discovery of radium, Berthelot * discovered

that a glass containing manganese was coloured violet by the

action of the rays from this substance. Later Crookes f found

that some pieces of glass which had been exposed to a tropical

sun for a long time were similarly coloured, and, on analysis, this

glass also was found to contain manganese. Crookes attributed

the coloration to the ultra-violet light in the radiation from the sun.

The coloration of rare stones by ultra-violet light had long been

known, Michel I in 1887 having recorded that hyacinth stone

rapidly turned a reddish-brown colour when exposed to this radia-

tion. Similar changes have been recorded very frequently, and

the data have been collected by Doelter.§ The coloration has

generally been attributed to the photo-electric effect of the light.

The electrons liberated by the light are supposed to possess sufficient

energy to disintegrate the glass or gem.|| If such is the case, we
should expect to get much larger effects by direct radiation with

cathode or P-rays, and this expectation is confirmed.

Berthelot' s observation with manganese-containing glass has led

to other records of the colouring effect of radiation on fused sub-

stances. Beilby f found that a piece of potash-glass, when
exposed to (3- and y-rays, showed a feeble fluorescence which

persisted after the glass was removed from the action of the rays

;

the glass was coloured brown. A piece of lead glass exhibited the

same behaviour, except that the fluorescence did not persist.

Maxwell-Gamett ** states that Ramsay and Soddy found quartz

glass showed no change when placed in radium emanation, but a

piece of colourless gold glass developed an unmistakable ruby tint

within two days. Clear silver glass and soda glass became yellow

and bluish-violet respectively after a fortnight's exposure to radium

emanation. Maxwell-Garnett's explanation of these changes will

be referred to later. By far the most exhaustive work on the

coloration of substances by various radiations has been carried out

by Doelter.tf As Doelter's book is not generally accessible, an

account of his observations on glasses, substances used in glass

manufacture, and those analogous to glass is given.

Silicon and Silicates.—Under the action of radium rays, a cube

* Compt. rend., 1901, 133, 659. f proc Roy. Soc, 1904, 74, 524.

| Beibl. Ann. Physilc, 1887, 11, 441.

§ " Das Radium und die Farben," Dresden, 1910.

|| Eder, " Handbuch d. Photochemie," Halle, 1906, 64.

If Proc. Roy. Soc, 1904, 74, 511. ** Phil. Trans., 1904, 203, [A], 385.

ft Loc. cit., also Akad. Wiss. Wien, Ber., 1911, 119, 1091.
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of silicon was coloured brownish-red. Pure quartz was coloured

similarly by thirty-five days' exposure to the rays from 1 gram of

radium chloride. Colourless silicates were only infrequently

coloured. Albite (NaAlSi3 8 ) and cyanite (Al2Si0 5 ) were unchanged,

but kunzite (LiAlSi2 6 ) was coloured green by radium rays. This

coloration, however, disappeared on exposure to ultra-violet light.

Crystalline sodium silicate was almost unchanged by thirty days'

radiation by [3- and y-rays, only a faint reddish-brown tinge being

observed. Gelatinous sodium silicate was coloured brown.

Wollastonite (CaSi03 ) was similarly coloured, but only to a very

slight extent. Willemite (Zn
2
Si04 ) fluoresced brilliantly and was

coloured brown by very prolonged radiation. Colourless hemi-

morphite (H2ZnSi04 ) was coloured brownish-yellow by thirty days'

radiation. Manganese silicate was unchanged.

Sodium and Potassium.—Borax and crystalline sodium carbonate

showed no change. Crystalline sodium chloride was also unchanged,

but natural rock-salt assumed a deeper colour. Fused potassium

chloride was coloured violet on the surface, but remained colourless

in the mass.

Calcium.—Calcite and arragonite, both of which are crystalline

forms of CaC03 , were unchanged when originally colourless. Other

calcium compounds were also unaltered.

Aluminium.—Artificial alumina was not coloured, but the

natural alumina gems changed their colour.

Fluorides.—Colourless cryolite (Na3AlF 6 ) and artificial fluorspar

were unchanged. Natural fluorspar was coloured violet, but if

previously powdered and fused it developed a dark green colour.

The Rare Earths.—Borax glass containing 2 per cent, of thorium,

uranium, and yttrium were made and showed no change after

radiation. A similar cerium glass became yellow.

Iron and Cobalt.—Chalybite (FeC0
3 ), originally yellow, assumed a

deeper tint, which Doelter attributes to the oxidation of the ferrous

compound. Ferric oxide, melted with borax to make a brown
glass, was rendered cloudy, and the colour became more intense.

A similar cobalt glass was unchanged.

Manganese.—Red manganese borate was only slightly altered.

A reddish-brown glass, made by fusing together manganic oxide

and borax, exhibited the same changes as the ferric oxide-borax

glass.

Gold.—Doelter found that a colourless gold ruby glass became
dark brown when exposed to the action of radium rays.

Other observations on the action of radiations on glass include

those of Greinacher,* who attributed the fluorescence produced in

* Physikal. Zeitsch., 1906, 7, 225.
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glass by radio-tellurium to the a-rays, and of Rutherford,* who
showed that the depth of the coloration produced by the action of

radium emanation on a soda glass was 0-04 mm. and hence due to

a-rays. Villard f found that quartz was blackened by the action

of cathode rays, this result agreeing with Doelter's observation

but differing from that of Ramsay. Lawson $ records a case of

bluish-violet coloration of pure fused silica by radium. Delachanal §

melted in a vacuum a very old glass which had been coloured violet

by the sun's rays and analysed the deposits formed on the walls

of the vacuum vessel. The analysis afforded no indication of the

cause of the colour.

Various qualitative explanations of the phenomena summarised

have been suggested. It is to be noted that the presence of certain

oxides in the glass is usually associated with the production by
radiation of certain colours. Thus, a soda glass is most frequently

coloured dark blue, a manganese-containing glass becomes violet,

and so on. This association of colour and composition is not

invariably correct, however; for example, the sodium silicate of

formula Na
2
Si3 7

is coloured brown. Indeed, very many glasses

and allied substances are coloured brown, although their com-

positions may be widely different. This indicates that the colora-

tion is not due to the formation of a particular compound in the

glass, in the same way as cobalt, for example, colours glass blue,

but has its origin in some other way. The variation of the colour

produced in similar glasses when radiated suggests that it is pro-

duced by the formation of colloidal particles in the glass. This is

the explanation which has been generally adopted, but Maxwell-

Garnett's is the only published work which deals with the subject

quantitatively. He showed that the presence of ultramicroscopic

spheres of gold in a glass will account for the colours obtainable

with gold glasses. The colour obtained depends on the size of the

particle, and his calculated diameter of the spheres for red gold

glass agrees with Zsigmondy's observations. || Similar sized spheres

of silver would produce yellow; of sodium, blue; and of cobalt,

brown. This being the case, the production of other colours can

only be due to variation in the size of the particles or the degree

of dispersion. It was in order to ascertain the effect of particular

oxides and of their concentration on the colour that the following

experiments were carried out.

During the year 1918 a considerable amount of work was done

in the Department of Glass Technology of the University of Sheffield,

* Phil. Mag., 1910, 19, 192. | Gompt. rend., 1898, 128, 1564.

% Nature, 1919, 104, 335. § Compt. rend., 1909, 148, 639.

|| Ann. Physik, 1903, 10, 1.
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on the production of a monochromatic selenium glass. The con-

ditions necessary to produce a pure red by reheating the colourless

glass were difficult to define, and the production consequently was a

highly skilled operation. It was suggested by the author that if

it were possible to effect the coloration by means of radiation, as

Ramsay had done with a gold glass, exact conditions might be

specified and the operation could be carried out by unskilled labour.

A piece of colourless cane was, therefore, kept in radium emanation

and the effect observed. Instead of a pure red, a dirty brown

colour was developed, which became deeper as the exposure was

prolonged. Although the immediate purpose was not served, the

difference between this result and Ramsay's led to a fuller investi-

gation of the subject, culminating in experiments having the

object stated above.

The batch compositions from which the glasses were made are

given below.

Glasses 1, 2, and 3. Glasses 4, 5, and 6.

Sand 1000 parts. Sand 1000 parts.

Limespar 222 #5 ,, Limespar 222-5

Soda-ash 370 „ Soda-ash 370

Pftrt- CnhnH, nvid« (?*??!$ P"*-Selenium fJjjj
part- Cobalt oxide f

respectively. I ,.'^~ " respectively. 1
0-0265
iHiiii;:

Glass 7.

Sand 1000 parts.

Limespar 222 ,,

Soda-ash 353

It will be observed that these are nearly identical so far as the

silica-lime-soda contents are concerned. The colouring agents

were chosen to represent the two ways by which glass is coloured,

namely, by the action of colloidal particles and by the production

of a coloured compound. The first three were initially brown,

the intensity of the colour increasing with increasing selenium

content. Nevertheless, the characteristic ruby tint could be

obtained with these glasses by judicious heating and cooling.

Glasses 4 to 6 were, of course, blue at the commencement of the

experiments. Glass 7 contained a small percentage of iron oxide

and alumina, and was of a very faint green colour. All the glasses

except No. 7 were in the form of polished slabs, about mm. thick,

with plane parallel faces. Pieces were cut from these slabs as

required. Glass 7 was used as ordinary cane about 6 mm. diameter.

In the first series of experiments, radium applicators ordinarily

used for therapeutic purposes were employed. Two such applicators

were available, and each consisted of radium sulphate uniformly

spread over a metal base 1 cm. square and fixed thereto with
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varnish. Another layer of varnish covered the salt and prevented

abrasion during handling. Each applicator held the equivalent of

5 mg. of radium element. The glasses were radiated in three ways,

namely, (a) with the applicator directly in contact with the glass,

(b) with a screen of aluminium 05 mm. thick between the two,

and (c) with a lead screen 1*5 mm. thick interposed. In the first

case all the rays which emerged from the varnish coating were

incident on the glass ; in the second, the a-rays were cut off, and

only y-rays passed through the lead screen. Unfortunately, most

of the a-rays were absorbed by the varnish, but the results were

instructive. All the glasses fluoresced a bright apple green, what-

ever the method of radiating. Glasses 1 to 3 became darker brown

and glasses 4 to 6 developed a muddy brown colour in the places

radiated by the first two methods. The brown colorations became

accentuated as the exposure was increased, being just appreciable

after fifty-five hours. There was no difference between the inten-

sities of the colours in these two cases. When only y-rays were

incident on the glass, no change was observed after two hundred

and fifty hours. Glass 7 was not changed by any of the rays,

even although the exposure was lengthened to two hundred and

ninety-eight hours.

These observations indicated that the coloration of glasses 1 to

6 was produced by the p-rays. The effects, however, were small,

and it was considered probable that this might be due to the

absorption of the rays in the varnish. About 14 millicuries of

radium emanation were therefore mixed with air to occupy about

4 c.c. and the glasses placed in this. The first six glasses imme-

diately began to fluoresce
;
glass 7 did not fluoresce at first, but was

doing so four hours later. As the glasses were introduced into the

space immediately after the emanation, the a-rays must be the

effective form in producing fluorescence. The emanation was

renewed as occasion served, and in all an average of 10 millicuries

was maintained for four hundred hours. The first six glasses were

slightly coloured, as before, after sixty hours' exposure, and the

intensity of the colour increased at first with time. It extended

to a depth of about 2*5 mm., was most intense at the surface, and

was shaded off towards the interior. After about three hundred

and fifty hours the intensity of the colour at the surface ceased to

increase, that inside tending to approach the same maximum.

This maximum was greater the greater the percentage of selenium

or cobalt in the glass. At the expiration of the four hundred hours

the interior limit of coloration was fairly sharply marked. The

fluorescence became weaker as time went on till it ceased altogether

after three hundred and thirty-six hours. When the " fatigued
"
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glass surface was removed by grinding with fine emery, the glass

again fluoresced. It was not necessary to remove 025 mm. of

glass to produce this effect, so that the fluorescence appears to be

due solely to the a-rays. This appears contradictory to the first

set of observations, and it is probable that, although the a-rays

may be most effective in producing fluorescence, the (3-rays also

give rise to it. The fluorescence of the glass walls of a vacuum
tube when bombarded by cathode rays lends weight to this view.

Glass 7 behaved very differently from the others. It continued to

fluoresce for the whole four hundred hours, and was not appreciably

coloured after three hundred and twelve hours. After four hundred

hours a very faint blue tinge was observable. By breaking the

rod, it was seen that the colour did not extend into the interior at

all, confirming Rutherford's finding that this colour is due to the

a-rays.

The seven glasses were next exposed to radiation by X-rays.

A standard Coolidge tube was used, a potential difference of 70,000

volts being applied with a current of 4*5 amps, passing through

the filament. The glasses were placed 10 inches from the anti-

cathode and exposed for six periods of four minutes. None of the

glasses exhibited fluorescence and there was no alteration in colour.

This may be due to insufficient exposure, because although the

X-ray energy incident on the glass would be greater than the total

energy emitted by 10 millicuries of emanation in four hundred hours,

very little of the radiation would be absorbed by any of the glasses,

number 7 being most transparent and number 1 least.

When the glasses were exposed to ultra-violet radiation various

effects were observed. The source was a mercury arc lamp and the

light was filtered through a piece of Wood's glass * which cut off

nearly all the visible light. The selenium glasses fluoresced a bright

brownish-yellow, but no fluorescence could be detected with those

containing cobalt. Glass 7 fluoresced very faintly, a greenish-blue

emission being just discernible. The glasses could only be
exposed for about three minutes, and no change in colour was
observed. The selenium glasses were nearly opaque to the rays,

and the others only transmitted them feebly.

The glasses coloured by radium emanation were kept for three

months in a dark place, and showed no return of fluorescence, neither

did the colour alter. Each specimen was then divided into three

parts. One part was placed in an oven maintained at 100°, and
this treatment caused all the glasses to fluoresce very faintly,

continuing to do so for fifteen hours. At the end of this period

the intensity of the fluorescent light was nearly as great as at the

* Proc. Phys. Soc, 1919, 31, 232.
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beginning, but the intensity of the coloration of the first six glasses

was decreased. The very slight colour of glass 7 had disappeared.

The other two parts of each glass were placed in ovens maintained

at 160° and 235° respectively. In the former the colour had dis-

appeared and fluorescence ceased in 132 minutes, and in the latter

this same result was accomplished in 1*5 minutes.

Discussion of Results.

One of the most noteworthy conclusions to be drawn from the

experiments is that fluorescence is not invariably attended by colora-

tion and vice-versa. This is in agreement with information published

by Lind * since the observations were made. Further, it has been

shown that, so far as the rays from radium are concerned, the

a-rays are most effective in producing fluorescence. The greater

effectiveness of the a-rays in this connection leads to the belief

that fluorescence is due to mechanical bombardment of the molecule.

The depth of the coloration in glasses 1 to 6 indicates that it is due

to the (3-rays, which have a range of about 3 mm. in the glasses.

The shading off to the interior, which was also observed for a gold

glass by Doelter, may be explained by the decrease in ionising

power of the (3-rays as they travel along their path. The action

of the rays on glass 7 must be considered in conjunction with the

observations of Ramsay, Doelter, Villard, and Lawson on quartz

glass and of Doelter on sodium silicate and wollastonite. Ramsay's

failure to observe any effect of the rays on quartz can be attributed

to insufficient exposure, but Lawson's results are not so readily

explained. The colour which he noticed took place in a silica dish

used for repeated crystallisations of radium salts. It was not a

uniform coloration, but was streaky. It is stated that the silica

was perfectly pure, and it would appear that the only possible

explanation is that the colour followed " cords " in the silica

produced in the manufacture of the dish. The silica in these

cords would be in a different condition from the rest, and would

have a different refractive index. If the colour produced is due to

the formation of colloidal particles, it would vary with the refractive

index of the silica, although this would probably be insufficient to

produce a change from black or brown to blue. Also, it is to be

noted that the remainder of the dish was uncoloured. Thus, it

becomes necessary to assume that the silica in the cords was in

some special state which rendered the formation of colloidal par-

ticles easier. The fact that it was in that state would also affect

the size of the particles. If it be assumed that the normal colora-

* J. Phys. Chem., 1920, 24, 437.
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tion produced in quartz is dark brown, and if we take Doelter's

results for Na2Si3 7
and CaSi03 , we should expect a brown colour

to be produced by (3- and y-rays in a lime-soda glass, if this is a

mixture of silicates. This was not the case with glass 7, and,

although this again may be due to insufficient exposure, the author

has not observed such a colour in lime-soda glasses which have

been exposed to emanation for years, as, for example, with tubing

employed in pumps for collecting radium emanation. It is possible,

however, that, even if this colour were present, it would not be

observed owing to the very deep violet colour due to manganese

present in the tubing as a decoloriser. The action of the rays on

a soda-lime glass thus remains obscure, but it can be definitely

affirmed, from the results given above, that the addition of a small

quantity of selenium or cobalt oxide to such a glass produces a

marked change in its sensitiveness to (3-rays, and we can consider

the mechanism of the production of colour from this conclusion.

Discussing the decomposition of water by the rays from radium

emanation, Debierne * states that in his opinion all three types of

ray are effective in producing chemical change. The change may
occur in three ways, namely, (1) by the mechanical bombardment

of the molecules, in the case of a- and (3-rays, (2) by a local rise in

the temperature along the path of the particles, and (3) by the

ionisation of the molecules. Lind f prefers the last-mentioned

hypothesis, but admits the possibility of the other two. He also

suggests that the changes may be due to electrionic stress without

actual ionisation. If the colour produced in glass is solely due to

the ionisation of the molecules, all three types of ray should have

the same effect, but this is not confirmed by experiment. Also if

the colour were produced by mechanical bombardment there

should always be an intense surface coloration due to the rays, as

the energy of these rays from radium is greater than that of the other

types. The fact that in some cases only a-rays are effective in

producing coloration and in others only the (3- and y-rays, shows

that the change depends on the charge of the particle producing

it. Recent work by Hevesy } and others on " radioactive indi-

cators " suggests a possible explanation of this. If a solution of

plumbic acetate in water be radiated with [3 -rays, the negative

charge on the (B-particles will tend to neutralise some of the positive

charge on dissociated plumbic radicles, converting them to plumbous
radicles, and on recrystallisation we may conceivably obtain a

small quantity of plumbous acetate, surplus dissociated acetyl

* Ann. Phijsique, 1914, (ix), 2, 97.

t J- Amer. Chem. Soc, 1919, 41, 557.

t Ber. Deutsch. Chem. Ges., 1920, 53, 410.
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radicles being left in the water. On the other hand, if a solution

of plumbous acetate be radiated with a-particles, lead radicles will

become surplus, anil may remain in colloidal solution. Glass

behaves as a super-cooled liquid; the electrolytic nature of its

electrical conductivity has been definitely established and the

measurements of the resistance of soda-lime glasses by Ambronn *

confirms the presence of dissociated ions in glass. The brown
colour so very frequently obtained by radiating glasses can thus

be explained, on the assumption that in these' cases the composi-

tion of the glass is such that the silicate radicle is always left surplus

by the p-radiation, and becomes colloidally dissolved in the rest

of the glass. The other colours, which depend on the bases present

in the glass, may be attributed to the basic radicles being left

surplus. Doelter's observations can be explained on this hypothesis,

assuming that the a- or (3-rays are effective in producing coloration

as the case requires. The y-rays will act in the same way as the

P-rays, producing the latter by ionisation. When no change in

the colour is recorded, it may be due to insufficient radiation or to

absence of dissociated ions. The addition of the colouring agents

appears to have altered the composition of the glass in such a

way that the silica more easily becomes precipitated. With the

glasses radiated, the amount of colouring agent was merely sufficient

to increase the intensity of "the colour. The addition of a greater

quantity might conceivably alter the colour produced. It is proposed

to investigate this question further.

The thermo-luminescence of the glasses coloured by radiation

is probably due to the recombination of the disintegrated molecules,

as the colour disappears at the same time. In this connection it

may be observed that Lind f failed to observe any thermo-

luminescence in the temperature interval 200—500°, whereas the

seven glasses referred to here exhibited this phenomenon with

great brilliancy in this interval.

Summary.

The results obtained by previous workers are summarised.

New experiments were carried out in order to ascertain the effect

of particular oxides and to see whether the concentration of the

oxide had any influence on the colour. Seven soda-lime glasses,

three of which contained selenium and three cobalt oxide, were

exposed to the action of the a -f (3 -j- y rays, (3 + y rays, y-rays,

X-rays, and ultra-violet rays. The first six glasses were coloured

brown by the (3-rays, the depth of coloration corresponding to the

* Ann. Physik, 1919, 58, 139. t Loc - cit -
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range of the (3-particles in the glasses, and the intensity of colora-

tion being greatest on the surface and decreasing towards the

interior ; it increased with increasing selenium and cobalt content.

As the radiation was prolonged, the intensity increased to a maxi-

mum which depended on the percentage of colouring agent and then

remained constant; the intensity in the interior tended towards

the same maximum as that on the surface. The seventh, a pure,

soda-lime glass, was only affected by the a-rays, being faintly

coloured on the surface only. None of the glasses was coloured

by y-rays, X-rays, or ultra-violet rays with the exposures given.

All the glasses fluoresced when kept in radium emanation, but a
" fatigue " effect was observed at about the same time as the

maximum intensity of coloration was reached. It is thought that

the a-rays are the chief agents in producing fluorescence, although

the (3-rays are also effective. None of the glasses fluoresced under

the action of X-rays, but the pure soda-lime glass and the selenium

glass fluoresced slightly when exposed to ultra-violet rays. All

the glasses exposed to radium emanation exhibited thermo-

luminescence with disappearance of colour at temperatures of

100°, 160°, and 235°.

The colouring of the glasses is concluded to be due to the forma-

tion of colloidal particles in the glasses. It is suggested that the

presence of such particles may be explained by the action of the

a- or (3-rays on dissociated ions already present in the glasses.

The fluorescence is held to be due to mechanical bombardment of

the glass molecules by the rays.

The author wishes to express his thanks to Professor W. E. S. Turner

and the Department of Glass Technology for the preparation of the

glasses, and to the Radium Institute, London, for permission to

use the radium and radium emanation employed in the experiments.

Department of Physics,

University, Sheffield.
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XIV.

—

The Heat Balance of a Plant consisting of an
Air-Steam Blown Gas Producer and a Glass Tank
Furnace.

By Dr. M. W. Travers, F.R.S.

(Bead at the Birmingham Meeting, February 16th, 1921.)

The following analysis of the chemical and thermal changes which

take place in a plant consisting of an air-steam blown gas producer

and glass tank furnace was worked out for the authors information

as a basis for furnace design. The subject is one of great importance

to the industry, and as it has not been very fully dealt with in

technical literature, the author decided to put his results together

in the form of a paper, hoping that it would provide material for

discussion which would bring to light a good deal of valuable

technical and practical information. It is clear that a great deal

of research work remains to be done before our knowledge of plants,

such as that with which this paper deals, is such as to enable us to

design and operate them scientifically. Here and there in the

paper attention is directed to subjects which appear to require

investigation, and the author hopes that glass-makers will give these

matters their careful attention.

Before dealing with the investigation itself, attention is directed

to Table I, in which are set down what the author believes to be

the probable values of the fundamental physical data upon winch

furnace calculations are based. Even the heats of their most
important reactions are not known with certainty. It must be

pointed out that zero centigrade has been taken as the datum point

in all the calculations, although it does not matter what the datum
point is, so long as we adhere to it throughout the paper. The
analysis has been based on the heats of reaction of carbon as graphite,

since coke and the carbon deposited when carbon monoxide and

hydrocarbon decomposed are graphitic in character.

Table I.

Fundamental Thermal Data.

Molecular Thermal Capacities at Constant Pressure 0° to t°

(Holborn and Henning).

Permanent gases <(6-5800+0-000532«).
CO, *(8-8440+0-003265«-0-00000079£ 2

).

H26 *(8-4042-0-000302«+0-00000079*2
).



1. 2H 2+Oo =2H2

2. C (graphite)+ 0, =co 2

3. 2C0+0, = 2C0 2

4. 2C+02
= 2C0

5. C+C0 2
=2C0

6. H2 +C0.> =C0+H2
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Heats of reaction at constant pressure and at 0° in terms of

kilogram calories (KC) per kilogram-molecule. The value of the

latent heat of water (Griffiths and Dieterici) at 0° is taken as 10750

KC. The molecular weights used are H2
=2

-01 6; 2=16; C=12.

+ 2x57,830 KC.
+ 94,760 „

+2x67,935 „
+ 2x26,830 „

-41,100 „
-10,105 „

7. Main reaction at high temperatures.

C+H2
=CO+H2 -31,000 „

8. Main reaction at low temperatures.

C+H,0 =C0 2 +H 2 -20,900 „

The Units Employed and Method of Investigation.—Metric units

are used throughout the paper, and all thermal relationships are

based on the supposition that the thermal capacities of the materials

involved in the operations are zero at 0°.

The paper is divided into three main sections. In the first the

gasification of coal is dealt with at the rate of 100 kilograms of dry

fuel per hour in a steam-blown gas producer. In the second, the

amount of energy required to melt and plain 100 kilograms of soda-

lime bottle glass is calculated, using different batches. In the third

section the results obtained in the first two sections are applied to

the calculation of the efficiency of a glass-tank furnace.

A.

—

The Gas Producer.

In dealing with the gasification of coal in the gas producer use

has been made of the results of the classical researches of Bone and

Wheeler * and in particular of those relating to the experiments in

which the saturation temperature of the primary air was 55°. It

would possibly have saved a good deal of trouble if the author had

been satisfied with merely adopting their final conclusions. This

would, however, have involved making a number of altogether

unchecked assumptions, a procedure to which we must attribute

our ignorance of many important matters relating to the gasification

of fuel. The author was anxious to know whether, in the first

place, it was possible to draw up a chemical and thermal balance

sheet for the processes studied by Bone and Wheeler. If, for

instance, it was not possible to balance the quantities of hydrogen

* J. Iron and Steel Inst., 1908, 78, 206.
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in the primary steam and in the fuel against the quantity present

in the gas and tar, it would be necessary to reject the experimental

results. It must always be remembered that Bone and Wheeler
were the pioneers in a field of very difficult investigation, and even

when their work is superseded by the researches of others, it will

always form a landmark in the history of this particular branch of

technology.

1. The Balance of Reagents and Products.—Employing the results

of Bone and Wheeler at a saturation temperature of 55° for the

primary air, it was ascertained, by trial and error, whether it was
possible to balance the reactants in the steam, coal, and primary air

against the resultants in the gas, tar, and ash. As it was not found

possible to balance the reactants and resultants exactly, the hydrogen

in the system being in excess of that which was required, the quantity

of steam required in the system was calculated from the quantity

of gas and tar, and from the composition of the fuel and of the steam

.

This procedure was not altogether satisfactory, for although the

measurement of the primary steam is probably the weakest point

in Bone and Wheeler's investigation, the error is now possibly in

the opposite direction, the quantity of steam supposed to be gasified

being too small.

2. The Fuel.—The composition of the dry fuel used in the ex-

periments is given in Table IITin terms of its composition per cent.,

in kilograms per 100 kilograms of dry fuel, and in kilogram-mole-

cules per 100 kilograms of dry fuel, based upon the assumption that

the molecular weights of the elements involved are whole numbers.

The water present as moisture in the fuel was stated to be 5 per

cent, on the weight of the dry fuel, but this figure must be approxi-

mate, as the quantity would vary from day to day.

3. The Steam Injected with the Primary Air.—It is generally

recognised that even with a gas producer furnished with a mechani-

cally operated grate and stirrer it is not possible to work with

a saturation temperature in the primary air of less than 50°, and

a saturation temperature of 55° is usually maintained. Perhaps

too much reliance may be placed on the measurement of the satura-

tion temperature as a means of determining the relationship H
20/ 2

in the primary system, although in any particular gas producer it

serves as a ready and certain method of maintaining constant

working conditions. In different gas producers different quantities

of water may be condensed from the primary air, or evaporated from

the water seal.

In Bone and Wheeler's experiments at different saturation

temperatures the quantity of water said to have been gasified was

as follows :

—
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Table II.

Steam
(in kg. per kg.

Saturation temperature. of dry coal).

45° 0-2

50° 0-21

55° 0-325
60° 0-454
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In the first case all the steam was decomposed, in the second

95 per cent., in the third 100 per cent., and in the fourth case 76 per

cent. If in the third case an attempt is made to draw up a chemical

balance sheet for the process, there is found to be considerably more
hydrogen than can be accounted for. Adopting the data set down
in the paper for the loss of carbon in the dust and ash, the com-

position of the gas, and the amount of carbon volatilised as tar,

which is assumed to have the composition (CH)„, it is only possible

to account for the gasification of 25 kg. of steam, corresponding

with an actual saturation of the primary air at 50° (Table II). The
following balance sheet has been based upon this figure.

Table III.

Composition of the D> y Coal.

Kg per 100 Kg. -molecules
j

Percentage k z. coal. 100 kg. coal.

Carbon (C) 78-0 78-0 6-500
Hydrogen (H 2 )

5-4 5-4 2-700
Nitrogen (N 2 )

1-4 1-4 0050
Oxygen (0») ... 100 100 0-312
(Sulphur) (S) ... 10 10 0031
Ash 4-2 4-2 —
Moisture (H.,0) — 50 0-278
Steam (H 20) — 250 1-389

4. The Calorific Value of the Fuel.—The net calorific value of the

fuel is given as 7420 KC per kg. of coal (dry), which, in accordance

with usual practice, i-s based upon 18° as the datum point. The
value corrected to 0° is 7435 KC. The calorific value based upon
the heats of combustion of the constituents is calculated in Table IV.

Table IV.

(C) (0-06500-000312) x 94760 KC =5864 KC
(H„) 0-02700x58,730 KC =1561 .,'

(S)"0-00031x 69,200 KC = 21 „

Total 7446 „

The difference (7446-7435) KC, or approximately 10 KC, is the

heat absorbed in decomposing the coal into its constituents, and
vol. v. u
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is only about 015 per cent, of the total thermal energy of the fuel.

It must be observed that all those who have studied the gasification

of coal have come to the conclusion that the heat absorbed in the

process of gasification is of the order of 1 to 2 per cent, of the total

energy, which is very much larger. This matter will be referred to

again later.

5. The Reactions in the Gas Producer.—The most complete

investigation of the changes which take place in a gas producer is

that of Karl Wendt,* of which an account will be found in all

books dealing with furnace problems. He carried out two series

of experiments* one with a producer blown with air alone, and one

with a producer blown with air and steam. In the first case, in

which the temperature of the fuel bed rose to 1400°, he found that

within 10 inches of the fire bars practically the whole of the oxygen

in the air was converted into carbon monoxide. The condition of

equilibrium in the system carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, carbon,

is represented by the equations :

—

(i) 2CO ^ C02+C.

(ii) p^=K
r Co

where Peo
2
> Poo, are the partial pressures of the gases in contact

with the carbon. The value of K decreases with rise of temperature,

t°C K
1000 0-006

1100 00015
1200 0-0006

so that at temperatures above 1000° the change represented by
equation (i) is almost complete in the direction right to left. Wendt 's

experiments show how quickly the equilibrium is established when
the reaction is proceeding in this direction, but in the opposite

direction, as the experiments of Rhead and Wheeler show, the

changes take place very slowly.

In the case of the air-steam blown gas producer, the temperature

of the fuel bed rose onty to 1100°. In this case we have to consider

the water gas equilibrium, which is represented by the equations :

—

(ii) H
2+C02 ^ CO+H2

* Staid und Eisen, 1906, 26, 1184.
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where the values of K 1 are

t°C K1

600 036
800 92

1000 1-62

1100 2-00

1200 2 52

Knowing the amount of oxygen and water vapour in the primary

air, we can, by means of these equations, calculate the composition

of the equilibrium mixture in contact with hot carbon in the reaction

zone. The experiments of Wendt and others show that complete

equilibrium is never attained, the gas containing considerably more

C02 than theory provides for. In the present case, the primary air

would contain approximately 12 per cent, of water vapour, 17*5 per

cent, of oxygen, and the gas in the reaction zone would contain, if

equilibrium conditions were reached, 0"025 per cent, of water vapour

and 0*003 per cent, of carbon dioxide.

So far as the water vapour content of the gas is concerned, it is

probable that equilibrium conditions are reached, and that, as Bone
and Wheeler found, practically the whole of the steam introduced

with the primary air is decomposed.

The changes which take place in the upper layers of the fuel bed

are very complex, the gas taking up hydrogen, hydrocarbons, etc.,

from the decomposing fuel. How far the water gas reaction is

reversed as the temperature falls, it is impossible to say, and in

dealing with the ultimate composition of the gas it is probably fair

to assume that, while the water introduced as steam is entirely

decomposed, the water present in the gas as moisture is immediately

evaporated, and remains in the gas as steam. The ratio CO/C02 in

the gas was about 28/5, 7 per cent, of the total carbon in the fuel

was present in the gas as CH4 , and 6*8 per cent, of the total carbon

was volatilised as tar, and hydrocarbon associated with the tar, so

that we may tabulate the distribution of the carbon in the fuel as

below.

Table V.
Kg. -molecules

Distribution of Carbon. Percentage. per 100 kg. dry fuel

Lost in ash and dust . .

.

lo 0-100

AsC0 2 124 0-806

As CO 69-3 4-504

As CH 4 100 0-650

As tar, etc. 6-8 0-440

In order to calculate the thermal changes taking place in the gas

producer, we may represent the reaction between the steam and the

carbon as resulting in the formation of CO and H
2
only, the C02

being derived from the oxygen in the primary air.

m 2
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Table VI.

(1) 1-389 (C+H 20) = l-389 (CO+H 2 )
- 1-389 X 31,000 KC= -43,060 KC.

(2) 3-115 (C+ iO,+ 2N 2 ) = 3-115 (CO+2N 2)+3-115x26,830KC = 83,570 „

(3) 0-806(C+ 6 2
+4N2 ) = 0-806(CO 2+ 4N 2 ) + 0-806x94,760KC\

Less correction for oxygen in coal— 0312 X 94,760 KC |

' "

(4) 0-650 (C + 2H 2 ) = 6-650 CH4 + 0-650 X 20,360 KC =13,310 „
(5) 0-278 H0 2 , water= 0-278 H 20, steam- 0278 X 10,750 KC=- 2990 „
(6) Thermal capacity primary air (20°-0°)= 10-2575 X 320 KC = -3290 „
(7) Thermal capacity steam (50° — 20°) = 1389 X 400 KC=— 550 „
(8) Heat of decomposition of coal, Table IV = — 1000 „
(9) Heat lost through walls of producer, in ashes, etc. =— Qj ,,

(10) Heat of formation of tar and hydrocarbon =— Q 2 ,,

Total = 100,480- (Qi+Qj) KC.

The total represents the sensible heat of the gas as it leaves the

producer, the heat developed in the producer being 100,480—

Q

2
KC,

which is less than 14 per cent, of the total energy of the fuel

(743,500 KC). If the fuel were gasified in a producer of modern type

the temperature of the gas at the outflow would be about 700°.

In Table XV the calculated values of the thermal capacities (sensible

heats) of the gas t°—0° are set down, and from these results we

obtain in round numbers :

—

Table VII.

Temperature of gas. Sensible heat.

500°
600°
700°
800°

63,000 KC
76,500 „
90,000 „
104,500 „

If the temperature were 700°, we should have about 10,000 KC
to account for, this amount including the values of Qi+Q^ This

would lead us to the conclusion that the actual loss of energy Q x was

of the order of 1 per cent, of the total energy of the fuel.

No doubt some of the data employed in these calculations would

bear further investigation. The heat of formation of methane at

18° was found by Thomsen to be 21,750 KC, and the value 20,360 KC
for Q at 0° is derived from the equation (Wengert).

Q (273+()=18,505+5-9934(273+0+0-002936(273+^
2 which, ap-

plied in Nernst's equation to the calculation of the equilibrium

constants for the reactions,

C+2H2 ^ CH4+Q,

give results which accord fairly well with experimental observations.

Nearly every investigator who has attempted to determine the

thermal balance of coal distillation has drawn the conclusion that

an amount of heat equivalent to at least 1*5—2 per cent, of the total

energy of the fuel is absorbed in the process of distillation. A
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summary of the recent work on this subject will be found on page 30

of the Report of the Gas Investigations Committee of the Institution

of Gas Engineers for June 1920. Certain new investigations were

also carried out under the direction of the Committee, but they fail

to account for this loss. It may be observed that, in working out

the results of these experiments it is assumed that the heat of

formation of the tar is identical with that of naphthalene, which

is negative, and has a value equal to about 2 per cent, of the mole-

cular heat of combustion. From results published in Booth's
" Liquid Fuel," it appears that the certain investigations showed

that the heat of formation of tar from the hydraulic main of a gas

works might have a value as high as 9 per cent, of the heat of com-

bustion of the constituents. This appears to be an extreme case.

Examination of such data as the author has been able to obtain

leads him to the conclusion that the heat of combustion of tar is at

least 5 per cent, in excess of the heat of combustion calculated from

the composition. It would amount in the present case to 2700 KC.

Here is a subject for experimental investigation.

6. The Primary Air.—The quantity of primary air introduced

and the total nitrogen in the gas can be calculated from the data

in Table VI.

Table VIII.

Oxygen required for equation 2, Table VI
3, „

„ in coal

Total oxygen
Equivalent nitrogen

Total primary air

Nitrogen in primary air

fuel

1-5575 kg.-mol.
0-806

-0312

20515
8-200

10-2575

8-206 kg.-mol.
0050 „

gas ... 8-256 „

No attempt is made to consider the distribution of the nitrogen

in the gas.

It has been pointed out that it was found impossible to account

for more than 0*25 kilogram of steam per kilogram of coal. The
estimation of the primary air is given by *

760X
(10-257

3

+
9

l-389)
=91mm -

7. The Composition of the Gas.—In dealing with furnace problems

it is quite usual to base calculations upon the dry tar-free analysis

* See Tables III and VIII.
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of the gas, and to ignore the fact that in actual practice producer

gas contains a very considerable quantity of tar, which may have

a calorific value equal to 10 per cent, of the total calorific value of

the gas, and also some water vapour. It has already been pointed

out that we do not know much about the properties of gas producer

tar, and it is to direct attention to such lacunae in our knowledge

of the process of gasification that this paper has been written. It

seems, however, that crude tar has generally a composition which

does not contain more hydrogen than would be represented by the

formula (CH)„, so that if the gas contains 0*440 kilogram-molecules

of carbon as tar per 100 kilograms of fuel, not more than 0*220

kilogram-molecules of hydrogen will be present in combination

with it. Making this assumption, we can calculate the composition

of the gas, as is done in Table IX.

Table IX.

Comjiosition of Gas.

Dry tar-free gas.

Crude Gas. Kg.-mol. Per cent

0-806 K.M. 0-806 4-9

4-504 4-504 270
0-650 0-650 38

fC 0-440 — —
(H2

0-220 -

—

—
2-567 2-567 15-3

8-206 8-206 49-0

0-278 — —

co 2

CO
CH4

Tar

H 2

N 2

H
2

To calculate the volume of the gas, we can neglect the volume of

the tar. The volume of the wet gas at 0° will be, for gasification at

100 kilograms per hour :

17-011 x 22-4 = 380 cubic metres per hour,
or 0-106 cubic metre per second.

The composition of the gas corresponds with that produced in

Bone and Wheeler's experiments at a saturation pressure of 55°,

when the steam gasified corresponded with 0*325 kilogram per kilo-

gram of coal, corresponding with 1*805 kilogram-molecules of water

per 100 kilograms of coal. If we adopt this value for the quantity

of steam injected, we find the quantity of primary air required falls

to 9*452 kilogram-molecules per 100 kilograms of fuel (for example,

Table VI), and the hydrogen in the gas rises to 3*395 kilogram-mole-

cules, or 20 per cent, in the dry tar-free gas. It is probable therefore

that their estimate of the quantity of steam introduced is excessive.

8. Changes in the Gas Main.—Even if the gas is to be heated

regeneratively in the furnace it is as well to avoid loss of sensible

heat in the gas main. From the figures in Table VII it will be seen
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that a fall in temperature of 100° means a loss of 13,500 KC, or

1*75 per cent, of the total energy of the fuel. Considerable fall of

temperature and slow passage through the main also involve loss

of tar, which is valuable, not only on account of its intrinsic calorific

power, but also because the flame from tar-laden gas radiates

strongly, and is efficient in the furnace. Fall of temperature also

conduces to the reversal of the reactions :

2CO ^ C02+C,

which may explain the deposition of soot in the main, the reaction

taking place in contact with the brick lining of the main and at the

surface of dust particles. In some plants the deposition of soot is

almost negligible, in others it gives rise to serious trouble. The
slight progressive reversal of the water gas reaction is probably not

important.

The mains should be circular in section, so as to reduce the surface,

and to promote uniform flow, and they should be lined with suitable

brickwork, and protected externally from wind and weather. The
area should be such as to provide for a flow of gas at a rate of about

5 metres per second, and the lead to the furnace should be as short

as possible.

9. The Changes in the Gas Regenerators.—Actual temperature

measurements in connection with the process of regeneration are

apt to be misleading, as the temperatures observed are rather those

of the surrounding brickwork than of the gases. Here is a field for

research which, if carefully conducted, would give valuable results.

Most writers on this subject lay stress upon the importance of

working with a low water content in the producer gas, since the

change in the water gas relationship results in the transformation of

carbon monoxide and water vapour into carbon dioxide and hydro-

gen. With low water saturation the change in thermal energy is

small, and the heat evolved remains in the gas as sensible heat.

It is assumed, however, that the lower radiating power of the

hydrogen flame reduces the efficiency of the furnace.

This reaction is probably much less important than others which

result in the cracking of the hydrocarbons associated with the tar,

which, when they burn, produce flames with very high radiating

power. We know, too, that at 1000°, in contact with hot surfaces,

methane is decomposed, the condition of equilibrium at that tem-

perature in the equation :

CH4 ^ C+2H
2

being represented by a concentration of 1 per cent, of methane
in the gas. This may well account for the deposition of carbon

in regenerators, particularly as the carbon from methane is of a
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bard, graphitic character, which does not easily burn off in the waste
gases during reversal.

10. The Quantity of Secondary Air required to Burn the Gas, and
the Volume of the Waste Gases.—These data can be arrived at from
the results in Table IX.

Table X.

Oxygen required for
Composition of gas. combustion. Products of combustion.

CO, 0-806 kg.-mol. co 2
0-806 kg.-mol

CO 4-504 „ 2-252 kg.-mol. CO, 4-504

CH4 0650 1-300 (CO,
IH8

0-650
1-300

Tar (C 0-440 0-440 co2
0-440

IH 2
0-220 0-110 H 2

0-220
H, 2-567 1-283 H,0 2-567
n; 8-206 — N, 8 206
H,0 0-278 — h",o 0-278

Total oxygen as above ... 5-385 kg.-mol.
Add 25%

Total required for combustion of ^as ..

1-346 »

0-731
Equivalent niti ogen 26-924 »

Total secondary air ... ... ... 33-655 ,,

Volume at 0°= 33-655 X 22-4= 754 cubic metres per hour or 0209
cubic metre per second.

Table XI.

Composition of Waste Gases.

Kg.-mols. Per cent.

C0 2 6.400 13-4

H..O 4-365 9-3

O a 1-346 2-8

N 2 35-130 74-5

Volume at 0°— 1058 cubic metres per hour.
— 0-294 cubic metre per second.

11. The Heat of Combustion of the Gas is calculated from the

composition of the gas, Table IX, and the data in Table I. The
heat of combustion of methane is taken as the difference between
the sum of the heats of combustion of C-r2H2

and the heat of

formation of methane, the value being 190,000 KC. The heat of

combustion of the tar is taken as the heats of combustion of its

constituents plus 5 per cent.

Table XII.

Heat of Combustion of the Gas.

CO 4-504 kg.-mol. 305,980 KC
CH 4 0-650 „ 123,500 „

fC 0-440 „ 41,690
Tar \ H 2 0220 „ 12,720

1 +5% - 2,700
H, 2-567 „ 148,390

Total 634,980 KC
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12. The Heat Carried Away by the Waste Gases.—We know very

little about the phenomena of heat interchange in furnaces, or of

the actual temperatures to which the waste gases are reduced. If

the temperature of the walls and crown of a tank furnace and of

the glass in it are found by observation with an optical pyrometer to

be 1400°, the gases will undoubtedly leave the furnace at a higher

temperature. We do not know what that temperature is, so, at a

critical stage in our calculations, we are bound to make a guess.

As the temperature will probably lie between 1400° and 1500°,

we will calculate the thermal capacity of the gas at both tempera-

tures, so as to ascertain the order of the error involved.

Table XIII.

Heat Carried Away by the Waste Gases.

At 1500° At 1400°

By the CO, 6-400 kg. -mol. 114,800 KC 100,280 KC
H 26 4-365 „ 63,710 „ 58,260 „
N,,0„ 36-476 „ 403,610 „ 374,060 „

Totals 582,120 KC 538,600 KC

The difference is 43,520 KC, which is about 5 per cent, of the

calorific value of the coal, if we make an error of 100° in our estimate

of the temperature of the waste gases. We will adopt the value

corresponding with the higher temperature in our calculations. If

the gas and secondary air mix completely in the hearth of the

furnace we need not consider the effect of dissociation, which is

small, particularly in presence of excess of air.

13. The Regenerative Heating of the Air and Gas.—It may now be

pointed out that if the waste gases leave the hearth of the furnace

at 1500° there is very little difference between the amount of heat

which they would carry away and the amount of heat which would
be generated by the combustion of the cold gas with cold air. The
efficiency of the furnace will then depend upon the amounts of heat

brought to the furnace as sensible heat by the air and gas, and
ultimately on the efficiency of the process of regeneration. We will

now calculate the amount of heat carried by the secondary air and
gas. In the former case, the values are arrived at by multiplying

36*655, the quantity of secondary air in kilogram-molecules, by the

thermal capacities for perfect gases, 0°— 1°, given in Table I. In

the latter case the procedure is similar, but in dealing with the tar

the specific heat of the carbon is calculated from the formula

H£=0-440 (2-1+0-0017^.

No doubt changes take place in the gas in its passage through the

regenerators, even in the space of two to three seconds, but it is

not possible to estimate them numerically.
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Table XIV.

Sensible Heat of Secondary Air.

Temperature. Sensible heat.

600° 139,340 KC
800° 188,670 „

1000° 239,440 „

Table XV.

Sensible Heat of Gas.

400° 600° 800° 1000°

co 2 ...

CH4 ...

C
H 2

...

N 2,H,,CO .

Totals (appro

3231 KC
3152 „
489 „
935 „

42,105 „
*.) 49,910 „

5097 KC 7067 KC
5213 „ 7449 „
824 „ 1262 „
1419 „ 1928 „

64,142 „ 86,847 „
76,690 „ 104,550 „

9121 KC
10,250 „
1672 „
2474 „

110,215 „
133,730 „

14. The Total Energy available in the Furnace.—Assuming that

the waste gases leave the furnace at 1500°, we can calculate the

amount of energy which will be available in the furnace for melting

glass, and for compensating for losses through the walls, for different

conditions of regenerative heating of the gas and secondary air to

temperatures between 600° and 1000°. By plotting the values of

the sensible heats against the temperatures in Tables XIV and XV
the necessary data for the calculation for any combination of

temperatures can be obtained, but, for the sake of simplicity we

will assume that the gas and secondary air are both preheated to

the same temperature in each case.

The total energy of the fuel gasified is 743,500 KC. We have

also to evaporate about 1*4 kilogram-molecules of water to provide

the primary steam, so that supposing the efficiency of the boiler

is 75 per cent., we shall require another 20,000 KC for this service,

making a total of 763,500 KC introduced into the system. The

efficiency of the furnace in terms of the relationship of the amount

of energy available for melting glass to the total energy of the fuel

used is then :

—

Table XVI.

Energy Available in Furnace.

Temperature of regeneration

Heat of combustion of gas

Sensible heat of secondary
air ...

Sensible heat of gas#

Total heat brought into

furnace 851,010 „
Sensible heat of waste gases

1500° 582,120 „

600°

634,980 KC

139,340 „
76,690 „

800°

634,980 KC

188,670 „
104,550 „

1000°

634,980 KC

239,440 „
133,730 „

928,200 „ 1,008,150 „

582,120 „ 582,120 „

Energy available in'furnace 268,890 f

„

346,080 „ 426,030 „
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Table XVII.

Temperature of regenerative
Heating of gas and air.

600°
800°

1000°

Percentage
efficiency.

54
45
54

The advantage of efficient regenerative preheating of the gas

and air seems to have been more clearly recognised in the steel

industry than in the glass industry, and in open hearth furnaces

the gas and air are generally supposed to be preheated to about
1000°. It may, however, be pointed out that observations made by
ordinary pyrometric methods give the temperature of the brickwork

of the regenerators, and not the actual gas temperatures, which may
be higher or lower, according to the direction in which the streams

are passing. As changes may take place in the gas as it passes

through the regenerator which are disadvantageous, there is an
obvious advantage in placing the producer as close to the furnace

as possible and reducing the capacity of the gas regenerator to the

smallest possible limits. If the air enters the regenerator at 200°,

picking up some heat from the walls of the channels, and the gas

enters the regenerator at 500°, the relative amounts of heat required

to raise their temperatures to 1000° will be :

—

Table XVIII.

Sensible heat of secondary air at 1000° 239,440 KG
200° 44,880 „

Heat taken up in regenerator ... ... 194,560

Sensible heat of gas at 1000° 133,730
500° 63,300

Heat taken up in regenerator ... ... 70,430 ,,

The ratio of the volumes of the secondary air and gas, allowing

25 per cent, excess of secondary air, and supposing that the gas is

such as is generated in a modern gas producer, is 2/1, so that the

volume of gas regenerator need not be greater than half the volume
of the air regenerator, if, indeed, it is advisable to make it even as

large as this.

15. Variations in Working Conditions.—Anyone who wishes to

do so can work out the effect of varying conditions, such as the

influence of the amount of secondary air on the efficiency of the

furnace, from the data given in this paper. For a constant working
temperature this is, of course, less when the temperature of regenera-

tion is high than when it is low. Without going into the details of

the calculation the following results may be set down, which the

reader may compare with those in Tables XVI and XVII.
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Table XIX.

Temperature of regeneration G00° 1000°

Heat Percentage Heat Percentage
available. efficiency. available. efficiency.

No excess of secondary air 314,030 KC 41 426,030 KC 59
50 per cent, „ „ 207,500 „ 26 384,880 „ 50

The effect is obviously considerable.

B. The Energy Required to Melt and Plain Glass.

The problem is rather a complex one, as the glass is melted and
plained at 1400° in the melting end of the tank and cooled down to

about 1100° in the working end. We will consider the process

which takes place in the melting end.

The composition of the glass is as follows :

—

Table XX.

Si0
2

76-4% 100 mols. 1-255 kg.-mol. per
Na2 16-9% 21-5 „ 02725 100 kg. of

CaO 6-7% 9-3 „ 0119 glass.

The total heat change which takes place when the glass is melted

and plained can be calculated on the assumption that the process

can be divided into two parts. We can assume that the chemical

reactions involved in the melting of the glass take place at the

ordinary temperature, and calculate the heat changes from the

results of Tschernobaeff's experiments. We can then calculate the

amount of heat required to raise the glass to the founding

temperature. Unfortunately, we have no accurate knowledge of

the interval specific heats of technical glasses over this range, and

can only deduce them on the assumption, based upon the study of

fused minerals, that

1"4 to(o"—ioo"i
==

^io"—l-iotr)

approximately. One can only make the best use of existing data

and direct attention to the need for research in this direction. The
specific heats 0°—100° can be calculated from the data given in

Hovestadt's " Jena Glass," p. 196.

Table XXI.

S(o°-io<n a
=(0-1913 X 0-764+ 0-2764 x 0-169+0-1903 x0-067)= 0-207.

S|o°-M5f =0-207 x 1-4= 0-29.

(1) Thermal capacity of 100 kg. of glass 0—1400°= -029x 100 X 1400 KC
=_ 40,000 KC.

We will now calculate the amount of heat required to produce

100 kilos, of glass from different batches.
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Table XXII.

Glass from Soda Ash and Limestone (CaC03 ).

(2) 0T19(CaCO 3+ SiO 2 ) = 0119(CaSiO 3+ CO 2
)-0-119x25,300KC=-3010

(3) 0-2725(Na
2CO 3+ SiO,) = 0-2725(Na.,SiO 3+ CO 2)-0-2725x 30,400 KC =

-8285 KC.

(4) l'265-(0-119+ 0-2725)SiO, (sand) = 0-8735 Si0 2 (glass) -0-8735 X 7000
KC= -6115KC.

(5) Thermal capacity of C0 2 ,
0°—1400° = -(0-119+ 0-2725) X 16,600 KC =

-6500 KC.

Heat of formation of 100 kg. of glass

= Sumof (1), (2), (3), (4), (5)
= -64,570 KC.

Table XXIII.

Glass from Soda-ash and Lime (CaO).

(6) 0-119(CaO + SiO 2 ) = 0119CaSiO 3 + 0119+17,200KC = 2045KC.
(7) As in (3).

(8) „ „ (4).

(9) Thermal capacity of C0 2 ,
0°— 1400° = - 01 19 x 16,600 KC= - 2045 KC.

Heat of formation of 100 kg. of glass.

= Sumof (1), (6), (7), (8), (9)
= -56,835 KC.

Table XXIV.

Glass from Sodium Sulphate, Coke, and Limestone.

(10) 0-2725(Na 2SO4+ SiO 2+ C) = 0-2725(Na„SiO 3+ SO,+ CO)- 0-2725

X

75,400 KC=- 20,540 KC.

In practice, less than the full quantity of coke is used so that

-20,540 KC is a minimum value.

(11) As in (2) above.
(12) „ „ (4) „
(13) Thermal capacity of the gas, assigning to S0 2 and C0 2 the same specific

heat :

—

= -0-2725X 10,255-(0-2715+ 0-119)X 16,600 KC=-9290 KC.

(14) Heat of combustion of 10% of CO- 1850 KC.
Heat of formation of 100 kg. of glass

=Sum ofiflO), (11), (12), (13), (14)
= -77,710 KC.

Table XXV.
Glass from Sodium Sulphate, Coke, and Lime.

(15) As in (10) above.
(16) „ „ (6) „
(17) „ „ (4) „
(18) Thermal capacity of gas

= -0-2725X 10,255 KC + 02725 X 16,600 KC= -6500 KC.
(19) As in (14) above.

Heat of formation of 100 kg. of glass
= Sum or-$15), (16), (17), (18), (19)
= -69,865 KC.
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The following is a summary of the results detailed above, giving

the heats of formation in round numbers :

—

(a) Glass from soda-ash and limestone ... ... ... —64,550 KC.
(6) ,, „ soda-ash and lime ... ... ... —56,850 ,,

(c) ,, ,, sodium sulphate, coke, and limestone ... —77,700 ,,

(d) „ ,, sodium sulphate, coke, and lime ... —69,850 ,,

The melting of soda-lime glass batches has been dealt with by
Hodkin and Turner, and their results are set forth in a paper which

js published in this issue of the Journal. The author has contri-

buted a note to the discussion on their paper to which reference may
be made.*

C.

—

The Efficiency of a Tank Furnace.

In the first part of this paper we drew the conclusion that

the fuel efficiency of a furnace, burning a rich gas, generated from a

bituminous coal in a modern gas producer, was mainly dependent

upon the efficiency of the regenerative processes. If the furnace

is worked at 1400°, we may obtain an estimate of the relative

efficiency of the processes taking place in three tank furnaces of

similar construction, and melting glass at the same rate, but differing

in the construction of the regenerators, so the temperatures to

Avhich the air and gas are preheated are 600°, 800°, and 1000°

respectively, and the fuel efficiencies in round numbers 35 per cent.,

45 per cent., and 55 per cent.

The first tank consumes 60 kilo, of coal of net calorific value

7435 KC for every 100 kilo, of glass produced. We therefore

have :

—

Table XVI.

Total energy of fuel 60 kilos.

Energy available in furnace 55%
required to plain 100 kilos, glass
lost through walls of furnace

,, outside furnace
,, through walls of furnace

utilised in melting glass

446,100 KC.
245,350 „

- 64,500 „
-180,750 „
45% of total.

40-5% „ „
14-5% „ :,

In the case of the second tank furnace, preheating the gas and
air to 800°, the heat utilised in the furnace is the same in quantity,

so we must burn more fuel to make up for the lower efficiency.

Table XVII.

Total energy utilised in furnace and lost through walls

,, ,, of fuel at 45% efficiency

Coal per ton glass 545,200/743,500 ...

Increase in coal consumption ...

Energy lost outside furnace

,, „ through walls of furnace
„ utilised in melting glass

245,350 KC.
545,200 „
0-73

20%
55% of total.

"" /o >> "
12% „ „

* This vol., Trans., p. 188. Discussion to appear in the October number.
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In the third tank furnace the gas and air are preheated to 600°

and the fuel efficiency is 35 per cent.

Table XVIII.

Total energy utilised and lost in furnace ... ... ... 245,350 KC.
of fuel at 35% efficiency 701,000 „

Coal per ton of glass 701000/743500 ... 0-94

Increase in coal consumption on most efficient furnace ... 50%
Energy lost outside furnace ... ..: ... ... ... 65% of total.

,, ,, through walls of furnace ... ... ... 26% ,, ,,

,, utilised in melting glass ... ... ... ... 9% ,, „

Even in a relatively efficient furnace the heat loss from the walls

of the furnace itself is the ultimate factor which determines the

relationship between the fuel consumption and the glass output,

and the possibility of saving this loss is a matter which should

receive the attention of manufacturers. However, no one who
has studied furnace problems attentively can have failed to come to

the conclusion that the problems which require investigation are

sufficiently numerous to keep a large body of research workers

fully engaged for a very long time. If they succeeded in reducing

the coal consumption in the glass industry by 10 per cent., their

work could not be considered otherwise than productive.

In conclusion, I have to thank Dr. Harold Hartley, of the

Richmond Gas Stove and Meter Co., for the trouble which he has

taken in checking my calculations, and for many valuable suggestions

as to the treatment of the subject.

Beacon Hall, Priory Gardens,
Highgate, London, N. 6.

[Discussion of the above paper is invited.

—

Editor.]

XV.

—

The Thermal Expansion of Glasses containing

Aluminium.

By S. English, M.Sc., and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

{Read at the Leeds Meeting, November \lth, 1920).

Low thermal expansion glasses in commerce are usually assisted

with high percentages of silica and considerable proportions of

boric oxide. Of basic oxides, that of magnesium has hitherto been
regarded generally as most effective in reducing thermal expansion,

and while we have proved that Schott very much over-estimated
this virtue of magnesia, we were able to demonstrate that magnesium
gave trisilicate glasses with much lower expansion than those of

calcium.
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Schott ascribed to alumina the cubical coefficient factor of 5*0,

identical with that for calcium oxide. This factor is for percent-

age additions and not for molecular proportions, but the inference

one would make at first is that an aluminium-containing glass would
not be one of fairly low coefficient of expansion.

On the other hand, a comparatively high value for alumina is not

altogether in keeping with the fact that porcelains have, generally

speaking, considerably lower expansions than commercial glasses.

Since alumina was placed by Schott on a level with lime, our

first comparison may appropriately be an actual comparison of

the two in glasses. The materials at our disposal were the sodium

-

calcium-aluminium trisilicate glasses described in a previous paper.*

In these, calcium oxide was successively replaced by molecular

quantities of alumina. The linear thermal expansions, determined

dilatometrically, were as follows :

—

Table I.

Thermal Expansions of Sodium-Calcium-Aluminium Trisilicate

Glasses.

Temperature range 25—90°.

Glass No. CaO per cent. A1 2 3 per cent. a X 19 s
-

10 1061
' 044 810

460 9-74 2-67 736
459 7-91 5-23 700
458 7-10 7-10 688

In the glasses here referred to, starting with No. 10, of approximate

molecular composition GSiOgjOOCaOjl'lNaoO, and replacing CaO
by A1

2 3 in stages of 0*1 molecule, it is quite clear that such

molecular substitution leads to a marked reduction of thermal ex-

pansion. Glasses Nos. 458 and 459, whilst not of exceptionally

low thermal expansion, have values at least as low as a number
of the good brands of chemical glassware at present in use, although

these contain boric oxide as a rule and in some cases also zinc oxide.

The thermal expansions of the simple sodium-aluminium-

trisilicate glasses are set out in Table II.

Table II.

Thermal Expansion of Sodium-Aluminium Trisilicate Glasses.

Temperature range 25—90°.

A1 2 3 mols.
Glass No. Al

2O a per cent. per cent. oX lO*.

1 — 1153
441 2-72 1-62 1088
442 4-25 257 1020
443 6-84 419 939
4446 8-96 5-98 811

445rf 1071 6-64 764
446c 1269 7-93 710

Glass No. 1 corresponds approximately to 6Si0 2,2Na 20.

* This Journal, 1921, 5, Trans. 107.
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These results indicate that, molecule for molecule, the substitu-

tion of sodium oxide by alumina reduces the coefficient of glasses

much more than either lime or magnesia. From this point of

view, the aluminium-containing glasses must be considered, there-

fore, as amongst those of comparatively low thermal expansion.

Fig. 1.
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C. Sodium aluminium tri-silicate.
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The comparison of the three oxides, lime, magnesia, and alumina,

in their effect on thermal expansion is clearly evident from Fig. 1,

the aluminium trisilicate glasses showing at least as big a reduction,

compared with magnesium, as the magnesium trisilicate glasses show
over those of calcium.

Whilst the comparison of similar types of glasses must always

be made on a molecular basis in any scientific discussion, we have

no proof of the basic character of alumina in these or other glasses,

and it may not substitute sodium oxide in precisely the same way
as calcium or magnesium oxide. Further, as, in the commercial

VOL. V. N
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comparison of glasses, percentage by weight is usually employed,

it is not to be expected in these circumstances that, as a substituent

for soda, alumina will show to such advantage compared with

magnesia as when the scientific molecular basis is employed. This

is obvious, remembering that the molecular weight of MgO is 40

whilst that of A1
2 3

is 102.
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Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 shows the effect of lime, magnesia, and alumina when

compared according to percentage by weight in the glass. From
this diagram it is clear that, weight for weight, magnesium is

distinctly more effective than either alumimum or calcium in

reducing expansion when these elements substitute sodium in the

trisilicate glasses. In regard to calcium and aluminium, there is

no great difference in their effect, although when the percentage

exceeds seven, aluminium is appreciably the more effective.
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As already stated, Schott ascribed to alumina the factor for

cubical expansion of 5-0 X 10~7
. The calculated values of the

expansion of the above aluminium-containing glasses, using Schott's

factors, do not agree with the observed values. On the other

hand, we find the methods of the new factors, which appeared in

our previous papers to be not untenable, are not applicable here.

Indeed, the value for alumina appears negative, assuming SiO2
=0-15

and Na
2
0= 12-96. It is possible that the factor for sodium oxide

is incorrect, although the value calculated from the sodium-calcium

trisilicate glasses agreed closely with that derived from the sodium
silicates. On the other hand, as already suggested, aluminium
may not act as a basic- but as an acidic-forming element in these

glasses, and the factors previously calculated may hold only in

certain series or similar series of glasses.

Obviously, further research is desirable. To this end we have
already made preliminary experiments in which alumina is used

to replace silica.

Summary.

1. The thermal expansions of several trisilicate glasses containing

sodium and aluminium or sodium- calcium and aluminium have
been determined.

2. It is shown that the glasses containing considerable propor-

tions of aluminium have comparatively low thermal expansion.

3. On the basis of molecular composition, aluminium reduces

the thermal expansion of trisilicate glasses not only very much more
so than calcium, but also much more than magnesium.

4. On the basis of weight for weight, magnesium is much more
effective than either calcium or aluminium when these elements

in turn substitute sodium in trisilicate glasses. Calcium and
aluminium do not greatly differ in their effect.

Department of Glass Technology,
The University, Sheffield.

n2
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XVI.

—

The Relative Advantages and Disadvantages

of Limestone, Burnt Lime, and Slaked Lime as

Constituents of Common Glass Batches containing

Soda-ash and Salt-cake. Part I.

By F. W. Hodkin, B.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

(Read at the She/field Meeting, January 19th, 1921.)

The introduction of calcium or calcium oxide into glass may be

brought about in one of three ways, (1) by the use of calcium

carbonate in one of its various forms, such as limestone, limespar,

chalk
; (2) of calcium oxide used in the form of burnt lime

; (3) of

calcium hydroxide, otherwise slaked lime.

Each of these forms in use possesses certain advantages and
disadvantages. Thus, limestone, limespar, and chalk are recom-

mended as particularly useful, since the gas, carbon dioxide, which

is evolved when heated in the furnace, exercises a mechanical

stirring action and should, apparently, make for homogeneity of

the glass and more rapid melting.

Burnt lime will obviously be dearer than limestone; for whilst

the decomposition of the latter is carried out inside the glass

furnace, the former is the result of a prior and independent heating.

There is the advantage, however, that any carbonaceous matter

associated with the limestone is burnt out in the lime-kiln, with

the result that a better coloured glass is often obtained in tank

furnaces by using burnt lime. Two serious disadvantages, on the

other hand, are (1) its tendency to absorb both moisture and carbon

dioxide on storage so that its composition becomes indefinite, and

(2) the dust, on handling it, is by no means pleasant, and may,
indeed, be quite harmful.

Slaked lime is usually less unpleasant to deal with than burnt

lime, and its attractiveness for moisture is also less. It absorbs

carbon dioxide, however, and its composition requires to be con-

trolled from time to time.

The constancy of chemical composition and relative cheapness,

apart from any advantage claimed owing to the mechanical stirring

action of the gas evolved, have set opinion in recent years in favour

of limestone and limespar rather than burnt lime or slaked lime.

Even in America, where the use of burnt lime is still common
practice, limestone has been advocated, and one may reasonably

ask whether or not the custom of employing burnt lime in com-

bination with soda-ash offers any real advantages.
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In any investigation of the problem, it is also necessary to take

into consideration the form in which the alkali is added. Both

soda-ash and salt-cake are still in general use, and whilst the choice

of one or the other has been guided generally by considerations of

relative purity and relative price, it appears from experimental

observation that the one cannot altogether replace the other with-

out some influence on the resulting glass. There are, indeed,

certain specific influences due to these substances quite apart

from serving as sources of sodium oxide.

Gelstharp {Trans. Amer. Cer. JSoc, 1914, 16, 109), indeed, has

expressed the opinion that for the production of a glass containing

more than a limited amount of lime, soda-ash alone as the source

of alkali could not be used satisfactorily, but that salt-cake was
necessary. Whilst the limits which he sets may be open to dis-

cussion, it is certainly true, as one of us has found in works practice,

that slight difficulties have arisen in the production of high lime-

containing glasses when salt-cake Avas substituted wholly by soda-

ash with the view of speeding up production. Whilst the initial

melting operation has rapidly taken place, a slight white scum
has been noticed on the surface which it has taken a considerable

time to get rid of. The introduction of a proportion of the alkaline

oxide as salt-cake has been very effective in preventing the formation

of such a scum.

Apart from this specific influence, it has also been known from

practical working experience that glass made from salt-cake does

possess a difference in fluidity or viscosity from that prepared from

soda-ash.

For these reasons it is desirable in testing the comparative rates

of melting glass containing the different forms of lime that not

only soda-ash but salt-cake shall be brought into consideration.

Experimental.
With the object of comparing the relative advantages of limestone,

burnt lime, and slaked lime, a series of batches was tested, the

composition of which was decided on in view of the foregoing

considerations. Thus the following batches were compared :

—

A. Soft glass batches containing respectively soda-ash and burnt

lime, soda-ash and limespar, salt-cake and limespar, salt-cake and
burnt lime, mixtures of soda-ash and salt-cake, with limespar and
burnt lime respectively.

B. Batches in every way similar to A, but containing propor-

tionately less silica and therefore of a still softer character.

C. Batches similar to B, but containing in addition a small amount
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of magnesia corresponding to the use of part of the limespar or

limestone as dolomite.

D. Batches similar to C, but in which the magnesia was present,

not as a total addition, but to substitute one-tenth of the molecular

proportion of the soda-ash.

E. A set of batches similar to A in which the three forms, namely,

limestone, burnt lime, and slaked lime, were compared in soda-ash,

salt-cake, and mixed soda-ash-salt-cake batches.

Meltings of the above batches were carried out at precisely

similar temperatures and under similar conditions in small crucibles.

The main object was to ascertain the relative rates of melting and
the comparative fluidities of the glasses obtained, and for the

sake of clearness on these points, records of other observations are

omitted at this stage.

In carrying out the experiments the batch was added to the

crucible at the recpaired melting temperature in one filling. At
the end of each half-hour after filling on, the progress of the melting

operation was tested by dipping a thin fireclay rod into the glass

and withdrawing a small sample for observation. The temperature

was determined by an optical pyrometer, the reading being made
on the top of the pot, the difference between the top and the bottom
having been found previously to be approximately 20° to 30°,

the bottom being at the higher temperature. At the end of the

operation the glass was poured from the crucible in order to give

some indication of its fluidity.

The type of batch selected in these experiments was that in

common use for operation by rapid semi-automatic or fully auto-

matic machines. It is hoped in another communication to state

the results with a glass containing a distinctly higher proportion

of calcium oxide.

Statement of Results.

Table A.

Batch compositions per 1000 parts of sand.

Glass No 417 418 419 420 421 422
Soda-ash (95%) 336 336 419 419
Salt-cake Ill 111 — — 561 561
Limespar 166 — 166 — 166 —
Burnt lime — 93 — 93 — 93
Coke 45 4-5 — 25 25

Comparison at 1350°.

Melting rate 2 3 4 15 6

Fluidity 3 4 5 12 6

Comparison at 1400°.

Melting rate 3 3 2 13 4
Fluidity 2 2 2 13 4
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In regard to fluidity, at 1350° there was little difference between

glasses 417, 418, and 419, and less still at 1400°.

The results show that the batch containing the alkali as soda-ash

in conjunction with burnt lime melts more readily than any of the

other combinations. Next in order comes the mixed soda-ash-

salt-cake batch with limespar at the lower temperature, although,

at the higher, the soda-ash-limespar was first. The salt-cake-

burnt lime batch was in each case slowest.

Table B.

Batch compositions per 900 parts of sand.

Glass Nos 423 424 425 426 427 428
Soda-ash (95%) 336 336 419 419 — —
Salt-cake Ill 111 — 561 561
Limespar 166 166 166 —
Burnt lime — 93 — 93 — 93
Coke 45 4-5 — — 25 25

Comparison at 1350°.

Melting rate 2 2 2 14 5
Fluidity 2 2 3 14 5

Comparison at 1400°.

Melting rate 2 3 2 14 5

The differences in melting rate were less marked when a melting

temperature of 1400° was used than at 1350°. This was the usual

experience.

Here again the soda-ash-burnt lime was melted most readily

and once more the wholly salt-cake batches were last.

Table C.

Batch compositions per 900 parts of sand.

Glass Nos 429 430 431 432 433 434
Soda-ash (95%) 336 336 419 419 — —
Salt-cake Ill 111 — — 561 561
Limespar 166 — 166 — 166 —
Burnt lime — 93 — 93 — 93
Magnesia (90%) 7-5 7-5 7-5 7-5 7-5 7
Coke 45 45 — — 25 25

Comparison at 1350°.

Melting rate 112 13 4
Fluidity 2 2 2 13 4

The results at 1400° were similar to those at 1350°. The fluidity,

instead of being reduced by the addition of the magnesia, was
distinctly improved and this was specially noticeable at the higher

temperature of 1400°. The effect of the magnesia was also to
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make the mixed soda-ash-salt-cake batches melt practically as

rapidly as the soda-ash-burnt lime batch.

Table D.

Batch compositions per 900 parts of sand.

Glass Nos 435 436 437 438 430 440

Soda-ash (95%) 325 325 408 408 —
Salt-cake Ill 111 — 547 547
Limespar 166 — 166 — 166 —
Burnt lime — 93 — 93 — 93
Magnesia (90%) 7*5 7-5 7-5 7-5 7-5 7-5

Coke 4-5 45 — 25 25

Comparison at 1350°.

Melting rate 2 3 4 14 4

Fluidity 3 4 2 1 5

At 1400°, 436 melted and fined slightly more quickly than 435,

whilst 439 was also slightly better in these respects than 440.

Some experiments were also carried out at 1450°. The main

feature of the results was the greatly increased speed at which

glasses 439 and 440 melted and became plain.

Table E.

Comparison of Limestone, Burnt Lime, and Slaked Lime.

1. Batches containing soda-ash.

Composition
per 1000 parts of sand.

Glass Nos 469 470 471

Soda-ash 419 419 419
Salt-cake — — —
Limespar 166 — —
Burnt lime — 93 —
Slaked lime — — 122

Comparison at 1350°.

Melting rate 3 12
Fluidity 2 13

The same results were obtained when melting was carried out

1400°.
2. Batches containing salt-cake.

Batch compositions
per 1000 parts of sand.

Glass Nos 474 475 476

Limespar 166 — —
Burnt lime — 93 —
Slaked lime — — 122

Salt-cake 566 566 566
Coke 25 25 25
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With these batches, meltings were carried out at four different

temperatures, with the following results :

—

Comparative melting rates.

474 475 476

At 1300° 2 1 3

„ 1350° 1 3 2

„ 1400° 13 2

„ 1450° 1 2 2

It will be noted that, except at the lowest temperature, 1300°,

the salt-cake-limespar combination was melted most rapidly. On
the whole, also, the salt-cake-burnt lime mixture was slowest.

In regard to fluidity, the glass from batch 474 came first, that

from 475 differed from it but little, but with slaked lime the fluidity

was least. These results hold for all temperatures, although it is

to be noted that at 1450° little difference between the glasses could

be detected.

3. Batches containing both soda-ash and salt-cake.

Batch compositions
per 1000 parts of sand.

Glass Nos 484 485 486

Limcspar 166 — —
Burnt lime — 93 —
Slaked lime — — 122
Salt-cake Ill 111 111
Soda-ash 336 336 336
Coke 25 25 25

Comparative melting rates.

484 485 486

At 1300° 2 1 3

„ 1350° 1 2 3

„ 1400° 1 2 3

„ 1450° 1 2 3

As with the previous mixtures, (2), a change in the order of

melting rate occurs on change of temperature from 1300° to 1350°,

and it seems that the use of burnt lime is somewhat favourable

for use in a tank furnace which is not, or cannot be, maintained

at a fairly high temperature.

The fluidities of 484 and 485 were similar at 1300° and 1450°.

At 1350° and 1400°, 484 appeared slightly the more fluid. In all

cases, 486, made with slaked lime, was the most viscous.

General Results.

Certain fairly definite results issue from the foregoing tests. In

the first place, it is clear throughout all the tests that a batch

composed of soda-ash and burnt lime melts in all cases faster than

any other combination, whilst at corresponding temperatures it is
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also the most fluid. With soda-ash also as the sole source of alkali,

slaked lime appears preferable to limespar from the point of view

of melting rate.

Only in a slightly less degree is it clear that the salt-cake-burnt

lime batch is the slowest in being converted to glass, whilst the

latter is always more viscous than any other except that melted

from salt-cake and slaked lime.

Salt-cake-limespar mixtures melt quicker than the salt-cake-

burnt lime.

Between the three batch mixtures soda-ash-hmespar, soda-ash-

salt-cake-limespar, and soda-ash-salt-cake-lime there is less marked

difference. According to the conditions set out, in some cases

one, in some cases another, might be melted most readily. On the

whole the soda-ash-salt-cake-limespar batch may be given first

place.

It will thus be obvious that the relative advantages which any

one of the three forms of lime may possess may be profoundly

changed according as the source of the alkali is soda-ash or salt-cake.

One further point may be noted, namely, that the glasses made
from soda-ash alone usually were marked either on the surface

or at the edges with a very slight scum. Those prepared from

batches containing salt-cake or soda-ash and salt-cake mixed

were free from these markings.

Finally, the distinctly different viscosities observed with the

different glasses indicate that they cannot possess precisely the

same chemical composition, notwithstanding the correspondence

between the batches used. Either an equilibrium mixture is not

obtained before the glass is apparently ready; or, more probably,

the equilibrium mixture is different in different cases, being

influenced by small quantities of the original salts, or, in the case

of slaked lime, possibly also by traces of moisture.

Department of Glass Technology,
The University, Sheffield.
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XVII.

—

The Development of Various Types of Glass.

Part XI. The Effect of the Joint Presence of

Sodium and Potassium on the Solubility of Lead
Glasses.

By C. J. Peddle, D.Sc, F.I.C.

One of the most important properties demanded of all commercial
glasses is that of high durability. The user expects glass to
" weather " well, preserving its polished surface unaltered through

long exposure in ordinary conditions of use. A useful and rapid

test of the durability of a glass is to investigate its solubility (or,

more correctly, the degree to which the more soluble constituents

can be extracted) in powdered form in boiling water, and so the

solubility of glass becomes a highly important consideration.

A prolonged study of the solubility of glass in water has led to the

definite conclusion that solubility is dependent chiefly upon the

amount of alkali in the glass. The reduction of alkali in a batch

always results in a reduction of the solubility value and an improve-

ment in the durability of the glass. The diminution of the amount
of alkali in a glass batch, however, always raises the melting tempera-

ture, so that the manufacturer cannot go below a certain limit or it

would be impossible to melt his glass with the furnace temperature

at his disposal.

Recent research by the author has shown that, without lowering

the amount of alkali (that is to say, without impairing to any great

extent its melting properties) , it is possible to improve the durability

of any commercial glass. This is accomplished by using both
sodium and potassium compounds as fluxes in the same batch,

instead of the same percentage amount of either alkali alone.

The author first discovered this important fact when working on
alkali-calcium-silicate batches for hard crown optical glass in 1916,*

and found it was also true for lead, barium, strontium, zinc, and
magnesium glasses. He was surprised to find that literature on
glass was singularly devoid of information on this phenomenon.
One definite reference is made by Stoermer f who states that he
improved the durability of a certain window glass by substituting

potassium carbonate for some of the sodium sulphate in the original

batch, the percentage of silica and lime remaining substantially

the same. In discussion of the phenomenon, the author found that

the fact had been noted in isolated instances in manufacture. Thus
Dr. Travers informed him that he had found this state of affairs

* This Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, 96, 97. f Sprechsaal, 1901, 34, 1173.
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to hold in the manufacture of glass for lamp-working, and Professor

Turner also stated that in the investigation of lead glass for table

ware at Sheffield they found a mixture of alkalies gave more durable

glass. The results obtained at Sheffield have since been published.*

Since information on so highly important a matter was so meagre,

and where available only applied to isolated glasses, it seemed well

worth investigating whether the phenomenon held throughout

widely differing types of glass. Some of the author's results

obtained during this investigation have already appeared f and can

be summarised as under :

—

In the alkali-P\,OSi0
2

glasses, where RO is the oxide of either

calcium or lead, when the total alkali present is less than 20 per

cent., the glass containing both alkalies in equal proportion by

weight will be less soluble and more durable than either the glass con-

taining all its alkali as potassium oxide or all its alkali as sodium

oxide. This is true whatever the percentage of RO or Si02
in the glass.

Experiments not yet published have shown that RO may also

be represented by BaO, SrO, ZnO, or MgO.
It will be seen, then, that the phenomenon is true over a very wide

range. It apparently breaks down when the alkali content is much
greater than 20 per cent. Since probably every commercial glass

on the market to-day contains less than 20 per cent, of alkali, the

statement can be taken as applying to all commercial glasses.

The researches referred to above definitely established the fact that

the presence of two alkalies in equal percentage amount by weight

in a glass made for better durability. The question at once arose

whether having the two alkalies present in equal percentage amounts

gave the best durability for a given total alkali percentage, and

further research was carried out to try to discover what was the

best proportion in which to combine the two alkalies. The present

paper gives the results for the lead glasses.

Experimental.

(1) Four series of meltings were carried out according to the

following scheme :

—

Table I.

Percentage
Series

No. SiO a . Alkali. PbO.

(1) 205 GO 20 20

(2) 212 50 20 30

(3) 206 00 10 30

(4) 211 50 10 40

* This Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, 120.

f This Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, 97, for the calcium glasses; ibid., 354, for

the lead glasses.
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(2) The batch of every glass in a series contained the same per-

centage amount of silica, lead oxide, and total alkali, the only

variable being the proportion of sodium oxide to potassium oxide.

An example of how this proportion was varied is shown in Table II.

(3) The materials used in the batches and the mode of melting

Fia. 1.
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were precisely as described in previous papers. In a series of glasses

the conditions of melting were kept the same as far as possible.

(4) The solubilities of the glasses were obtained in the usual

method described in earlier papers, and for purposes of comparison

the values for " milligrams of H2iS04 per 100 grams of glass " were

employed.

(5) Most of the glasses were melted twice, and in some cases three
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or four times, and the mean of the solubility values was taken. It

was found that if several different melts were done with the same

batch, the conditions of time and temperature being kept the same

as far as possible, and the resultant glasses tested for solubility, the

values obtained were never exactly alike. The difference in value

Fig. 2.
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between two results was seldom more than 5 per cent., and was
probably due to the fact that no two batches had exactly similar

attacks upon the pot or suffered exactly similar volatilisation losses.

Thus the final glasses obtained from like batches would not have
identical compositions. The one which had shown most solvent

action on the pot would have dissolved the most silica and alumina

and would have improved in solubility owing to this circumstance.
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Since, however, this disturbing factor entered into every individual

glass melted, the relationships between the solubilities of the glasses

would not be altered, and the conclusions to be drawn remain the

same as though no attack had taken place.

Results.

The results for series 205 are given in detail in Table II and are

shown diagrammatically in Curve I of Fig. 1. The results of the

other three series are not given in detail, but will be found in the

diagrams. Curve II in Fig. 1 shows the results for the 20 per cent,

alkali, 30 per cent. PbO, 50 per cent Si02 series. Fig. 2 shows the

results of the 10 per cent, alkali, 30 per cent. PbO, 60 per cent. Si0
2

series (Curve I) and the 10 per cent, alkali, 40 per cent. PbO, 50

per cent. Si02
series (Curve II).

Table II.

Percentage. Milligrams of H 2S0 4

per 100 grams of

powdered glass.Series. Si0 2 . PbO Na
2
0. K 20.

05,4 60" 20 20 7891
B )t 15 5 48G6
G tt 12 8 4178
D

, „ 10 10 3523
E

} tt 8 12 2215
H t) 6 14 1680
F

t
5 15 2076

J 4 16 2844
K pl 25 175 3844
O ?»

Conclusions

20 7775

(1) Further evidence has been obtained that the presence of

both sodium and potassium in a glass endows it with a greater

durability than if only one alkali were present in equal amount.

(2) To obtain maximum durability in an alkali-lead-silicate glass

the best proportion in which to mix the alkalies is in the ratio of 7 parts

of potash to 3 parts of Soda. This ratio holds good for all percentages

of alkali below 20 and is independent of the amount of Si02 or PbO in

the glass.

This rule of solubility is deduced from the curves in Figs. 1 and 2,

which all show a minimum point at the ratio Na
2
0/K

20=3/7.
(3) A comparison of the two curves in either Fig. 1 or Fig. 2

emphasises a fact previously pointed out,* that the substitution of

PbO for Si0
2 improves the durability of lead glasses when the lead

oxide is less than 50 per cent.

* This Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, 355.
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(4) A consideration of the results previously obtained with lead

glasses * in the light of the results obtained in the present paper

leads to the conclusion that a glass of the following percentage

composition would be most satisfactory in the manufacture of

heavy lead glasses.

Si0242,Na203,K2
07,Pb048.

The percentage weights are expressed in whole numbers, and such a

glass would satisfy in a high degree the conditions of colour, density,

brightness, durability, melting, and working required in the making
of high-grade cut-glass ware.

The author desires to thank his assistant, Mr. W. S. Brown, for

considerable help in the melting and investigation of the glasses

discussed in this paper.

The Derby Crown Glass Co. Ltd.,

Little Chester,
Derby.

Discussion.

Dr. M. W. Travers (communicated) : In an address to the

Society of Chemical Industry in July 1918, and in a paper read

before the Society in November 1919, I referred to the fact that

table-working glasses containing potash as well as soda were less

subject to surface attack, and subsequent surface devitrification

in the flame, than the glasses which contained soda only. This

conclusion was arrived at from the results of experiments carried

out at the end of the year 1914, with a view to arriving at a formulae

for a table-working glass. A number of glasses, most of them taken

from pieces of chemical apparatus, were carefully analysed, but

their proportions were only investigated qualitatively. In one of

the papers referred to I have called attention to the fact that my
conclusions did not appear to accord with that recorded in Hove-

stadt's Jena Glass.

What we may call " Peddie's generalisation " will serve as a

valuable guide to glass manufacturers in designing new glasses,

for whether a glass is intended for table working or for optical

instruments, surface attack is to be avoided. The work which

Dr. Peddle has already carried out appears to cover the simpler

glasses, but no doubt the rule applies equally to the more complex

glasses, such as are used for the manufacture of chemical glassware.

* This Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, 365.
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Prof. W. E. S. Turner (communicated) : The value of the use

of a mixture of the alkalies, soda and potash in glass-making

deserves to be more widely recognised amongst glass manufacturers.

Fifty years ago Stas recognised that an alkali-lime glass containing

soda and potash in equivalent proportions was superior to other

glasses tested both in fusibility and in durability, that is, small

solubility. Readier fusibility is rather to be expected on physical

grounds. Easy working in the blowpipe flame (lamp-working) is

also a feature of soda-potash glass. In this connection, also, soda-

potash glasses are noteworthy as producing a high depression

point in glass thermometers, and therefore for this reason to be

avoided for such instruments.

The durability experiments of Mr. Hodkin and the writer on

English crystal glass were too few to be more than sufficient to

show that the minimum solubility appeared to fie in the neighbour-

hood of equivalent quantities of soda and potash. Dr. Peddle's

results set the minimum solubility very definitely at the ratio of

7:3. Why such a ratio should obtain is not easy to see; it bears

no numerical relationship to the molecular weights of these bases.

At any rate it should stimulate further investigation, whilst for

the glass manufacturer the fact is one which ought to go down in

his notebook of fundamental data.

XVIII.

—

The Development of Various Types of Glass.

Part XII. The Interaction of Silica, Sodium

Oxide, and Barium Oxide.

By C. J. Peddle, D.Sc, F.I.C.

The two chief oxides of the RO type used in the manufacture of

glass are lime and lead oxide, and previous papers have dealt

with the formation of glasses, using these two oxides in conjunction

with silica and alkali. The present series of papers deals with the

third most important oxide of the RO type used in the glass

industry, namely, barium oxide. This oxide is finding increasing

use in the manufacture of the cheaper kinds of " cut " glass- and

table-ware, because it imparts density and brilliance, although to

an extent less than lead oxide. It is also used considerably in

the optical glass industry in the manufacture of " barium crown "

and " barium flint " glasses. Many of the triumphs of lens pro-

duction of the last few decades have been due to barium glasses.

The batches used in making the glasses described in this and
vol. v. o
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subsequent papers were melted, and the glasses investigated after

melting, in precisely the same manner as was described previously

for the lime and lead oxide glasses. The barium oxide was intro-

duced into the glasses in the form of barium carbonate, a very

good sample being used.

Table I shows the melting scheme. In the first series of melts

each glass contained 100 molecules of silica and 40 molecules of

sodium oxide, the barium oxide content ranging from 5 to 40

molecules. In the second series, the glasses contained 100 mole-

cules of silica and 20 molecules of sodium oxide, the barium oxide

varying as before.

Table I.

Molecular Composition of the Glasses.

Melt No. Si0 2 . Na 20. BaO. Melt No. Si0 2 . Na aO. BaO
190.4 100 40 5 191,4 100 20 5

B if 10 B 10
C yy 15 C 15
D 20 D 20
E 30 E 30
F „ 40 F 40

The percentage composition of each batch is set out in Table II.

Table II.

Calculated Percentage Batch Composition.

Series 100SiO 2,40Na2O,a:BaO. Series 100SiO 2,20Na2O,a:BaO.

r" **- S X.

Melt Fe 2 3+ Melt A1 2 3+
No. Si0 2 Na 20. BaO. A1 2 3 . No. Si0 2 . Na 20. BaO. Fe 2Os .

190.4 64-7 26-7 8-3 03 191.4 74-7 154 9-5 04
B 59-7 24-7 153 03 B 68-2 141 17-4 03
G 55-5 22-9 21-3 03 C 62-7 130 24-0 03
D 51-8 21-4 26-5 0-3 D 58-1 12-0 29-7 0-2

E 45-8 18-9 351 02 E 50-6 10-4 38-8 0-2

F 41-0 169 41-9 02 F 44-8 92 45-8 0-2

The following remarks have to be made regarding the melting

of these glasses :

—

(1) All the glasses fluxed and became plain on cooling except

191A (100 SiO2,20Na2O,5BaO), which was full of separated silica.

(2) The colour of the glasses in both series deepened as the

barium oxide content increased, showing that attack on the pot

increased as the barium oxide content became greater.

(3) The colour of the glasses containing 40 molecules of sodium

oxide was deeper than those of the corresponding glasses con-

taining 20 molecules, proving the corrosive nature of sodium oxide

on pot clay in this type of glass.
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(4) Glasses 191E and 191J", on slower cooling, devitrified, giving

spherical " blobs " in the glass.

Properties of the Glasses.

1. Density.

The following results were found for the densities of the two

series :

—

Table III.

Series 100SiO 2,40Na2O,zBaO. Series 100SiO,,20Na2O,aiBaO.

y
Mole- Per

"N /
Mole- Per

Melt cules cent. Melt cules. cent.

No. BaO. BaO. Density. No. BaO. BaO. Density.

190 ,4 5 8-3 2-604 191.4 5 9-5 (2-557)

B 10 153 2-738 B 10 17-4 2-708

C 15 213 2-864 C 15 24-0 2-853

D 20 26-5 2-966 D 20 29-7 2-987

E 30 351 3134 E 30 38-8 3-203

F 40 419 3-248 F 40 45-8 3-407

Fig. 1 shows the results in diagram form, and from this the

10 15 20 25

Molecules BaO.

Fio. 1.

value for 191.4 is extrapolated. The following points are of

interest.

(1) Where the molecular barium oxide content is less than

16 molecules the addition of sodium oxide increases the density.

(2) In both series the addition of barium oxide increases the

density.

(3) The rate of increase of density per molecule of barium oxide

o2
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added is greater in the series containing the lower sodium oxide

content and falls as the barium oxide content increases (see Table IV).

(4) The increase in density, for 1 per cent, rise in barium oxide,

is approximately the same throughout a series, being 0-019 in the

40Na2O series and 0-024 in the 20Na2O series (see Table IV). It

must be remembered that the 1 per cent, fall is spread over both
the silica and the sodium oxide.

Table IV shows the effect of barium oxide on density at different

concentrations of barium oxide, silica, and sodium oxide in the

glasses.

Table IV.

Alteration in Density due to the addition of Barium Oxide.

Series 100SiO 2,40Na 2O,xBaO.

Molecules 104 X rise in density.
of . 1^

BaO. Per molecule. Per 1 per cent.

5-10 268 191
10-15 252 210
15-20 204 195
20-30 168 195
30-40 114 169

Series 100SiO
2,20Na2O,a;BaO.

10 1 X rise in density.

Per molecule. Per 1 per cent.

302 191
290 219
268 237
216 237
204 291

2. liejractive Index*

All the glasses except 191.4 yielded pieces admirably suited for

obtaining the refractive indices for the C, D, and F lines of the

spectrum on the Pulfrich refractometer. The values obtained

are given in Table V.

Table V.

x = Refrac-
mols. BaO tive Total dis- Part dis- Part dis-

Melt of per index. persion persion persion

No. BaO. cent. D line. lO^p-rjc v. 10 5
(7,D -Tjr ). io 5

(tjf
—

%>; • j8.

Series 100SiO
2
,40Na2O,a;BaO.

190-4 5 8-3 1-5155 920 560 273 647 0-704

B 10 153 1-5280 958 551 283 675 0-705

G 15 21-3 1-5404 985 54-9 291 694 0-705

D 20 26-5 1-5510 1013 54-4 299 714 0-705

E 30 351 1-5679 1055 53-8 310 745 0-706

F 40 41-9 1-5775 1084 53-3 319 765 0-706

Series lOOSiO. 20Na2
O,aBaO.

191 A 5 95 (1-5037) (842) (59-8) (251) (591) 0-702

B 10 17-4 1-5202 885 58-8 263 622 0-703

G 15 24-0 1-5357 921 58-2 273 648 0-703

D 20 29-7 1-5483 957 57-3 284 673 0-703

E 30 38-8 1-5698 1015 56-1 300 715 0-704

F 40 45-8 1-5895 1067 55-3 315 752 0-705

* For further information on refractive index, see this Journal, Trans.,

.pp. 10 and 25.
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Fig. 2 shows the results in diagram form, and from this the

values for 19L4 have been extrapolated.

Curves I and II show how the refractive index of the I) line

1050

1000

950 g

900

15 20 25

Molecules BaO.

Fig. 2.

varies with the molecular content of barium oxide in the two
series. The following remarks have to be made regarding refractive

index.

(1) In both series the refractive index for the D line increases

as the molecular content of barium oxide increases.
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(2) The rate of increase of wD is greater in the series containing

the lower amount of sodium oxide.

(3) Where the molecular barium oxide content of glasses in the

two series is the same, the glass containing the greater amount of

sodium oxide has the higher index until a molecular barium oxide

content of 2G molecules is reached. Then the two glasses,

100SiO
2
,40Na2O,26BaO and 100SiO 2,20Na2O,26BaO, have the same

vD value, namely 1*561. The total dispersions of the two glasses,

as can be seen from curves III and IV, are different, being 0-00992

for the glass with 20 and 0-01037 for the one with 40 molecules of

sodium oxide.

(4) In the sodium-barium-silicate glasses of the type

100SiO2,£Na2
O,yBaO,

where x lies between 20 molecules and 40 molecules, and y between

5 molecules and 40 molecules, the greater the sodium oxide content

the smaller is the effect on refractive index of adding barium oxide.

Conversely, the greater the amount of barium oxide in the glass the

smaller is the effect of adding sodium oxide.

This statement is probably true for all values of x and y capable

of yielding glasses.

(5) The respective effects of barium oxide and sodium oxide on
t]D for different concentrations of these oxides are shown in Tables

VI and VII. The rise in %, both per molecule and for 1 per cent,

addition, are shown side by side.

Table VI.

Rise in yD x 105 due to the addition of Barium Oxide.

Series 100SiO 2,40Na2O,zBaO. Scries 100SiO
2
,20Na2O,a;BaO.

Molecules
of BaO. Per molecule. Per 1 per cent. Per molecule. Per 1 per cent

5-10 250 178 330 208
10-15 248 206 310 235
15-20 212 204 252 221
20-30 169 196 215 236
30-40 96 141 197 281

Table VII.

Rise in nD X 10 5 due to the addition of Soda.

lecules3 Of

BaO. Per molecule. Per 1 per cent

5 59 104
10 39 74
15 24 47
20 14 29
30 -10 -22
40 -60 -156

Curves III and IV in Fig. 2 show the variation in the total
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dispersion (r;P
— rjc) in the two series with increasing molecular

barium oxide content. The following points respecting total

dispersion need emphasis :

—

(1) In both series, total dispersion increases with increasing

barium oxide content.

(2) In glasses where the molecular content of barium oxide and

silica is the same, the one containing the highest sodium oxide

content will have the highest total dispersion.

(3) Rate of increase of total dispersion with increasing molecular

content of barium oxide is slightly greater in the series containing

the smaller amount of sodium oxide (see Table VIII).

(4) Table VIII shows how total dispersion is affected by the

addition (a) of 1 molecule, (b) of 1 per cent, of barium oxide, for

different sodium oxide concentrations.

(5) Table IX shows the effect of sodium oxide on the total

dispersion, per molecule and for 1 per cent, addition.

(6) Examination of the two tables shows that the effect of

barium oxide on total dispersion decreases at a much less rapid

rate than the effect of sodium oxide as the amount of barium

oxide in the glass rises.

Table VIII.

Series 100SiO 2)40Na2O,.-cBaO. Series 100SiO 2
,20Na 2

O,xBaO.

M i 10G X mean rise in total Mojs
106 X mean rise in total

f

' dispersion. of
' dispersion.

BaO. Per mol. Per 1 per cent. BaO. Per mol. Per 1 per cent.

5-10 76 54 5-10 86 54
10-15 54 45 10-15 72 54
15-20 56 54 15-20 72 63
20-30 42 48 20-30 58 63
30-40 29 43 30-40 52 74

Table IX.

Molecules of
l0 * x rise ** the total disPersion -

BaO. Per molecule Na 20. Per 1 per cent. Na 20.

5 39 69

10 37 70

15 32 64

20 28 60

30 20 47

40 9 22

Curves V and VI in Fig. 2 show the v values for the two series.

The v values are greater in the series containing the smaller sodium

oxide, and they decrease with increasing barium oxide content.

As the barium oxide content increases, the rate of decrease of v

becomes less.

The following remarks have to be made regarding the partial

dispersions (rjD — r/c ) and (rjv — rj^) :

—
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(1) Both the red and the blue ends of the spectrum are lengthened

by an increase in the molecular barium oxide content (Table V).

(2) The lengthening effect is greater in the series containing the

less sodium oxide (Table V).

(3) The fact that the partial dispersions both increase as the

barium oxide content increases proves that the addition of that

oxide to a glass increases the refractive index of the F line more
than that of the D line, and the refractive index of the D line

more than that of the C line; the rate of increase of refractive

index falls most in the C line and least in the F line.

(4) A study of the (3 values (Table V) shows that an increase in

barium oxide or sodium oxide causes the blue end of the spectrum

to spread more than the red end.

I

3. Devitrification.

(1) In cooling from 1350° to the ordinary temperature in twelve

hours there were no signs of devitrification in any of the melts

except 191.4 (Si0
2 , 100 mols. ; Na

20, 20 mols. ; BaO, 5 mols.).

This glass was only partly fluxed, but in the glassy portions of the

melt there were signs of silica separation.

(2) Separation of spherical masses of crystals was induced in

melts 191E and 1912^ by slower cooling.

(3) The usual test for devitrification tendencies (heating small

pieces to 900°, keeping them at that temperature for six hours,

and then slowly cooling for twelve hours to the ordinary temperature)

was carried out with the following results.

Table X.

x = Per Per
Melt mols. of cent, of cent, of
No. BaO. BaO. Si0

2 . Results.

Series 100SiO 2,40Na2
O,xBaO.

190,4 5 8-3 64-7 Melted. No devitrification. Very frothy.
B 10 15-3 59-7 • n
C 15 21-3 55-5
D 20 265 51-8
E 30 351 45-8

»» »
F 40 41-9 410 „ Partial devitrification. „

Series 100SiO 2,20Na2O,a;BaO.

191.4 5 95 74-7 Total devitrification (silica).

B 10 174 68-2 Partial devitrification (silica).

G 15 24-0 62-7 Partial devitrification.
D 20 29-7 58-1 Total devitrification. White, opaque mass

(Ba silicate).

E 30 38-8 50-6 Total devitrification. White, opaque mass
(Ba silicate),

F 40 45-8 44-8 Total devitrification. White, opaque mass
(Ba silicate).
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In the first series, the glasses on second heating and cooling

frothed very badly and became deep brown in colour. This was

probably due to considerable attack on the fireclay container,

resulting in the absorption of ferruginous compounds. None of

the glasses devitrified except the one containing 40 molecules of

barium oxide.

In the second series, every glass devitrified on second heating

and cooling. Those having a high silica content deposited silica,

and those with excess of barium oxide deposited barium silicate.

From these results it is evident that sodium-barium-silicate glasses

containing more than 68 per cent, of silica tend to devitrify

with a deposition of silica. Those containing more than 20 per

cent, of barium oxide tend to deposit barium silicate unless the

sodium oxide content is greater than 17 per cent. When the

sodium oxide content is greater than 17 per cent., barium oxide

up to 35 per cent, may be introduced without devitrification taking

place on second heating.

4. Solubility.

Tests on solubility as outlined in previous papers were carried

out. Briefly, the powdered glasses were boiled with water and

their solubility was determined, (a) by weighing the insoluble, (b) by

titrating the dissolved alkali. The numbers under the heading
" H2S04

" represent the number of milligrams of H2S04
required

to neutralise the base dissolved out of 100 grams of glass. Under

the heading " Na2
" the figures represent the number of milli-

grams of Na2
equivalent to this H

2S04 .
" Weight dissolved " is

obtained by subtracting the weight of undissolved matter from the

weight of the original glass.

Table XL
Series 100SiO 2,40Na2O,a:BaO. Series 100SiO 2: 20Na2

O,a;BaO.

Milligrams per 100 grams.

Melt

Milligrams per 100 grams,

Melt Weight Weight
No. dissolved. H

2S0 4 . Na20. No. dissolved. H 2S04 . Na 20.

190 4 73,536 37,730 23,700 1914 — — .—

.

B 2,586 4,537 2,850 B 2,490 1,195 756
G 1,424 4,438 2,788 G 2,234 1,074 678
D 206 4,249 2,669 D 1,444 874 552
E -(284) 1,847 1,160 E 738 554 350
F -(144) 1,082 680 F 532 504 319

(1) No values could be obtained for glass 191^4, as it devitrified

on melting.

(2) The numbers under " Weight dissolved " cannot be trust-

worthy. This is well shown by the values given in the 40Na2O
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series. In the case of the glasses 190E and 190i^, these values are

negative, that is to say, the weight of " insoluble " is greater than

the weight of the glass originally used. It is evident that reaction

has taken place between the glass and the water, and new insoluble

compounds have been formed. The values under " milligrams

Na
2

dissolved per 100 grams of glass " are the most trustworthy

in estimating solubility.

(3) In both series of glasses it will be noted that the solubility

falls as the barium oxide content increases. For equivalent barium

oxide content, the glass containing the least sodium oxide is the

least soluble.

(4) The value of barium oxide in decreasing solubility is em-

phasised by a study of Table XL

5. Durability.

(1) Judged by the solubility numbers given in Table XI, the

weathering properties of the glasses improve with increasing

barium oxide content. In glasses containing equivalent molecular

quantities of this oxide, the one containing the least sodium oxide

will have the best weathering properties.

(2) Classifying the glasses under the standard of durability

worked out previously,* it will be seen that none of the first series

of glasses fall within the standard of optical durability. In the

second series, the following glasses, 100SiO2
,20Na2O,30BaO and

100SiO2,20Na2
O,40BaO, are in Class III and 100SiO2,20Na2

O,20BaO
in Class V. None of these glasses would be of use, however, as

Table XII.

-vt Exposed 100 hours to air saturated Exposed one year to ordinary air
"" with moisture at 18°. (closed room).

Melt. Series 100SiO 2,40Na a
O,a;BaO.

190 A Covered with large, wet patches. Covered with dry, whito powder.
Surface quite opaque.

B Covered with small, wet spots of Dry, white powder. Surface semi-

liquid, opaque.
C Somewhat greasy. Some white powder. Surface dull.

D Dry. Signs of attack. Coloured Slight white powder. Surface
film. dull.

E Coloured film on surface. Surface very dull.

F ,, ,, Surface dull.

Series 100SiO 2
,20Na 2O,:rBaO.

191 A — —
B Surface quite bright and unaltered. Surface practically unaltered.

o >> >> »> >> >> »>

D
E
F Slight iridescent film. Surface dull and iridescent.

* See this Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, 39.
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they are so subject to devitrification tendencies, and when melted

on a large scale and cooled over several days would wholly or

partly devitrify.

(3) The exposure tests for weathering were carried out, and the

results are embodied in Table XII.

The above results bear out the solubility tests, except in the

case of 190F. It is a well-known fact that glasses containing

high lead oxide content tend to show iridescent filming. It

would seem that glasses high in barium oxide are similar. This

point is treated more fully in a later paper.

Summary and General Conclusions.

(1) Glasses of the molecular types 100SiO2
,40Na2O,aBaO and

100SiO2,20Na2O,.rBaO have been investigated, the only variant

being the barium oxide content.

(2) The density of the glasses increases with an increase in barium

oxide and also with an increase of sodium oxide where the molecular

barium oxide content is less than 16 molecules.

(3) The refractive indices for the C, D, and F lines have been

found. Refractive index increases with the addition of barium

oxide throughout both series. Increasing the sodium oxide also

increases the refractive index until a molecular content of 25

molecules of barium oxide is reached.

(4) Of the three lines measured, the rate of increase of refractive

index is greatest for the F fine and least for the C fine.

(5) The refractive index increases as the density increases, and
like density appears to be additive in nature. Since equal mole-

cular additions of barium oxide and sodium oxide do not result in

equal additions in refractive index, the additive character of the

property is modified by constitutive influences.

(6) Total dispersion increases with the addition of both barium

oxide and sodium oxide. The rate of increase is greatest in a

series containing least sodium oxide.

(7) The v values decrease with increasing molecular barium

oxide content and with increasing molecular sodium oxide content

(8) The devitrification, solubility, and weathering of the glasses

are dealt with. None of the glasses has first class weathering

properties, and, owing to devitrification tendencies, those which

are sufficiently durable for use in protected optical instruments,

could not be melted.

The Research Dept., The Research Deft.,

Messrs. Wood Bros. Glass Co., Ltd. Derby Crown Glass Co., Ltd.

Barnsley. Derby.
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XIX.

—

The Development of Various Types of Glass.

Part XIII. The Interaction of Silica, Potassium

Oxide, and Barium Oxide.

By C. J. Peddle, D.Sc, F.I.C.

The present paper deals with glasses containing silica and barium

oxide, with potassium oxide as the alkaline oxide. Two series of

melts, as in the previous paper, were carried out, the scheme of

melting being the same, except that potassium oxide was used

instead of sodium oxide. In the first series of glasses, each melt

contained 100 molecules of silica and 40 molecules of potassium

oxide, the barium oxide varying from 5 molecules to 40 molecules

along the series. Each glass of the second series contained 100

molecules of silica and 20 molecules of potassium oxide, the barium

oxide again varying from 5 to 40 molecules.

Table I shows the percentage oxide composition of each batch.

Table I.

Calculated Percentage Batch Composition.

Series 100SiO 2,40K 2O,xBaO. Series 100SiO 2,20K 2O,.rBaO.

**- \ ^
Melt A1 2 3+ Melt A1

2 3+
No. Si0 2 . K 20. BaO. Fe 2 3 . No. Si0 2 . K„0. BaO. Fe 2 3 .

192 4 56-8 35-7 7-2 0-3 193 4 691 21-7 8-8 0-4

B 530 332 13-5 03 B 63-5 20-0 16-2 0-3

G 49-6 311 19-0 03 C 58-8 18-4 22-5 0-3

D 46-6 29-3 23-8 0-3 D 54-6 172 27-9 0-3

E 417 26-2 31-9 0-2 E 47-9 151 368 0-2

F 376 23-7 38-5 0-2 F 42-7 134 437 0-2

(1) All the batches yielded glasses which were quite plain

without any signs of devitrification on cooling in the furnace.

(2) Melts 192.4 and 1925 were very effervescent.

(3) The colour of the glasses increased in both series as the barium

oxide content increased, being particularly noticeable in the 40K2O
series. The glasses of the 20K

2O series were nearly colourless,

with the exception of 193^, which was quite blue. Comparing

corresponding melts in the two series, the glass with the higher

molecular potash content had the more colour, indicating more

severe pot attack.
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Properties of the Glasses.

1. Density.

The values for the densities of the glasses are shown in the table

below.

Table II.

Series 100SiO 3,40K 2O,#BaO. Series 100SiO 2
,20K

2
O,zBaO.

Melt Mols. Per cent.
^

Melt Mols. Per cent.

No. BaO. BaO. Density. No. BaO. BaO. Density

192.4 5 72 2619 193,4 5 8-8 2-565

B 10 135 2-718 B 10 16-2 2-681

C 15 190 2-803 C 15 22-5 2-798

D 20 23-8 2-904 D 20 27-9 2-922

E 30 319 3-079 E 30 36-8 3143
F 40 38-5 3-205 F 40 43-7 3308

Fig. 1 shows the above results diagrammatically, and the following

points require emphasis.

3-4

3-2

30

2-8

2-6

Rdatuma/uft Beturwrv

ComftoiMujrv and- De/rMAtt'

5 10 15 20 25

Molecules BaO.

Fig. 1.

(1) Where the molecular barium oxide content is less than

16 molecules the addition of potassium oxide raises the density.

The same result was found with the sodium oxide glasses.

(2) In both series the addition of barium oxide increases the

density.

(3) The rate of increase of density per molecule of barium oxide

added is greater in series containing less potassium oxide and
falls as the barium oxide content rises (Table III).
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(4) The following table shows the effect of barium oxide on

density at different concentrations of barium oxide, potassium

oxide, and silica in the glasses.

Table III.

Series 100SiO 2
,40K 2O,a;BaO. Series 100SiO 2,20K 2O,a:BaO.

10* X rise in density. 10 l X rise in density.

Mols.
BaO.
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-30
30-40

2. Refractive Index.

All the glasses yielded pieces suitable for use on a Pulfrich

refractometer, and the following results were obtained, the indices

for the C, D, and F lines of the spectrum being read.

'er mol. of Per 1 per cent. Per mol. of Per 1 per cer

BaO. of BaO. BaO. of BaO.

198 157 232 157
170 154 234 186
202 210 248 229
175 216 221 248
126 191 165 239

Table IV.
x = Refrac-
mols. BaO tive Total dis- Partial dis- Partial dis-

Melt of per index. persion persion persion

No. BaO. cent. D line. 10 B
(r,F -r,c). v. 105

(uD -uc). 10 5
(r,F-7,J )8.

Series 100SiO 2,40K,O,a;BaO.

192,4 5 7-2 1-5195 912 57-0 269 643 0-705

B 10 13-5 1-5285 937 56-4 277 660 0-705

G 15 19-0 1-5381 962 55-9 283 679 0-706

D 20 23-8 1-5479 988 55-5 291 697 0-706

E 30 319 1-5644 1,030 54-8 303 727 0-706

F 40 38-5 1-5757 1,057 54-5 310 747 0-707

Series 100SiO 2,20K 2O,ccBaO.

193 4 5 8-8 1-5080 844 60-2 251 593 0-703

B 10 16-2 1-5203 884 58-8 262 622 0-704

G 15 225 1-5317 922 57-7 273 649 0-704

D 20 27-9 1-5437 962 56-5 285 677 0-704

E 30 36-8 1-5652 1,020 55-4 301 719 0-705

F 40 43-7 1-5838 1,071 54-5 316 755 0-705

The above results are shown in diagram form in Fig. 2. Curves I

and II show how the refractive indices of the D lines vary with

the molecular content of barium oxide in the two series.

The following remarks have to be made upon the refractive

indices of these glasses.

(1) In both series the refractive index for the D line increases

as the molecular barium oxide content increases.

(2) The rate of increase of rjD is greater in the series containing

the lower amount of potassium oxide.
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(3) Where the molecular barium oxide content is the same, and
the potassium oxide content different, the glass containing the

greater amount of potassium oxide will have the higher t/d until a

15 20 25

Molecules RaO.

Fig. 2.

molecular barium oxide content of 28molecules is reached. Then
the two glasses, 100SiO2

,40K
2O,28B^> and 100SiO2,20K2O,28BaO,

have the same -q^ value, namely, 1-5" 1 - Their total dispersions are

different, being 0-01020 in the first ase and 0-01007 in the second.

(4) In the potassium-barium silicate glasses of the type
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100SiO2
,a-K2O,2/BaO, where x lies between 20 and 40 molecules

and y between 5 and 40 molecules, the greater the potash content

the less is the effect on refractive index of adding barium oxide.

Conversely, the greater the amount of barium oxide in a glass the

less is the effect on refractive index of adding potassium oxide.

This statement is probably true for all values of x and y capable

of yielding glasses.

(5) The respective effects of barium oxide and potash on rjD

for different concentrations of these oxides are shown in the two

following tables. The rises in r]D per molecule and per 1 per cent,

addition are shown side by side.

Table V.

Rise in rjD X 105 due to addition of Barium Oxide.

Mols of
Series 100SiO

2
,40K 2O,a:BaO. Series 100SiO 2,20K 2O,.-cBaO.

BaO. Per molecule. Per 1 per cent. Per molecule. Per 1 per cent.

5-10 180 143 246 166
10-15 192 174 228 181
15-20 196 204 240 222
20-30 165 204 215 241
30-40 113 171 196 269

Table VI.

Rise in % X 105 due to the addition of Potash.

Per 1 per cent.

82 -

62
50
35
-7
-79

Curves III and 17 in Fig. 2 show the variation in the total

dispersion (r)F
— -r] ) vn the two series with increasing molecular

barium oxide content. The following points regarding total

dispersion have to be loted :

—

(1) In both series Utal dispersion increases with increasing

barium oxide content.

(2) In glasses where "he molecular barium oxide and silica

content is the same, the o\e containing the most potash will have

the highest total dispersion.

(3) The rate of increase of total dispersion with increasing

molecular barium oxide con^nt is slightly greater in the series

containing the smaller amounvof potassium oxide (see Table VII).

(4) Table VII shows how Vtal dispersion is affected by the

addition (a) of a molecule of briurn oxide, (b) of 1 per cent, of

barium oxide for different concentrations of barium oxide.

Mols. of BaO. Per molecule

5 57
10 41
15 32
20 21
30 -4
40 -40
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(5) Table VIII shows the effect of potash on the total dispersion

per molecule and per 1 per cent, addition.

(6) Examination of the two tables indicates that the effect of

barium oxide on the total dispersion decreases at a much less rapid

rate than the effect of potash, as the amount of barium oxide in

the glass rises.

Table VII.

Series 100SiO
2 ,
40K

2O ;
,rBaO. Series 100SiO 2,20K 2

O,xBaO.

106 X mean risei in total 10 6 X mean rise in total

Mols. dispersion. Mols. dispersion.

of

BaO.
of

BaO.Per mol. Per 1 per cent. Per mol. Per 1 per cent.

5-10 50 39 5-10 80 54
10-15 50 45 10-15 76 60
15-20 52 54 15-20 80 74
20-30 42 52 20-30 58 65
30-40 27 41 30-40 51 74

Table VIII.

Molcules of
10* X rise in total dispersion.

BaO. Per molecule K 20. Per 1 per cent. K 20.

5 34 48
10 27 40
15 20 31
20 13 21
30 5 9
40 -7 -13

Curves V and VI in Fig. 2 show the v values for the two series.

The v values are greater in the series containing the smaller

proportion of potash and they decrease with increasing molecular

barium oxide content. As the barium oxide content increases, the

rate of decrease of v becomes less.

The following remarks have to be made regarding the partial

dispersion (%> — rjc ) and (r)F — yD ) :
—

(1) Both the red and blue ends of the spectrum are lengthened

by an increase in the molecular barium oxide content (see Table IV).

This lengthening effect is greater in the series containing the least

potash.

(2) The fact that the partial dispersions increase as the barium

oxide increases proves that the addition of barium oxide to a glass

increases the refractive index of the F line more than that of the

D line, and the refractive index of the D line more than that of

the C line. Thus with increasing barium oxide the rate of increase

of refractive index falls most in the C line and least in the F line.

(3) A study of the (3 values (Table IV) proves that an increase

in either potash or barium oxide causes the blue end of the spectrum

to spread more than the red end.
vol. v. p
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3. Devitrification.

(1) In cooling the melts from 1350° to the ordinary temperature

in twelve hours there were no signs of devitrification in any of the

melts.

(2) The usual test for devitrification tendencies was carried out

and the results were as follows :

—

(a) In the first series the glasses on second heating frothed badly

and became deep brown in colour. This was probably due to

severe attack on the fireclay container, resulting in an absorption

of iron compounds. None of the glasses of this series devitrified

except 192F. All the glasses were covered with a skin, and all

except 192F melted down at 900°.

(6) In the second series, the first three glasses melted down but

showed no signs of any silica devitrification, although glass 193^1

contained nearly 70 per cent, of silica. They were all frothy,

and brown in colour and exhibited a slight skin. Glass 193D was
almost melted down and showed partial devitrification, whilst the

two glasses 193E and 193^ did not melt and were totally devitrified

to a white, porcelain-like mass.

(3) The above results show that in potassium-barium-silicate

glasses there is no silica separation as long as the latter is less

than 70 per cent. Where the potash content is greater than

25 per cent., up to 32 per cent, of barium oxide can be introduced

with separation of barium silicate. When the potash content falls

below 17 per cent., then 25 per cent, of barium oxide will cause

devitrification.

4. Solubility.

The results of solubility tests carried out as described in previous

papers are shown in Table IX.

Table IX.

Series 100SiO, 40K 2O,zBaO. Series 100SiO 2 20K 2O,xBaO.

Milligrams per 10C grams.

Melt
No.

Milligrams per 100 grams.

Melt
No.

Weight
dissolved H 2S0 4 . K 20.

Weight
dissolved H 2S04 . K 20.

192,4
B
C
D
E
F

72,570
56,890
47,560
35,076
16,724
8,090

33,980
31,230
27,830
24,580
17,420
9,513

32,700
30,040
26,770
23,640
16,750
9,154

193.4
B
G
D
E
F

24,214
2,460
2,242
712

(-84)
(-452)

10,420
2,009
1,762
1,082
743
635

10,300
1,934
1,696
1,041
715
611

The untrustworthiness of testing solubility by " weight dis-

solved," previously referred to in connection with the sodium-

barium glasses, is further illustrated by glasses 193E and \9%F.
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Glasses 192^4 and 1925 gave a soft, gelatinous substance on

boiling, indicating the formation of new compounds.

(2) In both series of glasses it will be observed that as the barium

oxide content increases the solubility falls. For equivalent mole-

cular barium oxide content, the glass containing the least potash

will have the smaller solubility.

(3) The great effect of potash in causing solubility is well brought

out in these two series of glasses. Thus 192F, containing 26 per

cent, potash, is far more soluble than 1935, containing 20 per cent.,

although the latter glass only contains half the percentage amount
of the barium oxide contained in the former.

5. Durability.

(1) Judged by the solubility numbers given in Table IX the

weathering properties of the glasses improve with increasing

barium oxide content. In glasses containing equivalent molecular

quantities of barium oxide, the one containing the least potash

will have the best weathering properties.

(2) Classifying the glasses under the standard of durability worked

out previously,* it will be seen that none of the first series of glasses

falls within the standard of optical durability. In the second series,

the glasses 100SiO2
,20K

2
O,30BaO and 100SiO2

,20K
2
O,40BaO would

be placed in class IV. Neither of these glasses would be of use,

as they are subject to devitrification, and when melted on a large

scale and cooled over several days would become totally devitrified.

(3) The exposure tests for weathering were carried out, and the

results are shown in Table X. These results bear out those obtained

from the experiments on solubility. It will be noted that certain

of the glasses become covered with an iridescent sheen on exposure.

This iridescence is apparently due to a high barium oxide content.

Table X.
Exposed 100 hours to air saturated Exposed one year to ordinary

]yje2t
with moisture at 18°. air (closed room).

No. Series 100SiO 2
,40K 2O,xBaO.

192.4 Covered with thick, white slime. Thick, dry, white coating.
B Thick, wet, wrinkled skin. „ „ ,,

C Wet, slimy blotches on surface. Quite opaque film.

D „ „ „ „ „ (better than C).

E Greasy, white film. ,, ,, (better than D).
F „ „ „ „ „ (better than E).

Series 100SiO,,20K 2O,a;BaO.

193.4 Faintly dimmed. Badly dulled all over.

B
G „ „ _ „ „ „
D Bright but slightly iridescent. Dulled and iridescent.

E „ ,, ,, Slightly dull and iridescent.
if

1

* This Journal, Trans., 4, 1920, 39.

P2
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Summary and General Conclusions.

(1) Glasses of the molecular types 100SiO2
40K

2
O,:rBaO and

100SiO2,20K2O,.rBaO have been examined, x varying from 5 mole-

cules to 40 molecules.

(2) The density, refractive index, and total dispersion increase

with increasing barium oxide content.

(3) The v-value decreases as the barium oxide content rises.

(4) The solubility of the glasses becomes less as the barium
oxide increases.

(5) The durability of the glasses improves with an increase in

the barium oxide content. None of the glasses investigated is

of first-class durability, and owing to devitrification tendencies

those which are sufficiently durable for optical use in protected

instruments could not be melted on a large scale.

The Research Dept., The Research Dept.,

Messrs. Wood Bros. Glass Co., Ltd. Derby Crown Glass Co., Ltd.
Barnsley. Derby.

XX.

—

The Development of Various Types of Glass.

Part XIV. The Interaction of Silica, Barium
Oxide, and the Oxides of Sodium and Potassium.

By C. J. Peddle, D.Sc, F.I.C.

The glasses investigated in the following paper contain equi-

molecular amounts of both the alkaline oxides, soda and potash,

in conjunction with silica and barium oxide. In the first series

each glass conta'ned 100 molecules of silica, 20 molecules of sodium

oxide, and 20 molecules of potassium oxide, the amount of barium
oxide varying from 5 molecules to 40 molecules. In the glasses

of the second series each alkaline oxide was present in the propor-

tion of 10 molecules, the silica being 100 molecules and the barium

oxide ranging as before.

The percentage oxide composition of each batch is shown below

in Table I.
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Table I.

Calculated Percentage of Batch Composition.

Series 100SiO 2
,20Na 2

O,20K 2O,xBaO.
A1 2 3 +

Melt No. Si0 2 . Na20. K 20. BaO. Fe 2 3 .

194.4 60-5 12-5 19-0 7-7 0-3

B 56-1 11-6 17-6 144 03
G 54-4 10-8 16-4 20-1 0-3

D 49-1 101 15-4 25-1 0-3

E 43-6 9-0 137 33-5 0-2

F 39-2 81 12-3 40-2 0-2

Series 100SiO 2 ,
10Na2O,10K 2O,aBaO.

195.4 71-8 7-4 11-3 9-2 03
B 65-8 6-8 10-3 16-8 0-3

G 60-6 63 9-5 233 03
D 56-2 5-8 8-9 28-8 0-3

E 49-2 5-1 7-7 37-7 0-3

F 43-7 4-5 6-9 44-7 0-2

(1) All the batches yielded glasses none of which showed any

signs of devitrification on cooling in the furnace.

(2) The colour of the glasses increased in both series as the

amount of barium increased. Thus melt 194^4 was light green

and 194?1 dark yellowish-green. Melt 195.4 was nearly colourless

and melt 195J1

distinctly blue. Comparing corresponding melts

in the two series, the one with the higher alkaline content was

the more coloured.

Properties of the Glasses.

(1) Density.

The values for the densities of the glasses are shown in Table II

below.

Table II.

Series 100SiO 2 ,
20Na 2O,20K 2O,xBaO. Series 100SiO 2 , 10Na2O,10K 2O,xBa<

/
Mols. Per Mols. Per

\

Melt of cent. Melt of cent.

No. BaO. BaO. Density. No. BaO. BaO. Density.

194.4 5 7-7 2614 195 A 5 9-2 2-562

B 10 144 2-753 B 10 16-8 2-695

G 15 201 2-883 G 15 23-3 2-821

D 20 25-1 3-001 D 20 28-8 2-951

E 30 335 3-161 E 30 37-7 3-175

F 40 402 3-302 F 40 44-7 3-349

The above results are given in diagram form in Fig. 1 and the

more important deductions are :

—

(1) In both series the addition of barium oxide increases the

density.

(2) Where the molecular j)roportion of barium oxide is less than

28 molecules the addition of alkaline oxides raises the density.
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(3) The following table shows the effect of barium oxide on

density, at different concentrations of the various oxides in the

glasses.

Table III.

Mols.
of

BaO.
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-30
30-40

Series

100SiO 2,20Na 2
O,20K 2O,a;BaO.

10 1 X rise in density.

Series

100SiO 2,10Na 2O,10K 2
O,.TBaO.

104 X rise in density.

Per molecule.

278
260
236
160
141

Per 1 per cent.

207
228
236
190
210

Per molecule.

266
252
260
224
174

Per 1 per cent.

175
194
236
252
248

10 15 20 25 30 35

Molecules BaO.

Fig. 1.

2. Refractive Index.

All the glasses yielded pieces suitable for use upon the Pulfrich

refractometer. The following were the results obtained.

Mols.
of

BaO.

5
10
15
20
30
40

5
10
15
20
30
40

Per
cent.

BaO.

7-7

144
20-1

251
335
40-2

9-2

16-8

233
28-8

377
44-7

Table IV.

105
(i?F-?jo). v- IO^-tjc). lO^u,-^). /3.

Series 100SiO 2,20Na 2O,20K 2
O,a;BaO.

1-5170
1-5293
1-5414
1-5520
1-5681
1-5820

904
945
976

1,003
1,046
1,083

57-2
56-0
55-5
55-0
54-3
53-8

267
279
287
295
308
317

Series 100SiO 2 , 10Na2O, 10K 2
O,xBaO.

1-5058
1-5199
1-5342
1-5476
1-5694
1-5881

832
880
921
961

1,017
1,073

60-8
59-1
58-0
57-0
56-0

54-8

247
261
274
284
300
316

637 0-705

666 0-705

689 0-706

708 0-706

738 0-706

766 0-707

585 0-703

619 0-703

647 0-703

677 0-704

717 0-705

757 0-705
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Curves I and II on Fig. 2 show how the refractive index of the

D line varies with the molecular content of barium oxide in the

two series. It will be seen that :

—

15 20 25

Molecules BaO.

Fig. 2

(1) In both series the t/d values increase with increasing barium
oxide.

(2) The rate of increase in rjD is greater in the series containing

the smaller amount of alkali oxide.

(3) Comparing corresponding glasses in the two series, the
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glass containing 40 molecules of alkali has the higher r)D

value until a barium oxide content of 27 molecules is reached.

Thus, the two glasses 100SiO
2
,20Na

2
O,20K2O,27BaO and

100SiO
2
,10Na2

O,10K2
O,27BaO have the same rjB value, although

their total dispersions are different. Above 27 molecules of barium

oxide the addition of alkali oxide to the glass lowers the %.

(4) In the alkali-barium-silicate glasses of the type

100SiO2,a'Na2O,.rK2O,2/BaO,

where x lies between 10 and 20 molecules and y between 5 and

40 molecules, the greater the amount of alkali oxide in a glass the

less will be the effect on the refractive index of adding barium

oxide. Conversely, the greater the amount of barium oxide in

the glass the less will be the effect of adding alkaline oxide (see

Tables V and VI).

(5) The effects of the addition of barium oxide and of the mixed

alkaline oxides on the refractive index are shown in Tables V and VI.

Table V.

Rise in t?d X 105 due to the addition of Barium Oxide.

Series Series
Mols.

of
100SiO 2,20Na 2O,20K 2O,xBaO.

cent.

100SiO
2
,10Na 2O,10K 2

O,xBaO

BaO. Per molecule. Per ] . per Per molecule. Per 1 per cent.

5-10 244 182 283 185
10-15 242 212 286 220
15-20 212 212 267 - 243
20-30 162 192 218 245
30-40 138 206 186 266

Table VI.

Rise in ^D x 105 due to the addition of Mixed Soda and Potash.

Molecules of BaO. Per molecule. Per 1 pei

5 56 88
10 46 77
15 36 63
20 22 40
30 - 6 -13
40 -30 -68

Curves III and IV in Fig. 2 show the variation of the total

dispersion in the two series, with increase in the molecular barium

oxide content.

(1) In both series, the total dispersion increases as the barium

oxide rises.

(2) In glasses where the molecular proportion of silica and

barium oxide content is the same, the one with the highest alkaline

content has the highest total dispersion.
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(3) The rate of increase of total dispersion with increasing

molecular barium oxide content is greater in the series containing

the smaller alkaline oxide content.

(4) Tables VII and VIII show the effect on total dispersion

of barium oxide and the alkaline oxides, per molecule added and
per 1 per cent, addition.

Table VII.

100SiO 2,20Na2O,20K 2
O,aiBaO. 100SiO

2
,10Na 2O,10K 2O,a:BaO.

10 6 X mean increase in total 106 X mean increase in total

dispersion dispersion.

Mols. of Per molecule. Per 1 per cent. Per molecule. Per 1 per cent.

BaO. BaO. BaO. BaO. BaO.
5-10 82 61 96 63
10-15 62 54 82 63
15-20 54 54 80 73
20-30 43 51 56 63
30-40 37 55

Table VIII.

56 80

106 X mean rise in total dispersion.

Mols. of Per molecule Per 1 per cent.

BaO. Na,0,K
20. Na 2

0,K 20.

5 36 56
10 32 53
15 28 48
20 21 39
30 13 27
40 5 11

Curves V and VI in Fig. 2 show the v values for the two series.

The v values are greater in the series containing the smaller alkaline

content, and they decrease in both series as the barium oxide

increases. The rate of decrease falls as the barium oxide increases.

Both the red and blue ends of the spectrum are lengthened by
an increase in the molecular barium oxide content (see Table IV).

With increasing barium oxide the rate of increase of refractive

index falls most for the C line of the spectrum and least for the

F line.

A study of the (3 values in Table IV proves that an increase in

barium oxide causes the blue end of the spectrum to spread

relatively more than the red.

3. Devitrification.

(1) In cooling the melts from 1350° to the ordinary temperature

during twelve hours, none of the glasses showed devitrification,
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(2) The usual test for devitrification tendencies was carried out

with the following results :

—

(a) In the 100SiO
2
,20Na2O,20K2

O,.TBaO series, all the glasses

melted down without any devitrification except 194.F
1

(40 mols. of

BaO). This glass totally devitrified, whilst the rest remained

clear, although they frothed badly and were coloured deep brown.

(6) In the second series, the glass 100SiO
2,10Na2

O,10K2O,5BaO
was covered with a thick, opaque skin of silica. The glass

100SiO2,10Na2O,10K2O,10BaO did not devitrify but had a thin

skin formed on it. The rest of the glasses all totally devitrified,

forming white, opaque masses. The glasses 195.4 to 195D inclusive

melted down.

The results show that in the type of glass under investigation

where the silica content is greater than 70 per cent, the silica tends

to separate on second heating and cooling. Where the total alkali

is less than 15 per cent., barium silicate separates out when the

barium oxide content is greater than 20 per cent. If the alkali

content is greater than 20 per cent., up to 35 per cent, of barium oxide

can be added before devitrification tendencies become manifest.

4. Solubility.

The tests were carried out as described in previous papers, and
the results are shown in Table IX.

Table IX.

Series 100SiO
2,20Na2O,20K 2O,a;BaO. Series 100SiO 2,10Na2

O,10K
2O,a;BaO.

Milligrams dissolved from Milligrams dissolved from
100 grams of glass.

Melt
No.

195 4
B
C
D
E

100 grams of glass.

Melt
No.

194 4
B
C
D
E

Weight
dissolved

61,550
32,360
4,770
1,758

(-308)

H 2S04

value.

34,020
21,610
7,615
6,236
3,773

Na20,K 2

value.

26,050
16,540
5,830
4,666
2,889

Weight
dissolved.

3,130
2,900
1,608
1,354
1,096

H 2S04 Na20,K 2

value. value.

2,441 1,869
1,501 1,149
1,213 929
1,028 787
865 662

F (-2,390) 2,760 2,113 F 704 683 522

It will be noted that in the case of glasses 194Z? and 194F the

values given under " weight dissolved " are negative, that is, the

weight of undissolved material left after the glass has been treated

is greater than the original glass, indicating reaction between water

and the glass.

(2) In both series of glasses it will be observed that as the barium
oxide content increases the solubility falls rapidly. For equivalent

molecular proportions of barium oxide, the glass containing the

least alkali has the smallest solubility.
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5. Durability.

(1) Judged by the solubility numbers in Table IX, the weathering

properties of the glasses improve with increasing barium oxide

content. The glass with the best weathering properties will be

the one containing the least proportion of alkaline oxides, the

other constituents remaining constant.

(2) Classifying the glasses according to the scheme worked out

previously, none of the glasses in the first series falls within the

standards required. In the second series, glass 195jP is in Class III,

195Z) and 195# are in Class IV, and 195C is in Class V. Of these

none could be made without devitrification on slow cooling.

(3) The exposure tests yielded the following results :

—

Table X.

Exposed 100 hours to air saturated Exposed one year to ordinary
yir t

.

with moisture. air (closed room).

No. Series 100SiO 2,20Na 2O,20K2O,:cBaO.

194 A Covered with thick liquid film. Covered with white, powdery,
opaque film.

B Liquid film in fine spots. Covered with white, powdery,
opaque film.

C Slight film of liquid. Covered with a thin, semi-opaque
film.

D Fine drops of liquid. Covered with a thin, semi-opaque
film.

E „ ,, „ Covered with a thin, semi-opaque
film.

F Slight liquid film. Covered with a thin, semi-opaque
film.

Series 100SiO 2,10Na2O,10K 2O,xBaO.

195.4 Slightly marked with liquid. Very faintly dulled.

B
G A few drops of liquid. ,, „
D Quite bright. ,, ,,

E „ ,, Quite dull and iridescent.

F

The results of the exposure tests bear out those of the solubility

tests on the whole. It should be noted, however, that those

glasses in series II with a barium oxide content of more than

30 molecules develop an iridescent sheen on continued exposure.

Summary and General Conclusions.

(1) Glasses of the molecular types 100SiO2,20Na2O,20K2O and
100SiO2,10Na2O,10K2

O,a;BaO have been investigated, x varying

from 5 molecules to 40 molecules.

(2) The Density, Refractive Index, and Total Dispersion increase

as the proportion of barium oxide content increases.
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(3) The v values decrease as the barium oxide content rises.

(4) Increasing the barium oxide content lowers the Solubility.

(5) The Durability of the glasses improves with an increase in

the barium oxide content. None of the glasses investigated is of

first class durability.

The Research Dept., The Research Dept.,

Messrs. Wood Bros. Glass Co., Ltd. Derby Crown Glass Co., Ltd.

Barnsley. Derby.

XXI.

—

The Development of Various Types of Glass.

Part XV. A Comparison of the Alkali-Barium

Oxide-Silica Glasses.

By C. J. Peddle, D.Sc, F.I.C.

The glasses described in this paper can be represented by the

general molecular formula 100SiO2 ,;zR2O,?/RO, where R
2

is sodium

oxide, potassium oxide, or both these oxides. The effect of the

replacement of one alkaline oxide by the other, either wholly or in

part, is discussed in relation to both molecular and percentage

substitution, the results obtained in the three previous papers

being correlated. In addition, a further series of results has been

obtained from glasses melted on the basis of percentage composition

by weight.

Series 196 are sodium oxide glasses, series 201 potassium oxide

glasses, and series 202 contain both oxides in equal percentage

weights. The meltings are arranged in six sets ; containing

respectively 70, 65, 60, 50, 40, and 30 per cent, of silica. Each set

is subdivided into sections according to the percentage of alkali oxide

contained in the glasses. The glasses in section A contain 25 per

cent, of alkali oxide ; in section B, 20 per cent. ; in section C, 15 per

cent., and in section D 10 per cent. The melting scheme is shown

in Table I, together with remarks on the glasses produced.

Table I.

Set . Section. Melt No. Si0 2 .

Perc
BaO.

entages,

Na
2
0. K 20. Remarks.

I a j- 196,4

|
2024

(.2014

70

70
70

5

5
5

25

12-5 12-5

25

Bluish glass. Faintly
milky.

Light blue.

Very faintly blue.

b (196.B
J202JS
I201B

70
70
70

10
10
10

20
10 10

20

Light green.
Light blue.

Colourless.
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Set. Section.

II

III

IV

Table I (continued).

Melt No. Si0 2 .

Percentages
BaO. NaaO. K

20. Remarks.
(196C
\ 202C
[201C

70
70
70

15

15
15

15
7-5 7-5

15

Light bluish -green.

Very light green.

Colourless.

fl96D

J201D

70

70

20

20

10

10

White porcelain-like

mass on cooling.

Full of separated
silica.

fl96E

\202E
{201E

65

65
65

10

10
10

25

12-5 12-5

25

Light blue. Faintly
milky.

Light blue.

Very light blue.

(19QF
^2022*'

{201F

65
65
65

15
15

15

20
10 10

20

Blue.
Light blue.

Colourless.

(196G
\202G
{201G

65
65
65

20
20
20

15
7-5 7-5

15

Blue.
Nearly colourless.

Colourless.

fl96H

\201fl

65

65

25

25

10

10

Pronounced separa-
tion of silica.

Do. do.

/196J
\201J

60
60

15
15

25
25

Light blue.

Nearly colourless.

(196.K
A 202K
{201K

60
60
60

20
20
20

20
10 10

20

Yellowish-green.
Green.
Nearly colourless.

(196L
4 202L
(201L

60
60
60

25
25
25

15
7-5 7-5

15

Greenish-blue.
Light green.

Colourless.

(196M
1202M
(20LM

60
60
60

30
30
30

10
5 5

10

Light blue.

Light green.

Colourless.

/196IV
\20LW

50
50

25
25

25
25

Light blue.

Faint blue.

(196P
J.202P
(20LP

50
50
50

30
30
30

20
10 10

20

Light blue.

Green.
Faint blue.

(196Q
\202Q
[201Q

50
50
50

35
35
35

15
7-5 7-5

15

Light blue.

Bluish-green.
Light green.

(196R
\202R
[201i?

50
50
50

40
40
40

10
5 5

10

Light blue.

Light bluish -green.
Light blue.

fl96S
\201<S

40
40

35
35

25
25

Green.
Green.

/196T
\.201T

40
40

40
40

20
20

Dark green.

Bluish-green.
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Table I (continued).

VI

VII

VIII

Melt No. SiO
Percentages.

,. BaO. Na 20. K
20. Remarks.

(196F
^2027
(201F

40
40
40

45
45
45

15
7-5 7-5

15

Dark yellowish-green.
Dark green.
Green.

(19GIF
- 201 IF

40
40

50
50

10
10

Yellowish-green.
Devitrified (barium

silicate).

/196Z
^201X

30
30

45
45

25
25

Deep green.
Green.

/196Y
(201F

30
30

50
50

20
20

Deep green.
Green.

H9GZ
\202Z
\ 201Z

30
30
30

55
55
55

15
7-5 7-5

15

Deep green.
Deep green.
Devitrified

silicate).

(barium

1198A
' 19SH

30
30

GO
60

10
10

Deep bluish
Devitrified

silicate).

green,

(barium

198B
198(7

20
20

55
60

25
20

— Dark green
Ditto.

glass.

198F
198(3

10
10

65
70

25
20

— Ditto.
Deep brown glass.

The following observations deserve attention as the outcome of

the study of the glasses shown in Table I.

(1) Throughout the whole series of glasses, those containing

potassium oxide were less coloured than those containing sodium

oxide. Glasses containing both alkalies were intermediate in

colour.

(2) Comparing series of glasses, as the percentage of silica falls

and that of barium oxide rises the colour of the glasses becomes

more pronounced, proving the corrosive action of barium oxide on

potclay.

(3) When the glasses of any one set are compared there is little

alteration in colour, a slight improvement taking place as the barium

oxide increases. This points to the fact that, weight for weight,

alkali is more corrosive than barium oxide in these glasses.

(4) The corrosive action of barium oxide when in excess in a glass

is very well illustrated by meltings V to Z and by those of the 198

(sodium oxide) series. It was found almost impossible to get

specimens of glass from batches containing 20 per cent, or less of

silica (barium oxide exceeding 55 per cent.). Meltings 198 B,C,F,G
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all ate right through the pot (J-inch fireclay) and only left small

amounts of glass. All batches containing upwards of 45 per cent,

of barium oxide severely attacked the pots, and the resultant glass

could not be taken as representative of the batch composition. To

quote one example, it was found that the glass 196 Y had absorbed

material from the pot to such an extent that it gave on analysis

39-8 per cent, of silica instead of 30 per cent., and 32 per cent, of

alumina instead of 0'3 per cent. Below 40 per cent, of barium

oxide it was found that the resultant glass was fairly well repre-

sentative of the percentage batch composition. This absorption

of pot material by glasses rich in barium oxide makes any data

regarding their properties very untrustworthy if the percentage

batch composition is taken as the basis of comparison. Therefore,

in the data that follow, only glasses in the first four sets are taken

into account in drawing conclusions.

Properties of the Glasses.

1. Density.

A.—As Related to Molecular Composition.

The data for a comparison of the densities of the various glasses

of the molecular series 100SiO
2
,a;R2O,i/RO, where x varies from

20 to 40 molecules of alkali, and y from 5 to 40 molecules of barium

oxide, have already been given.* The following remarks have to be

made :—

(1) The sodium oxide glass has a higher density than the

corresponding potassium oxide glass in each series, when the

molecular barium oxide content is greater than 7 molecules.

(2) Increasing the molecular barium oxide content increases the

density. The rate of increase is greater in the series containing the

smaller amount of alkali.

(3) In both the sodium oxide and potassium oxide series the

glass containing the higher molecular alkali content has the higher

density until a barium oxide content of 15 molecules is reached.

Then an increase of alkali results in a decrease in density.

B.—As Related to Percentage Composition by Weight.

Table II gives the densities of alkali-barium oxide-silica glasses,

when a comparison can be made on the percentage basis. The

compositions of the glasses are given in Table I.

* This vol., pp. 204, 213, and 221.
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Table II.

Silica

percentage. Section. Melt No.

70 a (1964
\ 2024
(2014

b fl96B
^2025
(201B

c [ 196(7

\202C
201C

65 a (196E
\202E
{201E

b (196P
\ 202F
[201F

c (196(?
^202G
201G

60 a fl96J
\201J

b [ 196K
- 202iv
\20\K

c (196L
J202L
(201L

d I 196Af
- 20221f

201M

50 a (1962V
\ 2012V

b (196P
- 202P
201P

(196Q
202Q

I.201Q

(196P
\202R
(201P

Density.

2-533
2-528
2-486

2-593
2-545
2-535

2-648
2-634
2-579

2-632
2-652
2-598

2-696
2-705
2-632

2-773
2-752
2-714

2-744
2-687

2-815
2-834
2-766

2-891
2-881
2-850

2-971
2-949
2-933

2-965
2-917

3056
3-038
3-004

3-132
3-227
3-083

3-227
3-234
3-167

From a study of Table II, the following facts become evident :—

(1) In every case investigated (silica between 50 and 70 per cent.,

barium oxide between 5 and 40 per cent., and alkali between 10 and
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25 per cent.) the substitution of potassium oxide for sodium oxide

per cent, for per cent, results in a decrease in density.

(2) A comparison of the densities of the glasses containing

respectively 70, 65, 60, and 50 per cent, of silica shows that when
soda is substituted in a glass for barium oxide (the silica remaining

constant) there is a rise in density. This rise in density for 1 per

cent, of barium oxide added increases slightly as the barium oxide

content increases, and has a mean value (1 per cent. BaO-1 per

cent. Na
20) of 0015. For the corresponding potassium oxide

glasses the value is 0*014 for (1 per cent. BaO-1 per cent. K20).

Fig. 1.

Percentage of silica.

75 70 65 60 55 50 45

and,

29
IJWUS;wy v /

<5'0

\
$tv /V •

/ ^

1 ccmtx~/
<

10/A26 vnt=* *

10 15 20 25 30

Percentage of barium oxide.

35

(3) When the densities of the glasses containing 10, 15, 20, 25,

and 30 per cent, of barium oxide are compared, a mean rise in

density of 0'0084 is obtained for (1 per cent. Na
2
0-1 per cent. Si0

2 ).

The corresponding rise for (1 per cent. K
2
0-1 per cent. Si02 ) is

-0087. Therefore, when silica is replaced by alkali per cent, for

per cent, in a glass of this type, there is a rise in density.

(4) Comparing the glasses containing 25, 20, 15, and 10 per cent,

of sodium oxide, it will be seen that there is a mean rise in density

for (1 per cent. BaO-1 per cent. Si0
2 ) of 0*023. For (1 per cent.

BaO-1 per cent. K
20) the mean rise is the same. As the barium

oxide content increases the difference gradually increases.

(5) Fig. 1 shows the variation with composition of the densities

vol. v. Q
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of the glasses B, F, K, P in the two series 196 and 201. It illustrates

very well the facts that

(a) The density increases as the barium oxide content increases.

(6) The density of a soda glass is greater than its corresponding

potash glass.

(c) Rate of increase of density in this series is constant ; that is

to say, the density is additive in character.

(6) From the results in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4, it follows that

increase in the density takes place as follows :—(1 per cent. BaO-

| per cent. Na
20-J per cent. BaO) = 0019 ; and (1 per cent. BaO-

\ per cent. K20—| per cent. BaO) = 0019.

2. Refractive Index.

A.—As Related to Molecular Composition.

The data already given * allow a comparison to be made of the

effect of replacing molecularly sodium oxide by potassium oxide.

The following conclusions may be drawn :

—

(1) In both the series 100SiO2
,40R

2
O,xBaO and

100SiO
2
,20R

2
O,zBaO

the soda glasses have a higher refractive index than the corresponding

potash glasses when the number of barium oxide molecules in the

glass is greater than 11. The " mixed alkali " glasses have re-

fractive indices between the corresponding sodium and potassium

glasses.

(2) The sodium oxide glasses have a higher total dispersion

(t]F
— rj

t: ) and a lower v value than their corresponding potassium

oxide glasses when the series 100SiO
2
,40R

2
O,a;BaO is considered.

In the 20R
2O series the reverse is the case. In both series the

" mixed alkali " glasses have intermediate values.

(3) Barium oxide plays the greatest part in all these glasses in

determining refractive index and total dispersion. Thus the t)d

and (?7F — r)V ) values are very close in the 20R
2O series, whatever

the form of alkali present.

(4) The v value falls as the rjD value increases in all these glasses.

B.—As Related to Percentage Composition.

Data for refractive index and total dispersion were obtained from

the glasses shown in Table III. Owing to severe pot attack and the

resultant contamination of the glass, no trustworthy results can be

given for glasses containing more than 40 per cent, of barium oxide,

and the results obtained for these glasses are not embodied in

* This vol., pp. 204, 214, and 222.
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the table. An examination of the data leads to the following

conclusions :

(1) In every case the refractive index for the D line and the

total dispersion are greater in the sodium glass than in its corre-

sponding potassium glass. The glasses containing both soda and
potash are intermediate in % and (t;f — iyc ) values between the

corresponding sodium and potash glasses.

(2) Fig. 2 shows the rise in the refractive index of the D line as

the percentage of barium oxide increases and the alkali decreases,

the silica remaining constant. Two series of results are shown,
namely, for 70 per cent, and 60 per cent, of silica respectively. It

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

1-55

1-54

I 1-53

as

1-52

1-51

Rise. imsfteJftixctiArt- Tiidbx-

BaX) ccnt&nt

/Rise -07h Total Diip&nioTv

wi£/i '(At b&rc&ritagc

B&0 con/ant

20 15 25 20

Percentage of alkali.

15

will be observed (a) that as the barium oxide increases and the

alkali decreases the refractive index increases, (6) the sodium oxide

glasses have a higher refractive index than the corresponding

potassium oxide glasses. Glasses containing both alkalies in equal

percentage proportion by weight are intermediate in refractive

index between the soda and the potash glasses, but are not shown
in the diagram.

(3) Fig. 3 shows the dispersions of the glasses, the refractive

indices of which are given in Fig. 2. The interesting fact is evident

that as the barium oxide increases and the alkali decreases there is

a fall in total dispersion. This fall is most evident in the series

containing most silica. A study of the total dispersion figures in

Section 4 of Table III (Si0
2
= 50 per cent.) shows that when

alkali is removed and barium oxide substituted per cent, for per

q2
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cent, there is practically no change in the dispersion value (>?P — •>?,.).

From these results it is evident that as the amount of barium oxide

in a glass increases, the less will be the effect of spreading the

spectrum by replacing some of the barium oxide by alkali.

Per-
centage
silica. Section Melt No.

Table III.

Ve — Vc

V„ < 10 5
. V

v» — Vc

X 10 5
.

Vv — V
X 105

>

P.

70 o
(
196.4

-{ 202.4
(20L4

1-5078
1-5049
1-5023

892
877
860

56-9
57-6
58-4

264
260
255

628
617
605

0-704
0-704
0-703

6 (196B
- 202B
(201B

1-5125
1-5086
1-5055

880
865
842

58-2
58-8
60-0

261
257
250

619
608
592

0-703
0-703
0-703

c rigec
202C

(201C7

1-5168
1-5142
1-5082

867
850
818

59-6
60-5

621

258
253
243

609
597
575

0-703
0-703
0-703

65 a (196#
4 202E
(201^

1-5190
1-5185
1-5127

921
907
890

56-4
57-2
57-6

273
269
264

648
638
626

0-704
0-704
0-704

'

b [ 196F
\202F
\2Q\F

1-5236
1-5224
1-5173

911
875
870

57-5
59-7
59-5

271
259
259

641
616
611

0-704
0-704
0-703

c (196G
\202G
\20\O

1-5284
1-5263
1-5221

901
886
860

58-6
59-4
60-7

268
263
256

633
623
604

0-703
0-703
0-703

60 a /196J
\201J

1-5295
1-5224

946
923

56-0
56-6

279
272

667
651

0-705
0-705

b ri96X
\2S2K
{201K

1-5347
1-5332
1-5278

940
925
911

56-9

57-7

57-9

278
274
270

662
651
641

0-704
0-704
0-704

c (196L
4 202L
(201L

1-5403
1-5385
1-5344

933
915
898

57-9
58-9
59-5

277
272
267

656
643
631

0-703
0-703
0-703

d (196M
\202M
[2Q1M

1-5459
1-5449
1-5402

928
905
884

58-8
60-2

611

276
269
263

652
636
621

0-703
0-703

0703

50 a /196iV
\201iV

1-5506
1-5463

1002
982

550
55-6

295
288

707
694

0-706
0-706

b (19GP
-^202P
(201P

1-5572
1-5566
1-5525

1000
988
980

55-7

56-3
56-4

295
292
289

705
696
691

0-705
0-705
0-705

c (196Q
-{202Q
UOIQ

1-5643
1-5637
1-5591

1002
988
980

56-3

571
57-1

296
292
289

706
696
691

0-705
0-705
0-705

d ri96i?
4 202J?

(201i?

1-5711
1-5704
1-5652

1003
988
983

57-0
57-7
57-6

297
293
291

706
695
692

0-704
0-704
0-704
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(4) A study of the optical constants of the glasses 196ABC,
EFG, JKLM, NPQR, shows that the mean rise in refractive index

for the D line for (1 per cent BaO-1 per cent. Na20) is 0-0011. The
rise for the corresponding potassium oxide glasses of the 201 series

for (1 per cent. BaO-1 per cent. K20) is 00010.

(5) The change in total dispersion for (1 per cent. BaO-1 per cent.

Na
20) varies from — 0*00003 in the glasses containing 70 per cent,

of silica to zero in the glasses containing 50 per cent, of silica. In

the corresponding potassium oxide glasses the change in total

dispersion for (1 per cent. BaO-1 per cent. K
20) varies from

— 0-00004 to zero.

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

155

1-54

1-53

1-52

fci

1-51

Variation, yntAc

'RejjmoUvt- Lndeec

uUk tfis. BaOamf&nt

V&ruUccn m. the- TotaC

BaO amXmt

10 20 30 10

Percentage, of barium oxide.

20 30

(6) The rise in refractive index of the D line, due to increasing

the percentage of lead oxide and diminishing the percentage of

silica, the sodium oxide being kept constant, is shown in Fig. 4.

The curves for the corresponding potassium oxide glasses are not

shown, but they run parallel to those of the sodium oxide series

and are slightly lower in each case. Fig. 5 shows the rise in total

dispersion for the same glasses.

(7) The rate of increase per (1 percent. BaO-I per cent. Si0
2 ) for

both refractive index of D line and total dispersion is approximately

the same for both sodium oxide and potassium oxide glasses, as

well as for glasses containing equal percentages of both oxides.

This rate of increase is constant, showing that refractive index is

additive in character when considered in relation to the percentage

composition by weight of the glass.
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(8) Examination of the refractive indices of the glasses AEJN,
BFKP, CGLQ, and MR of the 196 and 201 series yields information

which may be briefly summarised as follows :

Soda series : (1% BaO-1% Si0 2 ) = + 0-0023 = mean rise in i?D
= + 0*00006 = mean rise in {rjF — tjc )

Potash series : (1% BaO-1% Si0 2 ) = + 0-0024 = mean rise in tjd
= + 0'00007 = mean rise in (rjF — r)c )

It should be noted that as the percentage of barium oxide in a

glass increases, the substitution of barium oxide for silica in per-

centage amounts causes a greater increase in total dispersion.

(9) The increase in rjD due to increasing the alkali oxide, and

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

•5
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| 1-525

1 1-520
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900 x
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Percentage of silica.

diminishing the silica, the barium oxide remaining constant, is

shown in Fig. 6. Two sets of glasses are shown, the first containing

10 per cent, of barium oxide and the second 15 per cent.

(10) Fig 7 shows the variation with composition of the total

dispersions of the above glasses.

(11) The results for 196 BE, CFJ, GK, LN, and MP yield the

following mean values for the sodium oxide glasses.

(1% Na20-1% Si0 2 ) = + 0-0012 = rise in uD
= + 0-00008 = rise in (tj f Vc)

The corresponding values for the potassium oxide glasses of

201 series are

(1% K 20-1% Si0 2 )
= + 0-0013 = rise in tjd
= + 0-00010 = rise in (ijF — rj )
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(10) From the numbers obtained previously in paragraphs (4)

(5), and (8) it follows that

—

(1% BaO-i% Na,0-J% Si0
2 ) = + 0-0017 (r,D ) and + 0-000015 (r,F - r,c )

(1% BaO-J% K 20-i% SiCX) = 0-0017 (rjD ) and + 0-000015 (i»r - Vc )

Thus in glasses of the aSi02
,6BaO,cR

20, type, where (a -f- b -\- c) =
100 per cent., when b is increased to (b -\- 1) per cent., and the

corresponding 1 per cent, fall is spread equally over the silica and

R
20, the increments in t/d and in total dispersion are the same for

both sodium and potassium glasses. For >/D the rise is 0*0017 and

for fof - rfC) 0-000015.

v Values.

A study of the v values in Table III leads to the following con-

clusions :

—

(1) In a series of glasses where the silica proportion is constant,

the substitution of barium oxide for alkali causes a rise in v value.

Thus, a series of glasses is obtained in which the v value increases

as the rjjy value increases.

(2) The substitution of silica by barium oxide, the alkali re-

maining constant, causes the v value to fall, although the rjD value

increases.

(3) If silica is replaced by alkali, the barium oxide remaining

constant, the v value falls, although r]D increases.

(4) Substitution of soda for potash causes the v value to fall,

although the r)D value increases.

3. Devitrification.

The results of the devitrification tests for the molecular scries

100SiO
2
,40R

2
O,:rBaO and 100SiO

2,20R2O,a;BaO have been given

previously,* and the following points are of interest respecting the

corresponding sodium oxide and potassium oxide glasses.

(1) In the molecular series, 100SiO
2,40R2O,xBaO, where R

2

represents sodium oxide, potassium oxide, or both alkaline oxides,

no devitrification took place, even on second heating, until a content

of 40 molecules of barium oxide was reached. Then barium silicate

was deposited. In the soda series this deposition was only partial,

but in both the potash series and the mixed alkali series there was
total devitrification. All these glasses of the 40R

2
O series melted

down before 900° was reached, and they frothed badly. The
potash glasses were covered with a skin.

(2) In the molecular series, 100SiO
2,20Na2O,.rBaO, the first glass

* This Vol., Trans., pp. 208, 218, and 225.
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containing 5 molecules of barium oxide deposited silica on first

cooling in the furnace. On second melting, the first three glasses

(containing up to 15 molecules of barium oxide) deposited silica,

and the last three (containing 20, 30, and 40 molecules of barium
oxide respectively) deposited barium silicate. None of the corre-

sponding potash glasses deposited silica on second heating, but the

last three in the series deposited barium silicate. In the

10Na
2O,10K2O series, the first three glasses were covered with a

white, opaque skin of deposited silica, and the last three totally

devitrified, barium silicate separating out. Thus the mixed alkali

glasses are intermediate in their devitrification properties between

those of the soda and potash series.

Percentage Composition and Devitrification.

Table IV shows the behaviour of glasses containing barium oxide

melted on the basis of percentage composition by weight, as shown
in Table I.

In the last column of Table IV an attempt is made to indicate

the order in which the glasses flowed down at 900°, an estimate

being obtained from the appearance of the glasses after the devitri-

fication test. Attention may be directed to the following points

concerning the melting properties of these glasses :

—

(1) In every case, whatever the percentage of silica or barium

oxide present, the glass containing sodium oxide was more easily

melted than the corresponding one containing an equal weight of

potassium oxide, whilst the mixed alkali glasses were intermediate

in ease of melting. Thus, weight for weight, sodium oxide is a

better flux than potassium oxide for the barium oxide-silica glasses.

(2) Where the amount of silica remains constant in a series, the

substitution of barium oxide for alkali, weight for weight, causes

the melting point to be raised considerably.

(3) The substitution of either alkali or barium oxide for silica

lowers the melting point, the alkali having a greater effect than the

barium oxide.

(4) The substitution of alkali for barium oxide lowers the melting

point, whatever the percentage of silica in the glass.

(5) One very interesting point is the outcome of remelting at

900° alkali-barium oxide-silica glasses. In every case where the

glasses melted down, the sodium oxide glass frothed badly and
became very discoloured, the colour varying from a dense brown in

the glass with 25 per cent, of soda, to a light yellow in that with

10 per cent. The potassium oxide glasses did not become dis-

coloured at all, and there was no frothing. The glasses containing

both alkalies were intermediate, becoming discoloured and frothing,
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but not so badly as the soda glasses. In contradistinction to the

soda glasses, which preserved a clear surface, all the potash glasses

which did not devitrify were covered with a skin.

The following observations have to be made regarding the devitri-

fication properties of barium oxide glasses when studied in relation

to the percentage composition by weight :

—

A.—On Cooling after First Melting at 1350°.

(1) All the batches containing upwards of 65 per cent, of silica

gave clear glass on melting, but when the alkali content fell below

10 per cent., silica separated out on cooling. The separation is

more pronounced with the soda glasses than with those containing

potash.

(2) All the batches containing silica between 50 and 60 per cent,

and alkali between 10 and 25 per cent, gave clear glass on melting

and none devitrify on cooling in the furnace.

(3) Glasses containing less than 50 per cent, of silica and 15 per

cent, of potash give clear glass on melting, but they deposit barium

silicate on cooling.

(4) The above results indicate that alkali-barium oxide-silica

glasses tend to deposit silica when the amount of silica is greater

than 65 per cent, and the amount of alkali less than 10 per cent.,

the separation being more pronounced in the sodium oxide glasses

than in those containing potassium oxide. On the other hand, the

separation of barium silicate from glasses high in barium oxide is

more pronounced in the glasses containing potassium oxide. Thus

sodium oxide batches containing as much as 70 per cent, of barium

oxide were melted without devitrification.*

B.—On Cooling after Second Melting at 900°.

(1) Alkali-barium oxide-silica glasses containing more than 70

per cent, of silica tend to deposit some of this silica on cooling after

second melting, when the alkali content falls below 15 per cent.

(2) Barium silicate does not tend to separate on second melting

until the glass contains at least 25 per cent, of barium oxide, and

then only when the alkali content is below 15 per cent. A glass

containing 50 per cent, of barium oxide and 25 per cent, of sodium

oxide did not devitrify on second heating.

(3) The results on second heating serve to emphasise further the

* An experiment not previously recorded serves to emphasise this point.

The glass 40 per cent. SiO 2,10Na 2O,50BaO, on melting and slow cooling in

the furnace, does not devitrify. The corresponding 40SiO 2
,10K 2

O,50BaO
glass, on melting, gives a clear glass, but a proof taken from the melting and

quickly air-cooled devitrified completely to a white, porcelain-like mass.
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fact that separation of silica is more marked in soda glasses than in
the potash glasses, whilst separation of barium silicate is more
easily induced in the potash glasses than in those containing soda.

(4) An attempt has been made to identify the silicate of barium
which separates when glasses rich in barium devitrify. A large
spherulite which formed in the glass 30SiO

2,10K2O,60BaO was
taken and cleaned from adherent glass by grinding. An analysis
of this spherulite gave Si0

2
37-5 per cent., BaO 59'8 per cent.,

A1
2 3 2-9 per cent., pointing to the fact that it was composed

chiefly of barium disilicate (BaSi
2 5 ), which contains Si0

2 44 per
cent, and BaO 56 per cent. Spherulites which form in barium
glasses seem to do so without the occlusion of the parent glass, a
distinction from glasses rich in calcium, which form spherulites,
interspersed with the parent glass.*

(5) The separation of barium silicate from small laboratory
meltings of barium oxide glasses containing potash is in the form of
white, opaque spherules. When sections of these spherules are
prepared and examined under the microscope, they prove dis-

appointing, as no crystalline structure is observable. Under
special conditions, spherules can be obtained from the sodium
oxide-barium oxide glasses which are crystalline. Photomicro-
graph 7 (magnification 18 diameters) shows a section across one of
these spherules and the barium disilicate is seen in the form of
long, prismatic crystals, which exhibit colour under crossed Nicols.

(6) Barium oxide is the chief constituent of Dense Barium
Crown optical glass. A typical example of a Dense Barium Crown
glass largely used for making photographic lenses contains 45 per
cent, of barium oxide and 38 per cent, of silica, the remainder of the
glass being made up of zinc oxide, alumina, boric oxide, and alkali

oxides. This high percentage of barium oxide renders such glasses

very prone to deposit barium silicate on slow cooling, and during
manufacture many precautions have to be taken to prevent this.

Several beautiful examples of the devitrification of glasses rich in
barium have been met with during the production of optical glass

by the Derby Crown Glass Co. Occasionally small, crystalline

spherulites are formed varying in size, some as large as a pea.
Photomicrograph (2) (magnification 5 diameters) indicates the
appearance of typical spherulites of this type. It will be seen that
they are built up of needle-like, prismatic crystals. These crystals

as a rule tend to radiate from a central nucleus (which is some-
times a stone or a piece of unmelted batch material, or even a
gas bubble) and are distributed unevenly throughout the glass.

The opaque nuclei of the spherulites are well shown in the photo

-

* This vol., Trans., p. 94.
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Fig. 1.

Natural size.

Fig. 2.

Magnification 5 diameters.

Fig. 3.

Magnification 25 diameters.

Fig. 4.

Magnification 12 diameters.
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Fig. 5.

Magnification 5 diameters.

Fig. 6.

Magnification 5 diameters.

[To face Trans., p. 244.



Fig. 7.

Magnification 18 diameters.

Fig. 8.

Magnification 30 diameters.

Fig. 9.

Magnification 25 diameters.

Fig. 10.

Magnification 40 diameters.

Fig. 11.

Magnification 18 diameters.

Fig. 12.

Magnification 18 diameters.

[To lace p. 245.
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graph. A commoner form of separation is that of minute needles

about a millimetre in length. On rare occasions they are distributed

unevenly throughout a melting, but more often are found to take

regular paths, having separated out along striae.* To the naked eye

they appear as single crystals, as pairs of X -shaped crystals, or as

groups of crystals. Under the microscope, each apparently single

crystal is seen to be a sheaf of minute hair-like crystals. Photo-

micrograph (1) shows a piece of Dense Barium Crown glass (ordinary

size) with needle-like crystallisation of barium disilicate. The
separation along well-defined straight lines is very noticeable, and
close examination of the glass reveals striae as well as crystals. A
pair of crossed sheaves is shown in photomicrograph (3) (magnifica-

tion 25 diameters), whilst photomicrograph (4) (magnification 12

diameters) shows the appearance of a group of these sheaves of

crystals. It is evident from these photographs that number 3

shows an early stage in the development of these crystals, number 4

a later stage, and probably the spherulites in number 2 a still later

stage.

(7) The type of crystal discussed in the above paragraph always

separates from meltings during slow cooling in the furnace. Some
Dense Barium Crown glasses, after slow cooling in the furnace, have

shown no signs of devitrification, but on second heating and cooling

during the moulding process, crystals have developed. One piece

of such a glass after moulding became filled with bubbles and each

bubble served as the nucleus for the formation of crystals. Photo-

micrograph 5 shows a portion of this glass (magnification 5

diameters). The black circles are the air bubbles, and it will be

seen that each has radiating from it needle-like crystals. These

crystals differ from those developed "on slow cooling after melting,

because they appear coloured under polarised light. Photo-

micrograph 6 (magnification 5 diameters) shows the same crystals as

in photograph 5, but it is taken with crossed Nicols. A most

beautiful " flower garden " effect is produced, and portions of the

crystals show up which under ordinary lighting can be seen only

with difficulty. A gas bell with attendant crystals more highly

magnified (30 diameters) is shown in photomicrograph 8, the

photograph being taken with crossed Nicols.

(8) The examination under the microscope with a higher power
of the piece of glass in which the above crystals were formed revealed

lines of minute, hair-like crystals in crosses and bunches, just the

same as those depicted in photographs 1, 3, and 4. These crystals

* This separation along strise is of great interest, as it seems to indicate

that the strife in Dense Barium Crown glasses are richer in barium than
the parent glass.
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were about five-thousandths of a millimetre in length (that is,

zIjj the size of those in photograph 1) and were quite invisible to the

naked eye. It is possible that the piece of glass had in it these

minute crystals after the first heating and cooling, and they served

to set up further separation on the gas bells as nuclei.

(9) Along these lines of minute, hair-like crystals were larger

crystals, transparent to ordinary light, but which showed up under

polarised light. Photomicrograph 9 shows two such crystals

(magnification 25 diameters) which seem to be flat plates and similar

to those formed on the gas bells. The minute, hair-like crystals

show up on the diamond-shaped plate like crystal, as black lines.

One specimen of Dense Barium Crown glass has been obtained

which shows these flat plate type of crystals without attendant gas

bubbles, and as far as can be seen without any of the hair-like

crystals shown in photograph 3. Most of the crystals are just

visible to the naked eye, and the majority are roughly diamond
shaped, being exactly like the crystals shown in photograph 9. One
very beautiful formation is to be seen in photomicrograph 10

(magnification 40 diameters), and in all the many crystals developed

in barium glasses and examined by the author only two of this

shape have been noted. The wonderfully clear-cut line in the middle

of the crystal is 0'2 mm. in actual length, and is invisible to the

naked eye.

(10) Only one example has been noticed where, after first cooling

in the pot, the flat, plate-like crystals, which polarise, have developed.

As a rule, they only show after second heating and cooling. The
glass in question showed the usual hair-like crystals developed along

striae, and interspersed irregularly amongst these were flat plates,

which only showed up under polarised light. Photomicrograph 11

shows the hair-like crystals, taken with ordinary light (magnification

18 diameters) and photomicrograph 12 is of exactly the same piece of

glass, taken with crossed Nicols (magnification 18 diameters).

The hair-like crystals disappear and the flat plates show up.

(11) At present it is impossible to say with certainty what the

compositions of these crystals are, but in all probability the hair-

like ones are barium disilicate. Whether the flat, plate-like crystals

are of a different chemical type or no is a matter for future in-

vestigation.

(12) On rare occasions separation may take place in glasses

containing comparatively little barium oxide. Thus a light barium

crown glass containing 61 per cent, of silica, 19 per cent, of barium

oxide, 11 2 per cent, of alkalies, the rest being zinc oxide and

alumina, on first melting on a manufacturing scale and cooling,

gave a quite clear glass. On second heating, for moulding, the glass
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was found to be quite opalescent when cooled. There seems little

doubt from what has been proved previously that this opalescence

is due to the separation of silica, although the particles causing it

were so small as to be incapable of resolution under a high power.

4. Solubility.

The effect upon solubility of replacing soda molecularly by potash

in the barium oxide glasses can be seen by comparing the solubility

data previously recorded.* The following inferences may be

drawn :

—

(1) The solubilities of the glasses containing potassium oxide are

much greater than the solubility of the corresponding sodium oxide

glasses containing the same molecular proportions.

(2) The solubilities of the glasses containing equimolecular

proportions of both alkali oxides are intermediate between those of

the corresponding sodium oxide and potassium oxide glasses.

(3) The solubility of these glasses depends largely on the amount
of alkali they contain, and as the alkali content decreases the

solubility falls.

(4) The addition of either silica or barium oxide causes the solu-

bility to decrease, but the power of these to lower solubility falls

away as the alkali content becomes greater. Thus, the glass

100SiO
2,40Na2

O,20BaO has a solubility four times that of

100SiO
2
,20Na

2O,15BaO, although it contains a higher barium
oxide percentage. This is due to the fact that the first-named glass

contains 21-4 per cent, of soda and the second only 13 per cent.

Solubility as Related to Percentage Composition by Weight.

Table V gives the solubility of the glasses of the type
aSi02,6R20,cBaO where (a + b + c) = 100 per cent. The solu-

bilities are given under three heads : (1)
" weight dissolved," (2)

" milligrams H
2S04

," (3)
" milligrams of alkali," but no great stress

can be laid upon the values under " weight dissolved " owing to

reaction between the powdered glass and the water. The numbers
in the two last columns serve as the best indication of the relative

solubilities of the glass, f The following conclusions are to be
drawn from a study of these numbers :

—

(1) Comparing the relative effects of equal weights of soda and
potash, there is no great difference in their effect on solubility,

although the soda glasses are slightly more soluble.

(2) Where the alkali content is greater than 20 per cent, the
glasses containing both soda and potash have a higher solubility

* This Vol., Trans., pp. 209, 218, and 226.

t This Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, 92.
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than either the corresponding soda or potash glasses. Below a

20 per cent, alkali content the remarkable fact is once more in

evidence that the solubility of a glass is lowered by the presence of

both alkali oxides.

IFABLE V.

rcentage
silica. Section. Melt No.

Weight dissolved
per 100 grams

of glass.

Milligrams
of H 2S04 .

Milligrams
of alkali.

70 a (196,4
{202A
U0L4

78-85

57-50

34,450
28,180
21,070

21,830}
22,470 V

20,730j

b (196B
-{202B
[201B

21-98
14-30
20-37

13,290
7,403
9,642

8,428}
5,822 V

9,274j

c (196C
^202C
[201C

3-97
1-76

1-60

2,683
1,280
1,371

1,700}
1,021 V

1.318J

65 a (196S
4 202E
[201E

65-08
48-54
44-30

28,800
22,920
18,630

18,250}
18,270 V

17,940]

b (19QF
-{202F
(20LF

11-26
8-42

1205

10,370
4,872
7,112

6,573}
3,885 Y
6,841 J

c (I960
^202ff
[201Q

303
2-97

1-20

2,092
1,121
998

1,326}
894 I

978j

60 a /196J
\201J

33-22
41-77

22,550
15,770

14,290}
15,170/

b (196.fi:

{202K
[201K

9-96
3-69
4-48

8,925
2,986
3,472

5,655)
2,381 V

3,339J

c (196L
4 202L
(201L

302
2-22

1-98

1,663
1,020
868

1,054}
820 V

835j

d (196M
4 202iW
1201M

0-88
0-88
1-51

678
337
575

430}
269 V

553j

50 a (196IV
\ 2012V

15-04
16-33

14,010
12,710

8,872}
12,220/

b (196P
- 202P
(201P

210
2-32

116

2,985
1,446
1,766

1,892}
1,151

V

l,698j

c (196Q
J.202Q

[201Q

0-83

114
0-91

1,367
794
690

866}
633^
66lJ

d (196R
A202R
(201JS

0-69
0-86
0-62

690
536
563

436}
427^
542j
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(3) The glasses of any section of a set have a lower solubility

than those of the same type in the sections above them, showing

that the substitution of barium oxide for alkali diminishes the

solubility, whatever the silica content may be. Thus, the glass

60SiO2,15BaO,25K2O has a solubility value 15170. The sub-

stitution of 15 per cent, of the potash by 15 per cent, of barium

oxide gives a glass 60SiO2
,30BaO,10K2O with a solubility 553, that

is, nearly thirty times less.

(4) Substitution of silica for alkali in these glasses also causes a

remarkable decrease in their solubility and this decrease is in-

dependent of the amount of barium oxide present (compare the

glasses BE, CF, FJ, GK, and LN).

Thus the glass 50SiO
2
,25Na2

O,25BaO has a solubility 8872. Sub-

stituting 10 per cent, of soda by 10 per cent, of silica gives the

glass 60SiO2,15Na2
O,25BaO with a solubility 1054, that is, eight

times less.

(5) The replacement of silica by barium oxide, the alkali remaining

constant in amount, lowers the solubility of all the glasses shown

in Table V except the R series. Thus, where the barium oxide

content is less than 40 per cent, and the alkali is greater than 10 per

cent., substitution of silica by barium oxide causes the solubility to

fall. When the barium oxide content rises above 40 per cent, there

is evidence that solubility increases when barium oxide replaces

silica, particularly if the alkali is less than 10 per cent.

5. Durability.

A.—^4-s Related to Molecular Composition.

The following remarks have to be made regarding a comparison

of the soda and potash glasses containing barium oxide. The data

upon which these remarks are based has been given previously.*

(1) Where potash is substituted molecularly for soda, the resultant

glass is not so good from a weathering point of view as the original

soda glass.

(2) The glasses containing both soda and potash in equivalent

molecular proportions are intermediate in their weathering properties

between the corresponding soda and potash glasses, being, however,

only slightly worse than the soda glasses.

(3) Increasing the proportion of alkali in a glass lowers its

durability considerably, whilst an increase of silica or barium oxide

improves it.

(4) In the test of exposure to moist air, glasses containing less

than 14 per cent, of alkali remain unaltered. In the test of ex-

* This Vol., Trans., pp. 210, 219, and 227.

VOL. V. R
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posure for one year, all the glasses tested become dull except those

containing less than 14 per cent, of soda.

(5) Some of the glasses in these series showed iridescence, being

covered with a sheen of colours after exposure. This iridescence

only appeared in glasses having a high barium oxide content, and
its appearance was governed to some extent by the amount of

alkali present. Thus when 20 per cent, of alkali was present,

glasses with more than 25 per cent, of barium oxide showed
iridescence. With 15 per cent, of alkali up to 30 per cent, of

barium oxide could be added before the glass exhibited iridescence.

With 10 per cent, of alkali as much as 40 per cent, of barium oxide

could be put in before any sheen of colours was detected on exposure.

(6) The solubility numbers follow the same order as the results

of the durability tests, once again proving the worth of the solubihty

tests in comparing durability.

B.—As Related to Percentage Composition.

The results of the weathering tests for glasses the compositions

of which are given in Table I are shown in Table VI and the following

points are of interest :

—

(1) The striking superiority of glasses containing both alkaline

oxides over the corresponding sodium oxide and potassium oxide

glasses is once more apparent. This is in line with the results found

under the solubihty tests.

(2) A study of any set of glasses indicates that where silica

remains constant the substitution of barium oxide for alkali im.

proves durability.

(3) Where the alkali is 25 per cent., replacement of silica by
barium oxide improves durability. Below 20 per cent, of alkali, the

substitution of barium oxide for silica has little effect on weathering

properties until glasses having 30 per cent, or more of barium oxide

are reached. Then increasing the barium oxide at the expense of

the silica lowers the durability.

(4) The substitution of silica for alkali, the barium oxide remaining

constant, considerably improves the durabihty.

(5) In the case of the soda glasses and the potash glasses those

with less than 10 per cent of alkali remain unaltered in the moist-

air test. Where both alkalies are present no surface attack is evident

under this test until 15 per cent, of alkali is contained in the glass.

(6) In the long-exposure test, the soda and potash glasses only

remain unaltered when the alkali is below 10 per cent. With both

alkalies present, the glasses containing more than 60 per cent, of

silica are unattached until the alkali content is 15 per cent.
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(7) A comparison of Tables V and VI proves that soda and

potash glasses remain unaltered under exposure tests when their

solubility value falls below 500 milligrams of alkali.

(8) Certain of the barium oxide glasses set out here show irides-

cence, and it is obvious that two different types of weathering have

to be distinguished in dealing with the barium glasses. First of all,

there is the weathering due to presence of alkali, which shows

itself in the form of wet or dry filming and wet or dry " spottiness."

Then there is weathering due to high barium oxide content, which

is seen in the iridescence of the surface. The iridescence of barium

glasses is dealt with more fully in a later paper.*

6. Pot Attach.

(1) Examination of the fireclay pots after melting showed that

when the percentage of alkali in a glass was increased, there was

more severe pot attack. Reference to any set of glasses in Table I

shows that as the alkali content becomes less, the colour of the glass

improves. This colour is mainly due to iron compounds absorbed

from the pot clay, and so the more clay dissolved in the molten glass,

the worse will be the colour.

(2) In every case the glass containing potash was more brilliant

and less coloured than its corresponding soda glass.

(3) Increasing the barium oxide in a glass always caused an

increase in pot attack, so that the colour tended to deepen with

increasing barium oxide (see glasses BFKPVY in Table I, where the

colour of the soda glasses ranges from light to dark green and the

potash glasses from colourless to green, as the barium oxide

increases).

(4) Above 40 per cent, of barium oxide, the pot attack was very

marked indeed. In the soda series, as much as 70 per cent, of

barium oxide was introduced into a glass, but the colour was a very

dark brown, showing very bad pot attack. Indeed the pot was

nearly eaten through.

General Summary.

(1) Comparisons have been made of several properties of glasses

of the type 100SiO2
,?/R

2
O,a;BaO, where R2

may be either Na20,

K20, or equimolecular Na
2
0,K

2
mixtures; y varying between

20 and 40 molecules and x between 5 and 40 molecules.

(2) Further, a series of glasses built up upon a percentage basis

has been studied. In this series several sets of glasses have been

investigated, the silica, barium oxide, and alkali content being kept

constant in turn and the other oxides varied.

* This Vol., Trans., p. 265.

R 2
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(3) Density.—
(a) The glasses of the molecular series 100SiO

2
,40Na

2O,a;BaO

and 100SiO2,20Na2O,x\BaO are all higher in density than the corre-

sponding jjotash glasses when x is greater than 7 molecules.

(6) The glasses of the series 100SiO 2,20Na2O,20K2O,»;BaO and
100SiO 2,10Na2O,10K2O,xBaO are intermediate in density between

those of the corresponding soda and potash series.

(c) Comparing the relative effect of equal percentages of sodium
oxide and potassium oxide on density, the sodium oxide glass has a

higher density than the corresponding potassium oxide glass.

(d) When half the percentage weight of soda in a glass is replaced

by potash, the resultant glass has a density intermediate between

the densities of the corresponding soda and potash glasses.

(e) The following constants have been found to represent the

increase of density with variation in composition.

( + 1 % BaO-1% Na 20) (silica constant) = 0-015.

(+ 1% BaO-1% K 20) (
Do. ) = 0014.

(+1% BaO-1% Si0 2 )
(Na 2 constant) = 0023.

(+ 1% BaO-1% Si0 2 )
(K 2 constant) = 0-023.

(+ 1% BaO-i% Si0 2-J% Na aO) = + 0-019.

(+ 1% BaO-i% SiO,-J% K 20) = + 0-019.

Thus the addition of 1 per cent, of barium oxide to a glass of the

type aSi02,6R2
0,cBaO, where a = 50 to 70 per cent., b = 10 to 25

per cent., c = 5 to 40 per cent., and (a + b -\- c) == 100 per cent,

results in a rise in density of 0"019 when the subsequent 1 per cent,

fall in silica and alkali is shared equally.

(4) Refractive Index.—(a) From the point of view of equimolecular

proportions, the soda glasses of the 100SiO2
,40R

2O,a;BaO and
100SiO2

,20R
2
O,:rBaO series have a higher refractive index for the

D line when x is greater than 11 molecules.

(b) The total dispersions of the soda glasses in the 40R2O series

are greater than those of the potash glasses. In the 20R
2O series,

the potash glasses have the higher total dispersion values.

(c) The refractive index for the D line and for the total dispersion

of the glasses of the 20Na2O,20K2O and 10Na2
O,10K

2O series is

intermediate between the corresponding soda and potash glasses.

(d) Judged from the point of view of percentage composition by
weight, the soda glass has a higher refractive index and total

dispersion than its corresponding potash glass.

(e) The following constants have been found :

—

Increase in tjd . Increase in (rjF— Vc).

(+1% BaO-1% Na20) (Silica constant) = 0-0011 — 0-00002

(+ 1% BaO-1% K 20) ( Do. ) =00010 -0-00002
(+ 1% BaO-1% Si0 2 )

(Na 2 constant) = 0-0023 0-00006

(+ 1% BaO-1% Si0 2 )
(K 2 constant) =0-0024 0-00007

(1% BaO-p/ Si0 2-£% Na20) = 0-0017 0-00002

(1% BaO-f% SiO,-|% K„0) = 0-0017 0-00002
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(5) In the alkali-barium oxide-silica glasses, sodium oxide is a

better flux than potassium oxide when added in equivalent amount
by weight.

(6) In corresponding soda and potash glasses the one containing

soda has the lower melting point.

(7) Devitrification.—The separation of silica is more easily

induced in the soda glasses than in those containing potash.

Deposition of barium silicate from glasses rich in barium takes place

more readily in the potash glasses.

(8) Solubility.—The presence of equal percentage weights of

soda and potash in a glass has a remarkable effect upon solubility.

Below an alkali content of 20 per cent., a glass containing equal

percentage weights of both alkalies has a much lower solubility

than one containing the same weight of soda or potash alone.

(9) Durability.—(a) The results of durability tests show that

glasses containing equal percentage weights of soda and of potash

are superior to the corresponding soda and potash glasses from a

weathering point of view.

(b) When the barium oxide content is greater than 25 per cent,

and the alkali greater than 25 per cent., these glasses show iridescence

on exposure. As the alkali content is reduced the tendency to

iridescence gets less, until with 10 per cent, of alkali as much as

40 per cent, of barium oxide can be introduced before iridescence

is apparent on exposure.

(10) Use of Barium Glasses in Manufacture.—(a) Of the

100SiO2
,40R

2O,a;BaO series, only the glass 100SiO
2,40Na2O,40BaO

could be used with success in glass melting. Even this glass is not

to be recommended, as it becomes iridescent on exposure. For

optical glass manufacture, it would be useless, as it devitrifies on

second heating.

(b) In the molecular series 100SiO
2
,20R

2
O,a;BaO, the glasses

capable of use in ordinary melting are :

—

100SiO2
,20Na

2
O,10BaO.

100SiO2,20Na2O,15BaO.

All the other glasses of this series are either too poor for weathering

or would tend to devitrify on working. Even the above two
glasses would be useless for optical work, as they devitrify on slow

cooling and would only be in Class IV * for durability.

(c) Of the glasses worked out according to their equivalent

weight percentages, the following are capable of ordinary use,

judged from the point of view of durability and freedom from

devitrification tendencies. The numbers represent percentage

* This Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, 39.
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weights, and it must be understood that any glass in their near

vicinity will be similar in properties. The glasses are classified

according to durability.

1. Class III. 60SiO2
,10K

2
O,30BaO.

2. Class V. G0SiO„15K2
O,25BaO.

3. Do. 65SiO2,7-5Na2
O,7-5K2

O,20BaO.

4. Do. 65SiO2
,15K2

O,20BaO.

5. Do. 70SiO
2
,7-5Na

2
O,7-5K2

O,15BaO.

For the manufacture of optical glass, only 3 and 4 in the above list

could be used, as the others devitrify on second heating. Even as

optical glasses they would be of little use owing to poor durability.

(d) It will be seen then that the alkali-barium oxide-silica glasses

are not of any great value either for ordinary or for optical glass

melting. Their tendency to devitrification is as great or greater

than the corresponding calcium oxide glasses, and their weathering

properties are much worse. The substitution of barium oxide for

calcium oxide in a Hard Crown glass of the straightfonvard alkali-

RO-silica type would result in a glass of higher density and brilliance,

but these two factors would be outweighed by the tendency of the

barium oxide glass to devitrification and its poor durability.

Barium glasses of good durability and freedom from devitrification

properties can be made, but other compounds besides silica and the

alkalies have to be introduced into the glasses, as, for example,

zinc oxide, alumina, lead oxide, and boric oxide.

The author is again indebted to Mr. Walter Morritt for the photo-

micrographs in this paper. Some of the subjects are very difficult

to photograph, and their reproduction is a triumph of the technique

of the photographer.

The Research Dept., The Research Dept.,

Messrs. Wood Bros. Glass Co., Ltd. Derby Crown Glass Co., Ltd.
Barnsley. Derby.

XXII.

—

The Development of Various Types of Glass.

Part XVI. A Comparison of the Alkali-Barium-

Silicate and Alkali-Lead-Silicate Glasses.

By C. J. Peddle, D.Sc, PIC.

Lead compounds and barium compounds are very similar in

several of their chemical characteristics, although the elements
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lead and barium are placed in different groups of the Periodic

Table of the classiiication of elements. In some respects, certain

compounds of barium more nearly resemble those of lead in their

properties than they resemble the compounds of their group
members—calcium and strontium. The behaviour of barium and
lead when constituents of glass affords further evidence of the

resemblance of the two elements from a chemical point of view,

and this, coupled with the fact that barium glasses have been
substituted for lead glasses in certain manufactures, makes a
comparison of these two glass types of interest at this stage.

The present paper discusses glasses containing lead and barium
respectively, and in the case of each property dealt with the com-
parative effects both of equimolecular quantities of these two
oxides and of equal percentage weights are considered.

1. Density.

A.—Comparison by Molecular Composition.

In glasses of the two molecular series 100SiO2
,40R

2O,aBaO and

100iSiO2,40R2
O,a"PbO where R 2 represents either sodium oxide,

potassium oxide, or a mixture of both, and x varies between 5 and
40 molecules, the following facts are worthy of notice :

—

(1) The substitution of a molecule of barium oxide by a mole-

cule of lead oxide in a glass of this type results in a large in-

crease in density, whatever the alkali present. Thus the glass

100SiO
2,40Na2O,15BaO has a density of 2-864. The corresponding

lead glass, 100SiO
2
,40Na2O,15PbO, has a density of 3-112, that is,

a rise in density per molecule substituted of 0-0165.

(2) The rate of increase of density due to the molecular addition

of lead oxide is greater than that due to the molecular addition

of barium oxide. Thus the addition of a molecule of lead oxide to

the glass 100SiO2,40Na2O,5PbO raises the density 0-040. The addi-

tion of a molecule of barium oxide to the glass 100SiO2
,40Na

2O,5BaO
only raises the density 0-026.

(3) The sodium glass has a higher density than the corresponding

potassium glass in all the lead glasses. In the barium series, the

sodium glass has the higher density when the barium oxide content

is greater than 7 molecules.

Regarding glasses of the 100SiO2,20R2
O,xPbO and

100SiO
2
,20R

2
O,a-BaO

series, the following points are of interest :

—

(1) Again the substitution of lead oxide for barium oxide, mole-

cule for molecule, results in a large density increase. The glass

100SiO
a
,20Na2O,15BaO has a density of 2-853, whilst the glass
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100SiO2
,20Na2

O,15PbO has a density of 3-152, a rise in density

of 0-020 per molecule substituted.

(2) The rate of increase due to molecular addition is greater

for the lead than for the barium glasses. Thus one molecule of

lead oxide added to the glass 100SiO2
,20Na

2
O,5PbO raises the

density 0-057, whilst the addition of a molecule of barium oxide

to the glass 100SiO2,20Na2O,5BaO only raises it 0-030.

(3) Glasses containing both alkalies are intermediate in density

between the corresponding sodium and potassium glasses. The

same remark applies to the 40R
2O series previously discussed.

B.—Comparison by Percentage Weights.

Glasses of the type aSi02
,6R

2
0,cRO have been melted, where

(a -f- b -f- c) — 100 per cent., R
2

being either sodium oxide,

potassium oxide, or mixed alkalies, RO being either lead oxide or

barium oxide. The silica content varied from 50 to 70 per cent.,

the alkali from 10 to 25 per cent., and the RO content from 5 to

40 per cent. The following inferences have to be drawn from the

results of the density determinations of these glasses :—
(1) The substitution of lead oxide for barium oxide, weight for

weight, causes an increase in density, except where the RO content

is less than 5 per cent. This statement is true whatever alkali is

present in the glass. Thus the glass 65SiO
2
,15Na2

O,20PbO has a

density 2-836. The corresponding glass 65SiO
2
,15Na

2
O,20BaO has

a density 2-773.

(2) In glasses containing less than 65 per cent, of silica and

less than 25 per cent, of alkali, the rise in density due to the replace-

ment of barium oxide by lead oxide is approximately constant,

being 0-003 per 1 per cent, substitution. This holds whatever

alkali is present, and is worked out from the value obtained when

the whole barium oxide is substituted. Whether it holds good

when only part of the barium oxide is substituted by lead oxide

is probably true, but this is a matter for further research.

(3) The sodium glass always has a higher density than the

corresponding potassium glass in both the lead and barium series.

(4) Glasses containing both alkalies are intermediate in their

densities between those containing only sodium or potassium.

(5) In a series of glasses containing the same percentage of

silica, there is a rise in density when alkali is substituted by lead

oxide or barium oxide. Replacement of alkali by lead oxide

-raises the density more than does replacement by an equal per-

centage amount of barium oxide.

(6) Where the proportion of alkali is kept constant in a series
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of glasses, there is a rise in density when either lead oxide or barium

oxide replaces silica. The rise is greater for replacement by lead

oxide than by barium oxide. It should be noted here that rise in

density due to replacement of 1 per cent, of silica by either lead

oxide or barium oxide is greater than that due to replacement of

1 per cent, of alkali.

(7) When 1 per cent, of alkali replaces 1 per cent, of silica in

either lead or barium glasses, there is a rise in density, and this

rise is the same in both types of glass tested and is 0-008 per 1 per

cent, substitution. It is independent of the kind of alkali present.

(8) The following constants regarding the density of lead and

barium glasses are of importance.

In glasses of the type aSi0
2
,&R

2
0,cRO where (a + b -f- c) = 100

per cent., where R2 is Na
2

or K2 or Na
2
0,K

20, and RO is

either PbO or BaO, substitution of one oxide by another results

in the following changes in density :

—

a. (1% PbO — 1% R zO) SiO, constant, raises density 0-020
)

b. (1% BaO - 1%R 20) „
" „ „ „ 0015 /

c. (1% PbO — 1% SiO,) R,0 constant, raises density 0-028 \
d. (1% BaO - 1% SiOo) ,", „ „ „ 0023 J

c. (1% R aO - 1% SiO,) RO constant raises density 0-008

/. 1% PbO - 1% SiO, - i-% R,0 raises density 0-024

g. 1% BaO - \% SiOl - |% R 2 „ „ * 0019.

2. Refractive Index.

A.—Comparison by Molecular Composition.

Glasses of the two molecular types 100SiO
2
,40R

2O,;rRO and
100SiO

2
,20R

2
O,:rRO have been melted and their optical constants

found. R
2 represents either soda or potash or equimolecular

porportions of both these oxides. RO represents either lead oxide

or barium oxide, and the molecular content x varies from 5 to

40 molecules. The following deductions have been made :

—

(1) The substitution of barium oxide by lead oxide molecule

for molecule causes a large increase in both refractive index

and total dispersion, and this rise is independent of the kind of

alkali in the glass. Thus, the glass 100SiO2,20Na2O,15BaO has
r/D = 1-5357 and a total dispersion 0-00921. The corresponding

lead glass 100SiO
2,20Na2O,15PbO has Vo = 1-5691 and total

dispersion 0-01351. The rise in r/D per molecule of barium oxide

replaced is 0'0022 and the rise in total dispersion 0-0003.

(2) In the lead glasses those containing potash have a higher

refractive index and a higher total dispersion than those containing

soda in both the 40R
2O and 20R

2O series. In the case of the
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barium glasses, the soda glass has a higher r}D value in both series

when the barium oxide content is greater than 11 molecules. The

total dispersions of the barium glasses in the 40Na
2
O series are

greater than those of corresponding glasses in the 40K2O series.

The potash glasses have slightly higher dispersions than the soda

glasses in the 20R
2O series.

(3) The rate of increase of refractive index and total dispersion

due to the addition of lead oxide molecularly is much greater than

that due to barium oxide. Thus, if a molecule of lead oxide is

added to the glass 100SiO2,20Na 2
O,5PbO, r/D increases 0-0052 and

the total dispersion 0-00040. If a molecule of barium oxide is

added to the glass 100SiO2,20Na2
O,5BaO, % only increases 0-0033

and the total dispersion 0-00009.

(4) Glasses containing both alkalies are intermediate in optical

constants between their corresponding soda and potash glasses,

in both the lead and barium series.

B.—Comparison by Percentage Weight.

Lead and barium glasses of the aSi02
,6R

2
0,cRO type have been

melted where (a + b -\- c) = 100 per cent., R2
representing alkali

as before, and RO either lead oxide or barium oxide.

Refractive Index for the D line.

The refractive index for the D line is affected by substitution

in the following way :

—

(1) In all the glasses examined (silica between 50 and 70 per

cent., R2
between 10 and 25 per cent., RO between 5 and 40 per

cent.), where RO is greater than 5 per cent., the lead glass has a

higher refractive index than the corresponding barium glass.

(2) Where Si02 is kept constant in these glasses and alkali is

replaced by RO the refractive index rises in both lead and barium

glasses. The rate of increase is approximately the same in both

types of glass, being 0-001 for (1 per cent. RO — 1 per cent. R
20).

(3) The soda glass has a higher r?D value than the corresponding

potash glass in both the lead and barium series.

(4) Glasses containing both alkali oxides are intermediate in

qD value between those containing soda or potash only. This is

true for both the lead and the barium series.

(5) When the alkali percentage is kept constant and RO is

substituted for silica, the refractive index rises in both lead and

barium glasses. The rate of increase is greater with lead than

with barium glasses.
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(6) When the RO content is kept constant and alkali replaces

silica, the ?/D value increases, the increase being greater in the

lead glasses.

Total Dispersion.

(1) Lead glasses containing soda have a higher dispersion than

corresponding barium glasses when they contain more than 4 per

cent, of RO. The dispersion of lead glasses containing potash is

greater when RO is more than 8 per cent.

(2) In both the lead and barium series the soda glass has a

higher dispersion than the corresponding potash glass.

(3) Glasses containing both alkali oxides are intermediate in

dispersion between those containing soda alone or potash alone.

(4) Where the amount of silica is kept constant and alkali is

replaced by RO, the total dispersion increases in lead glasses and

decreases in barium glasses. This is a most striking difference.

(5) When the alkali remains constant and RO is substituted for

silica the dispersion increases, the rate of increase being greater

in the lead glasses.

(6) If the RO content is kept constant and alkali replaces silica

the total dispersion value rises, the increase being more in the

case of the lead glasses than in the case of the corresponding barium

glasses.

v Value.

(1) In every glass studied with more than 5 per cent, of RO, the

barium glass has a higher v value than its corresponding lead glass.

(2) In both lead and barium series the potash glasses have a

higher v value than their corresponding soda glasses.

(3) Glasses containing both alkali oxides are intermediate in v

value between corresponding soda and potash glasses.

(4) If silica is kept constant and alkali is replaced by RO, in the

lead glasses the v value falls and in the barium glasses it rises. This

is a striking difference and a most important factor, as it enables

glasses to be made of the same refractive index in the D line, but
with widely differing dispersions. The fact should also be noted
that in a series of lead glasses of the type under discussion the

v value falls as the -qD value rises, whilst in the barium glasses the

v value and r/D value increase together.

(5) When silica is replaced by RO and the proportion of alkali

is kept constant the v value falls in both lead and barium glasses,

the fall being much greater for the lead glasses.

(6) Where RO is kept constant and alkali replaces silica, the

v value falls in both types of glass.
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Partial Dispersion.

(1) A study of the partial dispersions * as related to the com-
position either by molecular or by percentage weight shows that

lead glasses spread the spectrum towards the blue end far more
than do the barium glasses. Thus the glass of percentage com-
position 65SiO2,20Na2O,15PbO has a [3 value of 0-708, whereas

in the corresponding barium glass 65SiO
2
,20Na2O,15BaO it is only

0-704.

(2) If lead oxide replaces barium oxide in a glass the (3 value

increases ; that is, the blue end of the spectrum is spread relatively

to the red.

(3) When either lead oxide or barium oxide is substituted for

silica, the (3 value rises. Similarly, there is a rise in (3 value when
alkali replaces silica in either lead or barium glasses.

The following summary of important data may serve to illustrate

the differences between the optical constants of the lead and barium
glasses :

—

/•

9-

h.

1% PbO - 1% Na,0) Silica constant
1% BaO - 1% Na.O) „
1% PbO - 1% K 20) „
1% BaO - 1% K 20) „

1% PbO -

1% BaO -

1% PbO -

1% BaO -

1% Na2

1% Na aO
1% K

2
-

1% K 2
-

% PbO
*% BaO
1% PbO
" BaO1°/1 it

1% Si0 2 ) Na.,0 constant
1% Si0 2 ) „"

1% Si0 2 ) K 2
constant

1% Si0 2 ) „

- 1% Si0 2 ) PbO constant
- 1% Si0 2 ) BaO
1% Si0 2 ) PbO
1% SiO,) BaO

|% Si0 2
- \% Na 20) =

i% Si0 2
- i% Na2o) =

|% Si0 2
- £% K 20) =

h% SiQ 2
- \% K 20) =

Rise in Tjr

00010
00011
0-0014
00010

0-0034
0-0023
0-0034
00024

0-0024
00019
00012
00013

0-0022
00017
00024
00017

Rise in tjf — 7]c .

00001
-0-00003

0-0001
-0-00004

0-00026
000006
000026
0-00007

000013
0-00008
0-00012
0-00010

0-00019
0-00002
0-00019
000002

3. Devitrification.

A.—Comparison by Molecular Composition.

(1) None of the glasses of the 100SiO2
,40R

2O,.rPbO type devitrifies

even on second heating and cooling. The sodium glasses of this

series become covered with a crystalline film and the potassium

glasses with a semi-opaque skin. In the 100SiO
2
,40R

2
O,:rBaO

series only those containing between 30 and 40 molecules devitrify,

and then only on a second heating and cooling, barium silicate

separating.
* See this Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, 11, 25.
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(2) In the 100SiO2
,20R

2
O,.rRO series all glasses of both the

lead and barium series containing more than 60 per cent, of silica

and at the same time less than 20 per cent, of alkali devitrify, on

second heating. They deposit silica.* None of the lead glasses,

even those containing up to 50 per cent, of lead oxide, deposit

lead silicate. On the other hand, barium glasses containing more

than 25 per cent, of barium oxide devitrify on second heating and

deposit barium silicate.

B.—Comparison by Percentage Composition.

(1) Both barium and lead glasses containing more than 65 per

cent, of silica and at the same time less than 10 per cent, of alkali

oxides deposit silica on slow cooling after first melting. Lead

glasses containing 65 per cent, of silica, and at the same time

15 per cent, of alkali, deposit silica on a second heating and cooling.

With barium glasses up to 70 per cent, of silica can be added under

like conditions before silica separation sets in.

(2) No separation of lead silicate can be induced in lead glass

up to 50 per cent, of lead oxide. With barium glasses, when the

alkali falls below 15 per cent., barium silicate separates on second

heating when the barium oxide content is as low as 25 per cent.

(3) Separation of silica is more easily induced in the sodium

glasses than in those containing potassium. This applies to both

lead and barium glasses. It should be noted that potassium glasses

deposit barium silicate more easily than do the corresponding

sodium ones.

(4) Glasses containing both alkalies have devitrification pro-

perties intermediate between those containing soda alone and

those containing only potash.

4. Solubility.

(1) In both the molecular series of glasses 100SiO
2
,40R

2
O,.rRO

and 100SiO2
,20R

2O,.rRO the lead glass has a lower solubility than

its corresponding barium glass.

(2) Increasing the molecular RO content decreases the solubility

in both lead and barium glasses. On the other hand, increasing

the alkali increases solubility in a very high degree.

(3) Lead and barium glasses containing equimolecular propor-

tions of both alkalies are intermediate in solubility between those

containing the same molecular proportions of soda alone and
potash alone.

* For photomicrographs of silica separations, see this Journal, Trans.,

1920, 4, 346, and this vol., Trans., facing p. 94.
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(4) A comparison of the solubility of lead and barium glasses

as related to percentage composition indicates that the lead glass

is slightly less soluble than its corresponding barium glass.

(5) In both lead and barium glasses, when RO is substituted

for alkali there is a big fall in solubility. Similarly, there is a

considerable fall when silica replaces alkali.

(6) The substitution of RO for silica decreases the solubility

when the alkali content is constant and greater than 10 per cent.

When the alkali content is less than 10 per cent, and the RO content

greater than 25 per cent., replacing silica by either lead oxide or

barium oxide causes the solubility to rise.

(7) Lead or barium glasses containing equal percentage weights of

both alkalies have much lower solubility than glasses containing the

same weight of only one alkali when the alkali is less than 20 per

cent. ; that is to say, the glass «Si0
2
,*Na2

0,*K
20,cRO will have

lower solubility than either aSi02,6Na20,cRO or aSi02,6K2
0,cRO,

when b is less than 20 per cent.

5. Durability.

The usual weathering tests (see this Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, 38)

indicate that lead glasses are very similar to the corresponding

barium glasses on exposure for long or short periods. The following

remarks apply to both lead and barium glasses :

—

(1) Glasses high in soda content on short exposure to moist

air become covered with a greasy, liquid layer. On long exposure

to ordinary air they are coated with a fine, white, crystalline

powder.

(2) Glasses high in potash content on short exposure are covered

with a white, slimy layer and on long exposure with a thick, dry,

white skin.

(3) Replacement of alkali by RO improves durability.

(4) Glasses containing both alkalies are much superior to those

containing only the same percentage of a single alkali.

(5) Only those glasses with less than 10 per cent, of alkali remain

unaltered under exposure tests when the alkali is soda or potash

alone. When equal percentages of alkali are present up to 15 per

cent., total alkali can be introduced into a glass without surface

attack on exposure, provided that upwards of 60 per cent, of silica

is present.

(6) Both barium and lead glasses under certain conditions show
iridescent filming on exposure. In lead glasses iridescence shows

when upwards of 15 per cent, of alkali is present if the lead oxide

content is greater than 45 per cent. In barium glasses containing
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15 per cent, of alkali or more, iridescence shows when the barium

oxide content is greater than 30 per cent. Experiment has proved

that in both lead and barium glasses iridescence is due to a high

RO content, and is enhanced by a high alkali content.

(7) It is obvious, therefore, that both in barium and lead glasses

two types of weathering have to be recognised. In the first place,

there is " wet " or " dry " filming, and, secondly, iridescence.

The first type is only apparent with glasses containing large amounts

of alkali (greater than 10 per cent.), and is due to surface attack

by moisture and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Iridescence,

on the other hand, is often apparent in glasses containing little or

no alkali, and is certainly due in the first place to high lead oxide

or barium oxide content. Experiments have been carried out to

ascertain whether iridescence is due to accidental impurities in the

atmosphere or is independent of atmospheric conditions.

Experiments on the Production of Iridescence.

The most common accidental impurities (gaseous) to be found

in air are (1) carbon dioxide,* (2) hydrogen sulphide, (3) sulphur

dioxide, (4) acid vapours, (5) water vapour. Pieces of Dense

Barium Crown glass and Dense Flint glass were polished, and

after thoroughly cleaning by washing with warm dilute acetic acid

and drying with grease-free silk, were subjected to the action of

these various gases. The Dense Barium glass contained 40 per

cent, of barium oxide and the Dense Lead glass 05 per cent, of

lead oxide, and both glasses were known to become iridescent under

ordinary exposure conditions. In order to find the part played

by moisture, two series of experiments were carried out. In one

series, the gases were quite wet, in the other series dry, the drying

being done by exposing the gases for some weeks to phosphoric

anhydride.

The method of carrying out the experiments was as follows.

In the case of the moist gases, a tube of Wood's Highest Resistance

glass was cleaned by hot chromic acid solution and by steaming.

It was then moistened internally with freshly-boiled distilled water,

filled with the required gas, and sealed up after the piece of glass

had been introduced. In the case of the dry gas, the tube after

cleaning was thoroughly dried, filled with gas, and then phosphoric

anhydride introduced. After standing several weeks, the glass

was introduced and the tube sealed. In the experiments with

air, the air was freed as far as possible from C02 , S02 , SH2 ,
and

* For a basis of argument, pure air is taken to be oxygen, nitrogen, and

the inert gases.

VOL. V. S
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acid vapour before use. Hydrogen chloride was used as the " acid

vapour " in the experiments.

The tubes were examined every day over a considerable period,

so that the course of reaction (if any) could be traced. The following

table records the results after three months' exposure.

Lead Glass. Barium Glass.

Gas. Wet. Dry. Wet. Dry.

Air No effect No effect No effect No effect

Carbon White, semi- No effect Slight net-like No effect

dioxide opaque layer surface mark-
ings

Hydrogen Thick, black No effect Surface dulled No effect

sulphide coating

Sulphur Surface dulled No effect Thick, white, No effect

dioxide opaque,
crinkled skin

Hydrogen Surface dulled No effect White, opaque No effect

chloride coating

The following remarks have to be made regarding these results :—

(1) Air (regarded as oxygen, nitrogen, and the inert gases) has

no effect on either dense lead or dense barium glass, under either

wet or dry conditions. This is an important fact. It should be

noted that, after a year's exposure, the barium glass in moist air

showed a very faint iridescence at one place. It seems likely,

however, that this is possibly due to some slight impurity on the

glass surface or in the air, rather than to the moist air itself.

(2) Carbon dioxide when moist has a greater action than was

anticipated, particularly on the dense lead glass. The white,

semi-opaque layer formed with the lead glass is probably a

hydrated carbonate of lead. Neither glass is affected by dry

carbon dioxide.

(3) Hydrogen sulphide in conjunction with water attacks dense

lead glass with great severity. Immediately the lead glass was

placed in the wet hydrogen sulphide it became iridescent, and in

a few seconds the black coating of lead sulphide formed was

sufficient to render the glass opaque. When perfectly dry the gas

was without action. Hydrogen sulphide when moist attacks dense

barium glass, but only slightly, the surface becoming dulled.

(4) Sulphur dioxide when wet immediately attacks dense barium

glass, forming a white film, which an hour after introduction of

the glass rendered it opaque. This film gradually thickens and

becomes crinkled. Moist sulphur dioxide only slowly attacks the

lead glass, dulling the surface. When dry, sulphur dioxide has no

effect on either the lead or the barium glass.

(5) Hydrogen chloride vigorously attacks the barium glass when
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wet, a white film being produced immediately. When dry, the

gas has no effect. It may be said here that all glasses high in

barium are easily attacked by hydrochloric acid solution, and

cases are known where an hour's action of hydrogen chloride

solution at boiling point on a powdered barium glass caused 40 per

cent, of it to dissolve. The gas slowly affects wet lead glass,

causing the surface to become dull.

(6) It will be observed that in every case of attack moisture

must be present, and this fact serves to emphasise the great necessity

of preserving all optical glass systems in as dry a condition as

possible.

(7) Dense lead glasses seem to be most susceptible to the attack

of hydrogen sulphide, and there seems little doubt but that the

presence of this gas in a moist atmosphere is the chief cause of the

iridescence of lead glasses. Carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, and

acid vapours may also be contributory causes.

(8) Dense barium glasses are most affected by moist acid vapours,

paticularly by hydrogen chloride, and by moist sulphur dioxide,

although carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide may also attack it.

(9) When working with dense lead or dense barium glasses it

is to be recommended that the atmosphere be as pure and as dry

as possible. Optical combinations containing dense lead or dense

barium glasses should be made as air-tight as is compatible with use,

in order to prevent iridescence on long usage ; and the fact recog-

nised that sulphur compounds and hydrogen chloride are dangerous

to these glasses. Organic impurities such as grease are also to be

avoided, as a greasy glass surface always iridesces quicker than a

clean surface under similar conditions.

(10) The iridescence, then, of barium and of lead glasses is not

the result of one cause, but is brought about, by a combination

of factors :

—

(a) It only appears in glasses high in lead or barium (more than

25 per cent.).

(b) It is enhanced by increasing the alkali content in the glass.

(c) It depends on certain impurities in the atmosphere. With
lead glasses the chief is hydrogen sulphide ; with barium glasses,

hydrogen chloride.

(d) It can only take place in the presence of moisture. It may
be said here that water alone does not cause iridescence, as pieces

of barium and lead glasses boiled with distilled water and then

sealed up in the water do not become iridescent even after

months.

(e) Organic impurity (for example, grease) on the glass surface

increases the tendency of the glass to iridescence.

s2
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XXIII.

—

The Shrinkage, Porosity, and other Properties

of British Fireclays after being Fired at High

Temperatures.

By Edith M. Firth, B.Sc., and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

{Read at the Sheffield Meeting, May 18th, 1921.)

About fifteen months ago there were published in this Journal *

the results of the detailed examination of twenty-seven fireclays

which were possibly suitable for glass refractory materials,

twenty-six of them being drawn from various British sources,

the remaining one, a well-known German fireclay, being from

Grossalmerode.

The chemical composition, working properties, shrinkage after

drying and firing, porosity, apparent and actual specific gravity,

together with a note of their appearance after being fired, were

all dealt with in the paper in question. It was stated in the

previous paper that the results were not quite complete, in that

the tests between 1400° and 1500° remained still to be carried out.

These tests have now been made, and the present paper sets out

the results.

In modern glass furnaces the temperature is by no means limited

to the range between normal and 1400°, and it is very desirable,

therefore, that our knowledge of the behaviour of refractory

materials shall cover as wide a range as possible. A fireclay

which on account of uniform shrinkage and suitable porosity

may be suitable at a lower temperature, may become useless at

a higher temperature. One of the chief causes of unsuitability

* This Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, p. 162.
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for use at temperatures exceeding 1300—1400° is due to the

phenomenon of over-firing, which produces a spongy or vesicular

condition, resulting in swelling and in diminution of strength.

Such a change is quite common at temperatures exceeding

1400°.

In addition, however, to the necessity of safeguarding against

the use of fireclays which, after firing at 1500°, show this defect,

it is very desirable to know what change takes place in the shrinkage

and also in the porosity of the fireclays above 1400°. A fireclay

which still continues to shrink appreciably at high temperatures

is likely to give considerable trouble in practice, as when used, for

example, for pot furnace siege blocks. Data bearing on this

behaviour have been determined during the course of the present

investigation.

It is not proposed to describe again the methods of experiment.

These were fully described in the previous paper. It may, perhaps,

however, be once more emphasised that our method of firing in

electrically heated furnaces was carried out until no further change

of length was to be noted in the test pieces, and this might involve

two, three, or more successive heatings until a constant state was

reached.

In this connection it may be interesting to note that two fireclays

in particular, namely, Coalbrookdale and Stourbridge G, showed

black-coring when fired under the same conditions as the other

types of clay. When the test pieces of these two clays were given

a preliminary firing at 800° they showed, after subsequent firing

at 1500°, no evidence of the black coring.

Besides these two clays quite a number of others, namely, all

those which showed any sign of expansion or blistering or which

possessed a fracture having a bluish tinge, were also given a prior

heating at 800° in order to ascertain if the rate of firing had any

influence on the appearance or structure. These clays, namely,

Nos. 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 18, 23, 24, and 26, in addition to

the two specially mentioned, were given a preliminary heating;

but no effect was apparent, either on the colour or tendency to

blister, whilst the differences in the shrinkage and porosity, accord-

ing as they were fired with or without preliminary heating, were

not appreciable.

In the following tables the results of the measurements at 1400°

are repeated, so as to make clear the extent of the further heating

given. For the complete account of the behaviour of the clays,

the reader is referred to the previous paper.

Quite a number of the clays undergo between 1400° and 1500°

a slight expansion (as indicated by the negative sign).
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The Shrinkages.

1400°. 1500°. Contraction

1. Mansfield 15-44 14-97 - 0-47

2. Kilwinning ... 14-31 14-38 0-07

3. (a) Coalbrookdale ... 11-44 10-03 - 141
(&)* „ ... 1316 12-91 - 0-25

4. Ayrshire bauxitic clay 11-57 1511 3-54

5. Kilmarnock 8-83 9-68 0-85

6. Wortley 7-66 10-70 304
7. Kilwinning aluminous shale 7-17 7-98 0-81

8. Huddersfield 1 8-61 9-48 0-87

9. „ 2 11-24 11-97 0-73

10. Grossalmerode 11-50 9-56 - 1-94

11. Halifax No. 1 8-62 8-78 016
12. „ „ 2 8-79 9-23 0-44

13. „ „ 3 907 1010 103
14. „ „ 4 ... 1313 10-98 - 215
15. ., „ 5 11-97 11 03 - 0-94

16. „ „ 6 11-75 10-79 - 0-96

17. Ruabon 11-97 10-05 - 1-92

18. Armadale 1206 13-24 1-18

19. Stourbridge A 8-86 1113 2-27

20. „ B 7-99 10-16 317
21. „ C ... 13-64 12-78 - 0-86

22. „ D ... 11-71 11-55 - 016
23. „ E 11-26 1210 0-84

24. „ F ... 14-28 14-47 019
25. (a) „ G 9-70 10-42 0-72

(b) „ * ... 1160 1205 0-55

26. „ H ... 11-64 12-02 0-48

27. „ I 7-64 8-81 1-17

* Subjected to a preliminary firing at 800°.

Except Stourbridge A, all the clays which showed a tendency

to blister underwent slight expansion instead of contraction.

Moreover, the two clays, Nos. 10 and 14, which showed clearest

signs of blistering, have the largest expansion. It must be re-

marked, however, that the Ruabon clay, No. 17, showed considerable

expansion, although there was no evidence of blistering or develop-

ment of a spongy character. This particular clay is interesting,

however, in that a considerable amount of white, crystalline material

appeared to be developed after firing at 1500°.

Clays Nos. 1, 3, 16, and 22 also exhibit expansion without any

appreciable sign of blistering.

It is not desirable, generally speaking, that a fireclay shall

undergo a further considerable shrinkage between 1400° and 1500°.

Four out of the 27, however, Nos. 4, 6, 19, and 20, undergo more

than 2 per cent, additional contraction and the remarkable Ayrshire

bauxitic clay exhibits this change more than any other.

The differences between the shrinkages of the two clays, Nos. 3

and 25, when fired under the two sets of conditions already

specified, are worthy of note. After the disappearance of the

black core, the shrinkage is considerably higher.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Mansfield
Kilwinning
(a) Coalbrookdale

(6)
* » . . ,

•
Ayrshire bauxitic clay

Kilmarnock ...

Wortley
Kilwinning aluminous shale

Huddersfield 1

2

Grossalmerode
Halifax No. 1

2

6

Ruabon
Armadale
Stourbridge A

B
C

,', D

F
O(a)

(6)
H
I

urv

1400°. 1500°. Decrease

8-0 1-4 6-6

102 3-7 65
125 5-7 6-8

12-5 6-9 56
25-8 183 7-5

181 69 112

233 141 9-2

lie 318 29-2 26
17-6 120 56
18-8 164 24
128 5-4 7-4

24-9 241 0-8

24-0 21-8 2-2

19-8 103 9-5

52 20-2 - 150
16-2 20-5 — 43
20-2 159 4-3

5-9 2-7 32
131 35 9-6

233 7-5 158
20-7 101 106
7-2 21 51
193 17-7 1-6

116 8-6 30
5-6 4-8 0-8

183 121 6-2

16-5 121 44
60 43 1-7

19-7 142 55

a preliminary firing at 800°.

Further diminution of porosity takes place between 1400 and

1500° in all except two cases, namely, clays 14 and 15. In these

two cases the reason for an increase in the porosity is clear when

taken in conjunction with the measurements of shrinkage and the

appearance. The structure of No. 14 had become distinctly

vesicular, indicating the condition of overfiring. In such a case

an increase in the porosity would be expected No 15, which

did not show the blistering so clearly, does appear, from the porosity

test and apparent specific gravity, actually to have reached, at

1500°, the limit of useful service.

At 1500°, three of the clays have an exceedingly small porosity,

Mansfield clay having least, namely 1-4 per cent.

The clays which show greatest change between 1400 and 1500

are Nos 19 5 and 20. The first-named, it will be seen, undergoes

a further reduction of as much as 15-8 per cent, in the volume

porosity, whereas between 750° and 1400° the total change was

only 6-5 per cent. ..,

On the other hand, even at 1500°, clays Nos. 7, 11, and 12 still

have a high porosity, and would not appear to be very suitable in
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commercial practice, therefore, for the production of tank blocks.

Clays Nos. 11 and 12 at 600° have a porosity of 24-9 and 22-9

respectively, and the difference between these figures and those
at 1500° is insignificant.

The relationship between total fluxes and porosity, already
discussed at some length in the previous paper, may again be set

out so as to include the measurements at 1500°.

Effect of Fluxes on Porosity.

Maximum of Maximum of
Total fluxes porosity up Total fluxes porosity up

Clay No. (per cent.) to 1500°. Clay No. (per cent.) to 1500°.

17 4-24 26-8 15 1-91 11-1*
21 3-71 28-3 27 1-89 12-6
2 3 05 27-5 9 1-80 110
3 2-89 26-3 26 1-80 231

25 2-62 20-2 10 1-74 24-

1

1 2-58 295 8 1-70 11-5
13 244 166 20 1-64 16-4
14 2-42 25-6* 16 1-59 110
18 2-33 259 12 1-58 63
6 2-16 18-3 7 1-57 7-5

24 2-10 22-8 23 115 19-2
22 2-02 135 11 114 35
5 1-97 22-7 4 0-69 16-7
19 1-94 22-3

* 750°— 1400°.

It was pointed out previously that both the percentage shrinkage

and change of porosity were generally highest with the clays having
the highest proportions of total fluxes. Whilst this remains equally

true of the results obtained at 1500°, there are also indications that

the alumina content probably has an influence, much less notice-

able than that of the fluxes perhaps, but nevertheless evident,

especially as the temperature increases.

Apparent Specific Gravities and the Specific Gravities of the Clay

Material.

Generally speaking, between 1400° and 1500° the clays show
an increase in the apparent specific gravity and a diminution in

that of the clay material.^: The former property shows more
deviation from this general tendency than the latter.

#

It will be noted in regard to the apparent specific gravity that

a diminution takes place in the four cases where blistering or

overfiring appears to have taken place, namely, with clays Nos. 10,

14, 15, and 21. Reference has already been made to the fact

that Nos. 1 and 17 undergo linear expansion when heatedJbetween
1400° and 1500°, and this is in keeping with the diminution in

apparent specific gravity observed.
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Apparent specific Specific gravities of th

gravities. clay material.

r

Increase
S

Decrease
1500°. from 1100°. 1500°. from 1400 c

1. Mansfield 222 - 0-08 2-25 025
2. Kilwinning 2-18 - 0-06 2-24 026
3. (a) Coalbrookdale 2-06 — 2-19 026

\(b)* 213 0-07 2-30 005
4. Ayrshire bauxitic clay 2-34 0-20 2-86 0-02

5. Kilmarnock 2-07 001 224 029
6. Wortley ... 215 021 2-50 003
7. Kilwinning aluminous

shale 1-90 0-04 2-69 003
8. Huddersfield 1 ... 2-04 003 2-32 011
9. 2 ... 203 0-07 2-40 001

10. Grossalmerode . .

.

2-02 - 0-08 213 0-38

11. Halifax No. 1 1-91 — 2-52 0-02

12. „ 2 ... 1-95 003 2-49 003
13. „ 3 ... 2-03 0-04 226 0-22

14. „ 4 ... 1-91 - 0-29 2-38 - 0-04

15. „ 5 ... 1-95 - 0-08 240 0-02

16. „ 6 ... 201 004 2-39 0-06

17. Ruabon ... 2-02 - 020 2-08 0-29

18. Armadale 2-28 0-07 236 0-17

19. Stourbridge A 2-16 017 2-36 023
20. B ... 2-18 019 2-42 0-09

21. C ... 2-21 - 0-06 2-38 0-06

22. D ... 213 0-03 2-59 003
23. E ... 2-22 0-08 2-43 003
24. F ... 2-31 0-03 2-45 - 0-03

25. (a) „ G ... 1-96 006 2-23 010
(b)*„ 2-20 006 2-4S 0-07

26. H ... 2-26 0-02 2-37 001
27. I ... 2-08 0-12 2-42 0-02

Subjected to prolinrnary firing at 800°.

General Statement of the Characteristics of the Clays after being

Fired at 1500°.

1. Mansfield.—Undergoes expansion between 1400° and 1500°.

Shows no definite signs at 1500° of blistering or bloating, although

the apparent specific gravity is less than at 1400°. Colour light

grey, mottled with brown, and speckled with black spots. Fracture

quite dense in appearance and shows numerous small black specks.

Porosity at 1500° only 1-4 per cent., making the porosity range

between 600° and 1500° very wide.

2. Kilwinning.—Very slight contraction only. In appearance

almost identical with that of Mansfield.

3. Coalbrookdale.—Test pieces heated at the same rate as those

of other clays underwent expansion, their fracture showing a

purple colour and a bluish-black core of considerable size. For

this reason slabs were given a preliminary heating at about 800°

to remove carbonaceous matter, when they contracted and showed
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a grey, vitrified fracture slightly mottled with white. In both
cases the colour of the surface was brown, free from speckling. The
shrinkage both at 1400° and 1500°, after being given a preliminary

firing, was greater than when fired once only.

4. Ayrshire.—Shows a far bigger change between 1400° and
1500°, both in shrinkage and in porosity, than over any previous
100° interval. Evidently this clay only requires high temperature

treatment to enhance its value greatly. The porosity even at

1500° is still rather high. Colour throughout the slab is uniform,

being a very light buff. No sign whatever of overfiring or of

vitrification.

5. Kilmarnock.—Although showing a net further shrinkage, as

compared with 1400°, the test pieces had the appearance of having
expanded after a considerable contraction ; in fact, a second heating

at 1500° produced a slight expansion. Tendency to blister, despite

a big net decrease in porosity, was exhibited. Colour of both
surface and fracture light grey slightly speckled.

6. Worthy.—This clay is noteworthy as showing what is not

usually desirable, namely, a comparatively big shrinkage at high

temperature, a further contraction of 3 per cent, occurring between
1400° and 1500°. The porosity also undergoes a big reduction.

There is a big change in colour from a uniform, very slight buff at

1400° to a brownish-grey much bespeckled. Fracture is bluish-

grey and speckled.

7. Kilwinning Aluminous Shale.—Still remarkable in possessing

low shrinkage and very high porosity, even 1500° being insufficient

to reduce the latter below 29-2. This figure is higher than the

maximum of many of the clays examined. Colour of surface and
fracture identical, light brown very much speckled.

8. Huddersfield No. 1.—Small increase in shrinkage which is

still low. Considerable decrease in porosity. Surface brownish-

grey with bluish-grey fracture, both very much speckled.

9. Huddersfield No. 2.—Small and regular increase in shrinkage

and decrease in porosity. Appearance similar to No. 8, but rather

less speckled.

10. Grossalmerode

.

—Shows a considerable expansion but a

decrease in porosity. It is quite possible that the porosity reached

a minimum between 1400° and 1500°, since the surface is smooth
and raised in fiat blisters, whilst many small holes on the surface

are filled with white, vitreous matter. Surface colour brownish-

grey and glossy. The fracture is a very dull bluish-grey colour,

and the test pieces are very easily broken.

11 and 12. Halifax Nos. 1 and 2.—Both show small and regular

increase in shrinkage and decrease in porosity. Both are light
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buff and speckled, No. 2 being less so than No. 1 ; colour and
texture of the fracture similar to that of the surface.

13. Halifax No. 3.—Slight increase in shrinkage, big decrease in

porosity. Colour of the surface light brownish-grey, considerably

mottled; fracture bluish-grey and speckled.

14. Halifax No. 4.—Expansion considerable, porosity shows very

big increase and the apparent specific gravity decreases. The
surface is raised in blisters and the fracture shows a rather open

structure. Colour of both surface and fracture is grey. Each
test shows unmistakably that this clay undergoes overfiring between
1400° and 1500° and is therefore unsuitable for use at such high

temperatures.

15. Halifax No. 5.—After several heatings in which the slabs

expanded, a further heating caused a contraction. At the maxi-

mum expansion the shrinkage figure was 10-63, against the final

figure, 11-13. The slabs were covered with numerous small blisters.

The colour of the surface was greyish-brown and speckled. The
fracture, bluish-grey in colour, had a somewhat bloated appearance.

The porosity showed an increase and the apparent specific gravity

a decrease, the evidence indicating overfiring.

16. Halifax No. 6.—Distinct expansion, but porosity diminished.

Colour fight buff, slightly speckled; fracture light buff.

17. Ruabon.—Shows considerable expansion, the apparent specific

gravity is decreased, which suggests evidence of over-firing. The
porosity reduction and the appearance of the test pieces do not

accord with this, however. Colour, light greyish-buff, slightly

speckled. The cuts on the slabs contain white, crystalline matter.

The fracture, which is light grey, slightly mottled with white, is

quite vitrified.

18. Armadale.—Small increase in shrinkage. Considerable de-

crease in porosity. The cuts on the test piece surface are filled

with a mass of white crystals. Colour, uniform brown. Fracture

grey, dense and slightly glossy.

19. Stourbridge A.—Shows considerable further shrinkage and
still more notable decrease in porosity. High temperature treat-

ment might extend the usefulness of this clay, although it shows
a tendency to blister. Surface colour greyish-brown; fracture

bluish-grey.

20. Stourbridge B.—Although up to 1400° this clay had a small

shrinkage, a big change occurs in the interval 1400—1500°. There
is also a large decrease in porosity. The same remarks about
high temperature treatment as were made in reference to No.

19 also apply, and in this case there is no indication of blistering.

Colour throughout is greyish-buff.
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21. Stourbridge C.—Distinct expansion occurs between 1400°

and 1500° as also a diminution in the apparent specific gravity.

These changes may indicate over-firing, and indeed, the test pieces

were slightly blistered. Colour of the surface brown, slightly

speckled ; fracture brownish-grey, quite glossy, and slightly mottled
with white.

22. Stourbridge D,—Slight expansion, whilst the reduction of

porosity is also small. Colour, very fight buff and uniform
throughout.

23 and 24. Stourbridge E and F.—Both show a small and regular

contraction and a small decrease in porosity. Surface colour of

both is buff and the fracture bluish -grey.

Clay No. 24, it is important to note, appears to have under-

gone practically all its change of porosity and of shrinkage at

1400°.

25. Stourbridge G.—At the usual rate of heating, this clay

showed a tendency to black-coring. When given a preliminary

firing to 800°, no trace of black-coring was observed and the

shrinkage was considerably greater. The colour is a brownish-

grey, speckled.

26. Stourbridge H.—Similar in appearance and behaviour to

E and F.

27. Stourbridge I

.

—Small increase in shrinkage, considerable

decrease in porosity. Colour throughout buff.

Summary.

1. Determinations have been made at 1500° of the shrinkage,

porosity, and apparent and real specific gravities of twenty-six

different British clays and one German clay.

2. Ten of the clays, including the German, undergo permanent

linear expansion between 1400° and 1500°. Seven, including the

German, undergo decrease of apparent specific gravity and two
only show appreciable increase of porosity.

3. Two of the series of Halifax clays undergo over-firing before

1500°. Grossalmerode (of the type examined) between 1400° and
1500° appears to have reached its limit of usefulness, whilst

Kilmarnock, and Stourbridge A and C, develop blistering to a

slight extent.

4. Two of the clays, namely, Coalbrookdale and Stourbridge G,

appear to require slow firing to prevent black-coring.

Department of Glass Technology,
University, Sheffield.
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Discussion.

Dr. M. W. Travers raised the question of the cause of the

blistering of clay when fired to a high temperature, and asked if

there were any relationship between the occurrence of blistering and

the amount of iron oxide present.

Dr. Turner, in reply, said that from a study of the composition

of the clays the percentage of iron oxide did not, apparently,

determine the tendency to blistering.

XXIV.

—

The Density of Glasses containing Aluminium.

By S. English, M.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

Reference was made in a former paper * dealing with the optical

properties of some aluminium-containing glasses to the diminution

in density in the trisilicate glasses which followed the substitution

of sodium oxide by alumina. An account of this change of density

is now given.

Determinations of the density were made on the series of glasses

ranging from that with the approximate composition 2Na20,6Si0 2

to l-4Na
2
O,0-6Al

2O3,6SiO2 , and a series of three glasses containing

aluminium and calcium. The melting of these glasses and various

of their properties have been described, together with the actual

chemical compositions, in recent papers from this laboratory.

f

The method of carrying out the density measurements was

precisely similar to that employed for the corresponding magnesium -

and calcium-containing glasses, J carefully sieved grains between

10—30 mesh being used after thorough annealing. For glasses Nos.

441—446 toluene was the immersion fluid, water being used for

Nos. 458—460, these glasses being quite water-resistant.

Densities at 25°.

Sodium/-Aluminium Trisilicates.

Composition.

Glass No. SiO„. A1
2 3 . Na20. CaO. MgO. Fe 2 3 . Total. Density

1 7405 0-24 25-34 0-21 trace 0-14 99-98 2-4353
441a 74-30 2-72 22-68 0-08 0-07 99-85 2-4294
442 73-30 4-25 22-20 0-02 0-10 99-87 2-4247

443d 72-05 6-85 20-62 012 0-08 99-72 2-4181

444b 72-19 8-96 18-79 0-08 0-08 10010 2-4095

445d 72-27 10-71 16-61 0-21 „ 0-07 99-87 2-4034

446c 71-56 12-69 15-28 0-21 „ 010 99-84 2-4010

* Clarke and Turner, this Vol., Trans., p. 119.

t This vol., Trans., p. 107. % This Journal, Trans., 1920, 4, p. 153.
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Sodium-Calcium-Aluminium Trisilicates.

Percentage Composition.

Glass No. SiO,. A1 2 3 . CaO. MgO. Na 20. Fe 2 3 . Density

458 73-98 7-10 7-10 trace 11-66 0-10 2-4421
459 74-25 5-23 7-91 006 12-72 0-07 2-4498
460 7413 2-67 9-74 0-09 13-54 0-09 2-4655
10 74-59 0-45 10-38 0-30 14-22 0-21 2-4840

Glass No. 10 may be considered as the parent glass, from which

Nos. 460, 459, and 458 were obtained by substituting the CaO by
A1

2 3 in stages of 0-1 molecule.

Fig. 1.

Densities of sodium calcium silicates (A) ; sodium magnesium
silicates (B) ; sodium aluminium silicates (C).

12 3 10 11 12 13 14

Molecules per cent, of CaO, MgO, or A12

The data for the sodium-aluminium trisilicate glasses are illus-

trated further in the following diagrams, in which the relationship

between molecular composition and density (Fig. 1) and percentage

composition and density (Fig. 2) are set out. Comparison is made

at the same time with the corresponding calcium and magnesium

glasses.

It is clear that substitution of sodium by aluminium in a series

of trisilicate glasses brings about a very considerable reduction in

the density. Further, in glasses of the same molecular type, the

sodium-aluminium trisilicates are lighter than those of magnesium,
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as indicated in Fig. 1. Weight for weight, 1 per cent, of alumina

does not reduce the density so much as 1 per cent, of magnesia

(Fig. 2). As might be expected from the above curves, substituting

calcium by aluminium results in a considerable decrease in the

density.

In discussing with one manufacturer the advantages and dis-

advantages of adding alumina to a glass batch, the plea was raised

by him that if he did so it would be necessary to alter all his

moulds, as the glass containing aluminium, for the same weight of

gathering, would produce a bottle or other vessel of diminished

2-50

2-49

2-48

2-47

2-46

2-45

2-44

Fig. 2.

A

fl-43

9-4?

9.41

9.40 B ^
2-39

j

3-38 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Percentage of CaO, MgO, or Al2Oa .

capacity. In considering this suggestion, the data for the sodium-
calcium-aluminium glasses will bear examination, these being the
ones likely to be used commercially. It will be seen that the
variation of density between glasses 458 and 460 is less than 1 per
cent., although the increase in the percentage of alumina between
those glasses is probably considerably greater than could be made
in practice. Hence, compared with the variation in successive
gatherings of glass, that due to slight density change when alu-

minium is introduced into the glass would appear to be negligible.

The densities which are now recorded have an interest in view of

another attempt, recently made by Baillie,* to provide a more

* J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1921, 40, t., 141.
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accurate basis for the calculation of densities of glasses. Winkel-

mann. employing the formula -=r- = ^ 4- V 4- \ ? -4-
. . . usedr J ° D d

x
d2 d3

as density factors the values Si02
2-3, A1

2 3
4-1, Na2 2-6, CaO 3-3,

MgO 3-8. Baillie's calculations were based on the formula

jz = } + ?? + j
3 + • • •» where P is the total of the analytically

determined percentages, and his revised factors were Si0
2

2-24,

A1
2 3

2-75, Na2
3-20, CaO 4-30, MgO 3-25.*

These factors are all for substitutions of 1 per cent, of the oxide,

and where this weight for weight substitution is considered it

has already been shown above that magnesia on substituting sodium

oxide reduces the density to a greater extent than alumina. Baillie's

proposed factor for magnesia, however, is 3-25, and for alumina

2-75, in quite the reverse order. In consequence, good agreement

between the observed densities and those calculated from Baillie's

factors can scarcely be expected. The actual results are as follows :

—

Sodium-Aluminium Sodium-Calcium-Aluminium
Glasses. Glasses.

Density. Density.

Calculated. Calculated.

Glass No. Observed. (Baillie). Glass No. Observed. (Baillie)

1 2-4353 2432 458 2-4421 2-443

441 2-4294 2-419 459 2-4498 2-444

442 2-4277 2-423 460 2-4655 2-461

443 2-4181 2-425 10 2-4840 2-469

444 2-4095 2-419

445 2-4034 2-413

446 2-4010 2-412

In the first series, the only instance of concordance is with glass

No. 1, which contains only a trace of aluminium. In the otherSj

the deviation is considerable.

Better agreement is found between the calculated and observed

results of the sodium-calcium-aluminium glasses. This might

suggest that the factor for alumina varies in the two series. On
the other hand, it is possible that, not only the alumina, but

•also the lime factor is not correctly chosen, and the divergence in

the one case largely counterbalances that in the other. This, indeed,

is suggested by the figures for glass No. 10, which is a sodium-

calcium glass only. Here the calculated value is appreciably less

than the observed, whilst in the simple sodium-aluminium glasses

the calculated results exceed the observed by amounts which

increase more and more as the alumina content increases.

Department of Glass Technology,
The University, Sheffield.
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" The Heat Balance of a Plant consisting of an Air-

Steam Blown Gas Producer and a Glass Tank Furnace."

By Dr. M. W. Travers, F.R.S.

Discussion.

Dr. M. W. Travers said he hoped that, in discussing the

problem, the speakers would deal with the subject on qualitative

rather than on quantitative lines ; in other words, that they would

discuss the problem from the point of view of experience rather

than from the aspect of mere figures.

Mr. S. N. Jenkinson said that the large mass of figures which

had been put before them bespoke the painstaking work which

must have been displayed in their preparation. Although he must

confess that the figures did not enable him to discuss the problem,

as a practical glass manufacturer he appreciated the necessity for

such work, because he realised that it was only by going down to

the bottom of any problem that progress could be made. The work

of Dr. Travers could not possibly be digested in an hour, it might

be that not for some years would the full significance of the study

be realised and put to real practical service. He thought that the

glass manufacturer might better understand the nature of the

problem which Dr. Travers had presented if it were put to them in

terms of hundreds of tons of coal rather than in terms of kilograms.

When they came to realise that of every 100 tons of coal they bought

only 13 tons were actually employed in the melting of the glass

in an efficient furnace, what must be the percentage with some of

the inefficient furnaces that were here and there in use ? Obviously

the subject was of no small degree of importance.

Mr. T. Teisen asked for further information as to how the lecturer

arrived at the 45 per cent, combustion efficiency of the fuel.

Professor W. E. S. Turner said that Dr. Travers 's contribution

had more than ever impressed him with the necessity of giving

those who were to follow them in the glass trade the advantage of

a really scientific education, in order that they might be able to

grasp the significance of the data which Dr. Travers had presented.

Those were really fundamental problems. Three years ago, in the

course of teaching students, his (Prof. Turner's) attention had been

directed towards this phase of the subject, and on reference he

had found that very few data were recorded. He remembered
one paper in particular—by Gelstharp—in which an attempt was
made to balance the heat of a jilate glass pot furnace. The conclusion

VOL. v. T
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drawn was that the amount of heat available for the actual melting

operation was only about one-eleventh of the total amount of heat

supposed to be available in the fuel. Thus, it was evident that

only a small fraction of the fuel was utilised in the actual operation

of melting. Dr. Travers had taken up what was really a new
field of research, for outside the data to which he had referred very

little had been done in the quantitative study of fuel efficiency in

furnaces of this type, either for glass or steel. On inquiry of his

metallurgical friends, he found that the same lack of data was

noticeable by them, for with the exception of a fairly recent paper

read before the Iron and Steel Institute, dealing with calculations

of the efficiency of regenerative steel furnaces, little or nothing

appeared to have been done. He thought, therefore, that the best

thanks of the Society were due to Dr. Travers for having taken up

this particular study. The eyes of some of the glass manufacturers

would no doubt open rather wide when they had it on the authority

of Dr. Travers that so small a fraction of the available heat from

their fuel was actually used in the melting operation. Even if

manufacturers could not follow closely the actual calculations,

Dr. Travers desired it to be known and realised that there were

certain fundamental conclusions of which some use might be made
immediately. He had emphasised the undesirability of the intro-

duction of excessive steam, not merely because coal was used in

the production of that steam, but also because, when the steam came
through the furnace, it shared the heat and brought down the

temperature. Excess air should likewise be obviated, because it

diluted the gas which was passing through the furnace, without

making any real contribution itself. Twenty-five per cent, excess

of air had been mentioned, but one was aware that in many English

furnaces as much as 50 per cent, excess of air was not only used, but

was allowed for. The question of arranging for the gas to pass

through the ducts, leads, or channels at a fairly moderate rate was
also important, because one knew of several works where, from

time to time, the channels or mains became absolutely blocked with

carbonaceous matter, deposited partly as the result of decomposition

of carbon monoxide maintained for some time at a temperature

round about 500°. The question of the ratio of the air port to the

gas port depended on the character of the gas and might be, for

example, two to one, or three to two.

Mr. W. C. Snowdon asked whether any special work had been

done in the way of calculating the surface area of the materials in

a regenerator, and also what sort of material should be used.

Mr. A. Bunce {communicated) : The writer has read with the

greatest interest the very able and lucid paper by Dr. Travers.
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The paper is so full of valuable data and so admirably presented

that it is with some hesitation one ventures to express the opinion

that one of the terms used is likely to cause some confusion in the

minds of those who, like the present writer, are scarcely experts in

the physical-chemical calculations which Dr. Travers handles in

such a masterly manner.

On p. 167, and subsequently, reference is made to " the energy

• required to melt and plain glass." This is calculated in the tables

by summing the energy required to effect the various chemical

reactions, the energy required to transform the excess quartz into

its vitreous form, and the energy required to raise the temperature

of the resulting glass and waste gaseous products to the founding

temperature of 1400°.

Now at this stage it is true we have nothing but glass and gas from

the batch ingredients. It is also true that the greater portion of

the gas will have escaped into the furnace atmosphere. Still it is

quite possible that at 1400° a considerable quantity of gas may remain

in the glass, partly in true solution and partly diffused through the

glass in the form of minute bubbles.

The writer understands the term " plaining " to refer to the more

or less complete removal of these residual bubbles from the glass.

In order to effect this, the glass is maintained at such a temperature

that its viscosity is low enough for the smallest bubble of practical

importance to rise to the surface in a reasonable time.

The heat energy used in plaining the glass is therefore simply that

required to maintain the temperature of the furnace against external

heat losses due to radiation, etc., during the period required. The

quantity of heat required to plain the glass can therefore only be

calculated from physical data if we know the viscosity of the glass

and its specific gravity at 1400° and the size and number of the

bubbles. The writer believes from his experience that certain fine

sands, which may melt more rapidly than those of coarser grain,

require more time to plain than the latter owing to the finer sand

grains giving rise to finer bubbles in the glass.

These facts are, of course, well known to Dr. Travers, who will,

no doubt, agree that the word " plain " should be restricted to its

accepted sense, and that some such phrase as " the energy required

to produce glass and raise both glass and gaseous by-products to

the founding temperature " would have been preferable.

The comparison of the heats of fusion of the various batches is

very interesting, especially when taken in conjunction with Hodkin

and Turner's results.

In connection with the founding of glass batches, it may be of

interest to direct attention to the fact that the sand or other batch
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materials often contain quite considerable amounts of water. When
wet sand is mixed with soda-ash, a considerable evolution of heat

takes place. This energy is lost, and has to be replaced by energy

taken from the furnace when the compound formed is decomposed.

It would be of considerable interest if Dr. Travers would be kind

enough to publish any calculations he may have made on the effect

of batch moisture on the heat required to melt the batch.

Dr. Travers {communicated) : Perhaps he should apologise for'

the use of metric units, but he was inclined to impress on glass

manufacturers the fact that the melting of glass came within the

field of chemical industry, and that chemists, by whom such pro-

cesses were controlled, were becoming more and more in the habit

of using the metric system.

While the problem of heat interchange by the recuperative or

continuous counterflow process was a fairly simple one, and it was
not difficult to obtain an estimate of the area of recuperators, the

study of regenerators, working intermittently, was a very com-

plicated one, and had not, so far as he could ascertain, been in-

vestigated scientifically. A good deal of information as to the

dimensions of regenerators had been gained in connection with the

steel industry.

With regard to Mr. Bunce's remarks, he had to point out that the

assumption had been made that the reactions taking place in the

process of melting the glass were complete. As a matter of fact,

such reactions as that which took place when sand and soda-ash

were melted together were not likely to be complete, even when the

metal was plain, when the condition might be represented by the

following scheme :

—

C09 in supersaturated . Undecomposed nr. •

i 4j • iu l
=?=^ at /-irk ^== COo ions,

solution in the glass JMa
2C03

J

The glass might be supersaturated with carbon dioxide and yet

cease to give off bubbles, the gas escaping from it by diffusion at the

surface. However, as Washburn's experiments showed, the

quantity of carbon dioxide, free and combined, remaining in the

glass was so very small that it might be neglected when considering

the energy changes in the process of melting glass. It was interest-

ing to note that while glasses made from carbonates ultimately

contained very small quantities of carbon dioxide, glasses made from

sulphate batches sometimes contained up to one-half per cent, of

S03 . This qualitative result might be predicted on thermodynamic

grounds.*

* See this Vol., Trans., pp. 66-69.
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The rate of melting of a glass batch did not, of course, depend

merely on the energy change represented by the equation,

Batch at 20° = Glass at 1400° - Q.

If we had batch in a glass pot, the rate at which heat flowed into

the batch from the walls of the pot would depend on its conductivity,

on its mobility, when once it began to liquefy, and also on the rate

at which heat was absorbed by the material of the batch. This

would depend on the specific heats of the materials, and on the rate

at which the reactions between them proceeded. If we considered

a mixture of sand and soda-ash, we should find that the reaction

was active at a temperature as low as 400° ; indeed, before the soda-

ash had begun to melt. In the case of a mixture of sand and salt-

cake, little if any chemical change would take place before the

melting point of the latter was reached. In the first case, part of

the work of melting the batch would be performed while the

temperature difference between the inside and outside of the pot

was great, and in the second no change would take place until the

temperature difference had fallen to a relatively low value. The
rate of melting of glass batches was, then, dependent on factors

of which we had no knowledge, and an investigation of the mechan-

ism of the melting of simple batches would lead to results of very

great interest and importance.

The elimination of water from glass batches was due partly to

evaporation of the water during the early stages in the founding

process, and partly to the decomposition of hydrates, which
followed on the same fines as the decomposition of the carbonates.

Neglecting the dissociation of the water into oxygen and hydrogen
under oxidising conditions, we had at the end of the founding process,

Water vapour in TT •, ,

supersaturated — Undecomposed _ QH^a ujjcrsa tuia teu.

solution in the glass

The complete elimination of water was probably as difficult as the

complete elimination of carbon dioxide, but when wet cullet was
used the water came away mainly during the early stages. In
operations under his own control, he had always insisted on the

drying of sand and cullet, and he should advise other glass manu-
facturers to do the same.
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XXV.

—

The Amplication of Oil Fuel in the Glass

Industry.

A General Discussion at the Sheffield Meeting, June 15th,

1921.

Editorial Introduction.

The occurrence of a prolonged coal strike, which had already

lasted for two months when the June meeting of the Society was
announced, led the officers of the Society to propose to devote that

meeting to a discussion of the possibilities of applying oil fuel more

widely in the glass industry. At very short notice, therefore,

invitations were issued to a number of persons who were expected to

possess data which might serve to form opinion on the subject. It

was realised at the outset that our knowledge of the application of

oil-firing to glass-melting furnaces left much to be desired, but it

was nevertheless considered that a general discussion might serve to

bring about a pooling of information and enhance the likelihood

of success wherever manufacturers decide to attempt experiment.

Hitherto, in this country, oil-firing has been almost entirely

confined to small tank furnaces of 10 to 20 tons capacity, and the

information gathered from the operation of such furnaces cannot

be a certain guide in the transformation of large regenerative

furnaces from gas- to oil-firing. Further, these same small furnaces

have for the most part been engaged in melting glass from cullet,

not from batch. These facts require to be known in order that the

information set out in the papers may be properly appreciated.

It is also necessary for the Editor to say that the various con-

tributions received did not all sufficiently bear on the glass manu-

facturer's needs to warrant reproduction. A complete account of

the proceedings is therefore not given below.

In addition to the contributions to the discussion either by set

papers or extempore, various types of oil burners were exhibited

by the following firms :

—

Messrs. Alldays & Onions, Ltd., Birmingham.

Messrs. Anglo-American Oil Co., Ltd., London.

Messrs. Kermode's, Ltd., Liverpool.

Messrs. Lawton Machine Tool Co., Sheffield.

Messrs. The White Patent Oil Burning Co., Ltd., South Shields.

Drawings of plant were exhibited by :

—

Messrs. Holdsworth & Sons, Ltd., Bradford.

Messrs. Simon Carves, Ltd., Manchester.

Messrs. Stein & Atkinson, Ltd., London.

Messrs. J. Samuel White & Co., Ltd., East Cowes, I. of W.
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The Relative Efficiency of Gas- and Oil-firing in Glass

Furnaces.

By M. W. Travers, D.Sc, F.R.S.

It is a matter of common knowledge that oil has a greater calorific

value than coal. Its cost is also greater. In considering their

relative merits as fuel, the first question which arises is, therefore :

Can the energy of the oil be utilised more efficiently than that of

the coal ? This question can be answered in part from a knowledge

of the chemistry of the processes of combustion of oil and coal.

It is from this point of view that I propose to attack the problem,

leaving others to deal with the mechanical and other features of it.

If we burn a certain quantity, say 1 kilogram (2-2 lb.), of any

fuel, the fuel itself, the air, and finally the products of combustion

being all at air temperature, a quantity of heat will be liberated

which we will call Q . In determining the value of Q , it is assumed

that the water vapour is not condensed to liquid water, but remains

as steam, and we then call QQ the net calorific value of the fuel.

If we are using coal as fuel, the coal is usually gasified, by air

alone or by air and steam, and the gas contains part of the energy

Q as latent heat and part of it as sensible heat. A small portion

of the latter (— q) is lost by radiation and conduction from the

gas producer.

If the secondary air enters the furnace at a temperature f,

heat will be brought into the furnace in quantity given by

(Co°-t° X t), when Co°-«° is the mean interval specific heat of the

air, between f and the air temperature (or, for convenience, 0°).

The higher the temperature of the secondary air, the more heat

is brought into the furnace.

Similarly, the heat carried away by the waste gases is given by
— (C'o-r X t'i), where t x

is the temperature at which they leave the

furnace, and Co°-t° is the mean interval specific heat of the waste

gases. The higher the value of t\ the more heat is taken from

the furnace and the less is available for melting glass. We can

now write :

—

Total heat available in furnace = U.

U = [(Q
- q + (Co»-r X t) - (C*V-<° X t\) ^ per cent.

or for convenience :

—

TJ (A - B +C - D)100 .

JJ = s L-j per cent.
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In the simplest type of oil-fired or gas-fired furnace the air is not

preheated by the waste gases, so C = and

11 - {A- B- D ) 100~
A

It would appear that the smaller the value of D, that is to say,

the lower the working temperature, the more efficient the furnace.

We have, however, two additional facts to consider. In the first

place, the rate at which the glass melts and plains increases very

rapidly over a certain range of temperature. A glass which could

not be plained in a week at 1000° can be plained in twenty-four

hours at 1350° and in eight hours at 1450°. It is not, however,

worth while pushing a furnace too hard, particularly as at a much
higher temperature one is likely to melt the furnace as well as

the glass. In the second place, the waste gas will always be at

a higher temperature than the glass or other material in the furnace.

The flame, the incandescent products of combustion, in its passage

through the furnace, loses heat by radiation, convection, and con-

duction. The heat lost by radiation is very materially dependent

on the nature of the fuel, and is much greater in the case of hydro-

carbons and tarry bodies than in the case of carbon monoxide or

hydrogen. It is therefore probable that the flame from oil and

fuel, apart from the calorific value of the fuel, is a more effective

heating agent than the flame from producer gas.

We will now consider the relative fuel efficiencies of two furnaces

which are supposed to be similarly constructed. One is fired with oil

having a net calorific value of 10,500 C. per kilo, and the composition

C = 86-6 per cent. 0-0722 kilo-molecule per kilo.

H2
- 11-8 „ „ 0-0590

S = 0-3 (neglected)

2
= 1-5 0-0004

The oil is injected without loss into the furnace.

The coal has a net calorific value of 7420 C. per kilo, and the

percentage composition

C = 78-0 = 0-0650 kilo-molecule per kilo.

H2
= 5-4 = 0-0270

N2
= 1-4 = 0-0050

2
= 10-0 = 0-0031 .

S = 1-0 —
Ash = 4-2 —

Moisture = 5-0 = 0-0028

The coal is gasified by air with a little steam. The ratio of the

constituents of the gas is C02
: CO : CH4 : : 5 : 25 : 2. Tar is present
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in the gas to the extent of 7 per cent, of the total carhon. The

sensible heat of gasification is 27 per cent, of the total energy,

6 per cent, of which is lost, so that the energy carried by the hot

gas to the furnace is 7000 C. per kilo, of coal. About 3 per cent,

of the carbon is lost.

In the first instance, we will suppose that both the oil and pro-

ducer gas are burned with cold air, 20 per cent, excess of air being

used in either case. The relative quantities of the waste gases

are given in kilo-molecules per kilo, of fuel, by :

—

Oil. Coal.

O, + N 2
0-5267 0-3435

C0 2
0-0722 0-0630

HjO 0-0590 00290

0-6579 0-4355

Multiplying the totals by 224 we obtain the volumes reduced

to 0° in cubic metres (1 cm. = 35*3 c. ft.)

Oil. Coal.

14-5 9-8

The waste gas will leave the furnace at a temperature higher

than that of the glass, and in a tank furnace working at 1400°

the gas temperature will probably be about 1500°. We will calculate

from the composition of the waste gases and from the mean interval

specific heat of the gases (Holborn and Henning) the heat carried

away by them at different temperatures.

Heat carried away by gases.

Temperature of

waste gases.

1500°
1350°
1200°

We can now calculate the energy available in the furnace for

melting glass and compensating losses through the walls.

Energy available in furnace.

Temperatures of

waste gases. Oil. Coal.

(10500 - 7980)100 (7000 - 5360)100
1500 ° 10500 7420

or 25 per cent. or 22 per cent.

(10500 - 7100)100 (7000 - 4770)100
1350 ° 10500 7420

or 32 per cent. or 30 per cent.

(10500 — 6270)100 (7000 - 4190)100
1200° 10500 7420

or 40 Per cent. or 40 per cent.

Oil.

7980 KC.
7100 KC.
6270 KC.

Coal.

5360 KC.
4770 KC.
4190 KC.
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In this case, the oil- and coal (gas)-firing is likely to be equally

efficient, except in so far as the transference of heat from the flame

to the glass, or other material in the furnace, may be more efficient

in the case of oil firing, so that the waste gases would leave the

furnace at a relatively lower temperature in the oil-fired furnace.

That small oil-fired tank furnaces give better results than small

gas-fired tanks may well be due to the inefficiency of heat trans-

ference in the latter.

It will be noticed that since practically the whole of the air used

to burn the oil fuel is secondary air, an obvious advantage is to be

gained in preheating the air. We will now compare the working

of an oil-fired furnace with that of a gas-fired furnace in which

only the secondary air is preheated in a recuperator or regenerator.

Making aUowance for 20 per cent, excess air for combustion,

the amount of air for each kilogram of fuel is, when measured in

kilogram-molecules :

—

0il
- K*wo -noL. Coal (gas )-

2 + N 2
0-6320«tt», 0-2775<**s. Kilo-moi..

or, in cubic metres at 0°,

Oil. Coal (gas).

2 + N 2
14-2 cm. 6-1 cm.

The heat brought into the furnace by preheating the air to 1000°

or 800° will be :—
Oil. Coal (gas).

1000° 4580 KC. 1970 KC.
800° 3610 KC. 1555 KC.

We can now compare the working of the two furnaces under

two sets of conditions.

Percentage energy available in furnace :

—

(i) Secondary air at 1000°

Waste gases at 1500°

Oil. Coal.

100(10500 + 4580 - 7980
)

100(7000 + 1970 - 5360 )

10500 7420
= 67-5 = 48-5

(ii) Secondary air at 800°

Waste gases at 1350°

100(10500 + 3610 - 7100
)

100(7000 + 1555 - 4770)

10500 7420
r= 66-5 = 50

Within the limits of this estimate the fuel efficiency of the two

systems should have the ratio 1-37/1, so that 1 kilo, of oil should

be equivalent to (10500 X l-37)/7420 or 1-94 kilos, of coal.
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Assuming the cost of oil at 105s. per ton, and that of coal in the

London area at at least 40s. per ton, the relative cost of oil to coal

as a fuel would be about as 1-3/1.

This does not take into consideration the saving in capital cost

in the construction of oil-fired plants, and the saving in expense

in handling them, or the saving in cost of reconstruction and
repairs.

Treating the problem from the point of view of the chemical

technology of the processes involved, it would appear that the

efficiency of oil fuel firing depends on the efficiency of the preheating

of the air used for the combustion of the oil, and that the use of

regenerative and recuperative oil-fired furnaces is a sound pro-

position. I leave the discussion of the many other aspects of the

problem of oil firing to other speakers.

Oil as a Fuel for Glass Furnaces.

By Joseph Connolly.

The essential thing when considering oil as a possible fuel is its

price relative to coal, and having decided to use it, care must be

taken to atomise it completely.

The advantages of oil are that it is easy to handle and store

;

there are no cinders or ashes to remove; there is an absence of

the grit and dirt which accompany coal-firing, and finally, the

furnace construction and operation become simplified.

Having had a large oil tank operating for several years, working

8 holes continuously night and day, my experience was that there

were considerably fewer repairs and stoppages, and regular and
consequently more consistent working. The oil being efficiently

atomised, under heated air pressure of 10 lb. per square inch, the

blocks were not subjected to that cutting flame such as is expe-

rienced in coal firing. We adopted the Kermode burner, the con-

sumption of oil being 500 gallons per twenty-four hours. It was
essential to see that the burners were regularly cleaned, as carbon
forms on the nozzle. Further, testing the specific gravity and
determining the composition of the oil were vital to consistent

working. The adoption of potettes in the tank set in a ring was
found a distinct advantage, as this arrangement prevented the cold

batch from settling at the back of the potette.

I have already referred to the question of the price of oil. It

was only when this became prohibitive that it was necessary to

return to regenerative coal-gas firing.

The great secret in using oil was to " atomise " it as efficiently
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as possible, and for the successful carrying out of this process,

not only must the burner construction be suitable, but the oil

should be quite fluid as the result of prior warming.

The question of draught is not of such importance in the case

of liquid fuel as in the case of solid fuel. The most important

detail of a liquid fuel apparatus is the provision of air and the

means taken to secure complete combustion. I have seen liquid

fuel furnaces worked both by air and by steam, and in my expe-

rience it is possible to get a higher efficiency by air than by steam.

With regard to the warming of the oil, this can be performed either

by local warming or by a steam coil.

By the adoption of liquid fuel greater elasticity is possible.

A less or greater quantity of oil can be supplied to the furnace

by the simple turning of a wheel or valve, and there are other

means of regulating the combustion than by mere draught intensity,

which is the main factor in the case of coal. The air required to

burn 1 unit of carbon is about 11| units, whereas to burn an oil

fuel 15 units of air are required, with the same excess as in the

case of solid fuel. With oil fuel, therefore, there ought to be a

better mixture of air and fuel, and consequently better combus-

tion. What I consider should be aimed at is an oil burner and

spray device to produce a balloon sort of flame. It is very im-

portant that the regulation of both the oil and the air during

working should be simple, and that the interior of the atomiser

should be readily removable during working, so that the orifices

can be cleaned with the maximum of ease.

Almost every oil user entertains a different idea as to the correct

burner to employ. Whatever the type of burner employed, it is

evident that the tending of a series of oil burners is a much more

simple operation than the handling of coal. One man can easily

attend to one or two burners.

There is certainly a saving in labour costs by the adoption of

oil firing, but the ultimate saving is contingent on the relative

prices of oil and coal. I have come to the conclusion that it is

impossible to hope for competition between these forms of fuel

while the price of oil is so liable to fluctuation. In the case of

coal, there is a steady dependence on its price. Many years

ago a Press campaign was conducted to " boost " up the advan-

tages of oil, and as soon as ever people began to instal oil furnaces

and to adopt oil as an alternative to coal, the price of oil was
" boosted " up also. This treatment by the oil supplier discourages

any serious effort to develop the use of oil for glass furnaces in

normal times.
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Fuel Oil and its Applications.

By J. Venn Stevens.

The principle of burning all fuel oil is to break the oil up into drops

as completely as possible. This procedure increases the surface

very considerably in relation to the bulk of oil. The combustion

of any fuel takes place entirely from the surface, and the more that

surface is increased in relation to the bulk of oil the more rapid and

the more complete will be the combustion.

This effect can be obtained by a variety of methods, but it is

the underlying principle of all systems of oil burning. Not merely

is the combustion more rapid, but it is more complete, because of

the fact that the necessary air required for combustion is in this

way more intimately mixed with the oil. There have been a very

great number of burners brought out at one time or another.

Although in detail each differs from the other, yet the various

systems may be classified under three general headings.

(1) Steam-injection burners. (2) Air-injection burners. (3)

Mechanical burners.

There are a considerable number of burners which belong to each

class, and these differ amongst themselves chiefly in their details

of construction.

One of the earliest forms of burner used in this country made use

of steam under pressure to break up the oil into fine particles and

inject it in that form into the fire-box. Amongst other objections

to the system of atomising by steam is the fact that steam is not in

itself a combustible substance, nor will it support combustion.

The fact that steam does not support combustion prevents the

burning of the oil taking place as rapidly as it otherwise would.

There is, therefore, more chance of unburnt material escaping

up the chimney and being lost, and more space is required in the

fire-box for the combustion to complete itself.

Although it is a recognised fact that steam has a greater power

of atomising oil than has air, the latter is, nevertheless, more efficient

as an atomising agent than steam for furnace work. Most of the

burners which atomise by means of air have also some mechanical

device to assist the breaking up of the oil. By means of atomising

with hot air, the combustion is far more rapid and more local,

therefore the temperature produced is considerably higher; for

although, providing the oil is completely burned, its maximum
heat value will be given out, the local temperature produced will

depend to a great extent on the rapidity with which it is brought

about. For the purpose of firing melting and heating furnaces, the
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system of hot air injection is to be preferred for this reason. In
such cases the production of high temperature is essential, as the

mere liberation of a given volume of heat is not as important as the

attainment of a high temperature, and by means of air injection it

is possible to produce a very much higher local temperature.

There has been a great advance made in recent years in the

application of pressure and mechanical arrangement to the atomisa-

tion of fuel oil. There are several excellent burners on the market
which accomplish the required purpose entirely by reason of their

construction, coupled with the fact that the oil is forced through
them under more or less pressure, some working on a low pressure

system, others requiring a pressure as high as 40 or 50 lb. per

square inch.

Most of the well-known types of burner running on either of these

three systems can be relied on to give a satisfactory disintegration

of the oil, and the choice of the one system or the other is largely

based on other considerations. Although the atomisation should

be as perfect as possible, attention to other details of the installation

and the arrangement of the furnace or the fire-box are equally

essential for obtaining the best results with the greatest economy
when using fuel oil.

With regard to details of construction of the various types of

burners on the market, these belong broadly to two classes. One
is the injector type of burner, such as the old Holden burner, first

used some thirty years ago on the locomotives of the Great Eastern

Railway and again by the same company to-day in a time of

emergency. In this case the oil passes through the burner by means
of a central tube. This tube is surrounded by another tube through

which the steam passes, and the passage of the steam through the

annular space thus produced has the effect of sucking the oil with

it, aided by a slight pressure from the overhead feed tank. Fre-

quently a chamber is provided between the ends of these tubes and
the exit point of the burner in which the steam and the oil to a

certain extent mix together and, in the case of the Holden burner

particularly, the oil finally leaves the burner by a series of holes

placed tangentially to one another so that the converging streams

of oil and steam hit one another and the oil becomes still further

atomised by this means. In the case of at least one burner, that

manufactured by Messrs. Brett's Patent Lifter Co., Ltd., the

further atomisation of the oil is accomplished by means of a revolving

fan placed an inch or two beyond the end of the burner and is

caused to revolve by the air hitting the blades as it issues from the

end of the burner. The rapid revolution of these blades increases

considerably the breaking up of the oil.
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Another class of burner is one which has been described as the

" Drooling " type. In this case the steam and the oil issue from the

burner through different spaces, the steam usually in a flat sheet

.

from a narrow slit below the exit point of the oil. The oil gradually

runs over from the upper slit on to the layer of steam, and is carried

by that means into the furnace, the steam itself being entirely

responsible for the proper atomisation of the oil. Such a type of

burner is represented by the Scarab burner, which has been put on

the market within the last couple of years and has been very widely

used during the present emergency.

With regard to mechanical burners, these consist in principle of a

stout steel tube on one end of which a nut is screwed containing a

fine hole through which the oil spray leaves the burner. Inside

this nut, and just behind the small orifice, is a circular plate of steel

with fine holes set tangentially. The oil is forced under pressure

through these fine holes and as the result of the various streams

meeting one another, it becomes broken or atomised and is ejected

through the final orifice in the form of a fine mist. Such burners

are always arranged so that any single burner, if it becomes clogged,

can in a couple of minutes be disconnected and replaced by a fresh,

clean burner.

Before the oil is passed through a mechanical burner it is filtered

and heated. The pump draws the oil through the suction filter,

which has strainers of perforated steel plate, and passes it into the

delivery heater at from 25 to 40 lb. pressure. In passing through

this heater the oil is raised to the required temperature, according to

the class of oil to be dealt with. The temperatures range from
180° F. to 320° F. After leaving the heater, the oil is next passed

through the discharge filter, which has very fine perforated steel

plate strainers, and here it is thoroughly filtered before passing to

the burners. The oil delivery pipes, when applied to boilers, cross

the boiler fronts and are so arranged with valves that, when lighting

up, the oil is by-passed back to the suction side of the pump, instead

of to the burners, until the desired temperature is reached. When
a sufficient temperature is obtained the circulating valves are shut

and the burners opened, and the oil is ignited by means of a common
torch inserted through a small door provided in the furnace front

for this purpose.

There is practically no industry to-day to which fuel oil has not

been applied for one purpose or another, whether it be merely the

production of heat, as in furnaces, or the production of power, as in

steam or internal combustion engines. It is used in this country

for glass furnaces, an air jet burner being almost invariably employed,

and this type of burner may be applied to the actual tank in which
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the materials for the glass are melted as well as to the glory holes

and lehrs. In either case, the flame can be easily arranged to give

the requisite heat where it is required, and small or large burners

can be used according to the size of the furnace or of the combustion

space available. One of the great virtues of oil as fuel for glass

furnaces is its very great cleanliness. The flame comes in direct

contact with the glass without producing any discoloration or

deterioration, and the temperature may be maintained absolutely

uniform, thus saving many articles which would be ruined by the

fluctuation in temperature caused by unsteady firing.

Oil is also used in the clay, lime, and cement industries, as well

as for enamelled, vitrified, fire and common brick, sewer and water

piping, enamelled sinks and tubs, cement, lime, and ceramic ware

of all kinds. It has been applied to practically every type of kiln.

Oil is also used to a great extent in ordinary metal melting and
metal smelting furnaces. It is a very great advantage in the case

of nut- and bolt- and billet-heating furnaces, as the heating is done

very much more quickly, thus increasing the output and decreasing

the wastage due to oxidation of the metal. Generally, the advan-

tage of liquid over solid fuel for industrial furnaces of one type or

another may be summed up under the following headings.

(1) Increase of output owing to more rapid heating. (2) Decreased

cost of fuel. (3) Less wastage, as the results obtained are more

uniform. (4) Much higher temperatures are obtainable. (5)

Temperatures are more easily under control. (6) Considerable

saving both of time and labour. (7) Less floor space is required and

generally cleaner conditions are obtained.

Combustion, from the chemical point of view, is the complete

combination of the carbon and hydrogen contained in the fuel with

the oxygen of the air. The combustion of the carbon of the oil is

perfect when it combines with the necessary amount of oxygen to

produce carbon dioxide ; any carbon monoxide formed at the same
time is evidence of incomplete combustion, possibly due to insuffi-

cient air. The hydrogen in the oil is also completely burned when
it combines with the necessary amount of oxygen to produce water.

Generally speaking, the amount of air required for complete

combustion of fuel oil theoretically amounts to about 14 lb. of air per

lb. of oil. However, it is not possible, practically, to use only the

exact theoretical amount of air, and a certain excess has to be

allowed. If this excess is too great a considerable cooling effect

will be exercised in the fire-box with subsequent loss of heating

efficiency; also should the necessary excess not be allowed com-

bustion will not be complete. With a good system of atomisation

and of arrangement in the fire-box, 25 per cent, of air in excess of
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the theoretical requirements should prove quite sufficient, more
than this tending to lower the efficiency.

It is possible, by carefully watching the smoke-stack, to see that

the oil is being completely burned, absence of any visible smoke
indicating this fact. But any excess of air over the practical

requirements can, of course, not be noticed in this way. However,

the point when no smoke shows at the top of the stack can be used

for determining the necessary excess of air which should be allowed

over the theoretical requirements. The amount of air required in

any particular instance depends on the completeness of the atomisa-

tion method by which the air is admitted to the furnace, the design

of the fire-box, and general operating conditions.

Generally speaking, two grades of fuel oil are commonly marketed.

One is a light thin oil produced to a fairly close specification in order

to meet the rather exacting requirements of internal combustion

engines and is commonly sold as Diesel engine oil. The other, or

furnace grade of oil, is an altogether heavier product, and on that

account it is perhaps not quite so easily handled as the lighter grade.

The following figures will indicate the average specification of the

fuel oil commonly sold for furnace and steam raising purposes :

—

Specific gravity 0-940—0-950
Flashpoint Above 150° F. usually 180° F.

Viscosity, Redwood No. 1 at 100° F. ... 1200—1500 seconds
Calorific value 18,500—19,000 B.T.U.
Setting point 20—25° F.

The oil is sufficiently viscous to make it an advantage to handle

it hot, and it is stored by the petroleum companies in tanks that

have steam coils and delivered by them in steam coiled vehicles.

Rail tank cars, in which it is commonly dispatched, are provided

with coils so that steam can be passed through and the oil thus

heated when it reaches its destination and before it is pumped out.

When deliveries are made by road, steam wagons are used for this

purpose. The tank on the wagon being steam coiled, the oil is

delivered to the buyers' premises hot, and is pumped direct into their

storage tank expeditiously by means of a steam pump.
All storage tanks intended for the use of the ordinary furnace grade

of oil should be steam coiled, so that the oil can be heated if necessary,

especially in cold weather. Feed tanks, for steam or air jet

systems, should always be steam coiled, as they can usually be

heated by waste steam, and it is an economy to pass hot oil to the

burner rather than cold, since as cold oil cannot be burnt, it must
be heated before it will ignite.

Whilst, in the writer's opinion, there can be no doubt as to the

general advantage of oil over coal for heating glass furnaces, whether
vol. v. u
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of the tank or pot type, considerable work yet remains to be done

in order to develop on scientific lines the best method of applying

this fuel.

Oil-fired Glass Furnaces.

By A. F. Baillie.

In the glass industry, oil fuel has already been applied to tank

furnaces producing both green or colourless glass, pot furnaces,

lehrs, and glory holes.

The average glass tank in this country is not designed to burn

oil, but is usually a conversion from coal firing or gas firing. When
making these conversions one scarcely expects to attain the same

efficiency from the converted tank as from a new tank designed for

oil burning. Even when a new tank is built to be oil fired, usually

the owner of the tank will not go to much expense in order to put

in recuperative facilities and so obtain the greatest efficiency, but

prefers to have a cheaply built furnace and use more fuel when
running. The ideal type of furnace is, in the writer's view, that in

which after the products of combustion have done their work in

melting the glass they should be passed into an air heater for

heating the burner air, then into a waste heat boiler which drives

the air compressor, then through a feed heater or economiser and

into the stack at a temperature of 200° F. to 300° F. With a furnace

run on these lines the utmost overall thermal efficiency would be

obtained.

In an oil-fired glass tank of approximately 15 to 20 tons capacity,

as used in this country, two burners are fitted about 4 feet apart

in the back wall into small combustion chambers, the centre of the

burners being approximately 12 inches above the level of the glass

in the tank. The cullet and batch are usually fed in through a

door between the burners. The oil flame plays across the top of

the cullet and batch.

The waste heat is drawn off by flues at the front end of the furnace

and passes straight into the stack.

The burners on a furnace of this type use air for atomising the

oil at a pressure varying from \ lb. to 3 lb. per square inch, depending

on the type of burner used. The air is supplied by a blower or high

pressure fan. The air pipe should be led over the furnace top to

heat the air, as the hotter the air the better the oil is burned and the

greater the efficiency obtained.

The oil is supplied from a storage tank on ground level to a small

overhead supply tank above the furnace at the back end, from whence

jt flows by gravity to the burners. The oil pipes again should be
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led over the furnace top to pick up waste heat in order to facilitate

atomisation. The correct temperature at the burners for burning

Mexican oil is 140° to 150° F. On a glass tank of this description

2-73 * lb. of finished glass were produced per lb. of oil used.

The oil-firing of large regenerative tanks previously fired by pro-

ducer gas should be carried out in the following manner. We will

suppose that the tank is fired by four gas ducts on either side

alternately for half an hour's duration.

In order to convert this tank for oil burning, the gas ports should

be blocked up and the air ports re-designed, and the furnace crown

lowered. Oil burners should be fitted into the top of the four gas

ports as they enter the furnace, two burners being fitted to each gas

port. The burners should be of compressed air type working at a

pressure of about 15 lb. and given a downward tilt in order that the

flame plays on top of the molten glass.

The furnace is worked in the same manner as when it is burning

gas, that is eight burners on the right side are fired for half an hour,

whilst the eight burners on the left side are shut down, then the

right burners are shut down and the air valve is changed over, the

left eight burners being now put into operation. The secondary air

temperature at the start of each half hour run in passing through the

regenerators would be about 1200° C, and at the finish of the half

hour run it would be about 700° C, the oil temperature should be

about 150° F. The primary air temperature is approximately at

atmospheric temperature, as it is not heated except for radiant

heat picked up from the furnace.

Pot Furnaces.

There are very few oil-fired pot furnaces in this country, and what

few have been tried have not been entirely successful, the chief

trouble being the cracking of pots, due to excess of local heat.

In the writer's view, the ideal oil-fired pot furnace would be one

with the pots set round in a circle with an exhaust port between

each pot and a burner playing up the centre on to a dome-shaped

roof. This would enable the heat to be distributed evenly all over

the pot, but up to the present a suitable burner has not, so far as

the writer is aware, been manufactured in this country for this

type of furnace.

Lehrs.

Usually where the main glass tanks are oil-fired, the lehrs are oil-

fired also, the oil firing of the lehr being run from the main oil line and

This figure appears to be high. On inquiry, it -was learned that the

data were obtained on a small tank furnace melting cullet only. W.E.S.T.
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as a rule a smaller burner is required for the lehr. The burner fires

into the lehr longitudinally through a small combustion chamber,

where the products of combustion are taken up by a vertical flue on
either side of the lehr, and passed over a bridge into the lehr itself, the

hot gases passing over the bottles to be annealed. The application

of oil burning to a lehr is very simple and is usually very effective.

Glory Holes.

The application of oil-fired glory holes with heavy fuel oil is

rather difficult if the glory holes are separate from the glass tank.

When incorporated with the main glass tank they are worked in a

similar manner to the drawing off holes. When they are worked
separately usually a light grade oil has to be used on account of

the formation of carbon. The reason of this formation of carbon

is that the burner works in such a short space that the combustion

is not complete before it reaches the bottom of the glory hole, and
in consequence the deposit of carbon is formed. Some glory holes

have been worked on paraffin very effectively, and they are found

to be cheaper worked on paraffin than on light grade oil, due to the

fact that the paraffin can be gasified, whereas the other oil can only

be atomised.

General Discussion.

Mr. F. G. Clark outlined the experience of his firm in connection

with oil-fired glory holes. He said the kind of oil that was utilised

was a crude creosote, the specific gravity of which was approxi-

mately 1-06. The size of the glory holes was 9 inches by 9 inches

by 7 inches, with an inside capacity of 70 cubic inches. It would
thus be seen that the capacity was distinctly small. The air

employed was partly heated and compressed to the extent of 15 to

20 lb. per square inch, a pressure much higher than had been pre-

viously mentioned during the discussion. Before use, the oil was

heated in a large steam-coiled tank situated over one of the lehrs.

A pipe was run from the tank and a circular pipe ran round the

furnace, with a steam coil adjacent. The compressed air ran side

by side with the steam pipe, so that it was partly heated, thus

making possible more efficient atomisation of the oil in the glory

holes.

He had estimated that when working on an 8-oz. bottle over a

seven and a quarter hour shift—as they did in their particular

trade—about 3-92 gallons of creosote were consumed. This cost

the very high price of Is. Id. per gallon, and entailed an outlay

of 4s. 3d. per shift.

Very often, however, they had two chairs working at one glory
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hole, and it cost practically no more to work the two chairs than

one. The cost could thus be regarded as halved, namely, 2s. 2d.

per shift. The firm had at various times used gas, petroleum oil,

and creosote oil, but had found that creosote oil gave by far the

best results. With gas, it was impossible to get the necessary

temperature quickly. At least that was his experience. So far

as the relative merits of petroleum and creosote were concerned in

this particular operation, experience had proved that creosote gave

a fuller and " fatter " flame; consequently, the neck of the bottle

was heated up much more uniformly and the maker was able to

give it a much better finish. The temperature of the glory holes

had been tested with a pyrometer and found to be about 1300°.

Mr. G. Lawton gave particulars of a very simple type of

burner which he had designed for the conversion of coal-fired

furnaces to oil-firing. It was a burner which did not cost more
than 26s. By the use of four such burners, and a supply of piping

which cost not more than £10, the Sheffield Corporation during the

present coal strike had been able to convert a Stirling boiler from
coal- to oil-firing, and to get from 1 ton of oil the efficiency hitherto

obtained from 1\ tons of steam coal. Unfortunately, in dealing

with oil, a heavy item in the cost was carriage. He had a com-
plaint to make against the big oil companies, namely, that they

did not seem to be inclined to cater for the requirements of the

general public in an emergency, although, undoubtedly, they would
be the first people to profit. Although oil in the Gulf of Mexico
was only about 10s. a ton, it could not be landed in Sheffield under
£5 5s. per ton, the user supplying his own tank wagons. If tank
wagons had to be hired, the cost was as much as £6 5s. per ton.

Unfortunately, oil was in the hands of a monopoly, and if the

glass trade or any other trade wanted to use it, they would be well

advised to set to work on the co-operative principle with the view
of getting the oil supplied otherwise than through the agency of

a monopoly.

Mr. A. Bayliss spoke of the ease with which oil as a fuel could
be handled, and referred to the record of the " Aquitania," which
now only required 84 men in the stoke-hold, whereas 350 were
required under the coal-firing regime. An important point to be
considered was that with oil there was little or no wear on the
furnace linings, and there was undoubtedly very much increased

cleanliness of working, which of itself spelt reduction in labour.

Dr. Travers offered the suggestion that possibly other speakers
might endeavour to give some particulars in regard to relative

working costs. In London they were paying something like 50s.

a ton for coal. If they could get oil in tanks at 105s. a ton, and
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supposing that an equal amount of heat energy could be obtained

from the oil as from the coal, it would seem that by working regener-

atively—and leaving out of consideration everything in the way
of improvements which the use of oil would bring about on a

works, the advantage in price was on the side of oil. He also said

that Mr. Connolly had raised an important point which he himself

had failed to mention. The meeting would certainly like some
information as to the output from tanks. What exactly was oil

calculated to do 1 If any one could suggest how many tons of

oil would be required to turn out so many tons of glass, these

facts might be useful.

Mr. G. Lawton hereupon mentioned that it had been ascer-

tained in connection with a laundry boiler that with a ton of

paraffin it was possible to get the same heating results as with

2 tons 14 cwt. of best Dalton Main washed nuts—which was con-

sidered to be the best steam coal in Yorkshire. Could not this

ascertained figure be taken as an index of probable efficiency ?

He presumed that in the glass trade the manufacturers did not

pay coal bills for nothing.

Mr. W. B. Clarke {communicated) in this connection directed

attention to the fact that, in a paper by Orde in the Mechanical

Engineer as far back as 1902, the results of steam-raising trials on

five different vessels showed that the ratio of oil to coal required

per unit of horse-power developed was 16 or 17 to 25.

Major V. F. Gloag said that he considered the question of

surface combustion in connection with oil firing was a very serious

matter. Mr. A. F. Baillie had already pointed out that it had

been in one case responsible for the cracking of glass pots in a pot

furnace. Bound up with the same question were such considera-

tions as the discoloration of glassware. In 1907 or 1908 he had

occasion to convert a set of Babcock boilers to oil firing. Altogether

102 tubes were burned out on these boilers through surface com-

bustion. They managed to surmount the question of radiant heat,

and to carry through the job in from six to eight weeks. The

problem for the glass manufacturer who wished to fire his glass

tanks by oil was how to get true atomisation of the oil.

Mr. J. H. Steele said that, along with Mr. Connolly, he believed

he had had the opportunity of working one of the largest glass

tanks that had ever been worked in this country with liquid fuel.

The experience was very similar in point of cost to the experience

outlined by Mr. Lawton. It was quite correct that only in very

rare instances indeed did one find a furnace in a glass-works really

constructed to burn oil properly, efficiently, and economically. It

was not only necessary to consider the prevailing cost of oil, or
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its probable cost in the future, but also the construction of the

oil-fired furnace, and the best type of oil to employ in it. In his

own case, he remembered they started off with crude petroleum,

but at one particular period the oil company were unable to supply

crude, cheap petroleum, and they sent for a time some of their

best, or lighter, petroleum oil. The working result was very much
worse. It was strange, but true, that they were quite unable to

get as good results with petroleum oil of high calorific value as

they were with crude oils and creosotes. This seemed to prove

conclusively that the question of the proper application of oil

involved some factor not generally understood. Some one present

might know, but he did not, of a glass-works in the country

where the management had laid itself out specially to design a

proper furnace, with the right character of burner, to provide the

proper, necessary supply of air in the proper way. That being

so, in the past, when they had quoted results against the engineer,

and the engineer's burners, they had not done him justice. With
a tank furnace about 14 ft. by 23 or 24 ft.—a tank, be it remem-
bered, not specially built for the purpose, but simply brought into

use at the time, owing to the exigencies created by a coal strike

—

the results obtained with oil had been immeasurably more econo-

mical than those previously obtained, either with direct firing or

producer gas. The life of the tank was altogether longer, and in

quite a number of ways economies were realised. When the

furnace was ultimately dismantled, to permit of the reconstruction

of the works, the furnace blocks, after four years' service, were

found to be in a condition as though they had only been put in

a few weeks previously. During the working life of the furnace

a steady maintenance of temperature in every part of the furnace

all the week through was obtained, and so far as the cost of repairs

was concerned, this was very considerably less than at any previous

time under the direct-firing regime. Bearing in mind these facts,

he wanted to appeal to the Society to take the wide view of the

question of oil firing in the glass industry. Any man just com-
mencing in the glass industry was faced by a big outlay in putting

in gas producers, whereas, if he could obtain liquid fuel and apply

it in the proper way, he could save a large sum under the heading

of capital costs, and employ that money to better advantage.

The question was one which affected not only the big firms, with

their millions, but the smaller firms, with restricted capital. For
this reason he wanted to see the question dealt with in all its

ramifications, so that the glass manufacturers could get down to

actual facts, and be able to say definitely either that there was no
hope of successfully developing liquid fuel in the glass industry,
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or else they had, by liquid fuel, coupled with the aid of the

mechanical engineer, evolved a system which was calculated to be

of great assistance to the industry they represented.

Mr. W. J. Rees said that he feared many of the claims which

had been made in the course of the discussion had been very

extravagant, particularly in relation to the relative values of oil

and coal as sources of heat energy. He felt that in order to get

any real idea of the relative merits of oil and coal, they ought to

compare only the efficiently fired coal furnace with the efficiently

fired oil furnace. When it was stated that it took 2| tons of coal

to do the work of 1 ton of oil, it certainly looked to him as though

the coal must be very inefficiently burned. All those who had to

deal with glass furnaces knew well enough what economies could

be realised when an inefficient furnace was replaced by a fully

efficient one.

Mr. J. H. Steele asked if there were in existence in the country

any correctly-constructed liquid fuel furnaces in the glass industry

from which trustworthy data could be obtained.

Mr. F. B. Towers gave particulars of an oil-fired plant which

was in use at his works. A number of small tank furnaces, as well

as lehrs and glory holes, had been converted from direct firing to

oil, but he was afraid that it would be very difficult to give any

particulars of relative weights of fuel used to the weights of finished

goods, for the reason that they made everything from a 2-oz.

bottle up to bottles of quite a large size. Although they had no

actual figures to base a comparison upon, yet they were carrying

on with the system because they found it worked.

Mr. W. B. Clarke (communicated) : With reference to the

remarks by Mr. F. G. Clark, he had had the opportunity of seeing

the glory holes in operation at Rotherham about two years ago

and they seemed to be working satisfactorily. He also saw oil-fired

tank furnaces at work at Messrs. J. A. Curies, Ltd., at Hackney Wick,

near London, quite twenty years ago. They were working with

tar oil, and the firm had a small laboratory for testing the oil for

calorific value, sulphur, water, etc., as at that time the oil was

not so carefully graded, mixed, and filtered as it is to-day. His

own firm had used Curie's Carbogen Oil burners on crucible fur-

naces for baking carbon filaments for twenty years, and had never

found any trouble in getting temperatures up to 1650°, using

gravity feed oil and air at 10 lb. to 15 lb. pressure, with the outlet

of the furnace connected to the main chimney shaft of the works,

the waste heat being passed through the economisers. The original

burners were still in use for the same purpose, although, of course,

one or two parts had had to be renewed. He had used the burners
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equally successfully with tar oils of various mixtures. During the

war they had to take what they could get, and were at one time

successfully using 75 per cent, of tar plus 25 per cent, of creosote

oil. This was a difficult mixture to tackle, but they got it going

all right, with the result that the Ministry of Munitions sent down
several experts to report on it. The usual mixture was 50 per cent,

of tar and 50 per cent, of creosote oil. The burners worked also

with a little adjustment quite satisfactorily on crude oil, of which

there was very little on the market now, and on standard fuel oils

of various origins. They had had Russian, Californian, Mexican,

Texas, and other grades in use at various times.

The crucibles used measured 16 in. in diameter outside and

22 in. high, being about 1£ in. thick in the wall and 2| in. at the

bottom, and were estimated to hold 400 lb. of brass.

These furnaces for filament baking were, of course, fired up

from cold and let down to cold again, the period being three days

from start to finish. The furnaces were brought up gradually to

dull red, say 650° to 700°, by gas, and carried on by oil up to the

temperature required, 1650° to 1700°. This procedure of firing up

and cooling down, of course, corresponded with the practice in

optical glass-making ; but for continuous operation there should be

no difficulties, provided spare blowers, etc., were available in case

of breakdown. It should be possible to adapt this type of furnace

quite easily to glass-making, substituting glass pots of the open

type for the crucibles, or with a little alteration in the design of

the furnace.

Some eight or ten years ago they experimented with oil firing

on the glass house, starting with skittle pots about 40 in. by 22 in.,

which were arranged much after the fashion of the crib furnace.

There were difficulties to be overcome and prejudice against the

noise of the blower, also trouble about the week-end working of

the furnace during filling, etc., and plaining, so that the matter was
dropped. He was sure, however, that the difficulties could easily

have been overcome; they were very largely due to conservatism

on the part of the glass house management of that day, which

prevented a successful issue.

They had also used oil firing for melting nickel (1450°) and
nickel-chrome alloys (1700 ),

1 using pots holding from 20 to 60 lb.

of metal in different types of furnaces with both tar and petroleum

fuel oils, finding it possible to get the temperature much more
quickly, especially during the last few years, since gas had been

reduced in calorific value. In fact, they were unable with air and
gas to get the required temperature on many days, so they changed

1 Presumably furnace temperature, not melting point.

—

Ed.
VOL. V. X
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over to oil firing, which came out cheaper on account of the

shortening of the time required to get a melting, in addition to

which burning of the metal due to prolonged heating was prevented.

They had not experienced any trouble with smoke, provided reason-

able care was taken in lighting up, especially if the furnace when
starting up from cold was warmed up by gas for about half an

hour. He thought a great deal of trouble in the use of oil furnaces

was due to the blower or air compressor being too small for the

job. Many who had charge did not understand the relationship

between pressure and volume, and thought that a small compressor

giving 20 lb. pressure would do a job irrespective of the volume

of air required for complete combustion of the oil, and he had

seen many failures due to this cause.

Prof. W. E. S. Turner, also replying to Mr. Steele's question,

explained that the tank furnaces to which reference had been made
in the discussion were all small furnaces, with the exception of

that which had been referred to by Mr. Connolly and Mr. Steele,

and the usual capacity was not more than from 8 to 20 tons. Most

of these were situated in the London area. He (Prof. Turner) did

not know of a single tank furnace, or a single pot furnace for that

matter, constructed either in this country or in America which

was primarily and solely designed for the burning of oil fuel In

America, as a rule, oil had simply been used as a stand-by at such

times as the supply of natural gas failed, owing to low pressure,

as in the winter. From this it would appear that the question of

furnace design for oil-firing alone had made very little progress.

During the course of the afternoon, remarks had been made that

oil firing had been applied to a pot furnace in this country and

resulted in failure. If he had correctly understood the description

of the method, failure could almost have been predicted. He
himself had seen in America two systems in operation with success.

In the one, an oil burner was fixed in the space of a circular pot

furnace formerly occupied by the fire-box, at a spot near the level

where the fire-bars had been. The flame passed through the eye,

just impinged on the crown, and was then spread outwards. In

the second arrangement, a Siemens regenerative pot furnace had

been converted to oil firing, the burners being situated at the ends,

the furnace itself being rectangular with rounded ends. The former

arrangement appeared to work quite satisfactorily, and the latter,

with regenerated air, was still more efficient, the glass being melted

overnight and was always ready for the glass-blowers in the morn-

ing. Unfortunately, we in this country had to pay much more

dearly for oil than those factories.

Much had been said during the afternoon about the relative
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cost of oil- and coal-firing. He had been able to get some figures

which made possible a comparison of the cost of a subsidiary

operation, namely, the working of the glory hole. Mr. F. G. Clark

had already stated his experience of the use of oil. He (Prof.

Turner) had fortunately been able to obtain data from a works

using gas glory holes of the same size and for almost precisely the

same type of work as that to which Mr. Clark referred. Under

these conditions, it had been found that, with gas at 3s. 9d. per

1000 cubic feet, the cost of working the glory hole for a shift of

seven and a quarter hours was 2s. 4d. This was scarcely more

than half the price of the oil-fired glory hole.

Dr. Travers, in bringing the discussion to a close, observed

that it had been most interesting and most useful; it had brought

up a good many problems that the majority of them would think

about, the ultimate effect of which they hoped would be of

considerable benefit to the glass industry.

XXVI.—Note on Pipettes.

By Verney Stott, B.A., F.Inst. P.

(Read at the London Meeting, December \Uh, 1921).

The quantity of liquid delivered from a pipette depends, not only

on the absolute capacity of the pipette, but also on the rate at

which the pipette is emptied and on the time allowed for drainage.

A distinction will therefore be drawn between the delivery time

of a pipette and the drainage time. The instant at which liquid

is allowed to start flowing out of a pipette after the meniscus has

been set on the graduation mark is the beginning of the delivery

time. If the motion of the liquid surface down the delivery tube

of a pipette is observed it will be seen that the liquid surface comes

to rest a little above the bottom end of the delivery tube. The
instant at which the liquid surface comes to rest can be noted

fairly definitely, and is taken as the end of the delivery time and

the beginning of the drainage time. The end of the draining time

is the instant at which the drop adhering to the outside of the

pipette is detached into the vessel containing the liquid previously

delivered.

The observations to be described were undertaken to obtain

data as to the effects of varying the delivery time and drainage

time on the quantity of water delivered by pipettes of different

capacities.
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A series of pipettes of capacity 100 c.c, 50 c.c, 25 c.c., 10 c.c,

5 c.c, and 2 c.c. respectively were used. Initially the internal

diameters of the outflow jets were such that the times of delivery

were in each case approximately twice the maximum delivery time

specified for the National Physical Laboratory tests.*

For the above delivery times, the quantity of water delivered

was then determined, allowing each of the following drainage

times :

—

2 sees., 5 sees., 10 sees., 15 sees., 20 sees., 25 sees., 30 sees.,

45 sees., 60 sees., 120 sees., 240 sees.

When the quantity of water delivered by a pipette for each of

the above drainage times had been determined, the jet was ground

away a little so as to increase the diameter of the outflow point,

and so reduce the delivery time of the pipette. For this second

delivery time the volumes of water delivered, allowing successively

each of the above drainage times, was again determined. The jet

was then ground down a little more, and so on, until finally the

delivery time was reduced below the minimum time specified by
the National Physical Laboratory. For each delivery time the

volume of water delivered, allowing the various drainage times

given above, was determined.

This procedure was adopted for each of the pipettes in turn.

The change in the absolute capacity of the pipette due to removal

of small portions of the jet was small compared with the changes

produced in the volume of water delivered.

In determining the volume of water delivered the following

method of emptying the pipettes was used.

The pipette was clamped vertically and filled with distilled

water to a short distance above the mark. Water was run out

until the meniscus was on the mark, and the outflow was then

stopped. The drop adhering to the tip was removed by bringing

the surface of some water contained in a beaker into contact with

the tip and then removing it without jerking. The pipette was

then allowed to deliver freely into a clean weighed glass vessel

and allowed to drain for the particular drainage time required.

At the beginning of the time allowed for draining, that is, at the

end of the delivery time, the water surface in the weighing vessel

was brought into contact with the outflow jet and at the expiration

of the drainage time the weighing vessel was removed.

From the results obtained, two series of curves have been pre-

pared for each pipette. One series shows the relation between the

* See pamphlet, "Volumetric Tests on Scientific Glassware," published by
the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex.
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volume of water delivered and the delivery time, the drainage

being constant. Curves are given for four different drainage

times, including the standard time fifteen seconds. The other

series shows the relation between the volume of water delivered

and the drainage time, the delivery time being constant. Curves

are given for four different delivery times, namely :

—
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1. Approximately twice the maximum time allowed by the

N.P.L. regulations.

2. The N.P.L. maximum delivery time.

3. The N.P.L. minimum delivery time.

4. Approximately half the N.P.L. minimum delivery time.

Figs. 1 and 2 relate to the 100 c.c. pipette. Each point marked
represents the mean of at least two observations by each of two
different observers, that is, at least four determinations were made
in each case.
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In Fig. 1, delivery times are plotted horizontally, the volume of

water delivered at 15° is plotted vertically, and the times given

against each curve represent the time allowed for drainage. Thus
the full black line represents the volumes delivered for various

delivery times when fifteen seconds are allowed for drainage in

each case.

It is evident from a mere glance at the figure that the changes

in the volume delivered produced by changes in delivery time are

very great. Even when so long a drainage time as four minutes

is allowed, the changes are quite considerable.

To take a particular case, suppose a 100 c.c. pipette to have

been accurately graduated for sixty seconds' delivery time and
fifteen seconds' drainage. If the delivery time were subsequently

reduced to thirty seconds, as, for example, by repairing a slight

damage to the jet, then the volume delivered with thirty seconds'

delivery time and fifteen seconds' drainage would be 0-07 c.c. less

than the volume delivered with sixty seconds' delivery time and
fifteen seconds' drainage. The difference is greater than the N.P.L.

Class A tolerance (i 0-05 c.c.) on a 100 c.c. pipette.

The following table, which is based on the graphs to be given

later, gives data for pipettes of various capacities. The column

headed v gives the change produced in the volume of water delivered

by a pipette of the stated capacity when the delivery time is changed

from the maximum to the minimum time allowed by the N.P.L-

regulations, a drainage time of fifteen seconds being allowed in

each case.

Table I.

Capacity of Limits on Class A limit

pipette. delivery time. v. on capacity.

C.c. Sees. C.c. C.c.

100 30—60 0-07 005
50 20—40 0-04

6 0035
25 20—40 0-03„ 0-025

10 15—30 0-02, 0015
5 10—20 ooi 3 0010
2 5—10 001 4

0-006

Hence the change v was in each case greater than the Class A
tolerance.

In graduating pipettes, it is therefore necessary that each pipette

should be graduated for its own particular delivery time. For

example, in the method of graduating pipettes described by

S. English,* the blank pipette is emptied in an inverted position

* This Journal, Trans., 1918, 2, 216.
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into a standard pipette, the two being connected together by
means of a Woulff bottle. The rate at which the blank pipette

is emptied during calibration is controlled by the size of the opening

which communicates with the standard pipette. In order to obtain

satisfactory results with this method, it is essential that the jets

of the blank pipettes should be adjusted so that the time of delivery

when the pipette is in use corresponds with the time of delivery

of the standard pipette used to calibrate the apparatus.

Another point arises out of a consideration of Fig. 1. It is

clearly necessary that the user of pipettes which have been tested

at an institution such as the National Physical Laboratory should

be in a position to assure himself that the jet of any particular

pipette is in the same condition as when the pipette was tested.

The fact that the delivery time of the pipette may be within the

specified limits of delivery time is not a sufficient check, as may
be seen from Table 1. The exact delivery time for which the

pipette was tested should be known to the user. The National

Physical Laboratory regulations therefore stipulate that manu-

facturers must etch the delivery time in seconds on each pipette

submitted for test.

As a further check, all pipettes tested at the Laboratory are

measured and the distance from the tip of the jet to the graduation

mark expressed in millimetres is etched on the pipette at the

Laboratory. The combined inscription, that is, the delivery time

and the above dimension, provides a ready criterion by which a

user can judge whether any alteration in the jet of the pipette

has taken place since the time of standardisation.

So far as the facts which we have considered up to now are

concerned, it might appear that in order to secure consistent results

with any given pipette it is enough that it should be graduated

for its own particular delivery time as determined by the size of

the outflow jet.

A consideration of Fig. 2 will show, however, that, in addition

to its being necessary for a pipette to be graduated for its own
particular delivery time, the delivery time itself should be within

certain limits.

In Fig. 2, drainage time is plotted horizontally, the volume of

water delivered at 15° is plotted vertically, and the time given

against each curve represents the particular delivery time to which

the curve relates.

Each curve commences at a point where drainage has already

been going on for two seconds, as it was found impracticable to

observe a shorter drainage time with exactitude.

The initial portions of the curves are of chief interest,, because
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in order to economise in time it is desirable to allow only a short

drainage period. It is clear that the initial portion of each curve

is inclined at a distinctly less angle to the horizontal than the one

immediately below it. This means that the initial rate of drainage

is greater when the delivery time is short than when the delivery

time is long. For example, in the first twenty seconds of drainage
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more than 0-08 c.c. of water drains from the pipette when the

delivery time is fifteen seconds, but only 0-005 c.c. drains from

the pipette in the same period when the delivery time is one hundred

and twenty seconds.

The following table gives the drainage which takes place in the

fifteen-second period from the time when drainage has been going

on for two seconds to the time when seventeen seconds' drainage

time has elapsed, that is, the drainage during the first fifteen-second
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interval covered by the graphs. The results are given for pipettes

of different capacity and for two delivery times in each case. The

larger delivery time given for any particular pipette is the minimum
delivery time allowed under the N.P.L. tolerances. For comparison

with this are given the amounts of the drainage when smaller

delivery times, in general about half the specified minimum, are

used.

T.4.BLE II.

Drainage in

Delivery specified 15-second N.P.L. Class A
Capacity. time. period. tolerance.

Cc.c. Sees. C.c. C.c.

100 15 0-07
8

±0-05

. 30 0-03
3

50 10 0-06
8

±0-035
20 0-02

6

25 10 0-03 ±0-025
20 o-oo 8

10 5 0-02
x

±0-015
15 o-oo

7

5 2 0045
±0-010

10 o-oo5

2 2 0-01, ±0-00G
5 o-oo,

The data given in the above table were obtained from the graphs

to be given later relating to pipettes of the specified capacities.

From the above table and from an inspection of these graphs, the

fact that the amount and rate of drainage are much greater when

the delivery time is short than when it is long is clearly established.

Hence pipettes the delivery time of which is short are very liable

to give inconsistent results if a very definite time of draining is

not rigidly adhered to. Again, if the pipette is not absolutely

clean, the consequent error in the volume of liquid delivered will

be greater when the delivery time is short than when it is longer,

owing to the thicker film of liquid which remains behind in the

former case. Another result which arises from the fact that a

thicker film of liquid is left behind with shorter delivery times is

that the difference in the volumes of different liquids delivered

from the same pipette will be greater with quicker delivery times.

If pipettes with too short delivery times are used; care taken in

manufacture or in subsequent calibration is liable to be diminished

in effectiveness owing to possible variations in the volume of liquid

delivered by the pipette when subsequently put into actual use.

In view of the foregoing facts there clearly exists the necessity

for fixing a minimum delivery time for pipettes. The following

table gives the minimum delivery times specified by the N.P.L.

regulations, and also shows how these times serve to minimise the
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possibility of errors due to rapid drainage. The column headed v

gives the error which would be caused in the volume of liquid

delivered by a pipette of the specified capacity if the time allowed

for drainage differed by five seconds from the standard drainage

time of fifteen seconds, it being assumed that the delivery time

in each case is the minimum time given in the table :

—

Table III.

N.P.L. Class A
Capacity of Minimum delivery tolerance on

pipette. time allowed. v. capacity.

C.c. Sees. C.c. C.c.
"

100 30 o-oo9
0-05

50 20 o-oo8 0035
25 20 o-oo3

0-025

10 15 o-oo, 0-015

5 10 o-oo; o-oio
2 5 o-oo, 0006

The smallness of the values of v in the above table indicates

that the minimum delivery times given in the table are sufficiently

long to eliminate uncertainties arising from too rapid drainage.

The question of maximum delivery time is not so* important as

that of the minimum delivery time, because, generally speaking,

the longer the delivery time of a pipette, the more consistent will

be the results obtained with it. If the delivery time is allowed

to be excessively long, the pipettes become too tedious in use and

wasteful of time ; also, when the orifice is excessively small, erratic

results may be obtained, as will be seen later.

The maximum delivery times specified by the N.P.L. regulations

are twice the minimum times for pipettes of the same capacity.

This gives a reasonable latitude to the manufacturer, and does not

make the maximum time unduly long from the user's point of

view.

It is clear from the slope of the curves in Fig. 2 and from the

corresponding curves for pipettes of smaller capacity that it is

necessary to observe some specified drainage time in order to

secure consistent results. A drainage time of fifteen seconds has

been adopted by the National Physical Laboratory. This is a

conveniently short period, and also it may be seen from Table 3

that, provided pipettes the delivery times of which are within the

specified N.P.L. limits are used, it is not necessary for the user

to observe the fifteen seconds accurately, as, for example, with a

stop watch. An approximate estimation of the time will suffice

for ordinary usage.

It has been recommended by some that no drainage time should
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be allowed. There are several objections to this. In the first

place, it is a physical impossibility to allow absolutely no time for

drainage. Two seconds was found to be the minimum drainage

time which it was practicable to work with. Consequently, when

second is the specified drainage time a few seconds will in actual

fact be allowed, and no attempt will be made to allow a definite

period for drainage. Further, drainage is more rapid at first than

rainaqe lime.
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when fifteen seconds' drainage time have elapsed, and hence

greater precision in observing the second drainage time is required

than in observing the fifteen seconds' drainage time. Finally,

conditions are not so steady immediately delivery has ceased as

they are fifteen seconds later, and so there is greater difficulty in

obtaining consistent results.

Hitherto Figs. 1 and 2 have been chiefly used as the basis for

the considerations put forward. The corresponding curves for

pipettes of smaller capacities require only brief comments.

Figs. 3 and 4 relate to a 50 c.c. pipette, and are of [the same
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general character as Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 5 the full line shows

the results obtained with the same 50 c.c. pipette for a drainage

time of fifteen seconds and for the delivery times corresponding

with the various stages in grinding down the tip of the pipette.

It is identical Avith the corresponding curve in Fig. 3.

After this series of observations had been completed a stop-cock

was fused to the top of the pipette. Above the stop-cock a length

deliver i lime.
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of capillary tubing was attached by means of a rubber connection.

By using different pieces of capillary tubing, various delivery times

could be obtained. The dotted line in Fig. 5 gives the results thus

obtained for various delivery times, fifteen seconds' drainage being

allowed. The difference in the ordinates at any two corresponding

points on the two curves in Fig. 5 gives the effect of the removal

of a portion of the jet considered per se, that is, apart from

the resulting change in delivery time. This difference is due

partly to the diminution of the absolute capacity of the pipette

due to grinding away the tip. The internal volume of the portion
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of the jet removed in reducing the delivery time from seventy-three

seconds to ten seconds was, however, only 0-01 c.c. The remainder

of the difference between the two curves for, say, seventy-three
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seconds' delivery time is doubtless to be accounted for by the fact

that in the first series of observations for this delivery time the

jet was shaped as shown in Fig. A, but when the stop-cock was
used the shape of the jet was as shown in Fig. B.
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The same arguments which were based on the results obtained

by grinding away the jet could have been based on results obtained

by using a stop-cock and pieces of capillary tubing. The former

method, however, gives jets approximating to those of a pipette
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having the delivery times used. The latter method necessitates a

jet of large diameter being used throughout. The results for the

second method are simply given to show that the decrease in the

volume of liquid delivered caused by grinding away the jet due

to the change in absolute capacity of the pipette and to the change

in shape of the jet are small as compared with the decrease due to
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the shortening of the delivery time caused by grinding away
the jet.

Figs. 6 and 7 relate to a 25 c.c. pipette, and are again of the

same general character as Figs. 1 and 2.
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Figs. 8 and 9 relate to a 10 c.c. pipette, and apart from a small

point noticeable in Fig. 8 are again of the same general character

as Figs. 1 and 2. The curves in Fig. 8 show an increase in the

volume of liquid delivered when the delivery time was reduced

from seventy-two seconds to sixty seconds instead of a decrease

as in the normal cases.
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For delivery times of sixty seconds and less, the behaviour of

the pipette was quite normal. About 5 c.mm. less water was

delivered for seventy-two seconds' delivery than for sixty seconds.

The explanation of this difference is probably that the quantity of

water retained in the very fine jet required for seventy-two seconds'
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delivery exceeded the amount retained by the sixty-second jet to

an extent which more than counterbalanced the effect of increasing

the delivery time.

Figs. 10 and 11 relate to a 5 c.c. pipette, and here again the

curves are of the same character as those in Figs. 1 and 2.

Figs. 12 and 13 relate to a 2 c.c. pipette. The curves are quite

normal over the limits of delivery time specified in the National

Physical Laboratory regulations and for slightly longer delivery
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times. With delivery times greater than fifteen seconds, the

results obtained were not so regular, and with only two seconds'

drainage quite anomalous results were obtained with the longer

delivery times. This is probably due to the fact that towards the

end of the delivery time drops form extremely slowly at the end

of the pipette. Judging from the difference between the curves
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in Fig. 12 for two seconds' and fifteen seconds' delivery respectively,

it would appear that liquid was slowly leaving the pipette during

the first part of the drainage period, and that this movement did

not actually represent drainage, but rather a slow emptying of

the jet itself. The results indicate the necessity for specifying a

maximum as well as a minimum delivery time for pipettes.

The magnitude of the drainage effects will vary somewhat with
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the linear dimensions of the pipettes. The dimensions of the

pipettes used for the above investigation are given below.

~\_
|D

Capacity c.c. 2 5 10 25 50 100

A mm 126 151 164 171 208 182
Length of bulb mm 36 53 66 94 123 165
Bmm 123 140 160 153 180 173
Cext. mm 8-2 12-1 143 215 26-2 32-5

D int. mm 2-8 4-0 4-7 50 60 7-3

Distance of mark above bulb
mm 27 24 37 61 35 28

The bulbs of the above pipettes were in all cases, except the

25 c.c. pipette, somewhat smaller in diameter than the sizes given

in the Report of the Committee on the Standardisation of Laboratory

Glassware.* The bulb of the 25 c.c. pipette was slightly larger in

diameter than the value given in the above report.

Summary.

The above investigation leads to the following conclusions :

—

1. Pipettes should be adjusted for a particular delivery time,

and when testing pipettes it is important to record both the delivery

time and capacity.

2. The delivery time should be within certain limits, as pipettes

are unsatisfactory if the delivery time is too short, and also if it

is too long.

3. A definite period should be allowed for drainage when
graduating, testing, or using pipettes.

The National Physical Laboratory,
Teddington. October 10th, 1921.

Discussion.

Mr. J. W. Towers said that when using Mr. English's method
of calibrating pipettes it was not necessary that the delivery times

of the pipettes should be made to agree with the time of emptying
during calibration.

Mr. A. Stevenson suggested that pipettes would not deliver

the same volumes of, say, normal acid as of distilled water, and
asked if any data were available for the differences.

Dr. M. W. Travers suggested that the German method of

* J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1919, 38, 280—285r.
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placing a mark on the tip of standard pipettes was preferable to

the N.P.L. practice of requiring manufacturers to etch the delivery

time.

Mr. Stott, in replying, said that he agreed with Mr. Towers.

The delivery time of the pipettes should be made to agree with

the delivery time of the standard pipette used to calibrate the

apparatus, and the procedure adopted in calibrating the apparatus

should be followed when pointing blank pipettes.

In reply to Mr. Stevenson, he stated that some work had been

carried out by Schloesser * on the point raised. The general

conclusion was that for solutions of the kind and strengths ordinarily

employed in volumetric analysis the difference between the volume
of water and of solution delivered was practically negligible, pro-

vided that the delivery times of the pipettes were sufficiently long.

Greater differences occur with short delivery times than with long

ones.

In reply to Dr. Travers, he did not think it likely that the N.P.L.

would agree to the omission of the delivery time from Class A pipettes.

The regulations for Class B pipettes were to be discussed in the

near future, and alternative proposals might then be considered

for this class of pipettes.

XXVII.

—

The Measurement of Small Variations of

Refractive Index throughout Meltings of Optical

Glass.

By A. J. Dalladay and F. Twyman.

To determine the uniformity of refractive index throughout a

melting of optical glass is an important problem for the optical

instrument maker.

The following method of measuring departures from perfect

uniformity was worked out in the Research Laboratory of Messrs.

Adam Hilger, Ltd., in connection with optical instruments designed

for research purposes, but the tendency to push repetition methods
to the utmost limit makes it even more essential, in mass pro-

duction, that the meltings of optical glass used should be of the

same refractive index throughout.

As will be seen later, by means of this method of test a difference

of refractive index as small, as one in the sixth decimal place can

be readily measured,

* Schloesser and Grimm, Che/n. Zeitung, 1906, 30, 1071.
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The principle underlying the method is that of interference ; and

the instrument used is the modified form of Michelson Interferometer

manufactured by Messrs. Adam Hilger, Ltd., and used by them for

testing all manner of optical work in their workshops, testing

rooms, and laboratory. A full description of the instrument has

previously been given.* We will only describe very briefly the

construction and working of the instrument, which is diagram-

matically shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.

Light diverging from the point source, C, is collimated by the

lens, D, and falls as a parallel beam on the plane parallel plate, K,

the second surface of which is silvered lightly, so that part of the

light is transmitted, but the greater part reflected. Part of the

light passes through the compensating plate, K2 . This plate,

which is an exact replica of K, but not silvered, is not required

except when white light is to be used, as in the present case, and
is, therefore, not ordinarily supplied with the instrument.

* F. Twyman, Phil. Mag., 1918, 35, 49.
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After passing through K2 , the beam is reflected back again

through K2 by the plane mirror, F, to the plate, K.

The other part of the light is reflected to the mirror, G, and back

again to the plate, K. Here the two beams re-combine, and passing

through the lens, E, each forms on the eye an image of the

diaphragm, C.

When the instrument is adjusted and used with monochromatic

light, the field appears filled with alternate bright and dark inter-

ference bands, straight, parallel, and equidistant. These may be

made to assume any direction and distance apart by adjustment

of the mirror, F. All the bands, however, appear more or less

alike, and as this test necessitates being able to recognise one

particular band wherever it may occur, recourse is had to white

fight, which gives only about a dozen bands, of which the central

one only is white, the others all being coloured.

If, now, anything be introduced into the path of one of the two

beams which makes its path length different from that of the other

ray, the system of bands will be shifted parallel to itself through

a number of bands equal to twice the difference of path created

divided by the wave-length of light in the medium introduced.

The method employed is as follows. A number of pieces of

glass are taken of the melting which it is desired to test—usually

one piece from each block. These are all ground to about a tenth

of an inch thick, and polished flat. They are then carefully cleaned

and placed with their polished faces together, and on the application

of light pressure they go into what is known as optical contact,

which is contact so intimate that no air is included between the

surfaces and molecular attraction comes into play, so that some

force is required to separate them. When in this condition they

are heat-treated by the process patented by Messrs. Adam Hilger,

Ltd., for joining glass surfaces.

The pile of plates is heated to a temperature dependent on the

type of glass, when they become one solid block, which can be

ground and polished as one piece. This block is ground parallel

| inch or 1 inch thick, according to circumstances and the degree

of accuracy required. Another piece of the same melting is ground

to the same thickness, and the two pieces are polished accurately

flat together, to assure exactly equal thickness.

If, now, one of these blocks is placed on the interferometer in

the path of one of the interfering beams, and the other block in

the path of the other ray, then, if the melting is absolutely homo-

geneous, the difference of path introduced by the one block will

be exactly compensated by that of the other, and the interference

bands will undergo no change. If, however, the different samples
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of which the composite block is made up vary in refractive index,

the bands will be shifted by different amounts in the several slabs,

and present a broken appearance (Fig. 2), and by measuring the

actual shift of_ the central black band in each case the difference

between the refractive indices of the several pieces can be measured

with great accuracy.

In order to make an actual measurement of the number of

bands shift, it is, of course, necessary to use light of a definite

wave-length. It is convenient to use the mercury green line

(A. = 5461 A.U.), and it is a simple matter to superimpose this

light upon the white light whilst retaining the white light fringes

for identification of particular bands.

The number of bands shift which will occur in any one piece

Fig. 2.

which differs by A/* in refractive index from the standard will be

n = , where t is the thickness of the block and A. the wave-
A

length of the light in air.

For instance, if t = 1 inch = 2-54 cm.,

A fi = 0-000001

and a = 0-546 x 10~4

5-08 x 10-6

and n =
0546 X 10-4_^,

or very nearly 1/10.

In other words, with a thickness of 1 inch a shift of 1/10 band—
which is easily measurable—is caused by a variation in refractive

index of one in the sixth decimal place—an accuracy more than

sufficient for any measuring instrument at present in use.

When this test was first devised it was scarcely thought that

any glass would be found to stand up to it, since variations of

refractive index in the fourth place of decimals had for many
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years been customarily observed. Experience has, however, shown

that it is possible to make meltings of glass of a much greater

uniformity.

The following are a few interesting examples of tests actually

carried out in the laboratory.

1. A Melting of Dense Flint (^D 1-62) in the form of Moulded

Discs about 1^ inches in diameter by J inch thick.—Ten discs were

taken and tested as described. Seven of them were found to be

of exactly the same refractive index to within 1 in the 6th place,

whilst the remaining three, themselves alike to the same accuracy,

differed from the first seven by seven in the fourth place. It

seems, therefore, almost certain that this consignment consisted of

two separate and homogeneous meltings, of slightly different

refractive indices, mixed. It is interesting to note that had this

consignment been used for making achromatic object glasses of,

say, 20 inches focus, there would be more than a millimetre differ-

ence of focus between object glasses made from the two kinds of

glass.

2. A Melting of Extra Dense Flint (uD 1-767).—Of this a large

number of pieces were taken—about 40, one from each block.

In one only was more than one in the sixth decimal place observable,

and in this one there was a very rapid change of refractive index ,

some ten bands being observed across a tenth of an inch of the

field.

3. A Melting similar to (2) by a Different Maker.—Eight pieces

were tested, and showed differences varying from 0-2 band to

6-8 bands in a thickness of 0-58 inch, showing the maximum
difference in refractive index to be 0-000108.

This, it will be agreed, is a serious difference, especially as it

had been intended to use this melting in the manufacture of

refractometers measuring to one in the fifth decimal place.

In connection with this melting, an interesting side issue arose-

These composite blocks, after being heat treated, are always very

carefully re-annealed in order to remove any residual stresses which

may arise through the component being at different temperatures

when put in contact. This block it was impossible to anneal

owing, presumably, to the differing coefficients of expansion of the

components, notwithstanding that they all came from the same

melting.

On examination in polarised light, the double refraction present

in the slice which showed the greatest difference of refractive index

from its neighbour (one in the fourth place) was found to be

one-tenth of a wave-length of sodium light, which indicates that

the stress existing in that particular slice was of the order of
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150 grams per sq. mm., or a total stress of more than 2 kilos, in

the slice.

From this it is easily seen how serious is lack of homogeneity in

a melting from the point of view of annealing.

Messrs. Adam Hilger, Ltd.,

75a, Camden Road,
London, N.W.I.

XXVIII.

—

Note on the Composition, or the Comparative

Composition, of Glasshouse Pots made in the last

Fifty Years.

By G. V. Evers.

(Read at the Sheffield Meeting, October \§th, 1921.)

It has been claimed that glass-making refugees from the Continent

pitched on Stourbridge as a suitable place for continuing their

activities, because they found there not only cheap coal, but also

cheap and suitable clay, such as they had been accustomed to use

in the countries from which they came. Quite close to Stourbridge

is a place called Hungary Hill, which is supposed to be the site of

the first glasshouse erected in the Stourbridge district by these

foreigners.

In those days South Staffordshire was one of the cheapest coal-

mining districts of the country, and the Stourbridge " Old Mine "

clay, lying below the coal, was easily obtained because of the fact

that the coal was not at too great a depth to be worked

satisfactorily with the appliances then in force.

The Stourbridge fireclay measures are rather curious, inasmuch as,

although they are all of the same geological formation, they change

in character. From Stourbridge itself they dip very deeply along

two valleys, one of which runs towards Birmingham and the other

towards Wolverhampton ; and although the " Old Mine " Stourbridge

clay is the same geologically, it exhibits marked differences in its

characteristics the farther one proceeds from Stourbridge in either

direction. At a point near Stourbridge the " Old Mine
'

' Stourbridge

clay is found at a depth but a few yards from the surface, whereas

farther afield it is discovered to be as deep as 200 yards or more.

Although the clay might be of the same chemical composition,

its actual physical properties are very different. It is found, for

instance, that the deeply mined fireclay requires a great deal more

weathering, is much more difficult, from the manufacturer's point
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of view, to manipulate into delicate shapes such as glasshouse pots,

and shows a greater liability to crack. It needs, therefore, a greater

length of time in maturing, and probably a greater length of time

after the clay has been matured and the pot has been made before

the pot is actually put into service.

I do not think there is anything against the deep measure fireclays

so long as these facts are recognised and due precautions are taken.

The best of the fireclay in the Stourbridge district is drawn from those

parts of the district which are adjacent to the valley of the Stour.

When such clay is mined it is largely weathered already. It comes

up in a somewhat mushy condition, easily squeezable. The clay

that is found farther afield, and much deeper is, when freshly mined,

practically rock. •

A year or two ago one of our pot-makers died, leaving to his son,

who is also a pot-maker, a museum of curios, which the son investi-

gated. He came across two pieces of glasshouse pot, carefully

preserved and labelled. One of these had been made in the year

1868, the other in 1887 ; thus, one was fifty-three years old and the

other thirty-four. I thought that it might be interesting to compare
the chemical analyses, the refractory standard, and the porosity

of these samples, along with those of pieces now being made. The
figures obtained are given in the following table.

Year. 1868. 1887. 1921.
Per cent.

Ultimate Analysis.
Silica 65-5
Titanic oxide 1-0

Alumina 23-1
Ferric oxide 1*9

Lime 0"2

Magnesia -3
Alkalies 0-8

Loss on ignition 7*7

Rational Analysis (calculated).
Felspar 4-8

Clay substance 55 - 5
Quartz 37-9
Ferric oxide 1-9

Lime 0-2

Refractory Test.

Cone 30—31 29 31

Percentage Porosity 24-3 24-5 230

The results reveal that there is a decrease in the present-day clay

of about 5 per cent, in the silica, alongside of which there is quite a

marked increase of alumina. I think this is due in some measure
to the fact that during recent years there has been a distinct demand

Per cent. Per cent,

65-2 60-0

10 10
22-8 26-2
1-9 2-0
0-3 0-3

0-4 0-4
1-2 1-4

6-7 81

7-2 8-4

53-8 61-8

368 27-2
1-9 2-0
0-3 0-3
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on the part of many users of refractories for a higher percentage of

alumina. Most pot-makers do not merely use one clay ; they use

commonly two or more clays and the analyses given are the result

of such mixtures.

Of impurities—iron and so on—the 1921 sample shows an in-

crease. One would expect, therefore, to find the refractory standard

lower. But this is not the case. The refractory standard is, if

anything, higher; infact, it is two cones higher than in 1887. I

imagine that the reason for this is that, as there is less free silica,

the clay will stand a little increase in the impurities without lowering

the refractory standard abnormally. In porosity there is a notice-

able improvement, that is, it is lower to-day than in either of the

other two periods. This, again, I imagine is due to the increase of

alkalies and the better balance of the silica and alumina contents.

We can scarcely scan these figures, I think, without coming to the

conclusion that, broadly speaking, the pot-makers' materials are

very similar noAv to what they were fifty years ago. The difference

is not nearly so great as one might have expected to find. This

revelation will give pause to those glass manufacturers who, whenever

they have a pot failure, are inclined to ejaculate hastily :
" Pot-

clays are nothing like what they used to be." Probably the same
thing was said by the pot-makers in 1868 when referring to what

their grandfathers had been accustomed to do. The old times were

always better than the present. The question of the moment is

not: Are there pot failures?—that must be admitted—but:

Why are there pot failures, and cannot they be got over ?

In approaching this question both sides have to be considered.

One must admit, in the first place, that the conditions of modern
glass-making are very much more severe than they used to be.

I believe I am correct in saying that temperatures are higher;

certainly the sizes of the pots are very much greater, and the duties

that are imposed upon the pots, even of the same sizes as before,

are likewise very considerably greater. One can never expect to

get the same life out of an article if one uses it doubly hard. On the

other side there are the questions of the selection of the clay and the

making of the pot. Judging by the figures presented, I am disposed

to say that there is nothing much the matter nowadays with the

clay. We must assume always that the results (that is, pot-life)

in 1868 and 1887 were what they are alleged to have been. There

does not seem to be any inherent quality in the present-day

material to warrant a considerable increase in failures. There

is, of course, always the human element to consider, which

affects equally the brick-makers, the makers of refractories,

and the glass manufacturers. It is always possible that care-
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lessness may creep in, either in the pot-making establish-

ment or the glasshouse. The one thing I should like to say to the

users of glasshouse pots is this : Pot manufacturers cannot possibly

improve as they would like, or get the results they hope for, if they

do not get the real, whole-hearted co-operation of the glass manufac-

turers. We do not get it.

Some two years ago I got out for my firm a set of report papers

which were sent to all glass manufacturers who either purchased

clay in order to make their pots or bought from us the finished

goods. On these forms were recorded the numbers of the pots

supplied and the corresponding manufacturing numbers, so that they

could be identified. Along the top of the form were left columns for

a number of other items to be filled in when the pot had run its life,

such as date of arching, date of putting into the furnace, the type

of furnace, the kind of glass made, the frequency of the fillings, the

length of life in the furnace, and, finally, a column reserved for any
notes or suggestions which the manufacturer might feel disposed to

make.

Contemporaneously with the sending out of these forms particu-

lars were recorded of the precise materials that were used for the

making of the pots, the man who had made them, the length of time

that was taken in the making, the period involved in the maturing

before the pots were sent into the works, and so forth. The result

was terribly disappointing. In many cases no answer was received

at all. In other cases the forms were returned with various remarks,

sometimes written across the form in blue pencil, such as " Your
pots do very well." That was very nice to know, but it was no

help at all. In very few instances indeed did they elicit any real

information which enabled us to trace anything, or from which

we could draw any conclusions that were worth having.

If the glass manufacturers were only willing to co-operate with the

pot manufacturers on some such lines as I have suggested, I feel

that it would result in great benefit both to themselves and to the

refractory materials manufacturers who supply them.

Messrs. E. J. & J. Pearson, Ltd.,

Stourbridge.

Discussion.

Dr. Travers said that manufacturers should always keep in

mind the fact that some of the most important technical discoveries

had not resulted from laboratory experiments but from the study

of processes carried out in the works and from the careful recording

of the results of observations. When he was in charge of the
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Duroglass Works at Walthamstow difficulties arose in connection

with glass pots, which were put down to bad work by the pot-

makers, due to circumstances arising out of the war. Certain

observations of his own suggested that this was not really the case.

He therefore decided to investigate the matter very carefully,

and from that time the life-history of every pot was recorded from

the day on which it was received from the makers to the day on

which it was removed from the furnace. From the results of these

records it was generally possible to determine the cause of the

premature failure of a pot, and looking back over the two years

during which the records were kept he could say that such failures

were very rarely set down against the pot-maker. The records had
led him to certain conclusions with regard to the treatment of pots,

which had been recorded in the Journal.
Even the most painstaking observations lost their value if careful

records were not kept, for no man could keep a mass of facts in his

head without confusing some of them, and to be obliged to fall back

on the memory of others as to what had happened to a furnace

a month ago was sure to lead to confusion. The simplest procedure

was to post on a board near each furnace a form, with a column for

each pot, and spaces corresponding with each day in the week.

On this form instructions for the filling of pots could be entered.

The member of the staff responsible for the furnaces should go round

at least once every day, and should enter his remarks either on the

same form, or, preferably, on a duplicate. In this way a complete

record of the history of each pot while in the furnace would be

preserved, and the record would connect with the pot-room record,

which would include an account of the arching of the pots, and of

the ultimate post-mortem examination.

Mr. W. J. Rees said Mr. Evers's remarks had been distinctly

interesting to all who had occasion to use either glasshouse pots or

other glasshouse refractories. From his own personal experience

he could confirm the analyses which had been put forward by Mr.

Evers, and he could say with conviction that there was a Stourbridge

clay the analysis of which proved that it was quite as good to-day

as it was seventy or eighty years ago. He would, however, like to

utter a warning note about placing too much reliance upon mere

analyses. It was possible, even in the Stourbridge district, to get

clays of almost identical chemical composition but distinctly different

in their physical properties. From the point of view of the life of

the pots he could certainly say from his own actual investigation

and experience that there was no question that glasshouse pots,

quite as good as, if not better than, those made two or three

generations ago were being made to-day from the English clays

—
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and particularly Stourbridge clay—and this despite the more rigorous

conditions of the present day, the higher melting temperatures and the

bigger output . There was j ust one point that he would like to mention

as bearing upon the manufacture of either glasshouse pots or clays

for the making of glasshouse pots. He was not perfectly satisfied

that as much care was taken as might be wished to secure uniformity

of composition. He was afraid that sufficient attention was not

always directed to the blending of different varieties of clays for

this purpose. By a judicious blending of the mild and strong clays

really good pots could be made. The question of the right chemical

composition for a glasspot was a very vexed one. The point as to

whether an aluminous or a siliceous clay gave the best result was,

in his opinion, not yet proved. He was, however, satisfied that for

the ordinary soda-lime, or soda-lime-magnesia glasses, a pot could

be made from the clays which Mr. Evers had mentioned which would

stand up tolerably well to all the severe conditions of the present

day. In a certain works with which he was connected some very

accurate records had been taken of the life of the glasspots. These

records went back for very many years, and therefore one was

enabled to make comparisons between the pot life of to-day and that

of yesterday. The information thus obtainable was very valuable,

and if all users of glasspots could be induced to keep actual glasshouse

records, something really valuable would accrue.

Dr. C. J. Peddle {'partly contributed) added his tribute of thanks

to Mr. Evers for presenting so valuable a paper. Mr. Evers, he

thought, had brought forward two important points. In the first

place he had shown that pots made from the present fireclay of

the Stourbridge beds, so far as could be judged from analysis, from

porosity, and from firing tests, were superior to those made twenty-

five and fifty years ago, using clay from the same source. Secondly,

he had emphasised the need for co-operation between the pot

manufacturer and the glass manufacturer. Regarding the first

point, there seemed little doubt that the increase in alumina content

of the modern pot, mentioned by Mr. Evers, contributed largely to

its superiority, this increase being accompanied by a decrease in

silica. His own experience pointed to the fact that the pot made
from clay rich in alumina could be arched and set with far less risk

of breakage due to up and down temperature changes than one made
from a siliceous clay. Another striking difference between the

modern pot and its predecessor of half a century ago was the

alkali content. This was much higher in the modern pot, and it

would appear chat, if the alkali content in the modern pot

could be lowered, its superiority would be further emphasised

provided this lessening of alkali could be brought about without
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altering the ratio between the silica and alumina contents. No
doubt this could be accomplished by proper blending of clays.

There was one point on which further information was necessary.

Mr. Evers gave the porosities of the three pots. Seeing that

porosity depended on percentage of grog, and also grog size

to some extent, he took it that all three pots contained approxi-

mately the same percentage amount of grog. Information regarding

the temperature at which the pieces were burnt before porosities

were taken would also be of interest.

In his appeal for more co-operation between the glass manu-

facturer and the pot manufacturer, Mr. Evers had his hearty support.

In keeping records of the performance of his pots, and in discussing

these performances from time to time with the maker, the glass

manufacturer was bound to benefit. It was far more satisfactory

to make complaints than simply to withdraw custom without

explanation. The latter treatment only disheartened the pot

manufacturer and prevented progress. A big step forward would

be taken if the glass manufacturer would submit to the pot manu-

facturer reports of the behaviour of every pot. Such a procedure

would not only assist the pot manufacturer, but would serve to

keep him " up to scratch." The adoption of co-operation on these

lines pointed out the path of progress.

Mr. E. A. Coad-Pryor said that, in his own experience, it had

been very interesting to find that, directly one started on co-operation

one divided refractories manufacturers into two sharply defined

groups—the people who wanted to co-operate and the people who
did not seem to mind. It was not always the case that the people

who wanted to co-operate produced the best refractories. This

was rather curious, for one might have thought that the non-co-

operators would have been damped out a long time since. That

there was urgent need, however, for more co-operation was obvious.

Arising out of the discussion there was one point—particularly with

regard to tank furnaces—which he thought ought to be taken up

rather more seriously, and that was the question of working to some

sort of specification as regards dimensions. The co-operative

manufacturer did not mind specifications so long as they were reason-

able ; he was prepared to regard them in a broad-minded spirit,

whereas the non-co-operator would not even look at them. To work

to some sort of specification, even although at first it was of a rather

loose kind, would be to secure an automatic record of progress, and

by comparing the specifications that were at present available as

regards the density, dimensions, and so on, of tank blocks, they would

arrive at a result which he felt sure could not be otherwise than

highly stimulative.
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Dr. Turner said he hoped other manufacturers present would

follow Mr. Evers's lead and come forward with contributions of

this kind. It was quite evident that such contributions were most

stimulating of discussion.

He would like to refer to Mr. Evers's statement that the properties

of the "Old Mine" fireclay changed although the chemical composition

might not be different. Was it quite true that the chemical composi-

tion remained the same ; did it not change ? He certainly should

have expected, from what was known of the general behaviour of

other chemical substances, that the effect of pressure due to a depth

of 200 yards of soil was obviously bound to cause some change.

There did seem to him to be a change in composition, and in the

table Mr. Evers had produced there was a decrease in the silica

and an increase of the alumina content of that clay. The second

question he would like to ask concerned what was meant by the

term " porosity." He understood from Mr. Evers that it was
on the dried clay the porosity was measured. But it was his own
experience that the porosity of clay could not be measured by
immersion in water unless the clay had been fired at a temperature

of at least 600°, otherwise the clay fell to pieces.

Mr. Evers, in reply to Dr. Peddle's question, stated that the

amount of grog in the samples of 1868 and 1921 was practically

identical and that the amount of grog in the sample of 1887 was
distinctly higher, which, however, did not appear to have made any
marked difference to the porosity.

In reply to Dr. Turner, Mr. Evers stated that the porosity tests

had been made in the usual manner on pieces which had been fired

at the same temperature before being tested.

XXIX.

—

A Suggested Method for the Determination of

the Absolute Viscosity of Molten Glass.

By Irvine Masson, M.B.E., D.Sc, F.I.C., L. F. Gilbert, B.Sc,

A.I.C., and H. Buckley, B.Sc.

(Read at the London Meeting, December 14th, 1921.)

At the request of the Director of Research of the British Scientific

Instrument Research Association the authors have developed a

method which would be suitable for the determination of the

absolute viscosity of molten glass. For the high viscosities in

question very few methods are available, and we have selected

vol. v. z
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that depending on the application of Stokes's law to the measured

rate of fall of a metal sphere through a fluid. This law has been

well established and has been successfully applied in the case of

thick collodion solutions.* Direct observation of the sphere in a

glass-crucible being, however, impossible, X-rays are used, the

shadow of the ball being projected on to a photographic plate at

definite time-intervals. The exposures are made on successive

and equidistant strips of the plate; so that the ball during its

descent plots its own curve on the plate, and its velocity of fall is

obtained from the distance apart of the images on the plate, duly

corrected geometrically for parallax.

By the application of Ladenburg's correction of Stokes's equation,

the viscosity is obtained in absolute C.G.S. units. The formula is

^ = 2gr*(D - d)

9*(l+24)(l+3.3f

in which -q = absolute viscosity.

v = measured velocity of descent when the rate is

uniform (straight-line curve).

r = radius of sphere.

R = radius of vessel.

h = height of liquid in vessel.

D = density of sphere.

d = density of liquid.

g = constant of gravitation.

It will be observed that where tubes of the same dimensions are

used in conjunction with spheres of equal radius the above expres-

sion becomes reduced to -q — (D — d)T x constant, where T is

the time of fall through equal distances.

The geometrical correction necessary to obtain the actual distance

through which the sphere has fallen from the distance as measured

on the plate is given by

Actual distance = distance between images on plate

distance of sphere from anticathode

distance of plate from anticathode
'

The height of the liquid (h) can be determined by taking an

X-ray photograph to show the level of the surface and the top of

the crucible (the bottom, resting on the floor of the furnace, is not

visible). The same measurement is useful for determining with

moderate accuracy the density of molten glass. The other factors

are known. It may be noted that the use of spheres of different

* J. Chem. Soc, 1920. 117, T., 473.
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density (for example, nickel and platinum) would also make it

possible to measure the density of the liquid.

Testing the Method.—The liquids used were mixtures of strong

syrups with glycerine, of viscosities from 266 to 430 C.G.S. units.

The X-ray tube was a " gas tube " taking a current up to about

4 milliamperes. Although suitable in these experiments, it was

not quite powerful enough to penetrate more than two inches of

fireclay furnace-walls and give good definition with short exposure

;

for this purpose a Coolidge tube is required.

A furnace was therefore not used in most of these trials. Each

liquid to be tested was placed in a cylindrical glass tube * which

stood about 57 cm. from the anticathode, the rays from which

issued through a slit 6 inches by 2 inches in the lead wall of the

protection box of the X-ray tube. About 18-5 cm. beyond was

fixed the plate-holder, protected from the pencil of rays by a lead

plate in which was cut a vertical slit 1-5 cm. wide, through which

the shadow of the central part of the liquid fell on to the X-ray

paper in the holder. By means of a rack and pinion arrangement,

such as is commonly used in making spectrographs, the plate was

moved on a definite distance between exposures so as to bring a

fresh strip of it opposite the slit.

The spheres used were steel ball bearings of diameter T
X
g inch

;

they can be dropped centrally into the liquid by means of an alun-

dum funnel seated in the mouth of the crucible. In a furnace, the

best means of dropping the spheres was found to be to fit a narrow-

bore silica tube through a small hole in the furnace door, slanting

downwards to the mouth of the funnel; the tube had a crook at

the end, in which the ball (introduced at the open end outside the

furnace) lodged and acquired the necessary temperature, when,

by twisting the tube the ball fell into the funnel and so into the

fluid.

A number of consecutive experiments may be made by this

means without interfering with the liquid or opening the furnace,

and a range of temperatures may thus be studied with one and the

same glass. With the most viscous liquids, the small steel balls

used sometimes rested on the surface ; this is not to be anticipated

with platinum balls or with larger nickel balls such as would be

preferable with fluid glass.

With the X-ray tube available, exposures of five seconds were

* In a furnace, a suitable viscosity tube would be an alundum crucible

about 7 cm. high and 2-5 cm. in diameter, which we found easily capable
of transmitting X-rays, and of holding melted boric oxide and glass perfectly

satisfactorily. The distances employed were about those required if the

crucible were in a laboratory furnace.

z2
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made satisfactorily ; through no medium, however, except the

viscosity tube and its contents. A Coolidge tube would certainly

be necessary to penetrate the walls of a furnace with sufficient

intensity; and it need scarcely be pointed out that the furnace

must oppose no metallic obstacle in the direct path of the pencil

of rays which passes through the melt to the plate.

Cm.

1-93

3-83

5-74

7-65

©

65 130 195

Time of Fall in Seconds.

260 seconds.

The duration of a single experiment was about five or six minutes,

with sixty-second intervals between exposures. The actual radio-

graphs being unsuitable for reproduction, a drawing of a typical

radiograph (Experiment No. 3) is here shown. The broad bands

represent exposed strips of the plate and the elliptical patches

represent the images of a falling sphere. The exposures were each

of five seconds, with sixty seconds intervals. Measurements were

made from the centres of images.

The following table gives a comparison between viscosities
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determined radiographically and those found visually; the agree-

ment is very satisfactory.

Visual measurement of 77. X-ray measurement of 77.

Distance Time Distance Time
Expt. fallen. taken. fallen. taken.

No. Cm. Sees. V- Cm. Sees. V-

1 4-98 307 430 3 - 65 X
7^5

170 430

2 4-95 249 358 516 X ~
75-5

200 357

3 4-90 206 284 7-65 X—
75-5

260 304

4 4-98 197 274 4-30 X—
75-5

130 278

5 4-95 188 266 6-90 x —
75-5

201 270

The lack of close agreement in experiment No. 3 was due to a

temperature change between the visual and the X-ray measurements

(no thermostat was used).

It has been found necessary to discontinue this work for the

present, but the method is offered to other investigators to whom
it may prove of service.

Our thanks are due to the British Scientific Instrument Research

Association for defraying the greater part of the expenses incurred

in this work.

Chemistry Department,
University College, London.

" The Relative Advantages and Disadvantages of Lime-
stone, Burnt Lime, and Slaked Lime as Constituents

of Common Glass Batches containing Soda-ash and
Salt-cake." #

By F. W. Hodkin, B.Sc, A.I.C., and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc,
F.Inst.P.

Discussion.

Dr. M. W. Travers asked if any account had been taken of the

thermo-chemistry of the melting process. He thought it likely

that the order of melting resulting from the experiments might
be predicted from a knowledge of the amount of heat liberated

* See this vol,, Trans., p. 188.
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during the chemical reactions. He would like to see a close study

made of the thermo-chemistry of the subject.

Mr. W. J. Rees thought there was always some danger of draw-

ing inferences from small scale meltings and applying them to

melting of batch in large mass in tank furnaces. He was also

interested in the results with the batches containing salt-cake,

since he had come to the conclusion a considerable time ago that

sulphate exerts a distinct strengthening action on glass. In con-

nection with the results showing the increased ease of melting

when small amounts of magnesia were added, he would like to

ask if experiments had been made to ascertain if the addition even

of small quantities of lime would not have given the same effect.

Mr. R. L. Frink also referred to the extensive practice in America

of making window glass from salt-cake and the opinion held that

glass made from this source of alkali was better than that from

soda-ash. He also stated that it was frequently the custom in

the United States to use dolomitic lime if a glass was desired with

more than 8 per cent, of calcium oxide in it.

Mr. Guy Simpson desired to know if the magnesia added in the

course of the experiments retarded the solidifying point of the

glass. In regard, further, to the preparation of glass from soda-ash

and from salt-cake, he was of the opinion that it was not possible

to obtain a good clear glass with soda-ash alone if the limestone

present in the batch exceeded a certain amount. He considered

that in such circumstances salt-cake should be employed.

Mr. J. Connolly stated that he had found good melting resulted

with soda-ash and limestone, but there was, however, the question

as to whether salt-cake metal might not be stronger than soda-ash

glass.

Mr. W. J. Rees instanced the case of a factory in the United

States making window glass where the decision had been reached

to change back once more from a soda-ash batch to one containing

salt-cake. In reply to a question, Mr. Rees also said that the

added strength appeared to be due to sodium sulphate in solution

and the quantity dissolved amounted to from 1 to 1^ per cent.

Mr. Hodkin stated that the various points raised by the foregoing

speakers (Dr. Travers, Mr. Rees, and Mr. Frink) would entail a

large amount of research, and time was required for such work.

Mr. Rees suggested the danger of drawing conclusions from small

melts, but the results, he contended, had justified the conclusions.

As to sulphate strengthening the glass, no attempt was made to

ascertain whether such an effect was produced, but the glasses

prepared from salt-cake-containing batches, although they might

be less mobile than those prepared from wholly soda-ash batches,
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were " sweeter " and nicer in working. This might be due to the

presence of sulphate. The addition of lime had not the same

effect as adding magnesia.

Dr. M. W. Travers (communicated) : In discussing the results

set forth in this paper, it was preferable to take those set down in

Table E first, as they indicated the effect of varying the composition

of the batch in the simplest manner. The three batches all contained

soda-ash, either limespar (469), burnt lime (470), or slaked lime

(471). The thermal changes involved in the melting of the glass

differed with regard to the reactions between silica and these batch

constituents, and in the case of the hydrate and carbonate batches

heat was also absorbed in raising the temperature of the gases

given off to the furnace temperature. The thermal changes in-

volving one kg.-molecule of CaO in the glass might be represented

by the equations :

—

(469) Si02+CaC03 =CaSi03+C02
-25,300 KC.

CO2 (0°) =CO2
(1400°) -16,600 „

Total -41,900 „

(470) Si02
+CaO =CaSi03 +17,600 „

(471) Si0
2+Ca(OH),=CaSi03+H2

- 8,100
H

2O(0°)
-=H

2O(1400°) -13,350

Total 21,460 „

If, then, the main factor which determined the rate at which the

glass melted was the amount of energy absorbed in the process, the

melting rate should be represented by :

—

Glass from burnt lime batch ... ... 1,

Glass from slaked lime batch ... ... 2,

Glass from limespar batch ... ... 3.

This was actually found to be the case.

The rate of melting would also depend on whether the chemical

reactions involved in the melting of the glass took place at a high

or at a low temperature. In the case of soda-ash and sand, measur-

able reaction could be observed below 400°, as shown in a paper

which he had recently read before the Society.* They knew also

that calcium carbonate, and probably also the oxide and hydrate

dissolved in sodium carbonate melts, f with lowering of the melting

point of that substance. These systems required further study, as

* This vol., Trans., p. 67.

f P. Lebeau, Compt. rend., 1904, 138, 1496.
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a preliminary to the study of the process of melting the glass batches.

From observations in the glasshouse it appeared to him that in

melting a soda-lime batch, whether it contained the lime as oxide,

hydrate, or carbonate, the bulk of the C02 was eliminated at a very

low temperature. It appeared possible that the order of the melting

of the batches in Table A, in which No. 417, containing soda-ash,

with some salt-cake, and limespar was shown to melt more easily

than No. 419, which contained soda-ash and limespar only, might

be due to the lower melting temperature of the soda-ash-salt-cake

mixture, and to the fact that active fluxing took place at a lower

temperature in No. 417 than in No. 419.

That batches containing salt-cake only should be more difficult

to melt than batches containing soda-ash only was in accordance

with the thermochemical data, but it was difficult to explain the

fact that with batches containing salt-cake only the order of melting

determined by the nature of the source of the lime was :

—

Glass from limespar batch ... ... 1,

Glass from slaked lime batch ... ... 2,

Glass from burnt lime batch ... ... 3.

The amount of energy absorbed in the melting of the batches was

in the inverse order. Here, however, they were dealing with very

complex reactions, which should be studied separately, and until

this was done it was wasting time to indulge in speculation as to

the cause of this apparent anomaly.

In a recent address to the Society he had directed attention to

the fact that it seemed possible that at some stage in the process

of melting soda-lime batches immiscible liquid phases might be

formed, and that the nature of the " emulsion " produced might be

determined by the presence of the sulphate or other fairly stable

strong electrolyte in the melt. These systems might be of the

nature of water-oil and oil-water emulsions, and their formation

would account for the apparent difference of fluidity, particularly

at low temperatures, of the glasses of identical ultimate composition

derived from different batches.

Professor Turner expressed himself as gratified at the volume

and vigour of the discussion, which indicated the importance of

the subject. Little remained to be said in reply, since the main

result of the discussion had been to reveal how many side issues

there were to the problem still awaiting solution. He would like

to remark, in reply to Mr. Rees, that a lowering of the melting

point by the addition of small amounts of magnesia was to be

expected on physical grounds which would not be applicable to

additions of lime to a lime-containing glass. The subject of the
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production of soda-lime glasses using respectively soda-ash and
salt-cake, a matter alluded to by Mr. Simpson, had already been

worked at by Gelstharp, and both the confirmation and extension

of that work seemed desirable, especially in the light of the results

now just discussed.

XXX.

—

Teaching and Research in Glass Technology

during 1921.

By W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc, F.Inst.P.

The year just closing will probably remain on record in the glass

industry in its severe contrast with 1920. The change from optimism

to doubtful apprehension and anxiety has affected many things,

but fortunately, so far as this country is concerned, research

workers have been carrying on with little or no abatement of

activity.

In reviewing the research work of the year, carried out and
published in other countries, one is led to recognise that Great

Britain's contributions have been far the most important. In

America, following the period of strenuous activity during the

war, there seems to have been a lull in researches on glass technology.

Nor has Germany, as reflected in its technical journals, done anj--

thing really worthy of note. Indeed, these German journals make
lamentably poor reading nowadays.

Hence it comes about, at a time when no section of the glass

industry in this country is wholly secure from the insidious effect

of abnormal currency exchanges with Germany and Czecho-Slovakia,

that we are leading the world in the production of new knowledge
in the field of glass technology. Let manufacturers at any rate

take heart in this, recognising that with a fair chance they could

more than hold their own. The " fair chance " lies largely with

the politicians and much more so with the diplomatists ; but

manufacturers with knowledge and a mind open to the latest

developments of the science can hold on until the " fair chance "

comes longer than the one who is ignorant.

Whilst research can do much, the author sees more and more
throughout the glass industry the need for adequate instruction

in principles. Indeed, without previous training, the meaning
and value of the latest advances in glass technology can never be

more than dimly perceived by those engaged in the glass industry.

We need many more students in systematic training than there
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are at present. All the older members of glassworks staffs are

gradually departing. How are they to be replaced ? With men
of just the same stamp and no better equipment? Progress is

not made that way. It can be made if manufacturers will give

preference to the technically trained man in any works appoint-

ment and in sending their sons, and in encouraging others to send
theirs, for a thorough course of training in the fundamental principles

of the industry.

For such trained men there should be a steady and increasing

call in the industry as the years pass.

Something of this work of instruction under the auspices of the

Glass Research Delegacy is told in the Fifth Annual Report of that

institution.

Fifth Annual Report of the Delegacy for Class
Research.

Owing to the change in the end of the financial year from the

end of March to the end of July, the Fifth Annual Report
covers a period of sixteen months, instead of the usual twelve.

The outstanding event during this period was the decision to

make a forward move towards the provision of adequate accommo-
dation very urgently needed by the Department. A conference

of glass manufacturers, preceded by a luncheon kindly provided

by the Chairman and the Vice-Chairman of the Delegacy, was held

in July, 1920, and a decision was made to issue an appeal for funds

to carry out extensions on the Badger Lane site.

Owing to the absence of Professor Turner in America, the appeal

was postponed for two months and on his return in September
an alternative scheme was submitted in an offer by Messrs. Beatson,

Clark & Co., Ltd., Rotherham, of the glassworks which they had
purchased from Messrs. P. T. Turner & Co., Ltd., in Darnall Road,
Sheffield. Early in October the Glass Delegacy, after viewing the

premises and consulting with several manufacturers and the Director

of the Glass Research Association, decided to exercise the option

offered and to acquire the property for the use of the Department.

An appeal was immediately issued for £20,000 to cover the cost

of the purchase of the premises and to permit of certain essential

reconstruction and equipment. Within four or five months the

sum of £10,022 12s. 6d. had been promised and of this £6,666 7s. 6d.

has actually been received to date. Unfortunately, the very serious

trade depression made it impossible to press forward the appeal

after the end of February of this year, and no further promises

have been made. As the sum promised covered only approximately
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the purchase cost of the premises, it was necessary to dispose of the

Badger Lane premises for the sum of £5,000 in order to provide

funds with which to make a beginning with the equipment of the

new quarters. The work of reconstruction is still proceeding.

For the progress made much is owing to the staff and students of

the Department, who have dismantled all the furnaces and fittings

at Badger Lane and transferred them to Darnall Road, where

they have not only assisted materially in their re-erection, but

also carried out much further labouring work of a strenuous kind.

Gifts of material and of service from several firms have also very

greatly assisted towards the reconstruction of one of the glasshouses

and in the erection of a large furnace. One set of the laboratories

was entered for work in July of this year.

During the year also arrangements were made to carry out the

investigation of certain problems for the Glass Research Association.

The scale of operation desired by the Association necessitated the

erection of furnaces and other plant of a type which only the more
extensive premises at Darnall Road could make possible.

The Delegacy desires to acknowledge the continued support

of the West Riding County Council, the Association of Glass Bottle

Manufacturers of Great Britain and Ireland, the Yorkshire Flint

Glass Bottle Manufacturers' Association, the Yorkshire Bottle

Manufacturers' Association, and the British Laboratory Ware
Association. It would also like to acknowledge the special grant

of £100 made to it by the British Lampblown Scientific Glassware

Manufacturers' Association.

Educational Work.

The students who entered for various courses in the Department
during 1920-21 may be enumerated as follows :

—

Post-Graduate Student 1

Degree Students 12

1st Year 1

2nd „ 8

3rd „ 3

Diploma Students 4
2nd Year . 2

3rd „ 2

Special Courses 7

Total 24

The first graduate in Glass Technology, namely, Mr. Donald
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Turner, was awarded a Salters' Research Fellowship, and has been

engaged on research work in the Department during the year.

Two students obtained the Degree of B.Sc. Tech. in Glass

Technology at the June examinations of this year, and two others

have been awarded the Diploma in Glass Technology.

Local centre courses were carried on at Alloa, Castleford, London,

Mexboro, Morley, and Sheffield, Alloa, and Morley representing

new centres. The establishment of the class at the last-named

centre was, however, due to the stimulus of the West Riding Educa-

tion Committee. In the examinations held in connection with the

local centre courses, 33 candidates presented themselves for the

First Year Course ; 22 were successful, 5 obtaining distinction.

At the Intermediate Course examination 9 candidates presented

themselves, of whom 6 were successful, 4 obtaining a distinction.

The total number of students enrolled in the classes was 84. This

is slightly smaller than the previous year, but the actual number

of examination successes is considerably greater.

A series of six lectures was also delivered in London by Professor

Turner and Mr. English, under the auspices of the British Lamp-

blown Scientific Glassware Manufacturers' Association. These

lectures were attended by very large audiences and the substance

of the lectures is being published by the Association. Another

set of six lectures on Manufacturing Costs in Glass Works was

delivered in London, by Mr. Dennis Wood, F.S.A.A., by arrange-

ment with the Pottery and Glass Trades Benevolent Institution.

Lamp-working School.

The admissions of pupils to the Lamp-working School were as

follows :

—

Day Classes.

No. in the School April 1st, 1920 8

No. admitted April 1st, 1920, to July 31st, 1921 ... 15

No. not retained after month's trial 4

No. placed in positions 7

Evening Classes.

Total number 11

As was the case in the previous year, most of the students admitted

in the Day Courses were disabled soldiers. The supply of these

is now practically at an end, and as all present pupils finish their

course in October it becomes desirable to consider whether or not

the Lamp-working School shall be continued.
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Systematic Research Work of the Department.

There has been no abatement in the activity of the research work

of the Dejjartment and the following papers have been published

during the period under review :

—

" The Thermal Expansion of Magnesia-containing Glasses,"

by S. English, M.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

" The Comparative Effects of Soda and Potash in Lead Glass

for Table Ware," by F. W. Hodkin, B.Sc, and W. E. S.

Turner, D.Sc.
" The Density of Soda-Lime Glasses," by S. English, M.Sc,

and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.
" The Density of Soda-Magnesia Glasses," by S. English,

M.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.
" The Discoloration produced by Lead, Antimony and Arsenic

in Lamp-worked Glass Tubing," by F. W. Hodkin, B.Sc,

and W. E. S. Turner, D. Sc
" The Composition, Drying and Firing Shrinkage, Porosity

and Density of British Fireclays suitable for Glass Furnace

Refractory Materials," by Edith M. Firth, B.Sc, F. W.
Hodkin, B.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

" The Factory Inspection of Glassware," by W. E. S. Turner,

D.Sc.
" The Shrinkage, Porosity, and other Properties of a China

Clay after being fired at Various Temperatures," by Edith

M. Firth, B.Sc, F. W. Hodkin, B.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner,

D.Sc
" Some Developments in the Study of Glass Technology in the

Year 1919-20," by W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc
" The Influence of Silica on the Annealing Temperature of

Glass," by S. English, M.Sc, F. W. Hodkin, B.Sc, Constance

M. M. Muirhead, B.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc
" The Effect of added Felspar on the Shrinkage and Porosity

of Aluminous Fireclays after being Fired at High Tempera-

ture," by Edith M. Firth, B.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc
" Glass," being a review of the progress in this subject written

for the Reports on the Progress of Applied Chemistry,

Society of Chemical Industry, 1920, by W. E. S. Turner,

D.Sc.
" Refractory Materials," being a review of the progress in

this subject written for the Reports on the Progress of

Applied Chemistry, Society of Chemical Industry, 1920.

by W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.
" The Influence of Aluminium on the Properties of Glass,'
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by Violet Dimbleby, B.Sc, F. W. Hodkin, B.Sc., and
W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

(15) " The Effect of Aluminium on the Annealing Temperature of

Glass," by S. English, M.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

(1G) " Note on some Optical Properties of the Sodium-Aluminium
Trisilicate Glasses," by J. R. Clarke, M.Sc, and W. E. S.

Turner, D.Sc.

(17) " The Effect of Silica and Sodium Oxide on the Thermal
Expansion of Glasses," by S. English, M.Sc, and W. E. S.

Turner, D.Sc

Where not otherwise stated, all the above papers were published

in the Journal of the Society of Glass Technology, and four other

papers were read before the Society with a view to publication.

In addition to the foregoing work, investigations for the Glass

Research Association were begun and the following preliminary

reports were communicated to that Association :

—

(1) " The Effect of Chlorides on the Melting ,Working, and other

Properties of Potash-Lead Glasses," Part I.

(2) " The Effect of Sulphate on the Melting, Working, and other

Properties of Potash-Lead Glasses," Part I.

(3) " The Effect of Moisture on Glass."

Work for Manufacturers.

Despite the fact that many works were either shut down entirely

for a period during the year or were working much below their

normal capacity, the calls on the Department's time and services

have been more numerous than ever and provide growing evidence

of the value of the Department to the industry. Whereas during

the year 1919-20 there were 158 cases of inquiry, 227 were dealt

with during the sixteen months under review, so that even allowing

for the extended period, there is a distinct increase in the amount
of work carried out. Classifying these inquiries as previously,

we have :

—

(1) Inquiries and consultations involving no experimental

work 134

(2) Examination of raw materials and the investigation of

problems arising during the manufacture of glass 92

(3) Determinations of the physical properties of glass 1

The total number of cases dealt with since the opening of the

Department is 760.
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The Balance Sheet.

The balance sheet is appended for the year July 31st, 1920, to

July 31st, 1921. It will be seen that the income still fails to keep

pace with the expenditure, and it may be added that the credit

side of the balance sheet takes into consideration several grants

expected but actually as yet not received. The adverse balance

is nearly £200 worse than in the preceding year, the total deficit

exceeding £1344 at the end of July.

As a matter of fact, quite apart from the difficulties of raising

money at the present time, the income of the Department has always

been too precarious, and it is very desirable, when the position of

the industry has sufficiently recovered, that some attempt shall

be made to give greater assurance of a steady and adequate income.

This need becomes all the greater since the grant of £1200 made
annually by the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research

comes to an end with this present balance sheet.

The account of the Lamp-working school appears very satisfactory

at first sight, but it will be seen, however, that in regard to the

year's working, the total receipts from students' fees and goods sold

amount to £352 0s. 2d., whilst wages and laboratory expenses

amount to £314 18s. 8d., leaving a margin on the year of £37 Is. 6d.

As new entries of pupils have become now only occasional, the

school will be likely to show serious loss during the year 1921-22

if continued in its existing form.

XXXI.

—

Some Properties of Lime-Magnesia Glasses

and their Commercial Application. Part I.

By Violet Dimbleby, B.Sc, F. W. Hodkin, B.Sc, and

W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

(Read at the Sheffield Meeting, October 19th, 1921.)

In previous communications from this Department additions have

been made to our existing knowledge of the soda-lime glasses which

are used very widely for commercial purposes.

The use of lime in glass-making is, indeed, many centuries old,

and for very good reasons. In the first place, lime is a cheap base,

whilst it bestows a number of valuable properties on glass. Thus,

although it does not make possible glasses of low thermal expansion
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it does make for high tensile strength and elasticity, whilst for hand
operations a glass with a high lime content sets rapidly.

The introduction of modern automatic machinery has caused a

radical departure from the glasses previously used when hand
operation was employed, and the change has been in the direction

of reducing the proportion of the lime and increasing the propor-

tion of the alkaline constituent, that is of the sodium oxide.

But whilst this modification has yielded glasses which can be

melted more rapidly, which are softer and therefore do not set so

quickly, and finally, which can be annealed at a lower temperature,

there has, as the result of this change, been considerable reduction

of mechanical strength, whilst the resistance to chemical corrosion

has been considerably ihoroaoofl^ Moreover, the glasses containing

the increased proportion of sodium oxide are certainly distinctly

more costly owing to soda-ash being the most expensive of the

three chief constituents.

The problem of finding some constituent, which, in the first place,

is cheaper than soda-ash, and by means of which the proportion of

lime can be increased without making melting any slower, and also

by means of which a suitable working state for machine operation

is assured, is a problem of considerable importance to the progress of

the industry.

The magnesia glasses, of which a description has previously been

given,* suggest one possible line along which experiments might
with profit be made ; for it has already been shown in the experi-

ments by Hodkin and Turner that the substitution of small pro-

portions of sodium oxide by magnesium oxide increases and does

not decrease the rate of melting.

Now the magnesia glasses themselves possess certain valuable

properties, and differ noteworthily in several respects from the

corresponding lime glasses. Thus, whilst glasses containing a high

porportion of lime are very fluid at temperatures between 1300°

and 1400°, those containing magnesia are viscous. Moreover, the

magnesia glasses can be annealed at a considerably lower tempera-

ture,f whilst they also have the virtue of much lower rate of expansion
than the lime glasses. At the same time, so far as experiments

known to us have proceeded, the durability of the magnesia glasses

is very much the same as that of the lime-containing glasses.

The main objection to the large scale production of magnesia
glasses would be on the score of expense; for, unfortunately,

magnesia, whether introduced either as the oxide or as the carbonate,

is much dearer than the corresponding lime compound, and we have

* This Journal, Trans., 1919, 3, 275.

f English and Turner, this Journal, Trans, 1919, 3, 278.

VOL. V. A A
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no sources in this country of magnesite similar to our limestone

deposits.

We do possess in this country, however, very large deposits of

dolomitic limestone consisting approximately of equal molecular

proportions of calcium and magnesium carbonates. These dolo-

mitic limestones have, in fact, been used for a considerable time by
glass factories in the Don Valley, supplies being derived from the

adjacent large quarries at Warmsworth, near Doncaster.

It is clear, therefore, that it should be possible at least to combine

to a certain extent in glass the special advantages which both lime

and magnesia bestow.

Apart from the case of its use in glass bottle manufacture, some
successful attempts have been made to use mixed lime-magnesia

glasses, and special reference may be made to the American patent

taken out by the Corning Glass Works, U.S.A.*

For the reasons outlined above, it seemed of considerable interest

to test the properties of some of the lime-magnesia glasses. For

this purpose one of the lime-containing glasses previously studied

by us was taken as the starting point, namely, the glass of approxi-

mate molecular composition 6SiO2,0-8CaO,l-2Na2O. Other glasses

were prepared in which the calcium oxide was replaced by magnesium
oxide in stages indicated in the following table.

Table I.

Approximate Molecular Composition of Glasses. Studied.

Glass No 9 490 491 492a 493 494 331

Si0 2
6 6 6 6 (i 6 6

Na2
1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2

CaO 0-8 0-6 0-5 0-4 0-3 0-2 0-0

MgO 0-0 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 0-8

From the point of view of commercial production several proper-

ties are of first hand importance. We have already referred to two,

namely, to the ease of melting and to the working properties.

The description which follows makes mention of these special

characteristics.

In addition, after the glass has been fashioned and requires to

be annealed, the two special properties of immediate concern are

the annealing temperature, which it is an advantage to have as low

as possible, and, secondly, the rate of expansion, which, if it is

low, is likely to diminish chances of cracking through sudden

chilling ; hence these two properties have also been measured for

the set of glasses to which Table I has reference.

* Assignees of E. C. Sullivan and W. C. Taylor. Brit. Pat. No. 145,428.

See this vol., Abs. No. 91.
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Preparation and Properties of the Glasses.

The glasses were melted in covered pots of 56 lb. capacity, the

general procedure being as described in connection with the lime-

containing and magnesia-containing glasses. The melting tempera-

ture employed ranged between 1400° and 1435°.

The batch compositions for the production of the five new glasses

are contained in Table II.

Table II.

490 491 492a 493 494

Sand 1080 1080 1080 1080 1080
Na„C0 3(96%) 375 402 398 398 398
CaC0 3 180 150 120 90 60
MgO 27 40 53 67 80

Actually when made the glasses were found by analysis to have

the following compositions :

Table III.

Chemical Composition of the Finished Glasses.

Glass No. Si0
2

. CaO. MgO. Na 20. A1 2 3 . Fe
2O s . Total.

490 74-76 7-52 1-64 14-84 0-93 0-08 99-77
491 74-74 6-43 2-58 14-98 1-02 0-06 99-81
492 75-58 5-48 "3-66 14-48 0-87 0-07 100-14
493 76-32 3-82 4-10 14-58 0-87 007 99-76
494 76-00 3-14 4-85 14-98 0-90 0-08 99-95

The complete analyses of glasses Nos. 9 and 331 have previously

been given.

In order to make it easy to review the behaviour of the different

glasses in respect of rate of melting and ease of working, Table IV
has been prepared so as to provide the necessary summary.

It will be seen from the table on p. 356 that the melting tempera-

tures were slightly different, so that precise comparison cannot be

made. Thus, No. 331 was melted at a temperature between 1400°

and 1450° and each 10° above 1400° seems to make a marked
difference.

Nevertheless, it is quite clear that glasses Nos. 490 and 491 were
melted distinctly more readily than any of the others, that is to say,

by replacing lime by magnesia in a tri-silicate glass up to the

extent of three-eighths of its molecular amount, a series of glasses

can be obtained which melt more readily. Not only do they melt

more readily, but, as will be seen, the working temperature is lower

than that of the corresponding all-lime glass or the all-magnesia

glass.

aa2
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Put in terms of ordinary percentages, if we start out with a

lime glass containing 9-26 per cent, of calcium oxide, we can replace

the latter with magnesium oxide in stages, obtaining readier melting

and easier working, certainly up to a point at which we have 6-43

per cent, of calcium oxide and 2-58 per cent, of magnesia. Where
equal molecular quantities of lime and magnesia are present, the

glass appears somewhat less easy to melt than the corresponding

lime glass, and is also somewhat less easy to work.

Reference may also be made to the influence of magnesia on the

lamp-working properties of the glass. It was found that the

influence of magnesia throughout the series was beneficial and the

amount of devitrification brought about during the process of

softening in the blowpipe flame and drawing out a tube of f-inch

diameter was very much less than in the case of those glasses

containing lime or magnesia separately.

The advantages attending the addition of certain proportions

of magnesia as indicated in this paper call for a source of good

quality dolomite. The existing sources in this country are suffici-

ently good for common bottle glass and may be used with discretion

in light green glass. Unfortunately, for the manufacture of

colourless glass, the ordinary samples of dolomite on the market

for glass-making contain too much iron oxide. The development of

some cheap source, either of pure magnesite or of pure dolomite,

would confer very considerable benefit on the glass industry in

this country.

Department of Glass Technology,
The University, Sheffield.

XXXII.

—

Some Properties of Lime-Magnesia Glasses

and their Commercial Application. Part II.

By S. English, M.Sc, and W. E. S. Turner, D.Sc.

(Read at the Sheffield Meeting, October 19th, 1921.)

In Part I of this investigation * an account has been given of the

melting and working properties of a series of lime-magnesia-con-

taining glasses. The introduction to Part I also mentions the

importance of the annealing temperature and the rate of expansion

in the commercial production of glassware. It remains now to

* This vol., Trans., p. 352.



Percentage Lime and
Magnesia Content. Annealing
CaO. MgO. Temperature.
9-26 0-31 562°
7-52 1-64 524
6-43 2-58 520
5-48 3-66 515
3-82 4-10 514
314 4-85 517
0-93 6-S7 545
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state the results obtained on measuring the annealing temperature

and rate of expansion.

The Annealing Temperature.

The determination of annealing temperature was carried out on
short lengths of glass rod with polished ends in the same manner
as described in previous publications. Table I sets out the results.

Table I.

Annealing Temperature of Lime-Magnesia Glasses.

Glass No.

9

490
491
492
493
494
331

The results are very interesting. As indicated in Part I, all the

glasses are approximately of the same molecular composition, and
to that extent, therefore, are corresponding glasses. Deviations

from the expected molecular composition do exist, but allowing

for these differences, however, it is clear that we have an

interesting change in the annealing temperature when both lime

and magnesia are present as compared with the glasses in which

either lime or magnesia alone is the chief constituent. We have

at the extremes, Glass No. 9 containing practically no magnesia

with an annealing temperature of 562°, the corresponding magnesia

Glass No. 331 having an annealing temperature of 545° ; and it

will be seen that when both bases are present in appreciable amount
there is quite a distinct reduction in the annealing temperature.

If now we remember that annealing can only take place in glass

when the latter becomes sufficiently soft, the results will indicate

that with a mixture of the bases lime and magnesia, the glasses are

softer than when only one base is present. From this point of

view, therefore, the results are also of interest.

The Linear Coefficients of Expansion.

The coefficient of expansion of the various glasses has been
determined by the same method as was employed in a number of

earlier investigations, particularly those on the lime and on the

magnesia glasses. Table II sets out the results as follows :

—
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Table II.

Linear Coefficients of Expansion.

Temperature Range 25—90°.

a X 10 8
.

Glass No. Observed. Calculated.

9 • 844 838

490 782 808

491 779 801

492 775 769

493 746 749

494 734 758

331 754 743

The calculated results referred to in Table II have been

derived from factors already stated in previous papers by us on

the subject of coefficient of thermal expansion.

Remembering that the experimental results are quite liable to

an error of one or two per cent., it will be seen that the observed

value is never sufficiently far removed from the calculated one as

to suggest any phenomenon similar to that observed with the

annealing temperatures. It is true that the observed values for

glasses 493 and 494 are a little lower than for glass 331. It would

be unwise, however, to lay too much stress on this slight difference,

and it would appear in general that the coefficient of thermal expan-

sion of the lime-soda glasses lies between that for the corresponding

all lime glass on the one hand, and for the all-magnesia glass on

the other.

It is clear, in any case, that the substitution of some of the lime

by magnesia does improve the glass from the point of view of

reducing the coefficient of expansion.

Summary.

(1) The annealing temperatures of a series of glasses in which

magnesia replaces calcium oxide molecularly have been determined.

(2) It has been shown that the annealing temperature for glasses

containing the mixed bases, lime and magnesia, are very distinctly

below the corresponding lime-containing glass and also considerably

below the corresponding glass containing magnesia only. Lime-

magnesia glasses, therefore, offer a very distinct advantage in the

ease with which they can be annealed over those containing either

lime alone or magnesia alone.

(3) The results of the annealing temperature determinations

also suggest that the glasses with the mixed bases are softer than

those containing either base alone.

(4) The coefficients of expansion of the glasses have also been
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determined,. The values change more or less continuously from

the glass containing all lime to that which contains all magnesia,

and it is shown that substituting part of the lime by magnesia

improves the glass by reducing the coefficient of thermal expansion.

Department of Glass Technology,
The University, Sheffield.

Discussion.

Dr. M. W. Travers (communicated) : The paper by Dr. Turner

and his colleagues furnished ample evidence as to the value of mag-
nesia as a batch constituent, and pointed to the importance of

finding a suitable source of magnesia. He would suggest the

formation of a Committee of the Society to deal with this and similar

matters which were of importance to the industry.

From the scientific point of view, the behaviour of magnesia in

glass was of considerable interest. On account of its low molecular

weight a comparatively small amount of magnesia neutralised a

comparatively large quantity of silica, and therefore tended to

reduce the acid character of a glass. The recent work of W. L.

Baillie on the densities of glasses * showed that magnesia and
alumina both behaved abnormally. Magnesia was the only oxide

for which the modulus representing the influence of the oxide

on the density of the glass varied with its composition. This

suggested that it might be present in glasses in combination in a

manner not quite identical with that in which such an oxide as

calcium was present. Alumina was the one oxide, with the excep-

tion of the oxides of arsenic and antimony, which had not been

thoroughly investigated, in which the density of the oxide in the

glass was less than in the free state. The influence of these two

oxides on the properties of commercial glasses was very remarkable,

and they were well worth the attention which they were receiving

in the Department of Glass Technology of Sheffield University.

Mr. W. J. Rees said he had examined, both analytically and
practically, a large number of dolomitic limestones, and so far he

thought he could say there was no dolomite available in large

quantities which was so low in iron oxide as the Derbyshire lime-

stones. There were some which were sufficiently low in iron oxide

to be used at any rate for ordinary commercial glass-making, if

properly selected at the quarry.

The purest dolomites were those which had been used to some
extent in glass-m&king for a long time, occurring round and about

Warmsworth and Conisborough. Their iron oxide content varied

* J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1921, 40, 111.
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from 0*1 up to 0*3 per cent. That did not compare well with the

0*05 per cent, (approximately) of iron oxide in the Derbyshire

limestones, but he thought that by proper selection at some of the

quarries in the Warmsworth and Conisborough districts it might

be possible to obtain dolomite which would be suitable for making

colourless glass. The Welsh and Scotch limestones were, generally

speaking, too high in iron content for making a glass approaching

the colourless. For common bottle-making, the colour was not

important, and advantage could be taken of the properties of

the lime-magnesia glass for that purpose.

So far as magnesia was concerned, he did not think the situation

quite so serious as one might be led to expect from Prof. Turner's

remarks. Magnesium carbonate could be obtained in very large

quantities, and before the war large quantities of it were used in

glass-making. The price, of course, was very much higher than that

of limestone. Selected magnesite suitable for glass-making could

be obtained before the war, put on rail at Garston (Liverpool),

at somewhere about 30s. per ton.

The Italian magnesites were available for glass-making, but

were not so pure as the Greek magnesites. In India and South

Africa, very pure magnesites could be obtained, but the cost of

carriage would, of course, prevent their use in this country. In

America, too, there were magnesites sufficiently low in iron which,

with proper selection, would be available for glass-making.

He would be pleased to contribute a note to the Transactions,

giving fuller details of the points touched on.

Mr. V. H. Stott said that Prof. Turner had given a most interest-

ing paper and had told them so much that, like Ohver Twist, they

wanted some more. He had told them that, owing to lower soften-

ing points and coefficients of expansion, his magnesia glasses were

easier to anneal than the corresponding lime ones. It had to be

remembered, however, that ease in annealing did not depend merely

on these constants, but also on the amount of strain which the glass

could withstand without rupture, on the thermal diffusivity and
on the shape of the viscosity-temperature curve. Perhaps Prof.

Turner could give some additional information as to some of these

points.

Prof. Turner had also given a list of observed linear coefficients

of expansion of certain glasses and another list of calculated values,

the greatest difference between the two sets being 3 per cent. It

would be interesting to know the basis of the calculation, as a change

in the assumptions underlying the method of calculation might
easily cause a difference as small as 3 per cent. It was evident

that some knowledge of the mechanism of any phenomenon would
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have to be assumed in order to make a calculation with respect

to it.

Mr. E. A. Coad-Pryor said that, in his view, by far the most
important point in regard to lime-magnesia glass was the extent

of rapid working. In the case of jars, rapidity of melting was almost

the all-important property, and anything which would improve

the ease of working would be a factor of far-reaching importance.

It was interesting to consider the effect of the mixture. One knew,

of course, that if lime was added to magnesia the temperature of

melting dropped, but the actual lowering obtained was not very great.

The melting point of magnesia was 2800°, of lime 2500°, and of the

mixed oxides 2300°. The effect, therefore, of adding lime to mag-
nesia was not very considerable, although someone might raise

the question of what was considerable. In his view, alumina would
be a very beneficial addition, and if one could get a magnesia-linie

glass with alumina present equal to the lime content, and the mag-
nesia, say, 3 or 4 per cent., one should get a drop in the annealing

temperature, whilst the rapidity of melting would be very far in

advance of the effect of lime and magnesia mixed in equal proportions.

Prof. W. E. S. Turner, in reply, said one or two points men-
tioned would be made clearer when members were able to read the

papers in full.

He was sorry Mr. Rees could not hold out any great hope of a good

dolomite comparatively free from iron oxide in this country. The
deposits near Doncaster were, of course, already known, but did

not meet the requirements for colourless glass, as all the samples

he had seen contained iron oxide far in excess of that in colourless

glass. A dolomite was needed which did not contain more than

O'l per cent, of iron oxide. Any contribution which Mr. Rees

could make towards helping in the search for the dolomite needed

would be very valuable. The subject was one of considerable im-

portance, because soda-ash cost 50s. a ton before the War and now
was in the neighbourhood of 140s. All the glass-makers he came in

contact with were crying out to reduce the cost of the raw materials,

and every shilling or half-crown reduction per ton in the cost of

glass batch was helpful. If the use of a small amount of magnesia

as dolomite made it possible to replace a little of the expensive

soda-ash, some economic advantage was gained and the glass would

be stronger.

Mr. Stott had raised quite important points. It was quite true

that crashing during the annealing process had relation, not only to

the thermal expansion, but also to the tensile strength and elasticity.

The heat conductivity was relatively less important. The intro-

duction of magnesia, especially if it were added to the partial
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exclusion of soda, would improve all the most important of these

properties.

The calculations of thermal expansion were made by means of

factors previously deduced and already published by Mr. English

and himself. In regard to viscosity, no measurements had been
made, and the working properties had been gauged by the manipula-

tion of the glass in bulk, such as by tube drawing.

Mr. Coad-Pryor had referred to the effect of magnesia on the melt-

ing point of lime. In a glass, however, the extensiveness of the

lowering of melting point might be greater, since in these circum-

stances it was most probably the silicates and not the oxides which
one had to consider.

Mr. Coad-Pryor had also directed attention to the very important
matter of the use of alumina in conjunction with lime glasses. It

was the fact that some types of bottles made abroad, particularly

in France and Germany, had contained as much as 14 per cent, of

alumina, 12 or more per cent, of lime, and as little as 6 or 7 per cent,

of alkali. This simply pointed to the increased solubility of alumina
in glass when lime was present in considerable amount. Mr. Hodkin
and he (Prof. Turner) * had found 12 per cent, was approximately
the highest amount of alumina which could be melted in a soda-
alumina glass at temperatures of 1400° to 1450°. Additional studies

on lime-alumina glasses were needed, and, in fact, some were actually

in progress.

Mr. F. W. Hodkin said that no attempt was made to determine
the actual viscosity of the glasses, but by gathering the metal on a
small gathering iron and allowing the glass to fall from it, or by draw-
ing it in the form of rod, roughly comparative ideas were obtained
of the viscosity and rate of setting of the glasses. The addition of

alumina mentioned by Mr. Coad-Pryor was a point worth con-

sideration. He had made some small tests in this connection,

and the addition of a little alumina (about 1 per cent.) to the glass

containing lime and magnesia in equal molecular proportions

undoubtedly resulted in a more fluid glass with easier and more
rapid melting. The examination of the influence of alumina on
glass was most necessary, and was being proceeded with in the
Department of Glass Technology as circumstances permitted,

* This Vol., Trans., p. 107.
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I.—Glass-making Materials.

1. Lithium Metasilicate Monohydrate. K. A. Vbster-

bkrg (Zcitsch. anorg. Chem., 1920, 110, 48).—Warm solutions of

lithium hydroxide only slightly dissolve amorphous silica dried

at 100°; cold, moderately concentrated solutions dissolve the

silica slowly, but in considerable amounts (1 molecule of Li
2

dissolves up to at least 3 4 molecules of Si02 ).
Lithium silicate

monohydrate, Li2Si03
,H20, can be obtained either by decom-

position of lithium salts with sodium silicate or by dissolving

amorphous silica in cold lithium hydroxide solution, with, in both

cases, excess of lithia to prevent hydrolysis. The silicate is pre-

cipitated on heating to 80—90°.

Lithium metasilicate gives two modifications, one easily soluble

in water, the other soluble only with difficulty. A. C.

II.—Glass : Manufacture and Properties.

2. The Physical Properties of Glasses as a Function of

the Chemical Composition. E. Zschimmer (Zeitsch. Elektro-

chem., 1905, 11, 629).—Many physical constants had been fixed

for series of glasses by the use of the formula x = c + au + Pv +
yiv -\- . . ., where x is the variable value of the constant, u, v, w . . .

the percentage amounts of the constituent oxides, and a, p, y
constants for these oxides.

Glass could be regarded as consisting of a solvent and a solute,

and, for unit amounts of the solvent, it was possible to show the
variation of any physical constant with varying amounts of the
solute. The curves given were constructed from Abbe and Schott's

figures for refractive index. They gave the optical effect of equiva-
lent weights of Li

20, ZnO, BaO, PbO on the refractive index of

B2 3 (Fig. 1) of Na
20, ZnO, BaO, PbO on the refractive index of

alkali silicate glass (Fig. 2), and of boric oxide on the refractive

1—2
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index of potassium silicate glass (Fig. 3). The following quali-
tative laws could be deduced :

—

L-OUlrtUENT

Ufkjht . VbO

20%

Fig. 1.

(a) The mean refractive indices of fused amorphous B2 3
(nD 1*462), and fused Si02

(nD T4585) or alkali silicate glass

(n D variable) were raised by the solution of metallic oxides. The

action was not proportional to the molecular weight of the
dissolved oxide; for example, Li20, ZnO, BaO, and PbO, each
equivalent to 40 per cent, of BaO * in 100 per cent, of B

2 3
,*

* Presumably 40 parts by weight of BaO per 100 parts of B 2 3 or of

glass.

—

Ed.
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raised the refractive index by 77, 93, 114, and 248 units, respec-

tively, in the third decimal place.

(b) The effect did not increase proportionally with concentration.

With increasing concentration, the optical effect decreased in the

cases of Li
2

(in B2 3 ), Na
2

(in Si0
2),

and ZnO (in B
2 3 and

alkali silicate glass), whilst it increased with heavy divalent bases,

as PbO and BaO.
(c) Boric oxide in potassium silicate glass (about 15 per cent,

of K
20) gave at first an increase of refractive index, but this was

reversed at about 15 per cent, of B2 3 to 100 per cent, of glass.*

The attack of air containing water vapour on alkali silicate

glass was intensified by heating to 80° with air saturated with

moisture, the effect being visible in twelve hours. By so treating

the glass, cooling to 20°, and weighing the water adsorbed, the

following conditions were found to govern the rate of action :

—

Variation of Nj,

i"i Units of 3
w
ss.cimm-

/ft-^jTo \00%SlUCW£ GuSS

(a) temperature of the vapour, (b) time of action, (c) condition
of the polished surface, (d) chemical composition of the glass.

Alkalies increased the rate of adsorption, whilst lime, zinc oxide,

baryta, and boric oxide decreased it. The rate of action bore no
relationship to that of the action of liquid water as shown by the
iodoeosin reaction of Mylius.

By a detailed study of the effect on the physical properties of

many oxides, the following glasses of technical importance had
been produced at Jena :—(1) Chemical laboratory-ware of great
thermal stability (also of great chemical stability). (2) Thermo-
meter glass (borosilicate glass 59 III) with a very small cubical
coefficient of expansion 177 x 10~7

, a depression of ice-point of

only 0*02°, and a range up to 500°. (3) Cylinder glass (for lamps)
of very great thermal endurance. (4) Combustion-tube glass of

very high softening point. (5) Optical glasses with very varying
ratios of dispersion to refractive index. (6) Glasses with a selec-

tive absorption of light waves. Optically homogeneous red, green,

and violet filters, a compensation filter, didymium and neutral
glasses were now made. Zsigmondy had made a glass of high
ferrous oxide content which at a thickness of 8 mm. completely
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absorbed heat rays. Schott and Schumann had produced a glass

of great transparency to ultra-violet rays. An astrophotographic

objective of this glass increased the number of stars recorded in

the ratio of 3 : 2. A mercury vapour lamp of the Hewitt type
made of U-V glass gave a large ultra-violet emanation. Recently
glasses had been made which isolated the brightest lines of the

mercury vapour spectrum, the lamp giving short wave-lengths,

blue, violet, and ultra-violet being specially interesting.

A. C.

3. The Expansion of Glass at High Temperatures. W. B.

Pietenpol {Chem. and Met. Eng., 1920, 23, 876).—The expansion

was determined of strips of glass, about 76 cm. long, resting on
a flat piece of asbestos rigidly supported in an electric furnace.

The temperature in different parts of the furnace varied by less

than 1°. The changes in length were measured by means of

microscopes focussed on diamond scratches on the glass strips.

ICO'

Temperatures.

Fig. 4.

The rate of expansion of annealed glass was found to be almost
linear up to about 450° or 550°. During the next 60° or 100° it

increased by four to six times, after which the rate again became
linear and continued so until the glass reached its softening point.

There a decrease occurred and the length of the strip became
constant until the glass finally lost its original form. Similar tests

on unannealed glass showed that the rate of expansion decreased
at first, due to the disappearance of internal strain. In some
instances the expansion through a range of 100° was practically

zero. All strain relieved, the glass behaved subsequently as an-

nealed glass. On cooling, however, a shrinkage occurred which
was proportional to the amount of strain previously relieved. A
second set of measurements upon the same strip did not show
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this decrease in rate of expansion, but a nearly linear rate until

the temperature of rapid expansion was reached.

The accompanying diagram (Fig. 4) illustrated these points from
observations made on an unannealed light barium crown glass,

Bureau of Standards Melt 404. The results of the first and second
tests are represented by the curves marked 54 (1st) and 54 (2nd).

When an unannealed sample of the same glass was heated to a
point just below the temperature at which the rapid expansion
began [57 (1st)] the strain disappeared entirely. The curve showed
observations taken for about 100° on cooling and the final point

to which the strip of glass contracted at same temperature. A
second series of measurements made on the same strip without
moving it from the furnace gave results indicated by curve 57 (2nd).

The observations coincided with those of the annealed strip [54 (2nd)],

showing that the annealing temperature had been reached. Curves
58 (1st) and 58 (2nd) showed results of heating the glass to a tem-
perature below the annealing point. The determination of the

rate of thermal expansion might therefore be used as a very exact

method of finding the proper annealing temperature. F. W. H.

4. The Coefficient of Expansion of Enamels in Relation
to their Chemical Composition. M. Mayer and B. Havas
(Sprechsaal, 1911, 44, 188).—In a series of experiments, the authors

found that in the case of simple glasses having similar composition

to that of enamels, namely, with high boric oxide and alumina,

the agreement found with Winkelmann and Schott's factors was
generally good except in the case of lead oxide, the expansion
factor for which was given by Winkelmann and Schott as 3"0,

whereas the authors determined it as 4*2.

The chief difference between glasses and ordinary enamels was
in the use of opacifying agents, and for these no constants were
known. These constants were determined by the authors, who
melted standard glasses of the composition

4-5Si02 : 1'5B2 3 : 05Al2O3 : 15Na20,

to which were added varying amounts of different constituents

and the expansion coefficients determined.

Some of the factors found were as follows :

—

Cryolite 7-4 CoO 4-4 Fe 2 3
4-0

NaF 7-4 A1F3
4-4 Sb 2 5

3-6

ThO a
6-3 PbO 4-2 CaF, 2-5

Cr2Os
5-1 TiO, 4-1 SnO, 2-0

The validity of the results was tested in a series of ground and
covering enamels with satisfactory results, calculated and observed

values falling usually between the limits of 0*1 and 2 -2 per cent,

difference. The influence of cryolite, alkalies, and lime in in-

creasing the expansion, and, at the other extreme, of Si02
and

B2 3 in reducing it, was apparent. In the case of enamels, how-
ever, which must mature at comparatively low temperatures

(800—1000°) the silica content was strictly limited although in-

creasing Si0
3
content afforded greater security against acid attack.
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The expansion coefficients for three different standard glasses

were also determined, the glasses having the compositions :

—

I. 4-5SiO, 1-5B 2 3 0-5Al 2O 3 0-5K 2O l-0Na2O
II. 4-5Si0 2 1-5B 2 3 0-5AUO, 15Na2

III. 5'0SiO 2 l-0B 2O 3 0-5Al2O 3 0-5K 2O l-0Na2O

The experimental results agreed with those calculated from Winkel-

mann and Schott's figures within the limits 0'2—22 per cent., so

that Winkelmann and Schott's factors for these oxides could, in

the authors' view, be accepted.

Further experiments gave, in addition to those previously

mentioned, the following factors :

—

BeO 4-7 NiO 4-0 CuO 22
Ce0 2

4-2 MnO 2-2 Zr0 2 21

J. H. D

5. Certain Relations between Chemical Composition and
Refractivity in Optical Glasses. F. E. Wright (J. Amer.
Ger. Soc, 1920, 3, 783).—A study of the relations between chemical

composition and optical constants of glasses, and also of other

factors such as volatilisation, pot attack, and state of annealing

operating during glass manufacture. The problem was solved to

the extent of enabling approximately correct batches to be made.
Experimental melts were then made in order to determine the

corrections necessary for selective volatilisation, etc., satisfactory

batches thus being obtained.

It was found that in a series of optical glasses the partial dis-

persions were related by linear functions ; therefore, given a partial

dispersion, the entire dispersion curve was fixed, irrespective of the

type of optical glass. This statement was found to hold to within

one unit in the fourth decimal place. Given the refractive index

uD and the v value of an optical glass, its mean dispersion ju.f — /xc
__ i

could be computed from the equation /xP — /xv = —
.

Several other approximately straight-line dispersion relations

within the visible spectrum were noted. The chemical character-

istics and the relations between chemical composition and optical

constants were given in summarised diagrams. A table was also

given showing for upwards of one hundred glasses the synthetic

and actual chemical analyses and the refractive indices, v-values,

densities, and partial dispersions.

In preparing a batch to reproduce a glass of given optical con-

stants, it was necessary to take into consideration the losses in-

curred by selective volatilisation of the batch components. The
amounts lost during the melting and fining processes depended on
the weight and character of the batch, the character and tempera-

tures of the furnace, the method of filling in the batch, the type of

melting pot, whether open, semi-closed or closed, the duration of

the operations, and the character of the stirring. In the com-
putation of the author's batches the following allowances were
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made for selective volatilisation :—PbO or Pb3 4 , 05 to 5 per cent,

and even higher; boric oxide, 1 to 5 per cent., where boric acid
was used rather than borax; K2 and Na

20, up to 5 per cent.

The actual allowances were determined by experimental meltings.

The author illustrated the use of his diagrams for the deduction
of glass batches by working out several examples. No consideration
was given to the more fundamental problem of computing the
optical constants of a glass of given chemical composition, but,

by the author's method, the problem of batch compositions was
one of interpolation, together with a certain amount of experience
enabling the glass-maker to determine what the behaviour of

the melt would be and other questions of a similar kind. In all

cases the author advised the use of preliminary small scale melts
of 5 to 50 kilograms in weight. F. W. H.

6. The Composition of Lead Glasses. R. J. Montgomery
(J. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1920, 3, 900).—The author discussed the
typical lead glasses extending from the soda-lime glass, to which

SiOt
/OOAO

•%7 ^T*5 so
Uthtr Dazts io -pio.°-

lead was sometimes added to obtain better melting properties, to
the lead silicate containing only lead oxide and silica.

Four diagrams were shown, in the first the refractive index
being plotted against total BO content, in the second against the
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amount of lead oxide in the total RO content, in the third and
fourth diagrams the mean dispersion was substituted for the index.

The minimum RO content was approximately 0*30 equivalent

when Si02
was unity. From these curves it was shown that with

an index of 1*8 or above PbO was the only RO constituent, and
the glass formed was a silicate of lead. By the use of various

divisions in the diagram the amounts of K20, Na
20, and CaO

could be traced as the index decreased from T8. The general

compositions were shown in the form of a triaxial diagram (Fig. 5)

and practically all the lead glasses containing any considerable

quantity of PbO fell on or near the straight line from PbO,Si0
2

to K
20,Si02 . But as the PbO decreased below 20 per cent, of

the total batch (oxide basis) the line curved off to the left and
ended with not more than 70 or 72 per cent, of silica in the glass.

This was nearer to RO,3Si02
than to K2

0,6Si02 . F. W. H.

7. Note on the Annealing of Optical Glass. L. H. Adams
and E. D. Williamson (J. Optical Soc. Amer., 1920, 4, 213).—
The manner in which internal stress arises was discussed, and
the birefringence due to a stress of 1 kg./cm. 2 calculated for nine

optical glasses. It was proposed that a glass should be con-

sidered as annealed when the optical path difference along the

middle of the slab was not greater than 5 jxfx per cm. The an-

nealing temperature was denned as the temperature at which the

strain was reduced from 50 to 5^ in a specified time, and
the annealing range was the 150° interval lying immediately below

the temperature at which annealing takes place in one minute.

These definitions were quite arbitrary. The annealing temperatures

for various times for the nine glasses were tabulated, the times

ranging from one minute to one month. The authors preferred to

anneal glass by maintaining at a comparatively low temperature

for a long time rather than to remove the strain quickly at a high

temperature. In the former case subsequent cooling could be

accomplished more quickly and the total time required was less.

By annealing in this way also the danger of overheating the glass

was reduced. J- R- C.

8. Striae in Optical Glass. T. T. Smith, G. E. Merritt,

and A. H. Bennett (U.S. Bureau of Standards, Scientific Paper

No. 373).—The authors dealt with various methods for the detec-

tion of striae, and illustrated their descriptions with photographs

obtained by a highly sensitive process. Certain binocular prisms

which had been discarded on account of striae Avere found to give

equal definition to those containing no striae, provided the striae

did not occur in dense clusters. Striae only impaired vision in

ordinary work when in focus, or nearly so, in the field of view and
the scattering effect of a few striae was objectionable only in astro-

nomical and certain types of microscopic work. The refractive

indices of striae varied from those of the rest of the glass by ± 2 in

the fourth decimal place. F, W. H,
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9. The Phenomena of Rupture and Flow in Solids.

A. A. Griffith (Phil. Trans., 1920, 220, A, 587).—In developing

a hypothesis for the rupture of elastic solids, the author used glass

in the experimental verification of his theory.

Glass was chosen as representing an isotropic material which

obeyed Hooke's law somewhat closely at all stresses and the surface

tension of which at ordinary temperatures could be estimated.

The percentage composition of the glass used was as follows :

—

Si0
2 , 69-2; K20, 12; Na

20, 0'9; A1
2 3 ,

11-8; CaO, 4*5; MnO, 0*9.

In the neighbourhood of 1100° the surface tension of the glass

was measured by Quincke's drop method. Between 900° and
730° it was obtained by measuring the sag in fibres of glass about

2 inches long and from 0*002 inch to 0*01 inch in diameter, suit-

ably supported and with weights hung from their mid points.

The following table gives the values of the surface tension

obtained from these experiments, the value for the temperature
15° being estimated by extrapolation :

—

Surface Tension of Glass.

Surface tension Surface tension

Temperature, in lb. per inch. Temperature, in lb. per inch.

1110° 0-00230 820° 0*00249
905 0-00239 801 0-00257

896 0-00250 760 0*00255

852 0-00249 745 0-00251

833 0-00254 15 0*0031

These results were regarded as confirming the deduction that

the surface tension of glass was approximately a linear function of

the temperature.
Breaking tests were carried out on thin round tubes and spherical

bulbs, which were cracked with a diamond or scratched with a

hard steel edge and tapped. They were then annealed and broken
by internal pressure. The bursting strengths for various diameters

were given and the principal stresses parallel and perpendicular to

the crack calculated. From the results, the maximum strength of

the glass was estimated to be of the order of 106 lb. per square inch.

The breaking load of a thin plate of glass having in it a sufficient

long straight crack normal to the applied stress was shown to be
inversely proportional to the square root of the length of the crack.

The maximum tensile stress in the corners of the crack was more
than ten times as great as the tensile strength of the material as

measured in the ordinary test.

The conclusion was drawn that the weakness of isotropic solids

as ordinarily met with was due to the presence of discontinuities

or flaws the ruling dimensions of which were large compared with
molecular distances. In the case of very small solids of given

form, for example, wires or fibres, the size of the flaws was re-

stricted, and by using fine fibres of the glass, strengths of the same
order as the theoretical tenacity had been obtained. The strength

of the fibres was found to vary with (1) the maximum temperature
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of the glass, (2) the temperature during drawing, (3) the presence of

impurities and foreign bodies, and (4) the age of the fibre.

Tests were made on fibres which had been drawn from glass

heated to 1400° or 1500° in an oxygen and coal-gas flame, and
left for forty hours so that they might reach the steady state. The
following table gave the results of these tests.

Strength of Glass Fibres in lb. per sq. in.

Diameter, Breaking stress,

in inches X 103
. in lb. per sq. in.

40-00 24,900
4-20 42,300
2-78 50,800
2-25 64,100
2-00 79,600
1-85 88,500
1-75 82,600
1-40 85,200
1-32 99,500
1-15 88,700

Diameter, Breaking stress,

in inches X 10 3
. in lb. per sq. in.

0-95 117,000
0-75 134,000
0-70 164,000
0*60 185,000
0-56 154,000
0-50 195,000
0-38 232,000
0-26 332,000
0-165 498,000
0-130 491,000

The limiting tensile strength of the smallest possible (mole-

cular) diameter could be obtained approximately by extrapolation

to zero diameter. This maximum strength was found to be about
1'6 X 106 lb. per square inch, which agreed with that obtained

from the cracked plate experiments.

The strength of the fibre diminished spontaneously to a lower

steady value, which it reached a few hours after the fibre had been

prepared. This steady value depended on the diameter of the

fibre. In the case of large rods it was the same as the ordinary

tenacity, whereas in the finest fibres the strength diminished but

little from its initial high value. The relation between diameter

and strength was of practically the same form for glass fibres as

for metal wires. F. F. S. B.

10. The Constitution of the Silicates. T. Jakob (Helv.

Chim. Acta, 1920, 3, 669; from J. Chem. Soc, 1920, 117-118,
ii. 754).—The general principles underlying the structure of the

silicates were discussed, and an attempt was made to systematise

the formulae. Many types of these silicate compounds were able

to crystallise both with and without water of crystallisation

;

this deposition of water molecules was held to be fundamentally

a partial regeneration of complex hydrate ions, such regeneration

rendering possible subsequent dissociation or hydrolysis. The
following table shows the classification :

—

Class. Type. Example.

Jk S3?" ""
Hexaoxy 'si,ioates «PWi**[Ko.^feio.j^(¥J)

silicic acid dumortierlte [Si0 6] 3Al 8

ions. (6) Pentaoxy-silicates andalusite [SiO.,]Al 2

titanite [~Si03l^(Fe)

L °J
(r.) Tetraoxy-silicates ,. ,„„„rCT\ \Cu

("orthosilicates")
dtoptase {JiO^
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Class. Type.

2. Silicates (a) Monosilicohexaoxy-

Examplo.

serpentine Si0 2,Si0 6 jj^qjt

meerschaum r|jQ 2Si0 6l^g2+xH 2

pyroxenes and their products of

hydrolysis as talc [~ Si(° Si°\ IJJgs

(d) More highly silicated hexaoxysilicates as yet unknown

with complex silicates

silicic acid (6) Disilicohexaoxy-
ions. silicates

(c) Trisilicohexaoxy
silicates

3. Silicato- (a) Tetraoxysilicato-
salts. salts

(&) Pentaoxysilicato-
salts

(c) Hexaoxysilicato-
salts

(d) Trisilicotetraoxy-
silicato-salts

of the type
[Al(Si04,SiO a )3]R9

(e) Hexasilicotetraoxy-
silicato-salts

(/) Trisilicopentaoxy-
silicato -salts

(g) Hexasilicopentaoxy-
sihcato -salts

nepheline^Al^)^
sillitnanite, [Al(Si05 )3]Al5 (possibly)

dumortierite, [Si0 6]4Al 8

leucite, [Al(Si0 4 , SiO,),]^»(Na)

or^ocZase, rAl(Si04>Si0 2,Si0 2 ) 31^12

r l
Pbs

rasonite, Pb(Si0
5,Si0 2 ) 3 Ca3

L JCaCl 2

r l
Pb*

ganomalile, Pb(Si0
5,Si0 2 ) 3 Ca3

JCa(OH)
2

pollux, [Al(Si05)SiOo,Si0 2 )3] Cs 4

L Ih2

olivine, [Mg(Si0 6,Si0 2 ) 3](Mg,Fe) 11(h) Trisilicohexaoxy-
sihcato -salts

(/) More highly silicated silicato -salts, [Al(Si0 6,Si0 2,Si0 2 ) 3]R21
as yet unknown.

4. Co-ordination compounds of the highest order, in which, not an atom,
but an atomic grouping, appears as co-ordination centre ; to this class
belongs tourmaline [Reiner (J. Chan. Soc., 1913, ii, 718; Wulfing and Becht,
ibid., 1914, ii, 63)].

F. W. H.

III.—Lamp-worked and General Scientific

Apparatus.

11. A New Method of Joining Glass. C. 0. Fairchild
(J. Opt. Soc. Amer., 1920, 4, 496).—This method was said to be
superior to that of Parker and Dalladay in that it only failed for

glasses which had too widely different coefficients of expansion.

For example, plate glass could be sealed to lead glass tubing although
their annealing temperatures were 565° and 460° and their co-

efficients of expansion 0*101 x 10-4 and 0*09 x 10-4 , respectively.
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A high degree of polish of the surfaces to be united was also not
essential. The process consisted in maintaining the glass in an
electric oven at a temperature sufficiently high to avoid cracking

while applying heat locally by means of a fine blowpipe flame

through a hole in the oven, the articles to be united being placed

in position on a rotatable stand so that by rotation the edges could

be brought into the flame. The temperature of the main body
of the glass was one at which undue distortion did not occur. The
process was applicable where a slight deformation at the junction

was immaterial. The apparatus for performing the operation was
simple and the actual joining only took a few seconds. Photographs
of several articles made by this method were given. J. R. C.

12. Method for Sealing Glass Bulbs. A. J. Loepsinger
(Assignor to General Fire Extinguisher Co., New York) (U.S.A.

Pat., January 20th, 1920, No. 1328530. Filed July 3rd, 1912, No.

CohichSEH.

Fig. 6 Fig. 7.

707471).—Relates to a method of sealing the necks of glass bulbs

containing gas in solution. In order to prevent ebullition of the

solution due to heat conducted along the neck of the bulb from

the sealing flame, the bulb is immersed (Fig. 6) in water, mercury,

or other cooling fluid. G. D.

13. Gas Analysis Apparatus. Heinz and Schmidt
(German Pat. No. 307512, Class 42, February 3rd, 1917).—The
apparatus (Fig. 7) embodies corrections for temperature and

pressure in the form of a series of tubes B x , B2
of equal or varying

diameters, the volume of which corresponds with the known alter-

ation of the main gas volume due to the pressure and temperature

alterations. As will be seen, the measuring tube can be connected

at will with any of these compensating tubes. M. P.
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14. A Glass Manometer with Elastic Sides. G. Baume
and M. Robert (Gompt. rend., 1919, 168, 1199).—The apparatus
is stated to be specially suitable for employment under conditions
where tne mercury in an ordinary manometer would be exposed to
corrosive gases. The glass bulb, A (Fig. 8), is of about 6 c.c.

capacity and its sides are of about 0*3—04 mm. in thickness.
It is sealed into an outer vessel, B, which serves as the gas chamber,
and also to a capillary stem, D, of 0*4 mm. bore.

The sensitiveness is claimed to be the same as for an ordinary
mercury manometer over a large range, and any temperature
effects can be minimised by surrounding the whole by a suitable
constant temperature jacket as indicated in the sketch, or by
immersion in a thermostat.

When in the vertical position the relation between the height, h,

of mercury in the capillary and the pressure, P, exerted in the thin

wall is given by the expression h
x
— h2

= (p 1
— p2 ), a being

the constant for the apparatus, found by placing the whole hori-

zontal at the initial pressure, p. Then if hj 1 be the new capillary

reading, h^ 1 —
1 -fa M. P.

15. Condensers. O. Faust (Zeitsch. angew. Chem., 1919,
32, 183).—Four condensers are described, of which two are shown
here (Fig. 9). All have the water connections brought to the same
end of the jacket, thereby effecting a saving of indiarubber tube
when connecting up as distillation condensers. In the case of use

:>

Fig. 9.

as a reflux condenser, both the water connections being at the
bottom, the apparatus is less unwieldy than the usual form. The
two forms shown are designed to act as reflux condensers and hang
in the flask neck without the need for stoppers. M. P.

16. An Absorption Vessel for Gases. Heinz and Schmidt
(German Pat. No. 304585, Class 42, February 3rd, 1917).—The
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two small tubes, B and C (Fig. 10), ensure the trapping of any
escaping gas by a column of absorbing liquid contained in the
wider tube, A. M. P.

17. A Gas Burette with Temperature and Pressure
Corrections. E. Szass (German Pat. No. 306095, Class 42,

June 20th, 1917).—The apparatus (Fig. 11) is characterised by a
special auxiliary tube, B, which communicates with the graduated
tube, A, and by means of the two-way cock with either the com-
pensation tube, C, or the outside air. M. P.

18. A Self-acting Wash-bottle. H. Bahr, Heidelberg
(German Pat. No. 303605, Class 42, May 31st, 1917).—The apparatus
(Fig. 12) is actuated by the pressure set up by heating the large

flask and maintaining a constant feed from the reservoir shown in

the sketch. M. P.

19. A Union for Making Glass to Metal Joints. F. Fried-
richs (Zeitsch. angew. Chem., 1919, 32, 208).—A device (Fig. 13)

designed to eliminate the use of rubber pressure tubing in con-

necting glass water pumps to a water supply. The effect of screw-

ing the female union on to the tap is to force the rubber bung
firmly into the tapered seating, the pressure of the water in use

tending to make the joint still tighter. M. P.

Fig. 12. Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

20. An Optical Lever Manometer. J. E. SeH«A»ER and
H. M. Ryder (Phys. Review, 1919, 13, 321).—When the left

limb of the apparatus, shown in Fig. 14, is exhausted, the mercury
in the bulb of the U-shaped connecting tube, A, is sucked up into

the U and thus only the right-hand limb is in communication
with the gaseous space the pressure of which is to be measured. The
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pressure affects the mercury surface and the movement of the

latter gives rise to movement of a small float, B, on its surface,

and this moves a small mirror, C, about a wire pivot, D, sealed

through the glass. The movement of the mirror is estimated

by a telescope, or photographically.

The instrument is said to be sensitive to 0001 mrm and is usable

up to several mm. pressure. It was shown by comparison with
the apparatus of McLeod that the relation between scale reading

and pressure was linear up to 0*2 mm. At higher pressures the

alteration of length of the lever arm has to be considered, although
a correction can be computed, knowing the pressure in each limb,

the cross-section of the tube, and the amount of mercury in the

manometer. A source of error lies in the possible fouling of the
mercury surface, but by using wide tubes (5—10 cm. diam.) this

is almost eliminated. M. P.

IV.—Decorated Glass.

21. The Deposition of Copper on Non-conducting Sur-
faces. J. D. Smith (Brit. Pat., September 5th, 1919, No.
152835).—A blue powder was precipitated by the addition of a
strong solution of copper sulphate to a saturated solution of hydr-
azine sulphate. The blue powder, suspended in water, was treated
successively with ammonia, caustic soda, and a small amount of

hydrazine sulphate. A clear liquid was obtained which deposited
a coating of copper on being heated in contact with such non-
conducting surfaces as those of glass and porcelain. F. W. H.

22. The Mechanical Decoration of Glass Buttons. W.
Hannich {Glashiitte, 1920, 50, 51).—The methods of decorating
glass buttons may be divided into polishing, etching, decorating
with mirrors, painting, rendering iridescent, waxing> and filling

with cloth.

In polishing, the edges are ground on a vertical grindstone con-
taining grooves in which the buttons rest. These grooves are
periodically smoothed with ground flint or glass. Each button
is fixed in the end of a wooden rod about twenty centimetres long,
which engages by a pin in its other end to an iron bar in the vat
beneath. The button is pressed into its groove, and at the same
time rotated by a movement of the worker's thumb. Oval, hexa-
gonal, and similar buttons are ground in special furrows, one-half
at a time, without rotation.

A horizontal stone is used for grinding facets and corners, its

upper face being smoothed with flint. Articles from the mould
which are not quite flat can be ground so on a horizontal iron
wheel with sand, thus ensuring uniform polishing on the stone.

Buttons are hollow-ground on a vertical stone, the outer rim
vol. v. 2
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of which is rounded. Usually, the stone is small, and it corresponds

in size to the depression to be made. The object to be ground
is held either in the fingers or by a special wooden holder. Large,

common articles are cut roughly to shape on an iron wheel with
sand.

A high polish is produced by a wooden wheel, usually of poplar,

corresponding in size to the grinding wheel.

The etching of buttons is performed by immersing them in a
bath of hydrofluoric acid or of fluoride, or by subjecting them to

the action of the acid vapour. For cheaper ware, the matt surface

is produced by agitating for a considerable time in a cask or special

vessel of about a quarter hectolitre size with sand or felspar grains.

The effect produced is not so beautifully dark matt as with hydro-
fluoric acid.

For decorating with mirrors, the upper surface of the button
is flat or specially hollowed, and the mirror is fitted closely against

this face. The mirror may be faceted or plain, and, in the latter

case, its brilliancy is improved by grinding.

Painting is done with enamels, the colours afterwards being
burnt in in a special muffle furnace.

To render the beads iridescent, they are first heated in a muffle

to soften the surface and then passed into a tube, where they are

subjected to the action of stannic chloride vapour.
The waxing of buttons, usually of the cheaper kinds such as

those ground only on the edges, consists merely of dipping them
in a bath of wax.
The method of filling with cloth is the same as with bone buttons,

and is done in special factories. . A. C.

23. Process of Making Enamels. G. Rupprecht (Assignor

to Chemical Foundation, Inc.) (U.S.A. Pat., November 30th,

1920, No. 1360585. Filed June 4th, 1917, No. 172791).—The
invention refers to an improved process for making enamels which
contain zinc orthosilicate. In order to make such enamels satis-

factorily, great care must be taken to ensure the correct com-
position of the finished enamel, small quantities of impurities
having deleterious effects. Traube has suggested making zinc

orthosilicate in platinum crucibles, but such a method is not suitable

for work on a commercial scale.

The present method consists in mixing zinc oxide and silicic

acid in proportions corresponding to the composition of the ortho-

silicate, sufficient water being added to make the mixture into a
thick paste, from which rods are formed. These rods, when dry,

are melted in the flame of an oxy-hydrogen blowpipe, and the
drops allowed to settle on a plate covered with some of the original

mixture.
In an alternative method, the oxy-hydrogen flame is allowed to

play on to the mixture in a suitable vessel, but melting is only
carried to such a point that a layer of the original mixture remains
between the walls of the vessel and the molten enamel. S. E.
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24. Iridescent Glasses. F. Hutht (Glashiitte, 1921, 51,
3).-—According to the author, the first examples of iridescent

glass were exhibited by J. G. Zahn of Zlatno in 1873. Amongst
many processes which were then quickly developed were those of

Lobmeyr of Munich for "Mother-of-pearl" glass (1876), and the

American Tiffany for " Favrille " glass.

The effect was obtained by the action of vaporised metallic

salts or iodine on the glass, the extremely thin surface film so

produced then giving the colours by refraction of light. In one
method of production the article from the furnace, whilst still on
the pipe, was placed in an iron vessel in which a mixture of barium
and strontium nitrates and stannous chloride was vaporised by a
coal fire below. The exposure must only take a few seconds.

Modification of the mixtures used, and of the temperature, vary
the effects produced. The best glasses to use are crystal glass,

hyalith glass, and semi-dark coloured glasses.

Iridescence was produced in glass naturally by exposure, and
this could be imitated by heating glass with dilute hydrochloric

acid at 2 to 5 atmospheres pressure (Cypern glass).
" Favrille " and similar types were made by using the vapour

of acid salts volatile at moderately high temperatures, especially

bismuth compounds. The effects were intensified by painting,

but this might be overdone, as it destroyed characteristic properties

of the glass, particularly its transparency. A. C.

V.—Optics and Optical Instruments.

25. The Pulfrich Refractometer. J. Guild (Proc. Phys.
Soc, 1918, 30, 157).—The paper dealt with points to be observed
in the use and design of Pulfrich refractometers. It was shown
that with proper care results could be obtained accurate to the
fifth decimal place in the refractive index as well as in the dis-

persion. Suggestions were made for the improvement of the
instrument, whereby dispersion measurements might be made
accurate to two or three units in the sixth decimal place. A
theoretical investigation of the various errors to which measurements
were liable was included. J. R. C.

26. The Accuracy Attainable with Critical Angle Re-
fractometers. F. Simeon (Proc. Phys. Soc., 1918, 30, 190).—It
had been suggested that a 60° prism should be substituted for the

usual 90° prism in refractometers. The factors upon which the

refractive index of the substance under examination depended
were (1) the angle of the prism, (2) the refractive index of the

2—2
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prism, (3) the angle of emergence of the critical ray from the
second surface. Expressions were obtained for the variation of

the required refractive index with each of these factors.

J. R. C.

27. Data on Standard Lens and Prism Material. W. W.
Coblentz (J. Opt. Soc. Amer., 1920, 4, 432).—The paper gave
exact data on the spectral transparency and refractivity of materials
which were useful for prisms and lenses for spectroradiometers.
The optical constants of carbon disulphide, quartz, fluorite, rock
salt, and sylvite were discussed in detail, but only references given
in the case of glass, as the refractive indices depended on the com-
position of the glass and practically no work was being done with
glass prisms. J. R. C.

28. The Path of a Ray through a Prism. H. S. Uhler
(J. Opt. Soc Amer., 1921, 6, 12).—A solution of the problem
referred to in Abstract No. 293 (Vol. 4), given in a form more
convenient for logarithmic computation. J. R. C.

29. The Primary Monochromatic Aberrations of a
Centred Optical System. S. D. Chalmers (Proc. Phys. Soc,
1918, 30, 100).—The paper described approximate methods of

treatment of the first order aberrations of a centred optical system.
It was shown that the aberrations due to each surface could be
expressed in terms of the co-ordinates of the chosen ray in such a
way that the aberrations of the individual surfaces could be
summed. J. R. C.

30. Methods in Obtaining Constructional Data for Tele-
scope Objectives. T. Smith {Proc. Phys. Soc, 1918, 30, 119).

—The reason was discussed why satisfactory telescope objectives

were obtained by neglecting thickness and solving for freedom
from first order aberrations. J. R. C.

31. Moulding Small Lenses. A. Wood (Trans. Optical

Soc, 1920, 21, 219).—A strip of glass is heated in a Bunsen flame

and, when at the correct temperature, pressed between the two
halves of a mould, which are held at the ends of the prongs of a
pair of pliers. The projecting portions are knocked off and the
lens annealed on a hot plate ; it does not require further polishing.

J. R. C.

32. Fluorescent Phenomena. (Trans. Optical Soc, 1919—20,

21, 219).—An exhibition of the effects obtainable with Chance's
ultra-violet glass, showing how Crookes' glasses absorb the ultra-

violet rays transmitted. J. R. C.

33. The No. 7 Dial Sight, Mk. II. B. K. Johnson (Trans.

Optical Soc, 1920, 21, 176).—A description of this instrument and
the tests to which it is subjected. In the discussion it was stated

that a borosilicate crown with a v value of about 60 is very apt
to sweat, whilst barium crowns tend to effloresce. J. R. C.
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34. A Short High Power Telescope. J. W. Gifford
{Trans. Optical Soc., 1920, 21, 171).—The objective of this instru-

ment is a one-radius doublet with the posterior surface plane, the

glasses used being Schott's S614, borosilicate crown, and Chance's

C629, heavy flint. J. R. C.

VI.—Illumination and Illuminating Ware.

35. Glass Colour Filter or Absorbing Screen for Artificial

Light. M. Luckiesh and D. A. Dewey (U.S.A. Pat., February

24th, 1920, No. 1331937. Appl. August 21st, 1915. Renewed
November 29th, 1919).—The glass batch was composed of sand 1500

pounds, soda ash 535, lime 160, nitre 50, arsenic 5, manganese
dioxide 3, cupric oxide 5" 66, black oxide of cobalt 0'26. In use,

the glass is claimed to give to the light of artificial illuminants the

character of daylight. F. W. H.

36. The Leucoscope and its Application to Pyrometry.
I. G. Priest (J. Opt. Soc. Amer., 1920, 4, 448).—The author re-

marked that " the leucoscope has been buried in the uncut pages
of scientific papers," and that he has resurrected it for use in pyro-

metry and in the study of colour vision. The instrument was
fully described and iUustrations of its use were given. The questions

of precision, personal equation, and the reproducibility of observ-

ations at fixed temperatures were thoroughly discussed. The
personal factor was apparently rather great when the leucoscope

was used as described, but in a postscript to the paper the author
promised more information in the near future. J. R. C.

37. A Comparison of Monochromatic Screens for Optical
Pyrometry. W. E. Forsythe (J. Opt. Soc. Amer., 1921, 6,

85).—Hitherto red glass screens have always been employed in

optical pyrometry, but as this appeared to be merely a matter of

tradition, the author investigated the relative merits of red, green,

and blue glass. Special pyrometers were made in which these

glasses were used and the settings of seven observers at various

known temperatures determined. For low temperatures it was
almost impossible to make readings with the blue glass, and
for these temperatures (that is, below 930°) the red glass was best.

For temperatures in the neighbourhood of 1100°, the red and blue
glasses were equally good, and the observers were about equally
divided in their preference for the red or green glass screens. Four
reasons were given for choosing the red glass rather than the blue.

At low temperatures the red radiations first became visible and
thus readings could be made at lower temperatures with the red
glass. Secondly, the colour change for a change in wave-length
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was much less in the red part of the spectrum than in the green.

The third reason for using red glass was that better monochromatic
screens could be obtained with red than with green glass. In the

fourth place, red glasses gave much better results at very high

temperatures, of the order of 3000°. J. R. C.

Fig. 15.

VII.—Fuels, Refractories, and Furnaces.

38. Refractory Substances.—G. L. Dimitri
and J. E. Delaunay, both in Paris (Brit. Pat.,

May 1st, 1920, No. 142513. Provisional No.
12145. Convention date, July 16th, 1918. Not
yet accepted).—In a process for the production
of refractory and insulating articles by the com-
pression and subsequent baking of mixtures of

powdered materials such as natural magnesium
silicates and a silicate flux, the compression is

effected in a vacuum. The figure shows suitable

apparatus for carrying out the process. Powdered
material, a, is placed in a cylinder, b, with air-

tight piston, c, and a head, h, with passage, i,

through which air can be exhausted. Placed
above the powder is a loose-fitting washer, d,

which prevents the powder from being drawn up
the tube, i.

H. G. C.

39. Specialised Refractories and Resistance to Abrasion.
M. L. Hartmann and J. F. Kobler (Trans. Amer. Electrochem.

Soc, 1920, 37, 355).—Bricks were exposed to the cutting action

of a carborundum wheel for five minutes under a pressure of 25 lb.

The following table gave the relative resistances in terms of the

depth of the grooves cut in the bricks :

—

Depth of groove.

Refractory. Cold. After heating to 1350°.

Carborundum 0-01—002 in. 0-01—0"04 in.

Zirconia 0-01—0'02 in. 0-06—0-07 in.

Bauxite 0-01—0"02 in. 0-01—0-04 in.

Fireclay (grade C) 0-05—0-07 in. 0-06—0-07 in.

Magnesia 0-05—0'07 in. 125 in.

Chrome 0-05—0-07 in. 0-27 in.

Silica 0-17 in. Impossible to test

owing to spalling.

Fireclay (grades A and B) 0'25—0*26 in. 0-09—0-11 in.

Great variations in resistance were found in bricks of the same

kind and from the same manufacturer. F. W. H.
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40. Commercial Gas Properties. F. J. Denk {National
Glass Budget, 1920, 35, 34, 1).—The author gave the following data
for some samples of/gas used in glass furnaces in America :

—
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The sample numbers represented the following gases :

—

1. Natural Gas, Follansbee, W. Va.
2. „ „ „ Residual.
3. „ „ McKean Co., Pa.
4. „ „ Pa., W. Va.
5. „ „ Sandusky, O.
6. Coal-gas.

7. Carburetted water-gas.
8. Coke oven-gas.
9. Elliott gas.

10. Blue water-gas.
11. Producer-gas.
12. Blastfurnace-gas.

F. W. H.

41. The Electrical Resistivity at High Temperatures of

Specialised Refractories. M. L. Hartmann, A. P. Sullivan,
and D. E. Allan {Trans. Amer. Electrochem. Soc, 1920, 37, 1).

—

Regular curves were obtained with coarse, grade A fireclay, bauxite,

and silica (lime bond) bricks. Bricks containing 95 per cent, of
" Carbofrax C " and 5 per cent, of bond gave regular curves, con-
stant resistivity being obtained on maintaining the bricks at 1500°.
" Carbofrax B " showed a rapid decrease of resistivity as the
temperature increased, whilst recrystalhsed carborundum gave a
low resistivity throughout. During the heating of zirconia bricks

the resistivity decreased rapidly to 1200° and then very slowly, a
permanent change apparently taking place at 1200°.

F. W. H.

42. The Measurement of Physical Properties of Re-
fractories at High Temperatures. A. G. Tarrant {Trans.

Farad. Soc, 1920, 15, Part 3, 83).—The properties investigated

hi

[800* C

Fig. 16.

were thermal expansion, tensile strength, and thermal conductivity,

the measurements being carried out to 1500—1600° where possible.

For the measurement of the thermal expansion, the test-piece,

cut to the shape of a cylinder 4 inches by £ inch, was enclosed in
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a tube of pure electric furnace graphite, and rested on the closed

end of this tube. Supported on the test-piece was a plunger cut

from a similar piece of graphite to the tube and cut so as to be a
loose fit, with baffles at intervals to check convection currents up
the tube.

Expansion of the test-piece was indicated by motion of the
plunger and magnified by a lever arrangement so delicate that it

would indicate an expansion of one part in 10,000 of the test-

piece. The apparatus was heated in a vertical nichrome wire-

wound furnace.

For measurement of the tensile strength the test bars 30 inches

by f inch were extruded from a specially designed press. During
the tests they were clamped so as to pass through a carbon spiral

furnace, as it was desirable to carry out tests up to 1700—1800°.

The lower clamp was connected by a short chain with a lever and
sand-bucket, by means of which a load of several hundred pounds
could be slowly and steadily applied to the specimen.

For the first time of heating, in the case of high-class crucible

refractories, the results indicated a variation of strength with
temperature of the type indicated in Fig. 16. From these results

it was decided to investigate the strengths of refractories both in

the air-dry and soft-burnt states.

For this purpose the materials were hand-moulded to the correct

briquette shape, and after drying or soft-burning, as required,

they were broken in exactly the same manner as the cement
briquettes in the usual engineer's test for cement.
When measuring the thermal conductivity routine tests were

carried out with a form of Ingenhousz's apparatus. Test bars

8 inches by f inch were inserted through holes in the side of a
cast-iron box, in which lead was melted.

Samples cut from stock articles were turned to form shallow

trays; a standard weight of lead was cast in each tray. The
respective time taken for the lead to melt in the case of each sample
was taken as a measure of the thermal resistivity.

For high temperature measurements of thermal conductivity

both gas heating and electric heating methods were tried; details

are given of the apparatus employed. A. M. J.

43. The Specific Heats of Refractory Materials at High
Temperatures. L. Bradshaw and W. Emery {Gas J., 1920,

150, 579).—A weighed, cylindrical test-piece and its supports
were heated in a Hirsch furnace and dropped into a calorimeter

containing water the temperature of which was measured by a
Beckmann thermometer. The heat given out by the supports
of the test-piece was about a quarter of the whole. Using this

method, the mean specific heats of materials were determined
between 25° and 1000°, 25° and 1200°, 25° and 1400°. The specific

heats of all the materials were much greater at the higher tempera-
tures than at ordinary temperatures.
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The following figures were representative :

—

Specific Heat.

Firebrick.

Silica brick. Silica brick. 59*2% Si02 . Zirconia.

Temp. 96-6% Si0 2 . 84-65% Si02 . 35*3% A12 3 . 99% Zr0 2 .

600° 0-226 0-228 0*228 0-137
1000° 0-263 0-262 0'265 0*157
1200° 0-282 0-283 0*284 0*167
1400° 0293 0*295 0-297 0475

r. w. h.

44. Quartzites and Silica Bricks. F. Wernicke (Stahl v.

Kitten, 1920, 40, 432).-—For the manufacture of silica bricks in

Germany, three types of siliceous rocks were used. These were

felsquartzites (Devonian), sandstones (Carboniferous), and glacial

or amorphous quartzites (Tertiary). Provided the maximum
expansion was obtained, it was not necessary to convert the whole

of the quartz in the brick to tridymite. The three sources of silica

mentioned did not behave alike on firing. The maximum expan-

sion, in the case of glacial quartzites, was obtained by a single

firing at 1450° of normal duration. With carboniferous sand-

stones, two or three firings were necessary, whilst bricks from
felsquartzites continued to expand even after several firings of

prolonged duration. Examination under the microscope, magni-

fied 45 diameters and using polarised light, revealed that suitable

quartzites contained minute crystals in a glassy matrix but useless

samples consisted of larger crystals or portions of larger crystals.

For glass furnaces the carboniferous sandstones provided the best

bricks on account of their greater purity. F. W. H.

45. The Heat Transmission of Brick and High Tem-
perature Insulating Materials. R. H. Horning (J. Amer.

Cer. Soc, 1920, 3, 864).—The method used was a modification

of the hot-plate method. The apparatus was described in detail

with the aid of diagrams. The following heat transmission table

was given in terms of B.T.U.'s transmitted per twenty-four hours

per square foot per °F. difference in temperature per 1 inch thickness.

Weight in Temperature difference in

lb. per degrees Fahrenheit.

Material. c. ft. 200. 300. 400. 500. 600. 700. 800.

Magnesia brick 164*0 268 273 276 280 284 288 292

Silica brick 97*0 123 127 132 136 139 142 145

Vitrified building brick 133*0 84 89 92 97 102 105 110

No. 1 fire-brick 131*0 52 57 62 66 70 74 77

Repressed, burned
kieselguhr brick 23-2 24'0 25-0 26-0 26*0 26*5 27*0 27*5

Natural kieselguhr
brick _L to grain 33*0 19*9 20*0 20*5 21*0 21*5 21*9 22*3

Nonpareil insulating

brick 24*0 13*0 14*4 15*6 16*8 17-8 18-S 19*6
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900.

Temperature difference

decrees Fahrenheit.
1000. 1100. 1200. 1300.

in

1400. 1500,

296
148
113
81

300
151
116
83

302
153
119
85

305
154
121
86-5

307
156
123
87-0

309
158
124
87-5

310
159
125
87-5

27-7 28-0 28-1 28-2 28-5 28-5 28-5

22-7 23-1 23-5 23-9 24-3 24-7 252

20-1 20-6 21-0 21-4 21-7 22-0

F. W.
222

H.

Weight in

lb. per
Material. e. ft.

Magnesia brick 164*0

Silica brick 97"0

Vitrified building brick 1330
No. 1 fire-brick 131"0

Repressed, burned
kieselguhr brick 232

Natural kieselguhr
brick ± to grain .... 330

Nonpareil insulating
brick 24.0

46. Bauxite Fireclay in Scotland. Summary of Pro-
gress of the Geological Survey of Great Britain
(British Clayworker, 1919—20, 28, 269).—A brief account was
given of the character, origin, and extent of the deposits of the

Ayrshire bauxitic clay. It was hard and had a conchoidal frac-

ture, oolitic structure, and high percentage of alumina. The
majority of the alumina was combined with silica and the excess

alumina was not soluble in hydrochloric acid to any great extent.

This latter fact distinguished the clay from bauxites, since they
contained a large amount of alumina soluble in hydrochloric acid.

The clay was either deposited in its present form or, more prob-

ably, as a normal bauxite and had undergone silicification. Clay
from the same seams in the Kilmarnock district was not nearly

so refractory. The bauxitic clay was usually pale grey to buff

in colour, but red, green, mottled, and even black varieties were
common. The deposits varied in composition as follows :

—

A12 3 26—50 per cent. Ti0 2 2 —14 per cent.

Si0 2 28—50 „ „ Combined water 7-5—15 „
Fe 2 3 1— 8 „ „

The refractoriness varied from S.K. 38 for the best grade to

S.K. 29 for the inferior types. F. W. H.

47. The Rehydration of Calcined Clays. J. S. Laird and
R. F. Geller (J. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1919, 2, 828).—After being
calcined at 600° or 700°, clays could be rehydrated and much of

their original plasticity restored by treatment in an autoclave with
water for forty-eight hours at 200° to 250°. The higher the tem-
perature of calcination the slower and more incomplete was the
rehydration. It was suggested that on ignition clays formed an
anhydride which could be rehydrated as described or when heated
to higher temperatures was broken down by further reactions,

resulting in the formation of sillimanite. F. W. H.

48. The Effect of Wet Grinding, Screening, and of Electro-
lytes and Dextrin on Clays of Low Plasticity and Strength.
H. W. Douda (J. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1920, 3, 885).—Three clays
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were selected and crushed to 20-mesh size. The wet grinding
was done on 15 lb. samples for thirty, sixty, and one hundred and
twenty minutes. Distilled water was used throughout, one series

of tests being made without the addition of electrolytes, a second
with 1 per cent, of NaOH, a third with 1 per cent, of NaOH, the
coarse material being removed by screening, and a fourth series

with 1 per cent, of NaOH and 1 per cent, of dextrin, and screening

through a 150-mesh sieve to remove coarse material. Cross-

breaking strengths were determined in the dry condition and
after firing to cone. 2. The water of plasticity, drying shrinkage,

dry density, firing shrinkage, and porosity of the fired specimens
were determined in the usual way. Elutriation tests, using

Schurecht's method (this Journal, vol. 4, Abs. p. 156), were made
in order to compare the effects of these treatments on the fineness

of grain of the products.

The dry strength of clays, it was found, could be increased 76*2

to 675 per cent, by wet grinding for two hours. An additional

increase of 191 to 78*3 per cent, was obtained by adding 1 per

cent, of caustic soda to the clay and wet grinding. By removing
the coarse material by screening the clay through a 150-mesh sieve

an additional increase in strength of 240 to 35'5 per cent, was
obtained. The addition of 1 per cent, of dextrin caused a further

increase of 16*1 to 52*6 per cent. A combination of the foregoing

treatments gave an increase in dry strength of 188 to 2050 per cent.

The plasticity of the clays was increased by wet grinding, screen-

ing, and the addition of 1 per cent, of dextrin. The addition of

1 per cent, of caustic soda toughened the clay in the plastic con-

dition, making it slightly more difficult to mould. Scumming was
noticed where soda had been employed and where no wet grinding

had been used. This scumming was overcome by the addition

of dextrin with the soda or the use of only 0*5 to 0*7 per cent, of

caustic soda.

The drying shrinkage and water of plasticity were increased by
wet grinding, whilst the apparent density decreased. The fine-

ness of grain of the clay was increased by wet grinding, and further

increase was obtained by the addition of 1 per cent, of caustic

soda. The clay strength after burning was increased 127 to 1700

per cent, by the foregoing treatments. F. W. H.

49. Tests to Determine the Uses for Clay. R. F. Mac-
Michael {British Clayworker, 1920—21, 29, 189).—The author

described a series of standardised works tests, and reproductions

of record forms, on which the results were entered, were given.

The general physical characteristics of the clay were first noted

and recorded on the test sheets. These included colour, hard-

ness, fracture, uniformity, organic matter, foreign material, be-

haviour in crushing, pugging and forcing through dies, and remarks
of a general nature. Plasticity was determined by noting the

amount of water required to form a slip of standard thickness or

viscosity. The clay was blunged, deflocculated to its maximum
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viscosity with a suitable electrolyte, and diluted with water to a
standard viscosity. The amount of water contained in the slip

was determined and was a measure of the plasticity. The wet-

strength of the clay was tested in a machine similar in operation

to the ordinary cement-testing machine. Blunging and screening

through a 200-mesh sieve separated the clay into two portions,

each of which was dried and weighed and its character noted.

Chemical analysis was made as usual and recorded in the space

provided. Drying qualities were examined by drying 100 grams
of wet clay in briquette form at 160° F. under standard conditions.

A balance and shrinkage gauge indicated the loss of weight and
shrinkage simultaneously. These values, noted from time to

time on the test sheet, were finally plotted as the drying curve.

For tests on dry and fired material, bars half an inch in diameter
were expressed on to a grooved board and cut into 5-inch lengths.

The bars were then stamped with a sample number and notched
with a 100 mm. gauge and the average wet weight noted. On
these samples drying shrinkage, firing shrinkage, breaking weight
(transverse), warping, loss of weight, porosity, and density were
determined. The point at which a sample sagged under its own
weight on heating was taken as its refractory index.

Full directions were given for clay testing along the foregoing

lines and illustrations of the various pieces of apparatus were
given. The author had used these tests for a considerable time,

and found them to give satisfactory results when the findings

were applied commercially. F. W. H.

50. The Phenomena of Clay Plasticity Explained. R. F.
MacMichael {British Clayivorker, 1920—21, 29, 163).—As a result

of several years' work the author concluded that (a) the strength
of clay, whether plastic, dry, or burned, was due to the molecular
cohesion of the clay particles themselves

; (b) water, when added
to a mass of dry clay, produced a disruptive force within the mass,
opposing cohesion and reducing the strength of the clay

;
(c) plas-

ticity resulted from a balancing of the forces of cohesion and dis-

ruption; (d) fluids other than water might be used to produce
plasticity in clay; (e) organic matter, soluble salts, and colloids,

except as the latter are considered to be merely fine, insoluble
particles of the clay itself, were not essential to plasticity.

The general observations upon which these conclusions were
based were given in detail. F. W. H.

51. Carbonaceous Composition for Making Moulds,
Plungers, etc. A. M. Glass, London (B. C. Gilligan and
W. B. Duck, both in U.S.A.) (Brit. Pat., November 5th, 1919,
No. 143792. Provisional No. 27277).—Relates to a carbonaceous
composition to be used for making moulds, dies, cores, plungers,
rolls, etc., used in the manufacture of glassware. Articles pro-
duced in moulds, etc., of the composition described are stated to
have a surface lustre and sharpness similar to cut glass. Powdered
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graphite, after treatment with sulphuric acid and potassium chlorate,

is mixed with gas-retort carbon and partly carbonised sugar in a

pug-mill. A mixture of caramelised sugar and water is then

added, and the whole composition mixed to a stiff paste and pressed

to the desired shape hydraulically. H. G. C.

52. Method for Cleaning Glass-drawing Pots. C. Day
(Assignor to L. S. Skelton) (U.S.A. Pat., March 16th, 1920, No.

1333903. Filed January 3rd, 1919, No. 269494).—The invention

consists of an arrange-

ment of apparatus for

melting-off the con-

gealed glass or " after-

math " remaining in a
drawing-pot after the

end of the draw. The
device consists of an

*' L-shaped frame, 1,

6 Fig. 17, secured to a

shaft, 15, which is

mounted at an angle

of 45° to the vertical

face of a furnace.

Two pots are secured

§§ to the ends of the frame,

Yia. 17. as shown, by means of

clamps, 6, which can
be tightened by screw shafts, 14, to grip arms formed on the
bases of the pots. It can be seen that by rotating the shaft,

15, a pot can be turned from the horizontal drawing-position
into a vertical position opposite an opening, 20, in the furnace
wall, where it is submitted to the heat in the furnace. Thus the
aftermath can be melted out of one pot while a draw is being
made from the other. A similar device may be mounted on the
opposite side of the furnace. G. D.

53. Glass Furnaces. H. Wilkinson, Stourbridge (Brit.

Pat., November 10th, 1919, No. 143125. Provisional No. 24437).

—A glass furnace has a
grate, B, just beneath the

eye, D, as in the old English

type of furnace, and a re-

cuperator, H, from which
heated secondary air is intro-

duced into the eye through
passages, J. Fuel is prefer-

ably fed to the grate by a

mechanical stoker such as

the Frisbie feeder. The
eye, D, may taper up-

wards.
H. G.C.
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54. Crucible Furnaces. A. E. White London {Fours el

Procedes Maihy Soc. Anon. ; Liege, Belgium) (Brit. Pat., September
10th, 1919, No. 143117. Provisional No. 22261).—A slab for

supporting one or more crucibles

in a gas-heated furnace, especially

for use in the treatment of glass,

is adapted to receive the molten
material in case of fracture of the

crucible and carry it away through
a pipe or channel. As shown, the

slab, 5, is supported on a central

pillar, 7, and. is formed with a

recessed upper surface and a

lateral channel or pipe, 18. As
shown, a central vertical passage,

20, may be provided in the slab,

a corresponding passage being ^
formed in the supporting pillar.

Any suitable burner may be em-
ployed, but the furnace shown has
a burner consisting of an annular

chamber, 6, filled with pieces of

porous and refractory material

to which gas is supplied by the

pipe, 9, and the annular channel,

10, while air is supplied by the

passage, 12, and annular channel,

13. Grooves may be made in

the slope of the ledge of the slab.

55. Oil-fired Furnaces. A. A. Mohn, London (Brit. Pat.,

July 11th, 1919, No. 143094. Provisional No. 17458).—Consists

of detail improvements in oil-

fired melting-furnaces for glass,

etc., of the kind having a burner
at one end, a working chamber
at the other, and outlets to the

chimney in the side walls as de-

scribed in specification 26494/12.
The working chamber is made
higher and wider than the burner
end of the furnace, with roof, E',

and walls, E, overlapping the roof

and walls of the burner end.

The outlet ports, L, are nearer

the burner end, preferably one-

third of the total length there-

from, and two alternative passages
to the chimney are provided, one,

0, for use when burning fight fuel

and considerably longer than the

other, M, adopted for heavier fuel.

Fig. 19.

H. G. C.

Fig. 20.

Burners, /, which may be
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of the kind described in specification 135902, are arranged in a

group directed through a single hole in the front, or each through

a separate hole. The furnace is carried on longitudinal beams,

A 1
, A 2

, A 3
, of concrete or reinforced concrete. H. G. C.

56. An Improved Muffle Lehr. W. 0. Amsler (U.S.A. Pat.,

May 25th, 1920, No. 1341031. Filed April 3rd, 1916, No. 88462).

—The invention consists of a muffle furnace particularly adapted

Fig. 22.

for use as a lehr or as an enamelling stove. Fig. 21 is a transverse

section and Fig. 22 a longitudinal section of the device.

The admission flue, 1, for supplying the gas extends longitudin-
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ally above the lehr and communicates by a series of short pipes, 2,

with the combustion space, 15, above the muffle chamber, 17.

The combustion spaces, 15, 18, surround the muffle and com-

municate with passages, 20, 25, which lead to two flues, 27, along-

side the chimney flue, 28. Surrounding the combustion space are

vertical flues, 8, and cross flues, 4, which constitute tortuous air

conduits leading from the air intakes, 11, to openings in the dividing

walls, 6, immediately below the gas inlets, 2. These flues, 4, 8,

form recuperators by which the air in passing from the intake,

11, to the gas inlet is heated by conduction through the wall, 6,

of the combustion space.

Combustion takes place below the pipes, 2, and the hot gases

flow downwards around the muffle and pass into the flues, 27,

and thence into the chimney flue, 28. Auxiliary pipes, 7, lead into

the pipe, 2, for the purpose of admitting either oil or natural gas

when these are used as fuel instead of producer gas. G. D.

57. Control of Temperature Lehrs in Annealing. Th.

Teisen (Brit. Pat., July 16th, 1919, No. 142710. Provisional

No. 17817).—In a furnace such as an annealing kiln or lehr for

glassware, etc., in which the goods are passed through a tunnel-

like chamber, any desired temperature gradient is obtained by
means of a number of dampered outlets, c, spaced along the tunnel

and connected to a common flue, d, which is arranged below the

ss: *s \ w'w1

v v w v \'\ w v wj-^t-n W \\v\ v'. \ K.^^7\[Z3y "'''ST^TTq

G?

Fig. 23.

tunnel and has two or more dampered connections, e, to the chimney.
Hot waste gases can thus be withdrawn as desired along the tunnel,

while cold air entering at the exit end is prevented from causing

a too sudden drop of temperature. The heating chamber, g, is

fired from a combined producer, b, the hot gas from which is either

burnt before entering the chamber, g, or, as shown, is burnt in the
chamber, g, itself. The secondary air may be heated by contact
with the flue, d, or in the walls of the producer. The goods may
be exposed to the hot gases or enclosed within a muffle.

H. G. C.

VOL. V.
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VIII. Chemical Analysis.

58. A Sensitive Reagent for Cobalt. I. Bellucci (Gazz.

Chim. ital., 1919, 49, (2), 2M).—$-Nitroso-K-naphthol, if used
according to Atack's directions (J. Soc Chem. 2nd., 1915, 34,

641) was stated to be ten times more sensitive as a reagent for

cobalt than <x-nitroso-(3-naphthol, and by it 1 mg. of cobalt in

17 litres of water could be detected. A. C.

59. Separation of Nickel and Cobalt. N. Compin (Ann.
Chim. analy., 1920, [ii], 2, 218).—Potassium xanthate precipitated

both cobalt and nickel from a hydrochloric acid solution, if added
in slight excess. The nickel compound was dissolved to a blue

solution by ammonia, but the cobalt compound was insoluble.

For the estimation of a small amount of cobalt in nickel, the latter

should be reprecipitated with hydrochloric acid and again dis-

solved in ammonia, to remove traces of cobalt which at first passed
into solution. A. C.

60. Separation of Chlorides of Sodium and Potassium
from Magnesium Chloride. S. Palkin (-/. Amer. Chem.
Soc, 1920, 42, 1618).—The mixed chlorides of magnesium, sodium,
and potassium were dissolved in the minimum amount of cold

water (1*5 c.c. per 0*5 gram of chlorides) in a 150 c.c. flask and a
drop of concentrated hydrochloric acid was added. The flask was
given a swirling motion and 25 c.c. of absolute alcohol were added,
followed by 25 c.c. of ether. The mixture was allowed to stand
five minutes, or until the precipitate agglomerated. A large

amount of magnesium led to the formation of a gelatinous precipi-

tate, when mere absolute alcohol was necessary. The precipitate

was filtered through a Gooch crucible with gentle suction, and the
flask washed out with alcohol : ether = 1:4. The filtrate was
evaporated to dryness, the residue taken up with 10 c.c. of absolute

alcohol and one drop of concentrated hydrochloric acid, and
50 c.c. of ether were added gradually while rotating the vessel.

After standing for twenty minutes the contents of the vessel were
poured through the same Gooch crucible as before and the latter

was dried, gently ignited, and weighed to obtain the amount of

sodium and potassium chlorides present. The filtrate was evapor-
ated, the residue taken up with 5 c.c. of concentrated hydrochloric

acid, and magnesium determined in the usual way. M. P.

61. Determination of Potassium as Perchlorate. G. P.

Baxter and F. E. Rupert (J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1920, 42, 2046).—
Methyl and denatured ethyl alcohols, the latter containing 5 per
cent, of methyl alcohol, were substituted for absolute alcohol.

Methyl alcohol was found of little value since the solubility of

potassium perchlorate in it was far greater than in absolute ethyl

alcohol. Denatured alcohol acted like absolute alcohol. Tables
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were given showing that the same accuracy was obtained at 20°

as at 0°.

The method adopted for mixtures containing about 0*3 gram of

potassium perchlorate and —10 gram of sodium perchlorate

consisted in washing with 20+5+5 c.c. of O'l per cent, per-

chloric acid in alcohol to extract the sodium perchlorate, followed

by 75 to 100 c.c. of 0*1 per cent, perchloric acid in alcohol saturated

with potassium perchlorate, in order to wash the residual potassium
salt. Filtration was carried out through platinum sponge, the

precipitate dissolved in water, evaporated down with perchloric

acid, and the whole process repeated. The maximum error of

twenty-three experiments using the above quantities was 0'0006

gram and the mean error 0*00024 gram. M. P.

62. New Method for the Determination of Potassium
in Silicates. Jerome J. Morgan (J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 1921,

13, 225).—The author stated that for the determination of potassium
alone in silicate materials which were free from appreciable amounts
of sulphur compounds the following method of procedure was the

simplest and proved most satisfactory :

—

About 0*5 gram of material is decomposed by digesting, at the

ordinary temperature, with an excess of hydrofluoric acid, the
excess acid being removed by evaporating to dryness on a sand-
bath at a low temperature. Twenty-five c.c. of 3^-hydrochloric
acid are added and the mixture is warmed until practically all

the calcium fluoride is in solution. Then about 10 c.c. of 10 per
cent, perchloric acid are added and evaporation is continued until

dense white fumes are evolved.

The residue is now taken up with hot water and 1 or 2 c.c. more
perchloric acid are added and evaporation to dense white fumes
repeated.

The residue from this final evaporation is allowed to cool

thoroughly and then treated with some 20 c.c. of alcohol (98 per
cent, alcohol containing 1 c.c. of 60 per cent, perchloric acid per
300 c.c.) and digested with constant stirring for at least fifteen

minutes. When quite cool the solution is decanted through a Gooch
crucible and the potassium perchlorate washed with small quantities

of alcohol. The precipitate is then dried for at least thirty minutes
at about 130°. The precipitate, KC104 , is soluble in hot water,
and thus, by washing the Gooch with hot water, a check weight is

obtainable.

The author claims the following advantages for this method :

—

1. It is unnecessary to use finely ground material.

2. There is no loss of potassium by volatilisation, as is the case
with other methods, where the salts, usually chlorides, are

heated in order to decompose the silicate or to remove
ammonium compounds.

3. Separation of other elements by precipitation are avoided.
Hence there is no loss of potassium by adsorption, formation
of double salts, etc.

3 *
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4. Under the conditions outlined above the potassium compound
is the most insoluble of any used in the determination of

potassium, and is absolutely constant in composition.

6. The only time-consuming operations are evaporations, and
these may be carried on with very little attention.

C. M. M.

IX.—Machinery for the Working of Glass.

63. Glass-blowing Device. A. R. Hunter, Connecticut,

U.S.A. (Brit. Pat., February 13th, 1919, No. 142929. Provisional

No. 3564).—Relates to a method of preventing the formation of

too hard a skin on parisons owing
to the chilling action of the parison

mould and plunger. As soon as

the pressing is completed and the

plunger withdrawn, the parison,

3 (Fig. 24), is raised out of con-

tact with the mould, 1, by a rod,

4, or the mould is opened slightly.

The chilled surface of the parison
is reheated and softened by heat
from the interior mass, M, of the

glass, by the time the parison is removed for blowing. H. G. C.

64. Improvements in Glass-blowing Machines. W. J.

Miller, U.S.A. (Brit. Pat., October 30th, 1918, No. 143827.
No. 9235/20).—In a glass-blowing machine of the kind comprising

a series of blank and finishing moulds
movable step by step to different

stations for various operations, and
means for blowing the gather in the
blank mould, transferring the blank
to the finishing-mould by turning it

over independently of the blank
mould, and blowing it in the finishing-

mould, the articles are taken from
the opened finishing-moulds by grip-

ping-members, 177, pivoted on a vertical axis, 178, on an arm,
174, movable about horizontal trunnions, 175, on a rotary sup-
porting-member. The members, 177, are adapted to be depressed
and closed to grip an article in the opened mould, then elevated
to raise the article clear of the mould bottom and swung to remove
it from the mould, then lowered and opened to release the article

and deposit it on a support, and finally raised and returned to their

initial position, the opening and closing and raising and lowering
movements being effected by cam and roller devices mounted on
the arm, 174, and on a relatively movable operating-member con-

nected by a rod, 166, to an oscillating arm, 35, which effects the

/7Z 178

Fig. 25.
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rotary movement of the moulds, and adjustable in height to suit

the size of the mould. At the termination of each swinging move-
ment of the arm, 174, the supporting-member of the trunnions is

locked by catches, 194, which are released after the parts have
moved relatively to cause the cam and roller devices to operate at

the start of the next movement of the rod, 106.

Specification 142156 is referred to. H. G. C.

65. Semi-automatic Glass-blowing Machine. F. O'Neill,
U.S.A. (Brit. Pat., February 6th, 1919, No. 144344. No.
2932). — Relates to a semi-automatic pneumatically-operated
machine for blowing glass bottles, etc., of the type in which tUm-

^5-4

Fig. 26.

over mechanisms are carried on rotating tables. According to
the invention, the parisons are each transferred mechanically from
the parison moulds to the blowing-moulds and the circular paths
of the moulds do not overlap. The table, 17, supporting the
parison moulds, 95, and the table, 35, supporting the finishing-

moulds, 197, are rotated intermittingly through an angle of 60 degrees
by a rack, 25, and long pinion, 32. At the first station, the in-
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verted parison mould is charged by hand, a valve lever being
tripped by the punty so as to start the mechanism.
The excess of metal is cut off automatically by shears, a cover

is brought down on to the mould and air admitted so as to con-
solidate the metal, the neck is formed by a plunger, which rises

from below, and a small puff of air is admitted to prevent the soft

glass from falling into the initial neck opening. At the second
station the blank is blown in the parison mould. In passing to the
third station it is inverted by the action of gearing, 115, 148. At
the third, or transfer, station, the parison and neck moulds are

opened and the blank is transferred by tongs, 171, to a finishing-

mould, 197. In a modification, each finishing-mould moves radially

outwards on the table, 35, to receive the parison instead of transfer

tongs, 171, being employed. At the fourth station, which is 120
degrees distant from the third, the final blowing takes place. At
the fifth station the finished bottle is placed on a conveyor, 254,
which removes it to the lehr. H. G. C.

66. Glass Bulb-blowing Machine. W. J. Mellersh-
Jackson (Brit. Pat., December 31st, 1919, No. 142765. Westlake-
European Machine Co., Spitzer Buildings, Toledo, Ohio, U.S.A.
Provisional No. 32870).—Relates to glass-blowing machines of the

Fig. 27.

type described in specification 26222/11, having blowpipes or
spindles. According to the present invention, the blowpipe or
spindle, 26, is rotated on its own axis at a low speed during the
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preliminary blowing of the blank; while the spindle, 26 (Fig. 27),

is being swung about the hori-

zontal shaft, 48, to lengthen the

blank, the rotation is arrested;

during the blowing in the mould,

27, the rotation is resumed at a

higher speed, so that a higher air

pressure can be employed; and
the neck of the bulb is finally

rotated in the reverse direction

at a low speed against a scoring-

knife, 42 (Fig. 28), prior to the

bulb being knocked off by an arm,
105. To produce the rotation of

the spindle, 26, described above,

it is connected by gearing, 46,

with a shaft, 48, provided at its

inner end with a sliding section,

49, bearing a large spur wheel,

53, and a small one, 52. The sliding shaft, 49, is moved longi-

tudinally by fixed cams, 69, 70, 71, as the main frame revolves.

In this way the large wheel, 53, is first engaged with a fixed rack,

63, and imparts slow rotation to the spindle, 26. A period of

disengagement follows, and then the small wheel, 52, is engaged
with a rack, 62, causing high-speed rotation during blowing. The
mould then opens and the large wheel is engaged with a lower

rack, 64, which imparts low-speed reverse rotation to the spindle

while the neck of the blown bulb is in contact with a spring-pressed

scoring-knife, 42. The rotation of the main frame then causes the

spindle, 26, to press back a spring-pressed pivoted lever, 107, which
carries a wooden arm, 105. When the lever, 107, escapes from the

spindle, 26, the arm, 105, swings back and knocks off the bulb.

Each head on the machine may carry two spindles. H. G. C.

67. Glass Delivery Device. E.
No. 142365. Filed July 9th, 1919
Molten glass passes from the furnace
through a revolving tube provided
with two or more radial nozzles
which are successively brought into
the delivery position. As shown,
the tube, A, mounted in water-
cooled bearings, D, is provided K-\
with two nozzles, B, B1

, and is ^
revolved by gearing, e1

, h\ h3 , N\
The nozzles when out of operative
position are heated by a gas jet,

etc., to remove adhering glass.
Doors, a1

, give access to the in-
teriors of the nozzles. H. G. C.

H. Langwell (Brit. Pat.

Provisional No. 17226).—

Fig. 29.
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Fig. 30.

68. Glass Delivery Device. S. D. Olsen (Brit. Pat.,
February 22nd, 1919, No. 143606. Provisional No. 4476).

—Relates to apparatus for

charging parison moulds, C,
mounted on a rotating table,

J3, from a tank, A. The
stream, A', of molten metal is

cut into charges, a', by shears,

E. Each charge drops into a
trough, a, which is oscillated

by a cam, D', and levers, b 1
,

b 2
, b 3

. The charge is laid out
in the trough, a, in the form
of a strip as the trough, a,

moves to the right, and is

then shot into the mould, C,

or into a trough leading to

it, when the trough, a, moves
to the left, as shown in dotted lines. H. G. C.

69. Glass Delivery from a Tank Furnace.
W. L. Pratt, London (C. H. Rankin, U.S.A.)
(Brit. Pat., December 30th, 1919, No. 143159.
Provisional No. 32634).—Relates to a modifica-

tion of the apparatus described in specification

144552 for delivering uniform charges of molten
glass or other material from a tank furnace.

According to the invention, the upper edge of

the discharge hole, C, is formed as a seating, D,
for a tubular valve, E, which is raised and
lowered pneumatically. The flow of metal is

further controlled by the rise and fall of a plunger,

F, which is moved independently of the tube, E.
The strokes of the plunger, F, and tube, E, may
be varied by adjustable discs, S, L, in the pneu-
matic cylinders, R, K. The compressed air may
be controlled by the valve mechanism described

in specification 143794. The tube, E, is provided
with flues, G. H. G. C.

70. Glass Delivery from a Tank Furnace. W. L. Pratt
(Brit. Pat., November 6th, 1919, No. 144552. Provisional No.
27378).—Relates to apparatus for delivering uniform charges of

glass or other molten material from a tank furnace. According
to the invention, the charge during extrusion is surrounded by
a tubular member or bo$ to prevent chilling, the box being mov-
able downwards to permit shears to operate close to the orifice.

The apparatus is operated by pneumatic power, the timing

of the various movements being controlled by a valve of the

kind described in specification 143794. The molten metal, G
(Fig. 32), flows from a hole, H, in the bottom of a bay, T, in the

melting tank, the rate of flow being made to fluctuate by the

Fig. 31.
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Fig. 32.

rise and fall of a plunger, 11. As the plunger, 11, rises after

the delivery of a charge, a water-cooled
conical box, 13, is raised against the
tank bottom by the action of the pis-

ton, 34, and levers, 27, 31. A slide, 14,

is moved to the left by a piston, 19,

so as to close the bottom of the box,

13, and a blast of air and gas issues

from a hole, 15. This drives the molten
metal back into the hole, H, and also

reheats it. The slide, 14, is then drawn
aside, the box, 13, is lowered and the
plunger, 11, descends, causing the de-

livery of a charge which is cut off by
shears, 50. The shears are operated
by a piston, 59, having a cushioning-

valve, 66, to reduce shock when the
shears, 50, open. The box, 13, and
the gear connected with it are mounted
on a slide, 36, which can be moved to
the right by a piston, 39, so as to move
the box, 13, clear of the hole, H. An
oil spray is provided to cool the shears,

50. In a modification, the plunger, 11"

(Fig. 33), is formed with a chamber, 11'',

in which the air pressure is varied by
means of a pipe, 10", so as to assist the action of the plunger in

expelling the charges from the hole, H, H, G. C.
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71. Glass Feeding Device. Hartford-Fairmont Co., New-
York, U.S.A. (Assignees of K. E. Peiler, Connecticut, U.S.A.) (Brit.

Pat., January 15th, 1920, No. 142785. Provisional No. 1364.

Convention date, May 5th, 1919. Not yet accepted).—Prelates to
the delivery from a tank furnace, 1, of uniform charges of molten
glass. The object of the invention is to deliver charges which are

shaped to fit approximately the mould in which the charge is to

be formed. According to the invention, the cross-sections at suc-

cessive points along each charge are controlled by varying the rate

Fig. 34.

of discharge from the orifice, 3. This variation is produced by the

action of a vertically reciprocating plunger or impeller, 13, driven

by variable cam mechanism of the kind employed with the known
paddle-feed or oscillating impeller. The figures show the action

of the impeller, 13, and also a tapered charge in a bottle blank
mould. The diameter of the orifice, 3, may be altered by ex-

changing the movable ring, 52. The level of glass in the bay, 2,

is controlled by a gate, 41. Shears, 4, and delivery trough, 5, of

known kind are described. H. G. C.

72. Means for Transferring- Glass to Moulds. L. D.
Soubier (Assignor to Owens Bottle Machine Co.) (U.S.A. Pat.,

October 19th, 1920, No. 1356174. Filed August 26th, 1918, No.
251530).—This invention relates to a means for transferring charges

of molten glass from a receiving position beneath a furnace dis-

charge orifice, to the moulds carried on the table of a forming
machine. The glass transfer device comprises a divided cup carried

by a pair of arms pivoted to the mould table so that the cup can
swing outward as it reaches the charging position. The cup, having
received its charge, is brought back by means of a cam until it

comes directly over the mould ; the cup sections are then automa-
tically opened and the charge is allowed to fall into the mould.

This transfer device can be used on continuously rotating

machines, stops being provided to keep the cup in register with

the flow orifice while receiving the charge.

Tn Fig. 35 the split cup, 14, is carried between arms, 15 and 16,
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which are pivoted at 17. Normally the cup is held outwards
by means of a torsion spring, but after receiving its charge the

roll, 24, comes up against the cam, 23, thus forcing the cup over

the mould, 10. As it approaches this position the lug, 27, on the

Fig. 35.

arm, 16, comes up against the stop, 30, thus arresting the move-
ment of the arm, 16, and causing the continued movement of the

arm, 15, to open the cup. As the transfer cup is only over the
mould for a short period it does not interfere with the blowing
head or other mechanisms connected with the moulds. S. E.

73. Glass Automatic Feeding Device. Hartford-Fair-

mont Co., U.S.A. (Assignees of K. E. Peeler, Connecticut, U.S.A.)
(Brit. Pat., January 15th, 1920, No. 142786. Provisional No.
1371. Convention date, May 5th, 1919. Not yet accepted).

—

Relates to appar-

atus of the kind
described in specifi-

cation 105672, for

delivering uniform
charges of molten
glass from a tank
furnace, 1, b}' the

action of an oscil-

lating impeller.

According to the

present invention,

the discharge takes

place through an
orifice, 3, which is

submerged during

operation, and the

weight and shape
of the charges are controlled by the variations in depth of the

Fig. 30.
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molten metal above the orifice, 3, caused by the movement of the
impeller, 4. A vertically reciprocating plunger or " secondary im-
peller," 5, may be employed to assist in controlling the discharge.
The operating mechanism, shears, cooling arrangements, etc., are
similar to those described in specification 105672. H. G. C.

74. Glass Rod Machine and Process. R. M. Corl and
H. F. Hagemeyer (Assignors to J. N. Willys) (U.SA. Pat., March
25th, 1919, No. 1298463. Filed February 14th, 1913, No.
748300).—This invention refers to the mechanical drawing of glass

rod or tube from previously formed blanks. The successive charges
are placed on rotating rollers carried on a travelling endless chain

;

each charge being pressed up to the preceding one so as to form
one large continuous blank. The endless chain carries the blanks
forward into a chamber, where they are reheated and the tube is

then drawn off through an adjacent cooling chamber by means of

another endless chain travelling at a faster rate than the previous
one. This faster conveyor chain carries the glass supported between
rollers which give it the same rotational speed as the glass in the
heating chamber.
The thickness and size of the glass tube can be regulated by

varying the temperature of the heating chamber and the rate at

which the second conveyor chain travels. S. E.

75. Pressing Glass. A. L. Bingham (Assignor to Ball
Bros. Glass Manufacturing Co.) (U.S.A. Pat., May 18th, 1920,

No. 1340366. Filed June 2, 1917, No. 172391.)—A glass press

having a multiplicit}'' of moulds arranged on a rotating table has
its plunger reciprocated mechanically, but a compressed air cylinder

is interposed between the plunger and the reciprocating cross-

head in order to prevent variations of pressure due to inequalities

in the amounts of metal in

the moulds.
The moulds, 32, Fig. 37,

are mounted on a table which
is rotated step by step about
a central hollow vertical col-

umn, 41. Each mould has a
bottom, 33, which is lifted to

eject the finished ware, and a

ring mould, 35, which is

periodically lifted and swung
to one side when the finished

ware is ejected. The column,
41, also carries the slides of

a crosshead, 24, which is

reciprocated by connecting
rods, 23, 231

, and cranks on
a shaft, 21. Connected to

the crosshead, 24, by means
Fig. 37. of a screw, 46, is a piston, 45,
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which works in a cylinder, 44, that slides in vertical guides. 42, 43,

the upper side of the piston being open to the atmosphere, while

compressed air is admit-

ted by a pipe, 51, to

the space below the

piston. The cylinder,

44, has a cross arm, 55,

to which a cylinder,

56, Fig. 38, is secured,

and compressed air is

admitted by a pipe, 75,

to the cylinder above
a piston, 57. This pis-

ton is connected by
rods, 58, sliding through
the cross arm, 55, with

a collar, 59, which sur-

rounds the water-cooled

plunger, 61. Thus when
air is admitted to the

cylinder, 56, the collar,

59, is driven downwards
and presses the ring, 35,

firmly against the top of

the mould. In use, the

plunger is reciprocated
{

primarily by the con- {

necting rods, 23, 23 1
, but

the total stroke of the

crosshead, 24, is greater

than the desired stroke of the plunger. The air pressure in the

cylinder, 44, however, which is sufficiently great to cause easy entry

of the plunger into the glass in the mould, cushions the stroke of

the plunger and permits the plunger " to press the glass properly,

irrespective of variations of quantities within the mould." G. D.

76. Drawing Sheet Glass. J. Whittemore (Assignor to

Libbey-Owens Sheet Glass Co.) (U.S.A. Pat., January 27th, 1920,

No. 1328864. Filed May 16th, 1918, No. 234867).—Relates to

the process of making sheet glass in which the glass is drawn
vertically upwards in a sheet from the metal in a forehearth by a

roll, 8, a^id bending around the roll, passes

horizontally into a lehr.

In order to prevent marring the surface

of the sheet, it has been proposed to make
the roller, 8, of wood and to keep it moist

by letting it dip in a receptacle, 12, through
which water is circulated. Drops of water
are carried upwards by the rolls and the

Fig. 39, excess moisture spirals the surface of the
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sheet. According to the present invention, this defect is avoided

by arranging a longitudinal hood or trough which is pressed on
contact with the surface of the roll, as shown, and maintaining

a partial vacuum in the trough. Any excess moisture is removed
from the surface of the roll as it passes the trough and there is a

uniform distribution of moisture on the surface of the roll. In some
cases, air under pressure is admitted to the hood, the arrangement
of the hood being such that the air blows downwards between the

roll and the lower edge, 15, of the hood. G. D.

77. Drawing Sheet Glass. W. S. Temple and J. A. Kealey
(U.S.A. Pat., March 23rd, 1920, No. 1334569. Filed July 20th,

1916, No. 245809).—Sheet glass is made by drawing the metal
upwards into a lehr arranged vertically over the forehearth of a

tank, the lehr being divided into compartments to facilitate regu-

lation of the temperature. The draw is initiated by means of a

bait and is continued by means of clamps, carried by endless bands,

which grip the edges of the sheet and are opened and closed at

the proper times by means of cam rails. G. D.

78. Continuous Methods of Drawing Glass Sheets.

H. G. Slingluff (Assignor to Pittsburg Plate Glass Co.) (U.S.A.

Pat., May 4th, 1920, No. 1339229. Filed July 11th, 1918, No.
244365).—The invention relates to the process of drawing glass in

flat sheets continuously, and has for its object a means for con-

trolling the temperature of the metal in that part of the tank

from which the sheet is drawn and of means for maintaining the

width of the sheet.

The apparatus is

shown in transverse

section. The metal
from which the sheet

is drawn is contained
in an extension, 1, of

the tank which has
movable roof sections,

5, 6, suspended from
trucks, 9, running on
overhead tracks, 10.

The sections, 5, 6, have
depending curtain
blocks, 7,8, respective-

ly, which reach almost
to the surface of the

metal. The spaces,

23, 24, behind the

FIG . 40. curtain blocks are

heated by the hot
gases in the tank and by burners, 25, 26, respectively, but
the metal between the curtains is cooled by radiation to the
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atmosphere. Thus by adjusting the distance between the sections,

5, 6, the temperature of the metal between the curtains, from which
the sheet is drawn, can be controlled.

A chilling-bar, 11, of refractory material and shaped as shown,
extends across the tank extension with its sharp edge a little distance
below the edge of the metal. The ends of the bar are elevated and
provided with V-shaped grooves which assist in preserving the
width of the sheet. This bar and the means for drawing the sheet
form the subject of a separate patent. G. D.

79. New Method for Drawing Sheet Glass. J. P. Crowley
(Assignor to Libbey-Owens Sheet Glass Co.) (U.S.A. Pat., January
20th, 1920, No. 1328268. Piled March 15th, 1917, No. 155001).—
The invention consists of a process of drawing glass in flat sheets

~ ': ~——-^

IT
Fig. 41.

and is designed to avoid the marking of the sheet which is ex-
perienced when the sheet is drawn vertically and bent over a roll

into a horizontal position.

As shown, the tank, 2, has a forehearth or drawing-pot, 7, and
a roll, 4, preferably of clay, dips in the metal in this forehearth.
As the roll turns, it carries a layer of metal with it and thus serves
as a transfer device to lift metal to the drawing-point, 16, whence
it is drawn awav horizontally in a sheet by rolls, 9, 10, and conveyors,
11, 12. G. D.
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80. The Continuous Drawing of Glass Sheets. B. G.
Bealor (U.S.A. Pat., February
24th, 1920, No. 1331796. Filed

June 7, 1917, No. 173273).—
The metal from which the sheet

is drawn is contained in a dog-
house and is shielded from the
main body of metal by floaters.

The draw is started by a bait

and is continued by rollers, 23,

which support the sheet, 26,

and draw it continuously. In
order to prevent narrowing of

the sheet, water-cooled blocks,

14, having bevelled faces are

partly immersed in the metal
opposite one another as shown.
The sheet is drawn from the
metal between these blocks so

that its edges touch the bevel-

led faces. The chilling of the
metal by the blocks preserves

the width of the sheet. G. D.
Fig. 42.

81. Making Sheet Glass. G. B.
Stanton (U.S.A. Pat., April 27th,

1920, No. 1338261. Filed November
8th, 1916, No. 130192).—The inven-

tion consists of a process of making
sheet glass by drawing metal downwards
over the Up of a pot. A pot, 1, having
a straight and level front edge or lip, 3,

is supported within a furnace, 2, and is

provided with means for tilting it about
the lip. Endless chains, 9, carrying hooks,

10, pass over sprocket wheels on each
side of the furnace, and are so positioned

that bars resting on the hooks are carried

past and close to the lip of the pot.

In operation, iron bars or baits, 11,

heated to a red heat are placed at

intervals on the hooks and the pot is

tilted to discharge the metal. The
metal thus touches and adheres to a

bar and is drawn downwards in a sheet

which is subsequently broken off from
the bars. G. D.

82. Flattening Sheet Glass. G. H. Hahm (U.S.A. Pat.,

February 24th, 1920, No. 1331916. Filed April 15th, 1919,

No. 290213).—The invention consists of an apparatus for auto-

Fig. 43.
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niatically and continuously flattening cylinders of glass. The
cylinders are split into halves longitudinally and each half is sus-

pended, as shown in Fig. 44, from hangers, 20, which project through
a slot, 14, in the roof of a long chamber or oven, 11. The hangers
are secured at their upper ends to an endless cable, 15, and as
this cable is driven by a motor, the glass half-cylinders or " shawls "

are carried through the chamber.
For part of its length, the chamber is heated by burners, 36,

and while passing through this portion, the " shawls " are heated
to such a temperature that they straighten out under their own

Fig. 44.

weight. Each sheet is then carried by the cable into proximity
to an upright flattening stone, 39, as shown in Fig. 44, against

which it is flattened and smoothed by bars, 50, secured to endless

chains, 46, driven by a motor, 52. The bars are preferably of

wood and have their forward edges, 51, bevelled. The finished

sheet is now carried by the cable, 15, into another portion of the
chamber, 11, in which it is allowed to cool while successive sheets

are being heated and flattened. G. D.

83. Drawing Glass Cylinders. W. E. Sloppy (U.S.A.

Pat., February 10th, 1920, No. 1330097. Filed May 21st, 1918,

No. 235848).—The invention relates to the process of drawing
glass cylinders and consists of a device for automatically
supplying air at constant pressure to the cylinder so that no
attention is required from the operator for regulating the air

supply.
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The cage, 2, Fig. 45, which lifts the bait, 10, carries an electric motor
that drives a blower, 14, for supply-
ing air to the cylinder through pipes,

13, 9, and the bait, 11. The upper
end of the pipe, 9, opens into a
cylinder, 24, which is in connection
with a smaller cylinder, 18, having
a piston, 27. The rod 28, of the
piston, 27, has secured to it a head,
38, having contact strips which com-
plete the circuit of the motor when
the piston, 27, is lowered and break
it when the piston rises.

At the commencement of the
draw, the rod, 28, is held down by
a lug on a shaft, 39, turned by a
hand wheel, 41, so that the motor
drives the fan to supply air to

distend the cap of the cylinder.

When the cylinder is of the desired

diameter, the rod, 28, is freed and
acts automatically. Thus if the
pressure in the cylinder is too high,

the piston, 27, rises and breaks the
circuit of the motor so that the sup-

ply of air ceases. As soon as the air

pressure falls to the desired amount,
the piston, 27, falls and the motor
again drives the blower. G. D.

84. Improved Method of Drawing Glass Cylinders.

H. J. Walker (Assignor to Consolidated Machine Co., Bradford,

Pa.) (U.S.A. Pat., January 27th, 1920, No. 1329065. Filed March
19th, 1919, No. 283526).—In apparatus for drawing cylinders in

which the bait is flexibly suspended, guides are arranged above
the surface of the glass which engage arms projecting from the

bait cage just prior to the entry of the bait into the glass. The
bait is thus centred and steadied while entering and leaving the

glass, but is free to be moved laterally during the later stages of

the draw. G. D.

85. Drawing Window Glass Cylinders. H. K. Hitchcock,
(Assignor to Pittsburg Plate Glass Co.) (U.S.A. Pat., January
20th, 1920, No. 1328673. Filed October 8th, 1917, No. 195437).—

The invention consists of a combined drawing and take-down
apparatus and comprises also a means for securing the bait to

the drawing device.

The cylinder is drawn upwards by a cable, 8, which passes

around pulleys, 15, 16, journalled in the take-down frame, 5, and then
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around another pulley, 18, to a motor, 19. The take-down frame, 5,

swings in a vertical plane

about pivots, 6, and carries

at its lower end a counter-

balance, 9. Thus when
the drawing operation is

completed and the bait

holder is stopped by a

member, 20, at the upper
part of the frame, 5, the

continued pull of the motor
causes the frame to swing
over into a horizontal posi-

tion as shown in dotted

lines, thus taking down the

cylinder.

The bait, 3, is attached

to a hollow weight, 4, car-

ried at the end of the cable,

8, by means of lugs which
take over inclined lugs on
the weight similar to a

bayonet joint. The air

supply pipes, 10, are

jointed in the manner of

a pantograph in order to

allow them to move with
the weight. The lower
ends of the pipes are con-

nected to crossheads, 25,

sliding in fixed vertical

guides carried by the frame,

5. Thus by reason of the pantograph arrangement, the upper end
of the pipes, and therefore the weight, 4, which carries the bait, is

forced to travel steadily in a vertical path. G. D.

86. Cutting Glass Cylinders. H. F. Hitner and T. E. Oakes
(Assignors to The Pittsburg Plate Glass Co.) (U.S.A. Pat., May
4th, 1920, No. 1339200. Filed July 11, 1918, No. 244427).—An
electrical device for cutting up glass cylinders consists of a re-

sistance wire passed around the cylinder and secured to a handle
which is furnished with a spring-controlled device for tensioning
the wire. One of the electrical leads is connected to the handle
while the other is furnished with a clip by means of which it can
be secured to the resistance wire. Usually the clip is attached to

the wire at a point diametrically opposite the handle. If the cylinder

is not of uniform thickness, however, the lead can be clipped to the
wire at such a point that the temperature of the two parts of the
resistance wire is different, but the heating effect on the cylinder

is equalised and a good crack is secured, G, D,
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87. Cutting-ofi Device for Window-glass Cylinders.
W. E. Standley (U.S.A. Pat.,

April 27th, 1920, No. 1338109.
Filed August 20th, 1915, No.
46442).—A device for cutting-off

the cylinder at the end of the draw
consists of a ring of gas jets, 18, on
an annular gas tube, 10, resting

on the rim of the drawing-pot, 2.

The tube, 11, is enclosed in another
tube, 10, through which water is

circulated both to cool the tube,

11, and to co-operate with the
bait in chilling the metal at the
commencement of the draw. The
ring also rests on the edge of the
pot and covers the space between
the pot and the furnace wall, thus
preventing hot gases from striking

the cylinder. The inclined side of

the ring also prevents injury to the
pot from falling glass in the event of a cylinder breaking. G. D.

Fig. 47.

88. Grinding or Polishing Lenses. B. Wolinski, West-
cliff-on-Sea (Brit. Pat., December 9th, 1918,

No. 135960. Filed December 9th, 1918,

No. 20393).—A machine for grinding and
polishing cylindrical lenses comprises two
spindles, j, k, driven at the same speed
and in the same direction through gearing,

p, q, r, from a shaft, s, and having similarly

placed crank-pins, g, h, at their lower ends
adapted to engage freely in recesses, e, /, in

a member, a. This member, which may be
either the tool or the work, has a cylindrical

surface adapted to engage the corresponding

surface of the fixed member, d, which may
be the work or the tool; the member a

is thus moved bodily round in relation to the member d.

H. G. C.
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I.—Glass-making Materials.

89. Salt-cake-Water Glass Mixtures as Substitutes for

Alkali in Glass Batches. L. Springer (Sprechsaal, 1920, 53,

21).—Mixtures of salt-cake and water glass had recently been

introduced commercially as substitutes for salt-cake and soda-ash.

The method of calculating the correct amount of the mixture (in

one case 25 per cent, of water glass and 75 per cent, of salt-cake, and
in the other 50 per cent, of each) which must be added to a glass

batch to replace a given amount of salt-cake or soda-ash, was set

out in detail. J. H. D.

90. The Use of Specially Purified Salt-cake in the Manu-
facture of Crystal Glass. K. Killer (Sjjrechsaal, 1920, 53,

93).—Salt-cake having an average percentage composition : free

acid, 1-00; sodium chloride, 0-50; iron oxide, 0-07—0-13, and
the remainder sodium sulphate had been used successfully in the

manufacture of cheajDer forms of glassware, but did not give satis-

factory results when first class crystal glass was required. Ex-
periments on a small scale made with a specially pure salt-cake

containing only 0-08 per cent, of sodium chloride and 0-0009 per cent,

of ferric oxide, and using carefully selected wood charcoal as a

reducing agent resulted in the production of glass of very good
quality. Similar results were obtained when pure potassium
sulphate was used instead of potash. J. H. D.

II.—Glass : Manufacture and Properties.

91. Lead-free Glass for Lamp Bulbs. Corning Glass
Works, U.S.A. (Assignees of E. C. Sullivan and W. C. Taylor,
U.S.A.) (Brit. Pat. No. 145428. June 17th, 1920, No. 16452,

Convention date, February 26th, 1917. Not yet accepted.)

—

Relates to the composition of glass specially suitable, as regards
expansion, viscosity at working temperatures, and resistance to

devitrification, for the manufacture of electric lamp bulbs. Accord-
ing to the invention, the glass contains the following constituents
in the proportions stated, namely, silica 100 molecules, sodium
oxide 20 to 36 molecules, and at least one of the bivalent alkaline-

earth oxides 6 to 36 molecules. The specification gives nine batch
formulae by way of example, the fifth being as follows : Si02 ,

100 molecules (or 63 per cent.) ; Na20, 25-5 molecules (22-2 per cent.)

;

MgO, 7-7 molecules (6-2 per cent.); and CaO, 7-9 molecules (8-8 per
cent.). H. G. C.

92. Elimination of Bubbles from Glass. Schott & Gen.,
Jena, Germany (Brit. Pat,, No. 147487, July 8th, 1920. No.
19445. Convention date, December 7th, 1914. Not yet accepted).

—Bubbles contained in the metal are reduced in size or entirely

vol. v. 4
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eliminated by subjecting the glass Avhile in a soft state to a pressure
of at least 200 atmospheres, so that the gases contained in the bubbles
are absorbed. Specification No. 2912/67 is referred to. H. G. C.

93. Fluor-crown Glass. E. Zschimmer (Zeitsch. Instru-
mentenkunde, 1913, 33, 145).—Abbe knew the valuable properties
of fluorspar for an optical system, and conceived the idea of using
it as a constituent of glass. Since then many efforts had been made
to produce a homogeneous glass containing calcium fluoride in

large quantities. The most successful was the " telescope crown "

glass made by Schott & Gen., which contained 8 to 10 per cent, of

CaF2 . This was not entirely free from streaks and crystals of

fluorspar. As a result of further investigation, the author made
a glass containing sufficient of the fluoride to produce a marked
effect on the mean refractive index and dispersion. This was
useful for photographic systems, but was not very durable. It was
stated that a method of improving the durability had been found,
but it was not described. The optical constants of the new glass

were said to be similar to those of a non-durable borosilicate

crown hitherto used for microscope lenses. J. R. C.

94. The Annealing and Characteristics of Glass. A. Q.
Tool and J. Valasek {Bureau of Standards Papers, U.S.A., 1920,
No. 358).—The study of the characteristics of several glasses and
the application of the results to the annealing of the glasses was
described by the authors.

The range of temperature at which fourteen glasses should be
annealed was found by an optical method. The results are given
in Table I. Cylinders of glass were heated in an electric furnace and
examined between crossed Nicols. The rate of heating near the
annealing temperature was 2° per minute. The specimens used had
already been annealed, so that the restored light observed was due
to temperature gradients. At the annealing temperature a diminu-

Table I.

Critical range. Annealing range.
On heating. On cooling.

No. Name. Annealing Upper
A' B' A B temperature limit
±15° . ±15°. ±15°. ±15°

, ±15°. ±15°.

B.S. 76 Dense flint 435 495 460 490
B.S. 110 Medium flint 405 480 455 485 460 510
B.S. 188 Light flint 445 525 485 525 485 510
B.S. 145 Barium flint 470 550 520 560 515 550
B.S. 20 Light crown 450 525 495 525 480 530
B.S. 94 Borosilicate crown 475 560 515 565 525 550
K. 266 Borosilicate crown 500 585 545 585 525 550
B.S. 87 Light barium crown 520 590 575 605 570 610
B.S. 124 Heavy barium crown

Pyrex tubing
530 610 575

520
630
670

605 625

Approximate formula B 2O s 240 285
013Na.,O,lB2O 3 340 375
0-28Na2

O,lB,O 3 415 445
0-44Na,O,lB

2
O 3 450 480
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tion in the intensity of the light was observed, indicating that the

stresses were relaxing. This was regarded as the maximum tempera-

ture at which annealing should ordinarily be carried out. The
heating was continued above this temperature and the restored

light disappeared at the " upper limit." This was the maximum
temperature which should be used to relieve large stresses quickly,

but at this temperature there was a risk of deformation, and its use

necessitated special cooling precautions.

In order to investigate further the disappearance of the restored

light, the analysing Nicol was replaced by an apparatus for measuring

the relative retardations of the components of the doubly refracted

light. It was found that when the glass was heated the double

refraction rose to a maximum just before falling rapidly (at the
" upper limit "). The fall continued until the double refraction

was slightly negative and then approached zero again. This was
attributed to a change in glass near its annealing temperature,

other effects of which were an increased absorption of heat and an
increase in the coefficient of expansion. The appearances observed

when determining the annealing temperature by the optical method
were explained by the change in thermal expansivity. When the

glass was allowed to cool from above the " upper limit," the glass

became doubly refracting at this temperature, the retardation

being positive, and again the change in the coefficient of expansion

was the main cause of the shape of the curve relating the double

refraction and temperature. When cooling took place from below,

the upper limit double refraction set in immediately, the retardation

being negative, changed sign, and remained positive when tempera-
ture uniformity was established. The initial negative retardation

showed that the glass was not sufficiently soft to adjust itself to the

cooling gradients.

The peculiar change of the double refraction caused the authors

to investigate also the heat absorption of the glass near the annealing

temperature. An apparatus was described whereby curves showing
the change of absorption of heat with temperature could be obtained.

A greatly increased absorption was found between the temperatures
A' and B' in Table I and a corresponding increased evolution of heat
on cooling between temperatures A and B. It will be observed that

temperature A corresponds very closely with the annealing tempera-
ture as determined by the optical method. The phenomena of

increased heat absorption and softening of the glass being allied, it

followed that annealing should be carried out below temperature
A. This was held to provide a more accurate and convenient
method of determining the annealing temperature, especially in

the case of opaque or coloured glasses. The cause of the heat
absorption was discussed and it was considered that possibly it was
connected with a tendency of the glass to crystallise in the critical

range. The results obtained with the four borax glasses showed
that it was not dependent on the glass having a complex structure.

The annealing time was next considered. It depended on the rate
at which stresses in the glass were relieved at the annealing tempera-
ture. This could be ascertained either by observations on the
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mechanical deformation of rods or by observing the rate of dis-

appearance of the double refraction. In the case of the nine

glasses examined, Twyman's relation, Te
—T e

k
, was found to

hold and the values of k are given in Table II.

Table II.

Name. Method of ascertaining k. Range. k. Ti00

Hours.
Borosilicate Bending glass rods 535—585 ll -4 2 -

l

Ditto Ditto 555—590 11*5

Ditto Ditto 605—040 110
Ditto Ditto 600—000 12-0

Ditto Optical 510—535 103 8-5

Light flint Bending 475—530 12-3 0-0094

Ditto Stretching 500—545 119 0-0114

Ditto Optical 440—490 11-7 0-067

Dense flint Bending 485—530 10'2 00059

The annealing time, /, was connected with T, the relaxation time,

by the formula t=T logf °, where ° is the fraction of the initial

value to which it was desired to reduce the stress.

The cooling procedure depended on the size and shape of the

articles to be annealed. With small pieces of glass the rate of

cooling might be much quicker than with large ones. This rate

must especially be slow in the upper part of the cooling range. It

varied with the composition of the glass, and an example was given

of a typical cooling procedure.

A useful bibliography of papers on annealing and allied subjects

was appended. J. R. C.

95. The Absorption of Heat in Glass. A. Q. Tool and
C. G. Eichlin (J. Optical Hoc. Amer., 1920, 4, 340).—A marked
increase in the rate of heat absorption of glass, which occurred at

a temperature slightly above the usual annealing temperature,

was mentioned in the paper referred to in the previous abstract.

In the present paper, a more thorough investigation of the change

was reported. As before, the glass and a neutral body, which

showed no signs of such a change, were heated at a uniform rate

side by side in an electric furnace. The difference in temperature

between the glass and the neutral body (alundum) was measured

by a differential thermocouple. The glass was powdered to facilitate

packing and to improve the contact between the thermocouple

and the glass. The rate of heating was usually 6° per minute,

and curves showing the variation of the difference in temperature

between the glass and alundum, with the temperature of the glass,

were obtained. The temperatures obtained for the beginning and
the maximum of the cooling effect agreed very well with those

given in the foregoing abstract for the same glasses under the

same conditions. Varying conditions, however, altered these

temperatures and the shape of the curve. If the glass were lirated

so that it fused into a compact mass, and, after cooling and without
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repowdering, the experiment was repeated, the endothermic effect

was less pronounced and the two points, A and B, were displaced,

usually to a lower temperature. Glasses which showed a con-
siderable tendency to crystallisation exhibited the greatest dis-

placement of these points. For example, in the case of a heavy
barium crown glass these temperatures on first heating were 610°

and 641° respectively, whereas when the experiment was repeated,
the glass having cooled from 915°, they were 566° and 641°. Chilling

the glass by dropping it into water also altered the shape of the
curve, and displaced the points A and B, although not to such a
great extent. Annealing produced similar changes. An experi-

ment with crystalline quartz yielded a similar curve, the char-

acteristic temperatures being 571° and 576°.

The possible causes of the heat effects were very fully discussed.

The similarity of the effects to those observed in quartz at the
temperature at which its crystalline structure changed indicates

that they might be due to a change in the states of aggregation
of the molecules. Some of these molecular aggregates might have
a crystalline structure, but this was not essential. It was shown
that chilling or annealing the glass had the effect which would be
expected if the heat absorption were so caused. Thus annealing
should serve a double purpose ; it should not only remove stresses,

but also produce homogeneity, and the process should be carried

out in such a way that this second purpose could be achieved.

J. R. C.

96. Dissolved Gases in Glass. E. W. Washburn, F. F.
Footitt, and E. N. Bunting (University of Illinois Bulletin, 1921,
No. 118).—To prove the existence of dissolved gases in glass, a
piece of bubble-free barium flint optical glass was melted in a
small enclosed electric furnace, connected through a valve to a
large evacuated tank. The glass was heated to about 1200° under
atmospheric pressure, and the valve connecting the furnace to
the vacuum tank quickly opened. By starting a Nelson rotary
vacuum pump the pressure was quickly reduced to less than 1 inch
of mercury. The heating current was switched off and the furnace
allowed to cool under the reduced pressure. On opening the
furnace the glass was found flowing over the pot in the form of a
mass of white foam, in volume about six times that of the original
glass.

For a partial analysis of the evolved gases, a Gaede pump was
used and the furnace evacuated and flushed several times with
nitrogen. For the determination of C02 and

2 , wash-bottles
containing standard barium hydroxide and copper gauze electrically

heated were used, a tube of sulphuric acid and pumice being placed
between them. After placing the glass in the pot, the furnace
was raised to just below a red heat, and alternately evacuated
and flushed with nitrogen, and finally, after reducing the pressure
to 0-01—0-02 mm., it was sealed and the temperature of the pot
raised to about 1000° for one hour. After this heating the tem-
perature was allowed to fall to about 650°, the furnace flushed
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with nitrogen, and the contents pumped out. The mean of four
determinations with the barium flint optical glass showed that it

contained 0-08 per cent, of its weight of dissolved carbon dioxide,

and 0-02 per cent, of its weight of dissolved oxygen.
For determining the volumes of gases evolved, another vacuum

furnace was used. The casing of this furnace was a pyrex glass

tube provided with a ground-in caji round which was a mercury
seal. Through tubes in the cap were passed wire leads for a small

furnace suspended inside the glass casing. With the glass sample
in the furnace the pressure was reduced to 0T mm., and the tem-
j)erature raised to 400° to remove adsorbed moisture from the
porcelain tubes of the furnace. Finally, the temperature was
raised and maintained at 1400° until all dissolved gases had been
withdrawn. The apparatus was allowed to cool to the ordinary
temperature, and from the manometer reading the volume of gas
evolved was calculated. By filling the furnace with mercury the

gas was driven out into an Orsat apparatus for analysis.

Summary of results :

—

Volume per cent, at
Glass. N.T.P. Weight per cent.

2 . C0 2 . No. Total. O,. C0 2 . N
g

. Total.
Barium flint 1 . . 83 27 <1 110 0-035 0-011 0-046

Barium flint 2 . .36 12 <1 48 0-015 0-0045 — 0-020

Light flint . 4-5 10 3 18 00045 0-014 00025 0021
Borosilicate . 6 5 6 17 00036 0-0035 0-0031 0-010

S. E.

97. The Relation between the Density and Composition of

Glasses. W. L. Baillie (J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1921, 40, 141).—
In the case of a large number of glasses, the density may be calcu-

lated to within two per cent, by using Schott's factors, but in some
cases, the discrepancies may be as much as ten per cent. Tillotson,

from a consideration of results published by Larsen, Wallace, Day,
and Allen, proposed new density factors by which results nearer

to the experimental densities may be calculated. Unfortunately,

Tillotson's figures do not include factors for PbO or K20.

The factors now proposed, together with the densities of the

respective oxides in the free state, are given in Table I.

"Mi

Table I.

Density Proposed Density Proposed
in free state. factors. in free state. factors.

Si0 2
2-22 2-24 BaO 5-00 7-20

Al 2O s
3-85 2-75 CaO 3-30 4-30

Sb 2Q :,
6-69 3 00 MgO 3-60 3-25

i;,<;
>., 1-79 2-90 PbO 9-30 10-30

As 2 3
3-74 3-33 KaO 2-66 3-20

ZnO 5-65 5-94 Na2
2-55 3-20

In the absence of alkali oxides, the value for MgO is taken as 4 ,30.

The factors were determined by consideration of the Na2
0-

BaO-Si02 series of melts published by Tillotson. By selecting
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three sets of melts, three slightly different values for Si02
were

obtained, and from these the values for Na2 and BaO were calcu-

lated. Larsen's data for CaO-MgO-Si02
melts were employed in

evaluating the factors for CaO and MgO, t-he previously determined

value for Si02 being employed
The densities of series of glasses containing PbO, ZnO, Ba 3 , etc.,

were determined by using the specific gravity bottle method, and
the factors for the various oxides deduced.

The results of the application of these proposed factors and of

Winkelmann's factors to 91 glasses are summarised in Table II.

Table II.

Winkelmann's Proposed
factors. factors.

Arithmetical mean errors 0058 -018
Mean square errors 0071 0'026

Algebraical sum of errors 4 - 109 0"118

S. E.

98. The Brittleness of Glass. A. Foppl (Zeitsch. Instru-

mentenkunde, 1912, 32, 211).—The brittleness was tested by letting

a hammer fall from a definite height on to a cube of glass. By
observing the number of times the glass had to be struck to produce

fracture, the work done was calculated. The resistance to com-
pression was also ascertained, and the two quantities compared.
The ratio of the brittleness to the resistance to compression varied

with the type of glass, being least for a " borate flint " and greatest

for a heavy flint. J. R. C.

99. The Permeability of Glass to Iodine and Bromine
Vapours. J. B. Firth (J. Chem. Soc, 1920, 117, 1602).—Experi-
ments were detailed which showed that bromine does not pass

through a very thin glass partition even after nine and a half years.

In ordinary circumstances this was also true of iodine, but when the

glass was previously heated to 360° a small diffusion was observed
after this long period. J. R. C.

100. Striae which appear in Optical Glass. A. A. Michelson
{Bureau of Standards, U.S.A., Paper 1919, No. 333).—The striae

were divided into two classes, namely, those which appeared as

isolated streaks and those in which the streaks were numerous and
formed irregular bands. It was shown that striae of the former class

were unimportant optically, but, in general, glass containing striae

of the second class was unsuitable for use in optical instruments.

Such glass, however, might give good results in many cases if the

planes of striation were perpendicular to the line of sight. J. R. C.

101. The Thermal Conductivity of Solid Insulators. J. R.
Clarke (Phil. Mag., 1920, 40, 502).—A discussion of a relationship

stated to exist by Thornton. Reference was made in the paper
(this Journal, 1919, Abs. No. 304) to the effect that k=Ep {k

being the thermal conductivity, E the elasticity, and p the density).

It was shown that the formula did not hold good for sixteen Jena
optical glasses, data for which were given in Hovestadt's " Jena
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Glass." An attempt to postulate a value of n such that k = Epa

was not successful, nor could an empirical relation between any of

the physical constants of these glasses be observed. V. D.

102. The Electrical Properties of Glass. J. R. Clarke
(Beama, 1921, 8, 235).—A review of previous work on the subject.

Kohlrausch's view that glasses which were chemically inferior also

insulated badly had been confirmed by later investigators, and it

appeared that this was due to the formation of a conducting film

on the glass surface. The electrolytic nature of the conduction of

electricity by glass and the consequent difficulties of making
accurate measurements of the conductivity had militated against

the collection of data connecting the specific resistance with the
composition, but as far as could be ascertained, glasses which nearly

approached to chemical compounds had a high resistance.

Reference to the variation of resistivity with temperature and
with frequency of alternation was also made. The dielectric

constant varied with composition, and a survey of the available

data showed that a high silica or soda content had a tendency to

produce a low S.I.C. The dielectric constant increased with the

temperature. Few published papers had dealt with the dielectric

strength, but about 10 kilovolts per mm. appeared to be approxi-

mately the average for window glass. The author had found that

glass resembled mica in that its dielectric strength was lower when
the tests were carried out under oil than when the glass was broken
down in air. V. D.

103. The Liquefaction of Glass. F. Weidert and G. Berndt
(Zeitsch. tech. Physik., 1920, 1, 121; from Phys. Ber., 1920, 1,

1063).—For the lower limit of the range in which glass gradually

begins to glow, the term " deformation temperature " had been
employed. According to the authors, the upper limit should be
such that the piece of glass should so far lose its shape that in a

comparatively short time the surface become smoothed over. In
the experiments made, the conditions chosen were half an hour's

heating of cubes of the glass of 2-5 cm. edge, the cubes being stood

on one corner so that the diagonal of the cube was vertical. The
amount was determined of the upper three sides which under these

conditions flowed down. It was found that the temperature of

flow did not essentially depend on the size of the cube, but it did

diminish with the length of the period of heating. Thus, the

following temperatures were recorded for four different glasses after

a half hour and after six hours' heating :—Half hour, temperature
of flow, flint glass, 660—740°; barium flint, 780—845°; crown,
810—850° ; barium crown, 845—910°. Six hours, temperature of

flow, flint 630—685° ; barium flint, 685—785° ; crown, 775—780°

;

barium crown, 795—860°. W. E. S. T.

104. The Action of the X-Rays on Glass. E. Rutherford
(Phil. Mag., 1910, 19, 192).—Radium emanation was allowed to

decay in a capillary tube of soda glass. A red-coloured area sur-

rounded the whole length of the capillary, the line of demarcation
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of the colour being sharp and 0*04 mm. from the surface. The
depth of the coloration indicated that it was due to the X vo>y.o .

a-^a^
J. R. C.

105. The Polarisation of Dielectrics in a Steady Field of

Force. W. M. Thornton (Phil. Mag., 1910, 19, 390).—A method
was described whereby the specific resistance of insulators could be
obtained from measurements of the rate of change of the effective

dielectric constant when a field was applied. The results for fused
quartz, flint glass (a) and flint glass (b), were 1-6 xlO 15

, 9-9 XlO 13
,

and 2-5 XlO 15 ohms per cm. cube respectively. The apparent
resistance increased with time ; for example, a one-minute application

of the field to flint glass (a) gave a resistivity of 9-9 X 10 15
, whilst

a 22-hour application yielded the value 15T5x 10 18
. The dielectric

constants of the two glasses mentioned were 25 and 7 (initially) in

a steady field and 8-5 and 6-98 in an 80-cycle alternating field.

J. R. C.

III.—Lamp-worked and General Scientific

Apparatus.

106. Comparison of Mercury and Platinum Thermo-
meters. G. Moeller, F. Hoffmann, and W. Meissner (Zeitsch.

histrumeMenkunde, 1912, 32, 217).—An account of work done in

the Reichsanstalt. The two types were compared up to 550°.

For temperatures above 300°, the mercury thermometers were
filled under pressure and the tops were water-cooled. If t was the
temperature registered by the platinum thermometer and g t

the
difference in readings, the following expressions were derived :—For
glass 59m : gt

= t(t—100)(-2-00 X 10"6 + 24054 X lQr't + 5-120

X

10- 11
*
2
). For Jena combustion tubing: gt=t(t—100)(+2-85x

10-° +2-5444 x 10"7
; +4-320 x lO" 11

*
2
). These gave differences . of

about 28° at 500°. J. R. C.

IV.—Decorated Glass.

107. Yellow Etching Compound. L. Springer {Sprechsaal,

1921, 54, 212 ; 225).—This substance was obtained by mixing silver

compounds with yellow ochre and grinding intimately with water
or oil. The intensity of colour produced varied with the silver

content of the compound (except in the case of the sulphide, which
was stated to give a deeper colour) with the temperature of burning
in, and with the nature of the glass decorated. Opinions varied
as to the effect of the glass on the depth of colour produced. Zsig-

mondy, by the use of silver phosphate, drew the conclusion that the
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colour was caused by the reduction of silver compounds which
entered the glass, the action being due to impurities such as carbon,
sulphur, ferrous oxide, or metallic lead. In this case, glasses free

from impurities would not be affected. The author had made two
similar alkali-lime glasses, one with potash, the other with soda,

both decolorised with nickel oxide and selenium. When these were
treated with the etching compound under the same conditions, the

potash glass was scarcely coloured, whilst the soda glass became
fairly bright yellow.

Careful mixing and application of the mixture were found to

eliminate the dirty, uneven effect usually obtained in the treat-

ment of certain weakly coloured window glasses and of carbon-
yellow glasses.

A very hard, highly siliceous soda-lime glass was observed to be
very little affected with the etching compound, even when heated
until it softened.

To estimate the proportion of silver which entered the glass, the

residue of a silver chloride-ochre mixture (25 : 100) was treated,

after burning, with ammonia, and the silver chloride was then
reprecipitated. Only about 20 per cent, of the silver was recovered.

A. C.

V.—Optics and Optical Instruments.

108. Immersion Refractometry. J. S. Anderson (Trans.

Optical Soc, 1920, 21, 195).—The methods hitherto employed to

determine the refractive index of specimens which cannot be
measured directly were described. The immersion methods
nearly all depended on varying the composition of the immersion
mixture until its refractive index was the same as that of the speci-

men and then ascertaining the refractive index of the liquid. The
present method was fundamentally different. If the refractive

index was required for the C line, a solution of mercury potassium
iodide (or some other suitable substance or mixture of substances)

was prepared, the refractive index of which approximated to that

of the specimen. The wave-length for which the refractive indices

of the specimen and solution were identical was then determined
with the aid of a monochromatic illuminator. The refractive index

of the solution for the C line was also measured. This was re-

peated for slight variations of the strength of the solution and the

refractive indices were plotted against the corresponding wave-
lengths for which the balance points were obtained. The refractive

index for exact equality of index for the C line could thus be deduced.

The average error of the results was about 5 units in the fifth decimal

place. The great advantage of the method was the avoidance of

the necessity for varying the density of the immersion liquid during

observations. This also made it much quicker. J. R. C.
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109. Triple Cemented Telescope Objectives. T. Smith and
A. B. Dale (Proc. Phys. Soc, 1917, 30, 21).—The four series of

triple cemented thin objectives were described which could be

made from two kinds of glass, first order aberrations and coma being

eliminated. J- R- 0.

110. A Class of Multiple Thin Objectives. T. Smith (Proc.

Phys. Soc, 1917, 30, 31).—In these objectives only two kinds of

glass were used, the odd elements being of one kind and the even

elements of another. The formula? derived were applied to the

calculation of a series of telescope objectives. J. R. C.

111. Tracing Rays through an Optical System. T. Smith
(Proc. Phys. Soc, 1915, 27, 502 ; 1918, 30, 221 ; 1920, 32, 252).—In
the first of this series of papers algebraic formulas were developed

by which a ray in three dimensions could be traced through a

system of co-axial refracting surfaces. These formulas were then

modified for the case where the rays lay in a plane containing the

axis, and were so arranged that the calculation could be carried ou
by mechanical means. In the third paper it was shown how the

modified equations could be fitted into a scheme for ray tracing of

general applicability. J. R. C.

112. Tracing Rays through an Optical System. J. P. C.

Southall (J. Optical Soc. Amcr., 1921, 5, 14).—A review, with
criticisms, of the series of papers referred to in the preceding abstract

(No. 111). J. R. C.

113. Tracing Rays through an Optical System. T. Smith
(Proc Phys. Soc, 1921, 33, 174).—A continuation of the papers

referred to in Abs. No. 111. Formulas for skew rays were obtained

which reduced, when the rays cut the axis, to those previously

deduced. These formulas were then modified in order to simplify

calculation. J. R. C.

114. Apparatus for Testing Lens Systems (Optician, 1919, 58,

111).—A description of an apparatus patented by Zeiss for measur-
ing the intersectional distance of lens systems. J. R. C.

115. Complete Achromatisation of a Two-piece Lens.
G. W. Moffitt (Phys. Rev., 1918, 11, 144).—It was shown that

complete achromatisation was possible only when the constants

l and a in the Hartmann dispersion formula n=n Jr , . -
- - were

the same for the two glasses. The author stated that the value
1-2 for a had been found to hold for practically all optical glasses.

It was also shown that the radii of curvature, r1? r2 , and r3 , r
4 , of

the two lenses must be connected by the relation A d -\- Be" = 0,

where A = - B — and c', c" were the two values of
ri r2> h r

4 ,

c in the above formula. An example was given of the calculation

of a completely achromatic lens, using a dense flint and an ordinary
flint glass. J. R. C.
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116. A Wide Angle Astronomical Doublet. F. E. Ross

(J. Optical Soc. Amer., 1921, 5, 123).—The author described a lens

of 6 inches aperture and 48 inches focal length, having a 15-degree

field of absolute flatness. It consisted of two biconvex lenses

separated by two biconcave lenses. The former were made of glass

580 in Chance's catalogue (,, D= 1-60650, v= 58-0), the latter of glass

458 (/iD= 1-54720, v=45-8). The definition was probably critical

over a half angle of 14°. J- R- C.

117. Optical Projection Devices for Motor Lights {Optician,

1920, 58, 247).—Several methods of eliminating glare while afford-

ing adequate illumination were described. This desirable result

was obtained by special types of both reflectors and lenses.

J. R. C.

118. Polarisation Prisms of Glass. H. Schulz (Zeitsch.

Instrumentenkunde, 1911, 31, 180).—When light is reflected from

a glass plate at the polarising angle, it is partly polarised,

but to get 90 per cent, of the incident light polarised, 25 plates

must be used. In order to obtain almost complete polarisation,

with little loss by absorption, polarisation prisms had been devised.

Attention was direct-

^ N
ed to the fact that

' sToixeStobBo 's prism yields

an asymetrically
polarised beam, and
it was only suitable

for use with parallel

light, as the degree

of polarisation of a

pencil fell off quickly

as the angle it made
with the central beam
increased. In the

arrangement devised by the author, two prisms were used, two
internal reflections at silvered surfaces and one external at a

plain surface producing the polarisation. The prisms were so

arranged that the direction of the emergent beam was continuous

with that of the incident beam, and for a divergence of 10° the

polarisation was symmetrical about the central beam. The degree

of polarisation fell off slowly as the angle with the central beam
increased. The intensity of the incident light was reduced 10 per

cent., whereas a calcspar prism reduced it 25 per cent.

J. R. C.

119. The Refractometry of Prisms. J. Guild (Proc. Phys.

Soc, 1921, 33, 179).—An extension of the paper referred to in this

vol., Abs. No. 25. The problem of the refraction of light through

prisms was considered more generally, and several particular cases

were discussed. These cases were those concerned in the most
usual methods of refractometry, and the sensitiveness of some of

these methods was discussed. The effects of errors in the prism

angles were also examined. J. R. C.

Fig. 49.

£j S2
Silvered Surfaces a=Polarising Angle.
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120. Cylindrical Lenses for Spectrographs. E. Gehrcke
{Zeitsch. Instrumentenkunde, 1911, 31, 87).—The author suggested

the use of a cylindrical lens, placed with its axis perpendicular to

the slit, to concentrate spectrum lines to points. Lines of low

intensity could thus be observed. The application of cylindrical

lenses, for the same purpose, to a Lummer-Gehrcke interference

spectroscope was also advantageous when the lines were faint

;

indeed, the principle was applicable to all kinds of spectrum

apparatus. J. R. C.

121. The Hartmann Method of Testing Objectives. A.

Fassbender (Zeitsch. Instrumentenkunde, 1913, 33, 177).—Three

modifications of Hartmann's method were described and their

applicability to various cases discussed. J. R. C.

122. The Use of a Smoked Glass Wedge in Photometry.
H. Kruss (Zeitsch. Instrumentenkunde, 1913, 33, 339).—A mathe-

matical discussion of this method of enfeebling one of the beams to

be compared. J- R. C

123. Progress in Manufacturing Radio-protective Glasses.

W. W. Coblentz (Optician, 1920, 58, 265).—In the author's view,

the ideal glass would absorb all the ultra-violet and infra-red and
transmit the visible rays only to an extent sufficient to prevent

irritation. Several glasses had been evolved which approached

this ideal and their spectrum transmission curves were given.

J. R. C.

124. Ultra-violet and Visible Transmission of Glasses.

K. S. Gibson and H. T. McNicholas (Bureau of Standards Papers,

U.S.A., 1919, No. 119).—Eighty-two specimens of eye protective

glasses were examined and transmission curves were obtained for

them by four different methods. The trade name of the glass, its

approximate colour, and the name of the manufacturer were stated.

The authors suggested suitable glasses or combinations of glasses

for various purposes and gave forms for the specification of eye-

protective glasses for protection from ultra-violet light, from heat,

and from glare. All the transmission curves were given in the

paper. J. R. C.

125. The Use of the Ultra-violet Filter and the Ultra-violet

Filter Lamp, in the Analysis of Luminescence. H.
Lehmann (Zeitsch. Instrumentenkunde, 1912, 32, 43).—The author

used the iron arc as a source of light, and cut off the long rays by a

screen of Jena '* Blau-uviol " glass, in conjunction with a 20 per cent,

solution of copper sulphate. The glass completely absorbed light

of wave-length greater than 644 pp, and the percentage trans-

mission was small down to A=436 pp. The screen used transmitted

light of wave-length between 400 pp and 300 pp. It was found that

every glass, except very heavy yellow lead glass, when exposed to

this light, exhibited fluorescence of a characteristic colour; for

example, uranium glass had a green fluorescence, whilst didymium
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was rose-red. This colour was recognisable by the naked eye.

In this way, flint, crown, and plate colourless glasses could be
distinguished. The author suggested that this characteristic

fluorescence was capable of numerous applications. J. R. C.

126. The Design and Construction of Scientific Instru-
ments. R. S. Whipple (Trans. Optical Soc, 1921, 22, 35).—

A

valuable review of the subject. Starting from the statement that
the quality of giving consistently accurate results was the prime
characteristic of a good instrument, the author showed, by reference

to instruments already designed, how the accuracy requirements
were met. J. R. C.

127. A New Ophthalmoscope. J. K. A. W. Salomonson
(Trans. Optical Soc, 1921, 22, 53).—A detailed description of a
photographic ophthalmoscope. The reflections from the ophthalmo-
scope lens were eliminated by using small screens jflaced on the axis

of the lens. J. R. C.

128. A New Anastigmatic Flat Field Telescope. H. D.
Taylor (Trans. Optical Soc, 1921, 22, 63).—The instrument con-

sisted of five sets of lenses ; a doublet objective, a quadruplet
negative lens which acted as an enlarging lens, a meniscus field

lens, and two eyepiece lenses. A new erecting prism was also

described. J. R. C.

129. A Direct Vision Star Spectroscope. L. W. C. Smith
(Trans. Optical Soc, 1921, 22, 92).—In this instrument, the usual

light crown and dense flint glasses were replaced by dense barium
crown and medium dense flint glasses of equal refractive index for

the Z>-line. There was a gain in light efficiency, 84-3 per cent, of

the incident light being transmitted by the instrument described

using four flint and five crown prisms. J. R. C.

130. The Enlarging of Capillary Threads, particularly

those of Chemical Thermometers, through the Prismatic
Shape of the Bore. W. Meissner (Zeitsch. Instrumentenkundc,

1912, 32, 371).—A mathematical paper analysing the errors due to

the above cause. J. R. C.

131 . The Magnification of Capillary Thread Thermometers.
W. Meissner (Zeitsch. Instrumentenkundc, 1912, 32, 371).—

A

theoretical paper in which the author considered the best form of

prismatic cross-section of clinical thermometers for maximum
magnification. J. R. C.

132. New Acuteness of Vision Photometer. R. Pauli
(Zeitsch. Instrumentenkundc , 1912, 32, 294).—In this instrument, the

surface of a white wedge, illuminated by the source to be tested, was
viewed by an eyepiece, through a glass screen on which fine black

lines were ruled. The photometer was moved until the lines were
just visible and the distance from the source measured. J. R. C.
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133. A Monochromator. M. Berek and F. Jentsch (Zeitsch.

Instrumenienkunde, 1914, 34, 47).—The apparatus here described

was especially adapted for use with a microscope. The optical

system consisted of an achromatic collimating objective, a constant

deviation prism, and a second objective, which focussed the light

on a second slit. Beyond this, another lens was placed to render

the emergent light parallel. Light of any desired wave-length was
obtainable by adjustment of the prism. J. R. C.

VI.—Illumination and Illuminating Ware.

134. Artificial Illumination for Kinematography. F. C.

Elvy (Illuminating Engineer, 1921, 14, 32).—The author gave
information to prove this country as the place of origin of the

kinematograph. He then dealt With the lighting equipment of

studios, the actual photography with its difficulties, and the printing

process of the films.

The qualities desirable in illuminants for studios were stated to

be : (1) High actinic value with relatively low consumption of

energy and small losses in diffusion, reflection, and resistances.

(2) Low and intrinsic brilliancy. (3) Absence of heat or fumes, or

other harmful conditions. (4) Long, useful life. (5) Constancy and
steadiness of light.

The author showed that it would be well to have full data con-

cerning : (a) the distribution of energy in the spectra of the various

illuminants employed
;

(b) the comparative luminous and photo-

graphic efficiencies of the illuminants ; (c) the sensitiveness of the

film throughout the spectrum
;

(d) the intensity of illumination

required
;

(e) the effect of shading and diffusing the light
; (/) the

effects of the light on eyesight. A. M. J.

VII.—Fuels, Refractories, and Furnaces.

135. Note on the Influence of Grog in Admixture with Clay.
Walter C. Hancock {Trans. Cer. Soc, 1919—20, 19, 149).—Both
neat clay and clay admixed with grog were employed. The test

pieces were blocks 10 X 2 5 x 2*5 cm., but those for tensile strength

were the usual " figure-of-eight " briquettes.

A plastic Stourbridge fireclay was ground to pass a 30-mesh sieve

and mixed with water. After maturing, the test pieces were
moulded, weighed at once, and allowed to dry in the air, and then
weighed after being heated at 105°. This gave the amount of

tempering water. The grog used was prepared from the same clay

after being fired and thoroughly shrunk, and the size of grain was
8—16 mesh. In most tests the mixture consisted of 20 parts by
weight of this graded grog and 80 parts of clay.
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The following was the mean of eight tests :

—

Neat clay. Clay 80 per cent. Grog 20 per cent.

Water. Shrinkage. Water. Shrinkage.

Air. Fire. Air. Fire.

18-5 54 8-2 16-6 3-8 5-0

The corresponding percentages of water in the case of the tensile

strength briquettes were 18*4 in the neat clay and 16"8 in the clay-

grog pieces.

Other test pieces were made to ascertain if possible how the

amount of tempering water varied, both when the percentage of

grog of a particular grade was increased, and when grog of a different

grade was employed. The following results were obtained :—

Composition of Mixture.

.in.) ....

„ )
••••

Clay 100; Grog (i in

90; „ 10 ( „
80; „ 20 ( „
70; „ 30 ( „
80; „ 20(rVi
60; „ 40

( „

)

in'

Water. Shrinkage.
>er cent. Air. Fire.

18-5 5-25 820
173 4-47 725
166 333 5-46

150 3-08 417
175 3-93 6-05

15-9 3-24 397» )
•

Hence it is clear that the amount of tempering water decreased

as the percentage of grog of a particular grade increased, but the

amount of water increased with finer grained grog. 0. M. M.

136. Note on Silica Brick. D. W. Ross {J. Amsr, Cer. Soc,

1921, 4, 65).—From observations during an extended period of

years on several tank furnaces, 20 feet by 60 feet, used for bottle

glass, the following general conclusions were drawn :

—

1

.

Great care was necessary in heating up a new crown due both

to the large expansion of the whole crown and to unequal expansion

from place to place.

2. After eighteen or more months' service a crown could usually

be cooled without disruption, providing the temperature was pre-

vented from dropping too suddenly after the fires were taken out.

3. A crown so cooled could be reheated and during reheating

gave less trouble than it did when it was first heated up and could

be heated more rapidly. On reheating, crowns, roughly speaking,

only expanded one-half as much as they did during the first heating,

and local non-uniformity was practically absent.

4. When a crown had been cooled after being in use for eighteen

months a large percentage of the bricks were broken in two, or at

least contained a zone of weakness approximately midway between
the inside and outside of the crown.

Microscopic examination of the interior of a used crown silica

brick revealed the fact that it was practically all tridymite. Quartz

was always absent. It appeared probable that in reheating used

crowns the less expansion and the ability to withstand more rapid

heating than was permissible when the crown was new was on account

of the silica of the inner part of the crown being almost wholly in the

form of tridymite. The local non-uniformities of expansion in new
crowns were in all probability caused by non-uniform firing of the

brick when manufactured. F. W. H.
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137. A Study of Spalling. R. M. Howe and R. F. Ferguson
(J. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1921, 4, 32).—After comparative tests on several

bricks, particulars of which were given, the following spalling test

was finally adopted as a temporary standard. The dry test speci-

men was weighed in grams and placed in the door of a furnace

operating at 1300° to 1350°, care being exercised to prevent the

direct heating of more than the end, 4*5 by 2*5 inches dimensions.

After one hour the specimen was stood on end in a tank of flowing

cold water so that the hotter portion of the brick (5 inches) was
immersed. When pieces became loosened and fell off, the sample

was laid on a 45 by 90 inch asbestos board, subdivided into 100

equal squares, and the approximate percentage of loss estimated.

A certain type of checker brick failed after about three immersions

in water, and it was necessary to use the air-blast from the 2 ,5-inch

opening of a 1*25 H.P. centrifugal blower for cooling firebrick of

that type. The foregoing test, tried over a period of two years on
bricks made at the same plant, gave results in almost every case in

harmony with the results of experience.

Products of the same grinding and firing, but differing in structure,

gave different results, the hand-made bricks being very superior.

In another case, the clays were ground to different sizes, but were

otherwise identical. The bricks from coarsely ground material

were superior to those from the finely-ground clays. Soft-burned

bricks were superior to hard-burned bricks otherwise similarly

treated.

When firebricks of widely different characteristics were under

consideration, results showed a decided lack of agreement with

what was known to obtain in practice. A firebrick with more than

80 per cent, of silica, usually considered as a " non-spalling " roof

brick, was inferior by this test to bricks with 53 to 55 per cent, of

silica and 40 to 43 per cent, of alumina, but in practice was much
better. The conclusion was drawn, therefore, that the usual

spalling test gave accurate information when the specimens were

made from the same fireclays, but when fireclays from different

districts were compared the results were not in accordance with

their behaviour in service. The discrepancies might be overcome by
reheating the test specimen before subjecting it to the spalling test.

Fireclays with a constancy of porosity for a wide range of tempera-

ture (1000° to 1500°) gave products particularly resistant to spalling.

Since clays of this kind underwent only a slight' change of porosity

when heated, they were considered as being very resistant to

vitrification, for decrease of porosity was the best criterion of vitri-

fication. It was also known that when firebrick spalled in service

the pieces were usually dense or vitrified. The possibility was
suggested of a relation between vitrification and spalling. Tests

were made accordingly, and it was found that resistance to tempera-

ture change was a function of vitrification ; as vitrification increased,

resistance to spalling decreased. The following statement, as a
result, was considered justified :

—
" Fireclays which undergo a slight

change in porosity when heated over a wide range of temperature
have a very slight tendency to vitrify and are therefore particularly

vol. v. 5
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adapted to the manufacture of non-spalling firebrick." When
portions of firebrick became loosened in service under the influence

of fluctuations in temperature, they were said to spall ; density due
to vitrification, improper brick structure, and unequally distributed

stresses facilitated this action. The foregoing statement gave a

broader interpretation to spalling.

Tables of figures and diagrams were used to illustrate the main
points of the paper. F. W. H.

138. The Proportional Dimensions of Wide and Low Glass-
house Pots. J. Baldermann (Sprechsaal, 1920, 53, 2 and 11).

—

The author argues that the most rapid and economical melting of

a glass batch in open pots is accomplished by the use of comparatively
low and wide pots.

The internal dimensions of the pots recommended ranged from
151 metres at the top, 1*41 m. at the bottom and 0535 m. in depth
to 0*82 m., 0'72 m., and 0'42 m. respectively, the thickness of the

pot wall varying from 120 mm. to 90 mm. correspondingly. The
content of the first pot was given as approximately 45 cwt. of batch,

and of the second 9 cwt. To obtain the most successful working
results from such pots, it would be necessary to have suitable

furnace construction. The under portion of a furnace adapted for

the ordinary type of pot might be suitable with little alteration,

but the crown would need to be lowered, as one of the chief sources

of heat in the melting process was that radiated from the crown
of the furnace. It was claimed that in actual practice a consider-

ably increased production of metal could be attained with a signifi-

cant decrease in fuel consumption by the use of these shallow pots

instead of the deeper type in general use. J. H. D.

139. The Glass Furnace (a Consideration of Fuel
Economy). (Sprechsaal, 1920, 53, 7 and 66).—The article assumes
that the design and working of the producers were such that the

maximum output of gas was obtained from the fuel. Further points

considered were the following :

—

1. Heat recovery.—Regenerators were in the author's view pre-

ferred to the recuperative system, since both gas and air could be

pre-heated. The planning of the regenerators was important. If

too large, the pre-heating of the gas and air was inadequate, and if

too small the gas and air supply to the furnace was checked. The
relative dimensions recommended were 1 cu.m. regenerator space

(checker work) in each chamber for each 4| cu.m. space in the

furnace. As regards the checker work, two points should be

observed : (1) the spaces between the checker blocks should be as

wide as the blocks were broad, and (2) the parallel-running blocks

should be set so that the space between them was completely covered

by the overlying blocks.

2. Position of the furnace in respect to the producers.—The pro-

ducers, it was considered, should be at the side, and not at the end
of the furnace. If at the end, the regenerators nearer the pro-

ducer would always run hotter than the other pair, and the main-

tenance of uniform heating throughout the furnace be rendered

much more difficult.

The furnace should be on a higher level than the producers

—
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the higher the better—as a natural draught was thus created thr< »ugh

the producer and the gasification of the fuel accelerated. If this

had to be accomplished by chimney draught a considerable amount
of cold air was drawn into the furnace through cracks in the brick-

work and round the stoppers at the working holes. The furnace

should be near the producers to avoid the loss of sensible heat in

the gas and the separation and loss of combustible constituents

such as tar.

Dust and ashes entering the furnace when this was situated near

the producers could usually be prevented by careful working and
keeping a deep fuel bed in the producers when these were cleaned

out. If the fuel used was very wet, it was an advantage to have
a long flue from producer to furnace, since this facilitated the

condensation of steam.

3. Burners.—If, in a pot furnace, these were of the slotted type,

the slots should end 30 cm. below and not at the level of the siege.

This ensured better combustion and increased furnace temperatures.

For every 10 cu.m. of furnace space, 0'21 sq.m. burner openings
should be allowed (that is, 70 cm. x 30 cm.).

4. Size of the furnace.—This should be adjusted carefully to

correspond with the number and size of the pots to be set. If

insufficient furnace space be allowed, the combustion of the gas was
incomplete and the maximum heating effect of the fuel not attained.

If the furnace were too large fuel was wasted in the heating of

unnecessary space. A distance of 5 cm. between the tops of the

pots and between the end pots and the furnace wall was recom-
mended. The height of the furnace could be reckoned by adding
to the height of the pots 30 cm. for the working holes and a further

5 cm. for the walls before the crown began. For the spring of the

crown, 32 cm. might be reckoned for 2 "5 metres as the maximum
breadth of the furnace. J. H. D.

140. Glass Melting Furnaces. Soc. Anon. Verreries de
Fauquez, Belgium (Brit. Pat. No. 148490, July 10th, 1920.

Provisional No. 20451. Convention date, February 9th, 1918.

Not yet accepted).—In a
furnace for melting glass

for use in the manufac-
ture of bottles, etc., the
melting-chamber, 1, gas-

producer, 2, and reversi-

ble regenerators, 4, are
combined in one struc-

ture. A pair of gas and
air ports open into the
melting-chamber through
one wall, and each is

divided by a partition,

9, into two passages,
one, 11, for the supply
of air from, or exhaust
of waste gas to, a re-

generator chamber, and the other for the supply of gas from the
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producer. The two flues, 12, leading from the producer to the
ports are controlled by dampers, 14. The regenerator chambers
extend beneath the hearth and the masonry, 8, separating the
melting-chamber and producer, and communicate with the ports
through vertical flues, 13. Glass is drawn from the tank through
open-ended pipes, 7. H. G. C.

141. New Type of Regenerative Furnace. J. S. Shaw, S.H.
Shaw, and A. E. Shaw, Leeds (Brit. Pat. No. 144744, December

y/
(V////.

.V.-777777///////77777777777777777777777,

y7777-V///S/////////////////////////7fr777

21st, 1918, No. 21443).—In a furnace
for melting glass and for other pur-

poses, air passes from inlets at the

front of the furnace through a number
of passages, i (Fig. 51), beneath the
bath, b, to a cross-passage, j, whence it

is conveyed by vertical passages, k, to a
chamber, g, in the crown and passes

by ports, n, to the furnace. Gas is

delivered from a passage, e, through
ports, /, alternating with the ports, n.

The waste gases pass from the rear of

the furnace through vertical flues, t, to a cross-line, s, whence they

pass through flues, p, beneath the air passages, i, to a cross-flue, q,

communicating with the chimney flue. H. G. C.

Fig. 51.

142. Removal of Scum in Tank Furnaces. J. R. Scohy
(U.S.A. Pat., July 20th, 1920,

No. 1347181. Filed November
28th, 1919, No. 341274).—

A

tank furnace having a floating

bridge, 2, has pockets, 3, formed
in the side walls closely adjacent,

the ends of the floaters to collect

scum, which is deflected into the

pockets by the inclination of the

floaters. The scum held back by
the bridge can thus be readily

removed through openings situ-

ated above the pockets. G. D.
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143. Recuperative Glass Furnace. L. le B. Mount, London
(Brit. Pat. No. 151184, November 28th, 1919, No. 29759).—

A

glass-melting furnace of the kind described in Specification No.
18417/07 has the glass out-

lets, i (Fig. 53), formed in

raised portions,;, of the tank
bottom adjacent the recu-

perator, thus permitting the

moulds of a glass bottle

machine to be positioned

beneath them. The setting

of the recuperator tubes,

m, is arranged as shown to

cause the waste gases to

flow to and fro through
them ; air from passages,

d, beneath the hearth passes

up between the tubes and
is further heated in pas-

sages, /, in the furnace
crown beneath waste gas
passages, g. According to the Provisional Specification, the glass

Fig. 53.

flows under a bridge to the outlets. H. G. C.

144. Kiln or Muffle for Annealing-. M. A. Smith, Assignor
to the McKee Glass Co. (U.S.A. Pat., June 1st, 1920, No. 1342233.
Filed May 15th, 1919, No. 297292).—The invention consists of a
gas-fired annealing arch
built on the muffle prin-

ciple. As shown in sec-

tional elevation in Fig.

54, the arch consists

of side walls, built up
from the bottom of a
pit, 3, and connected
at the top by an arched
crown, 6, the chamber,
13, thus formed being
closed at the ends by
doors, 23. Vertical flues,

7, are formed in the
walls, and lead to a top
flue, 8, which communi-
cate with a stack flue,

9, provided with a dam-
per, 10. The bottom,
12, of the chamber, 13, is supported on arches, 11, beneath which are
checker-work chambers. The chamber is heated by gas, from
burners, 17, at the ends and sides, which mixes with air, admitted
around the burners, combustion taking place in the checker-work
chambers. When the ware is to be annealed, it is mounted on a
suitable truck or stand which is introduced into the muffle chamber,
13, and the end doors are then secured. G. D.

Fig.w54.
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VIII.— Chemical Analysis.

145. A Study of the Determination of Potassium as the
Perchlorate and the Separation from Sodium, etc. R. L.

Morris (Analyst, 1920, 44, 349).—A historical and experimental
review of the perchlorate method.
The insolubility of potassium perchlorate in strong alcohol was

observed by Serullas (Ann. Chi in. Phys., 1831, 46, 294), who
described an analytical process based on that fact. Following up
other workers' results, the author noted that Wense's (Zeitsch. angew.
Chem., 1891, 4, 691: 1892, 5, 233) suggestion of using 10 c.c. only

of the wash liquid (96 per cent, of alcohol containing 0-2 per cent, by
weight of HC104 ) for each washing by decantation had been neglected

and that most text-books followed Caspari's (Zeitsch. angew. Chem.,

1893, 6, 68) quantities of 20 c.c. each time. This increased amount
was of little moment. The final washing with pure alcohol to remove
traces of perchloric acid was unnecessary when asbestos filters

were used and the precipitate dried at 130° or higher. The wash
liquid should contain at least 97 per cent, of alcohol after the

addition of perchloric acid, since with lower alcohol strengths the

solubility of potassium perchlorate increased considerably. Two
evaporations with perchloric acid should be made ; if an excess of

perchloric acid were present at the end of the first evaporation,

the second evaporation would suffice in all cases. The Gooch
crucible was the best filter. At least one solution of the precipitate

followed by re-evaporation was necessary, after preliminary extrac-

tion with wash liquid, when sodium or other basic-forming elements
were present. Otherwise, the amounts found exceeded those

actually present. It was further advisable to keep the total amount
of wash liquid as low as possible, as too free use of it would make
the results low.

Dealing with the influence of other substances, the author stated

that ammonium salts must be absent. Results obtained by
Schloessing (Compt. rend., 1871, 73, 1269), showed that the presence

of the alkaline earths and magnesia exerted but little effect on the

results. Caspari showed that it was not necessary to remove
phosphoric acid. It was absolutely essential, however, to remove
sulphuric acid owing to the insolubility of sodium sulphate in

alcohol. Practically all perchlorates were freely soluble in strong

alcohol except those of potassium, rubidium, caesium, and ammo-
nium. In adopting the perchlorate method, it was essential to

use sufficient perchloric acid to convert completely all the bases

present into perchlorates, owing to the insolubility of most chlorides

in alcohol.

Surveying the text-book descriptions of the process, the author

found that, in general, they were faulty. Mellor's " Treatise
"

followed Caspari generally, but omitted the redissolving and re-

evaporation of the residue after the first treatment with the alcoholic

fluid. The final washing with pure alcohol was omitted, and was
an improvement. Treadwell (" Quantitative Analysis,"' Vol. II.,
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English edition) described the process accurately in Caspari's own
words, but made a serious error at the end by saying that, finally,

the precipitate was to be washed with 50 to 70 c.c. of pure alcohol.

If this were done, the results must be low, unless in the case where
a very large amount of sodium was present. In the Stassfurt

modification of the perchlorate process for crude potassium salts,

described by Lunge and Keane (" Technical Methods of Chemical
Analysis," Vol. I., Part II., p. 530), the details resembled those of

Caspari, but the redissolving of the perchlorate was neglected. A
water-bath was recommended for the evaporation ; that was unsatis-

factory, a higher temperature (120° to 130°) being necessary for the

final stage of the evaporation, since the perchloric acid did not reach

fuming point at the temperature of the water-bath.

The description of the author's experimental work was given in

detail. For filtration, the handiest apparatus was the Gooch filter-

tube (No. 1180 in Townson and Mercer's list). A wide test-tube was
the best wash-bottle, owing to the small amount of wash liquid

required, the outlet tube and jet being made from one piece of glass

tubing to avoid rubber connections. The lip of the jet should be
drawn out very finely and the portions of wash liquid used approxi-

mately measured. It was best to use the wash-bottle for transferring

the filtrate, rinsing out directly into the " Gooch.* ' After nearly

all the precipitate appeared to be transferred, it was essential to

rub carefully round the sides of the dish by using the tip of a feather

as a brush. It was very difficult to know when the dish had been
properly cleaned, the alcohol appearing to reduce the visibility of

the precipitate, and the usual rubber-tipped rod was unsuitable for

the transference, since the rubber quickly became slightly sticky

owing to the action of the trace of perchloric acid in the washing fluid.

Platinum or quartz dishes were preferable to glass. A white

porcelain basin was useless. Gooch and Blake had noticed that

perchloric acid had a decided action on glass, and the author found
a similar action in the case of blue glazed porcelain (Royal Worcester

ware). In such cases the perchlorate of potassium might contain

silica. The water-bath was unsuitable for evaporations, since the

perchloric acid could not be concentrated to the fuming point

below 120°.

In the presence of phosphoric acid it was unsafe to evaporate

the perchloric solution to complete dryness, as the phosphoric acid,

if nearly completely hydrated, dissolved slowly in the wash liquid

and could not be completely washed out of the precipitate in such

cases. It was best to evaporate to a moist pasty condition when
much phosphoric acid was present and to treat the residue with

15 to 20 c.c. of 98 to 100 per cent, alcohol for each decantation,

washing finally with the usual wash liquid. When separating from
magnesium, the washing must be complete, since passing more
wash liquid through the Gooch after drying at 130° to 150° had but

little effect in removing any magnesium owing to the partial conver-

sion of the latter into oxide. Calcium did not interfere with the

process. Barium per se did not affect the results, but the conversion

into perchlorate must be complete, since barium chloride was very
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insoluble in alcohol. If present in considerable quantity, barium
was best removed unless electric heating was available, to avoid
production of barium sulphate from gas fumes. No contamination
need be feared with ferric oxide or alumina.

The author found the solubility of potassium perchlorate in the

washing solution to vary from 1 part in 35,000 by weight at 10°

to 1 part in 7,500 at 26-5°. The loss by solubility of potassium
perchlorate under practical conditions varied from 0-0016 gram
per 100 c.c. at 15° with 0-64 gram of perchlorate in the " Gooch "

crucible to 0-0005 gram under the same conditions with 0-03 gram
in the crucible. The quicker the filtration the lower the loss. A
rise of temperature to 20° increased the loss. F. W. H.

IX.—Machinery for the Working of Glass.

146. Bottle-blowing- Machine. W. J. Miller, Swissvale,

Pa. U.S.A. (Brit. Pat., September 24th, 1920, No. 152597. Pro-

visional No. 27263. Convention date, October 16, 1919. Not yet
accepted).—Relates to a double rotating table, semi-automatic,

t
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Fig. 55.
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pneumatically oj>erated bottle-blowing machine. The parison
moulds, H, and the blowing moulds, /, are mounted on tables,

E
x , F, respectively, which are rotated intermittingly and in unison

by swinging arms, G, Gv connected by a rod, 10. Power for this

operation is supplied by the cylinder, 18. The tables are locked by
automatic bolts, 29. The parison is pressed by a water-cooled
plunger, K, the rod, 96, of which is fitted with a pneumatic
cushioning cylinder, 100, provided with an adjustable release valve,

122, by which the pressure of the plunger, K, may be varied. The
usual spring cover-plate, 131, is employed. The parison is raised

at the transfer station by a cam or hand-operated push-rod, 50,

and is then seized by transfer jaws, 204, lifted clear of the parison
mould, swung round, and lowered into the blowing mould, /. The
transfer mechanism, 204, is mounted on a slide, 197, which is raised

and lowered by a pneumatic cylinder, R, and swung round by a
cylinder, Q. The blowing moulds, /, are operated by a fixed cam,
89. A blowing head, 172, of the usual kind is provided. H. G. C.

147. Bottle-blowing Machine. S. E. Winder, U.S.A., and
H. C. Daubenspeck (Brit. Pat. No. 152414, July 12th, 1919.

No. 17493).—Relates to bottle and like blowing-machines in which

Fig. 56.

the parison moulds and blowing-moulds are mounted on separate
rotating tables, a, b. According to the invention, a gripper transfer
device, d, of the kind described in Specification No. 149402, is used
to transfer the blank from a solid undivided parison mould, a1

, to
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the blowing-mould, 61
, along the path, e. A similar device, j, may

be used to transfer the finished article to a delivery table, k. The
finishing moulds, 6 1

, are yieldingly operated through springs con-

tained in casings, 64 . Two blowing heads, i, il , are provided, the

ware being partly blown at the first station, i, and finished at the

next by the second blowing head, ix. The blank moulds are fitted

with ejectors as described in Specification No. 146602. The
plunger is pneumatically operated and is provided with a cushion-

ing device also as described in Specification No. 146602. H. G. (
'.

148. Improved Owens Machine. W. E. Evans, London
(Europdischer Verband der Flaschenfabriken Ges., Germany) (Brit.

Pat. October 16th, 1919. No. 151831. Provisional No. 25423).

—Relates to improvements in automatic bottle-blowing machines
of the Owens type such
as described in Specifications

No. 13026/03, 14184/05, and
29251/12. The objects of the

invention are to give addi-

tional support to the blank
and to eliminate marks in

the finished article caused by
the cut-off knife. According
to the invention, the finishing-

mould, R, is mounted on a

carriage, O, which can be
raised and lowered along a

slide, P, by pneumatic gear,

M. The mould bottom, Q,
can also be raised and lowered
pneumatically and indepen-

dently of the mould, R. As
soon as the knife, I, has cut

off the excess of metal, the

mould bottom, Q, is raised so

as to close the bottom of the

parison mould, D, and is kept in the raised position so as to

support the parison until the blowing has been completed in the

finishing-mould, which is opened and closed pneumatically.

H. G. C.

149. Automatic Glass-blowing Machine. Wilzin Auto-
matic Bottle-making Machine Co., London (Assignees of E.

Roirant, St. Ouen, France) (Brit. Pat., No. 150679, August 17th,

1920. No. 23950. Convention date, September 3rd, 1919. Not yet

accepted).—Relates to automatic cam-operated machines, and

includes apparatus for gathering the molten metal. A gathering-

iron, 91, descends into the metal in a tank, 1, and, on rising again,

the falling metal from it is caught by a cup, 86, provided with an

overflow spout, 86a, to ensure a constant level of metal in it. The

cup, 86, is withdrawn from the furnace and raised by a rod, 103,

Fie.
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below the parison mould, 21, which is filled by suction by means
of a suction head, 53, mounted on a reciprocating tube, 55. The
cup, 86, is lowered and returned to the furnace and a knife, 112,

cuts the depending metal from the bottom of the parison mould,

21. When the parison has set sufficiently, the parison mould, 21,

and finishing-mould, 22, which are mounted on the same carriers,

25, are opened and the parison is transferred by moving the ring

mould, 30, to the right along a slide, S, by means of a rod, 42. The
moulds are closed and the blank is blown by a blow-head, 54. The
parison mould, 21, blow mould, 22, and ring mould, 30, are then

Fig. 58.

opened slightly and the ring mould, 30, is moved to its former position

above the parison ready for the formation of the next blank. All

three moulds are closed again, the blown bottle remaining in the
blow mould, 22. When the next parison is transferred to the blow
mould, 22, a rod, 121, connected by links, 122, to the ring-mould
carrier pushes the last blown bottle down a trough, 120. The blow-
mould bottom consists of a ring, 73, mounted on a reciprocating

and rotating shaft, 74, and formed with a central hole to receive

the pusher, 84, which forms the indentation in the bottom of the

bottle. The gathering-head, 91, may be hollow and provided with
suction means to promote gathering. The parts of the apparatus
exposed to the heat of the furnace may be water-cooled. H. G. C.

150. Modified Boucher Bottle Machine. Boucher et Fils,

France (Brit. Pat., No. 144691, June 9th, 1920. No. 15047.
Convention date, December 28th, 1918. Not yet accepted).

—

Relates to turnover bottle-blowing machines of the Claude Boucher
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type. According to the invention, the molten metal in the parison

mould is compressed by air admitted from the shaft, C\ through a

pipe, X, to the mould cover, F. The height of the finishing mould

Fig. 59.

is adjusted by nuts, K, K 1
, K2

. The links, L1
, for operating the

mould halves are adjusted in length by a right- and left-handed

nut. The shaft, C1
, has two passages for high and low pressure air

respectively. H. G. C.

151. Press and Blow Machine. Wilcox Machine Co.,

U.S.A. (Assignees of A. C. Wilcox) (Brit. Pat., July 8th, 1920.

No. 147635. Provisional No. 19594. Convention date, March
6th, 1917. Not yet accepted).—Relates to a three-unit automatic

machine for blowing bottles, also applicable to press-moulding.

The moulds, shears, etc., of each unit are operated by pneumatic
cylinders, B, Z, which receive air through valves, C1

,
— J1

, con-

trolled by rotating cams, C2
,
— J2

. The parison mould, 52, is

charged by hand through a funnel, 35, and the gatherer trips a

valve lever with his iron. This admits air to the cylinder, B,

which operates the shear blade, 47, and also to a cylinder, which

operates a clutch on the cam shaft, T, and causes it to make one

revolution. The slide, 34, carrying the blowhead, 36, is drawn back
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by a piston, 50, so as to bring the blowhead into position for com-
pressing the charge in the parison mould. The neck rod, 54, is

raised by a piston, 55, and then lowered to admit air for the pre-

liminary blowing in the parison mould. When the parison mould
has been opened, the ring mould, 79, which is mounted on the end
of a piston rod, 73, is then drawn to the left, so as to bring the blank
over the finishing mould, 65, and the piston-rod, 73, is rotated by a

r&msdr^

Fig. 60.

rack mechanism, 78, so as to swing the blank down into the finish-

ing mould, 65, which is then closed and the blowing completed by a
head, 98. The finishing-mould, 65, is next opened and the cylinder,
G, is raised slightly by a piston, 88, so as to lift the blank clear of the
finishing mould bottom. A further movement to the left brings the
finished bottle over a tube, 101, down which it slides into a conveyer,
109, when the ring mould, 79, is opened automatically by the impact
of spring rods, 82, against a plate, 74. H. G. C.

152. Machine for Making Pressed Glassware. A. Kadow
(Assignor to the Westlake Machine Co.) (U.S.A. Pat., April 23rd,
1918, No. 1264085. Filed September 1912, No. 719868).—In the
preferred form of this invention, a number of similar units are
supported upon a circular framework which rotates round a
stationary drum. Each unit comprises a gathering device which
is projected into the working hole of the furnace, gathers a charge
of glass, and is then withdrawn. This is done without interrupting
the movement of the rotating frame by means of mechanism which
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operates so as to move the gathering head backwards at the same
rate as the frame is moving forwards. Each unit also contains

Fig. 61.

a mould fixed on a rotating support and a presser for the mould-
After the pressing has ceased, the mould is inverted to discharge

the article pressed, thus completing the cycle of operations which
take place during a single rotation of the machine about its axis.

07, v- Sd 67

Fig. 62.

The gathering mechanism is just the same as that used on the

Westlake bulb machine, the gathering mould, 31 (Fig. 61), being

carried on the end of a ram, 32, which is slidable radially in a

housing, 33. This housing is mounted on the rotating frame, 30,

and is capable of circular movement within certain limits. On
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the underside of this housing is a rack, 48, meshing with a pinion

49, which is mounted on the shaft, 50. This shaft also carries another
pinion, 51, meshing with a rack, 52, on a slide, 53. On the under-
side of this slide is a roller, 54, moving in a camway, 55, and as
this camway moves away from the centre of the machine, the
pinions are given a clockwise rotation, which in turn causes the
housing, 33, to move backwardly with respect to the rotation
of the framework, the backward movement being equal to the
forward movement of the frame. As a result, the gathering
mechanism has no circular movement so long as the slide, 53,

continues to move outwards, and it is during this period that the
ram is thrust into and withdrawn with a charge from the furnace.

103

W3 %>'

Fig. 63.

The mould, 56, is secured at the head, 60, of a shaft, 61 (Fig. 62).

In this shaft are cut two parallel spiral slots, 66, into which project

the ends of two pins, 67, fixed in the sliding sleeve, 68. This sleeve

is reciprocated by the rack, 73, meshing with the pinion which
is operated from the slide, 80, which in turn carries a roller running
in the camway, 84. Thus as the slide, 80, is moved outwards by
the cam, 84, the movement of the pins, 67, in the spiral slots gives

the shaft, 61, a half revolution, thus inverting the mould and dis-

charging the pressed article on to any suitable receiving means.
An inward movement of the slide, 80, restores the mould to its

initial position.

The pressing mechanism is operated by the camway, 119 (Fig. 63),

which draws the slide, 114, towards the centre of the machine and
rocks the bell-crank levers, 109, so as to force the plunger towards
the mould. A spring, 103, is interposed between the plunger and
the sleeve, 90, and in moving downwards the plunger thus carries

with it the cover, 88, which seats upon the mould, and allows the
plunger to continue its downward motion. In order to prevent
breaking parts of the machine by this positively operated plunger
mechanism hi the case of hard or lumpy glass coming between the
plunger and the mould, the connecting rod, 112, is cut in two and
& spring connection made inside the casing, 122. S. E.

153. Manufacture of Hollow Reflectors by Pressing. (Sprech-

saal, 1921, 54, 67).—Amongst methods given for the making of

hollow glass reflectors of exact shape and with a smooth upper
surface was the following : Open or closed pots may be used, so

long as the furnace gives a good heat and the glass is pure on melt-
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ing. The glass should not be of too hard a type, and it should be
only gently introduced. A strong feather-head press is suitable,

and the mould should be so constructed that it remains sufficiently

hot during use. It should be quite smoothly polished and always
cleaned before using. After pressing, the reflector should be
heated to dull redness in a muffle to fire-polish, and then carefully

cooled. A. C.

154. An Improved Glass Press. F.W.Stewart (U.S.A. Pat.,

June 22nd, 1920, No. 1343987. Filed October 27th, 1915, No.
58221).—The invention consists of an auto-

matic press having means for controlling the
time that the plunger is held in contact
with the glass, and means for cutting-out. the
press action when desired. A motor, 4,

drives a vertical shaft, 11, which carries a
disc, 15, forming part of a Geneva mechanism,
by which the mould table, 18, is rotated step

by step. The press plunger, 32, is recipro-

cated by an air cylinder, 25, to which
compressed air is admitted by pipes, 33, 34.

These pipes are connected by pipes, 36, 37,

respectively, to a three-way valve, 38, to

which the main air-supply pipe, 39, is also

connected. Springs, 41, keep the valve in

its normal position,

in which air is ad-
mitted by the pipes,

37, 34, to the bottom
of the cylinder, and
thus keep the plun-
ger in its raised

position. The valve,

38, has also a handle,

40, which projects

into the path of a
cam, 17, secured to

the disc, 15. Thus
as the disc, 15, is

rotated and drives the mould table, the cam turns the handle,

40, at appropriate times to admit air to the top of the cylinder, 25,
to lower the plunger and press the glass in the mould ; the move-
ment of the disc then frees the handle and the springs, 41,

actuate the valve, 38, to raise the plunger.
The cam, 17, consists of two parts, 17a, 17c, adjustable with

respect to one another, and by adjusting these two parts the length
of the cam, and therefore the time the plunger is in contact with
the glass, can be adjusted. The pipe, 37, is finished with a cock,

47, and the supply pipe, 39, with a similar cock, the tAvo being
coupled by a handle, 48. By turning this handle, the air supply
can be cut off and the plunger can be kept raised. A brake actuated
by a pedal which also opens a switch in the motor circuit allows

the machine to be stopped quickly when desired. G. D.
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155. Glass Pressing Machine. H. C. Daubensfkck, London,
and 8. E. Winder, Chicago, U.S.A. (Brit. Pat. No. 146602, April
8th, 1919, No. 8841).—Relates to a machine for making pressed
glassware of the type
in which the moulds are

carried on a rotating

table, 59. According
to the invention, the
plunger is operated
through an adjustable

pneumatic cushioning-

device. The molten
metal flows continuously
from a tank, 15, and is

separated into charges

by pneumatically-
operated water-cooled
shears, 33. Each charge
drops into a mould, 55,

and is carried round
beneath the plunger,

100, which is carried

by a short cylinder, 116,

mounted in a vertical

slide. A piston, 115,

is reciprocated by the
cam mechanism shown and, in rising, strikes the top of the cylinder,

116, and lifts it. The interior of the cylinder, 116, is connected
by a pipe, 120, with a chamber containing air at a constant pressure,

and communication is controlled by a valve, 121. The descent of

the piston, 115, forces down the cylinder, 116, and with it the
plunger, 100, thus compressing the charge in the mould, 55. By
regulating the pressure in the cylinder, 116, the pressure of the
plunger, 100, can be controlled. The finished article is subsequently
ejected by a cam-operated ejector, 66. The table, 59, is formed
with a thick rim, 155, and is supported hi the neighbourhood of the
plunger, 100, by adjustable rollers, 156. The moulds, 55, are
mounted on plates, 180, supported above the table, 59, by distance-

pieces, 181, so as to reduce conduction of heat from the moulds, 55,
to the table, 59. The machine is moved on its carriage, 56, towards
or away from the tanks, 15, by pneumatic power when desired.

H. G. C.

156. Paste Mould Machine. W. J. Miller (Brit. Pat.
No. 151606, September 13th, 1920, Provisional No. 26248).—
Relates to rotary paste mould machines in which the blowpipe with
gather on the end is placed in the machine by hand. The upper
part of the machine is shown in Fig. 66 and the lower part in Fig. 67.

The blowpipes, /, are gripped and rotated by gear-driven rubber
rollers, 58, and an idler roller, 59. The rollers, 58, are automatically
separated at the required times for the release of the blowpipe
bearing the blown ware by a cam-operated slide, 53. The blowhead,

vol. v. 6
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67, is lowered on to the blowpipe, /, by a fixed cam, 75. Air is

supplied through a rotary valve, 83. The moulds, F, are mounted
on brackets, 24, so that they can be adjusted vertically and radially.

They are opened and closed by adjustable stationary cams, G, H,
through cranks, 35, and telescopic shafts, 31, 33. A spring release,,

34, comes into action if a mould jams. Cooling water is discharged

upon the moulds, F, from pipes, M, 97, the excess passing away
through passages, 17, 18, and a pipe, 19. The height of the mould
table, D, is adjusted by nuts, E, 15. H. G. C.

157. Forming Parisons by Suction. T. Berger, Germany
(Brit. Pat. No. 145336, November 10th, 1919, No. 27791).—

Relates to the pump mechanism of a bottle-making machine of

the type in which the metal is sucked down into the parison mould
by a hand-operated pump
which also serves to blow up
the parison. The pump
cylinder, 1 (Fig. 68), is secured

below the table of the machine
and its piston is moved by
means of a hand lever, 35.

The pump communicates by a
pipe, 21, with an air-space,

49, in a casing, 20, which
encloses the rod, 16, of the

plunger, 17, that forms the

mouth of the bottle. The rod,

16, slides through a gland, 18,

which is connected to the

casing, 20, by means of a bayonet joint in order that it may be
detached easily when splinters of glass have to be removed. This
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rod is connected to a pivoted arm, 11, which is drawn upwards by a

spring, 9, to a point controlled by a screw, 7. The rod, 29 (Fig. 68),

of the piston, 28, slides through a cross-piece, 46, upheld by springs,

43, surrounding guide-rods, 41, 45, secured to the cross-piece. The
rod, 41, operates a piston valve, 39, controlling the admission of

air above the piston. A shaft, 5, journalled in a bracket, 27, in the

cylinder, 1, carries an elbow lever, 61
, the lower end of which rests

on a bracket, 31, secured to the lower end of the piston-rod. An
arm, 6, secured to the shaft, 5, has a recess, 48, which can engage
the arm, 11. In use, metal is dropped into the parison mould, 23,

and the pump operated to suck the metal down into the ring mould
around the plunger, 17. At a point in the downward movement of

the piston, a nut, 38, screwed on to the piston rod, 29, strikes the

crosspiece, 46, and moves it downwards, thus opening the valve,

39, to admit air above the piston. The rod, 41, also moves the

lever, 11, and withdraws the plunger, 17, from the parison, the

lever, 11, being finally engaged and retained by the arm, 6. A
reversal of the movement of the pump lever moves the piston up-

wards and closes the valve, 39, so that the piston forces air into the

parison. The bracket, 31, finally moves the arms, 61
, 6, so that the

lever, 11, is released and the plunger, 17, is restored by the spring,

9, to its normal position. H. G. C.

158. Machine for Forming Carboy Necks, etc. H. Wade,
London (Brit. Pat. No. 152569, October 21st, 1920, Application

date, March 4th, 1920, No. 6682).-—Relates to a machine for making
the necks of carboys and large glass containers having internally-

screwed mouths and consists in forming the mouth by pressing a

charge of metal on to the hot neck of the carboy immediately after

it is removed from the mould. The machine comprises a table,

A (Figs. 70 and 71), on which is mounted a neck mould, B, con-

sisting of a lower section, 2, which is firmly secured to the table, and
two upper sections, 3, which are hinged to the section, 2, and can be
opened and closed by a sliding rod, 6, operated by a pedal. The
upper sections, 3, are formed with a rectangular cavity adapted to

hold a charge of metal. A pressing-plunger, 24, which fits snugly
into the cavity in the mould sections, is operated by a fluid-pressure

cylinder, 25, which can be moved backwards and forwards along
guide-bars, 30, by means of a hand lever, 36". The plunger, 12,

that forms the inside of the mouth of the carboy is attached to a
mandrel, G, which can be moved backwards and forwards by a cross-

head, 7, carried by the piston-rods, la , of a pair of compressed-air
cylinders, C1

. On its forward movement, the crosshead, 7, presses

against a collar, 16 (Fig. 72), that slides on and is connected to the
mandrel, C, by a spring, 17. The collar, 16, has camslots, 16\
which operate levers, 14, pivoted in slots in the plunger, 12. The
front ends of these levers, 14, are formed with thread segments
which form interrupted screws, 156 (Fig. 69), on the inside of

the bottle neck. At a certain point in its forward movement, the
mandrel, C, is held by a stop, 11, and further movement of

the crosshead, 7, slides the collar, 16, forward so as to separate the
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threaded end of the levers, 14. On the reverse movement of
the crosshead, the spring, 17, moves the collar, 16, so as to close the
threaded ends of the levers, 14. The crosshead then strikes a stop
21, on the mandrel and thus withdraws the plunger, 12, from the
mould. An annular air-jripe, E, perforated on its inner side supplies
air jets to cool the plunger, 12. In use, the mould is closed, the
plunger mechanism moved into the position shown in dotted lines

in Fig. 71, and the cylinders, C l

, operated to move the plunger, 12,

into the moulds. A carboy, F, is removed from the mould in which

Fig. 70.

Fig. 69

Fig. 71. Fig. 1-2.

it is blown and has its neck inserted, while still hot, into the mould
as shown. A charge of metal is then dropped into the mould
cavity and the plunger-mechanism is moved into the position shown
in full lines, the moulds being locked by means of cams and a
weight, D4

. The plunger-mechanism is then operated to press the

metal in the mould, the lower side of the plunger being shaped to

conform to the neck space in the mould. If there should be an
excess of metal, the carboy is forced slightly away from the mould.

This patent constitutes an improvement on the same inventor's

British Patent No. 151538, September 30th, 1920. Application

date, March 4th, 1920, No. 6681. H. G. C.

159. Glass Blowing- Device. O. M. Tucker, W. A. Reeves,
and J. M. Beatty, U.S.A. (Brit. Pat. No. 148848, Julv 10th,

1920, No. 20556. Convention date, April 10th, 1916. Not yet
accepted).—In apparatus for deliv-

ering molten glass from a tank
furnace in uniform charges, the flow

from the orifice, 2, is controlled by a
cup, 6, into which comjH'essed air or

a combustible mixture is introduced
through a pipe, 24, and a perforated
bottom, 23. The stream is cut off

by shears, as usual, and the flow
may be arrested altogether between the severing operations, as

Fig. 73.
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shown in Fig. 73, or it may be merely retarded by moving the

cup, 6, downwards, as shown in Fig. 73. Part of the compressed
air, etc., is allowed to escape continuously between the top of the

cup, 6, and the bottom of the tank. Specifications No. 105564 and
100782 are referred to. H. G. C.

160. Blowhead for Bottle Machine. T. Berger, Germany
(Brit. Pat. No. 145391, November 10th, 1010, No. 10770/20).—

A

blowhead for the finishing-mould of a bottle-making machine
consists of spring-controlled, telescopic parts the displacement of

which by means of a hand lever allows the
air duct to be opened gradually. The blow-
head consists of a nozzle, 4, secured to a
cylinder, 10, which is free to slide on the
lower end of a hollow spindle, 0, to which the
air-supply pipe is attached. A perforated /4\

head, 11, secured to the spindle is housed in /3~

the cylinder, and a spring, 12, tends to hold the iq-

nozzle, 4, and the head, 11, apart, so that a
lateral outlet of the duct, 13, in the spindle

is covered by the upper part of the cylinder.

Another cylinder, 14, secured to the cylinder,

10, contains a spring, 15, which bears against
a gland, 16, capable of sliding in the cylinder,

14, and on the spindle, 0. Two nuts, 17, 18,

are screwed on the spindle, 0. When the
blowhead is lowered by means of a hand
lever, so that the nozzle makes contact with the ring-mould,
further movement of the hand lever causes compression of

the spring, 12, which is weaker than the spring, 15. The duct,

13, is partly opened, and air is admitted gradually to blow the
parison. Continued movement of the hand lever causes the nut,

18, to make contact with the gland, 16, the spring, 15, is then com-
pressed, and the duct, 13, opened fully. By this arrangement,
the full pressure of the air is not admitted at once to the parison
without effort on the part of the operator. H. G. C.

161. Glass Feeding Device. J. Wolf, Germany (Brit. Pat.

No. 148556, July 10th, 1020. Provisional No. 20551. Conven-
tion date, May 8th, 1010. Not yet accepted.)—To control the

Fig. 75.

delivery of successive uniform charges of molten glass from the
opening, s (Fig. 75), of a tank, a, two blades, n, n 1

, rigidly mounted
on sliding rods, o, are employed. The rods, o, are moved to the
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right, so as to uncover the opening, .?, by compressed air acting in

the cylinder, h. When sufficient molten glass has escaped, com-
pressed air is admitted to the cylinder, /, thus moving the cylinder,

h, to the right and so closing the opening, s, by the blade, n 1
. The

reverse movement of the rods, o, delivers the next charge, and so

on. The movements of the apparatus may be synchronised with
those of the machine receiving the charges by connecting the
compressed-air control valve with the machine. H. G. C.

162. Glass Feeding Device. W. J. Miller, Swissvale, Pa.,

U.S.A. (Brit. Pat. No. 151605, September 13th, 1920, Pro-
visional No. 26247. Convention
date, September 23rd, 1919.

Not yet accepted) .
— Relates

to automatic pneumatically-
operated apparatus for de-

livering uniform charges of

glass from a tank furnace.

The molten metal is impelled

through a hole, 13, in the
bottom or side of the tank,

4, by a water-cooled recipro-

cating plunger, 24, (Fig. 76).

The charge is cut off b}r

water-cooled shears, J, and
the metal above the shears

is blown back into the hole,

13, by a blast of hot air from
an annular orifice, 51. The
air for this blast is heated by
passage through a pipe, 48,

coiled in the asbestos lag-

ging, L. The blast pressure is

arranged to diminish grad-
ually during each application. An oil spray is provided to lubricate

the shears. H. G. C.

163. Flow Feeding Device. R. T. McGee, U.S.A. (Brit.

Pat. No. 151149, August 28th, 1919. Provisional No. 21223).—
Relates to apparatus for delivering molten glass from a tank to the

?'^K> %.

dm,
A9 ci-

\

fl v
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moulds of a machine, etc. The molten metal flows by gravity from
the tank, through an aperture, 3, into passages, 8, 9, and a chamber,
14, fitted with a water-cooled plunger, 23, and ring, 22 (Fig. 77).

The glass becomes somewhat congealed in the neighbourhood of

the plunger, 23, and acts as packing between it and the ring,

22. By pressing down the plunger, 23, the glass is forced up the
passage, 8, and into the mould, 19, which is then moved laterally

to cut off the glass. A water-cooled plate, 20, may be arranged
as shown. The passages, 8, 9, and chamber, 14, are heated by
burners, 7, so as to control the consistency of the glass and to

facilitate its transfer from the tank to the delivery point. In a
modification, the glass is ejected from a lateral opening, 8a, and falls

into the mould, 19a. H. G. C.

164. Glass Feeding Device. O. M. Tucker, W. A. Reeves,
and J. M. Beatty, Ohio, U.S.A. (Brit. Pat. No. 147567, July
8th, 1920. Provisional No. 19500. Convention date, October
24th, 1913. Not yet accepted).—In apparatus of the type in

which the molten metal is

delivered from an orifice,

2 (Fig.. 78), into travelling

moulds, 71, the orifice, 2,

is closed periodically by
a pneumatically-operated
water-cooled blade, 4. The
operation of the device is

controlled by adjustable

cams arranged so that the
period of opening of the
orifice, 2, can be varied

without altering the num-
ber of charges delivered

per minute. The weight
of the charges can thus
be varied without altering

the speed of the machine.
Large adjustments are made while the apparatus is at rest, but
small adjustments can be made while it is running. The apparatus
can be fixed to existing tanks by bolts, 10, 15. H. G. C.

165. Transfer Device. H. C. Daubenspeck, London, and
S. E. Winder, U.S.A. (Brit. Pat. No. 149402, May 8th, 1919.

Provisional No. 11470).—A device for transferring automatically the

parisons from the parison moulds to the finishing moulds of a bottle

-

making machine consists of a pair of jaws swinging horizontally

between the two sets of moulds and closing as they descend on the

paris/m mould and opening when they descend on the blow mould
(Fig. 79). A second pair of jaws is used to prevent the parison

from swinging. The device may also be used for taking off finished

articles from the machine or from a press. The device consists of

a pair of jaws, c, pivoted to a bracket, d, which oscillates horizontally

about, and reciprocates vertically on a spindle, e, the movements
of the bracket being produced by cams on a driving-shaft, v4 .

Fig. 78.
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Fig. 79.
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The jaws, c, arc operated by a rocking-lcvcr, /, which is tilted one

way or another by pins, g, g
l
, that strike against some fixed part

each time the bracket descends. The second pair of jaws, j, which

steady the parison, are pivoted to a plate, s, that oscillates hori-

zontally with the bracket, d, but does not rise and fall. The jaws

are closed by a spring, f, and are opened as the bracket descends by
wedge-like ringers, k, secured to the bracket. These jaws fit loosely

around the parison, but prevent it from swinging during transfer.

In use, the bracket, d, in its raised position swings over a parison

mould, a1
, and descends, the fingers, k, opening the jaws, j, so that

the jaws, c, can pass between them. The pin, g, then strikes the

mould and closes the jaws, c, about the neck of the parison. The
bracket then rises, lifts the parison, carries it above a blow-mould,

& 1
, and finally moves downwards. The pin, g

1
, striking against

the mould or some fixed part, opens the jaws, c, and releases the

parison. The jaws then rise and move back to the parison moulds.

A similar device, consisting of jaws, b, pivoted to a swinging

bracket, n, may be used to take the finished article from the blow-

mould and deposit it on a table, m. H. G. C.

166. Cutting-off Shears. W. J. Mellersh-Jackson, London
(Hartford-Fairmont Co., U.S.A.) (Brit. Pat. No. 146617, April

10th, 1919, No. 9162).—Relates to shears for cutting off into separate

charges a continuous or variable stream of molten glass. The shear-

blades, 10, 10a, are moved towards one another by cams, 33; and
levers, 31, and are moved downwards, at a speed greater than that

of the stream of glass, by a cam, 29, and rods, 24. By this means
the blades sever the stream without supporting it. Eig. 80 shows
successive positions of the blades, 10, 10a. H. G. C.
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167. Automatic Transference of Blowing Irons. A. J. H.
Haddan, London (Corning Glass Works, U.S.A.) (Brit.

Pat. No. 150240, March 1st, 1920. Provisional No. 6200).—
Relates to an
appliance for
receiving blow-
irons after use,

which is arrang-

ed so that the

irons are deliv-

ered one by one
for re-use and
are retained in

proper order.

The lower end
of the iron after use is placed
•in a trough, 13 (Fig. 81), with

//yfcr. an inclined bottom, 15, so that
T^ji its upper part enters between

ISjlfeoSyv? guides, 18, carried by supports,

^^T 16. The guides are fitted with
toothed wheels, 22, 23, 24, 25,

26, arranged as shown so that
their teeth project over the
guides. The first four wheels
revolve freely, but the last is

normally locked by a spring

arm, 29, actuated by a spring

lever, 31. The 'first iron, A,
inserted passes by gravity be-

tween the wheels into the
loop, 19, and presses back the
lever, 31, thus locking the

wheel, 26. The next iron in-

serted can only pass to the
position B and subsequent ones

to positions C, D, E, F, G, respectively. The removal of the iron A
releases the lever, 31, and frees the wheel, 26, and thus allows the
iron B to pass into the loop and the other irons to move one step
forward. Specification No. 21611/12 is referred to. H. G. C.

168. Device for Opening- and Closing Moulds. T. Berger,
Germany (Brit. Pat, No. 145390,
November 10th, 1919, No. 10769/20).—
The moulds of a bottle-making machine are

opened and closed by eccentrics operated

by hand. The mould halves, 1, shown
in plan in the drawing (Fig. 82), are

connected by links, 13, with the straps,

8, of eccentrics secured to a shaft, 5a.

By moving a hand lever, 6, also se-

cured to the shaft, 5a, the mould
may be opened or closed. H. G. C.

Fig. 81.
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169. Labour-saving- Devices in the Bottle Industry.
(Sprechsaal, 1920, 53, 4 and 33).—Two specific devices were referred

to in the article :

—

1. Automatic lubrication of moulds for " spun " bottles. Small
spoons with hollow stems were attached to the shoulders of the

mould. When the mould was open these spoons dipped into and
filled themselves from a container holding the lubricating liquid.

On closing the mould, this liquid was discharged through the

hollow stem of the spoon into the mould, thus keeping the latter

constantly and automatically in good working order.

2. Automatic cracking-off of " spun " bottles in the mould. A
small toothed wheel on a spindle was attached to the shoulder

of the mould in such a manner that it could revolve in a small slit

in the mould corresponding to the height of the bottle required.

When the mould was open the wheel dipped into a small water
trough and on closing it and spinning the bottle the neck of the

latter became indented and chilled, and might easily be cracked off.

The process was not only automatic but ensured a regular break
and a constant height for the bottle. J. H. D.

170. Glass Cylinder Drawing. R. L. Frink, London (Brit.

Pat. No. 144629, June 2nd, 1920, No. 14969. Convention date,

June 12th, 1919. Not yet ac-

cepted).—Relates to means for

controlling the thickness and
position in the drawing-pot of

the walls of a cylinder, 12.

According to the invention,

the pot, 10, is formed with a
central well, 15, through which
passes a tube, 24, surmounted
by a pair of discs, 16, 20. Air
from a tube, 39, passes up the
tube, 24, and, issuing from the
annular opening, A, impinges
upon the interior of the cylin-

der, 12, at a point where the
glass is still soft. The tube,

24, may be rocked by means of

a lever, 31, so as to move the
discs, 16, 20, bodily; and the

upper disc, 20, may be rocked
independently by a lever, 37,

so as to vary the width of the
opening, A, round the circum-
ference. In this way the Fig. 83.

volume and pressure of the

air impinging upon the interior of the cyfinder, 12, can be varied
so as to keep the walls uniform. H. G. C.
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171 . Drawing Lens-fronted Thermometer Tubing. A. J. H.
Haddan, London (Corning Glass
Works, U.S.A.) (Brit. Pat. No.
152567, March 2nd, 1920, No.
0350).—The blanks from which lens-

fronted thermometers are drawn are

shaped in a mould having pivoted

sides, 10, the inclination of which can
be varied by a screw, 1 1 . The gap, G,

between the mould faces, 10, avoids

damage to the lens front by contact

with the mould and allows the

operator to ascertain that the bore,

B, is in focus with the lens. H. G. C.

172. Drawing Glass Cylinders. E. C. R. Marks, London
(Universal Glass Co., U.S.A.) (Brit. Pat. No. 151361, June 23rd,

1919, No. 15764).—Relates to a bait, for drawing glass cylinders,

having movable portions to allow for the contraction of the glass

and to release the finished cylinder. The bait is charged with

molten metal by suction. The bait consists of a plate, 23, having
a dejiending conical flange, 24, and three sectors, 3, 4, 5, radially

Fig. 85.

movable by cams operated by a handle, 16. The plate, 23, is

movable axially by a cam-jflate, 18, fitted with a handle, 30. In
operation, the sectors, 3, 4, 5, are closed and the plate, 23, is

lowered to the position shown by dotted lines in Fig. 85. The
bait is then lowered into the molten metal and the air exhausted
from the annular space between the flange, 24, and sectors, 3, 4, 5,

through pipes, 32, 33, 35, so as to draw up the metal. As the

draw proceeds and the cylinder head contracts, the plate, 23, is

raised to relieve strain. The finished cylinder can be removed by
opening the sectors, 3, 4, 5. H. G. C.
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173. Drawing Glass Cylinders. A. E. Spinasse (U.S.A. Pat.,

June 8th, 1920, No. 1343186. Filed May 24th, 1911, No. 629121.

Divided and this application filed April 6th, 1914).—A drawing-

apparatus consists of a bait carriage running in guides in a vertical

frame, which, when the draw is finished, can be swung down into

the horizontal position for the removal of the cylinder. Stops or

a flexible cam attached to the frame operate a device for controlling

automatically the admission of air to the cylinder and the speed of

the draw. G. D.

174. Drawing Glass Cylinders. L. E. Stewart (U.S.A. Pat.,

July 20th, 1920, No. 1347131. Filed August 8th, 1919, No. 316148).

—The specification describes a rheostat which is automatically

operated by the hoisting drum of a cylinder-drawing device, and
controls the speed of the motor which drives the blower that sup-

plies air to the cylinder. The object of the invention is to increase

gradually the pressure of the air in the interior of the cylinder to

hold it distended as the drawing progresses. G. D.

175. Cylinder Glass-drawing Apparatus. J. H.Allan (U.S.A.

Pat., June 1st, 1920, No. 1342080. Filed December 21st, 1915,

No. 336233).—Relates to glass-drawing apparatus of the type in

which a cylinder is drawn through a circular

opening, 11, in a drawing-ring, 10, that

floats on the surface of the metal, a re-

movable topstone, 16 1
, resting on the ring

to protect the cylinder from radiated heat.

The invention consists in providing the

topstone, 161
, on its underside, with an

annular rib, 19, which rests in a comple- yig. 86.

mental groove, 12, formed on the uj)per side

of the drawing-ring, and thus prevents flames from passing between
the topstone and the ring and damaging the cylinder. Molten
glass enters the groove, 12, and forms a seal between the ring and
the topstone. G. D.

176. Glass-moulding Machine for Plate Glass. H. O.Bisbing
(U.S.A. Pat., July 20th, 1920, No. 1347202. Filed September 26th,

1919, No. 326513).—The invention consists of a machine for " mould-
ing plate glass in such form as to avoid the costly operations con-

nected with glass grinding."

A furnace, a, is provided with a spout, b, closed by a gate, c,

through which metal is allowed to pour into a receiver, e. This

receiver is provided at its point end with a hinged gate, /, which
is kept closed by a spring, p, but can be opened by lifting an arm, i.

The moulds, g, are connected together to form an endless chain
passing around drums, h, and are advanced intermittently by
suitable means. When a mould arrives in position beneath the
front of the receiver, e, it lifts the arm, i, and thus receives a charge
of metal. The movement of the mould carries the charge beneath
a tamping plate, k, which is pressed downwards by a cam and
moulds the charge, and the moulded plate is raised from the moulds
by plungers, i, operated by a cam, «. A hot blast from a pipe, v,
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which plays on the stream of metal, and then passes through a

Fig. 87.

runway, w, surrounding the moulds, maintains the temperature

of the glass during the operation. G. D.

177. Making Sheet Glass. J. Ramsey, St. Helens, Lancashire

(Brit. Pat. No. 151543, March 13th, 1920, No. 7515).—Relates

to apparatus for making sheet and plate glass. The molten metal

^ .,„.,ZI,

runs from a tank, a (Fig. 88), through a valve, c, to a pot, p,

which is pivoted at d, and provided with a bridge, u, to retain

impurities. When the pot, p, is lowered by screws, i
1

,
the valve, c,

is automatically opened by a chain, e, connected at h to the pot, p.

When the pot, p, is raised against a heating-chamber, o, the valve, c,

closes. The molten metal is delivered by the pot, p, to a pair of

water-cooled rollers, q, q
1

, having removable fireclay coatings.

The sheet thus formed passes between a pair of polished or Uuted

sheet rollers, t, t
l

, on to a series of conveying rollers, x, which

deliver the sheet to the lehr. H. G. C.
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178. Casting Plate Glass. F. E. Troutman (U.S.A. Pat., .June

8th, 1920., No. 1343014. Filed January 18th, 1919, No. 271853).—
A table for casting plate glass is generally made up of a number of

sections bolted together, and pipes are cast in the sections for the

circulation of cooling water. The present invention consists of a

table having two series of pipes, one series being positioned near

the upper surface of the table and the other being positioned near

the lower surface of the table, both series being connected at their

ends. The water after circulating through the upper series passes

through the lower series, and it is stated that such an arrangement
approximately equalises the temperature of the table and minimises

distortion. G. D.

179. Drawing Sheet Glass. M. J. Owens, Assignor to The
Libbey-Owens Sheet Glass Co. (U.S.A. Pat., July 6th, 1920,

No. 1345628. Filed January 6th, 1919. No. 269746).—Relates
to the process of making sheet glass in which the glass is drawn
upwards from the metal, 11, Fig. 89 in a flat sheet, 10, which after

Fig. 89. Fig. 90.

passing around a bending-roll, 12, travels over an endless drawing-
table, 14, into the lehr. According to the invention the sheet as it

moves upwards has its temperature reduced, by the time it reaches
the roll, 12, to such a point that its surface is not marked by the
roll. Any waviness or unevenness of the sheet is then reduced by
subjecting it to the action of a flattening device consisting of an
endless chain of wooden blocks, 16, which are moved continuously
across the sheet after it has passed the bending-roll, 12.

U.S. Pat. No. 1345629 (July 6th, 1920. Filed, June 25th, 1919,
No. 306, 592) describes another form of " ironing " device. This
consists of wooden bars, 24 (Fig. 90), mounted at the ends of arms
which rotate about a shaft, 20. The bars are spring mounted, so
that they yield inwardly when in contact with the glass, and thus
move horizontally while in contact with the sheet. G. D.
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180. Drawing Glass Sheets. J. C. Crowley (U.S.A. Pat.,

June 8th, 1920, No. 1342533. Filed July 8th, 1918, No. 243981).—
The invention consists of an apparatus for drawing glass sheets.

The sheet is drawn from a body of metal, 1, by means of endless

chains, 20, which grip the sheet along its edge and draw it through
a slot in the cover of the nrehearth. The temperature of the

'////sK

(p @/^@ (g> (o) r® p W~J

Fig. 91.

metal, 1, is regulated by an arched firebox, 4, projecting through
the bottom of the firehearth and heated from below by burners, 5.

The sheet thus drawn passes upwards and is bent around a drum,
15, over which an endless metal belt, 13, passes. The belt is sup-

ported in transverse rollers, 14, and the sheet is kept in contact
with it by endless chains, 16, which press on the edges of the sheet.

The sheet jsasses from the belt on to rollers, 19, in the lehr, 20.

G. D.

181. An Imitation Glass Panel. J. A. McAvoy (U.S.A. Pat.,

July 6th, 1920, No. 1345792. Filed October 15th, 1919, No.
330918).—In order to produce a glass panel, particularly intended

for use as a carriage window, which shall appear to be bevelled,

a flat sheet of glass, A, has an endless groove, a, formed in its face

and of sufficient depth to cause refraction of light at the line which

it occupies. G. D.
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182. Cracking-off Device for Carboys. H. M. Brown (U.S.A.
Pat., July 13th, 1920, No. 1346528. Filed August 20th, 1919,
No. 318670).—A device for cracking-off carboys or other containers
from the blow iron consists of a pair of tongs having semicircular
hollow jaws, 2, 3, the inner sides of which are formed as a sharp

Fig. 93.

edge, 4. Perforations, 6, are formed in each jaw leading from the

interior through the edge, 4. In use, the tool is applied to the neck
of the carboy while it is still hot and the handles, 2", 3'', are tightened

to force the edge, 4, into the glass. Water is then circulated through
the jaws by way of pipes, 8, 12, 9, and some of it spurting through
the perforations, 6, chills the glass and causes it to crack along the

groove formed by the edge, 4. G. D.
vol. v. 7
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183. Glass Cutter. V. F. Reich (U.S.A. Pat., July 27th, 1920,

No. 1347972. Filed April 4th, 1919, No. 287585).—A holder

for rotary tools, particularly markers or wheel glass-cutters, has a

hollow handle, 1, which forms a magazine for storing spare wheels,

and a device to enable a wheel to be quickly and easily replaced.

Fig. 1)4.

The wheel, 9, is journalled in a carrier, 6, which slides into a flanged

slot formed in the head, 2. When a new wheel has been inserted,

as shown, the carrier is pushed back into the head and a sj>ring

detent, 11, formed on the carrier snaps into an opening, 5, formed
in the head. When a wheel is to be replaced, the detent may be
pressed inwards to allow the carrier to be removed. G. D.

184. Cutting Glass Cvlinders. W. R. Campbell (U.S.A.

Pat., March 5th, 1918, No. 1257975. Filed October 6th, 1916,

No. 124087).—A device for cutting up glass cylinders by means
of an electrically heated wire consists of a handle carrying two
terminals, to one of which the wire is secured, the other end of

the wire being attached to a reel carried by a frame detachably
secured to the handle and adapted to be engaged with the other

handle when the parts are assembled for use. G. D.

185. Device for Severing Glass. H. F. Hitner (Assignor

to Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.) (U.S.A. Pat., November 16th,

1920, No. 1359172. Filed November 4th, 1919, No. 335611).—
This device was designed primarily for cutting up cylinders for

window glass, but could be used on other circular glass articles

or even on flat glass. It comprised a portable heating chamber
carrying a reel on which a wire or chain was wound. The wire

or chain was heated while wrapped on the reel, and, when ready
for use, was pulled out and placed round the cylinder to be divided.

After this operation the wire was wound back on to the reel prefer-

ably by a spring, where it was reheated quickly by reason of the
heat stored in the chamber and the reel.

The chamber could be heated electrically or by a gas burner.

It was best to use a cable wire of the woven type, as this was flexible,

retained more heat than a chain, and allowed closer contact with

the glass, thus rendering cracking off relatively easy. S. E.

186. Method and Apparatus for Cutting and Severing
Glass. F. J. Rippl (Assignor to General Electric Co., New
York) (U.S.A. Pat., April 9th, 1918, No. 1262567. Filed October
3rd. 1916, No. 123491).—The invention related to the cutting of
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Fig. 95.

articles such as small electric lamp bulbs from the glass tube from
which they have been blown. It was
found that by imparting to the severing

devices at the moment of engagement
with the glass a vibrating cutting move-
ment, sticking of the knives was avoided
and clean cuts were produced. This
compound movement was obtained by
imparting to the knives a continuous
approaching or receding movement and
also a rapidly vibrating movement.

After the bulb had been blown, the
glass was heated at the point to be
severed, and the heated portion then
brought into position between the knife

blades, 9, which were pivotally mounted
on the arms, 13, these in turn being
mounted on the pinion wheels, 14. The
shaft carrying one of these pinions was
operated by a cam and connecting rod,

and since the two pinions intermeshed, the knives were brought
together. The knife-holding arms, 10, had extensions, 23, connected
by a tension spring, 24, holding their ends, 25, against a poly-

gonal cam, 26, which was constantly rotating fairly rapidly, thus
giving to the knives a rapid vibratory movement at the instant
they approached or separated. S. E.

187. Device for Preventing Local Chilling in Severing
Charges of Glass. E. T. Ferngren (Assignor to Hartford-
Fairmont Co.) (U.S.A. Pat., December 21st, 1920, No. 1362785.
Filed March 22nd, 1917, No. 156717).—In severing a stream of

glass from a flowing device the shears often act as supports for the
cut end of glass, and in some cases they are used to retard its flow,

but such use of the shears causes severe local cooling and produces
shear marks which are objectionable. To overcome this local

chilling, the shear blades are given a downward as well as an inward
motion during the cutting stroke, thus the cutting edge moves
progressively through the glass, and no point in the lower end of

the depending glass remains in contact with the shears, so that
there is no period of continued heat absorption from any portion
of the glass. If the downward movement of the shears at the
instant of cutting is greater than the initial falling velocity of the
cut-off glass, then the charge is sent down into the mould at an
increased speed.

The two motions (vertical and horizontal) may be imparted
to the shears, by mounting the guides in which the shears reciprocate

on rotating cams, which allow the guides to fall as the shears are

moving inwards to sever the stream of glass. S. E.

188. Grease for Moulds. (Sprechsaal, 1921, 54, 6, 67).—The
following formulae for grease for moulds in which goblets are blown
were stated to give a high brilliancy to the glass and also to resist
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dislodgment by water into which the mould was dipped. (1) A
mixture of very finely ground pure charcoal with resin is spread
over the mould by a gathering of hot glass. (2) The mould is

warmed and coated, not too thickly, with linseed oil or thick varnish.
Charcoal, very finely ground and sieved (preferably through coarse
canvas), is then uniformly spread over by a sieve. (3) Equal parts
of varnish and resin are melted together for 1-2 hours, and, on
cooling, a third of red lead is added. After coating the mould
evenly and spreading with fine charcoal, it is heated in the furnace
or allowed to stand for 2£ hours. A. C.

189. Moulding Lens Blanks. H. W. Hill (Assignor to
American Optical Co.) (U.S.A. Pat., March 2nd, 1920, Nos. 1332724
and 1332725. Filed September 13th, 1917, No. 191230, and
October 6th, 1917, No. 195039).—Relates to a process of forming
lens blanks which consists in heating glass stock to a plastic con-
dition, puddling the stock while heating to eliminate bubbles and
strise, pressing the stock into form after puddling and while plastic,

and annealing the formed lens before it has entirely cooled from
the initial heating.

A form of apparatus for carrying out the process is shown in

sectional elevation in Fig. 96. The pieces of glass stocks are

t\ Ml

Fig. 96.

placed in a heating chamber, 2, on a rotating table, 12, which
carries the glass beneath a number of gas burners, 36. The glass

is thus gradually heated and when plastic is squeezed into the de-

sired form by puddling-slides, 27. The puddled glass is then
carried by the table to rotating ejector fingers, 22, which push
the heated pieces of glass on to a shoot, 3, whence they slide on
to a conveyor, 4. Gas burners, 38, maintain the temperature of

the glass while on the conveyor, and the pieces are fed one at a
time into mould cavities, 58, formed in the periphery of a cylinder,

5, which rotates about an horizontal axis, 60. The heated glass

is next pressed by a plunger, 47, into the desired form, the cylinder

being rotated intermittently by a ratchet, 68, as the plunger rises.

The pressed blank when set is ejected from the mould on to a
shoot, 71, whence it slides beneath burners, 72, on to the belt of a
lehr, 7. The lehr is divided into a series of chambers by baffles,

73, to facilitate regulation of the temperature. The cold blank,

21, is finally discharged into a receiver, 9. G. D.
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190. Valves for Compressed Air Supply. W. L. Pratt,

London (C. H. Rankin, C. H. Blumenauer, and C. J. P. Pratt,

all in West Virginia, U.S.A.) (Brit. Pat., November 6th, 1919, No.

143794. Provisional No. 27379).—Relates to a cam-operated

valve mechanism for controlling the compressed-air supply to

pneumatically-driven apparatus such as the glass-delivery apparatus

described in Specification 144552. Each piston valve, 10, has a

port, 12, and the casing has ports, 13, 14, 15, communicating with

the air-pipes shown. The valve is lifted against the pressure of a

sa

¥ it" 'w i
21-

Fig. 97.

spring, 17, by a cam, 16, having several contours, a, b, c, and splined

on a rotating shaft, 8. The cam, 16, rotates in a fork, 18, by
moving which a different cam-contour is brought into action, and
so the valve timing is altered. The fork, 18, is held by a spring-pin,

21. An exhaust port, 30, may be provided, and also a port, 31,

passing longitudinally through the piston, 10. H. G. C.

191. Grinding Optical Glasses. Messrs. C. Zeiss, Germany
(Brit. Pat. No. 147484, July 8th, 1920, No. 19442. Convention
date, April 20th, 1915. Not yet accepted).—In apparatus for

grinding optical glasses for the production of non-spherical sur-

faces of revolution, a shaft, c (Fig. 98), is mounted in bearings on
a body, b, and carries at one end a plate, c 1

, and at the other end
a pulley, c2 , whereby the shaft and the plate are oscillated over
an angle of about 60 degrees. On the body, b, is mounted a
circular cylindrical surface, b 1

, having its axis parallel to, and
below, the axis of the shaft, c. In contact with the surface, b 1

,

is a second circular cylindrical surface, d 1
, formed on a body, d,

journalled in bearings, c3 , on the plate, c 1
, the axes of the surface, d 1

,

and of the bearings being parallel, and extending perpendicularly

to the axis of the shaft, c ; the surfaces, d 1
, b 1

, are held in contact

by springs, c4 . On the upper part of the body, d, is a surface, d2
,

in the form of a cylinder derived from the involute of a circle,

and on this surface rests the plane surface, e 1
, of a member, e,

shdably mounted in guides, c5 , on the plate, c 1
, the surfaces, e 1

, d2
,

being held in contact by the weight of the member, e. The
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member, e, carries another member, /, adjustable thereon parallel

to the direction of sliding of the member, e, and carrying a grinding-

disc, g, adapted to be rotated by a flexible shaft, g
1

. The glass

piece, k, to be ground is mounted on a carrier, i, rotated through

Fig. 98.

bevel-wheels, I, by a shaft, m. In operation, the grinding-disc

oscillates across the glass piece and rises and falls through the
interaction of the various curved surfaces, such rising and falling

taking place in a plane containing the axis of rotation of the glass

and in the direction of a line intersecting the axis of the shaft, c.

The grinding-disc thus describes on the glass a meridional curve
of a non-spherical surface. H. G. C.

192. Fire-polishing Plant. R. Haddan, London (Corning
Glass Works, Corning, U.S.A. Brit. Pat. No. 149888, February
14th, 1920, No. 4600).—Relates to apparatus for fire-polishing

pressed glassware before it is removed from the moulds, and con-

sists in providing a burner having a primary mixing-chamber and
a secondary mixing-chamber, a bell attached to the secondary
mixing-chamber and adapted to receive the glassware to be polished,

and means for deflecting the combustible mixture from the burner
to produce a swirl-

ing effect inside

the bell. The de-

vice can be used for

finishing the edge
of ware formed of

hard glass. As
shown (Fig. 99), it

is arranged for use
with liquid fuel,

but it may be
adapted forgaseous
fuel. It consists

of a fuel intake
pipe, 18, co-axial

with another pipe,

13, which, together
with a short exten-

An air-inlet pipe, 20,

Fig. 99.

sion, 23, forms the primary mixing-chamber.
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is connected to the rear end of the pipe, 13, and a perforated

cap, 25, screwed on to the end of the extension, 23, breaks up the

mixture of fuel and air as it is forced through. An outer tube, 11,

provided with a secondary air-inlet, 29, surrounds the pipe, 13,

and forms a secondary mixing-chamber which has a bell, 37, and
a cap, 32. The cap, 32, has openings formed in its side wall, the

opening being inclined to the circumference of the cap so that

the flame is caused to swirl around the inside of the bell. A
conical portion, 35, on the inside of the cap assists in deflecting

the mixture through the openings. H. G. C.

Reviews.

Annual Reports of the Society of Chemical Industry on the
Progress of Applied Chemistry. Vol. V., 1920. The Annual
Rej^orts of the Society of Chemical Industry provide a concise and
comprehensive review of the progress made in the many and varied
branches of Applied Chemistry during the year.

The Reports are classified under twenty-seven different headings,
those of chief interest to readers of this Journal being Glass, Fuel,
Refractory Materials, Ceramics and Building Materials, and Plant
and Machinery.
The section on Glass covers 18 pages, beginning with a brief

review of the position of the glass industry in the years immediately
preceding the war, and tracing the development made during and
since the war both on the technical and scientific sides of the
industry. The subject is dealt with in the following sub-sections :

The Physical Properties of Glass, Glass Making, Colour and Coloured
Glasses, Optical Glass, and Furnaces and Lehrs.

The fuel section (23 pages) deals with Fuel Research, National
Fuel Economy, Power Production and Steam Raising, Peat and
Lignite, Domestic and Motor Fuels, Gaseous Fuels, and the
Chemistry of Coal. Considerable advances are recorded in the
systematic study of the best methods of utilising the fuel resources
of the country.

The section devoted to refractory materials (12 pages) deals with
General (mainly Fireclay) Refractories, Silica Refractories, Refrac-
tory Materials for the Glass and Iron and Steel Industries, and
Special Refractories. Much interesting and important work has
been carried out, and is summarised concisely in the report.

The section on analytical chemistry (15 pages) deals almost
entirely with technical analysis, to avoid overlapping with the
Chemical Society's report on analytical chemistry.

Whilst it is impossible to go into detail in regard to particular
developments or researches in the space permitted, salient features
are recorded and references given to original papers which may
be consulted by any investigator desirous of obtaining more detailed
information. These Reports supply a valuable and complete source
of reference to the progress made during the year both for men
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of science and technologists, and are particularly valuable to those
who have neither the time nor the facilities for the systematic
study of all the journals dealing with the particular branches of

applied science in which they are interested.

The price is 8s. 3d. to members of the Society of Chemical
Industry, 15s. to non-members, post free. J. H. D.

Silica and the Silicates. James A. Audley, B.Sc, F.I.C.

(London : BaiUiere, Tindall, and Cox. 1921. Price 15s. net).

—

There is a real need for an English text-book discussing from both
the theoretical and practical points of view the many developments
in the industrial applications of silica and the silicates. The book
under review, whilst of some interest to the general reader with a
critical faculty, can scarcely be recommended to the student ; it

partakes too much of the character of a series of abstracts with
little attempt to weave into a connected account the story of the
present position of silicate chemistry in relation to industry. The
book is divided into six sections dealing with (1) the occurrence
and properties of silica; (2) the properties and uses of natural
and artificial silicates

; (3) lime, cement, and mortar
; (4) the

ceramic industries
; (5) glass and enamels, and (6) miscellaneous

applications of silicates. Fairly good descriptions of some of the

manufacturing operations are given, but the references in the text

to a number of the diagrams, in particular those dealing with
furnaces, are inadequate. The section on glass gives useful sum-
maries of a number of papers which have appeared in various

technical journals, but the general account of this important branch
of silicate chemistry presents an incomplete picture of its present

position. In general, it may be said that the book is full of informa-

tion, but suffers throughout from the author's failure to discriminate

between essentials and non-essentials. W. J. R.
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I.—Glass-making Materials.

193. Sodium Nitrate Purification. J. B. Hobsbawn, Hove,

and J. L. Grigioni, Valparaiso (Brit. Pat., No. 153649, August
6th, 1919).—Sodium nitrate is obtained from its solutions by
first separating a considerable proportion of the sulphates and
chlorides present by concentration under an absolute pressure of

11 lb. per square inch until the temperature of 90—95° is reached,

and afterwards concentrating the liquor at atmospheric or other

pressure until the content of chloride (calculated as the sodium
salt) is 75—80 grams per litre. The concentrated liquor is then

cooled for the production of sodium nitrate crystals. The first

stage of the concentration is effected in a vacuum evaporator,

consisting of a heater, 3, and a separator, 7, connected by circulating

Fig. 100.

pipes, 6, 9. The crystals of chlorides and sulphates that separate

are discharged through a valve, 11, into a settling-tank, 12, from
which they are removed by conveyers, 17, 19. The crystals may
be washed by liquor from the store tank, 1. A pump, 2, feeds

liquor from the store tank, 1, to the heater, 3, and a pump, 21,

returns liquor from the settling-tank, 12, to the heater. The
second stage of the concentration is effected in an intermittently

working evaporator consisting of a heater, 23, and a separator, 24,

operating under a pressure such that the steam generated may
be led by a pipe, 4, to the heater, 3, and used as a heating-agent

therein. The evaporator, 23, 24, is filled by adjusting a valve, 22,

so as to permit a portion of the liquor from the pump, 21, to enter

the heater, 23. When the liquor has reached the prescribed con-

centration, the contents of the evaporator, 23, 24, are discharged

through a filter, 29, and are pumped into a chamber, 32, main-
tained under an absolute pressure of 12—13 lb. per square inch,

and are cooled to 70—75° by evaporation under the reduced
pressure. The liquor is then transferred to a rotary cooler, 37, in

which the sodium nitrate separates. H. G. C.

vol. v. 8
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194. Silicic Acid Gels. Robert Schwarz {Kolloid Chem.
1921, 28, 77; from J. Chem. Soc, 1921, 120, Abs. ii, 260).—It
was shown that a solution of silicic acid in ammonia was capable

of separation into two fractions by an ultrafilter. That passing

through the finest ultrafilter consisted of molecular disperse silicic

acid, that is, ammonium silicate, while that retained by the filter

was colloidal silicic acid. The amount of dissolved silicic acid

was estimated after varying periods of solution, and it was stated

that the amount increased with time. Thus after eight hours
30-6 per cent, of a given gel dissolved, 16-0 per cent, was in the

colloidal state, and 53-4 undissolved ; while after ninety-five hours
63-9 per cent, was dissolved, 8-1 in the colloidal state and 28*0

undissolved. This was quoted as evidence in favour of the view
that colloidal solution precedes true solution, which was regarded
as a secondary reaction following colloidal solution. M. P.

II.—Glass : Manufacture and Properties.

195. Method of and Apparatus for Removing Striae from
Melted Glass. S. R. Scholes, L. W. Nicols, and W. F. Kaufmann
(U.S.A. Pat., No. 1370673, March 8th, 1921. Filed October 8th,

1919, No. 329402).—In stirring glass to remove striae, there was

Fig. 101.
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always a possibility of the glass dissolving the material of

the stirrer, thus causing thin strise to be left behind the stirrer

as it was rotating. In this new method of removing stria?, the

stirrer was dispensed with and a mixing action induced by moving
the pot together with its contents. Such a mixing action might
be obtained in several ways, but the one preferred consisted in

rotating the pot about an inclined axis.

In the figure, 1 indicates a suitable foundation, and 2 a surface

inclined to the horizontal at an angle of about 22°. Resting on
this surface is the bottom plate, 13, which carries ball-bearings, 16,

sujjporting the turn-table, 15. This table is provided with teeth,

17, meshing with the worm, 18. Mounted on the table are refractory

supports, 20, which in turn carry the refractory block, 21. On
the upper surface of this block are a number of small members, 25,

spaced apart to form heating spaces, 26, and supporting the glass

melting pot, 27. The pot is rotated during the time it is being got

up to its highest temperature, but on filling on the batch rotation

is stopped until the glass is plain. The temperature is slightly

lowered and rotation again commenced, at a speed of about one

revolution a minute. In making high grade optical glass, rotation

at this speed for thirty-six hours was found to give very satisfactory

results. S. E.

196. A Method of Determining the Tensile Strength of

Glass. J. T. Littleton {Phys. Rev., 1920, 15, 521).—An abstract

of a paper read before the American Physical Society, giving an
account of experiments carried out at the Corning Glass Works.
The author sought to eliminate surface effects by throwing large

initial strains into the surface layer in such a way that they resisted

the applied load. A glass slab was suddenly chilled from a tem-
perature above the annealing temperature, and a rectangular bar

was cut from it. This was supported on knife edges at the ends
and loaded in the middle until fracture took place. The stresses

were measured optically. The results indicated an accuracy of

5 per cent. , whereas tests with annealed specimens showed variations

of from 20 to 40 per cent. J. R. C.

197. A Simple Expansibility Test for Determining the
Welding Properties of Glasses. D. E. Sharp (J. Amer. Cer.

Soc., 1921, 4, 219).—Two rods of glass were placed side by side

with the ends flush. The ends were heated, welded by pinching

with forceps, and by pulling out the welded portion with the forceps

a thin strip of glass was obtained, the two original glasses forming
opposite sides of it. When cooled, the strip bent towards the

glass having the higher total expansion up to the softening point

of the softer glass. Very slight curvature of the strip indicated

that the two glasses would weld together without subsequent
fracture, if well annealed. An appreciable curvature showed that

the two glasses could not satisfactorily be used in combination.

The test could be made useful for rough determination of the

coefficient of expansion of glasses by preparing a set of strips made
8—2
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Avith glasses of known coefficients as standards and comparing the
unknown glass with the glass considered to be nearest to it in

expansibility. F. W. H.

198. The Expansion of Glass at High Temperatures.
W. B. Pietenpol (Phys. Rev., 1920, 15, 521).—A further account
of work which has already been described in Chemical and Metal-
lurgical Engineering. See Abs. No. 3, p. 6, this vol. J. R. C.

199. The Optical Determination of Stress in Transparent
Materials. A. L. Kimball, jun. (J. Optical Soc. Amer., 1921, 5,

279).—An account of the Coker method for the determination of

stress. Details were given of the optical arrangement and the
measurements necessary. The paper was illustrated by four

coloured jDhotographs of stressed materials. J. R. C.

200. The Double Refraction of Compressed Glass. E.

Henriot (Compt. rend., 1921, 172, 1477).—In all cases of artificial

double refraction, except when this was produced by compression,
it had been established that the dispersion due thereto followed

Havelock's law, namely, that n{n' — n") (n 2 — l) 2 is constant,

where n is the true refractive index and n' and n" the artificial

refractive indices. Hitherto this had not been considered true

for double refraction produced by compression, but the author's

experiments with crown glass showed that the law held in this

case also. J. R. C.

201. Optical Glass. Its Properties and Production. J. W.
French {Optician, 1920, 59, 335, 351 ; 60, 3, 18, 28).—A brief account
was given of the history of glass from the earliest times, and led

to a description of the manner in which the author's firm developed
the manufacture of glass during the war. The optical properties

of glass were considered at length, the loss of light due to various

causes playing a large part in the production of optical instruments.

Important defects in optical glass were lack of isotropy and homo-
geneity, the former due to insufficient annealing and the latter

to veins and strise. The striae were stated to be avoidable by finely

grinding the batch constituents and thoroughly mixing them,
and by keeping the fluid glass well stirred. Veins, due to the

solvent action of the glass on the pot and stirrer, could best be
minimised by suitably choosing the clays from which these were
made. The devitrification of glass was fully discussed. A curve

was given showing the increase in durability of a soda-lime-silica

series of glasses due to the increase of lime content. Glasses

containing less than 6 per cent, of lime were unstable on account
of their defective durability, whilst if the percentage were greater

than 17 (the silica content remaining at 70 per cent.) they were
impracticable owing to melting difficulties and opalescence due to

devitrification. A similar curve illustrated the decrease in dura-

bility of a series of flint glasses as the lead content increased.

Having considered the characteristic properties of optical glass,

the author next proceeded to describe its manufacture. The
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building and drying of the jDots were described and a short account

was given of glass works furnaces. This was followed by a descrip-

tion of the actual melting process, special attention being directed to

stirring. The moulding into small pieces, inspection for defects,

and annealing operations were briefly described. J. R. C.

202. Viscosity Temperature Curves of Six Varieties of

Optical Glass. E. W. Washburn and G. R. Shelton {Phys.

Rev., 1920, 15, 149).—An abstract of a paper read before the

American Physical Society. The apparatus, of which a diagram
was given, was adapted to the study of the viscosity of any type

of commercial glass. The force necessary to rotate a hollow

porcelain cylinder in the molten glass contained in a coaxial cylinder

was ascertained and the viscosity obtained by calibration of the

apparatus with liquids of known viscosity. The glasses were

(1) Medium Flint, (2) Light Barium Crown, (3) Borosilicate, (4)

Barium Flint, (5) Barium Flint, (6) Borosilicate, (7) Light Flint.

The viscosity-temperature curves for (4) and (5) were found to be
very close together, as did also (3) and (6). It was not stated

whether they were for different specimens of the same glasses.

Numbers (1) and (2) were the least, and number (7) the most,

viscous at any temperature. J. R. C.

203. Tests for Miners' Lamp Glasses. G. Chesneau
(Annates des mines, 10th series, 1908, 13, 229 ; 1909, 15, 33 ; Le
Verre, 1921, No. 4, 63).—The following three tests were suggested

by Watteyne and Stassart (Annates des Mines de Belgique, Vol.

11) :—(1) The glass should be placed in a lamp and exposed for

five minutes to currents of explosive gas at varying inclinations.

(2) Water, in a jet or in drops, should be projected on the glass

2>reviously heated by a current of gas. (3) The lamp should be sub-

jected to shock by a weight of 85 grams falling from varying heights.

In a comparison of a number of Jena glasses (made from sodium
borosilicate glass containing little alkali and a little of the oxides

of lead and zinc), of a size 60 X 60 mm. and thickness 5—-7 mm.,
with a number of ordinary crystal lamp glasses, the author found
that the above tests were untrustworthy. The third test gave
results indicative rather of the thickness than the quality of the

glass and was discarded. In place of the second test the following

was substituted : The lamp glass was placed in a large reservoir

of cold water which was raised to boiling and so maintained for

half an hour. Afterwards it was seized by wooden tongs and
plunged into water at 12—15°. In this test ten ordinary glasses

were all cracked, whilst ten Jena glasses remained intact. As a

substitute for the first of the above tests, the author placed the

cylinder above, and in the axis of, a Berzelius burner of 45 mm.
diameter capable of giving a flame of 55 mm. diameter at the

mouth. The glass rested on a metal cylinder, the diameter of

which was less than that of the lamp glass if the flame was not
required to touch the latter, or equal to it if the flame had to play
on the sides of the lamp glass. Between the cylinders was a sheet

of asbestos to prevent conduction of heat, whilst a Jena glass
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cylinder surmounted the glass in order to create a good draught
and give a steady flame. Heating was first performed with a
flame of 20 mm. diameter for five minutes and then with a flame of

37 mm. diameter (with a space of 6—7 mm. diameter between
flame and glass), also for five minutes. Ordinary crystal glasses

were broken in three cases out of ten during the second period,

but the Jena glasses remained intact. In a further test, the cold

glass was placed in the same apparatus, 8 mm. above the orifice

of the burner (the gas pressure being equal to 50 mm. of water),

and the flame was allowed to play on the surface of the glass.

Ordinary crystal glasses were regularly broken within five minutes,
often flying violently, whilst one type of Jena glass remained almost
invariably intact. A. C.

204. Standardisation of French Glassware (Le Verre, 1921,

1, 61).—The report of a commission appointed by the French
Government. Window glass should have the following weight
per square metre :

" Single," 4 kg. ;
" demi-double," 6; " double,"

8 ;
" triple 4 mm.," 10 ; and " triple 4-5 mm.," 11-25 kg. with thick-

nesses of 1-6, 2-4, 3-2, 4, and 4-5 mm. and maximum variations of

thickness of 0-70, 0-85, 1-00, 1-00, and 1-00 mm. respectively.

The glass should be sensibly plane or of regular curvature; it

should be transparent and of a slight, uniform colour. The glass

should be divided into four classes, a first choice without appre-

ciable fault, a second with few faults of small dimensions only
and not grouped, a third in which may occur waves, seeds, scratches,

or punctures, so long as these are not very numerous and of small

size, scarcely visible at 5 metres (except by reflected light in the

case of surface faults), a fourth choice with large waves, cracks,

folds, and the foregoing faults more important in number and size.

The edges should be straight and the sheets rectangular, whilst

indication of the size should be given in the case of the short edge
correctly and for the long edge to within 10 mm. Regular com-
mercial sizes are of two kinds: " Mesures courantes "—132 x 30,

126 x 33, 120 x 36, 114 x 39, 108 x 42, 102 x 45, 96 x 48,

90 x 51, 87 x 54, 81 x 57, 75 x 60, 72 x 63, 69 X 66, and the

more common " mesures lilloises
"—138 X 36, 132 X 39, 126 X 42,

120 X 45, 114 x 48, 108 x 51, 102 x 54, 96 X 57, 93 X 60,

87 X 63, 81 X 66, 78 X 69, 75 X 72. Cases should contain 60 sheets

of single glass, 40 of demi-double, and 30 of double, either all of one
size, or in the following combinations :

" Mesures courantes

"

five kinds, 126 X 33, 120 x 36, 114 x 39, 108 X 42, 102 X 45,

four kinds, 120 X 36, 114 x 39, 108 X 42, 102 X 45, or five kinds,

96 x 48, 90 X 51, 87 x 54, 81 X 57, 73 X 60; " mesures lilloises,"

five kinds, 132 X 39, 126 X 42, 120 X 45, 114 X 48, 108 x 51,

four kinds 126 X 42, 120 X 45, 114 x 48, 108 X 51, or five kinds
102 X 54, 96 X 57, 93 X 60, 87 X 63, 81 x 66. Cases should con-

tain glasses of the same class and thickness and be plainly marked
in red with the number of the class, the trade mark, and the thickness

(with the weight per sq. metre of all but single glasses). Outside
the case should be indicated the number of sheets and the size,
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with also, if demanded, a seal or warranty mark. Miners' lamp
glasses should present the following characteristics : Marsaut lamps
and others of the same dimensions should have a glass of 59 mm.
maximum external and 47 mm. minimum internal diameter,
thickness 4-5 mm. and height 60 mm. (maximum height variation

± 0-2 mm.). Fumat lamps should have glass of 44 mm. maximum
external and 31 mm. minimum internal diameter, thickness 4-5 mm.,
height 63 mm. (variation limit ± 0-2 mm.). Glasses for use in
mines free from fire-damp should show, when 1 per 100 are suddenly
transferred from water at 100° to water at 15°, not more than
50 per cent, of breakages. For mines containing fire-damp, 1 per
100 of the glasses when tested in the Berzelius burner should not
show more than 20 per cent, of fractures. The details of the
burner are : height of glass above the burner mouth 8 mm., pressure
of gas 50 mm. of water, size of orifice 40 mm. diameter, 2 mm. wide,
size of metal cylinder 50 mm. diameter. A. C.

205. Residual Gases in Highly Exhausted Glass Bulbs.
J. E. Shrader {Phys. Rev., 1919, 13, 434).—Experiments showed
that the vacuum in sealed glass bulbs deteriorated with time,
rapidly at first and then more slowly, although the glass had been
heated, to remove occluded gases, before sealing off. Subsequent
heating, even to temperatures lower than the sealing-off tem-
perature, resulted in further liberation of gases and vapours.
Samples of Corning and Pyrex glass were used in the experiments,
but no connection could be established between the results either
from different samples of the same glass or from different glasses.

J. R. C.

206. The Quantitative Sensibility of Spectra of Silicon in
Fused Salts and Steels. A. de Gramont {Compt. rend., 1921,

173, 13).—Only the region A 4800 A.U. to A 2200 A.U. was examined.
Varying percentages of silica were fused with sodium carbonate
and photographs obtained of the spectra yielded by the mixture.
The smallest percentage of silica used was 0-01 Si02 (0-005 Si) and
with this three silicon lines were observed, namely, A = 2881-6,

2524-1, and 2516-1 A.U. With 0-05 per cent, of silica, eight silicon

lines were distinguishable, including six equally spaced strong
lines (2528-6 to 2506-9) which are readily recognisable as silicon

lines without measurement. Mineral silicates dissolved in fused
sodium carbonate showed only slightly less sensibility. In the
case of steels, spectral examination was not so sensitive, the silicon

lines being masked by those of iron. J. R. C.

207. Producing a Bore in Glass without Blowing. J. Kent
Maldon (Brit. Pat., No. 153824, February 28th, 1920).— Relates
to a method of producing a " bore " in glass without blowing.
According to the invention, a sealed length of glass tubing, exhausted
or containing gas, is applied to a mass of glass and autogenously
united to and then incorporated with it. The combined mass
is afterwards shaped to the desired form. The figure shows a
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tube, c, applied to a hollow " ball," b, of glass carried on a blow-
pipe, a, and also the tube incorporated with the ball so as to form
the bore, c'. The piece, h, is afterwards drawn out to the required
extent. In the j^roduction of lens-fronted tubing for thermo-

Fig. 102.

meters, etc., the tube is formed with a flattened side which is

applied to the " ball " of glass and pressed in a mould, e, having

a groove, /, to ensure the proper bedding down of the tube. Fig. 102

shows the piece as removed from the mould and having the tube, d,

partly outstanding. The piece, without marvering, is drawn down
to the required section. H. G. C.

208. Process for Making Articles of Quartz Glass. J.

Scharl, New York, Assignor to General Ceramics Co., Jersey City

(U.S.A. Pat., No. 1375657, April 19th, 1921. Filed February 8th,

1919, No. 275688).—The pro-

3Z cess of working plastic quartz

.^ glass requires very quick hand-
ling, and the exclusion as far

as possible of all circumstances

which tend to cool the plastic

material. In the process covered

by this patent, the silica in the

form of tube is heated in an
electric furnace by a resistance

core. The shell of the furnace

is packed with heat-resisting

and insulating materials. When
the quartz is hot enough, the

lower end is closed by pressing

with tongs, and the semifused

mass, 17 (Fig. 103), together

with the heating core, 11, trans-

ferred to a mould, 25, in which
it is blown to articles of the

desired shape, 26. The hot
core keeps the quartz hot whilst

it is being transferred and whilst

it is in the mould. The blowing is accomplished by a hot gas or

steam under pressure, so as to avoid any appreciable chilling. S. E.

209. Making- Sparking-plug Insulators. J. Scharl, New
York, Assignor to General Ceramics Co., Jersey City (U.S.A.

Pat., No. 1343686, June 15th, 1920. Filed December 18th, 1918,

No. 267240).—The specification describes a method of making

Fig. 103.
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sparking-plug insulators from silica glass. Two tubes or rods of

fused silica are heated by rotating them in close proximity to

electric arcs. When the rods arc soft, a core, preferably of wood
and therefore combustible, is introduced between the rods, which
are then pressed into a tube around the core by means of two
mould sections. G. D.

210. Fire-resisting Sheet Glass. V. Shuman, Philadelphia,

Pa., Assignor to the Super-Glass Co., Pa. (U.S.A. Pat., No.
1355625, October 12th, 1920. Piled March 30th, 1916, No.
87701).—A compound sheet of fire-resisting glass is made up of

two sheets of wire glass with a layer of transparent organic material

sandwiched between them. Suitable materials are celluloid,

gelatine, or a mixture of gelatine, sugar, tartaric acid, and a little

nitrate of soda. In case of fire, the organic layer is carbonised

and the sheet thus acts as a screen to protect materials from damage
by radiated heat which would pass through a sheet of ordinary
wire glass. G. D.

211. Process of Forming Lens Blanks. H. K. Parsons
(U.S.A. Pat., No. 1370042, March 1st, 1921. Filed March 11th,

1920, No. 364977).—This invention relates to the formation of

bifocal lenses and provides for two or three lenses being produced

ns:

ns:

Fig. 104.

simultaneously. Two lens blanks (Fig 104) are mounted with their

edges together and the countersink is ground in them simultaneously
as shown diagrammatically. The lens of higher refractive index
is then secured to the two blanks and split along the line IV—IV.
The two blanks are then ready for grinding to their final curvature.

S. F.
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III.—Lamp-worked and
General Scientific

Apparatus.

212. Apparatus for the Detec-
tion of Ozone in Air. Heinrich
Guthmann (Erlanger Ber., 1920,

50/51, 219; from Zeitsch. Beutsch.

Ges.fiir Meek, und Optik, 1920, Parts

19 and 20, 117).—Suction applied by
means of a water pump at A draws
in the gas under investigation at E,

whence it passes through the bulb, C,

full of absorbent, up the spiral, S, to

the bulb, D, being discharged below

the level, N, of the absorbent. In

this way, the bubbles rising through

S create a downward circulation of

the absorbing liquid through R.

The whole is surrounded by a jacket,

M, which can be maintained at a

constant temperature by the intro-

duction via H and B of a suitable

heating or cooling medium.
M. P.

213. Electrometric Estimation of Ammonia in Gas. J. H.

Reineke. Weitmar (German Pat., No. 309733, November 15th,

1916).— The apparatus

was designed to deter-

mine the ammonia con-

tent of a gas by meas-
uring the alteration in

resistance of a column
of liquid, for example,

sulphuric acid, due to the

mixing of the gas with it.

The figureshows the elec-

trical device diagram

-

matically. In the appara-

tus itself, a recording pen
is set in motion over a

chart at the moment of

the first passage ofthe gas

through the normal acid.

When the neutralisation

pointisreached,thatis,at

minimum voltage,a relay

is operated, which causes

the pen to be depressed

Fig. 106. in the chart. M. P.
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214. Apparatus for Absorption of Gases Evolved in Chemical
Reaction. L. S. Bagster [J. Chern. Soc., 1921, 119, 85).—The

apparatus was designed to permit of gaseous products of the reaction

between nitric acid and copper being absorbed without at the

same time absorbing any vaporised or mechanically carried over

nitric acid.

Fig. 107.

A is the reaction vessel, acid being run in from B after evacuation

of the whole apparatus by a mercury pump. The condenser, C,

acts as a trap for nitric acid and returns it to the reaction vessel,

whilst gaseous products of the reaction pass over to the absorption

apparatus, D. A blank run without copper indicated that no
appreciable amount of acid distilled through C when cooled to 10°.

An inert gas can be admitted at F to sweep out the apparatus.
M. P.

215. A Bead-making Tool. F. W. Pfeiffer, Pcekskill, New
York (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1375318, April 19th, 1921. Filed May
25th, 1920, No. 384194).—This tool consists of a tubular handle

through which passes a rotatable spindle, at one end of which is

a small spring chuck, and the other end is adapted as a coupling

for the attachment of a flexible driving shaft. A wire is gripped

in the spring chuck and slowly rotated, and molten glass is wound
on it until a bead of the desired size is obtained. It is claimed

that by the use of this tool, wires may be used which are too short

to use by hand owing to their becoming too hot in the flame.

S. E.
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216. Apparatus for Measurement of Interfacial Tension

of Two Immiscible Liquids. W. C. Reynolds {J. Chem. Soc.,

1921, 119, 461).—The figure shows the general arrangement of

the apparatus suitable for examination of transparent solvents.

A is a burette with graduation marks completely encircling the

tube, B is a con-

Q ]
—

j

necting tube lead-

ing to a plain glass

tube, C, through a

cock, I), similar to

those on calcium
chloride tubes.
This type of cock,

with internal bore,

was the only one
found to withstand

the head of liquid

without tap grease.

F u / G is a wooden
distance piece to

support A and C
without undue
strain. The capil-

lary, F, rests in

A on a collar, H,
held by a con-

striction at the

bottom of A. F
is supported in the

Fig. 108. verticalposition by
fused-on distance

pieces, 1, 2, 3, the lengths of which are adjusted by fusion till they

just pass inside A. E is a water-jacket.

The capillary was machine drawn, and the author preferred this

for uniformity of bore to the hand-made variety, quoting evidence

in favour.

Three corrections were described for (1) the fact that in a small

tube surrounded by a larger the capillary rise in the smaller due

to interfacial tension is greater than the difference in height between

the liquid surfaces due to the capillary rise in the larger tube

;

(2) readings of the burette scale in c.c. had to be converted to

cm., and (3) meniscus error. M. P.

217. An Automatic High Vacuum Pump with a Collecting

Device for the Exhausted Gas. A. Beutell and P. Oberhoffer
(Chem. Zeit., 1919, 43, 705).—The device is similar to one described

by Beutell in 1910. Very little mercury is used, and this does

not come into contact with any rubber tube. A further improve-

ment is the introduction of a device, DD, to avoid the breaking

of the " fall tubes," F, due to the mercury falling in a high

vacuum.
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In use, the apparatus is first evacuated through N by a

water pump, and the mercury in P is introduced to the pump
by lifting the valve. It rises through 8 into the collecting chamber,
31, and thence falls down the

tubes, F, which are connected
at R to the vessel to be
evacuated. The mercury with

the trapped gas enters E when
the gas collects at the top
(if wanted for examination
the space E is filled with
mercury at the outset),

and the mercury passes on
and through the tube 8 again.

The tubes, DD, let into the
fall tubes are sealed with
porous cork, and thus admit
a little air which lessens the

shock on the tube walls due
to falling mercury. When the

evacuated gases are needed, by
turning these tubes through
180° they are so placed that

the small blob of mercury
between the two corks com-
pletely covers the lower cork
and acts as a seal. The bulb
on the tube between E and
P is intended to prevent air

rushing into E when the pump
is stopped. The pump is said

to work very quickly and has
evacuated a McLeod manometer of 500 c.c. down to 0-0007 mm. in

ten minutes and to 0-00011 mm. in twenty minutes from an initial

pressure of 10 mm. The mercury capacity of the form described

is about 100 c.c, but when the gas volume to be evacuated is

small the chamber, E, can be cut down or omitted and the amount
of mercury then needed is about 20 c.c.

M. P.

Fig. 109.

218. A Glass-cutter. 0. B. Gerdin (U.S.A. Pat. No. 1375958,
April 26th, 1921. Filed January 21st, 1920, No. 353,078).—This
glass-cutter consists of a short length of metal tube, 1 (Fig. 110), which
is provided at its end with slots, 2, for slidably containing the end
pieces, 3, which are attached to the cross bars, 4 and 5. Through
holes, 8, in these cross bars pass bolts or screws, 6 and 7, fixed at

their inner ends to the cylinder, 1, and provided with thumb-screws, 9.

A spring, 10, is coiled about the screw, 7, in such a way as to hold
the two cutting-discs, 14, which are mounted in one of the legs, 3,

in yielding contact with the glass tube.

In use, the glass is passed through the cylindrical metal tube,
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and is centred by the inward or outward movement of the guide
member, 5. The member, 4, which carries the cutting-discs is

adjusted against the glass tube by means of the spring, 11. The
cutter is then revolved round the glass tube until the cut is sufficiently

deep to allow of the tube being broken with a smooth edge. S. E.

219. A Double Vacuum Bottle. C. F. P. Anders, Urbana,
Illinois, Assignor to E. U. Greenewald, Washington (U.S.A.

Pat., No. 1387337, August 9th, 1921.

Original application December 2nd, 1910,

No. 595324. Divided February 19th, 1916,

No. 79394). — This invention relates to

vacuum bottles with two separate recep-

tacles so that they may hold two different

liquids.

The outer wall, 1 (Fig. Ill), is cylindrical and
has a contracted end or neck, 2. One inner

receptacle, 3, of slightly less diameter has
a similar contracted neck, which is sealed to

the outer vessel at 2. The lower end of the

vessel, 3, is tapered so as to fit into a

centring and spacing device consisting of

two light frames, 17 and 18, with light

curved legs, 19 and 20, resting on a mica
disc, 21. The light, curved legs give a

flexible contact or yielding support to the

tapered ends of the containers. The second
receptacle, 7, is placed in position and sealed

in at the neck, 4.

A spiral spring or other modifications

may be used for centring and supporting
the inner ends of the receptacles and thus
prevent breakage due to jars. The bottle is

evacuated through and sealed off at 16.

S. E.
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220. Large Vacuum Vessels. Isola Ges. fur Warme und
Kalte Isolierung, Berlin (German Pat., No. 310897, Class 32.

Eng. Pat., No. 137541, January 9th, 1920. Inter. Con. October
14th, 1915).—A process for the production of larger and corre-

spondingly stronger walled vacuum vessels by fusing together the

necks of the inside and outside walls in a blowpipe flame so arranged
that as soon as the operation is finished the vessel is placed in an
outer heated sheath of metal, asbestos, or other suitable body
and transferred without delay into an oven preheated to the
softening temperature of the glass, where it is allowed to cool

slowly. M. P.

221. Vacuum Tubes. Franklin Industrie -Ges., Berlin

(Assignees of Schaeffer, Berlin) (Brit. Pat., No. 153002, October
25th, 1920. Convention date, August 26th, 1919. Not yet
accepted).—In a tube for use with alternating or pulsating current,

at least one of the electrodes is replaced by a liquid

conducting layer over the outside of the container,

the current being communicated to the inside by con-

denser action. The lamp shown (Fig. 112) comprises

an inner chamber containing an aluminium or other

electrode, i, connected to the cap, t, and is sur-

rounded by an outer vessel, g, filled with conducting
liquid to which current passes by an electrode, k,

connected to a contact, m. The electrode, k, may
enter the liquid at the top of the annular space
instead of as shown. The lamp contains a highly
rarefied gas, preferably one of the rare gases of the pIG U2.
atmosphere. In a modification, the inner vessel is

cylindrical, and is completely enclosed by an outer cylindrical

vessel having terminal caps at the ends, one of which is connected
to the inner electrode and the other to the liquid. The vessel

may be of glass or quartz, and may be united by fusion or cementa-
tion, or by screwing. The injurious effects of electrolysis of the

liquid, when pulsating direct current is used, may be obviated in

one of the following ways : (1) by allowing escape of gas and replace-

ment of liquid either automatically from a reservoir or through a
stopper by hand

; (2) by making the outer vessel of such size that
the effects are negligible

; (3) by using as the conducting liquid

a solution of one or more hygroscopic salts, for example, chlorides,

bisulphates, or carbonates, which absorb lost water from the atmo-
sphere

; (4) by using a depolariser which may be oxidising or reducing
according to the direction of the current, the immersed electrode

optionally being of a metal which dissolves when current passes

;

(5) by using a liquid containing an intermediate-stage oxidation
product of a chemical compound, for example, of an acid or a
halogen salt, the oxidation and reduction products formed by
electrolysis re-combining on diffusion

; (6) by re-combining the
products by catalysis. When several tubes are worked in parallel,

they may be enclosed in the same liquid container or may have
separate containers connected by passages, only one immersed
electrode being used. When the tubes are worked in series, the
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liquid may form some of the electric connections, no external

connection to the liquid being necessary in this case. The inven-

tion is applicable to tubes for producing cathode rays, Rontgen

rays, or canal rays, and to valves for use in wireless telegraphy.

H. G. C.

222. Vacuum Tubes. Franklin Industrie-Ges., Berlin

(Brit. Pat., No. 153003, October 25th, 1920. Addition to Brit.

Pat., No. 153002. Not yet accepted).—In a tube as described in

the present specification, two internal electrodes are provided.

These may be connected to the supply mains of a single-phase

system, the external conducting liquid being connected to one of

the mains or earthed ; or the two internal electrodes and the liquid

may each be connected to one phase of a three-phase system.

The invention is particularly applicable to lamps for use on low-

voltage or low-frequency circuits. H. G. C.

223. Vacuum Tubes. M. Schmierer, Berlin (Brit. Pat.,

No. 153004, October 25th, 1920. Convention date, October 25th,

1919. Not yet accepted).—A cathode in the form of a plane or

arched plate is covered in parts by a coating of lac or the like,

or by a stencil plate,

the uncovered parts

being illuminated by
the negative glow to

form a sign. The
Fig. 113. screen may be of con-

ducting material insu-

lated from the cathode. In the lainp shown (Fig. 113), the screen, b,

forms the anode and is covered with lac on the side remote from
the anode except for a small margin around the perforations. The
cathode, a, is lacquered at the back. The discharge takes place
from the uncovered jaarts of the front surface of the screen, through
the perforations to the cathode. Direct discharge between the
opposing faces of the anode and cathode does not take place owing
to the small distance ; the back of the screen may, however, be
lacquered to prevent this with certainty. When the screen, b,

is connected as anode, only the perforations are illuminated; it

may, however, be connected as cathode, in which case the margins
around the perforations are illuminated faintly and the perforations
themselves more strongly. Alternating current may be used.

Letters may be formed by slits, or by a number of separate small
apertures. In the latter case, the unlacquered parts of the screen
are continuous, and the sign appears continuous or made up of

points according to the direction of the current ; when the diameter
of the holes is small, their centres appear particularly bright. Either
of the plates, a, b, may be divided into several independently
connected electrodes to allow different parts of the sign to be
switched in or out by hand or automatically. The lamps preferably
contain rare gases ; a lamp containing neon will work at 100 volts.

Several lamps containing different gases may be arranged together
to produce colour effects. H. G. C.
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IV.—Decorated Glass.

224. The Silvering of Glass. {Optician, 1920, 60, 183).—

•

Several methods were described. The first quoted requires four

solutions, as follows : (1) Forty grains of crystallised silver nitrate

in one litre distilled water; (2) 6 grams of ammonium nitrite in

100 grams of water; (3) 10 grams caustic potash in 100 grams of

water
; (4) 25 grams of sugar in 250 grams of water ; add 3 grams

of tartaric acid, boil for ten minutes and allow to cool, then add
50 c.c. of alcohol and dilute with water to 500 c.c. All these

solutions can be kept without undergoing alteration. Equal
quantities of the four solutions were mixed and the glass was
immersed in the mixture with the side to be silvered facing down-
wards.
The second method was a modification of Brashear's process.

Ammonia was added to a 10 per cent, silver nitrate solution until

the precipitate was re-dissolved ; to the total volume half as much of

a solution of caustic potash x was added, and then more ammonia
until the mixture was clear. A weak solution of silver nitrate was
further added until a bright brown tint resulted. Silvering was
carried out by using a mixture of this and a sugar solution con-

taining 10 per cent, of sugar, 10 per cent, of alcohol, and 0-5 per

cent, of nitric acid. The side of the glass to be silvered should

be on top.

For another method, two solutions were used : (a) 8-5 grams of

silver nitrate in 200 grams of water; (b) 15 grams of Rochelle

salt in 200 grams of water. Ammonia was added to the mixture
until the precipitate was almost re-dissolved, and silvering proceeded

with, after filtration.

Two solutions were also used in a fourth process : (1) Twenty
parts of sugar, 4 parts of nitric acid, 175 parts of alcohol, 1000
parts of water; (2) 15 c.c. of a 1 per cent, silver nitrate solution,

7*5 c.c. of a 0-5 per cent, caustic potash solution, and 22 c.c. of

ammonia. Ammonia was added to the silver nitrate solution until

the precipitate was re-dissolved, then the caustic potash solution,

and finally the rest of the ammonia. Solution (1) improved with

age, and 170 c.c. of it were added to solution (2) as made.
Looking-glasses could be silvered simply by employing a mixture

of a 1 per cent, silver nitrate solution, which had been treated with

ammonia until the precipitate had nearly disappeared, and a 1 per

cent, formalin solution. The surface to be silvered should be

placed downwards.
In all cases absolute cleanliness of the glass was essential and

directions were given for ensuring this. J. R. C.

225. The Investigation of the Effect of Colour, and its

Economic Importance. E. Paul (Sprechsaal, 1921, 54, 370).

—

A note relating to a society at Munich to study the manner in which
varying colours affected people, with the object of selecting colours

which increased efficiency and comfort. Such knowledge would

1 Concentration not stated, probably 10 per cent.

—

Ed.
VOL. VI 9
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be useful in the selection of colour schemes for rooms devoted to

varying purposes, and would prove helpful to the glass and allied

industries. It was known, for instance, that cold blue colours

produced sleepiness, grey caused irritation, yellow wonderfully
exhilarated, red quickened the pulse, whilst vernal colours were
restful. A. C.

226. The Production of Iridescence and Lustre on Glass
Pearls, Beads, etc. 0. Schwarzbach (Sprechsaal, 1921, 54,

369).—Iridescent effects were produced by two methods, a cold

process and one in which the result was obtained by heating. In

the former, the glassware was placed in an alkaline silver solution

containing a reducing agent, and the resulting mirror acted upon
by permanganate solution. Special tones were obtained by an
intermittent action of the permanganate, as by shaking, and the

effect was further modified by increase of temperature. In the

second process, the articles were heated in a special muffle furnace,

whilst they were attacked by the vapours of metallic salts. The
furnace consisted of two chambers, in one of which was placed the

articles on a fine wire sieve or an earthenware plate, whilst in the

other were placed pieces of iron heated from below. Stannous
chloride vapour gave the best results, but recently other salts

had been used to produce particular effects. The following typical

mixtures were given : (1) Chiefly for red shades, stannous chloride,

88 parts ; strontium nitrate, 7 ; barium chloride, 5
; (2) for ordinary

effects, pure stannous chloride; (3) for opalescent effects, stannous
chloride, 90 parts ; bismuth nitrate, 10 ; (4) stannous chloride,

80 parts ; strontium nitrate, 5 ; barium chloride, 15. This last had
a tendency to give a bluish effect.

The results depended on temperature and time of action, the

colour scale being grey, brown, violet, blue, green, red, bright

green, bright red, whilst longer action produced iridescence.

Absolute cleanliness of the surface, before attack, was essential,

undesirable cloudy effects being produced either by residual grease

or by splashes of the tin salt. A matt effect was obtained by expos-

ing the articles in the furnace, after producing the iridescence,

to a bright flame. Another metallic effect, the so-called " lustring,"

was produced by dipping glassware into a solution of a metallic

resinate in turpentine or lavender oil, and then placing the coated
articles in a hot fire. The resinate was best got by precipitating

it from a sodium resinate solution with metallic salt solutions.

A. C.

227. The Chromate-Albumen Copying Process as an
Etching Basis for Glass, etc. C. Fleck (Sprechsaal, 1921,

54, 340).—The solution for coating the glass consisted of :

Distilled water, 1000 c.c. ; ammonia (sp. gr. 0-960), 20 c.c.

;

albumen, 50 grams ; ammonium dichromate, 7 grams.
The results were only satisfactory when distilled water was

used. For the preparation of the solution, the best method was
to dissolve the albumen in 275 c.c. of water, beat up, and run in

the solution of dichromate in the rest of the water, shaking together,
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and then filtering carefully through a cotton-wool wad. The plate

to be etched was cleaned by rubbing with the following mixture :

Sieved whiting or powdered charcoal, 20 grams ; caustic soda,

2 grams; water, 50 c.c. ; alcohol, 50 c.c.

After cleaning and washing off all solid grains from both sides of

the plate, the clean surface was covered with the albumen solution,

excess being drained off. Drying was performed in an apparatus

for rotation over a hot iron plate ; care was needed not to prolong

the heating unduly, otherwise coagulation of the albumen resulted.

The pattern was printed on the prepared plate from the negative

in a copying frame, time of exposure being one to two minutes

in summer sunlight, two to three minutes in the winter sun, and
ten times as long in diffused light (too great exposure hardens the

preparation and prevents the absorption of colour). The colours

applied were generally printing colours, often thinned down with

lavender oil. Such a colour may be made as follows :

Rectified turpentine, 50 c.c.
;
powdered Syrian asphalt, 10 grams

;

good illustration colour, 40 grams.
The above may be melted together and filtered into a box or

bottle. Colours which contained wax or tallow did not give sharp

copies, and, if applied to designs with fine, close lines, they gave a

confused result on burning in. The colour was applied by evenly

rolling into the plate, and the pattern then developed by laying the

plate in water and washing with a soft sponge or pad, using a

rotatory motion. After washing with Avater, the plate was dried

in the apparatus for rotation and fine asphalt powder was shaken

over; the surface was dusted with a wad, freed from the last

traces of dust with talc and a powder puff, and the design burnt

in. Everything outside the copy was covered with shellac, which
was dried. Finally, the design was etched with a strong etching

solution, so that, after etching, little colour distinction remained,

and a relief was obtained which could be felt when rubbed over.

A.C.

V.—Optics and Optical Instruments.

228. A Refractometer for Polished Plate Glass. K. A. Rice
(Optician, 1920, 59, 8).—A description of a simple device for

determining the refractive index to the third decimal place. It

was based on the lengthening of the optical path of light from a slit,

received by a telescope, when the plate glass was interposed. The
thickness of the glass was measured by a micrometer. J. R. C.

229. The Direct Determination of the Powers of Lenses
J. A. Tomklns (Phil. Mag., 1921, 42, 144).—Attention was directed

to a method described by S. P. Thompson which depended on the

fact that the lateral magnification of an image, formed by the

refraction of paraxial rays through a centred system, was pro-

portional to the distance of the image from the principal focus of

9—2
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the image-space. Thompson's arrangement, however, did not
apply to convergent lenses of power less than + ID. The author
modified it so that it was available for all powers. J. R. C.

230. The Influence of Errors in the Prisms of Prism
Binoculars. A. E. Conrady (Optician, 1920, 60, 185).—The
45° angles were not discussed, as they had no direct influence on
the performance of the binocular. The effects of the following

errors to which the 90° angle is liable were considered : (1) The
centring error; when the roof line is not centrally over the base.

(2) The skew error ; when the roof line is skewed in a plane parallel

to the base. (3) The pyramidal error; in this case the roof line

is not parallel to the base. (4) Error in the roof angle. (5) Varia-

tion in height of the prism. (6) Variation of the refractive index

of the glass. J. R. C.

231 . Erecting Prisms for Telescopes and other Optical
Instruments {Optician, 1921, 61,

23).—A description of a new in-

vention by Alfred Taylor and H. D.

Taylor, having for its objects : (1)

A more manageable form and shape
for the prisms, and (2) forming the

whole erecting prism of only one
piece of glass. Several known forms
of erecting prisms were described,

with the aid of diagrams, as an intro-

duction to the description of the new
one. The shape of this was shown
in the diagram, the angle CAF and
the length of the axis AB depending
on the refractive index of the glass.

The beam to be inverted is incident on
the face AC, being internally reflected

at AF, DE, and AG, and emerging
from AF. The figure shows the path

of the central ray. J. R. C.

232. Instrument for Measuring Vertex Power. A. Whit-
well (Optician, 1921, 60, 353).—A detailed description and an
explanation of the theory of such an instrument which was
patented in this country in 1914 (No. 12100, 1914) by Zeiss. It

consisted of (1) a colhmating lens in the first focal plane of which
is an illuminated mark

; (2) a support for the lens to be measured

;

(3) a positive lens system, and (4) an eyepiece. These are so

arranged that the distance of the image of the mark, formed by
the three lenses, from the second focal plane of the positive system
; s directly proportional to the vertex power to be measured. This

distance is measured by focusing the eyepiece.

J. A. Tomkins (Optician, 1921, 61, 126) offered another explana-

tion of the design of the instrument. He also pointed out that it

could be used for the measurement of the power referred to any
other plane by adjusting that plane to coincide with the first focal

plane of the positive lens system. J. R. C.

Fig. 114.
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VI.—Illumination and Illuminating Ware.

233. Lighting Glass. E. Y. Davidson {National Glass

Budget, 1921, 37, No. 13, 24).—In commercial lighting, examples of

small enclosing globes surrounding huge large capacity lamps were
in evidence in any business centre of importance. These were
held to be unsightly and uncomfortable to vision. It was necessary

to consider the relations between the contour of enclosing globes

and downward distribution, utilisation, spacing ratio, and hanging
heights. Enclosing globes which were longer than they were wide
sent a smaller proportion of their light to a lower hemisphere than
did a globe the flare of which was great and the width of which
exceeded its depth. With such a unit the utilisation factor was
high because a large amount of the light reached the working plane

without the necessity of an additional reflection from side walls

and ceilings, such reflections being always accompanied by high

absorptions due to the dark colour of the reflecting surfaces. It

must be remembered, however, that complications in manufacture
were introduced by equal units. A glass globule normally took
the form of a sphere with the bottom sagged downward, and
the nearer that shape was approached the greater would be the

production. More uniform bulbs would result because of the

fact that the glass would not have to be stretched over thin

sections departing markedly from this fundamental shape, and
the light absorption would be more. In a ball globe, the light was
transmitted more easily and with less interval reflections than in

any other shape. The departure from the ball globe type to the
squat contour was accompanied by an increased number of

internal reflections necessary before the light rays got out of the
unit. Consequently, with the same piece of glass, of equal thick-

ness and uniformity, a squat unit would give a lower efficiency than
a ball globe.

With an R.L.M. reflector and bowl-enamelled lamp, the efficiency

was 66 per cent., whilst with a glass unit the efficiency was seldom
lower than 80 per cent. All the 66 per cent., however, was directed

downwards and had therefore a high coefficiency of utilisation,

but it was very doubtful whether the coefficient would be greater

than in the glass, because most factories had medium height
ceilings painted mill-white from which diffused reflection was good.

F. W. H.

VII.—Fuels, Refractories, and Furnaces.

234. Purifying Coal Gas. H. C. Marris and Walker and
Sons, Bolton (Brit. Pat., No. 154961. August 1st, 1919).—
In the removal of sulphur compounds from coal gas, a purifying
mass is obtained by mixing spent vegetable matter from tanneries
and a soluble compound of iron and spent lime from tanneries. The
mixture results in the formation of ferric oxide or hydrate which
remains in admixture with the spent vegetable matter, leaving the
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Fig. 115.

whole in a porous condition and facilitating the percolation of the

gas. Lime from other sources may be used together with or

instead of the spent lime, or sawdust may be emjaloyed to replace

the spent vegetable matter. Lime is always added in excess.

H. G. C.

235. Removal of Sulphur from Fuel Gas. N. E. Rambush,
Stockton-on-Tees (Brit. Pat., No. 153665, August 11th, 1919).—

Sulphur is removed from gases by
passing them through a suspension

of a suitable oxide, for example,
hydrated ferric oxide in water or in

a solution of a salt, for example,
ferrous sulphate, and subsequently

revivifying the suspension by means
of air or oxygen. The gas is passed

at a into a tower, A, which it leaves

at b, the suspension enters at d and
after flowing over distributing cones

and discs leaves at e and is for-

warded by a pump,.?i, to a revivi-

t^J") pjT rrb\ fymg tower, B, which it enters at

h. In the tower, B, the suspension is

subjected to the action of air or

oxygen supplied by a blower, /, and
a pump, o, draws the suspension from

a point, k, and raises it to a pipe, d, in the tower, A . A portion

of the suspension is treated in a centrifugal separator, m, to

remove the sulphur. H. G. C.

236. The Manufacture and Treatment of Glass Melting-
pots. W. K. Brownlee and A. F. Gorton (J. Amer. Cer. Soc,

1921, 4, 97).—The authors briefly described the manufacture of glass

melting-pots and emphasised the great care necessary in the selec-

tion of raAv materials, the grinding of burnt stock or grog, the

mixing of raw clays and grog, and the drying of the pots. The
grinding of grog should, in the authors' opinion, be effected in a

mill producing the proper amount of fine material so that the raw
or bond clay acted as a binder on the largest and on the smallest

particles alike. The concrete mixer was not found to be satis-

factory and the mixing was best done in a mixer the blades of which

were fixed to a horizontal shaft. Humidity drying was recom-

mended, and the authors stated that where temperatures under
80° F. were employed, pots could be dried safely in five weeks

after completion by maintaining a minimum relative humidity of

65 per cent., and certain evidence showed that better pots were

produced by preserving a constant humidity of 65 to 70 per cent,

from start to finish.

The critical period in the fife of a pot was during the pre-heating

in pot arches, and the employment of trained technical men was
strongly recommended for furnace regulation and pot-arch firing,

and also to control the use of high grade recording pyrometers,
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In order to improve the usual crude type of pot arch, it was sug-

gested that Avails and crown should be covered with an efficient

insulator such as cork brick or silocel, the door should be in one

solid piece, sliding vertically or horizontally, and should be heavily

insulated. It was held to be better to have a firebox on each

side and to do away with the rear firebox, as this would prevent

the direct impingement of the flame upon the back of the pot.

Twin arches should, the authors consider, be done away with, and
each should be separate and have its own stack. It was considered

high time to discard the ancient idea that any old oven would do
for a pot arch. Using pyrometers of the recording type, heating

records were obtained which might be studied with useful effect.

The following scheme was suggested as a useful guide in raising

the temperature of a pot :

—

Internal. Time needed. Rate of heating.

Degrees F. Hours. Degrees per hour

80 to 400 40 8°

400 to 900 41 12

900 to 1500 60 10

500 to 2200 35 20

Total timo :—7 days.

A temperature at the final stage of 2400° F. or more, it was
suggested, would lengthen the average life of pots by producing
in the pre-heating stage those changes in shrinkage and porosity

which were ordinarily left to the furnace itself to bring about.

The batch should be properly crushed and mixed and should

either be pre-heated or charged in gradually to avoid " batch

cracks."

The making and selling of specific grades of pot for use with

specified kinds of glass was suggested. F. W. H.

237. Tests of Firebrick made from Ganister, Flint Clay
and Plaster Clay Mixtures, with Special Reference to Spalling.

R. M. Howe (J. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1921, 4, 206).—Five experimental

batches of firebrick were made by mixing various proportions of

ganister, flint clay, and plastic clay in such a way as to vary the

silica content from 53 to 77 per cent., and the alumina content

from 43 to 20 per cent.

Specimens of each mixture were subjected to load, re-heating,

and spalling tests. The load tests were made at the standard

temperature of 1350° and a pressure of 25 lb. per square inch

;

the re-heating tests were conducted over a period of five hours at

the indicated temperatures. The spalling tests consisted of heating

the specimens in the door of a furnace (operating at 1350°) for one

hour, partly immersing in a trough of running cold water, air

drying, and repeating the operation.

The fusion points of the bricks decreased gradually as the silica

content increased, and were usually about two cones lower than

the fusion points of the corresponding pure alumina-silica mixtures.

The load tests at high temperatures showed that the behaviour

under compression does not depend on chemical composition so
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much as on other factors, such as the temperature of burning.

The substitution of ganistcr for flint clay increased the resistance

of the firebrick to spalling at moderate tenrperatures, but Avas

of no advantage at the highest temperatures at which firebricks

are used.

The results of tests were given in detail with photographs of

tested specimens. F. W. H.

238. The " Why " of Ageing Clay. H. Spurrier {J. Amer.
Cer. Soc, 1921, 4, 113).—It was found that even after thirty-four

days from pugging, carbon dioxide was given off in quantity from
the clay, and this evolution proceeded more rapidly between 80° and
90° F. than below 60° F. Plasticity also increased more rapidly

at the higher temperature. The addition of carbon disulphide,

benzene, carbon tetrachloride, ether, alcohol, bromoform, or

sulphuric acid instead of water in no case developed the slightest

degree of plasticity. The opinion was therefore formed that the

hydroxide ion must be present in order to develop plasticity. To
test this, the effect of hydrogen peroxide was tried and it produced
a pronounced increase in viscosity, an increase in plasticity, but
also stimulated the growth of green filamentous algse, with the

consequent evolution of both carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide.

It appeared probable, therefore, that the change of plasticity of

clays with time was due, in some way, to the growth of such algoe.

Further additions of hydrogen peroxide produced greater viscosity

and more algsc. From slight data obtained it appeared that the

ratio of the amounts of alumina and silica dissolved from the clay

by caustic potash decreased rapidly Avith diminishing plasticity

and might be used as a quantitative measure of plasticity.

F. W. H.

239. The Use of Plastic Clay Grog in Preventing Spalling.
R. M. Howe and S. M. Phelps (J. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1921, 4, 119).

—

A medium dense-burning clay was calcined at cone 8, ground, and
mixed with plastic clay in various proportions up to 40 per cent.

Representative samples of five mixtures were subjected to those

tests which indicate the physical properties of firebrick or which
measure their relative resistance to spalling. It was found under
the air spalling test of the burnt bricks that the grog increased the

resistance to spalling by about 5 per cent, for each 1 per cent, of

grog added. The bricks with grog, however, were more porous
and weaker mechanically, but showed less drying and burning
shrinkage. It was not suggested that all grogged bodies were
more resistant to spalling than those free from grog ; rather that
" the calcining of a portion of this particular clay increased the

resistance of the product to spalling to a remarkable degree."

Such a statement undoubtedly applied to any one particular plastic

clay. The results obtained were expressed diagrammatically.
F. W. H.

240. Note on the Effect of Time on the Drying Shrinkage
of Clays. R. F. Geller (J. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1921, 4, 282).—
Three shales, two ball clays, and one fireclay were tested. Each
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clay was pugged thoroughly to a good working consistency, wedged
by hand, and made up into two-inch cubes by pressing into brass

moulds. From each clay forty-eight specimens were made, six

being used in each drying experiment. The samples were dried

by bringing the clay cubes from room temperature to 100°, in an
electrically heated oven, along a straight line time-temperature
curve. By weighing before and after drying in air and kerosene

the volume shrinkages were determined. The results were shown
graphically. It was found that the drying-time depended largely

on the water content ; the structure of the clay was an important
factor ; the amount of total shrinkage was proportional to the

water content; the amount of total shrinkage was not influenced

by the rapidity of drying, that is, more rapid drying did not tend
to yield larger shrinkage values. F. W. H.

241 . A Study of the Heating and Cooling Curves of Japanese
Kaolinite. S. Satoh {J. Amcr. Cer. Soc, 1921, 4, 182).—The
kaolinite was heated for four hours at each of eighteen different

temperatures from 110° to 1400°. Examination under the micro-
scope showed changes of structure at 600°, 900° to 1000°, 1250°

to 1300°, and at 1400°, when sillimanite began to develop. A
differential method was used for determining the heating and
cooling curves, quartz sand being used as the comparison sub-
stance. In addition to the known reactions, an endothermic one from
450° to 700° and an exothermic one near 950°, a further exothermic
change was discovered between 1200° and 1300°. The endothermic
reaction appeared to include two periods, one from 450° to 650°

and the other from 650° to 700°. The author stated that the
first was due to dehydration and the second to dissociation of

kaolinite into free alumina and free silica. The exothermic change
near 950° was ascribed to a polymerisation of the alumina and
that between 1200° and 1300° to the formation of amorphous
sillimanite. E. W. Washburn, in discussion, pointed out that the
author had neglected the endothermic reaction of quartz at 575°,

and hence some of his conclusions were erroneous.
Heating and cooling curves for alumina were obtained on samples

prepared by calcining the nitrate, sulphate, and hydroxide. Exo-
thermic reactions occurred at 800° to 900° and at 1100° to 1200°,

instead of at 950° and at 1250°, as in the case of kaolinite. These
reactions were considered by the author to be due to polymerisation
of the alumina. F. W. H.

242. The Shrinkage of Kaolins and Clays. A. Bigot
(Compt. rend., 1921, 172, 755).—Schloesing had shown that sub-
stances of this type consisted of variable proportions of particles
of size such' that they became colloidally susjDended in water and
of larger particles. The former swelled when the clay was mixed
with water, reassuming their former volume when dried, contracting
to form a hard, compact net round the other, inactive, particles.

The author investigated the linear contraction of various materials
which had been made into slabs and compared this contraction
with the loss in weight due to evaporation of the water. The
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slabs were of three types : (a) " soft paste " slabs, in which the

material was finely powdered, mixed to a suitable consistency

with water, placed in a mould, and withdrawn therefrom as soon
as the slabs were shaped; (6) "hard paste" slabs, which were
moulded under pressure; (c) "wet powders," made of materials

which did not become plastic, and which were also moulded under
pressure. Immediately the slabs were made they were weighed
and measured, and then dried slowly at 110°, being re-weighed and
re-measured periodically during the drying process. The " wet
powders," made of quartz, talc, feldspar, etc., lost weight when
dried, but did not contract, finally falling into powder again. The
other slabs lost weight, and contracted at first, but the contraction

ceased before drying was complete. Curves were given which
showed the relation between the linear shrinkage and the loss

in weight of " soft paste " slabs of the following six clays : (1)

Kaolin from Eyzies (Dordogne). (2) Kaolin from Plemet (Cotes

du Nord). (3) White clay from St. Aignan (Loir and Cher)

;

(4) Clay from Rausbach (Westewald). (5) Red clay from Tron-
quay (Calvados). (6) A black, clay-like material from Tronquay.
The percentage compositions of these clays were :

Final
Combined Free CaO, K 20, percentage

silica. silica. A1 2 3 . Fe 2 3 . MgO. Na 20. contraction.

1 46-40 — 38-13 0-86 0-40 — 8-5

2 46-90 — 38-73 0-52 0-42 0-47 3-10

3 31-75 30-30 26-45 1-35 0-72 0-28 5-60

4 37-10 16-20 30-86 1-24 1-54 4-01 8-10

5 19-56 48-24 16-30 8-30 0-28 2-18 8-10

6 14-52 70-48 6-60 4-55 0-15 1-05 2-70

The curves showed clearly that contraction ceased before the

weight became constant. The author explained this by considering

that part of the added water served to increase the volume of the

colloidal particles, the remainder filling the interstices of the

colloidal network. When all the " colloidal " water had evaporated,

the slab ceased to shrink, although it continued to lose weight as

the " interposed " water evaporated. The relative quantities of
" colloidal " and " interposed " water were calculated on this

assumption. They were found to depend both on the clay and
on the method of making the slabs. Kaolins 1 and 2, for example,

were of nearly the same chemical composition, but 2 ceased to shrink

much earlier than 1, and consequently had a greater relative

quantity of " interposed " water. Slabs of 1 were also prepared

as follows : (a) Made into " hard paste " with a pressure of 170 kg.

per sq. cm.
; (6) made into " hard paste " with a pressure of 370 kg.

per sq. cm.
;

(c) " soft paste " slab moulded at 50°. Tests with

these showed that increase of pressure and temperature during

moulding diminished both quantities of water, but the effect was
greater with the " colloidal " water than with the " interposed

"

water; shrinkage ceased much earlier with these three slabs than

with that previously examined, the difference being most noticeable

in the case of b. The final shrinkages were also decreased, being

5-1, 0-30, and 7 20 respectively. J. R. C.
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243. Kaolins, Clays, Bauxites, etc. Variations of Volume
under the Action of Heat. A. Bigot (Gompt. rend., 1921, 172,
854).—A continuation of the research referred to in the preceding
abstract. The slabs were made under a pressure of 500 kg. per
sq. cm. and dried at successive temperatures of 100°, 200°, and
so on, until the melting point of the substance was reached. The
linear contractions were measured after each drying. The following
substances were examined, and curves plotted to show the relation

between the length of the slab and the temperature at which it

was dried : (1) White bauxite from Mausanne (Mouth of the
Rhone), containing no free silica. (2) Red bauxite from Brignoles
(Var), with some free silica. (3) Kaolin from Eyzies (Dordogne)

;

no free silica. (4) Gritty clay from the Nievre ; some free silica.

(5) A mixture of equal parts of (3) and pebble silica.

Substance (1) commenced to contract at 800° and continued
to do so slowly until 1200°. From 1200° to 1360°, contraction was
rapid, but it then slowed down until 1750°. Thenceforward the
substance again rapidly contracted until its melting point (1900°

to 1920°) was reached.

The red bauxite showed a slight increase in volume from 600°,

but this had disappeared at 1000°. Then it contracted greatly

and " furred." From 1500° onwards, crystals of corundum were
observed, the number of these increasing as the melting point
was approached.
The kaolin contracted in the range of 700° to 1650°, but then,

if the heating were rapid, it expanded until 1700°. Subsequent
heating to the melting point (1790°) caused a further contraction.

Substance (4) expanded at first, but commenced to contract at
850° and continued to do so until 1250°. An expansion in the
range 1250° to 1450° was followed by renewed contraction.

The mixture of kaolin and silica alternately expanded and
contracted. The three expansions took place at 700°, 950°, and
1550°. The last was the greatest and the substance then melted.
The following table of shrinkages is compiled from the curves :—

-

1750°.

773

89-5

102-5

The author drew three conclusions from his results, (a) All

bauxites, kaolins, and clays which contain free silica commenced to

shrink below 1000°. (6) All which expanded below 1000° contain
free silica, (c) Clays and kaolins when heated rapidly expand
before reaching their point of fusion, but bauxites do not. The
expansion was probably due to the disintegration of the alkalies

and mineral silicates in the clay, gases being liberated which were
trapped in the vitreous silicates. J. R. C.

Length
of Temperature.

slab. 0°. 600°. 800°. 850°. 1000°. 1200°. 1350°. 1500°

1 100 99-5 .

—

99-1 98-0 95-0 78-0 77-5

2 100 99-8 — 101-2 100-3 95-0 90-0 84-0

3 100 99-5 — 99-1 99-0 98-5 90-0 83-2

4 100 101-5 — 102-0 100-0 88-8 90-0 94-8

5 100 100-5 100-2 100-5 100-3 100-0 102-5 103-9
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244. Arrangement for Melting Glass. A. Ferguson, Scorrier,

Cornwall (Brit. Pat., No. 154251, May 28th, 1919).—In a process

for manufacturing glass, the materials are melted and react on one
another in a chamber, A (Fig. 116), of trumpet form, in which they

Fig. 116.

are subjected to the whirling action of the burning gas and air

jets introduced through openings, a5
. The molten glass produced

flows down the sides of the chamber, A, into a tank, A 2
, where

it is refined under
the action of the
combustion pro-
ducts from the
chamber A. In the
form shown in Figs.

116 and 117, the
combustion products
passing from the
tank are led partly
to recuperators, H,
in which the gas
and air are heated,
and partly by a
pipe, i, to a cham-
ber, /, above the
melting chamber, A,
and beneath a cham-
ber, J, in which the
glass-making mate-
rials are pre-heated.
The materials are

fed into the melting-chamber by a rotating cone, f, and are pre-
viously agitated by a stirrer, j

2
. In other forms, the recuperators

are replaced by reversible regenerators, and the means for pre-
heating the glass-making materials is omitted. H. G. C.
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245. Silica Transformation. Orazio Rebuffat [Giorn. Chim.
Ind. App., 1920, 2, 437; from J. Chem. Soc., 1921, 120, Abs. ii,

44).—The transformation of silica taking place at 1300—1350°

from the quartzose form into that having the lower density 2-22

—

2*27 and consisting chiefly of tridymite was stated to be facilitated

by the presence of small proportions of phosphoric acid. M. P.

246. The Design and Operation of Glass House Furnaces.
F. J. Denk (J. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1921, 4, 224).—The author dis-

cussed the proper design of checker chambers, and criticised two
inefficient designs. The gases being cooled should move downwards
and the gases being heated should move upwards, and the dimen-
sions of the checkers should be based on actual working data.

As a rule, the volume of the checker chambers was too small, due,

perhaps, to the application of an old " rule-of-thumb " method
of designing. The design of gas- and air-flues, uptakes, ports, etc.,

had mostly been guessed at, and no one had taken the trouble to

check the actual conditions, chiefly in regard to actual velocities.

Thus it happened that widely varying data could be obtained
from different furnaces or other appliances of the same size and
type. The location of the ports was important, and heat insulation

should be carefully considered. The reversing valve should be
efficient and operated regularly. The performance of the furnace
should be constantly watched with the help of instruments such
as draught recorders and thermo-couples, and the waste gases

should be analysed frequently. With care in design and operation
it should be possible, in the author's opinion, to approach the
performance of a certain furnace which gave 3 lb. of glass per lb.

of coal burned. F. W. H.

247. An Improved Tank Furnace. W. H. Stanton, Ridley
Park, Pa. (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1352700, September 14th, 1920. Field
January 26th, 1917, No. 144634).—The invention consists of a
tank furnace intended for producing silicate of soda, but stated
to be adapted for melting glass. It consists of a long, narrow
tank with a flattened crown and air and gas ports at the ends,
regenerators being built beneath the tank. A bridge wall, without
apertures, is built transversely along the middle of the tank, thus
dividing it into two independent tanks. The idea is that whilst
the material in one tank is subjected to the maximum temperature,
raw batch placed in the other tank is subjected to the cooler gases
passing over it, and is being warmed up. Although the melting
of glass is mentioned, it is stated that " the method cannot be
satisfactorily employed with materials requiring a relatively long
period of heating, but is adapted more especially to those classes

of material which can be completely heated or brought to the
desired state in a period of substantially two hours or less."

G. D.

248. A Laboratory High Temperature Coke-resistance
Electric Furnace. W. F. Munn (Chem. and Met. Eng., 1920,
23, 345).—The author described a furnace built of silocel brick,
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9 by 2-5 by 4-5 inches, to take a crucible 1-25 inches diameter.
The electrodes were of graphite, 1 inch in diameter. Granular
coke formed the resistant material between the electrodes and the
crucible. It was possible to obtain a maximum temperature of
2300° in twenty minutes. The transformer used gave current at
from 20-7 to 38 volts with 65 to 120 amperes. The cost of running
did not exceed 30 cents per hour with power at 10 cents per kilowatt-
hour. F. W. H.

249. Gaseous-fuel Kilns. J. H. Marlow, Stoke-on-Trent
(Brit. Pat., No. 155190, July 30th, 1920).—A gas-fired kiln or oven
for the manufacture of tiles, pottery, etc., has two combustion

Fig. 118.

chambers at each side with a separate air-supply for each. In
the tunnel kiln shown, gas from the channel, a, enters a combustion

Fig. 119.

chamber, 1, outside the oven wall by a dampered opening, b. Air

for combustion is supplied by pipes, d, and the chambers, e, f, and
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the flames pass into the second combustion chamber, 2, and thence

to burners or orifices, p, of varying sizes, opening upwardly from

the passage, h, the floor of which is stepped. At a predetermined

temperature, the air-supply, d, is cut off. Gas then passes to the

combustion chamber, 2, and burns with air intensely heated in

pipes, j, mounted on baffles, o, adjacent to the burners, p, and
delivered at j

2
. A similar system is arranged at each side of the

oven. The burners, p, may be muffled if desired. H. G. C.

250. An Improved Muffle Lehr. W. 0. Amsler, Edgewood,
Pa. (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1351323, August 31st, 1920. Filed November
29th, 1918, No. 264491).—Relates to a muffle lehr designed to

enable greater control to be obtained of the temperature of the

ware, and to allow more gradual and uniform cooling of the ware
as it passes down the lehr.

The lehr is shown in longitudinal sectional elevation in Fig. 120a,

Fig. 120a.

and in cross section in Fig. 120b. The hot end of the lehr consists

of a muffle chamber, of greater length than usual, built up of tiles,

10, 11, and separated from the crown, 5,

by a combustion chamber, 17, and from
the side walls, 2, by side flues, 19. Hot
gases from a flue, 15, pass into the com-
bustion chamber, 17, and thence by the

side flues, 19, into a lower flue, 20,

whence they finally pass to a chimney,
22. The combustion chamber is sub-
divided by walls, 18, 18a , and the flue,

20, by a wall, 21, so that the hot gas is

caused to pass about the muffle chamber
as shown by the arrows. Dampers, 24,

fitted into each of the side flues, 19, enable the course of the hot

gas to be regulated to secure the requisite temperature gradient.
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The full line (Fig. 120 a) is a curve showing the distribution of the
temperature, along the length of the muffle, that can be obtained.
The dotted line shows the temperature distribution along a corre-
sponding length of a lehr of ordinary construction. G. D.

251. Window-glass Flattening- Oven. H. E. De Vaughn
Morgantown, W.Va., Assignor to United States Window Glass
Co., W.Va. (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1352881, September 14th, 1920.
Filed June 2nd, 1916, No. 101399).—The " shove pan track " of
a flattening oven consists of tubular rails which are cooled by-

circulating water through them and are thus prevented from
warping or scaling. These rails also form a smooth track which
minimises breakage of glass due to the journey of the pan on a
rough track. The wheels of the pan are grooved to fit on the rails.

G. D.

252. Heat Losses in Glass Manufacture and their Control.
Klaften (Sprechsaal, 1921, 54, 251).—The author divided heat
losses into three sections. The first section included losses which
were inevitable, such as heat used in the producer to convert solid

to gaseous fuel, heat taken away by the ash, and heat lost by gas
waste during reversal. In this class also was placed losses occurring
at Avorking and other openings in the furnaces. The second
group contained losses which could be obviated or reduced, such
as those caused by bad regulation of the producer (entailing

premature burning of the gas or loss of unburnt fuel amongst the
ash), and losses at poking holes where not carefully constructed.
This section also included heat losses caused by incomplete burning
of the gas in the furnaces, due to incorrect air supply or to faulty
design of burners, chambers, or flues. Another source of loss, the
conduction and radiation of heat, could be minimised by the use
of suitable insulating materials. In the third section were grouped
losses which were not recoverable in one direction, but which
could be made use of in other ways. Amongst these were included
the use of heat from the generator for drying moist fuel, or of

heat from the waste gases for drying fuel or heating the room, or
finally, of the use of heat lost by the furnace crown to warm the
blast or secondary air. The following figures for the heat balance
of a plant were given. Of every 100 calories of heat supplied 95-5

came from the producer and 4-5 from the steam. Useful heat for

melting glass amounted to 12-5 calories, whilst 12 were recovered
from waste gases. The heat losses were 15 calories in the producer,
4 in the flues, 0-5 during reversal, 6 in the regenerators, 20 by
conduction and radiation from the substructure, and 23 from the
superstructure, 7 lost in chimney waste gases and radiation from
the brickwork. A. C.

253. What is a Thermal Balance and How is it Obtained?
C. de La Condamine and P. Appell (Chaleur et Industrie, 1921,

Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7).—The method employed in calculating the

various components of a thermal balance was described. To
obtain the balance, the total heat energy supplied should be
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equated to the total energy lost, when all were expressed in the

same heat units (calories). The dissipation of the heat took place

(1) during performance of useful work, (2) in loss of heat in the

solid fuel residues and the gases produced, (3) loss by radiation,

and (4) loss by removal of the material heated. The available

heat from the fuel should be obtained by a Mahler bomb calori-

meter, in the case of solid and liquid fuels, or by calculation from
the composition and heats of combustion of the constituents, in

the case of gaseous fuels, and should be expressed as the number of

calories liberated per kilogram of fuel. The bomb calorimeter

gave values obtained when the resultant water was condensed

;

to obtain the value when the water remained vaporised, as in

actual practice, the equation Q=Qv— 53H— 6A would be sufficiently

approximate, where Qv was the value obtained, A the percentage

by weight of moisture in the fuel, and H the percentage of non-

aqueous hydrogen present. The amount of the solid fuel residues

(ash and carbon) should be obtained by weighing over a suitable

period the fuel supplied and the residues removed, or, from the

expression V=jt^\ X 1000 where p, the residue from 1 kg. of

fuel, was determined from x, the percentage of ash in the fuel, and

y, the percentage of carbon in the residues. Heat was lost in these

residues as (a) latent heat due to unburned carbon, the value of

x 1/

which should be found by the equation q= 1000 X inr>_
X y!^ X 8133

calories, and (b) sensible heat, which should be found from the

weight, temperature, and specific heat of the residues (the sensible

heat could be conveniently included with loss by radiation). It

would be difficult to measure the loss by radiation accurately, but

the value could be obtained by difference, when all the other

factors were known. To find the heat lost in the exit gases, the

volume of these corresponding to 1 kg. of fuel burned should be

found over a suitable period by means of a Pitot tube or similar

apparatus, or, since these methods were difficult and scarcely

accurate, the value could be obtained by calculations based on
the composition of the fuel. The gases consisted of (a) gas produced
by the complete combustion of 1 kg. of fuel in air, (b) excess air,

(c) water vapour from the fuel or products of its action on the fuel,

(d) gas liberated by the substance heated, if such occurred. The
gases should then be analysed and the proportions of N2 , 2 , CO,
C02 , H20, H2 , and CH4 obtained (carbon deposited as soot was held

to be negligible). The results obtained should be checked by
comparison with the composition of the fuel. The temperature
of the gas should be obtained by a pyrometer. The heat removed
by the gases consisted of (a) sensible heat, which should be found
by multiplying the volume of each constituent, expressed as

molecular volumes, by the heat required to raise 1 molecular

volume over the range of temperature ascertained
;

(b) latent

heat, which should be obtained by multiplying the volume of

each gas (in molecular volumes) by the heat of combustion of

each molecular volume. Heat removed by the material treated

vol. v. 10
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leaving the furnace should be obtained by weighing, over a suitable

period, the amount of the substance removed and determining
its temperature and its specific heat. The amount of heat usefully

utilised should be obtained as the product of the number of kg.

treated and the heat required per kg., a value which was only
known correctly in a few cases. For the above calculations, a
series of tables containing necessary data were given. The cal-

culations for the heat balance of a boiler with superheater and
economiser, taken over a period of three hours, were given. The
weights of fuel used and water evaporated were taken, whilst the
heat of combustion and the heat lost in the fuel residues were
calculated as above. The amount of residual gas was calculated

from the composition of the fuel, excess air being estimated by a
comparison of the calculated C02 content of the gas with that
actually found by experiment. The heat utilised was found by
plotting every twenty minutes the amount of heat given to the
boiler, the temperature of the water at the exit of the economiser,
the pressure of the vapour, and the temperature of the superheater.

The heat taken to raise the temperature of the water to boiling

was found by direct multiplication, but the heat required to vaporise
the water and the heat used in the superheater were obtained by
a graphic method. Heat lost by radiation, conduction, etc., was
obtained by difference. The percentage heat absorbed in each
case was : in vaporisation 58-9, in the economiser 6-6 ; and per-

centage lost in superheater 9-9, in the ashes 1-9, in the exit gases

16-3, and by radiation 6-3. The heat balance of a furnace, heated
by gas from a producer, with simple recuperation, was also found.
The heat generated by combustion of the fuel was obtained as

before, as also was the loss of heat in the ash. By analysis of the

gas leaving the generator and a knowledge of its temperature,
the calorific power and the sensible heat of this gas were determined,
also, by difference between total heat generated and heat thus
carried by the gas, the heat lost in the generator was found. The
excess air in the residual gases was again obtained from the value
of its C02 content, whilst the total composition of the gases corre-

sponding with 1 kg. of fuel was then calculated. Temperature
measurements at the exit of the furnace and recuperator served
to allow of a calculation of heat lost in recuperation by the gas,

and also of heat carried away. The air passing through the

recuperator was known, and by finding its increase of temperature
in recuperation the heat balance of this process was obtained.
The total heat utilised and heat lost by radiation were found by
difference. The results obtained showed 30-7 per cent, of the
heat to be utilised or lost by radiation, 13-7 lost in recuperation,
28-9 lost in exit gases, and 26-7 lost in gas generation. A. C.
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VIII.—Chemical Analysis.

254. Determination of the Volatile Matter in Graphite.
Owen L. Shinn (J. hid. Eng. Chem, 1921, 13, 633).—The author
pointed out that any method of determining volatile matter in

graphite by heating in a crucible was rendered inaccurate by the

oxidation of the graphite. The error was dependent on the tem-
perature and time of heating.

It was only possible to obtain the true value of the volatile

matter in graphite by heating in an atmosphere of pure nitrogen,

hydrogen, or some other inert or non-reducible gas. The pro-

cedure was as follows : Place about 1 gram of the sample in a

platinum boat in a silica tube, through which a steady stream of

pure nitrogen is passed. After completely expelling the air, heat

for thirty minutes with a 30 mm. Meker burner. It is most
important that pure nitrogen be used. Attempts to use com-
mercial nitrogen containing 3-5 per cent, of oxygen gave inaccurate

results, the amount of loss depending on the time of heating.

This method was time-consuming. As a working method, the

following was suggested : Place 1 gram of the sample in a platinum
crucible provided with a well-fitting lid. Support this so that it

can be heated to 700-750° (about 10 mm. above a good Meker
burner) and heat for exactly thirty seconds. This gives results

very close to the true value. C. M. M.

255. Determination of Phosphoric Acid as Magnesium
Pyrophosphate. D. Balareff (Zeitsch. anorg. Chem., 1921,

117, 91; from J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1921, 40, 562a).—A critical

study of the methods of estimation of phosphoric acid or of mag-
nesium by precipitation as magnesium ammonium phosphate and
ignition of that precipitate. It was considered that a single

precipitation at a low temperature was unsatisfactory, and only
under certain specified conditions could accurate results be so

obtained. Double precipitation gave trustworthy results if the
first precipitate was dissolved in a distinct excess of hydrochloric

acid and provided that only CI' and N03
' anions and a small

quantity of alkali cations were present during precipitation.

Further, the second precipitation should be carried out by the rapid
addition of a 10 per cent, solution of ammonia.
The only method which gave a precipitate of pure magnesium

pyrophosphate under special conditions was that due to Schmitz.
This consisted of adding ammonia to a hot acid solution of the
phosphate-magnesia mixture and gave accurate results under
conditions which varied considerably. F. W. H.

256. Simple Method for the Estimation of the Soda Content
of a Potash. L. Springer (Sprechsaal, 1921, 54, 328).—

A

solution of 3-45 grams of potash neutralises 50 c.c. of 1 normal
acid, whilst only 2-65 grams of soda are required to neutralise this

volume. If therefore 3-45 grams of potash, which contains only
soda as impurity, are dissolved in water and titrated with lA-acid,

10—2
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more than 50 c.c. of the latter will be required for its neutralisation.

The soda content can be obtained at once from the fact that each
1 c.c. of liV-acid used in excess of the 50 c.c. represents 6*63 per
cent, of sodium carbonate in the sample. Thus, for instance,

where 3-45 grams of potash are neutralised by 51-5 c.c. of liV-acid

the amount of soda present in the sample is 1-5 X 6-63=9-95 per
cent. The author used this fact as a basis for determining the

soda content of potash samples. The insoluble (iron oxide,

alumina, lime, etc.), chloride, sulphate, and moisture were tested

for qualitatively, and, if present, estimated. From the values

obtained, the total soda and potash, say x per cent., was obtained.

A solution of 3-45 grams of the sample was titrated with liV-hydro-

chloric acid, and if no soda was present a titration value of x/2 c.c.

was found. In the presence of soda a higher value, y c.c, was
obtained, the percentage of soda in the sample being given by the

expression (y— '^) x 6-63. A. C.

257. The Importance of Adsorption in Analytical Chemistry.
Glass Wool as a Filtering Medium. I. M. Kolthoff (Pharm.
Weekblad, 1921, 58, 463; from J. Chem. Soc, 1921, 120, Abs. ii,

409).—Water and alkalies were stated to attack glass wool slowly,

while hydrochloric acid was quicker in its action at the ordinary
temperature. Salts of metals, and alkaloids were taken up by
the wool very slowly at the ordinary temperature, but the adsorp-

tion was increased at higher temperatures. The phenomenon was
apparently due to the alkalinity of the wool, and was independent
of the concentration of the salts. Thus, in filtering very dilute,

warm solutions the loss due to adsorption could attain considerable

proportions. M. P.

258. Separation of Silicon, Tin, Titanium, and Zirconium
by means of Sodium Carbonate. P. Wenger and J. Morel
(Ann. Chim. anal, 1921, 3, 139, from J. Chem. Soc, 1921, 120,
Abs. ii. 464).—The substance to be analysed was fused with six

times its weight of sodium carbonate for three hours. The mass
was extracted with water and boiled, and the solution filtered.

All the silica and a portion of the tin were contained in the filtrate,

which was evaporated with nitric acid. The residue (silica and
meta-stannic acid) was collected and weighed and the silica deter-

mined by evaporation with hydrofluoric acid. The insoluble part
of the water extract contained titanium, zirconium, and the
remainder of the tin, it was ignited, weighed, and then fused with
eighteen times its weight of potassium bisulphate. The fused

mass was extracted with water, acidified with nitric acid, and the

insoluble meta-stannic acid removed by filtration. Zirconium
and titanium oxides were separated by treating the neutralised

filtrates with hydrogen peroxide to precipitate the zirconium and
then with excess of ammonia to precipitate the titanium.

C. M. M.
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IX.—Machinery for the Working of Glass.

259. Bottle-making Machine. E. T. Ferngren, Kansas
City, Missouri (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1328273, January 20th, 1920.

Filed March 11th, 1912, No. 682895).—The machine, shown in

I
'

Fig. 121a.

plan and in sectional elevation, is an automatic bottle-making

machine, and the invention also comprises an automatic feed in

which the metal is delivered upwards by gravity into the parison

mould.
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Fig. 121b.

)The machine comprises a central shaft, 32, about which rotate

a table, 34, and four radial arms, 52, each having a hinged ring

mould, 53. Beneath each ring mould, the halves, 38, of a parison

mould and the halves, 50, of a blow mould are hinged to the table,

34, the opening and closing of the moulds and the admission of the

air being operated and controlled by electric solenoids and cams
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on the central shaft. The tank has an extension consisting of a
downturned neck, 3, terminating in a horizontal section, 4, the
upper part of which is provided with a delivery opening, 5. This
opening is below the level of the floor of the tank so that the metal
fills the extension and is forced out of the opening by hydrostatic
pressure. A plate, 13, provided with openings, 17, rotates in close

contact with the upper surface of the tank extension, and the
openings, 17, periodically coincide with the delivery opening, 5.

The table, 34, of the machine is also provided with openings, 39,

and is so adapted that it rotates in contact with the upper surface
of the plate, 13. The machine and plate rotate together, and the
drive is so arranged that the apertures, 17 and 39, coincide regularly

with the opening, 5. The metal is then forced upwards into the
parison mould.

Scrapers on the underside of the plate, 13, are arranged to skim
the metal in the opening, 5, to ensure that hot metal is forced into

the moulds. When making large work, the machine may be
arranged to stop while metal is being delivered, but for small
work continuous rotation may take place. G. D.

260. An Automatic Bottle-blowing Machine. F. L. 0.
Wadsworth, Pittsburgh, Pa., Assignor to Ball Bros. Glass
Manufacturing Co., Muncie, Indiana (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1333143,
March 9th, 1920. Filed April 24th, 1914, No. 834233. Divided
and this application filed June 27th, 1918, No. 242263).—This
invention consists of an automatic feeding device, and a press-

and-blow machine. The feeding device, S, consists of two recipro-

cating shear blades which are moved simultaneously at different

speeds by the crank pinion, 235, and connecting rod, 236, the
pinion being actuated by a rack rod, 238, and a piston, 237, and
admission of air to the piston being controlled by cams on the
driving-shaft of the machine. Below the shear blades there is a
ring burner, 239, the supply of gas to which is also controlled by
cams in the driving-shaft. When the stream of glass is severed
by the blades, the supply of gas to the burner is increased so that

it forms a hold blast which supports the cut end of the stream
whilst an empty mould is moving into position.

The machine consists of a number of moulds rotating about a
central shaft, but the moulds, instead of being fixed to the frame,
are free to be lifted, and they move in different horizontal planes.

The lower part of the machine consists of a table, 206, which
rotates step by step about the central shaft and carries on its

upper surface the finishing-moulds. The parison moulds, 216, are

supported on brackets, 215, below the finishing moulds, and bottom
plates, 214, are moved outwards to form bottoms to the finishing

moulds. Consider an empty mould coming to rest in position VII
beneath the stream of metal. As soon as the table comes to rest,

a piston rod, 226, moves upwards and raises the parison mould
into the finishing mould. The stream of glass which has been
falling into the mould at position I is cut, and whilst it is supported
by the gas flame the upper mould is moved away. The stream
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now pours into the lower mould, which is still being lifted upwards
by the movement of the piston rod, 225. When the mould reaches

the upper position, a platen, 181, which is carried by parallel links,

183, swings beneath the mould and supports it, whilst the piston,

225, falls and the table moves to bring an empty mould into position.

jg-a je>3

Fig. 122.

The platens, 181, are also rotated step by step about the central

shaft, and when the stream is again cut, the platen carries the
filled mould to position II. In this position, another piston, 225,
rises to support the mould, a plunger, 249, descends to press the
parison, the platen swings away from the mould, and the piston
then descends, leaving the moulds as shown in position III. The
bottom plate, 214, then moves below the finishing mould and the
parison is blown. G. D.
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261. Automatic Bottle-blowing Machine. A. Ferguson,

Scorrier, Cornwall (Brit. Pat., No. 154252, May 28th, 1919).-

Relates to an automatic bottle-blowing machine which gathers

the molten metal from the fore-hearth, F, of a tank furnace and

delivers the finished bottle on to a conveyer, G. A number of

&£h

Fig. 123.

gathering cylinders, a, are mounted to rotate in a vertical plane

so as to dip successively into molten metal contained in the tank

F. As each cylinder, a, dips its piston, a2 (Fig. 123) is raised by

a lever, a10 (Fig. 124), and draws up the metal into the cylinder,

a. To assist in filling the cylinder, the air is exhausted through

pipes, a4
, and small ports, a8

, a9
. On reaching station 3, the metal

is ejected through a funnel, E, into one of the parison moulds, b,
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which are also mounted to rotate in a vertical plane. The metal

is drawn into the neck by suction. The neck rods are operated by

a fixed cam, b23 , and the parison and neck moulds are opened

and closed by a similar cam. Sliding forks, c5 (Fig. 123), transfer

Fig. 124.

the partly-blown parisons, ft
21

, to the finishing moulds, a number
of which are mounted on a rotating table, C. A blowing-head, c22 ,

descends and completes the blowing, after which the bottle is

transferred by the fork, c5 , to a conveyer, G. Various moulds can
be employed simultaneously, so as to produce bottles of different

sizes in the same batch. H. G. C.

262. The Wilzin Automatic Bottle-making Machine.
Wilzin Automatic Bottle-making Machine Co., Westminster,
London, Assignees of E. Roirant, St. Ouen, Seine, France (Brit.

Pat. No. 154915, August 17th, 1920. Convention date, September
3rd, 1919. Not yet accepted).—The invention consists in the
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arrangement and operation of the moulds and apparatus imme-
diately connected with them. A gathering-iron, 91, descends into

the metal in a tank, 1, and, on rising again, the falling metal from
it is caught by a cup, 86, provided with an overflow spout, 86a

,

to ensure a constant level of metal in it. The cup, 86, is withdrawn
from the furnace and raised by a rod, 103, below the parison

mould, 21, which is filled by suction by means of a suction-head, 53,

mounted on a reciprocating tube, 55. The cup, 86, is lowered

and returned to the furnace, and a knife, 112, cuts the depending
metal from the bottom of the parison mould, 21. When the

parison has set sufficiently, the parison mould, 21, and finishing-

mould, 22, which are mounted on the same carriers, 25, are opened
and the parison is transferred by moving the ring mould, 36, to

Fig. 125.

the right along a slide, S, by means of a rod, 42. The moulds
are closed and the blank is blown by a blow-head, 54. The parison
mould, 21, blow mould, 22, and ring mould, 36, are then opened
slightly and the ring mould, 36, is moved to its former position

above the parison ready for the formation of the next blank. All

three moulds are closed again, the blown bottle remaining in the
blow mould, 22, and the neck ring being free from metallic contact.

When the next parison is transferred to the blow mould, 22, a rod,

121, connected by links, 122, to the ring mould carrier pushes the
last blown bottle down a trough, 120. The blow-mould bottom
consists of a ring, 73, mounted on a reciprocating and rotating

shaft, 74, and formed with a central hole to receive the pusher, 84,

which forms the indentation in the bottom of the bottle. The
gathering-head, 91, may be hollow and provided with suction

means to promote gathering. The parts of the apparatus exposed
to the heat of the furnace may be water-cooled. H. G. C.
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263. Improved Mechanism in Owens Machine for Carboy
Blowing. R. La France, Toledo, Ohio, Assignor to The Owens
Bottle Machine Co., Ohio (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1348365, August
3rd, 1920. Filed September 4th, 1917, No. 189458).—Relates to

Owens machines, particularly those of the type constructed for

Fig. 126.

making carboys or other large bottles. The invention consists of

an arm, 150, for holding the bottle whilst the finishing mould is

opening and until it is removed from the mould. An arm is mounted
above each finishing mould and is moved up and down by a piston,

157, operated by air or steam. A cam, 165, oscillates the arm
laterally so that it swings clear of the mould when not in action.

The pistons, cam mechanism, and valves are described and illustrated

in detail. G. D.

264. Pressing Glass Coffins. W. J. Miller, Swissvale, Pa.

(U.S.A. Pat., No. 1326765, December 30th, 1919. Filed June
17th, 1918, No. 240481).—The specification describes in detail a

very large and heavy press for making glass coffins.

G. D.

265. Machine for Making Bulbs from Tubing. G. A.

Leiman, New York (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1342821, June 8th, 1920.

Filed May 9th, 1918, No. 233432).—The invention consists of an
automatic machine, shown in central longitudinal section in Fig. 127,

for blowing articles from tubing. Lengths of glass tubing, 13,

are gripped at their upper ends in tubular holders, 38, depending

from a plate, 14, but are free to rotate in these holders. The
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plate, 14, rotates with, but is free to slide vertically on a shaft, 20,

which depends from a bearing, 22, in a support, 23. A flexible

connection, 29, is attached to the plate, 14, and its other end
passes over a sprocket wheel at the lower part of the machine,

so that, as the action of the machine progresses, the plate, 14, is

x\^\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\x\x\\\\\\\\^ x\\\n y^-

Fig. 127.

gradually lowered to allow for the shortening of the tubes, 13.

The lower ends of the tubes pass through radial slots in an inter-

mediate plate, 16, which is secured to the shaft, 20, and in a lower

plate, 15, which is free to rotate on a shaft, 4. A yielding band, 18,

surrounds the tubes and holds them in contact with a driving

wheel, 11, secured to the shaft, 4. The shaft, 4, is driven con-
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tinuously, so that the tubes by their contact with the wheel, 12,

are rotated continuously. The tubes would also be carried around
with the wheel except that the plate, 15, has radial stops, 111,

which are engaged by a lever, 112. Periodically, the lever is

moved outwards by a cam, 114, and then the tubes, and with
them the plates, 14, 15, and 16, are rotated about the vertical

axis of the machine until the lever, 112, again engages a stop, 111.

Thus the tubes move step by step about the axis of the machine,
and in each stopping-place or " stage " they are operated on by
suitable mechanism. At the first stage, the lower end of a tube,

which has been sealed, is heated by gas burners. At the second
stage, it is pressed outwards by a wheel, 117, so that it is freed

from the wheel, 12, and therefore does not rotate. Grippers, 57,

then engage the end of the tube so that it is drawn out into a bulb
with a neck, 119. At the next stage, the bulb, 118, is heated by
a burner, and at the fourth stage, mould sections, 75, close around
the bulb. Air is supplied to the tube by a flexible tube connected

to a nipple which is lowered on to the tubular holder, 39, and
the bulb is blown in the mould. At the next stage, the bulb is

heated for annealing, and at the final stage, a flame directed towards
the top of the neck, 119, detaches the bulb and seals the remaining
portion of the tube. G. D.

266. Glass Drawing Machine. F. L. Goffaux, Arnold, Pa.

(U.S.A. Pat., No. 1354391, September 28th, 1920. Filed April

12th, 1919, No. 289634).—Relates to a device for drawing a rect-

angular tube of glass which can be cut up into sheets. The bait, 8,

which is rectangular in outline,

consists of channel bars hinged
together along their upper edges,

their lower edges being separ-

ated, thus forming a slot, 13.

When the bait is lowered into

the tank, the metal will pass

through the slot, 13, into the

chamber formed by the bars.

After the bait has been lifted

a short distance, a tubular

member, 14, is lowered into the

tube of glass, and four arms, 16,

pivoted to the member, are

extended in the form of a

cross. These arms carry rollers,

17, at their outer ends which make contact with the corners of the

glass tube and ensure that it is drawn in with a rectangular section.

G. D.

267. Machine for Making Vacuum Flasks. E. P. Lindahl,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Assignor to The Icy-Hot Bottle Co., Ohio

(U.S.A. Pat., No. 1338941, May 4th, 1920. Filed September 7th,

1918, No. 253106).—The specification describes a machine for

cracking-off the excess glass from the necks of vessels which form

Fig. 128.
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Fig. 129.

the inner members of vacuum flasks, and then melting and flanging

the necks. The machine consists of a number of horizontal arms
radiating from, and rotating step by step about a vertical shaft,

each arm being furnished with a holder in which the vessel is held

by suction. The vessel is first centred, then scratched by a diamond,
and then cracked-off by a burner of the usual type. The neck is

next heated and then flanged by a former while the vessel is rotated.

The burners, suction holders, centring devices, etc., are illustrated

by detailed drawings. G. D.

268. Drawing Glass Cylinders. A. E. Spinasse, Mount
Vernon, Ohio (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1386441,
August 2nd, 1921. Filed March 31st, 1916,

No. 87936).—A device for drawing glass cylin-

ders from the metal in a tank comprises a

forehearth, 61, fitted with a removable cover,

a shield ring, 10, which may be water-cooled,

and a floating drawing-pot having a central

aperture for the admission of the metal. After

the draw is completed, the ring, 10, is lifted

and the pot is pushed back into the body of

the tank to re-heat and to fill with fluid

metal. Various modifications of the construc-
tion are described in the specification. G. D.

269. Drawing Glass Cylinders. A. E. Spinasse, Mount
Vernon, Ohio (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1361635, December 7th, 1920.
Filed September 15th, 1915, No. 50823).—The invention consists
in using a single motor to drive the blower that supplies air to
the cylinder and also to hoist the cylinder. Thus any variation of

the speed of the motor will not only affect the speed of the draw,
but will also vary the amount of air supplied to the cylinder. A
device for automatically controlling the speed of the motor by the
movement and the position of the bait is also described. G. D.

270. Method of Strengthening Drawn Glass Cylinders.
C. S. Robb, Charleroi, Pa. (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1356739, October 26th,

1920. Filed December 3rd, 1919, No. 342153).—The invention
consists in oscillating the bait about its vertical axis while it is

moving upwards during the drawing operation. The wall of the
cylinder in formation is thus continuously subjected to a slight

twisting action, first in one direction then in another, the object
being to secure sheet glass of greater strength than is ordinarily
obtained by the drawing process. The inventor states that the
greater strength of hand-blown glass is due to the twisting the
cylinder undergoes whilst it is swung during manufacture. G. D.

271. Drawing Glass Cylinders. H. S. Heichert, Pittsburgh,
Pa., Assignor to The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. (U.S.A. Pat.,

No. 1361855, December 14th, 1920. Filed February 11th, 1919,
No. 276261).—The invention consists of an apparatus for taking-
down, and for supporting in any way, the glass cylinders formed
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in the manufacture of window glass by drawing. The device

consists of a frame, 6, pivoted at 7, and adapted to be swung in a

vertical plane from the position shown in full lines to that shown
in dotted lines, bringing with it the cylinder, 3, which is thus

turned into the horizontal position. The cylinder is supported by

:t^-^t-t't-\
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curved arms, 8, mounted on rods, 10, which are free to slide in
guides in the frame. Each rod, 10, carries at its lower end a pulley,

17, and an endless cable, 20, passes alternately over these pulleys
and others, 18, mounted on the frame, 6. A weighted sheave, 26,
over which the cable passes produces a tension in the cable which
tends to force the rods, 10, outwards, and the arms, 8, thus adapt
themselves to any inequalities of the cylinder which is uniformly
supported along the whole of its length.

"

G. D.
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272. Drawing Glass Cylinders. E. C. R. Marks, London
(Universal Glass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.) (Brit. Pat., No.
154354, September 3rd, 1919).—The cylinder, C, is drawn from a
tank, 3, through a protecting-ring, 5, by a bait, 16, which is hung
from an arm, 14, adapted to swing horizontally, as shown by
dotted lines in the figure, to facilitate the removal of the finished

article. The arm, 14, is swung by a rope, 53, which also operates
a locking-bar, 46, for securing the bar, 14, in the correct position

for drawing and taking-down respectively. At the end of the

Fig. 131.

draw, the ring, 5, is raised, so as to allow the heat of the tank, 3,

to melt off the end of the cylinder. Blowing air is supplied from
a tank, 18, where it is heated by a burner, 20. The arm, 14, is

mounted on a hydraulic piston-rod, 23, the piston, 24, having

water above and below it. To raise the bait, compressed air is

admitted above the water in the tank, 27, to force the water into

the cylinder, 22. As the piston, 24, rises, water passes from the

space, 31, through a partly closed valve, 40, into a cylinder, 33,

causing a piston, 34, to rise and, by means of levers, 36, 38, 39,

to open the valve, 40, gradually, thus opposing less resistance to

the rise of the piston, 24, to compensate for the increasing weight

of the glass cylinder being drawn. In a modification (Fig. 133),
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the bait-lifting piston, 62, is pneumatically operated. Compressed
air from a pipe, 58, enters a chamber, 56, where it is electrically

Fig. 132. Fig. 133.

heated, and passes into the cylinder, 61, from which some of it

passes, by way of the hollow piston rod, 63, and a flexible pipe,

into the glass cylinder being drawn. H. G. C.

273. Metallic Baits for Drawing Sheet Glass. H. K.
Hitchcock, Pittsburgh, Pa., Assignor to Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Co. (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1349200, August 10th, 1920. Filed

October 23rd, 1917, No. 198186).—In order to overcome certain

disadvantages incidental to the " hot bait " process of drawing
glass, the bait is made with its glass-engaging portion of a metal
having a coefficient of expansion substantially the same as that
of glass. This portion preferably consists of a composition with
a low-carbon iron content of 55 per cent, and a nickel content of

45 per cent. Owing to the expansion coefficients being the same,
the glass will not crack away from the bait whilst being drawn, and
the draw may be continued for any desired length. Various con-

structions of baits are described and illustrated in the specification.

G. D.

274. Blowing Sheet Glass. C. F. Warrick, Morgantown,
W.Va., Assignor to United States Window Glass Co. (U.S.A.
Pat., No. 1351710, August 31st, 1920. Filed May 9th, 1919,
No. 295977).—In order to avoid as much as possible the exposure
of the blower to the intense heat of the furnace when opening out
the ends of cylinders, the inventor uses a pointed gas flame to heat
the end of the cylinder. An exposure of a few seconds to the heat
of the furnace is then sufficient to perforate the cylinder which is

swung as usual to spread the opening. G. D.

vol. v. 1

1
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275. Improvement in Drawing Sheet Glass. T. S. Owens,
Toledo, Ohio, Assignor to The Libbey-Owens Sheet Glass Co.
(U.S.A. Pat., No. 1358390, November 9th, 1920. Filed August
11th, 1917, No. 185754).—Relates to the process of making sheet
glass in which a flat sheet is drawn ujiwards from the body of
metal and passes around a bending roll, whence it moves onwards
horizontally into the lehr. It has been found that a metal bending
roll, which moves with the same surface speed as that of the glass

sheet, mars the surface of the sheet. The present invention is a
means for avoiding this marring of the sheet, and consists in making
the bending roll of wood, or of some equivalent material, such as

is used for pasting moulds, and in giving the roll a higher surface
speed than that of the sheet so that there is relative movement
between the surfaces. The roll may also be reciprocated length-

wise. Means for keeping the surface of the roll moist are also

described. G. D.

276. Drawing Sheet Glass. W. G. Shaw, Creighton, Pa.,

Assignor to Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1359200,
November 16th, 1920. Filed January 2nd, 1918, No. 209836).—
The specification describes a method of drawing glass sheets in

which a pipe through which water is circulated is submerged in

the metal close to and just below the surface. The metal is thus
cooled along a line from which the sheet is drawn and the increased
viscosity of the metal assists in defining the sheet. The drawing
takes place through a slot in a fireclay block, the edges of the slot

being provided with a Up which extends downwards and touches
the surface of the metal, thus shielding the sheet from the heat
radiated from the metal. G. D.

277. Drawing Glass Sheets. H. K. Hitchcock, Pittsburgh,

Pa., Assignor of one-half to Hitchcock Experiment Co., New
Jersey (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1349201, August 10th, 1920. Filed

August 5th, 1918, No. 248444).—Relates to a device for use in

drawing glass sheets for preventing the sheet from becoming
narrower and thinner as the draw proceeds. It consists of a
receptacle having a slot in the bottom through which the metal
enters from the tank and having side walls which can be heated.

The end walls are thinner and are slotted to induce more rapid

cooling of the edge of the sheet. Thus the temperature of the side

walls can be adjusted to keep the body of the metal in the recep-

tacle at the required temperature, whilst the end walls allow the

edge of the sheet to chill and thicken. G. D.

278. Drawing Sheet Glass. J. Whittemore, Detroit, Michi-

gan, Assignor to The Libbey-Owens Sheet Glass Co. (U.S.A.

Pat., No. 1362378, December 14th, 1920. Filed November 6th,

1919, No 336144).—The invention relates to a process of drawing
glass sheets in which the metal is allowed to flow from a tank over
a horizontal lip, whence it is drawn away horizontally as a flat

sheet by means of endless conveyers and fed into a lehr. The
invention consists in making the horizontal lip as a smooth roller

which is rotated continuously in order to avoid unevenness of the
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sheet caused by chilled and devitrified glass which gathers on a
fixed lip. The roller is preferably made of nichrome with a highly

polished surface, and has interior channels for the circulation of air,

water, or steam for cooling purposes. G. D.

279. Process for Drawing Flat Sheets of Glass. H. S.

Campbell, Clarksburg, W.Va. (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1355449, October
12th, 1920. Filed August 8th, 1919, No. 316109).—Relates to a

process of drawing glass in flat sheets in which the glass is drawn
upwards by grippers carried by endless chains which engage the

edges of the sheet. The invention consists in making these grippers

of carbon in order to avoid introducing strains into the sheet

through chilling the edges. Crossbars of carbon carried by the
chains assist in gripping the sheet and also divide it into panes of

convenient length. G. D.

280. Making Pressed Sheet Glass Articles. F. L. 0.

Wadsworth, Pittsburgh, Pa. (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1346571, July
13th, 1920. Filed November 21st, 1913, No. 802311).—Relates to

a process of making pressed sheet products and comprises means for

i-i4
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Fig. 134.

re-heating the sheet before it is pressed. The plant, as shown in

sectional elevation in the figure, comprises a rolling apparatus, I,

for making the sheet, a re-heating furnace, II, and a press, III.

The rolling-apparatus, I, comprises a rolling-table, 1, mounted on
trunnions on a carriage, 11, which is adapted to be pushed forward
by a ram, 4, into the furnace, 13. The carriage during the move-
ment passes beneath a roller, 2, so that metal which has been
poured on the table is rolled out into a sheet. In the furnace,
the central part of the sheet thus formed is re-heated, the edges of

the sheet being protected by projecting parts of the side and end
walls of the furnace.

The carriage is next run from the furnace beneath a pressing-

die, 21. The die is supported by levers, 31, and is pressed against
the sheet by a fluid-pressure cylinder, 36. After pressing, the
sheet is passed into a lehr, 37, and the pressing-table is conveyed
by a transfer carriage, 19, along a lateral track and passes back
to the starting-point, Modified forms of the plant are described
in the specification, G. D.

11—2
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281. Glass-delivering- Apparatus. K. E. Peiler, Hartford,
Connecticut, Assignor to Hartford Fairmont Co., Canaioharie,
New York (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1373202, March 20th, 1921." Filed
March 27th, 1917, No. 157633).—This apparatus provides means
for conducting charges of molten glass from the outlet spout of a
melting-furnace to the moulds carried on the tables of two or more
glass-forming machines, either whilst the moulds are stationary or
whilst they are travelling, the apparatus operating in such a way
that the charges of glass are delivered in succession to the moulds
on the several machines. It is thus possible to use one feeding-

machine to supply two, three, or more forming-machines. Fig. 135

Fig. 135.

shows a more or less diagrammatic plan view of the apparatus

arranged to supply two forming-machines, and Fig. 136 shows a side

elevation with the conducting chute in section.

When the charge of glass is severed by the shears, 3, it falls

on to the inclined chute, 5, which consists of a metal frame lined

with a heat-resisting material. The upper end of this chute is

mounted on a swivel block, 6, whilst the lower end is mounted on
another swivel block, 12, the stem, 12, of which is adjustably

held by the lever, 14. This lever is connected through the shafts,

15 and 18, to the end of the lever, 19, which carries a roll, 22,

travelling in the cam groove of the disc, 23. The drive for the

cam shaft, 24, is suitably geared and is preferably taken from part

of the feeding-machine, so that the trough is oscillated during the

intervals between the delivering of charges of glass. If it is

desired to obviate the necessity of swinging the conducting chute
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a long distance, the length of the oscillating chute may be cut down
and fixed supplemental chutes arranged, in which case the lower

end of the main chute will simply have to travel between the upper

46

Fig. 136.

ends of the supplementary chutes, in which case its movements
may be slower and a longer time for delivery allowed.

Machines which are driven by compressed air may be synchronised
with the delivery apparatus by arranging cams, 48, on the shaft, 24,

to open and close the valves which control the compressed air

controlling the movement of the machines. S. E.

282. Delivering Glass. H. C. Daubenspeck, London, and
S. E. Winder, Chicago, U.S.A. (Brit. Pat., No. 153339, May 8th,

1919).—The molten metal is delivered through an outlet, d, the
rate of flow being controlled by a valve, e, and is allowed to run
continuously. The stream is cut by pneumatically-actuated
shears having an exceedingly rapid action so that the flow is not
checked. The shears are placed close up to the outlet and consist

of arms, g, carrying blades, d. They are actuated in known
manner through links, i, by a pneumatic, etc., cylinder, h. The
arms of the shears are forced together by a spring, m, encircling
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the pivot pin, /, and adjusted by nuts, n. The severed charge falls

into a mould which is brought close under the shears. In a modifi-

cation, the molten metal is discharged horizontally, the shears, in

this case being arranged in a vertical plane, and the blades being
of adze-like form as described in specification 146602 (this Vol.,

Abs. No. 155, p. 85). The furnace is provided with blow-pipe inlets,

/, to maintain the temperature of the glass. H. G. C.

283. Glass-delivery Device. British
Hartford-Fairmont Syndicate, London
(Hartford-Fairmont Co, Canajoharie,

New York, U.S.A. (Brit. Pat., No. 154861,
June 25th, 1920).—In apparatus of the
kind in which the separate charges are

delivered by a trough, 2, into the moulds,
14, a curved deflector, 1, is provided
which directs the charge into the mould
without deforming it. A lubricator, 9, is

provided to lubricate the surface of the
deflector, 1.

Fig. 138. H. G. C.

284. Improved Glass-feeding Device. F. L. 0. Wadsworth,
Assignor to Ball Bros. Glass Manufacturing Co. (U.S.A. Pat.,

No. 1375336, April 19th, 1921. Filed June 27th, 1918,

No. 242266).—This patent relates to the severing and manipula-
tion of a stream of glass flowing from a melting-tank, and aims at

avoiding the formation of " laps," the entraining of air bubbles,

and the chilling of the end of the stream of glass. A short distance

below the outlet orifice, two blocks of manganese steel are mounted
on carriages which are capable of horizontal movement. The two
blocks are so shaped that when they are brought together a cup-

shaped cavity is formed immediately below the outlet from the
tank. Attached to the base of one of the blocks is a cutting blade

for severing the stream of glass as the blocks are brought together.

Both the closing and opening movements of the cutting and
shaping parts are so cpuickly accomplished that practically no
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chilling of the glass occurs. By placing the cutting apparatus

the correct distance below the end of the outlet tube, the flow of

glass is checked sufficiently to allow time for changing moulds and
bringing an empty one to the charging position before the depending
stem of glass has fallen too far to allow of the empty mould being

brought into position. S. E.

285. Glass - delivery
Apparatus. J. D. Roots,
London (Brit. Pat., No.
155922, October 3rd,

1919).—In apparatus for

delivering uniform charges

of molten glass from a
tank furnace of the type
in which a plunger is re-

ciprocated above the dis-

charge hole, the plunger,

C, is of hollow cylindrical

form. The air is initially

drawn out of the hollow
plunger through a passage,

C2
, and tap, C3

. During
the upward stroke, "a
vacuum is formed or tends

to be formed " within

the plunger, C. In a modi-
fication, the stroke is ad-

justable. H. G. C.
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Fig. 139.

286. Glass Severing in Feeding- Devices. K. E. Peiler,
West Hartford, Connecticut, Assignor to Hartford-Fairmont Co.,

Canajoharie, New York (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1379594, May 24th, 1921.

Filed June 18th, 1918, No. 240674).—This invention refers to a

mechanism for severing a stream of molten glass into separate

charges or gatherings, for which purpose shear blades are recipro-

cated across the path of the issuing stream of glass. In order

to shorten the time and lessen the area of contact of the shears

with the hot glass and minimise the transference of heat from
the glass to the shears and the consequent chilling of the glass,

the shear blades are moved away from the supply outlet during
the time they are severing the glass.

The shear blades, 10 and 10a, are carried by the inner ends
of the bars, 13, which are guided for their longitudinal move-
ments by the rollers, 14, 15, and 16. The rollers, 14, are mounted
on fixed studs, 17, the rollers, 16, are mounted on the levers, 22,

and are held in contact with the upper side of the bar by the spring,

23, whilst the rollers, 15, are mounted on studs carried by the levers,

20, which can swing on their studs, 20a, thus moving the upper end
of the sliding bars up or down. The movement of these levers, 20,

is controlled by the connecting rods, 24, the upper ends of which
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are connected through the shaft, 26, to the cam lever, 27, which
engages with the cam, 29.

The endwise movements of the shear bars are imparted by means

fr U2 .30

Fig. 140.

of the levers, 31, the upper ends of which carry rollers, 32, which

are held in contact with the cams, 33, by the springs, 34.

The cams are so arranged that the shear blades travel towards
each other in their upper position until they
reach, or nearly reach, the stream of glass, then
the inner ends of the bars are swung downwards

' so as to carry the blades as fast as or somewhat
faster than the movement of the glass ; thus
only the cutting edges of the blades are kept in

Fig. 141. contact with the glass. S. E.

287. Apparatus for Conveying Charges of Glass. K. E.

Peiler, Hartford, Connecticut, Assignor to Hartford-Fairmont
Co., Canajoharie, New York (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1379593, May 24th,

1921. Filed March 20th, No. 15875. Renewed July 18th, 1917,

No. 181452).—This glass-conveying apparatus consists of an inclined

conduit mounted so as to allow of lateral movement at or near its

ends. The upper end is mounted on a vertical axis located approxi-

mately beneath the furnace outlet, and by means of a cam the lower

end may be swung about this axis in such a way as to keep it in

suitable delivering alignment with the travelling mould. The
lower end is mounted on a second vertical axis, which permits of
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the upper end being swung aside, so as to allow the gatherings of

glass to fall past the side of the conduit whenever it is desired to

stop the glass-shaping machine. To permit of the glass flowing

easily down the conduit, it is lined with carbon or other such
porous and heat-resisting material and a steady or intermittent

stream of water is allowed to flow down the channel. This water
appears to act as a lubricant, and allows the glass to glide quickly

down the conduit. Arrangements are made for withdrawing this

water at the ends of the sections composing the conduit, and thus

preventing it flowing into the forming mould. S. E.

288. Device for Obtaining Quantities of Molten Glass.

E. Hopkinson, New York (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1378460, May 17th,

1921. Filed July 30th, 1915, No. 42702. Continuation filed

Fig. 142.

October 25th, 1918, No. 259612).—Molten glass is allowed to flow

from a melting tank into a circular receptacle, 5, which is provided

with openings, 6, in its base, through which glass may flow con-

tinuously into compartments each of which is provided with a
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water-cooled closure, 8, at its lower end. Each of these closures
is capable of being moved outwards so as to allow the accumulated
glass to discharge, and on its return it severs any remaining thread
of glass. The circular receptacle is rotated from and synchronised
with the glass-forming machine into the moulds of which the glass

is discharged. In the case of continuously rotating machines the
moulds, 17, are held in position by springs, 26', and are made to
follow the same arc as is followed by the discharging chamber, 7,

by means of rods, 26, fixed to the moulds passing through a stationary
cam groove, 25. S. E.

289. The Cutting of Glass Blocks. C. Zeiss, Jena, Germany
(Brit. Pat., No. 154577, November 3rd, 1920. Convention date,

November 21st, 1919. Not yet accepted).—Relates to machines,
having rotatory tables, for cutting non-circular glasses, particularly

spectacle lenses,

\7rt3 ^, [^'r^^-r) an(i consists in

replacing the tem-
plet usually em-
ployed by an
adjustable cutter

which is given a
reciprocating
movement by
means of a two-
armed lever hav-
ing an adjustable
fulcrum and
rocked by an in-

terchangea ble

grooved cam
shaped in accord-

ance with the
curve required.

By moving the
fulcrum to the

end of the lever, circular glasses can be cut Avithout removing the

cam member. Mounted in a sleeve, /, carried by a casing, a, is a

bevel wheel, d, the boss, d1
, of which is connected by a pin, e, and

a slot, b 2
, to a shaft, ft

1
, so that the latter can slide in and turn

with the boss, d1
. Carried by a shaft, b1 , is a table, b, on which

is supported a rubber cushion, c, bearing the glass, z, to be cut.

Normally the shaft, b1
, is retained in the lower position by a spring,

6 3
, against which it is lifted by a hand lever, g, to bring the glass

into contact with the cutter, t. The cutter is carried by a slide, s,

moving in a bracket, m, mounted on an upward extension, a2
, of

a laterally projecting part, a1, of the casing in which is mounted
a driving-bevel wheel, h, engaging the wheel, d. Mounted on the

spindle, A1
, of the wheel, h, and caused to rotate therewith by a

spring tongue, I, is an interchangeable sleeve, k, in which is formed
a cam-groove, k 1

, shaped to correspond with the curve to be cut.

Adapted to be reciprocated by the cam-groove is a rod, p, connected

to the slide, s, by a screw, p
3

, and with the cam-groove by a lever, o,

Fig. 143.
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the pivot pins, q
1

, of which move in slots, a3
, in the extension, a2

,

and are carried by a spherical member, q, sliding on the lever.

The pins, q
1

, also engage in helical grooves, r1 , formed in a sleeve, r,

surrounding the extension, a2
, the position of which thus governs

the amount of movement imparted by the cam-groove to the cutter, t.

Preliminary adjustment of the slide, s, and cutter, /, is effected

through the screw, p
s

, by rotating a milled head, p2
, carried by the

rod, p, rotation of the slide, s, being prevented by the engagement
of the cutter, t, in a slot, m3

, formed in the bracket, m. Also carried

by the bracket, m, is a spring-depressed pin, u, having at its lower

end a rubber ring, v1
, which serves to clamp the work in position

when the table, b, is raised. A spring-supported centring pin, bb ,

is mounted in the shaft, b1
, and the operating handle, i, is secured

to the screwed end of the spindle, h1
. H. G. C.

290. Machine for Grinding and Polishing Optical Glass.

F. Kuhlmann, Rustringen-Wilhelmshaven, Germany (Brit. Pat.,

No. 153285, September 7th, 1920. Convention date, October 24th,

1919. Not yet accepted).—In a machine for grinding or polishing

optical glasses comprising a number of separate grinding-devices,

Fig. 144. Fig. 145.

etc., combined to form one machine, each griding-device, etc.,

comprises a frame, a, carrying the grinding and polishing apparatus,

b . . . f, and having at both sides finished faces adapted to receive

the members, i, connecting the frames. Any desired number of

frames may be connected thus, the driving-shafts of the various

grinding-devices, etc., being adapted to be connected by clutches

to form a continuous and common driving-shaft. H. G. C.

X.— Glassware Accessories.

291. The Manufacture of Optical Instruments in France.
(Le Verre, 1921, 1, 153).—This review of the state of the optical

instrument industry in France indicated that it was in the same
condition as in the United Kingdom. The growth of the firm of

Zeiss was traced from its earliest days and served as the text on
which to base a plea for the closer collaboration of industry and
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science. The foundation of the Institut d'Optique, which appeared
to correspond with our Department of Technical Optics at the
Imperial College of Science, was hailed as a step in the right direc-

tion, but it should not be considered as eliminating the necessity
for works laboratories. The article contained a criticism of the
attitude of the French Government towards the industry, con-
trasting it with that of the German, whereby Zeiss and Goerz had
guarantees that the army would take a certain quantity of their

products yearly. It concluded with an account of the growth of

the spectacle industry at Morez. Three-fourths of the products of

this place were exported, the principal recipients being the countries
of the British Empire ! J. R. C.

Reviews.

Artificial Light ; its Influence upon Civilisation. M.
Luckiesh {The Century Books of Useful Science. University of

London Press. 1920. 366 pp. 41 Illustrations from Photographs.
Price 12«. Qd. net).—The object of this book, as stated in the preface,

is to discuss artificial light for the general reader " so that he may
gain a greater appreciation of artificial light as an economic factor,

as an artistic medium, and as a mighty influence upon the safety,

efficiency, health, happiness, and general progress of mankind."
To this end, the author traces the development of artificial light

from the primitive man's flaming torch to the most modern electric

lamp, and discusses the possibility of still more efficient light

sources. In subsequent chapters he deals with various applications
of artificial light, such as the lighting of the street, the workshop,
and the home; and the use of artificial light in warfare. Finally
he considers the aesthetic side of light, pointing out the expressive
possibilities of fighting in relation to painting, sculpture, and
architecture, and looking forward to the day when there will be
" light symphonies " which will be appreciated by the eye in the
same way as the ear rejoices in those of sound.

It will be gathered that an analytical study of the influence of

light on civilisation is not attempted, but the author has attained
his object. His previous works have been very readable expositions
of technical subjects and the j)resent book is equally readable,
although not technical. It is well printed and the numerous
photographs are excellent. J. R. C.

The Mineral Industry of the British Empire and Foreign
Countries. Statistical Summary, 1913-1920. {Imperial
Mineral Resources Bureau. London. H.M. Stationery Office.

1921. 3s. net).—A summary of the production, import, and
export statistics of numerous minerals. Of interest to glass manu-
facturers are those relating to bauxite, barytes, borates, coal,

felspar, fluorspar, magnesite, nitrates, and phosphates. The
exports from the chief producing countries and the imports into
the chief consuming countries are given for the years mentioned.

J. R. C.
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I.—Glass-making Materials.

292. Sodium Pentaborate as Source of Boric Oxide in Glass.
A. A. Kelly and B. D. Jones, London (Brit. Pat., No. 160495,
November 20th, 1919).—In the manufacture of glass, vitreous

enamels, and glazes, sodium pentaborate is substituted for borax
or boric acid, and the necessary adjustment of the alkali content
is made in any suitable manner. H. G. C.

293. Preparation of Potash from Minerals. F. Jourdan
and G. A. Blanc, Rome (Brit. Pat., No. 156547, January 5th,

1921. Convention date, January 5th, 1920. Not yet accepted).

—

Potash is extracted from leucite and leucitic rocks by treatment,
at elevated temperatures and pressures, with milk of lime, magnesia,
or other strong base. The leucite, isolated from extraneous
materials, is finely ground and agitated with a milk formed from
the base, preferably lime, in an autoclave. The potash is dissolved

and a mud results which on heating forms a cement. Potash not
extracted by the base is recovered by volatilisation during this

second heat treatment. H. G. C.

294. The Manufacture of Glass with Indigenous Alkali.
J. P. Srivastava and D. Sinha (</. of Indian Industries and Labour,

1921, 1, 333).—India, in common with many other hot countries,

possessed many tracts of land producing saline efflorescences.

When sodium carbonate was the predominating component, the
deposit was known as " reh " or " sajji-matti." The efflorescence

formed and was collected between the rainy periods ; the salt-

bearing earth was scraped to a depth of \—1 in. and the impure
salt roughly purified by spreading over a layer of twigs, washing
with water, collecting the liquid percolating through in evaporating
beds, and concentrating by the solar rays (in some cases after a
preliminary trickling through ricks of brushwood). Analysis of

500 samples of " sajji " gave the following average compositions :

Na2C03
48—60, NaCl 0-2—4-3, Na

2S04
0-3—7-2, insoluble 3-3—

8-4, moisture 30—38 per cent., with a small amount of organic

matter. By careful selection, " sajji " low in chloride content,

suitable for conversion into alkali for glass manufacture, was
easily obtained. Purification consisted in roasting to 800° in

special reverberatory furnaces, the resulting product containing
80—85 per cent, of Na2C03

. The crude soda-ash had been further

purified on a commercial scale by lixiviation with hot water and
evaporation of the solution, to give a material containing 90—95
per cent, of Na

2C03 . Samples of the crude soda-ash free from
chloride, after roasting, had been used for glass-making, and gave
glass quite suitable for the more common ware. The price of such
sodium carbonate would be about Rs. 4 per cwt., as against Rs. 8

per cwt. for English soda-ash, an important saving, especially

since, out of a cost of Rs. 1,208 needed for the raw materials and
coal to produce 300 cwt. of glass in India, Rs. 800 represented the
cost of imported soda-ash alone. A. C.

vol. v. 12
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II.—Glass : Manufacture and Properties.

295. Pyrex Glass (Chem. Zentr., 1920, 23, 643; from Chem.
Weekblad, 1920, 17, 465).—The following physical constants for

Pyrex glass were given :—density, 2-25 ; coefficient of elasticity,

6230 kg./mm. 2
; refractive index (D line), 1-4754; linear coefficient

of expansion (19° to 350°), 0-0000032; specific heat, 0-20; thermal
conductivity, 0-0027, and softening temperature, 750°.

F. W. H.

296. The Manufacture, Properties, and Employment of

Heat-intercepting Structural Glass. G. Alleman (J. Soc.

Chem. Ind., 1921, 40, 241).—According to the author, the use of

heat-absorbing glass was rendered possible, commercially, by the

research of L. T. Sherwood, who made 227 experiments, using

batches of about 50 lb. weight. The glasses produced included

the oxides of cerium, chromium, nickel, cobalt, titanium, uranium,
manganese, and iron. It was found that the addition to the batch
of artificial biotite helped to produce a glass having the desired

properties, the effect being further improved by a slight manipulation
of the temperature of the furnace. The following batch was found
to give the best glass for heat-absorbing purposes :—sand 1300 lb.,

soda-ash 400 lb., borax 20 lb., lime 200 lb., nitre 40 lb., manganese
dioxide 85 grams, titanium oxide 30 grams, nickel oxide 35 grams,
artificial biotite 40 lb. The artificial biotite was made up of

micaceous haematite 40 lb., precipitated alumina 5 lb., solid sodium
silicate 50 lb., magnesite 5 lb., manganese dioxide 30 grams, all

finely ground and thoroughly mixed before addition to the batch.

The glass was manufactured in a tank 57 ft. long, 12 ft. wide, the

glass being 56 in. deep ; and it was heated by a producer gas which
was a by-product of coke ovens. The time occupied for the material

to pass through the furnace was seventy-two hours, the product
being removed at 1100°. Oxidising conditions were necessary in

the furnace, a reducing flame producing a smoky green colour.

A day tank, holding 6 tons of glass, and heated quite rapidly gave
a very poor glass. The glass was now supplied as plate, polished

plate, wire plate, rough wire, " aqueduct " wire, ribbed wire, and
corrugated wire. The direct percentage transmission of luminous
rays for glass of £in. thickness was :—polished plate 42-02, ribbed

wire 32-57, corrugated wire 29-88 ; the illumination due to reflection

as well as transmission was 77-3 for ribbed wire and 77-0 for

corrugated wire glass. The heat absorbed by the polished plate

glass was about 78 per cent., there was no glare, and objects viewed
through it appeared in more striking contrast with their surroundings

than with ordinary glass. Well ventilated, small houses made from
actinic glass were maintained at almost the outside shade tem-
perature. A sheet of corrugated glass, 3x6 feet, on knife edges

almost 6 feet apart sustained a load of 400 lb. near the centre,

whilst after heating and cracking with water it supported the

weight of a man. A. C.
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297. Shock-defying Glass (Alining and Metallurgy, 1921,

No. 169, 50).—Laminated glass for shock-resisting consisted of

either three or two thicknesses. Where three were used the middle

section was of plate glass nine-sixteenths of an inch thick and the

outer sheets of one-eighth inch glass. Between the outer and
inner sheets were placed sheets of transparent pyroxylin 0-2 in.

thick. A piece of this glass 6 inches square was subjected to the

impact of a 32-calibre, high velocity rifle bullet fired from a distance

of 3 ft. The bullet penetrated only the outer sheet of glass and
only one spot, three-eighths of an inch in diameter, of the pyroxylin

was exposed. This outer glass sheet was powdered at the point of

impact over an area of one and a half inches, the middle sheet and
second thin sheet were broken, but not penetrated. F. W. H.

298. Method for Making Spun Glass. C. Muth, Rathenow,
Germany (Brit. Pat., No. 156202, January 3rd, 1921. Convention

date, March 26th, 1919. Not yet accepted).—Glass is softened in

a heated vessel, forced by pressure through fine apertures, and
then spun into threads and reeled up as usual. According to one

Fig. 146

method of carrying out the invention, a glass rod, a, Fig. 146, is

inserted into a heated nozzle, b, and forced through apertures, c,

by a weight, e. According to a second method, ground glass is

melted in an enclosed chamber and forced out of fine holes by
compressed air. According to a third method, a float, b, is

forced into a pot, a, of molten glass which rises in nozzles, c,

and is drawn from the holes at the top. H. G. C.

12—2
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299. Spun Glass. G. von Pazsiczky, Wandsbek, Germany
(Brit. Pat., No. 157360, January 10th,

1921. Convention date, April 7th,

1919. Not yet accepted).—Relates to

the production of spun glass threads.

In the arrangement shown in Fig. 147
the end of a glass rod, etc., a, is heated
by a burner, b, until a drop of glass

forms and falls on to a rotating drum, c,

to which it adheres and draws out a
thread, d' . In a modification, the glass

exudes from holes, b, in a tank, a', the
threads, d' , being started by drops, d, falling on to drums, c. The
rod, a, and the tank, a', are stationary. H. G. C.

300. Manufacture of Glass Nozzles. A. Kampf, Premnitz,
Germany (Brit. Pat., No. 160168, March 14th, 1921. Convention
date, March 12th, 1920. Not yet accepted).—Relates to the
manufacture of glass nozzles perforated with a number of fine

holes for the manufacture of artificial fibres. Capillary glass

Fig. 148.

tubes, B, containing fine wires, are packed into a glass tube, T

,

which is exhausted and then heated progressively in a rotary

furnace, A, until the glass collapses and forms a solid block

embedding the wires. After cooling, the mass is cut into discs

and the wires are removed chemically. H. G. C.

301. Cords and Surface-markings in Glassware. F. E.

Wright (J. Amer. Cer. Soc., 1921, 4, 655).—In the manufacture
of glass it was important to distinguish between surface markings
and cords, both of which were serious defects and detrimental to

quality. The author briefly discussed the production of both
defects and described an optical arrangement suitable for dis-

tinguishing between them. The glass sample was immersed in a
liquid, having the same refractive index, contained in a tank with
parallel glass sides. The immersed sample might then be viewed
against the light from an electric lamp-bulb ten or more feet

distant, with or without the aid of a hand lens. Under those

conditions surface markings disappeared altogether, whilst cords

stood out more distinctly than before.

Using a pocket lens, it was possible to determine the refringence

of a cord relative to that of the adjacent glass. The refractive

index of ordinary crown glasses for yellow light ranged from 1-515

to 1-525, and for these a satisfactory immersion liquid of about

i
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the same refractive index was monochlorobenzene. The index of
refraction of this immersion liquid could be reduced by adding
benzene or increased by adding carbon disulphide or monochloro-
naphthalene. F. W. H.

302. Method for Assisting the Fining of Glass. W. G.
Clark, New York, U.S.A., and L. N. Bruner, Locarno, Switzerland
(Brit. Pat., No. 161192, April 6th, 1921. Convention date,
April 6th, 1920. Not yet accepted).—To fine molten glass extra
heat is supplied by passing an electric current through it, prefer-
ably alternating current of 60 cycles or higher. The glass to be
fined is contained in a chamber, B, heated by gas or other means, J,
and having its upper portion divided into compartments, C, by
metal partitions, 17, which extend below the surface of the molten

Fig. 149.

glass. The lower portion of the chamber B is separated from the

outer casing of the apparatus by flues extending behind short

partitions, 14, and opening into the compartment C. Carbon or

other electrodes, bolted or similarly secured to carriers, 18, project

into the glass on each side of each partition, 17, and are connected
to a source of current, S, the electrodes near the middle partition

preferably being connected to the one pole and the electrodes

near the outer partitions to the other. The carriers, 18, are pro-

vided with shoulders, 20, and extend into slots, 13, formed in the

roof, 10, of the chambers, C, the shoulders resting on the roof

and on the partitions, 17. In a modification, the outer partitions

with their corresponding electrodes are pivoted at their upper ends
to permit variation of their position in the apparatus and also

adjustment of the resistance offered to the current. H. G. C.

303. Cornu's Method of Determining the Elastic Constants
of Glass. H. T. Jessop (Phil Mag., 1921, 42, 551).—Young's
modulus and Poisson's ratio were determined for several glasses

with apparatus similar to that employed by Cornu and Straubel,
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whose work was reviewed and criticised. A glass beam was bent
by weighting the ends which projected beyond the two knife-edge
supports. The extent of the flexure was determined from observa-
tions of the interference patterns by the reflection of light from
the bent surface of the beam and from a cover-glass which rested
on it. It was found that unless the distance between the knife
edges exceeded three times the horizontal width of the beam, the
knife edges affected the curvature. Straubel's results were prob-
ably affected by this source of error. The curvature of the beam
changed after the load was applied, measurements of photographs
of the fringes taken at intervals after the application yielding
different results. This was attributed to " strain creep."

The beams of glass used were cut from well-annealed plate glass,

but the surfaces were not optically polished, so that no precise value
was attached to the numbers obtained for the constants. There
was, however, a change with time in the apparent value of Young's
modulus. In seven cases out of nine, this was a diminution of

the order of 1 per cent. There was also a change in Poisson's

ratio; this usually increased, but in one case a diminution of

9 per cent, was obtained. J. R. C.

304. The Determination of the Relative Expansions of

Glasses. F. E. Wright (J. Optical Soc. Amer., 1921, 5, 453).—
The way in which the strain-birefringence method of examining
glass could be applied to several problems was outlined. The
relative refractive indices and expansions of cords in the glass

could be ascertained and their approximate chemical composition
deduced. It was thus possible to arrive at the cause to which
they were due. If the cord had a greater coefficient of expansion
than the enclosing glass it reached room temperature in a state of

tension. A cord richer in silica had commonly a smaller coefficient

of expansion than the surrounding glass and was, therefore, in

a state of compression; a cord richer in alumina had a greater

expansibility and was in a state of tension.

For the determination of the relative expansions of two glass

samples it was necessary to weld them together. The weld was
then examined for strain, and it could be seen which glass was in

a state of tension and which in a state of compression, the latter

behaving as a negative uniaxial crystal and the latter as a positive

uniaxial crystal. The extent of the change of the compression
or tension when the weld was heated and hence the relative expan-
sions could be calculated from the observed change in interference

colours. Details of the calculation were not given. J. R. C.

305. The Compressibility of Solid Bodies. E. Madeltjng
and R. Fuchs {Ann. Physik, 1921, 65, 289).—The compressibility
was measured by a piezometric method. Among the substances
examined were quartz glass and plate glass. The densities and
compressibilities of these substances were found to be respectively

2-1597 and 2-69 for the former and 2-530 and 2-22 for the latter.

J. R. C.
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306. The Electrical Conductivity of some Dielectrics.

H. Poole {Phil. Mag., 1921, 42, 488).—A method was described

of ascertaining the conductivity of dielectrics when subjected to

high continuous E.M.F. Such pressures were obtained by means
of a transformer and two rectifying valves, the arrangement pro-

viding a steady, easily regulated E.M.F. of the order of 10,000

volts. A device was employed whereby the pressure could be
observed continuously. It consisted of a rotating contact maker
which alternately charged a small condenser and discharged it

through a galvanometer circuit. A steady deflection of the ballistic

galvanometer was thus obtained, which indicated the average

E.M.F. applied to the specimen.
The dielectrics examined were glass, mica, paraffin wax, shellac,

and celluloid. The specimens of glass were square discs of micro-

scope cover-glass, which were silvered on both sides. By removing
some of the silvering a circular patch provided with a guard ring

was obtained, thus minimising surface leakage. The conductivity

was determined with several potential gradients at various tem-
peratures, and it was found that, except in the case of mica, the

results at each temperature could be expressed by the relation

K=A-\-BX, where K is the conductivity, the units being 10"12

(ohm)-1 (cm.)
-1

, X the potential gradient in megavolts per cm.,

and A and B constants. In the case of mica, this relation only

applied to gradients of less than 1-5. Above this it yielded values

for the conductivity too high. Glass also differed from mica in

that the slope of the isotherms decreased with rise of temperature.

The results for glass are tabulated below ; Xm is the value of X
which pierced the specimen and R the resistivity in ohms per cm.
cube for small values of X.

Temp. A. B. Xm . R.
14°' 2-38 • 1-50 >0-7 4-2 xlO13

29 1-18 1-33 >0-6 6-6 XlO12

45 0-00 1-15 >0-6 1-0 XlO 12

58 0-57 1-05 >0-6 2-7 X 1011

74 1-23 0-91 c. 0-5 5-9 X 1010

J. R. C.

307. The Physical Properties of Porcelain. F. Singer
and E. Rosenthal (Ber. Deutsch. Keram. Ges., 1920, 1 (3) ; from
Sprechsaal, 1921, 54, 250).—It was emphasised that porcelain

had not a homogeneous chemical or physical substance, and that

each result referred to the particular samples examined. Porcelain

had no sharp melting point, and the initial softening temperature
depended on the rate and duration of heating. Favourably
treated, porcelain articles could be used at 1400° and above. The
specific gravity of cooled porcelain was 2-60 to 2-62, the value

being reduced in final burning to 2-3 to 2-5, according to the com-
position. The coefficient of cubic expansion varied between
0-0000045 and 0-0000065 ; the following were some linear expansion
coefficients :—Berlin, 0-00000177 (-191° to 16°); 0-00000366
(16° to 250°); 0-000003645 (16° to 500°); 0-00000434 (16° to
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1000°); Meissen, 000000269 (0° to 100°); Bayeux, 0-000002522
(0°), 0-000003265 (50°), 0-000004008 (100°), 0-000004305 (120°);

Rosenthal laboratory porcelain 352 X 10~8 and insulator H,
379X10-8 (20° to 100°); Seger porcelain 6833, 380 xlO"8 (20° to

100°) ; hard porcelain glaze 271 x 10"8
. Good porcelain should

withstand large temperature variations without cracking. The
thermal durability had only a relative value for articles of the
same shape, the value being greater the nearer the objects approxi-
mated to spherical form. Thinness of material also made for

easy temperature equalisation. The durability was dependent,
again, upon care taken in turning and in the handling during
drying and glazing. Close unity of base and glaze depended, not
only on correspondence of coefficient of expansion, but also on
good elasticity, tenacity, pliability, and the resistance to stress

and strain, of the two components.
For finished porcelain strong heating caused only a very small

change of value in the thermal conductivity. The mean value
of the specific heat of Berlin technical porcelain was 0-202 (20° to

200°) and 0-221 (20° to 400°). Porcelain retained heat fifty to

sixty times better than iron. The retention of heat was pro-

portional to the specific heat and inversely proportional to the
heat conductivity. The heat of reaction during formation was
not known, but the reaction was exothermic. The modulus of

elasticity for Hermsdorf porcelain gave a value of 6250 kg. /mm. 2

determined from the values of breaking strain of rods.

Observations of the bending of circular unglazed rods gave a
modulus value for Berlin porcelain of 8280 kg./mm. 2 Rods of

Rosenthal porcelain gave values between 8400 and 17900 kg. /mm., 2

indicating that, normally, a definite value could not be given (high

values, however, coincided with high mechanical strength). Values
of the resistance to bending shock, as determined by the oscillating

hammer, ranged, in various types of Rosenthal porcelain from
0-08 cm. kg. /cm. 2 to 2-4 cm. kg. /cm. 2

, whilst for the same make
of porcelain, resistance to compressive shock, as measured by the
Martens's hammer, varied from 7 cm. kg. /cm. 2 to 146 cm. kg. /cm. 2

Measurements of the hardness were only obtained with any degree
of regularity by the Gary sand blast method, in which a comparison
of the volumes lost under similar conditions was made. Cubic
compressibility varied from l-4xl0-6

for highly siliceous samples
to 1-8 xlO-6 for highly felspathic samples. The crushing strength

showed as mean values for hard porcelain 4250 and 4780 kg. /cm. 2
;

the tensile strength for Rosenthal insulating porcelain H was
fixed at 261 kg. /cm. 2 (absolute exactness was not claimed); the
following values of the bending strength had been given :

—

490 kg. /cm. 2 (Hermsdorf), 540—590, 640, and 410 kg. /cm. 2 (samples
of Rosenthal porcelain for various purposes). At ordinary tempera-
tures, porcelain was impervious to gas. Berlin porcelain was com-
pletely impervious at 1300°, vessels composed of it had maintained
a pressure difference of 30 mm. of mercury at 1400°, collapsing at

higher temperature whilst still gas-tight. The colour was dependent
on the iron and titanium content and the method of burning,
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whiteness being achieved by a low content of these oxides (0-34

per cent. Fe
2 3 and 0-1 per cent. Ti02 , for example), and a reducing

atmosphere. Berlin porcelain with a strong yellow colour con-

tained 0-82 per cent, of Fe2 3 and 0-31 per cent, of Ti02 . Small

amounts of magnesia, and, still more, of zinc oxide, favoured a

white colour. A thin sheet of porcelain was found to possess high

double refraction. The specific resistance of porcelain (after

eliminating surface conductivity, due to grease, etc.) was high,

namely, up to 20010 meg. ohm /cm., but it fell rapidly with increase

of temperature. Increase of felspar content decreased the resist-

ance, whilst increase of clay material at the expense of silica added
to the resistance at higher temperatures. Good insulating power
(resistance to piercing) was favoured by homogeneous, completely

fused, material, in which circumstances a high clay content was
advantageous. The dielectric constant was 5-73, but highly

felspathic, soft porcelain gave higher values. The velocity of

sound in porcelain was fixed at 4900—5200 metres /sec. Electric-

ally poor porcelain had poor conductivity of sound. The relation-

ship between the conductivity of sound and mechanical properties

was not known. Comparison of the properties of porcelain such

as velocity of sound and the resistance to compressing, extending,

and bending shocks, showed that by no one particular value could

the sample be judged, as samples that responded well to some
tests sometimes gave poor values for others. A. C.

308. The Acid Hearth and Slag. J. H. Whiteley and
A. F. Hallimond {J. Iron Steel Inst., 1919, 99, 199).—The slags

considered consisted principally of the three oxides, FeO, MnO,
and Si02 , and their behaviour was essentially that of the ternary

system FeO-MnO-Si0
2

. Analysis of the slags examined were

tabulated. The Si02
varied from 45-2 to 58-1 per cent., the MnO

from 8-3 to 14-05 per cent., and the FeO from 20-85 to 33-55 per

cent. Samples were taken from slag balls of 6 to 8 tons in weight

which had been cooled in air in the usual way. There was evidence

of a certain degree of super-cooling ; the cristobalite was invariably

dendritic, a structure probably indicating that the melt was approach-

ing a labile condition with respect to this substance at the time

when it crystallised. The melts might be said therefore to be on
the border line beyond which more quickly cooled slags would
show increasing deviation from the conditions represented in the

"phase-rule" diagram of the usual kind. Accordingly, the

diagram given in Fig. 150 was constructed. The composition of

each slag was represented by a point the distance of which from
any one of the three sides was proportional to the percentage of

the oxide named at the corner opposite that side. The silica

was present both as cristobalite and tridymite. The cristobalite

has been mentioned previously ; the tridymite, at the temperature

of freezing of the slags, was the stable form of silica. It occurred

generally in thin, hexagonal plates appearing as laths in section,

but in sections of the furnace hearth elongated crystals were found,

whilst in certain silica bricks heated at lower temperatures the
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predominant form was the arrow-head twin. The view, questioned

by Le Chatelier, that at temperatures approaching the melting

point of silica cristobalite was the stable form, was strongly con-

firmed by the evidence obtained. It appeared clear that, on super-

cooling, the unstable phase often crystallised first and underwent
rapid growth in the dendritic form. Crystals of tridymite, on the

other hand, even when present in a super-cooled melt, appeared
to have a much slower rate of crystal growth than cristobalite and
were frequently to be seen scattered among cristobalite of subse-

SiO*

FeO,SiOa MnO.SiO-

iFeO.SiO! lMnO, Si 0,

Fig. 150.

quent growth. The characteristics of other minerals found, such

as fayalite, the orthosilicate of iron, 2FeO,Si02 , and tephroite, the

corresponding isomorphous manganese silicate, of the olivine group,

and silicates of the rhodonite group such as manganese meta-silicate,

MnO,Si02 , were also described. The limit beyond which the slags

yielded fayalite instead of rhodonite was reached when the slag

contained a ratio FeO : MnO = 73 : 27. Slags fairly rich in lime

(more than about 8 per cent.), yielded an anorthic metasilicate,

probably new, of CaO, FeO, MnO, and MgO. The silica froze

first in the majority of the slags examined and was followed by a

silicate, either rhodonite or fayalite, according to the ratio of MnO
to FeO. The boundary (Fig. 150) fayalite-silica, represented a well-
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defined eutectic containing about 40 per cent. Si02 and 60 per

cent. FeO. There was no eutectic between silica and rhodonite.

Dealing with sand for making and "fettling" the acid-hearth,

the authors stated that the rate of inversion of quartz to tridymite

was greatly influenced by the presence in it of impurities, and,

in general, the slower the inversion the greater the refractory

properties of the sand at temperatures below the melting point

of quartz. The paper was illustrated by photomicrographs.
F. W. H.

III.—Lamp-worked and General Scientific

Apparatus.

309. Making Glass Collar Studs. M. Karabin, J. Skociokh
and K. Mandl, of New Britain, Connecticut (U.S.A. Pat., No.
1372294, March 22nd, 1921. Filed March 13th, 1920, No.

365653).—A tube sealed up at one end is reduced in size a little

distance from that end, as shown at 19. The end section, 18, is

16a.

Z2 /2

Fig. 151.

heated and blown up into a small ball, 18a, which while hot is

flattened so as to form the base, 11, of the stud. The shank, 12,

is heated and separated from the stock tube, 14, the end, 22, of

the shank being closed up during the operation, after which a

small pellet of glass is heated and sealed on to the end, 22, of the

shank to form the head of the stud. S. E.

310. Flask Calibrating and Marking Device. Guilford
L. Spencer (J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 1921, 13, 1058).—The flask is

filled from a calibrating burette with the desired volume of air-free

distilled water which contains 1 c.c. per litre of sulphuric acid,

the usual precautions being taken against temperature fluctuations.

The graving tool, F, having been previously adjusted to the exact

height of the electrodes, D, the flask is centred in the holder, A,
which is adjustable on the rod, G, this in turn being capable of
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a rising or falling motion through the micrometer screw, B, (24

threads per inch and sensitive to 2V revolution). When fixed the

switch, 8, is closed and the screw, B, gently turned until the

contact of the electrodes, D, with the acidulated water completes

SeRVIC£

Fig. 152.

the circuit and lights the lamp, L. The best evidence of contact

is said to be the distinct sound made by the bubbles of gas at

the moment they begin to be evolved. When this position is

reached, the graving tool, F, is pushed forward and the whole
sweep revolved, thus cutting a mark on the wax or other protective

resist with which the neck of the flask is coated, and the latter is

then ready for etching. M. P.
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IV.—Decorated Glass.

V.—Optics and Optical Instruments.

311. Critical Angle Refractometry. J. Guild and (Miss)

A. B. Dale (Trans. Optical Soc, 1920—21, 22, 143).—A discussion

of the possibilities of the critical angle method of measuring the

refractive index of a prism. Attention was directed to the utility

of the method for absolute determinations and experimental

arrangements suitable for obtaining maximum accuracy were
described. The authors made experimental determinations of the

influence of errors of setting in the employment of the method and
a way of determining the necessary correction was given.

J. R. C.

312. Silica-Glass Prism for Refractometry of Liquids at

Elevated Temperatures. F. R. v. Bichowsky and H. E.

Merwin (J. Optical Soc. Amer., 1921, 5, 441).—Silica glass plates

were bevelled to make a prism and the edges sealed in an oxy-coal

gas flame. To prevent dimming of the surfaces by the flame

gases, the plates were set in grooves of hard graphite and protected

by thick graphite pieces worked into proper shape. The hottest

possible small flame was used, and work was only carried on for a

few seconds at a time to prevent distortion of the plates. A silica

tube was fused into the top of the prism, and served to hold it in

the electric furnace, of which details were given, and to carry the

thermo-element. J. R. C.

313. A Differential Refractometer for Liquids. J. S.

Anderson (Trans. Optical Soc, 1920—21, 22, 156).—Previous

differential refractometers were discussed and a new one described.

A square glass cell containing one liquid was placed inside another

square glass cell so that its walls made angles of 45° with the outer

cell; the space between the two was filled with the second liquid.

The deviation produced in a beam of light incident normally on
the first cell was measured, and calculations showed that, if the

difference in refractive indices were small, the circular measure of

the deviation was twice this difference. J. R. C.

314. Corrections for Temperature and Pressure in Refrac-
tometry. J. Guild (Trans. Optical Soc, 1920—21, 22, 153).

—A formula embodying these corrections was derived. The
corrections related to the fifth decimal place. J. R. C.

315. Dispersion Formulae and the Secondary Spectrum.
T. Smith (Trans. Optical Soc, 1920—21, 22, 99).—From a study of

the refractive indices of many glasses, the data being derived from
the Jena glass lists, the author empirically deduced a formula by
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means of which the refractive index, n, for any wave-length, X,

could be calculated from the relative dispersions. For a " normal "

glass this formula was
\-0 91 X"

'

91

»-7iD={0-226(wp-mc)+0-0062(wD-l)}

+ {0-774(rc
F -?il')-0-0062(/iD-l)

\-0'91 \-0'
AF

— ^C
\-34_ X

-3-4

Ap — An

When a glass was not " normal " the actual refractive index
differed from that obtained by the formula. For wave-lengths

between C and F the correction was negligible, being of the order

of 2 x 10"5
. In the case of the ends of the spectrum, the glasses

which had to be corrected were more numerous and the corrections

larger. Even here, however, few glasses had corrections larger

than ±6xl0~5
.

The formula, which only differed slightly from one previously

advanced by Conrady, was further confirmed by application to

Gifford's results. The bearing of the formula on the secondary
spectrum of thin lenses was discussed. J. R. C.

316. Dispersion in Optical Glasses. F. E. Wright (J.

Optical Soc. Amer., 1921, 5, 389).—A continuation of the papers

referred to in a previous abstract.* The equation which expresses

the linear relation between any two partial dispersions such as

n
y
—nx and nF—nc , is n

y
—nx=a(np—nc)—b, where a and b were

constants. These constants being evaluated by employing the

average values of the refractive indices for a large number of

glasses, it was possible to calculate the average partial dispersions

of optical glasses given nF—nc . The values of nc—

n

A ,, nj)—n c ,

nF—nD , nQ,—nFi were tabulated for values of nF—nc, increasing

from 0-00500 to 0-03000 in increments of 0-00010. The partial

dispersions of the glasses listed by Parra-Mantois were compared
with those calculated in this way, and the results were embodied
in another table. It was found that the ordinary flint glasses

departed little from the average type, the calculated partial dis-

persions being valid within a few units of the fifth decimal place.

The borosilicate flints showed an increased partial dispersion in

the red and a decreased partial dispersion in the blue. Barium
flints showed decreases both in red and blue ; borosilicate crowns
small increases in both ; barium crowns an increase in the red and
a decrease in the blue; ordinary crowns the reverse of this; and
fluorcrowns a large increase in the red and a small decrease in

the blue.

The author adhered to his dictum that there was a general

course of dispersion throughout the visible spectrum which was
characteristic of colourless glasses. Slight departures occurred

from the general trend of the dispersion curve, but these were

usually restricted to the fifth decimal place. So long as the glass

remained colourless, there was little hope of changing the course

of the dispersion. J. R. C.

* This Journal, Abs., 1920, 4, 205, No. 292.
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317. Tracing Rays through a Reflecting Prism. F. E.

Wright (J. Optical Soc. Amer., 1921, 5, 410).—Attention was
directed to the usefulness of projection methods in the study of

reflecting prisms. The angle meridian projecting plot was applied

to the study of several common types of reflecting prism.

J. R. C.

318. Tracing Rays through an Optical System. C. W.
Woodworth (J. Optical Soc. Amer., 1921, 5, 334).—In the paper
referred to in this volume (Abs., No. 112), Southall raised the doubt
whether Smith's method of ray-tracing (Abs., Nos. Ill and 113)

shortened the process. The present author showed that it did so,

especially when a device was used which was described in a previous

paper by him (this Journal, Abs., 1920, 4, 205, No. 295).

319. The Testing of Heliograph Mirrors and the Measure-
ment of Mirrors of Long Focal Length. W. Shackleton
(Trans. Optical Soc, 1920-21, 22, 167).—The limits of curvature

which had been adopted for heliograph mirrors are 1000 feet radius

for convexity and 500 feet for concavity, and a special method for

rapidly measuring such long focal lengths was described. It

consisted in observing the reflection from the mirror of a system
of squares on a test-board, the magnification produced by the

mirror being used to determine its curvature. The method was
applicable to all kinds of mirrors of long focal length and was
especially suitable to those cases where tests planes or spherometers
could not be used. It also showed defects of curvature, distortion,

silvering, and polishing, and striae in the glass could be detected.

J. R. C.

320. Pyramidal Error in Prisms. J. Guild (Trans. Optical

Soc, 1920—21, 22, 139).—The effect of pyramidal error on the

sum of the three angles of a triangular prism was discussed, and
a convenient method of measuring pyramidal error on an ordinary

spectrometer described. J. R. C.

321. Abolition of Astigmatism of Oblique Bundles in Case
of a Single Lens. J. P. C. Southall (J. Amer. Optical Soc,
1921, 5, 398).—-The " Punktal " spectacle lens was described and the

general problem which led to its invention discussed. An expres-

sion was derived for the radii of the surfaces of a lens, which was
free from astigmatism of oblique bundles for a prescribed distance

of the centre of the eye from the lens, the power and refractive

index of the glass being given. The expression was applied to the

solution of a numerical example. J. R. C.

322. The Aberration Theory of Thin Objectives Constructed
with Three or more Kinds of Glass. T. Smith (Trans. Optical

Soc, 1920—21, 22, 111).—General formulas were developed for the

rapid calculation of the aberration coefficients of thin objectives.

These were presented so that it could be seen in which order lenses

of different glasses should be arranged to form a compound objective

most suitable for any given purpose. J. R. C.
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323. The Primary Aberrations of a Thin Optical System.
T. W. Chaundy (Optician, 1921, 62, 77).—A mathematical dis-

cussion of these aberrations. J. R. C.

324. Graphical Method of Designing Direct Vision Prisms.
J. H. Dowell (Optician, 1921, 62, 3).—The method involved only
a knowledge of Snell's law, and was applicable to all cases of

refraction at plane surfaces. With its aid the possibilities and
limitations of any prism system could be studied. Detailed descrip-

tions were given of the way in which several prisms, in actual use,

had been graphically designed. J. R. C.

325. An Optical Nomogram. J. A. Tomkins (Optician, 1921,

62, 139, 161).—A description of apparatus designed by the author
for the graphical solution of various optical problems. The method
was applicable to all systems of centred spherical surfaces. If the
co-ordinates of a point, p, referred to rectangular axes, were /
and /', the focal lengths of the object and image spaces, then any
straight line drawn through p would cut off intercepts x and y on
the axes, which represented a pair of conjugate foci for the system.
If the first and last media were the same, /=/' and the equation

of the straight line was -+ -=«-, the usual equation for lenses and
x y f

l

mirrors. By this method if three of the quantities x, y, /, and /'

were given the fourth could be found.
The method was first applied to the proof of several optical

formulae and then to some simple cases of the evaluation of constants
of mirrors and thin lenses. Other applications were the deter-

mination of the equivalent focal length of a series of thin lenses,

the determination of the cardinal points of two separated co-axial

lenses, the determination of the cardinal points of a thick lens,

and the calculation of an achromatic doublet. J. R. C.

326. A Recalculation of the Telescope Objectives of

Steinheil and Voit. T. Smith and G. Milne (Trans. Optical Soc,
1920—21, 22, 122).—Tables of the recalculations were given.

J. R. C.

VI.—Illumination and Illuminating Ware.t>

327. Decarburising Tungsten and like Metals. Lohmann-
Metall Ges., Berlin (Brit. Pat., No. 157780, January 10th, 1921.

Convention date, January 13th, 1919. Not yet accepted).

—

Carbon is removed from tungsten, uranium, and like metals by
heating to a temperature approaching the melting point of the
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metal either in an exhausted air-tight vessel or in gases, especially

hydrogen which withdraws the carbon from the metal previous

to its melting. H. G. C.

G. Malatesta, Rimini,328. Electric Incandescent Lamps.
Italy (Brit. Pat., No. 161211, Novem-
ber 4th, 1919).—Two filaments, j, k,

are arranged in separate planes at

right-angles to the stem, b. One end
of each filament is connected to a
central disc contact, g, on the cap, the

other ends being connected respectively

to the peripheral screw contact, c, and
to an annular contact, e, concentric

with the disc, g. The lamp contacts,

c, g, e, engage respectively with the

holder casing, I, a central contact

disc, q, and a pair of discs n', n" . The
holder contacts are connected to an
external switch by which either or

both of the filaments may be con-

nected in circuit. H. G. C.

329. Helium-filled Electric Incan-
descent Lamps. J. H. Osborn, Salford,

Lancashire (Brit. Pat., No. 161026,
February 6th, 1920).—A tungsten-fila-

ment lamp is exhausted, then filled with
helium at atmospheric pressure, and
exhausted again mechanically. The
helium admitted should be at least 98
per cent, pure and unmixed with argon and neon. The pressure

after the first exhaustion may be 2 mm., and the final pressure

10 mm. H. G. C.

330. Ship-lighting in relation to Safety, Comfort, and
Efficiency. W. J. Jones (Illuminating Engineer, 1921, 14, 115).

—

The paper dealt with a subject on which there was little published
information; it gave useful hints on suitable fittings and wiring

and the arrangement to avoid any effect on the compass.
Sub-divisions of the generating plant (necessary for emergencies)

on some vessels were given.

There were several schedules for the arrangement of lighting

circuits both on passenger- and war-ships. Interesting details

were given of an indicator which showed when the navigation
lamps were burning satisfactorily, and gave an audible signal

when they failed.

The discussion unfolded important ideas on the lighting of boiler

glasses, charts, signals, etc., and brought out the relative merits

of various lamps which it was most desirable should be standardised.

A. M. J.

VOL. v. 13

Fig. 153.
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331. Apparatus for Manufacturing Incandescent Lamp
Parts. W. P. Dickson, Maplewood, New Jersey (Assignor to West-
inghouse Lamp Co. (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1368552, February 15th,

1921. Filed April 16th, 1918, No. 228909).—This invention refers

to machines for making incandescent lamp parts, and has for its

principal object the provision of a machine element which will form
the press and button of an electric lamp
stem almost simultaneously. The usual
stem head mechanism is provided, but
so modified that the glass rod intended
for the arbour, together with the flare,

is held in an assembled position, and
moved in the path of a flame to render
these parts plastic, after which a clamp-
ing mechanism forms the press, and
simultaneously, a reciprocating member
is caused to move upward until it abuts
against the lower end of the cane and
forms a button thereon.

The flare, 50, formed from a short length
of glass tube is placed in the clamp, 23,

and a piece of glass rod, 51, in the clamp,
37. The lead in wires, 52, are inserted in

pockets formed in the sleeve, 12, and the
stem head is then moved in front of suit-

able burners and is continuously rotated
so that the glass parts are uniformly
heated. When the glass parts reach the

proper plastic condition, the rod, 7, is

forced upwards by means of a treadle and
the arms, 17 and 18, are brought together,

thereby making the press of the lamp
mount. In moving upwards, the plunger
rod, 7, comes in contact with the plunger,

13, and causes it to move upwards until it

comes in contact with the lower end of the glass rod, 51. Further
upward movement of the plunger, 7, causes the rod, 13, to com-
plete the button on the lower end of the glass rod. The press-

forming clamp consolidates the lower portion of the flare, 50,

the rod, 51, and the lead in wires, 52, into a press, and the clamp
is held in its operated position until the formation of the button
is completed. This sequence of operations prevents the displace-

ment of the glass rod, 51, by the plunger rod, 7, during the process

of making the button. S. E.

Fig. 154.
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VII.—Fuels, Refractories, and Furnaces.

332. A New Method for Determining the Volatile Matter
yielded by Coals up to Various Temperatures. W. A. Bone
and L. Silver (J. Chem. Soc, 1921, 119, 1145).—The authors had
devised a new method, consisting essentially of carbonising a
weighed quantity of the finely divided coal at a definite tempera-
ture in a silica tube from which air was excluded during the opera-
tion. The silica tube was heated electrically and the temperature
read by means of a thermo-couple. The coal, dried and ground to

pass a 30-mesh sieve was quickly weighed out into a small silica

tube (A) 12 cm. by 1-5 cm., closed at one end. The quantity
taken, about 5 grams, filled about half the tube, which was intro-

duced open-end first into a larger silica tube (B) 30 cm. by 2-5 cm.
This " retort " portion of the apparatus was kept in an inclined

position in order to retain the coal in the smaller tube, which was
held towards the closed end of the larger tube by a silica rod (0).

Fig. 155.

Into the mouth of B was fitted a rubber stopper carrying a glass

delivery tube, D, communicating with the upper part of the flask,

E, which was three-quarters filled with water. A second glass

tube, F, passed from near the bottom of E to near that of a second
flask, G, open to the atmosphere. The retort system was then
introduced into a nichrome-wound, electrically heated furnace,

previously raised throughout a length of at least 30 cm. to a tem-
perature of 900°. The volatile contents issued rapidly, driving

the water from E into G and finally bubbling through the water
in G. The rate of evolution of the gas could thus be gauged and
the end of the operation was indicated by its cessation. After
about forty minutes the action was finished. The retort system
was removed from the furnace and allowed to cool, water being
sucked back from G into E, but no air allowed into the system.

When cool enough to be handled, the inner tube was carefully

removed, cooled in a vacuum desiccator, and weighed. The loss

in weight gave the volatile matter yielded at 900°.

13—2
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For the foregoing method it was claimed that (1) it was applicable
to all types of coal, (2) the temperature conditions were accurately
known, (3) the rate of heating of the charge could be arranged to

suit the coal, (4) the carbonisation was carried out in an inert

atmosphere with no risk of oxidation, (5) the volatile products
could be collected for examination if necessary, (6) completeness
of carbonisation at any selected temperature was assured, and
(7) if the carbonaceous residue was sufficiently coherent to form
a coke, the latter was obtained in a cylindrical form convenient for

examination. A comparison of the results obtained with a variety of

coals was made between this method and two other methods previ-

ously adopted as standard. It was shown that the new method gave
much more concordant results than the others. F. W. H.

333. The Path of Travel of the Gases in the Coke Oven.
G. E. Foxwell {J. Soc. Chem. hid., 1921, 40, 193).—Three theories

had been given as to the flow of gases in coke ovens, namely, (1)

that the gases passed mainly up the cool interior, (2) that they
passed up the hot zone near the walls, and (3) that some passed
by each of these ways. To settle the problem, the author deter-

mined experimentally the laws governing the flow of gases through
coke, crushed coal, and coal in various stages of carbonisation,

deducing from these, by mathematical analysis, the probable
flow in the coke oven. The method used was to drive the gas

from a Marriotte's bottle through a tube containing the material

examined. Pressure readings were taken in the tube by a xylene
gauge, whilst the amount of water collected in the bottle indicated the

amount of gas driven through the tube. The flow of gas through coke
and crushed coal proved to be the same as that through capil-

lary tubes, that is, V=kpsfer] where V c.c. of gas of viscosity -q

passed through e cm. of coke of cross-section s per minute, where p
was the pressure difference between the ends of the tube and k

was a constant depending on the material. The compression of

crushed coal largely increased the resistance to the passage of gas,

as did decrease of the size of the coal. The presence of moisture,

particularly when in excess of 9 per cent., also increased the resist-

ance. Experiments to show the rate of flow of the gas during

carbonisation were made by heating the tube containing the coal

to various temperatures. Durham coal had a very high resistance

between 380° and 430°, the resistance-temperature curve possessing

a pronounced peak at about 400°, results which indicated that the

coke was in a very viscous, jDlastic state over the range 380—430°.

From a combination of the results obtained with temperature
curves for the coking oven (G. S. Cooper), the following conclusions

were drawn : In the coke oven the outer, hot, and inner, cool,

zones would be divided by a plastic, semi-fused zone of high resist-

ance having a temperature of about 400°. During carbonisation,

the high-resistance layer would travel inwards from the walls,

reaching a point 20 cm. from them after twenty hours. Gas
would be able to pass through this zone, owing to difference of

pressure at the two sides, but, once through, it could not diffuse

back again. Whether the gases passed up the cool or hot zone

would depend on the time elapsing during charging, the size of
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the coal, its moisture content, etc. About one-twentieth of the gas
would be generated in the low temperature zone. Formulae were
given for the pressure at any rjoint in the charge, and the time
taken for the gas to pass from any point in the charge to the free

space. A comparison of coals proved that the high-resistance zone,

during carbonisation, was negligible in the case of non-coking coals,

whilst the temperature of maximum plasticity was generally lowest in

coals containing most volatile matter. No account was taken, in arriv-

ing at the results, of any shrinkage or cracking of the coke. A. C.

334. The Possibilities of Gaseous Heating. W. N. Booth (Gas
World, 1921, 74, 77).—The utilisation of gaseous fuel in industrial

furnaces was discussed with special reference to the use of coal gas.

Town's gas had the advantage of being clean, of regular supply
being always available, of constant quality, of requiring no storage

and of being capable of use with relatively high thermal efficiency

in simple and cheap furnaces which required the minimum floor

space and gave generally a high output compared with solid fuel

furnaces. These advantages were to be placed against the relatively

high cost per therm of town's gas. For most work on installations

which were not large enough to warrant the installation of producer
gas, town's gas was on the whole regarded as the best and most
economical heating agent. Electricity was relatively a very
expensive source of heat, and except where the special advantages
of electrical heat were worth considerable extra expenditure on
fuel, or where very high temperatures were required, it was not
a very serious competitor for industrial heating.

The following table indicates the distribution of the heat from the
fuel in various types of commercial furnaces and showed a distinct

improvement in thermal efficiency from the early type of gas
furnace :

—

Efficiencies of Furnaces.

Heat account
(per cent.).

Fuel Work
Work-
ing In Through In flue

Type. used. done. Temp. work. walls. gases. Remarks.

Small Coal Tool 900° 5 55 40 Natural draught-
oven. gas. hardening
ditto ditto ditto 900° 10 435 46-5 (? ) Pressure gas.

ditto ditto ditto 900° 30 533 16-7 Regenerative.
ditto ditto ditto 900° 35 48 17 Recuperative and

with lagged walls.

ditto oil Blanks
for drop
stamping

ditto

1200° 9 44 47

ditto ditto 1200° 18 52 30 Recuperative.
Crucible coal melting 1400° 17 23 60 Pressure gas.

furnace gas nickel
alloy
dittoditto ditto 1400° 35 45 20 Recuperative

;

lagged walls.

ditto coke ditto 1400° 7 14 79
ditto Producer' Steel 1500° 14-8 473 324 Regenerative.
(large) gas
Pottery ditto, — 1200° 52-3 419 5-8 Specially designed
oven and fully regene-

rative.
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The author dealt theoretically with the calorific intensities of
fuels and their relation to thermal efficiencies of furnaces. The
calorific intensities of various pure substances and fuels were given
as follows :

—

Carbon to CO 1485° Natural gas 1910°
Carbon to C0 2 2753 Coal gas 1997
Carbon monoxide 2430 Carburetted water gas 2045
Hydrogon 2200 Blue water gas 2150
Methane 2010 Producer gas (steam jet) 1590
Ethane 2008 Producer gas (ordinary draught) 1580
Ethylene 2240 Mond gas 1715
Benzene 2150 Blast-furnace gas 1275
Acetylene 2630 Oil gas 2240

The calorific intensity was useful in that it gave a rough measure
of the heat the furnace gases could give up in the furnace since

., . „

,

. calorific intensity—temperature of furnace.
the traction of heat given up = ;—^—r— r-° L calorific mtensity

Diagrams were given showing (1) the percentage dissociation

of water vapour and carbon dioxide for various partial pressures
and temperatures, (2) the variations of the specific heats of gases
with change of temperature. From the diagrams given it was
possible to calculate the preheating necessary to obtain a certain

flame temperature.
Formulae were given for calculating the rate of heat transfer

where the temperature of the gas and of the surface to be heated,

the resistance to flow and the specific heat of the gas were known
and for calculating the rate of heat loss through the furnace walls

per unit area of interior surface. For ordinary furnaces, this loss

varied from 4000 B.Th.U. per square foot per hour, in small un-
lagged furnaces with walls 4-5 inches thick, to 400 B.Th.U. per
square foot per hour, for large lagged furnaces with walls 14 inches

thick, per 1000° of working temperature.
Tables were given showing the properties of refractory materials

and the relative costs of fuels. F. W. H.

335. Coal-dust Firing. (Sprechsaal, 1921, 54, 330).—In the
use of coal-dust for firing, the plan generally followed consisted in

first emptying the raw coal into a suitable receptacle from whence
it fell over a coal-breaker and a magnetic separator into a drying
chamber, where all but 0-5 per cent, of moisture was removed.
After passing through a series of ball- or tube-mills where it was
ground extremely fine, it was carried forward, preferably forced

by air pressure, to a high-lying collecting chamber. The oldest

method of delivering the coal-dust to the furnace was by a screw
conveyor, but this was of low capacity and convenient only for

short, straight distances. More recently, in cases where air was
delivered for combustion at a small pressure into the furnace, it

had been found useful to convey the coal-dust by the air current,

even mixing being obtained by supplying the dust to the air flue

by a conical screw. In this case it had proved better to use only

part of the air for this purpose. Where the fuel had to be conveyed
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somewhat long distances, of the order of 1000 metres, it was con-

venient to drive the fuel from a closed chamber, through a narrower
tube, to a high-level reservoir where it could be checked and
regulated. In a later variation of this method, the coal-dust

itself had been pumped with the air under pressure. Special care

was needed in burning the coal-dust, since the ash was molten at

the flame temperature and tended to be deposited on the walls

and to choke the flues. It was necessary to construct the furnace
of sufficient size to allow the ash to cool sufficiently before striking

the walls. The regulation of the velocity of injected air and of

the size of the exit flue, so that little ash should be carried away
with the waste gases, was not always easy, and, in particular, the

use of such firing in furnaces with regenerators tended to cause

obstruction. In all cases the furnaces should be so constructed

as to allow of the cleaning of heated walls. In the evidence of

P. Frion before the French Commission for the Utilisation of

Combustibles, the advantages claimed for coal-dust firing were
great heat efficiency, the possibility of using poor coal, and ease

of firing. Of its disadvantages, that of danger could be minimised
with careful design and use, and the difficulty caused by the ash

could be overcome by the use of suitable appliances. A. C.

336. Refractory Substances. Osmosis Co., Ltd., D. Nor-
thall-Laurie and W. R. Ormandy, Westminster, London (Brit.

Pat., No. 159737, January 22nd, 1920).—Refractory articles are

made by firing specially purified china clay without a flux at tem-
peratures below 1500°. The clay is purified by the methods set

forth in Specifications 2379/11, 3364/11, 27930/11, 27931/11,

28185/11, and 14235/12, for example, it is made into a slip with
a dilute electrolyte such as caustic soda or sodium silicate, allowed

to stand for about twenty-four hours, and is either subjected to

electro-osmosis, or precipitated by a coagulating-agent such as

aluminium sulphate and reconverted to the sol condition by treat-

ment with an alkali. The purified clay is made into a slip to which
a grog made of vitrified china clay may be added to minimise
contraction on firing. H. G. C

337. Refractory Bricks and other Articles. O. Rebuffat,
Naples, Italy (Brit. Pat., No. 159865, January 5th, 1921. Con-
vention date, February 27th, 1920. Not yet accepted).—Bricks

and other refractory articles composed chiefly of silica are made
from a mixture containing a small proportion, for example, 0-45

per cent., of phosphoric, tungstic, molybdic, boric, or other acid

stable at high temperatures, or a salt of such acid. The bricks are

baked at a temperature of 1300—1350° to convert the silica into

modifications of low specific gravity, such as tridymite. H. G. C.

338. The Influence of Oxidising and Reducing Atmospheres
on Refractory Materials. L. Bradshaw and W. Emery (Gas
Journal, 1921, 155, 159).—Cones used for indicating the tempera-
ture of refractory test-pieces heated electrically in a tube furnace
and exposed to a current of coal gas were found to withstand
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apparently much higher temperatures than their normal softening

points. Examination proved them to be mere hollow shells with
a quantity of slag discharged at the base, or a semi-vitrified mass
covered with an infusible skin. Experiments proved that the
refractory shell or skin was due to the formation of a thin film of

hard, presumably graphitic, carbon in contact with the surface of

the cone. This carbon deposit was due to decomposition of methane
in the coal gas, methane being decomposed slowly between 800°

and 1000° and moved rapidly above 1000° when in contact with
hot surfaces. A firm refractory shell could be produced with
certainty down to about 950° (cone 08a).

A piece of fireclay brick similarly treated was coated with the
hard carbon film but the temperature obtained in the furnace in

general was not sufficiently high to reduce the clay material to a
mobile slag. Fireclay, to which a small percentage of ferruginous
marl was added to reduce the softening point, gave similar results

to the cones, a mobile slag passing from the hard carbon coating.

F. W. H.

339. The Physical Properties of Clay. A. S. E. Ackermann
(read before the Society of Engineers (Inc.), May 2nd, 1921

; pp. 87

—

130).—A record was presented of the results of forty-nine experi-

ments dealing with the pressure of fluidity of clays, the extrusion
of clay through circular orifices, the viscosity of clays when the
pressure of fluidity was reached, and other similar matters. The
results were treated mathematically and graphically, and a number
of conclusions drawn. A long report of the discussion was appended.

F. W. H.

340. Notes on Jointing Materials for Refractories. L.

Bradshaw and W. Emery (Gas Journal, 1921, 155, 157).—In
general, the jointing material used for laying fireclay bricks con-

sisted of a mixture of ground raw clay and grog, with or without
sand ; whilst for silica bricks, crushed silica with a small proportion

of clay was used. In order to study such jointing materials, finely

ground fireclay and silica brick were mixed together in varying
proportions, made into cones, and the refractoriness determined in

an electrically heated furnace. The silica brick contained 96-02

per cent, of silica and the fireclay brick 56-78 per cent, of silica,

37-35 per cent, of alumina, and 2-37 per cent, of ferric oxide. The
normal refractoriness of the fireclay was Seger cone 33, of the silica

brick, Seger cone 31. The addition of a small amount of fireclay

to the silica brick had a greater effect in reducing the refractoriness

than a corresponding amount of silica brick added to fireclay brick.

The eutectic mixture, composed of 15-01 per cent, of alumina and
80-3 per cent, of silica, corresponding with Al2 3,9Si02 , softened

at cone 19—20. For a pure silica-kaolin mixture Seger obtained
a eutectic of composition Al

2 3,17Si02 . The refractoriness under
a load of 35 lb. per square inch of the eutectic mixture was cone
16—17, the differences between the softening temperatures with
and without load being less for siliceous mixtures than for rich

fireclay mixtures. These mixtures were made from particles which
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almost entirely passed a 200-mesh lawn, but much coarser grained
materials were tried and the effect on the softening point was found
to be less marked. Gradual disintegration of the silica grains in

practice would probably further reduce the softening point of the
coarser mixtures.

Graded fireclay and grog were mixed and the wet mixtures
spread between a pair of fireclay bricks keyed together by slabs of

the same material let into grooves in the ends. After drying for

several days and firing in a kiln to cone 8, cracks appeared during
air drying where the contraction was high and in other cases only
after firing. In all cases the cracks were transverse, that is, across

the joints, owing to the shrinkage along its length.

The contraction, the mechanical strength, and the resistance to

penetration of slag increased as the fineness of division of the

mixtures increased. Grog reduced the contraction, but permitted
a greater slag penetration. Coarse grog with fine fireclay showed
a greater contraction, crushing strength, and resistance to slag

penetration than fine grog mixed with coarse fireclay.

Mixtures of clay and grog of various grades gave the most
satisfactory results, whilst the use of sand for grog rendered
the mixture quite friable. F. W. H.

341 . The Transverse Strength of Fireclay Tiles at Furnace
Temperatures. R. F. Geller (J. Amer. Cer. Soc., 1921, 4,

608).—Commercial fireclay tiles were tested at furnace tempera-
tures for transverse strength and the information so obtained was
supplemented by tests of tiles of known composition made in the
laboratory. The method of testing followed was similar to that
given by the American Society for Testing Materials in its speci-

fications for the determination of the resistance of firebrick to load.

Sufficient data were not obtained to warrant definite conclusions,

but it appeared that at the temperature of 1350° commercial tiles

as now manufactured had little transverse strength. Tiles con-
taining comparatively fine grog, graded to produce a body having a
minimum of voids, possessed the greatest transverse strength at

high temperatures. Transverse strength decreased rapidly with
increase in temperature and vice versa, as shown by the moduli of

rupture obtained :

—

Temperature. Lb. per square inch. Temperature. Lb. per square inch
1350° 28-9 1325° 54-2
1350° 335 1300° 98-7
1350° 26-0 1275° 245-5

F. W. H.

342. Apparatus for Determining the Hardness of Refrac-
tory Materials at High Temperature. E. Rengade and
E. Desvignes (Compt. rend., 1921, 173, 134).—The authors
followed Ludwick's modification of the method employed by
H. Le Chatelier and F. Bogitch {Compt. rend., 1917, 164, 761)
for testing the hardness of refractory materials at high temperatures.
A cone of Acheson graphite was used for making an impress in
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the sample, and an electric furnace of the type devised by Rosen-
hain for heating.

After the desired temperature had been maintained for some
thirty minutes, the cone was put on to the centre of the brick
under observation, a pressure of 10 kg. applied, and maintained
for ten minutes. On cooling, the extent of the impress Avas
measured.
The analysis of eight clay bricks and one bauxite brick employed

were given, together with the results obtained. It was found that
a progressive softening resulted on rise of temperature, the results
being similar in all cases, but with differences in the temperatures.
High alumina content did not appear to have any marked effect

on the variations, but, on the other hand, the presence of alkalies
exerted a very detrimental effect.

No impress was obtained Avith silica bricks up to a temperature of
1600°, but above this temperature the adhesion of the grains
diminished rapidly, the cone penetrating at once, cracking the
brick. y jy

343. Resistance Tests on Refractory Products under
Loads at Different Temperatures. V. Bodin (British Clay-
worker, 1921, 30, 123).—The author reviewed earlier investigations
on load tests at higher temperatures, special note being made of
results obtained by Gary, Mellor, Le Chatelier, and Bigot. The
instrument used by the author was a Fremont machine for testing
metals, modified by the introduction of a small furnace fired by
gas and compressed air. The test piece in the form of a cube

Fig. 156.

20 millimetres square was placed between two cylindrical blocks,
the lower of which was fixed. The upper block could be made
to descend and crush the sample. The sample was enclosed in
a tube in the furnace, the air-gas flame moving spirally in an
annular space. The tube thus formed a kind of muffle. The
machine was fitted with a recording apparatus for registering the
pressure applied to the sample in the form of a curve.
The lower support and the sample were introduced into the

cold furnace, the upper cylinder and a thermocouple were placed
in position and the furnace started. The platinum-rhodium
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thermocouple was in close contact with the sample. A temperature

of 1500° was reached in about an hour. Having reached the

desired temperature, the furnace was adjusted so that the rate at

which the temperature rose was considerably diminished, the

recording apparatus was put in readiness and the squatting of

the sample effected by turning a wheel. The last part of the

operation occupied less than a minute.
Curves of three forms were obtained (see Fig. 156), showing the

crushing strength in kilograms per square centimetre as a function

of the temperature. A represented an abrupt collapse of the

substance and was usually obtained up to or about 1100° or 1200°.

B corresponded with the collapse of a semi-plastic substance such

as was generally produced by alumino-silicate products with grog

or quartz added. C represented the squatting of a plastic body
such as a pure clay.

Curve B fell and rose again. If the experiment was carried

further, several successive apices were found. The first apex
was taken in every case to represent the crushing load. Curve C
indicated no actual collapse, but exhibited a point of inflection

as found on crushing a small cylinder of soft metal. By analogy

and guided by other curves, the load given by the ordinate of the

point of inflection was taken as the crushing load.

Variations of the time of test from ten to sixty seconds had no
effect on the results. The tests were applied to three cubes suc-

cessively at various temperatures. The following results were
obtained for various substances tested :—

Crushing load in kilograms per square centimetre.

Substance tested. At 20°. At 800°. At 1000°. At 1300°. At 1500°.

Clay .4 195 125 105 740 40
„ CL 920 555 575 360 65

„ P 1110 485 1755 115 20
Bauxite 395 270 715 55 20
Corundum 790 530 615 310 30
Carborundum 415 425 585 150 70
Silica brick A 277 — — — 116

B 276 — — — 27
C 244 — — — 53
D 171 — — — 1

S 180 90 80 60 40
V 240 125 185 160 100

Fused quartz 2550 1040 780 1670 100
Impure zirconia 395 275 345 90 10
Magnesia brick (Eubcea) 260 265 230 110 5

„ (Styria) 450 . 295 190 155 30
Chromite brick 450 450 425 215 75

The minimum-load temperature indicated for silico-aluminous

and silica products at about 800° demonstrated that the whole of

the refractory masonry of a furnace passed through a critical

range of temperature corresponding with this resistance minimum
during the heating and cooling process. The same products on
further heating exhibited a rapidly increasing resistance with a
maximum at about 1000°. With a still further rise in temperature

a progressive decline in resistance, tending towards zero at about
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1600°, was observed with all refractory products. In general,

they all tended to become plastic or semi-plastic above about
1200° and the following temperatures were observed for the

substances tested :

—

Clayyl 1300° Bauxite 1100°

„ CL 1200° Silica bricks 1400°

„ P 1100° Fused quartz 1400°

Corundum 1400° Magnesia 1000°

Le Chatelier found that increased firing temperature tended to

increase the refractoriness of a clay. Crushing tests were made
on samples of bauxite first fired at 1300° and secondly at 1500°.

The chemical composition of the bauxite was : silica 13-3 per cent.,

titanic oxide 3-35 per cent., alumina 61-05 per cent., ferric oxide

4-75 per cent., lime 0-95 per cent., magnesia 0-10 per cent., traces

of sulphur trioxide, loss on ignition 16-45 per cent. The following

results were obtained :

—

Crushing load in kilograms per square centimetre.

Temperature. Bauxite fired at 1300°. Bauxite fired at 1500 c

20°. 395 660
600° 300 380
700° 285 350
800° 270 360
900° 350 570
1000° 715 685
1100° 330 500
1200° 120 260
1300° 55 95
1400° 30 40
1500° 15 15

Beyond 1100°, the samples subsided like a plastic body. The
minimum and maximum resistance temperatures were the same
for both samples, but the crushing loads for samples fired at 1500°

were always higher than for those fired at 1300°. This confirmed

Le Chatelier's observations, and showed that the refractory pro-

perties of bauxite were improved by firing at a higher temperature.

F. W. H.

344. Refractories for Oil-fired Furnaces and Boilers.

W. H. Grant (J. Amer. Car. Soc, 1921, 4, 390).—The author

pleaded for increased research in the above field, but above all

for the refractories manufacturer to make a thorough and com-
prehensive study of the service conditions under which his products

were to be used and then supply material best suited to the work.

The failure of fire-brick in oil-fired furnaces resulted from the

spalhng and falling of the side Avail bricks, from the disintegration

of the bricks in the direct path of the flame, from the glazing of

the surface with green glaze which penetrated and weakened the

brick, and from erosion by the flame. Very frequently trouble

was caused by the design of the furnace or by the method of opera-

tion, but it was very difficult to place the blame when the refractories

were failing badly. F. W. H.
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345. Note on the Effects of Firing Temperatures on the

Strength of Fireclay and Stoneware Bodies. H. G. Schureciit

(J. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1921, 4, 366).—Porosity and shrinkage data

showed that many clays and mixtures developed maximum shrink-

age and minimum porosity at temperatures below cone 8, but did

not develop maximum strength until they were fired at cone 8,

although they had commenced to swell, due to over burning at

that temperature. Other clays and mixtures developed maximum
shrinkage, minimum porosity, and maximum strength at cone 8.

This type developed more strength than those which were over-

fired or under-fired at cone 8, although the latter showed their

maximum strength after firing to cone 8. Clays developing

maximum shrinkage and minimum porosity at temperatures

higher than cone 8 but still having maximum strength at cone 8

might owe their weakening when fired above cone 8 to the for-

mation of sillimanite.

It was therefore evident that the maximum cross-breaking

strength was developed by selecting a body which had maximum
shrinkage and minimum porosity when fired at cone 8. F. W. H.

346. Glass Furnace for Gaseous or Liquid Fuel
Wembley, Middlesex (Brit. Pat., No. 157684.
June 15th, 1920).—In a glass melting furnace in

which liquid or gaseous fuel is employed, the

burners and the passages leading to the flues are

placed at the same level and at the same end
of the furnace. In the figure the arrows indicate

the course of the flames which are projected

from a burner, C, across the surface of the

molten glass to the opposite end of the furnace

and then drawn back to the exit passages d by
the draught in the flues, D. The glass may
be contained in pots placed on the floor of the

combustion chamber, the flames then passing

over and around the pots.

C. Truel,

Fig. 157.

H. G. C.

347. Modified Regenerative Furnace. S. G. Curd, Queen-

borough, Kent (Brit. Pat., No. 159559. November 20th, 1919).

—

A reversible regenerative gas-fired open-hearth furnace for melting

glass and other materials is provided with two sets of gas-producers,

A, Fig. 158, one on each side of the melting-tank, B, used alternately

to supply gas through transverse conduits, D, to valve-controlled

conduits, F, on the opposite side of the melting-tank, B. The ends

of the conduits D and the conduits F are located in air regener-

ative chambers, E, so that the gas is superheated before entering

the melting-tank. The transverse gas conduits, D, are in com-

munication through valves, J, with a longitudinal conduit, /,

which leads at one end to lehrs and at the other end to the chimney

stack. Fig. 158 shows a section through the upper and lower re-

generative chambers, E, L. Combustion products pass from the

melting tank, B, into the upper regenerators, E, and then to the

lower regenerators, L, which are divided by longitudinal partitions
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into upper flues, I
1

, and lower flues, I
2

, in which are located steam
boilers, N. The gases pass from the flues, l

z
, into a regenerator, O,

and thence to the chimney. On reversal of the course of the

gases through the furnace the damper, Q, Fig. 158, is lowered and
air passes to the upper flue, I

1
, of the lower regenerators, E, and

through valve-controlled ports, T, leading to the melting-tank.
Steam from the boilers, N, is led to superheating coils, U, arranged
in the upper regenerative chambers, E, and then passes through

i^sr

Fig. 158.

pipes, a, located in the brickwork of the producers, A, where it be-

comes further heated, to the ash-pits of the producers. According
to a modification, steam from the pipes, a, discharges into mixing-

chambers into which hot-air from the chambers, M, beneath the

melting-tank is drawn, the mixture being further heated in pipes

passing through the producer walls on its way to the base of the

producer. The air supplied to mix with the steam is preferably

not more than 33 per cent., the steam being best supplied at a

pressure of about 30 atmospheres and at the temperature 800° F.

or higher. Specifications 1386/91 and 135636 are referred to.

H. G. C.
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348. Liquid-fuel Burners. J. J. Kermode, Liverpool (Brit.

Pat., No. 157681. November 21st, 1918. No. 15308/20).—In a
liquid-fuel burner the fuel is supplied through a passage, C1

, to

the central bore, b5 , of an inner barrel, B, the flow of the fuel being
controlled by a valve, c, on a spindle, 6'4

, operated by a hand-
wheel, c 7

. The valve spindle projects beyond the valve in the
form of a twisted strip, c

6
, which imparts a whirling motion to

the issuing fuel. Surrounding the barrel, B, is a casing, A, having
on its underside a main inlet, D, through which air passes to the

annular space, a1
, between the barrel and the casing. On the

upper side of the barrel is a port, D\ through which part of the air

Fig. 159.

passes into the central fuel passage. The quantity of air passing

through the annular space, a1
, is controlled by a sleeve, E, which

is adjustable on the screwed end, a6
, of the casing, A, to vary the

passage between the inner surface of the sleeve and a valve face,

b3, on the end of the barrel. A dam, F, is arranged transversely

across the casing between the burner nozzle and the main air inlet

to prevent any oil which drips from the nozzle from passing into

the inlet. In one construction, Fig. 159, the valve facing, b 3
, never

comes in contact with the inner surface of the sleeve, E, and is

formed on the end of a detachable sleeve, 6 6
, which is mounted

on the end of the barrel, B, and carries spiral blades, b A
, for im-

parting to the air a rotation opposite in direction to that of the

fuel. In another construction, the barrel, B, Fig. 159, is formed
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Fig. 160.

integrally with the casing, A, and the spiral blades, b 4
, are formed

integrally with the barrel. The sleeve, E, may be formed with an
inner valve surface, e1

, which co-acts with the valve facing, bz
,

formed on the end of the barrel, or the outer end of the sleeve
may be flared, as shown in dotted lines. An indicator, e6 , working
in conjunction with graduations on the sleeve, E, enables the latter
to be set in any desired position relatively to the casing A. Specifi-
cation 154238 is referred to. H. G. C.

349. Glass-Annealing Furnaces. S. Laycock and J. E.
Laycock, Wakefield, Yorkshire (Brit. Pat., No. 160282. December
19th, 1919).—In an internally-heated glass-annealing lehr with a
travelling carrier for the goods, a gas preheating chamber is fitted

directly under the furnace part of the lehr. Gas is supplied to

chambers, A, arranged longi-

tudinally beneath the heated
portion of the lehr and com-
munication therewith through
damper-controlled ports, 0.

Air for combustion, which may
be drawn from around a
melting-furnace, is supplied

through pipes, B, and com-
bustion is effected in the upper
part of the lehr chamber, the

products passing downwards
through openings, A 2

, in the
floor to a conduit, A 1

, between the gas-chambers, A. Conduits, S,
connected at one end to the chimney and opening at the other into
the lower part of the lehr chamber, are provided to assist in

distributing the draught more evenly, and to carry off any cold air

that may enter. At the front end, gas ports may open from the
chambers, A, through the floor of the lehr chamber. The front
shaft and sprockets of the conveyer are enclosed within the lehr

and are carried by wall boxes having sliding blocks for adjusting
the tension of the conveyer. Frames, F, with closely-fitting doors
are provided at various parts to facilitate inspection and cleaning.

H.'G. C.

350. Design of a Furnace for Annealing Optical Glass.
D. E. Sharp (J. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1921, 4, 597).—Working drawings
were given for a successful optical glass-annealing furnace operated
by natural gas. The design was novel in the placing of the burners
ani flues in such a manner as to supply heat and remove it in a
symmetrical manner, thus obtaining uniformity of temperature.

F. W. H.

351. Electrically Heated Glass Annealing Lehr. E. F.

Collins (J. Amer. Cer. Soc, 1921, 4, 335).—The author
emphasised the importance of accurate heat control and distri-

bution in the lehr, and to achieve these objects had designed an
electrically heated lehr for which the following advantages were
claimed : (1) high thermal economy, (2) easily secured heat
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distribution, (3) small iloor space required, (4) convenient location

near to the glass workers, (5) economy of labour, (0) no products
of combustion capable of affecting the ware, (7) low temperature
gradient, (8) heat controlled automatically to 2-5°, (9) annealing
time less than one-half that required by the present-day fuel fired

lehr, (10) practical elimination of loss arising from localised heating.

Electrically heated lehrs of horizontal and vertical types were
discussed. The vertical lehr offered many apparent advantages
and a higher thermal efficiency. The author claimed that tests

made on an electrically heated vertical lehr, annealing high grade
glass ware, showed a reduction in the cost of manufacture of 20
per cent., or more than seventy-five times the total cost of the
electrical power consumed. F. W. H.

352. Draught Regulator for Furnaces. R. L. Frink, Lan-
caster, Ohio, U.S.A. (Brit. Pat., No. 158632. November 5th, 1919).

—An automatically-operating damper controlling apparatus of the

type in which the damper is moved by a reversible electric motor
which is itself controlled by the movements of a manometer, or like

indicating device, in direct communication with the gas duct in

which the damper is situated, is characterised by the manometer
being connected to the gas-duct close to the damper. The mano-
meter, c, connected with the duct, b, by means of the pipe, d, is

Fig. 161.

provided with a lever, e, which oscillates between contacts, /, and
controls the motor, h, through the electro-magnetic relays, g, the
damper being operated by worm-gearing, o, k, and cable and
drum, q, p. In a modification, the damper is suspended from a
screwed rod which engages with and is raised and lowered by a
revolving worm-wheel which has a screwed central hole. The
damper may be controlled in accordance with any prescribed
condition such as pressure, temperature, density, humidity, or any
combination of such conditions. (Reference has been directed by
the Comptroller to Specifications 1111/00 and 17256/15.)

H. G. C,

VOL. V. 14
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VIII. Chemical Analysis.

353. The Effect of the Presence of Filter Paper on Per-
manganate-Oxalate Titrations. Stephen G. Simpson (J. Ind.
Eng. Chem., 1921, 13, 1152).—When analysing a limestone, lime,

or cement it was often found convenient to estimate the calcium
rapidly by titrating a hot acid solution of the precipitated calcium
oxalate with permanganate. The author undertook a series of

experiments to ascertain whether the reduction of permanganate
solution in the presence of filter-paper under the conditions of

ordinary analysis was sufficiently great to affect appreciably the
accuracy of ordinary analytical results.

In summing up, the author points out that the reduction of

permanganate by filter-paper increases rapidly with the first few
drops of excess of permanganate solution and also in the first

moments of contact. Satisfactory results, however, except in cases

where extreme accuracy was required, might be obtained, either

by previously adding a small quantity of manganous sulphate

and titrating slowly, so as not to break up the paper, or by washing
the bulk of the calcium oxalate from the paper, and adding the

paper only when the titration was practically completed. In
either case, it had been found that the error due to the presence

of filter-paper was scarcely greater than the error involved in the

reading of an ordinary burette.

Results which were satisfactory could not be obtained when the

filter-paper was present in highly disintegrated form.

C. M. M.

354. The Determination of Small Quantities of Zinc.
M. Bodansky (J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 1921, 13, 696).—The author
described a method of estimating small quantities of zinc ranging

from 0-1 to 5 mg. which had been found most satisfactory in prac-

tice. Even with larger quantities, for example, 10 to 20 mg., this

procedure was found to compare favourably with previously

described methods.
The material, if organic, was oxidised with sulphuric and nitric

acids ashed, and the ash extracted repeatedly with hot dilute

hydrochloric acid. The extracts were bulked together and evapor-

ated to dryness. The residue was dissolved in 2 c.c. of concentrated

hydrochloric acid and 50 c.c. of water. If copper were present it

was precipitated as the sulphide and filtered off. The filtrate,

which contained zinc, was boiled to expel the sulphuretted hydrogen,
cooled, neutralised with ammonium hydroxide, and treated with

10 c.c. of 50 per cent, citric acid. This solution was now heated to

boiling, and, if no calcium citrate separated, small quantities of

calcium carbonate were added until a precipitate of about 1 gram
of calcium citrate was formed. Next, a rapid stream of hydrogen
sulphide was passed through the liquid until it was cool. The
liquid was then allowed to stand for several hours, until the super-

natant liquid was clear. This was now filtered, and the residue
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washed with a 2 per cent, solution of ammonium thiocyanate.
The residue was dissolved with hot dilute hydrochloric acid, and the
filtrate collected in the vessel in which the precipitation occurred.

Iron, if present, could be detected at this stage by the form-
ation of a red colour due to ferric thiocyanate. In this case, the
zinc should be reprecipitated. If colloidal sulphur was present,

this turbidity might be dispelled by boiling. For turbidimetric
comparison the solution, or an aliquot portion, was diluted with
water to 45 c.c. in a Nessler cylinder. Other Nessler cylinders

were prepared containing definite volumes of standard zinc solution

(1 c.c. =0-1 mg.) together with 3 c.c. of concentrated hydro-
chloride acid, and water to make up 45 c.c. It was most important
to add the same amount of concentrated acid to the Nessler cylinder

containing the unknown amount of zinc as was present in the
standard solutions. Next 5 c.c. of potassium ferrocyanide solution

(34-8 grams per 1,000 c.c.) were pipetted into each cylinder. After
mixing, the turbidities were compared, and more standard solution

added from a burette to the cylinder having a turbidity which
approximated the most closely to the turbidity of the unknown,
until the turbidities were identical. Zinc borosilicate glassware,

it is stated, should not be used in zinc determinations.

C. M. M.

355. Notes on the Volumetric Determination of Aluminium
in its Salts. Alfred Tingle {J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 1921, 13,
420).—The author had collected and summarised various methods,
all of which turned on the titration of the aluminium salt with an
alkali, using phenolphthalein as an indicator. He pointed out that
the manipulative details to be observed in carrying out this principle

were all-important, and constituted the differences between the
methods. The most trustworthy and convenient methods were :

—

Method A.—The solution containing aluminium sulphate was
boiled, phenolphthalein added, and the solution, whilst still boiling,

titrated with sodium hydroxide solution (not stronger than N/2).
The end point was reached when the pink colour persisted after

boiling for one minute.
Method B.—The method gave the most satisfactory results.

The solution contained approximately 10 grams of the salt to

1 litre of water. To 100 c.c, whilst boiling, 5 c.c. of a saturated
solution of barium chloride were added, drop by drop, followed by
4 or 5 drops of phenolphthalein solution (0-1 per cent.). This
solution, almost boiling, was titrated with sodium hydroxide
solution of known strength. The precipitate settled rapidly and
the end-point was most delicate, being indicated by the pale pink
colour of the supernatant liquid.

Of these two methods, the latter had some slight advantage over
method A, especially in the presence of iron. In A, iron makes
the end-point more difficult to see, whereas in B the colour of the
iron was completely masked by barium sulphate. C. M. M.

14—2
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*IX.—Machinery for the Working of Glass.

356. Glass-blowing Machine. H. Fairbrother, London
(Brit. Pat., No. 160366 (Lynch Glass Machinery Co. ; Jackson
Street, Anderson, Indiana, U.S.A.), April 6th, 1920).—Relates to

machines for blowing glass hollow-ware of the type in which a
number of turnover parison moulds and an equal number of finishing-

moulds are carried on two separate rotating tables on the same
level, the transfer of the blank from the parison mould to the

corresponding blowing-mould taking place where the mould paths

Fig. 162.

meet. The machine is pneumatically operated and is arranged
so that, in charging the parison mould, the gatherer strikes a valve

lever with the gathering-iron, after which all operations are auto-

matic, including the delivery of the finished article. The machine
is shown in plan in Fig. 162, and in vertical section on the line

2—

2

a
, in Fig. 164 The parison moulds, 45, are charged by

hand at station I. The gatherer depresses the lever, 138, which
admits air to the cylinder, 117, operating shears, 111, which
cut off the charge. An air-cooled neck rod, 133, rises and a cover,

105, descends, air being admitted through the latter to compress
the charge. At station 77 the blank is partly blown. In passing

from station II to station ///, the parison mould is inverted and at

the latter station the blank mould opens and releases the blank,

and the finishing mould closes on it. At station ///', the blank is
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blown and at V it is lifted from the open blow mould on to a

conveyer, 245, by pneumatically-operated grippers, 235, 236,

Fig. 163.

mounted on a slide, 220. Pneumatically-operated grippers insure

the firm closure of the blow moulds at station ///'. The mould

Fig. 164.

tables are rotated intermittently in the same direction

toothed wheel, 282, which engages teeth, 281, on the tables,

are locked during periods of rest by bolts, 296, 297.

H. G

by a
They
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357. Transfer Device for Bottle-making Machines. G. 0.
Tagul, East Ham, London (Brit. Pat., No. 158949, October 16th,
1919).—Relates to automatic bottle-blowing machines of the kind
in which the parisons are pressed in moulds, a1

, mounted on a
rotary table, a, and are then transferred automatically by a device, c,

to the blowing-moulds, d1
, mounted on a rotary table, d. According

to the invention, the transfer device is provided with four arms, c,

Fig. 165.

mounted on a shaft, c5 , which is raised and lowered and rotated
intermittingly in unison with the tables, a, d, by cam mechanism
on the main shaft, a*. Each arm, c, is fitted with a pair of pivoted
grippers, c 8 , which are opened and closed by toggles, c14 . The
opposite pair of toggles, c14 , are connected by sliding rods, c12

,

and a rocking lever, c 9 , so that when one pair of grippers, c8 , is

open the opposite pair is closed. In action, when a parison comes
to the transfer position, it is raised by a plunger, a2

, which rides

over a fixed cam, g. The table, a, comes to rest and the shaft, c5
,
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descends, causing the right-hand rod, c12 , to strike a stop (not
shown) and thus close the jaws, c8 , on the projecting parison.
The same action opens the grippers, c8 , on the left and drops the
parison held by them into the waiting blow mould, dl

. The
shaft, c5 , then rises and turns through 90°, and so on. The blow
moulds, dl

, are operated by a fixed cam, d2
, and held firmly closed

during blowing by pneumatically-operated levers, d5
. Two blow

heads, d 7
, are provided at successive stations above the table, d.

Pneumatically-operated shears, e3 , cut off the molten metal flowing
from the tank, e. The plunger, 65 , as well as the mould cover-
plate, 64 , are resiliency operated through springs, 610 , ft

11
. Com-

pressed air for operating the pneumatic gear is controlled by
cam-operated slide valves, /. H. G. C.

358. Press and Blow Machines. W. J. Miller, Swissvale,
Pa., U.S.A. (Brit. Pat., No. 156569, September 24th, 1920. Con-
vention date, January 5th. Not yet accepted).—Relates to a
press and blow machine of the cam-operated, rotary-table, turnover
parison type. The parison moulds, /, finishing moulds, J, and
mould bottoms, 60, are mounted on a continuously rotating table, E.

Fig. 160.

The molten metal flows continuously from an orifice, 194, and is

cut off by shears, 195, into charges which fall through a funnel, 135,
into the mould, /. Suction is applied to the top of a piston, 112,
which carries the plunger, 113. This raises the plunger and also
draws down the charge into the neck mould. A parison mould
cover is then applied and compressed air is admitted to the top
of the piston, 112. This retracts the plunger, 113, and blows the
parison. The parison mould, /, is then opened and the neck
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mould is swung over by means of rack and pinion gear, 93, 92,

shown on the right of Fig. 166, so as to deposit the parison in the

finishing mould, J, where it is blown by a horizontally-hinged

blowhead. The finishing mould, J, is then opened and the ware
discharged by tilting the bottom, 60. The air ports in the stationary

plate, G, are shown in plan in Fig. 166 and developed into a straight

line in Fig. 166. As the blowing port in the rotary table, E, passes

below the ports, 172, 173, 174, 187, blowing air passes to the

particular mould. The amount of air is regulated according to

the size of the mould by turning off some of the valves, V.

H. G. C.

359. New Method of Making Sheet Glass. E. Dauner,
Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A. (Brit. Pat., No. 159114, May 26th,

1920).—Molten glass flows in a flat stream, 3, from a tank, 1, under

a regulating-gate, 7, on to the top of a slab, 5, where the stream

divides, the major part flowing down the front of the slab and the

minor part down the rear face. At the tip of the slab, 5, the two

Fig. 167.

flat streams unite and are drawn away as a single sheet, A, which
has a high polish on both sides. The slab, 5, is disposed in a
heated chamber, C, the front of which is closed by a movable
gate, 30. Burners, 51, 52, heat the sheet at the tip of the slab, 5.

A variety of methods of dividing the main stream are described.

In Fig. 167, for example, the stream is shown as divided near the

tip of the slab, 5. Laterally adjustable fingers, 111, may be fitted

to the slab, 5, to regulate the width of the sheet. H. G. C.
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360. Glass-pressing Machine. H. C. Daubenspeck, Black-
heath, London, and S. E. Winder, Chicago, U.S.A. (Brit. Pat.,

No. 158711, November 12th,

1919).—Relates to a modifica-

tion of the press moulding-
machine described in the parent
specification. According to

the invention, the plunger, 25,

is operated by a pneumatic
cylinder, 51, and piston, 111,

instead of by a cam-and-lever

device. The stroke of the

piston, 111, is adjusted by a

screw, S. The plunger, 25, is

water-cooled. The mould table,

22, is rotated by a Geneva-
stop mechanism, 48, 49. The
ejectors, 71, Fig. 168, are raised

by a cam-operated lever, 74, in-

stead of by a fixed inclined cam-
surface. The finished article

is lifted clear of the mould by
grippers, 77, and transferred

to a conveyer, 87. The molten
metal, 38, flows through a

regulating-gate, 20, and is cut

off into charges, 37, which drop

directly into the moulds, 23, H. G. C.
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361. Glass Delivery Devices. K. E. Peller, Hartford,
Connecticut, Assignor to Hartford-Fairmont Co., Canajoharie
New York, U.S.A. (Brit. Pat., No. 157159, January 8th, 1921.
Convention date, December 4th, 1916. Not yet accepted).—
Uniform charges, 33, of molten glass are delivered through a hole, 3,
in a tank furnace, 1, by a reciprocating plunger, 6, of the shape

Fig. 169.

shown. On the downstroke, the glass flows round the plunger
head, 7. On the upstroke, it is stripped off by the sides of the
hole, 3, and finally severed by shears 18. The head, 7, of the
plunger nearly closes the hole 3. The plunger, 6, and shears, 18,
are operated by cams, 13 and 24 respectively. The shears, 18^
are cooled by a water spray, 29, while retracted. The chamber'
14, is heated by gas burners, 15. The charges may drop
directly into moulds or be conveyed to them by a shoot, 28

H.G. C.

362. Feeding- Charges of Glass to Machines. K. E. Peiler,
Hartford, Connecticut, Assignor to Hartford-Fairmont Co.,
Canajoharie, New York, U.S.A. (Brit. Pat., No. 157160, January
8th, 1921. Convention date, March 17th, 1914. Not yet accepted).

Relates to shaping the charges of molten
glass as they are delivered, either by hand
or automatically, to glassware-forming
machines. The charge is dropped into a
funnel-shaped guide, 3, the sides, 4, of
which are lubricated by water, etc., from
a sprayer, 12. The charge is drawn out
through the contraction, 6, to an
elongated form, 10, by its own weight,
so as to fit an elongated parison mould, 8,
into which it drops. Excess lubricant
passes away by a pipe, 19. The device
can be used in connection with automatic
machinery and mechanism is described
for moving the drawing funnel, 3, in unison

Fig. 170. with the moulds. H. G. C.
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363. Device for Varying the Weight of Charges Delivered by
Glass-feeding Machines. British Hartford-Fairmont Syndi-
cate, Ltd., and J. H. 0. Bunge, 148, Audrey House, Ely Place,

Holborn, London (Brit. Pat. No. 161001,
January 23rd, 1920).—Relates to a modi-
fication of the apparatus described in Speci-

fication 105672 which adapts it to deliver

automatically charges of molten glass to

two or more machines requiring charges

of different weights. According to the

invention, an auxiliary cam, 9, positively

driven from the main cam shaft, 3, is

provided. A roller, 10, adjustably

mounted on the lever, 6, is engaged by
cam, 9, thus lifting the lever, 6, and
reducing the immersion of the paddle, 1,

in the molten metal and hence the weight

of charge delivered by that particular

stroke. The frequency of these reduced
impulses can be varied by altering the

ratio of gearing between the shaft, 3,

and cam, 9. H. G. C.

364. Arrangement for Maintenance of Temperature during
Sheet-glass Drawing. W. G. Clark, New York, U.S.A., and
L. N. Bruner, Locarno, Switzerland (Brit. Pat., No. 160806,
March 29th, 1921).—In the manufacture of sheet or window glass,

to maintain the sheet, 7, at the necessary temperature whilst being

drawn up from a tank, 5, of molten glass and passing to the anneal-

Fig. 171.

j[;:::U-4^:---:^
(rWW"r 'rmyrrjrrtrfr/r.

Fig. 172.

ing lehr electric heating units, 19, 20, are arranged on either side

of the sheet and are provided with opposed concave heat reflectors,

16, of refractory material such as asbestos, magnesia, or magnesite.

Each heating unit preferably comprises a quartz or similar refrac-

tory tube containing the heating element, and is provided with

knife terminal plates which can be withdrawn from coacting plates

on standards, 12, by longitudinal movement of the unit, the corre-
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sponding reflector sliding along its support. The terminal plates
on the standards, 12, are connected by conductors, 35, 44, to one
end of a thermostatic bar, 36, and to one pole of a source of current
respectively, the other pole of the source of current being connected
by a conductor, 46, to a contact, 40, adapted to be engaged by the
far end of the thermostatic bar. The bar, 36, is arranged close

to the roller, 10, over which the sheet passes to the lehr. When
the temperature of the glass approaches its lower limit, the bar, 36,
completes a circuit through the contact, 40, causing the heating
units to raise the temperature of the glass. As the temperature
approaches an upper limit, the bar moves to a second contact
plate, 41, whereby the circuit is completed through an additional
resistance, 43, thus reducing the heating effect. Any further
increase in temperature will cause the circuit to be broken. The
heating units are arranged in parallel, so that a damaged one may
be replaced, and some of the heating units may be held in reserve
to facilitate such replacement. H. G. C.

365. Drawing Sheet Glass. H. G. Slingluff, Mount Vernon,
Ohio, Assignor to The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.( U.S.A. Pat.,

No. 1376975, May 3rd,

1921. Filed May 22nd,
1919, No. 298966).—The
invention relates to the
method of drawing glass in

flat sheets and particularly

to processes in which the
tendency of the sheet to

become narrower is over-

come by having pockets of

cooler metal from which
the edges of the sheet are

drawn. The inventor over-

comes the narrowing ten-

dency by forming depres-

sions, 8, in this cooler metal

Fig. 173. on both sides of the edges
of the sheet, 3, by piercing

a tool, 6, from time to time into the surface of the metal, 2. The
tool is of iron and has a forked end, 7, which forms depressions on
both sides of the sheet. G. D.

366. Device for Severing Glass. H. F. Hitner, Wilkinsburg,
Pa., Assignor to The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. (U.S.A. Pat.,

No. 1373728, April 5th, 1921. Filed February 5th, 1920,
No. 356396).—This invention relates to devices for severing or
cracking glass by the application of heat along the desired line

of division, and aims at providing a sturdy apparatus that is cheap
to erect and economical in ojDeration. In its preferred form,
the device comprises a heating tube of porcelain or similar non-
conducting material, with an electrical heating coil wound upon
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it, and the whole surrounded by an insulating casing. A flexible

cracking-off member, preferably in the form of nichrome cable,

passes through the heated tube, and is provided at its upper end
with an extension which passes over a pulley and is counter-
weighted, so that the cable is automatically withdrawn into the
heating tube when not in use. At the lower end of the cable is

an extension having at its end a ball which serves to give a good
grip in the hand of the operator. When being used for capping
cylinders, the apparatus is supported just above the cylinder so

that the ball on the handle can easily be grasped and passed under
the glass so quickly that the hot cable loses very little of its heat
by the time it is wrapped round the cylinder along the line at which
it is desired to crack it off. S. E.

367. Glass-drawing Apparatus. J. R. Scohy, Okmulgee,
Oklahoma (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1372044, March 22nd, 1921. Filed
August 2nd, 1920, No. 400707).—A device for segregating a portion
of the metal in a tank when drawing cylinders consists of a cylin-

drical shield, 14, of refractory material, and an inverted floater, 19.

The shield fits into a circular

opening, 13, formed in the
cover of a forehearth, 11, of

the tank, and is provided
with a flange, 15, with rests

on the cover and also with
lifting-gear, 16. The floater,

19, consists of a cylindrical

body portion and a top, 20,

which is flat on its underside and rounded on its upper side. The
top is pierced with a central aperture, 21, of a diameter less than

that of the cylinder to be drawn. Lugs, 24, assist in centring the

floater relatively to the shield. In use, the floater is drawn into

the forehearth and the shield lowered on it, as shown. After a

cylinder has been drawn, the shield is raised, and the floater rises,

and any metal gathered on the top, 20, flows back into the tank.

G. D.

Fig. 174.

368. An Improved Glass-drawing Ring. J. Durieux,
New Eagle, Pa. (U.S.A. Pat.,

No. 1367027, February 1st, 1921.

Filed July 15th, 1919, No. 310961).

—In order to exclude stones and
other foreign substances from the

area of metal from which drawing
takes place, a floating ring is made
with inner and outer walls, 10, 11,

respectively, of the shape shown,
and spaced apart by webs, 16.

The outer wall has extended ends,

15, to prevent the ring from
getting too close to the tank wall.

Fig. 175.

G. D.
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369. Rolling Plate Glass. H. A. Reynolds, Ford City, Pa.,

Assignor to The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. (U.S.A. Pat.,

No. 1375014, April 29th, 1921. Filed
May 26th, 1920, No. 384461).—The
object. of the invention is to prevent
or minimise distortion of the roller

due to unequal exposure of its surface

to heat while it is stationary at the
end of the casting table between
successive operations. In order to

accomplish this object, the roll, 4,

rests on rollers, 18, 19, which are

driven by a motor, 24. The roll, 4,

is thus continuously rotated and all

parts of its surface are exposed equally to heat radiated from the
glass as it is poured out on the table, or from any other source
of heat. G. D.

370. Cracking-off Machine. British Thomson-Houston Co.,

Ltd., London, and General Electric Co., Schenectady, New
York, U.S.A. (Brit. Pat., No. 160967, January 9th, 1920).—
Relates to a machine for cracking-off the surplus necks of electric

lamp bulbs, etc. According to the invention, the bulbs, 15, are
placed neck downwards in chucks, 14, which are mounted on an

Fig. 176.

Fig. 177.

intermittently rotating frame, 13, and are rotated on their own
axes at stations C and D by a band, 19. At station C, a flat

flame is directed upon the neck, 16, by a burner, 42, and at station
D a moistened sharp chilling-wheel, 55, is brought into contact
with the heated neck. Between stations D and E the surplus
neck is knocked off by a striker, 63. At station F the bulb, 15,
is picked up by a suction head, 79, and dropped into a discharge
shoot, 67. H. G. C.
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Fig. 178.

371. Making Electric Lamp Bulbs. British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd., London (General Electric Co., Schenectady,

New York, U.S.A.) (Brit. Pat., No.
159704, December 30th, 1919).—
Relates to a mould for use in a
machine of the kind described in

Specifications 12824/11 and 109544.

According to the invention, the

mould, 1, shown in section, is formed
so that the bulb, 2', as it rotates in

a clockwise direction, comes into

contact with about half only of the

mould, 1. By this arrangement the bulb, 2', is unlikely to be

deformed by contact with the leading edge, E, of the mould. The
necks at each end of the mould are formed similarly. H. G. C.

372. A Cracking-off Machine. G. P. MacNichol, Toledo,

Ohio. Assignor to J. N. Willys (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1298987,
April 1st, 1919. Filed April 11th, 1914, No. 831155).—This
specification refers to a cracking-off machine such as may be used

for cracking-off the tops of tumblers and lamp chimneys, or for

cutting tube into definite lengths. The articles to be cracked off

are placed in suitably shaped holders and are rotated in front of

an electrically heated wire. To assist in getting a straight crack,

water-cooled bushings may be arranged on each side of the hot

wire in such a way as further to localise the heated zone. S. E.

373. Machine for Making Vials. G. P. MacNichol, Toledo,

Ohio, Assignor to J. N. Willys (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1343179, June
8th, 1920. Filed March 4th, 1914, No. 822313).—In the manu-
facture of vials, a length of glass tube is placed between guide

Fig. 179.
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jilates, 34, and resting on an anti-friction holder, 15, which is

mounted on a continuous conveyor, 10. The movement of this

conveyer carries the tube under a bar which is faced with india-

rubber so as to cause the tube to rotate in the anti-friction holder.

A burner heats the blank in the middle and when it is hot enough
the two ends are drawn apart by rubber-covered rollers rotating

in opposite directions in contact with the two halves of the blank,

and at right angles to the direction of travel along the conveyer.

When separated, the two halves continue to rotate, with their

outer ends against guide plates, and with a burner heating up the

sealed end. The bottoms are then flattened by paddles which
are operated from a toothed wheel and are so arranged as to move
outwards and give a gentle pat of short duration to the bottom of

the two blank sections, after which they return to their original

position. The outer ends of the two sections are now heated as

the sections themselves come under driven rubber-faced belts, 112,

which for a short time give to the blanks a high rotational speed,

and during this time cam-operated centring devices and neck-

forming tools are brought to bear on the softened ends of the tube,

thus finishing the vial. S. E.

374. Vial Machine. H. F. Hagemeyer, Toledo, Ohio.

Assignor to J. N. WiUys (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1335733, April 6th,

1920. Filed May 25th, 1914, No. 840707).—The machine covered

by this patent is exactly the same as that described in the patent

referred to in the previous abstract, except that this machine is

fitted with a tool for forming screw necks on the vials instead of

the ordinary ring top. S. E.

375. Method of Making Bifocal Lenses. P. C. Plasterer,
Dayton, Ohio (U.S.A. Pat., No. 1373633, April 5th, 1921. Filed

October 29th, 1919, No. 334132).—The object of the invention

is to improve the structure of bifocal lenses, so that they can be

more economically manufactured and whereby air bubbles between
the two sections are completely eliminated. Instead of grinding

out the major lens to a definite concave curvature, and fusing

into it a minor lens of similar convex curvature, as is ordinarily

done, the major element blank, 4, has a hole, 5, drilled straight

through it, and then one side

is countersunk by the forma-
tion of the lenticular concavity,

6. The surface of this depres-

sion is finished and polished to

the usual high degree, and the

minor lens, 7, is ground and
finished to the same radius of

curvature. The two lenses are

placed in contact and sub-

jected to a fusing temperature,

thus effecting the welding into a compound lens. The welding
occurs first at the thin edge of the minor lens and gradually

jjrogresses towards the thicker portions, thus displacing any air

Fig. 180.
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that happens to be entrained between the two lenses. Such dis-

placed air is not trapped, but is permitted to escape freely

through the hole, 5; this escape of air may be facilitated by
inverting the two lenses and having the minor lens below the
major one. Since in bifocal lenses made in this manner the field

of view of the minor lens is entirely free from the major lens, it is

possible to use tinted glass for the major lens and clear glass for

the minor element. S. E.

376. Grinding Lens Edges. A. B. Symons and C. B. Uston-
son, both in London (Brit. Pat., No. 161778, February 18th,

1920).—In a machine for grinding square and V-shaped edges on

lenses, in which the rotating lens-holder is moved towards and
from the grinding-wheel under the control of a templet, the lens-

carrying frame is angularly adjustable, in order to grind the two
sides of a V-shaped edge, about an axis which is always tangential
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to the grinding-wheel. The lens-carrying frame, 28, is pivotally
mounted on a spindle, 13, journalled in a frame, 7, which is mounted
on a plate, 8, having a projection, 9, of circular cross-section,

rotatable in a bearing, 10, on the base, 1. The spindle, 13, is

actuated, through bevel-gearing, 14, by a shaft, 15, journalled in

Fig. 182.

the projection, 9, and driven, through worm gearing and a belt,

by the spindle, 4, of the grinding-wheel, 2. The lens, 38, is mounted
between discs, 26, 27, carried by spindles, 24, 25, rotatably mounted
in the frame, 28, and driven, at the same speed, through gearing,

20 . . . 23, by the spindle, 13. The disc, 26, is movable, under
the action of a spring, to allow of insertion and removal of a lens,
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by a pinion, 30, operated by a handle, 29, and engaging a rack on

a sleeve, 31, in which the spindle, 24, rotates, and the disc, 27, is

adjustable, through similar gearing, by a screw, 32, and an arm,

33, operating the pinion. The frame, 28, is rocked to produce the

required shape of lens, by a templet, 40, engaging an adjustable

finger, 41, carried by a frame, 7. To position the lens with its

edge on the axis of the projection, 9, a V-sighting-groove, 36, is

provided and a pointed rod, 37, adapted to be placed in the groove,

correctly positions the lens. The angular setting of the frame, 28,

is determined by a pin, 44, on the base adapted to engage holes, 45,

in the projection, 9, and a scale may be provided, marked on the

frame. Adjustment for wear of the grinding-wheel is provided by
movement of the base, 1, towards or from the wheel. H. G. C.

377. Grinding and Polishing Plate Glass. Pilkington
Bros., St. Helens, and F. B. Waldron, Prescot (Brit. Pat., No.

154661, July 31st, 1919).—Plates of glass are mounted, for grinding

and polishing, on rectangular tables adapted to be passed in a

series, with their adjacent ends in contact, beneath sets of runners

each supplied with a particular grade of abrasive, and means are

Fig. 183.

provided whereby each table, as it passes the last set of runners,
may be removed, and another table may be added to the series.

The tables, 1, are supported and guided by a bed, 2, and are moved
therealong by worm-driven rack-and-pinion gearing, 11, 12, or

by a chain, the glass plates passing under sets of runners, 3, in

succession ; the tables may be connected together at their adjacent
ends by lugs, 15, and cotters, or may contact with each other
without being connected. As a table emerges from the last set

of runners, it passes on to a trolley, 17 ; the glass is turned over,

in order that its other surface may be ground, etc., and the trolley

is brought to the other end of the bed at 18 and the table is placed
in contact with the first table and again passed
through the machine. The runners are supported
on vertical shafts, mounted in bearings carried
by frames, 5, 6, and driven by means of pulleys,

9. Each set of runners is supplied with one
grade of abrasive only and the abrasive is washed
off the glass as this passes from one set of runners
to the next set, the sets being spaced sufficiently

far apart to allow this and also to prevent admix-
ture of grades by centrifugal force. The provisional specification
describes also apparatus in which the tables are moved by a
conveyor, which returns from the finishing end of the apparatus to
the starting-end after a table has been detached. H. G. C.

Fig. 184.
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X.— Glass Accessories.

378. Bottle-washing Machines. G. C. Thomson, Roslyn,
Dunedin, New Zealand (Brit. Pat., No. 159821, July 26th, 1920.

Convention date, August 7th, 1919. Not yet accepted).—Relates

to bottle-washing machines
of the conveyer type in

which the bottles are con-

currently cleaned and trans-

ported, and comprises the

conveyer and sprocket me-
chanism bottle holders and
cages with opening and clos-

ing means of the complete
apparatus described in Speci-

fication 149617. The chain

conveyer is composed of

a number of bottle-holding

clips, 2, linked together by
arms, 170, 171, and arranged
alternately as shown so as

to provide a double row of

cups. Each cup is fluted

internally and flanged at

2a to rest on the rims of the sprocket wheels, guide-rails, etc. For
receiving bottles of different sizes, the cups may be fitted with
sleeve-like adapters, and for treating Codd's bottles an insertion, 175,

having upright rods, 1746, may be provided. In cases where the

bottle mouth is too large for the cup, the latter may contain a
sleeve on which are mounted a number of vertical rods forming
a skeleton cage for the bottle. The bottles may be supported in

wire cages, 160, mounted on the cups, 2, and made with a spring-

hinged portion automatically opened and closed by engagement
with abatements fixed in front of and behind the unloading and
oading positions. H. G. C.

Fig. 185.

XL—General.

379. A Selected Bibliography of Books, in the English
Language, Dealing with Ceramic Chemistry and the Ceramic
Industries {J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 1921, 13, 476).—A bibliography
of books and recent literature dealing with this subject under
the heads : Chemistry and the Ceramic Industries ; Clay and Clay
Products; Glass and Glass Manufacture; Vitreous Enamels;
Refractories; Cements, Limes, and Plasters. C. M. M.
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Reversible Thermal Expansion
of, T., 16.

Tiles at Furnace Temperature,
Transverse Strength of, A.,

193.

Fireclays, British, Shrinkage, Porosity
and other Properties of, after

being Fired at High Tem-
peratures, T., 268.

Fire-polishing Plant, A., 106.

-resisting Sheet Glass, A., 117.

Firing, Coal-dust, A., 190.

Temperatures, Effect of, on
Strength of Fireclay, A.,

197.

Flask Calibrating and Marking De-
vice, A., 179.

Flint Glass, T., 3 ff.

Flow Feeding Devices. See Feeding
Devices.

" Flowing Stream," T., 136.

Fluor-Crown Glass, A., 54.

Fluorescent Phenomena, T., 156 ff. ;

A., 20.

Fluxes. Effect of, on Porosity of

Fireclays, T., 272.

France, Manufacture of Optical In-
struments in, A., 167.

French Glassware, Standardisation
of, A., 114.

Fuel Economy, A., 70.

Fuel Oil, T., 286; A., 196, 197,
199.

Fuels, Calorific Intensities of, A.,
190.

Furnace, Crucible, A., 31.

Draught Regulator for, A., 201.

Electric, Laboratory High Tem-
perature Coke-Resistance,
A., 137.

for Annealing Optical Glass, A.,
200.

Glass, A., 30, 71.
*

Glass, (a Consideration of Fuel
Economy), A., 70.

Glass Annealing, A., 200.

Glass, for Gaseous or Liquid
Fuel, A., 197.

Glass House, Design and Oper-
ation of, A., 137.

Improved, A., 137.

Oil Fired, A., 31.

Oil-fired, Refractories for, A.,
196.

Oil Fuel for, T., 286.

Recuperative, A., 73.

Regenerative, A., 72, 197.

Tank, and Air-Steam Blown
Gas Producer, Heat Balance
of Plant consisting of, T.,

166, 281.
Efficiency of, T., 182.

Removal of Scum in, A., 72.

Ganister Clay Mixture, Expansion
of, T., 27.

Flint Clay and Plaster Clay
Mixtures, Tests of Firebrick
made from, A., 131.

Meanwood, T., 27.

Gas Analysis Apparatus, A., 14.

Burette with Temperature and
Pressure Correction, A., 16.

Coal, Purifying, A., 129.

Firing and Oil-firing in Glass
Furnaces, Relative Ef-
ficiency of, T., 287.

Fuel, Removal of Sulphur from,
A., 130.

Properties, Commercial, A., 23.

Gaseous Heating, Possibilities of, A.,

189.

Gases, Absorption of, A., 119.

Absorption Vessel for, A., 15.

Dissolved in Glass, A., 57.

in the Coke Oven, Path of

Travel of, A., 188.

Waste, T., 126 ff.

Gels, Silicic Acid, A., 110.
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Glass, Annealing Temperature of.

See Annealing.
Batches. See Batches.
Blowing. See Blowing.
Collar Studs, Making, A., 179.

Crown, T., 4 ff.

Crystal, T., 11.

Cut, T., 4 ff.

Cylinders. See Cylinders.
Delivery Devices. See Delivery

Devices.
Density of. See Density.
Development of Various Types

of, T., 72, 195, 201, 212,
220, 228, 256.

Durability of. See Durability.
Effect of*Rays from Radium,

X-Rays, and Ultra-violet
Rays on, T., 155.

Electrical Properties of, A., 00.

Examination of, by Polarised
Light, T., 57.

Feeding Devices. See Feeding
Devices.

Fibres, Strength of, A., 12.

Flint, T., 3 ff.

Furnace. See Furnace.
Influence of Aluminium on Pro-

perties of. See Aluminium.
Iridescent. See Iridescent.
Jena. See Jena.
Lighting, A., 129.

Miners' Lamp, T., 121.

Molten, Suggested Method for

Determination of Absolute
Viscosity of, T., 337.

Optical. See Optical Glass.
Plate. See Plate Glass.
Pyrex. See Pyrex.
Quartz. See Quartz.
Re-annealing of, T., 44.

Refractive Index of. See Re-
fractive Index.

Research Delegacy, Fifth Annual
Report of, T., 346.

Sheet. See Sheet Glass.
Silvering of, A., 125.

Solubility of. See Solubility.
Technology in 1921, Teaching

and Research in, T., 341.

to Metal Joints, Union for, A., 16.

Tubing, Clouding of, in Blow-
pipe Flame, T., 61.

Wool as a Filtering Medium, A.,
144.

Glasses, Lead. See Lead.
Nomenclature of, T., 3.

Sodium-Aluminium Trisilicate.

See Sodium.
Sodium — Calcium - Aluminium

Silicate. *S'ee Sodium.
Thermal Expansion of. Sec Ex-

I 'AX SI ON.

Glasshouse Pots. See Pots.
Glassware, Cords and Surface Mark-

ings in, A., 172.

French Standardisation of, A.,
114.

Pressed, See Pressed Glass-
ware.

Glory Holes, Oil-Fired, T., 300, 307.
Gob, T., 137 ff.

Graphite, Determination of Volatile
Matter in, A., 143.

Grease for Moulds, A., 103.

Grinding Lens Edges, A., 217.

Lenses, A., 52.

Optical Glasses, A., 105, 167.

Plate Glass, A., 219.

Grog, Influence of, in Admixture
with Clay, A., 67.

Plastic Clay, Use of, in pre-
venting Spalling, A., 132.

Hardness of Refractory Materials
at High Temperature, Ap-
paratus for Determining, A.,
193.

Hartmann Dispersion Formula, A.,
63.

Havelock's Law, A., 112.

Heat, Absorption of, in Glass, A., 56.

Balance of a Plant consisting of

an Air-Steam Blown Gas
Producer and a Glass Tank
Furnace, T., 166, 281.

Intercepting Structural Glass,

A., 170.
'

Losses in Glass Manufacture and
their Control, A., 140.

Transmission of Brick and High
Temperature Insulating Ma-
terial, A., 26.

Heating, Gaseous, Possibilities of,

A., 189.

Helium-filled Electric Incandescent
Lamps, A., 185.

Hollow Reflectors, Manufacture of,

by Pressing, A., 83.

Illuminants for Studios, A., 67.

Imitation Glass Panel, A., 100.

Incandescent Lamps, Electric, A.,
185, 186. See also Bulbs.

Instruments, Scientific, Design and
Construction of, A., 66.

Interaction of Silica, Barium Oxide,
and Potassium Oxide, T.,212.

and Sodium Oxide, T., 201.

and the Oxides of Sodium and
Potassium, T., 220.

Iodine and Bromine Vapours, Perme-
ability of Glass to, A., 59.

Iridescent Glasses, T., 250, 251, 265;
A., 19, 126.

Irons, Blowing. See Blowing Irons.
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Jena Glass, T., 7 ff.; A., 5.

Joining Glass, New Method of, A., 13.

Jointing Materials for Refractories,

A., 192.

Joints, Glass to Metal, Union for, A.,
16.

Kaolin, Expansion of, T., 17, 30,
34 ff.

Kaolinite, Japanese, Study of Heat-
ing and Cooling Curves of, A.,
133.

Kaolins and Clays, Shrinkage of, A.,
133.

Kaolins, Clays, etc., Variations of

Volume under the Action of

Heat, A., 135.

Kieselguhr, A., 26, 27.

Kiln or Muffle for Annealing, A., 73.

Kilns, Gaseous-fuel, A., 138.

Kinematography, Artificial Illumin-

ation for, A., 67.

Labour-saving Devices in the Bottle
Industry, A., 95.

Lamp-bulbs. See Bulbs.
Lamps, Electric Incandescent, A.,

185, 186.

Lampworking Properties of Glasses,

T., 112, 114, 357.

Lampworking School, T., 348.

Lead-Alkali-Silicate and Barium-
Alkali-Silicate Glasses, T.,

256.

-free Glass for Lamp Bulbs, A.,

53.

Glasses, Composition of, A., 9.

Glasses, Effect of Joint Presence
of Sodium and Potassium
on Solubility of, T., 195.

Oxide-containing Glasses, T., 72.

Lehr, Control of Temperature in, A.,

33.

Improved Muffle, A., 32, 139.

Oil-fired, T., 299.

Re-annealing, T., 46 ff.

Lens and Prism Material, Standard
Data on, A., 20.

Blanks, Moulding, A., 104.

Blanks, Process of Forming, A.,

117.

Edges, Grinding, A., 217.

Single, Abolition of Astigmatism
of Oblique Bundles in, A.,

183.

Systems, Apparatus for Testing,

A., 63.

Two-piece, complete Achromat-
ism of, A., 63.

Lenses, Bifocal, Method of Making,

A., 216.

Cylindrical, for Spectrographs,

A., 65.

Lenses, Direct Determination of tin-

Powers of, A., 127.

Grinding or Polishing, A., 52.

Small, Moulding, A., 20.

Lepidolite, T., 119.

Leucite, A., 169.

Leucoscope and its Application to

Pyrometry, A., 21.
" Light, Artificial," by M. Luckiesh,

A., 168.

Lighting Glass, A., 129.

Lighting, Ship, A., 185.

Lime-containing Glasses, T., 72, 113,

115, 184, 277.

Lime-Magnesia Glasses, Some Proper-
ties of, and their Commercial
Application, T., 352, 357.

Limestone, Burnt Lime and Slaked
Lime as Constituents of

Glass Batches containing
Soda-ash or Salt-cake, T.,

188, 341.

Liquefaction of Glass, A., 60.

Liquid-fuel Burners, A., 199.

Lithium Metasilicate Monohydrate,
A., 3.

Luminescence, Use of Ultra-violet
Filter in Analysis of, A., 65.

Lustre on Glass Pearls and Beads,
A., 126.

Lynch Machine, P., 24.

Magnesia Brick (Farnley), Expansion
of, T., 27, Uff.

Brick, Heat Transmission of, A.,

26.

Lime Glasses, some Properties
of, and their Commercial
Application, T., 352, 357.

Magnesites, T., 354, 361.

Magnesium Chloride, Separation of,

from Sodium and Potassium
Chlorides, A., 34.

Manometer, Glass, with Elastic Sides,

A., 15.

Optical Lever, A., 16.

Meanwood Ganister, T., 27.

Measurement of Small Variations of

Refractive Index throughout
Meltings of Optical Glass, T.,

325.

Meeting, Fourth Annual General, P.,

13.

Melt and Plain Glass, Energy Required
to, T., 180.

Melting Glass, Arrangement for, A.,
136.

" Mineral Industry of the British
Empire and Foreign Countries.
Statistical Summary, 1913—
1920," A., 168.

Miners' Lamp Glasses, Tests for, A.,
113.
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Mirrors, Heliograph, Testing of, and
the Measurement of Mirrors
of Long Focal Length, A., 183.

Monochromator, a, A., 67.

Moulds, Device for Opening and
Closing, A., 94,

Moulds, Grease for, A., 103.

Muffle Lehr. See Annealing, and
Lehr.

Necks, Carboy, Machine for Forming,
A., 87.

Nickel and Cobalt, Separation of. A.,
34.

No-boy Machine, T., 142.

Nomenclature of Glasses, T., 3.

Nomogram, an Optical, A., 184.

Note on Pipettes, T., 307.
Nozzles, Glass, Manufacture, A., 172.

Objectives, Class of Multiple Thin,
A., 63.

Hartmann Theory of Testing,

A., 65.

Telescope, Methods in obtaining
Constructional Data for, A.,
20.

Telescope, of Steinheil and Voit,
Recalculation of, A., 184.

Telescope, Triple Cemented, A.,
63.

Thin, Aberration Theory of, A.,
183.

Oil-fired Furnaces and Boilers, Re-
fractories for, A., 196.

Firing and Gas-firing in Gas
Furnaces,Relative Efficiency
of, T., 287.

Fuel hi the Glass Industry, T.,

286.

Olivine, A., 178.

Optical Glass, Annealing of, A,, 10,

200.

Certain Relations between Chemi-
cal Composition and Re-
fractivity in, A., 8.

Dispersion in, A., 182.

Grinding and Polishing, A., 105,

167.

Measuring small Variations of

Refractive Index through-
out Meltings of, T., 325.

Nomenclature for, T., 10^.
Properties and Production, A.,

112.

Stria? in, A., 10, 59.

Viscosity Temperature Curves of

Six Varieties of, A., 113.

See also Development of Vari-
ous Types of Glass.

Optical Instruments in France, Manu-
facture of, A., 167.

Optical Properties of the Sodium-Alu-
minium Trisilicate Glasses,

T., 119.

System, Tracing Rays through,
A., 63.

Ophthalmoscope, a New, A., 66.

Osmosed Clay, Expansion of, T., 25,

34/.
Oven, Window Glass Flattening, A.,

140.

Owens Machine, Improved, A., 78,

151.

Ozone in Air, Apparatus for Detec-
tion of. A., 118.

Paddle-needle Feeder, T., 144/7.
Panel, Imitation Glass, A., 100.

Parisons, Forming, by Suction, A.,
86.

Paste Mould Machine, A., 85.

Permanganate-Oxalate Titration,
Effect of Presence of Filter-

paper on, A., 202.

Permeability of Glass to Iodine and
Bromine Vapours, A., 59.

Phenomena of Rupture and Flow in

Solids, A., 11.

Phosphoric Acid, Determination of,

as Magnesium Pyrophosphate,
A., 143.

Photometer, New Acuteness of Vision,

A., 66.

Photometry, Use of a Smoked Glass
Wedge in, A.» 65.

Pipettes, Note on, T., 307.
" Plain " Glass, T., 283.

Plate Glass, Glass-moulding Machine
for, A., 97.

Grinding and Polishing, A., 219.

Rolling, A., 214.

Polarisation Prisms of Glass, A., 64.

Polishing, Fire, A., 106.

Polishing Lenses, A., 52.

Optical Glass, A., 167.

Plate Glass, A., 219.
Porcelain, Physical Properties of, A.,

175.

Porosity, Effect of, on Expansion of

Refractory Materials, T., 28,

35.

of Fireclays. See Fireclays.
Potash from Minerals, Preparation

of, A., 169.

Simple Method for Estimation
of Soda Content, A., 143.

Potassium, Determination of, as
Perchlorate, A., 34, 74.

in Silicates, New Method of

Determining, A., 35.

Pot Attack, T., 104, 231, 251.
Pot (Glass) Mixtures, Expansion of,

T., 23, 34 #.
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Pots, Glass-drawing, Cleaning, A., 30.

Glasshouse, made in last Fifty

Years, Note on Composition
or Comparative Composition
of, T., 330.

Glasshouse, Proportional Dimen-
sions of, A., 70.

Glass Melting, Manufacture and
Treatment of, A., 130.

Press and Blow Machine, A., 80, 207.

Pressed Glassware, Machinery for

Making, A., 44, 80 ff., 151, 159,

209.

Prism and Lens Material, Standard
Data on, A., 20.

Binoculars, Influence of Errors

in Prisms of, A., 128.

Path of a Ray through, A., 20,

183.

Silica-glass, for Refractometry,

A., 181.

Prisms, Direct Vision, Graphical
Method of Designing, A.,

184.

Erecting, for Telescopes, etc.,

A., 128.

Polarisation, A., 64.

Pyramidal Error in, A., 183.

Refractometry of, A., 64.

Problems, Technical, in the Glass

Industry, Quantitative Study
of, T., 124.

Producer, Air-Steam Blown Gas, and
Glass Tank Furnace, Heat
Balance of a Plant Consisting
of, T., 166, 281.

Projection Devices for Motor Lights,

Optical, A., 64.

Properties, Electrical, of Glass, A.,

60.

Properties of Glasses. See Densiiy,
Devitrification, Durabil-
ity, Refractive Index,
Solubility, Viscosity,Weld-
ing.

Properties, Physical, of Glasses as a
Function of the Chemical
Composition, A., 3.

Protective, Radio-, Glasses, A., 65.

Pump, Automatic High Vacuum, A.,

120.
" Punktal " Spectacle Lens, A., 183.

Punty Feeders, T., 135.

Pyrex Glass, T., 121; A., 170.

Pyrometry, Optical, Comparison of

Monochromatic Screens for,

A., 21.

Qualifying Constituents, T., 5.

Quantitative Study of Technical
Problems in the Glass In-

dustry, T., 124.

Quartz, Expansion of, T., 30 ff.

Glass, Process of Making Articles

of, A., 116.

Quartzites and Silica Bricks, A., 26.

Questions Discussed at Meetings, P.,
41.

Radio-protective Glasses, Progress
in, A., 65.

Radium Rays, Effect of, on Glass,

T., 155.

Rays through an Optical System,
Tracing, A., 63, 183.

Re-annealing of Glass, T., 44.

Rectangular Tube of Glass, Drawing,
A., 153.

Recuperative Furnace. See Fur-
nace.

Reflectors, Hollow, Manufacture of,

A., 83.

Refraction, Double, of Compressed
Glass, A., 112.

Refractive Index of Glass, T., 7, 77,
119, 204, 214, 222, 234, 259,
325; A., 3, 8, 127, 181, 182.

Refractometer for Liquids, Differ-

ential, A., 181.

for Polished Plate Glass, A., 127.

Pulfrich, A., 19.

Refractometry, Corrections for Tem-
perature and Pressure in,

A., 181.

Critical Angle, A., 19, 181.

Immersion, A., 62.

of Liquids at Elevated Tempera-
tures, Silica Glass Prism for,

A., 181.

of Prisms, A., 64.

Refractories for Oil-fired Furnaces
and Boilers, A., 196.

Measurement of Physical Pro-
perties of, at High Tempera-
tures, A., 24.

Note on Jointing Materials for,

A., 192.

Specialised, and Reistance to

Abrasion, A., 22.

Specialised, Electrical Resistiv-
ity of, at High Tempera-
tures, A., 24.

Refractory Materials at High Tem-
peratures, Apparatus for

Determining Hardness of,

A., 193.

Influence of Oxidising and Re-
ducing Atmospheres on, A.,
191.

Reversible Thermal Expansion
of, T., 16.

Specific Heats of, at High Tem-
peratures, A., 25.

See also Bricks, Clays, Fire-
clays, Silltmanite.
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Refractory Products, Resistance
Tests on, under Load at
Different Temperatures, A.,
194.

Refractory Substances, A., 22, 24/f.,

(Slff., 130 #., 191 #.
Regenerative Furnace. See Furnace.
Regulator, Draught, for Furnace, A.,

201.
" Reh," A., 169.

Report of the Council, Fourth An-
nual, P., 16.

Research, Teaching and, in Glass
Technology during 1921, T.,

345.

Residual Gases in Highly Exhaustive
Glass Bulbs, A., 115.

Resistance Tests on Refractory Pro-
ducts under Loads at Different
Temperatures, A., 194.

Resistivity, Electrical, of Refrac-
tories, A., 24.

Rhodonite, A., 178, 179.

Ring, Glass-drawing, Improved, A.,
213.

Strain, T., 45, 46.

Rod Machine and Process, Glass, A.,
44.

Rupture and Flow in Solids, A., 11.

" Sajji-Matti," A., 169.

Salt-cake in Batches, T., 188, 341.

Specially Purified, Use of, in

Manufacture of Crystal
Glass, A., 53.

-Water Glass Mixtures as Substi-
tutes for Alkali in Batches,
A 53.

Schott's Factors, T., 121 #., 184 #.;
A., 7.

Scientific Instruments, Design and
Construction of, A., 66.

Screens, Monochromatic, for Optical
Pyrometry, A., 21.

Scum, Removal of, in Tank Furnaces,
A., 72.

Scumming, A., 28.

Sealing Glass Bulbs, Method for, A.,
14.

Semi-automatic Glass-blowing Ma-
chines. See Blowing Ma-
chines.

Severing Glass, Devices for, A., 102,

103, 163, 212.
" Shawls," Flattening of, A., 49.

Shears, Cutting-off, A., 93.

Sheet Glass Drawing, Arrangement
for Maintenance of Tem-
perature during, A., 211.

Fire-resisting, A., 117.

Flattening, A., 48.

Making, A., 45 ff., 98#., 153,
157 #., 208, 211, 212.

Ship Lighting in Relation to Safety,
Comfort, and Efficiency, A.,
185.

Shock-defying Glass, A., 171.

Shrinkage of Clays. See Clay and
Fireclay.

Silica and Sodium Oxide, Effect of,

on Thermal Expansion of

Glasses. See Expansion.
" Silica and the Silicates," by J. A.

Audley, A., 108.

Silica, Barium Oxide, Alkali Glasses,
Comparison of, T., 228.

and Potassium Oxide, Inter-

action of, T., 212.

and Sodium Oxide, Inter-

action of, T., 201.

and the Oxides of Sodium
and Potassium, Inter-

action of, T., 220.

Silica Bricks, A., 26, 68.

Silicates, Constitution of, A., 12.

Silica Transformation, A., 137.

Silicic Acid Gels, A., 110.

Silicon, Spectra of, Quantitative
Sensibility of, in Fused Salts

and Steels, A., 115.

Silicon, Tin, Titanium, and Zir-

conium, Separation of, by
means of Sodium Carbonate,
A., 144.

Sillimanite, T., 30, 40, 44; A., 13,

26, 133.

Silvering of Glass, A., 125.

Slag, Acid Hearth and, A., 177.

Slaked Lime in Batches, T., 188,

341.

Soda-ash in Batches, T., 188, 341.

Sodium — Aluminium Trisilicate

Glasses, T., 110, 115, 119, 184,

277.

and Potassium Chlorides, Separ-
ation of, from Magnesium
Chlorides, A., 34.

and Potassium, Separation of,

A., 74.

Calcium-Aluminium Silicate

Glasses, T., 113, 115, 184,

277.

Nitrate Purification, A., 109.

Oxide and Silica, Effect of, on
Thermal Expansion of

Glasses T 121.

Solubility of Glass,'T., 95, 195, 209,

218, 226, 247, 263.

Spalling, Study of, A., 69, 131.

Use of Plastic Clay Grog in

Preventing, A., 132.

Sparking-plug Insulators, Making,
A., 116.

Specific Gravities of Clays, T., 272,

273.

Specific Gravity. See Density.
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Specific Heats of Refractory Ma-
terials at High Temperatures,
A., 25.

Spectra of Silicon, A., 115.

Spectrographs, Cylindrical Lenses for,

A., 65.

Spectroscope, Star, Direct Vision, A.,
66.

Spectrum, Secondary, Dispersion
Formulae and the, A., 181.

Spottiness of Glass Surfaces, T., 251.

Spun Glass, A., 171, 172.

Standardisation of French Glassware,
A., 114.

Stokes' Law, TM 338.

Stoneware Bodies, Effects of Firing
Temperatures on the Strength
of, A., 197.

" Strain Creep," A., 174.

Strength of Fireclay Articles, A., 193,
197.

Tensile, of Glass, A., 111.

Stress in Transparent Materials,

Optical Determination of, A.,
112.

Striae, Method of Removing, from
Melted Glass, A., 110.

in Optical Glass, A., 10, 59.

Studs, Glass Collar, Making, A., 179.

Suction Device, T., 136.

Forming Parisons by, A., 86.

Sulphur Deposit, T., 64.

Elimination of, from Coal-Gas,
T., 69.

Removal of, from Fuel Gas, A.,
130.

Surface Tension of Glass, A., 11.

Markings in Glassware, A., 172.

Tank Furnace. See Furnace.
Teaching and Research in Glass

Technology during 1921, T.,

345.

Telescope Flints, T., 7.

New Anastigmatic Flat Field,

A., 66.

Objectives. See Objectives.
Short High Power, A., 21.

Telescopes, Erecting Prisms for, A.,

128.

Tensile Strength of Glass, Method of

Determining, A., 111.

Tension, Interfacial, of Two Im-
miscible Liquids, Measurement

of, A., 120.

Tephroite, A., 178.

Tests for Miners' Lamp Glasses, A.,

113.

Thermal Balance, What is a, and
How is it Obtained ? A., 140.

Thermal Conductivity. See Con-
ductivity.

VOL. V.

Thermal Data, T., J (Hi.

Expansion of Glasses. See Ex-
pansion.

Tliermo-Luminescence of Glass, T.,

164.

Thermometers, Capillary Thread,
Magnification of, A., 66.

Comparison of Mercury and
Platinum, A., 61.

Thermometer Tubing, Lens-fronted,
Drawing, A., 96.

Tin, Titanium, Zirconium, and
Silicon, Separation of, A., 144.

Tracing Rays through an Optical
System, A., 183.

through a Reflecting Prism, A.
183.

Transfer Device, A., 91, 206.
Transferring Glass to Moulds, A., 42.

Transmission of Glasses, Ultra-violet
and Visible, A., 65.

of Luminous Rays in Glass, A.,
170.

Tridymite, T., 31, 41, 43, 95; A.,

177/7.
Tubing, Thermometer, Drawing, A.,

96.

See also Bulbs.
Tungsten and like Metals, Decarbur-

ising, A., 184.

Ultra-violet Filter, A., 65.

Rays, Effect on Glass, T., 155.

Transmission of Glasses, A., 65.

Vacuum Bottle, Double, A., 122.

Flasks, Machine for Making, A.,
153.

Tubes, A., 123, 124.

Vessels, Large, A., 123.

Valves for Compressed Air Supply,
A., 105.

Varying Weight of Charges delivered
by Glass-Feeding Machines,
Device for, A., 211.

Vertex Power, Instrument for

Measuring, A., 128.

Vials, Machine for Making, A., 215,
216.

Viscosity, Absolute, of Molten Glass,
Suggested Method for De-
termination of, T., 337.

Temperature Curves of Six
Varieties of Optical Glass

,

A., 113.

Visits to Works, P., 11, 24, 43.

Wash-bottle, Self-acting, A., 16.

Washing Machine, Bottle, A., 220.

Waste Gases, T., 176 #.

16
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Water-glass-Salt-cake Mixtures as
Substitutes for Alkali in

Batches, A., 53.

Weathering of Glass. See Dura-
bility.

Welding Properties of Glasses, Simple
Expansibility Test for Deter-
mining, A., 111.

Westake Machine, P., 11.

Wet Grinding of Clays, Effect of, A.,
27.

Willemite, T., 157.

Wilzin Automatic Bottle -making
Machine, A., 149.

Window-glass Cylinders, Cutting-off
Device for, A., 52.

Cylinders, Drawing. A., 50.

Flattening Oven, A., 140.

Winkelmann and Schott Factors, T.,

121 #., 280; A., 7.

Wollastonite, T., 94, 157.

Wool, Glass, as a Filtering Medium,
A., 144.

X-Pvays, Effect of, on Glass, T , 155;
A., 60.

Yellow Etching Compound, A., 61.

Zinc, Determination of Small Quanti-
ties of, A., 202.

Zirconia Bricks. A., 24.

Zirconium. Silicon, Tin and Titanium,
Separation of, A., 144.
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